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INTRODUCTION
Anna Karenina occupies a central and pivotal position

among Tolstoy’s works. In Ms early stories, before War
and Peace and Amm Karenina, he developed a technique

of analysis enabling him to present accurately the psycho-

logical mechanism of human action, and gradually per-

fected an instrument of analysis which penetrated far

deeper than any novelist before him into the lower layers

of consciousness. By the time he wrote his two great

novels this instrument of analysis was no longer an end in

itself but a fiilly perfected tool ready to his hand as means
to an end. These novels stand at the crucial point where
the modern novel begins. His immediate predecessors in

the development of the modern novel were the great French
analytical novelists of the late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries, Rousseau and Stendhal. He himself

heralds a change in the texture of the narrative from the

old dramatic method (which was stiE Dostoevski’s) to a

new ‘point of view’ method. The dramatic method con-

sists in giving the actions and words of the characters

without an explanation. Tolstoy in his earlier period never

does that; with him the psychological explanation is the

important thing. Not what his people do, but why they do

it, iS' vital.

As Brand Whitlock well says, Tolstoy more than any
other WTiter could create living beings and invest them
with the quality' of visibility. Writers may possess a
beautiful and fascinating style, and their creations be as

dead ns door-nails. Tolstoy did not trouble himself much
about styie, merely as style. He had a perfectly clear,

dehnite, and vivid conception of what he saw and wished

to report, and he set it down with remorseless and inevit-,

able precision- Tins is not to say that he had no style: he

had indeed a peculiarly potent and vivid style; style is

personality, and the pungent flavour of his personality is

very perceptible. It is a style full of a dry, ironic humour,

and produces a positive and almost naive effect. His
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figures are never vague or blurred; they are always tiieir

authentic selves and invariably u-ct on their own human
impulses not in supine obedience to their author’s will*—

they are not puppets but living beings. The extraordinary

fineness of Tolstoy’s perceptions and his sincere fidelity

to them, gives us a sense of the absolute reality of his

characters and of their actions. The peculiar triumph of

his style consists in the removal of all obstacles between

him and his readers, and causes as a rule their ready

acceptance of the feelings he depicts.

Dostoevski declared that Anna Karenina as an artistic

production is a perfection to which European literature of

our epoch offers no equal, and he pointed with special

admiration to the wonderful scene in the first volume
‘where the heroine is at death’s door and the culprits and
enemies are transformed into higher beings, into brothers

forgiving one another everything—^into beings who by
mutual and complete forgiveness have freed themselves

from falsehood, guilt and crime, and thereby justified

themselves with full consciousness that they have acquired

a right to do so’.

Matthew Arnold in his famous essay speaks of Anna’s
large, fresh, generous, and delightful’ nature which keeps

our sympathy and almost our respect ; there is no nonsense

about her being a degraded or vile person. Like other

critics he notices the absolute reality ofTolstoy’s personages

and their doings. Anna’s shoulders and masses of hair

and half-shut eyes, Alexis Karenin’s updrawn eyebrows,
tired smile, and cracking finger-joints, Stiva’s eyes suffused

with facile moisture—are as real to us as any of those out-

ward peculiarities which in our own circle of acquaintances
we notice daily, while the inner personalities of our own
circle, happily or unhappily, lie a great deal less clearly

revealed to us than those of Tolstoy’s creatures.

Galsworthy said that the birth, and Anna’s death, are

.-=^-=^the highest emotional work of Tolstoy, and the interview

of Stiva with Karenin, Landau, and Countess L.ydia, is

the highest point of satire. Elsewhere he said he had never
been convinced that Anna, in the circumstances shown,
would have committed suicide. ‘Anna’, he says, ‘is a
warm, pulsatory person, with too much vitality to go out
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is

as slae did . , , Ladies of Ler sort of past have too much
vitality to put a period t5 themselves except in plays and
novels.’

it is however., I think, a mistake- to class Anna, as Gals-

worthy does, with Paula in The Second Mrs, Tanqueray
and with ‘ladies of her sort of past’. Anna should not be
classed with them, or with Princess Betsy, Liza Merkalova,

or Sappho Stolz, who though their conduct is much worse

than hers, flourish in this novel like the green bay-tree.

Anna was highly strung, impressionable, devoted to her

son hardly less than to Vronsky, and when cut off from
that son and from her former surroundings and occupa-

tions, her whole existence became concentrated in the man
she loved. Having no other interest in life, she developed
a pa*ssionate though causeless jealousy that quite un-
balanced her. In his own married life Tolstoy knew some-
thing of the effect that passionate though causeless jealousy

can produce, and how closely it may be connected with
suicidal mania.

'

On February 24, 1870, Tolstdy’s wife wrote to her

sister: ‘Yesterday evening he told me that the type had
occurred to him of a woman, married and in high society,

who has lost her footing. He said his problem would be
to present that woman not as guilty, but as merely pathetic,

and that directly her type had occurred to him, aU the

characters and male types he had had in mind before

fitted into their proper places and grouped themselves

around that woman. ’

Three years later she again wrote to her sister: ‘Yester-

day LiH^oehka [her pet name for her husband] suddenly
and unexpecteciiy started to write a novel of contemporary
life. The subject is an unfaithful wife and the drama that

resulted from that.’

As the story proceeded, Anna took matters into her

own hands and committed suicide. A visitor at Yasnaya
Polyana once ventured the opinion that Tolstoy had beeif

too hard on her in letting her be run over by a train, where-

upon Tolstoy replied: ‘Pushldn once said to some friends,

“What do you think has happened to my Tatiana [the

heroine of his chief poem] ? She has gone and got married!

I should never have thought it of her!” So with my Anna
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Karenina ; in fact my heroes and heroines are ap4.to behave
quite differently from what I coffld wish them to do! V

Anna in the novel behaves, in fact, as another Anna,
the mistress of a neighbouring landed proprietor, had
actually done the year before Tolstdy began this book.

Apart from its merits as a novel, in which the stories

of -^na and Vronsky on the one hand and of Levin and
Kitty on the other are told side by side without any con-

fusion or clashing, the work has very high autobiographical

value, and again in this respect it is pivotal. The last

chapters, which tell ofLevin’s perplexity as to the meaning
ofhis life, and the enlightenment he obtained from the words
of a peasant; ‘You see, people differ; one man lives only

for his needs, take M;^tinka who only stuffs his own belly,

while Plato [a common name among the peasants] is an
upright old man. He lives for his soul and remembers God.’

‘How does he remember God ? How does he live for his

soul ?’ L^vin almost cried out.

‘You know how—rightly, in a godly way. You know,
people differ! Take you, for instance, you won’t injure

any one either ’ This narrates Tolstdy’s own experience,

and serves as an introduction to his next book, Confession^

which preluded the work that filled the last thirty years

of his life.

Without Anna Karenina it would be hard to understand
the change that, at the age of fifty, overtook Tolstoy, and
it would seem as though there were a strange gap between
his earlier and his later activities. A sympathetic perusal of
thisremarkable novel enables us, however, to grasp the con-

tinuity and consistency imderlying the path Tolstoy trod,

and the motives that actuated him for the rest of his life.

Anna Karenina is not only one of the best novels ever

written, it also reveals the heart of a great artist whose
unparalleled sincerity and frankness rendered hitn the

most interesting and inspiring writer of his age.

Written as it was in the seventies of the last century
and frequently alluding to people and events of that

period, it is a work that seems particularly to need such
explanatory annotations as are supplied in this edition.

July 1938
AYLMER MAUDE
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Nikolenkar
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Zemstvo, nearly equivalent to County Council.

Samovar, a *self-boiler’; an urn in customary use in

Russia for heating water.

Kvas, a non-alcoholic drink.

JzvdshcMh, a public conveyance coiTei^ponding to our cab.

The word is also used for the man who drives it.

Tarantds, a large four-wheeled vehicle with leather top.
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Rouble, at the time of this story (1874-76) about 2s. Od.
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ANNA KARENINA

* ¥engeance is mine ; IwiErepay,*

PAETl :

' CHAPTER I .

All ha.ppy families resemble one another, but each un-
happy family is unhappy in its own way.

Everything was upset in the Oblonskys’ house. The
wife had discovered an intrigue between her husband
and their former French governess, and declared that
she would not continue to live under the same roof with
him. This state of things had now lasted for three days,

and not only the husband and wife but the rest of the
family and the whole household suffered from it. They
ah felt that there was no sense in their living together, and
that any group of people who had met together by chance
at an inn would have had more in common than they.

The wife kept to her own rooms ; the husband stopped
away from home all day ; the children ran restlessly

abotit the house; the English governess quarrelled with
the housekeeper and wrote to a friend asking if she could
find her another situation ; the cook had gone out just at
dinner-time the day before and had not returned ; and
the kitchen-maid and coachman had given notice.

On the third day after his quarrel with his wife. Prince
Stephen Arkadyevich Oblonsky—-Stiva, as he was called

in his set in Society—^woke up at his usual time, eight
o*cloek, not in his wife’s bedroom but on the morocco
leather-covered sofa in his study. He turned his plump,
weU-kept body over on the springy sofa as if he wished
to have another long sleep, and tightly embracing one
of the pOlow^s leant his cheek against it ; but then suddenly
opened his eyes and sat up,

* Let me see—what was it ? ’ he thought, trying to

recaE his dream. * What was it 7 Oh yes—Alabin was
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giving a dMner-pSErty in©am —^no, not in ©armstadt
but somewhere in America. Oh yes, Darmstadt was in

America,—and Alabin was giving the party. The dinner

was served on glass tables—yes, and the tables sang II

m.io tesoro'* no, not exactly IImio tesoro” but
something better than that ; and then there were some kind
of little decanters that were really women.’ His eyes

sparkled merrily and he smiled as he sat thinking. ‘ Yes,

it was very nice. There were many other delightful

things which I can’t just get hold of—can’t catch now I’m
awake.’ Then, noticing a streak of light that had made
its way in at the side of the blind, he gaily let down his

legs and felt about with his feet for his slippers finished

with bronze kid (last year’s birthday present, embroidered
by his wife) ; and from nine years’ habit he stretched out
his arm, without rising, towards where his dressing-gown
usually hung in their bedroom. And then he suddenly
remembered that he was not sleeping there but in his

study, and why. The smile vanished from his face and he
frowned.

‘ Oh dear, dear, dear !
’ he groaned recalling what had

happened. And the details of his quarrel vdth his wife,

liis inextricable position, and, worst of all, his guilt, rose

up in his imagination.
‘ No, she will never forgive me ; she can’t forgive me

!

And the worst thing about it is, that it’s aU my own fault
—^my own fault ; and yet I’m not guilty !

' That’s the
tragedy of it I

’ he thought. ‘Oh dear, oh dear I
’ he

muttered despairingly, as he recalled the most painful
details of the quarrel. The worst moment had been when,
returning home from the theatre merry and satisfied, with
an enormous pear in his hand for his wife, he did not find

her in the drawing-room nor, to his great surprise, in the
study, but at last saw her in her bedroom with the im-
iucky note which had betrayed him in her hand.
She sat there: the careworn, ever-bustling, and (as he

thought) rather simple Dolly—^with the note in her hand
and a look of terror, despair, and anger on her face.

‘ What is this ? This ? ’ she asked, pointing to the
note. And, as often happens, it was not so much the
memory of the event that tormented him, as of the way
he had replied to her.

At that moment there had happened to him what
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iiappens ^to most people when -•anexpectedly caught in

some shameful act : £«> had not had time to,.' assume'
an expression, suitable "to the .position .in which he „ stood'"',

toward
,

his ....wife now that . his: guilt.' was discovered.:'.

Instead :,.of taking, offence, 'denying, .making excuses, ask-
ing forgiveness, or even remaining indifferent (anything
would have been better than what he did), he involuntarily
(" reflex action of the brain,’ thought Oblonsky, who was
fond of physiology) smiled his usual kindly and therefore
silly smile.^

He could not forgive himself for that silly smile. Dolly,
seeing it, shuddered as if with physical pain, and with her
usual vehemence burst into a torrent of cruel words and
rushed from the room. Since then she had refused to
see him.

‘It’s aH the fault of that stupid smile,’ thought
Oblonsky. ‘ But wdaat am I to do ? What can I do ?

’

he asked himself in despair, and could find no answer.

CHAPTEEII

Oblonsky was tmthful vdth himself. He was incapable
of self-deception and could not persuade himself that he
repented of his conduct. He could not feel repentant
that he, a handsome amorous man of thirty-four, was not
in love with his wife, the mother of five living and two
dead children and only a year younger than himself. He
repented only of not having managed to conceal his con-
duct from her. Kevertheless he felt his unhappy position

and pitied his wife, his children, and himself. He might
perhaps have been able to hide things from her had he
Imown that the knowledge would so distress her. He
had never clearly considered the matter, but had a vague
notion that his wife had long suspected him of being
unfaithful and winked at it. He even thought that she,

who was nothing but an excellent mother of a family,

worn-out, already growing elderly, no longer pretty, and --

in no way remarkable—in fact, quite an ordinary woman
—ought to bp lenient to him, if only from a sense of justice.

It tu:rned out that the very opposite was the case.
‘ How awful 1 Oh dear, oh dear, how awful !

*

Oblonsliy kept repeating to himself, and could arrive at no

%
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conclusion. * And how well everything was going on till

now—how happily we lived I She was contented, happy
in her children ; I never interfered with her but left her to

tos over them and the household as she pleased. . . .

Of course it’s not quite nice that she had been a governess

in our house. That’s bad ! There’s something banal, a
want of taste, in carrying on with one’s governess—but

then, what a governess ! ’ (He vividly pictured to him-
self Mile Roland’s roguish black eyes, and her smile.)

^Besides, as long as she was in the house I never took
any liberties. The worst of the matter is, that she is

already. . . . Why need it all happen at once I Oh
dear, dear, dear ! What am I to do ?

’

He could find no answer, except life’s usual answer to

the most complex and insoluble questions. That answer
is ; live in the needs of the day, that is, find forgetfulness.

He could no longer find forgetfuhiess in sleep, at any rate

not before night, could not go back to the music and the
songs of the httle decanter-women, consequently he must
seek forgetfulness in the dream of life.

‘We’ll see when the time comes,’ thought Oblonsky,
and got up, put on his grey dressing-gown Imed with blue
silk, tied the cords and drawing a full breath of air into

his broad chest went with his usual firm tread toward the
window, turning out his feet that carried his stout body
so lightly, drew up the blind and rang loudly. The beU
was answered immediately by his old friend and valet,

Matthew, who brought in his clothes, boots, and a tele-

gram. He was followed by the barber with shaving
tackle.

‘Any papers from the Office?’ asked Oblonsky, as
he took the telegram and sat down before the looking-
glass.

‘They’re on your table,’ answered Matthew with a
questioning and sympathizing glance at his master

—

adding after a pause with a sly smile :
‘ Some one has

called from the jobmaster’s.*

Oblonsky did not answer, but glanced at Matthew’s
face in the looking-glass. Erom their looks, as they met
ia the glass, it was evident that they understood one
another. Oblonsky’s look seemed to say : ‘"Why do you
tell me that ? As if you don’t know !

’

Matthew put his hands into the pockets of his jacket,



put out his foot, aud looked at. his master "with a slight,

good-humoured, smile. ,
•

* I ordered him' to come the Sunday after next, and not
to trouble you. or himself needlessly till then,* said

' he,
evidently repeating a sentence he had prepared.

;

Oblonsky understood that 'Matthewmeant to have a
joke and draw attention to himself. He tore open the
telegram and read it, guessing at the words, which (as so
often, happens in telegrams) were misspelt, and his face
brightened,

‘Matthew, my sister Anna Arkadyevna is coming
to-morrow,* he said, motioning away for a moment the
shiny plump hand of the barber, which was shaving a
rosy path Between his long curly whiskers.

‘ The Lord be thanked !
’ said Matthew, proving by his

answer that he knew just as well as his master the im-
portance of this visit: namely, that Anna Arkadyevna,
Stephen Arkadyevich’s favourite sister, might help to
reconcile the husband and wife.

‘ Is she coming alone, or with Mr. Karenin ?
’

Oblonsky could not answer as the barber was busy
with his tipper lip

; but he raised one finger, and Matthew
nodded to him in the glass.

* Alone. Would you like one of the upstairs rooms got
ready?’
‘Ask Darya Alexandrovna.*
‘ Darya Alexandrovna ? ’ Matthew repeated, as if in

doubt.
‘Yes, tell her. Give her the telegram, and see what

she says.’
‘ You want to have a try at her ? ’ was what Matthew

meant, but he only said : ‘Yes, sir.’

Oblonsky was washed, his hair brushed, and he was
about to dress, when Matthew, stepping slowly in his

creaking boots, re-entered the room with the telegram in

his hand. The barber was no longer there.
‘ Darya Alexandrovna told me to say that she is going

away. “He may do as he pleases”—^that is, as you---
please, sir,’ he said, laughing with his eyes only; and,
putting his hands in his jjockets, with his head on one
side, he gazed at his master. Oblonsky remained silent,

then a kind and rather pathetic smile appeared on hm
handsome face.
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;

‘ Ah, Matthew !
’ he said, shaking his head.

^
* Never mind, sir—things will shape themselves.’'
‘ Shape themselves, eh ?

’

‘Just so, sir.’

‘Do you think so?—Who’s that ?* asked Oblonsky,

. hearing the rustle of a woman’s dress outside the door.

‘It’s me, sir,’ answered a firm and pleasant woman’s
voice, and Matrena Filimonovna, the children’s nurse,

thrust her stem pock-marked face in at the door.

‘"What is it, Matrena ? ’ asked Oblonsky, going toward
her.

Although he was entirely guilty and was conscipus of

it, almost every one in the house—even the mirse, I)arya

Alexandrovna’s best friend—sided with him.
‘ What is it ? ’ said he mournfully.
* Won’t you go and try again, sir ? By God’s grace

you might make it up ! She suffers dreadfully ; it’s

pitiful to see her, and everything in the house is topsy-

turvy. You should consider the children I Own up,

sir—^it can’t be helped ! There’s no joy without . .

‘ But she won’t admit me !

*

‘Do your part—God is merciful. Pray to Him, sir,

pray to Him!’
‘ An right—now go,’ said Oblonsky, suddenly blushing.
‘ I must get dressed,’ said he, turning to Matthew, and

he resolutely threw off his dressing-gown.

Matthew blew some invisible speck off the shirt which
he held ready gathered up like a horse’s collar, and with
evident pleasure invested with it his master’s carefully

tended body.

CHAPTER HI

When he was quite dressed Oblonsky sprinkled some
scent on himself, pulled down his cuffs, and as usual
distributing in different pockets his cigarette-case, matches,

.—pocket-book, and the watch with its double chain and
bunch of charms, he Shook out his handkerchief, and
feeliug clean, sweet, healthy, and physically bright in

spite of his misfortune, went with a slight spring in each
step into the dining-room where his coffee stood ready.
Beside the coffee lay letters and papers from the Office.



He read the letters, ^one of which impressed him tm-

pleasaiitly. It concerned the sale of a forest on his wife’s

estate, and came from a dealer who wanted to buy that

forest. This forest had to be sold; but until he was
reconciled with his wife the sale was quite out of the

question. What was most unpleasant was that a financial

consideration would now be mixed up with the impending
reconciliation. The idea that he might be biased by
that consideration, might seek a reconciliation in order

to sell the forest, offended him. Having looked through

his letters, Oblonsky drew the Departmental papers

toward him, and turning over the pages of two hies

made a few notes on them with a big pencil ; then pushing

them aside, began to drink his coffee.

At the same time he unfolded the still damp morning
paper, and began reading. Oblonsky subscribed to and
read a Liberal paper—^not an extreme Liberal paper but

one that expressed the opinions of the majority. And
although neither science, art, nor politics specially in-

terested him, he fiirmiy held to the opinions of the majority

and of his paper on those subjects, changing his views

when the majority changed theirs,—or rather, not
changing them—they changed imperceptibly of their

own accord.

Oblonsky’s tendency and opinions were not his by
deliberate choice : they came of themselves, just as he
did not choose the fashion of his hats or coats but wore
those of the current style. Living in a certain social set,

and having a desire, such as generally develops with
maturity, for some kind of mental activity, he was
obliged to hold views, just as he was obliged to have a
hat. If he had a reason for preferring Liberalism to the

Conservatism of many in his set, it was not that he
considered Liberalism more reasonable, but because it

suited his manner of life better. The Liberal Party
maintained that everything in Eussia was bad, and it

was a fact that Oblonsky had many debts and decidedly^

too little money. The Liberal Party said that marriage

was an obsolete institution which ought to be reformed ;

and family life really gave Oblonsky very little pleasure,

forcing him to tell lies and dissemble, which was quite

contrary to his nature. The Liberal Party said, or rather

hinted, that religion was only good as a check on the more

PAET I, CHAPTEE III
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barbarous portion of the population ;
and Oblonsky really

could not stand through even a short church service with-

out pain in his feet, or understand why one should use ail

that dreadfully high-flown language about another wprid
while one can live so merrily in this one. Besides,

Oblonsky was fond of a pleasant joke, and sometimes
liked to perplex a simple-minded man by observing that

if you’re going to be proud of your ancestry, why stop

short at Prince Eurik and repudiate your oldest ancestor

.

—^the ape ?
"

Thus Liberalism became habitual to Oblonsky, and he
loved his paper as he loved his after-dinner cigar, for the

shght mistiness it produced in his brain. He read the

leading article, which explained that in our time it is

needless to raise the cry that Eadioalism is threatening

to swallow up all Conservative elements and to maintain
that the Government should take measures to crush the

hydra of revolution ; for, on the contrary, ‘ in our opinion

the danger lies not in an imaginary hydra of revolution,

but in an obstinate clinging to tradition which hampers
progress,’ etc. He also read the finance article in which
Bentham and Mill were mentioned and hits were made at

the Ministry. With his natural quickness of perception
he understood the meaning of each hit, whence it came,
for whom it was meant, and what had provoked it, and
this as usual gave him a certain satisfaction. But to*day
the satisfaction was marred by the memory of Matrena
Filimonovna’s advice, and the fact that there was all

this trouble in the house. He went on to read that there
was a rumour of Coimt Beust’s journey to Wiesbaden

;

that there would be no more grey hairs ; that a light

brougham was for sale, and a young person offered her
services ; but ail this information did not give him the
quiet, ironical pleasure it usually did.

Having finished the paper, his second cup of coffee,

and a buttered roll, he got up, flicked some crumbs off

his waistcoat, and, expanding his broad chest, smiled
^joyfully, not because there was anything specially pleasant

in his mind—^no, the smile was but the result of a healthy
digestion. But that joyful smile at once brought every-
thing back to his mind, and he grew thoughtful.
Then he heard the sound of two childish voices outside

the door, and recognized them as the voices of his eldest
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clawglitei:, Tanya^ .and of his little boy Grisha. They
were dragging something along, and had upset it.

‘ I told yon not to put passengers on the roof,’ the girl

shouted in English.
‘ "Now pick" them up !

‘Everything is disorganized,’ thought Oblonsky

;

‘ here are the children running wild— and going to the

door he called them in. They left the box, which repre-

sented a train, and came to their father.

The girl, her father’s pet, ran boldly in, embraced him,
and hung laughing on his neck, pleased, as she always
was, to smell the familiar scent of his whiskers. Having
kissed Ms face, hushed by stooping and lit up by tender-

ness, the giii unclasped her hands and was going to run
away, but he held her back.

‘How’s Mama?’ he asked, passing Ms hand over

his daughter’s smooth delicate little neck, as he smilingly

said ‘ Good morning ’ in answer to the little boy’s greeting.

He 'was conscious of not caring as much for the boy as

for the girl but did his best to treat them both alike.

The boy felt this and did not respond to his father’s cold

smile.
‘ Mama ? She’s up,’ said the girl.

Oblonsky sighed.
‘ That means that she has again not slept all night,’

he thought,
‘ Yes, but is she cheerful ? ’ he added.
The girl knew that her father and mother had quarrelled,

and that her mother could not be cheerful, and also that
her father must know this, so that his putting the question

to her so lightly was all pretence, and she blushed for

him. Pie noticed this and blushed too.
‘ I don’t know,’ she said. ‘ She said we were not to

have any lessons, but must walk with Miss Hull to

Grandmamma’s.’
‘ Well, you may go, my little Tanyakin. . , . Oh,

wait I ’ he said, still holding her and stroking her delicate

little hand.
Taking a box of sweets from the mantelpiece where"

he had put it the day before, he chose two sweets which
he knew she liked best, a chocolate and a coloured cream.

‘ Eor Grisha ? ’ she asked, holding out the chocolate.
‘ Yes, yes,’ and stroking her shoulderbe kissed the nape

of her neck, and let her go.
'

'

O
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‘The carriage is ready,’ said Matthew, ‘ and ^ there is

a woman waiting to see you on btisiness.’

‘ Been here long ?
’

‘ About half an hour,’
‘ How often must I tell you to let me know at once

when anyone is here ?
’

‘ But I must give you time to finish your coffee,’

answered Matthew in his friendly rude tone, with which
it was impossible to be angry.

‘Well, ask her in at once,’ said Oblonsky, his face

wrinkling with vexation.

The woman, widow of a petty ofiScial named Kalinin,

was petitioning for something impossible and absurd,

but nevertheless Oblonsky, with his usual politeness

asked her to sit down and heard her attentively to the
end, gave her full instructions how and to whom to apply
and even wrote briskly and fluently in his large, graceful

and legible hand a little note to a personage who might
be of use to her. Having dismissed her, he took his hat
and paused to consider whether he had forgotten any-
thing. He found he had forgotten nothing but what he
wanted to forget : his wife.

‘ Oh yes !
’ His head dropped, and his handsome face

became worried.
‘ To go, or not to go ? ’ he asked himself ; and his ioner

consciousness answered that he ought not to go : that
it could only result in hypocrisy ; that it was impossible
to restore their relations because it was impossible to
render her attractive and capable of exoitiag love, or to
turn him into an old man incapable of love. Nothing
except hypocrisy and falsehood could now result—and
these were repugnant to his nature.

‘ Nevertheless it will have to be done sooner or later.

After all, things can’t remain as they are,’ he said, trying
to brace himself. He expanded Ms chest, took out a
cigarette, lit it, took two wMs, then threw it into a
pearl-shell ash-tray, and orbssing the drawing-room

-with rapid steps, he opened the door which led into his
wife’s bedroom.
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Babta Alexakbrovka was there hi'a dressing-jacket,

i

her large frightened eyes made more prominent by the :

emaciation of her face, and her once beautiful and luxuriant

hair done up in a knot. The room was littered with ?

scattered articles, and she was standing among them before :

an open wardrobe, sorting things out. Hearing her hus-

band’s step she stopped and looked at the door, vainly
trying to assume a severe and contemptuous expression.

She felt that she was afraid of him and afraid of the im- [

pending interview. She was trying to do what she had
f

attempted ten times already during those three days, to

sort out her own and her children’s clothes to take to her
|

mother’s ; but she could not bring herself to do it, and said !

again, as she had done after each previous attempt, that
;

things could not remain as they were—that she must do ^

something to punish and humiliate him, and to revenge 1

herself if only for a small part of the pain he had caused i

her. She still kept saying that she would leave him, but
felt that this was impossible. It was impossible because ;i

she could not get out of the habit of regarding him as

her husband and of loving him. Besides, she felt that if
'

here, in her own home, it was all she could do to look !

after her five children properly, it wnnkl bo still worse
j

where she meant to take them. As it was, during these
|

three days the youngest had fallen ill because they had |

given him sour broth, and the others had had hardly any
dinner yesterday. She felt that it was impossible for

her to leave ; but still deceiving herself, she went on
sorting the things and xjretendmg that she really wnuld

;]

go.

On seeing her husband she thrust her arms into a
drawer of the wardrobe as if looking for something,

and only looked round at him when he had come close to

her. But instead of appearing stern and determined as

she intended, her lace expressed only perplexity and
suffering. ,':i

‘ Boliy ! he said in a soft, timid voice. He bowred

Ms head, wishing to look pathetic and submissive, but
all the same he shone with freshness and health. With
a rapid glance she took in Ms fresh and healthy figure
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from head to foot. ‘ Yes, he happy and contented,’

she thought, ‘ but what about me ? . . . And that horrid

good-nature of his which people love and praise so,

how I hate it !
’ She pressed her lips together and a

cheek-muscle twitched on the right side of her pale nervous
face,

‘What do you want?’ she said quickly in a voice

unlike her usual deep tones.
* Doily,’ he repeated unsteadily, ‘ Anna is coming

to-day.’
‘ What’s that to do with me ? I can’t receive her !

®

she exclaimed.
* But after all, Dolly, you really must,’ said he.

‘Go away, go away, go away!’ she cried, as if in

physical pain, without looking at him.
Oblonsky could think cairoly of his wife, could hope

that ‘ things would shape themselves ’ as Matthew had
said, and could calmly read his paper and drink his

coffee, but when he saw her worn, suffering face, and
heard her tone, resigned and despairing, he felt a choking
sensation. A lump rose to his throat and tears glistened

in his eyes.
* Oh, my God ! What have I done ? Dolly-—for

heaven’s sake! . . . You know . . .” He could not
continue. His throat was choked with sobs.

She slammed the doors of the wardrobe and looked up
at him.

‘Dolly, what can I say? . , . Only forgive me I

Think, nine years. . . . Can’t they atone for a momentary
—a momentary ...”
Her eyes drooped and she waited to hear what he

would say, as if entreating him to persuade her somehow
that she had made a mistake.

‘A momentary infatuation, . . .’ he said, and was going
on; but at those words her lips tightened again as if

with pain, and again the muscle in her right cheek began
to twitch.

‘ Go away—go away from here !
’ she cried in a still

shriller voice, ‘ and don’t talk to me of your infatuations
and all those horrors !

’

She wished to go away, but staggered and held on to
the back of a chair to support herself. His face broadened,
his lips swelled® and his eyes filled with tears.
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* lae said^ now actually sobbing, ‘ for heaven’s

sake tlilnk of tlie
,

obMren—they, have' 'done nothing I

.
Punish me—-make me suffer for my sin ! Tell me what,.

to do-"-I am ready for anything. I am the guilty one.

I have no words to express my guilt* , . , But Dolly,

forgive me !

’

She sat down and he could hear her loud, heavy
breathing. He felt unutterably sorry for her. She

tried again and again to speak and could not. He
waited.

^
‘ You think of our children when you want to play

with them, but I am always thinldng of them, and I

know they are ruined novz/ she said, evidently repeating

one of the phrases she had used to herself again and again

during those three days.

But she had spoken of ‘ our children,’ and looking

gratefully at her he moved to take her hand; but she

stepped aside with a look of repugnance.

‘i do think of the chiidren, and would do anything

in the world to save them; but I do not know how to

save them—whether by taking them away from their

father, or by leaving them with a dissolute—^yes, a

dissolute father. . . . Tell me, do you think it possible

for us to live together after what has happened? Is it

possible ? Say, is it possible ? ’ she repeated, raising her

voice. * When my husband, the father of my children,

has love affairs with his children’s governess ?
’

* But what’s to be done ?—what’s to be done ? ’ said

he, in a piteous voice, hardly knowing what he was saying,

:;'j' and sinlamg his .head lower and lower, ,

I

‘ You are horrid and disgusting to me !
’ she shouted,

getting more and more excited. ‘ Your tears are—^water I

You never loved me; you have no heart, no honour I

To me you are detestable, disgusting—a stranger, yes,

a perfect stranger I ’ She uttered that word stranger, so

terrible to borBeil, with anguish and hatred.

He looked at her and the hatred Ee saw in her face

frightened and surprised him. He did not understand

that his pity exasperated her. She saw in him pity for

herself but not love. * No, she hates me ; she will not

forgive me,’ he thought, ‘ It is awful, awful i
’ he

muttered.
At that moment a child began to cry in another room,
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probably having tumbled down. Darya Alexandrevna
listened, and her face softened suddenly.

She seemed to be trying to recollect herself, as il

she did not know where she was or what she had to

do. Then she rose quickly and moved toward the

"door.
* After all, she loves my child,’ he thought, noticing

the change in her face when the baby cried; ‘my child

—

then how can she hate me ?
’

‘ Dolly, just a word !
’ he said, following her.

‘ If you follow me, I shall call the servants and the

children ! I’ll let everybody know you are a scoundrel f

I am going away to-day, and you may live here with
your mistress I

’

She went out, slamming the door.

Oblonsky sighed, wiped his face, and with soft

steps left the room, ‘Matthew says“ things will

shape themselves,”—but how ? I don’t even see a possi-

bility. ... Oh dear, the horror of it ! And her shouting
—it was so vulgar,’ he thought, recalling her screams and
the words scoundrel and mistress: ‘ And the maids may
have heard it! It is dreadfully banal, dreadfully!’
For a few seconds Oblonsky stood alone ; then he wiped
his eyes, sighed, and expanding his chest went out of the
room.

It was a Friday, the day on which a German clock-

maker always cam.e to wind up the clocks. Seeing him
in the dining-room, Oblonsky recollected a joke he
had once made at the expense of this accurate bald-
headed clockmaker, and he smiled. ‘ The German,’ he
had said, ‘ has been wound up for life to wind up clocks.’

Oblonsky was fond of a joke. ‘ Well, perhaps things will

shape themselves—“ shape themselves ”
! That’s a good

phrase,’ he thought. ‘ I must use that.*
‘ Matthew !

’ he called, ‘ will you and Mary arrange
everything for Anna Arkadyevna in the little sitting-

room ? ’ he added when Matthew appeared.
‘Yes, sir.’

Oblonsky put on his fur coat, and went out into the
porch.

‘ WiU you be home to dinner, sir ? ’ said Matthew, as
he showed him out.

“ I’ll see. • . . Oh, and here’s some money,’ said he,
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taking a ten-rouble note out of Ms pocket-book. ‘ Will

itbeonoiigiiT’ »
.

‘ Enough or not, we shall have to- manage, that’s clear,’

said Matthew, closing the carriage door and stepping
.

' back into the porch.
;

Meanwhile Darya Alexandrovna after soothing the

child returned to her bedroom, knowing from the sound
^ of the carriage wheels that her husband had gone. It

was her only place of refuge from household cares. Even
now, during the few minutes she had spent in the nursery,

the English governess and Matrena Filimonovna had
found time to ask some questions that could not be put

^ off, and which she alone could answer. ‘ What should

the children wear when they went out ? Ought they

to have milk ? Should not a new cook be sent for ?
’

‘ Oh, do leave me alone I ’ she cried ; and returning to

her bedroom she sat down where she had sat when talking

with her husband. Locking together her thin fingers,

on which her rings hung loosely, she went over in her

mind the whole of their conversation.
‘ Gone ! But how did he finish with hex ? ’ she thought.

‘Is it possible that he still sees her ? Why didn’t I ask

him ? No, no ! It’s impossible to be reunited. , . .

Even if we go on living in the same house we are strangers

—strangers for ever I ’ she repeated, specially emphasizing

the word that was so dreadful to her. ‘ And how I loved

Mm 1 Oh God, how I loved him ! . . . How I loved

—

and don’t I love him now ? Don’t I love him more than

ever ? The most terrible thing , . She did not

finish the thought, because Matrena Filimonovna thrust

her head in at the door.

.

‘ Hadn’t I better send for my brother ? ’ she said.

} ‘ After all, he can cook a dinner or else the chfidren

will go without food till six o’clock, as they did yesterday.’
‘ A31 right ! I’ll come and see about it in a moment.

. . . Has the milk been sent for ? ’ and Darya Alex-

androvna plunged into her daily cares, and for a time

drowned her grief .ill them.
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CHAPTER V

Oblonsky’s natural ability had helped him to do well

at school, but mischief and laziness had caused him to
finish very low in his year’s class. Yet in spite of his

dissipated life, his unimportant service rank, and his

comparative youth, he occupied a distinguished and
well-paid post as Head of one of the Government Boards
in Moscow. This post he had obtained through Alexis
Alexandi-ovich Karenin, his sister Anna’s husband, who
held one of the most important positions in the Ministry
to which that Moscow Board belonged. But even if

Karenin had not nominated his brother-in-law for that
post, Stiva Oblonsky, through one of a hundred other
persons—brothers, sisters, relations, cousins, uncles or

aunts—^would have obtained this or a similar post with

a salary of some 6000 roubles a year, which he needed
because in spite of his wife’s substantial means his affairs

Were in a bad way.
HaK Moscow and half Petersburg were his relations

or friends. He was bom among those who were or who
became the great ones of this world. One third of the

official world, the older men, were his father’s friends

and had known him in petticoats, he was on infaiate
terms with another third, and was well acquainted with
the last third. Consequently the distributors of earthly

blessings, such as government posts, grants, concessions,

and the like, were all his friends. They could not over-

look one who belonged to them, so that Oblonsky had no
special difficulty in obtaining a lucrative post ; he had
only not to raise any objections, not to be eimous, not
to quarrel, and not to take offence—^all things which,
being naturally good-tempered, he never did. It would
have seemed to him ridiculous had he been told that he
would not get a post with the salary he required ; especi-

ally as he did not demand anything extraordinary. He
only wanted what other men of his age and set were
getting ; and he could fiU such an office as well as anybody
else.2

Oblonsky was not only hked by every one who knew
him for his kind and joyous nature and his undoubted
honesty, but there was something in him—^in his hand-
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some and bright appearance, Ms. beaming ©yes, black
|

hair and eyebrows, and Ms/pink-and-wMte complexion, I

that had a physical effect on those he met, making them «

feel friendly and cheerfnL ^Ahl Stiva Oblonsky!
Here he is !

* said almost eveipr one he met, smilingly.

Even if conversation with him sometimes caused no
special delight, still the next day, or the next, every one

;

was .as .pleased as ever to meet him. .

. |

It was the third year that Oblonsky had been Head
i

of that Government Board in Moscow, and he had won
not only the affection but also the respect of his fellow-

officials, subordinates, chiefs, and all who had anything ;

to do with Mm. The chief qualities that had won him
j

this general respect in his Office were, first, his extreme “

leniency, founded on a consciousness of his own defficts; ;

secondly, his true Liberalism—not that of which he

read in Ms paper, but that which was in his blood and I

made him treat all men alike whatever their rank or t

official position ; thirdly and chiefiy, his complete in- |

difference to the busmess he was engaged on, in couse- i

quence of which he was never carried away by enthusiasm ^

and never made mistakes.
|

Having aixived at Ms destination, Oblonsky, respect-
f

fully followed by the doorSeeper bearing his portfolio, I

entered his little private room, put on his tmiform, and
)

cam© out into the Office. The clerks and attendants afi

rose and bowed with cheerful deference. Oblonsky walked
quickly, as was Ms wont, to Ms place, shook hands with

the Members, and sat*3own. He chatted and Joked just as

much as was proper and then turned to business. No one
could determine better than he the limits of freedom, ;

simplicity, and formality, necessary for the pleasant trans- i

action of busmess. The secretary came up with the papers, !

cheerfully and respectfully like everybody in Oblonsky’s

office, and remarked in the familiarly Liberal tone in-

troduced by Oblonsky : !

‘After ail, we’ve managed to get that information |

from the Penza Provincial Office. Here—will you i/

please. . .

* Got it last ? ’ said Oblonsky, holding this paper :

down with his finger. ‘ Well, gentlemen . . and the

sitting commenced. ::

‘ If they only knew,’ he thought, bowing his head

$ ' '

1
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gravely as he listened to a Beport, ‘ how like^ a guilty

little hoy their President was half-an-hour ago ! , .
**

and his eyes sparkled while the Beport was being read.

Till two o’clock the business was to continue uninter-

ruptedly, but at two there was to be an adjournment for

lunch.

It was not quite two when the large glass doors suddenly
swung open and some one came in. All the Members sit-

ting beneath the Emperor’s portrait or behind the Mirror

of Justice, glad of some distraction, looked toward the

door ; but the door-keeper at once turned out the intruder
and closed the glass doors behind him.
When the Beport had been read, Oblonsky rose,

stretching himself, and byway of tribute to the Liberalism

of the times, took out a cigarette before leaving the

Office to go to his private room. Two of his colleagues

—

Nikitin, an old hard-working official, and Grinevich, a

Gentleman of the Bedchamber—^followed him out.
* We shall have time to ffiaish after lunch,’ said Oblonsky,
‘ Plenty of time/ said Nikitin.

‘He must be a precious rogue, that Pomin,’ said

Grinevich, referring to one of those concerned in the
case under consideration.

Oblonsky made a face at these words, thereby indicating

that it is not right to form an opinion prematurely, and
did not reply.

‘ Who was it came in ? ’ he asked the door-keeper.

‘Some man came in without permission, your Excel-
lency, when I wasn’t looking. He asked for you. I told

him, “ When the Members come out, then. . .

’

‘ Where is he ?
’

‘ Perhaps he has gone out into the hall ; he was walking
about there just now. That’s him,’ said the door-keeper,

pointing to a strongly-built broad-shouldered man with
a curly beard, who, without taking off his sheep-skin cap,

was running hghtly and quickly up the worn steps of the
stone staircase, A lanky official, going down with a
portfolio, stopped, with a disapproving look at the feet

of the man running upstairs, and then glanced inquiringly

at Oblonsky, who was standing at the top of the stairs.

His kindly face, beaming over the gold-embroidered
collar of his uniform, grew still more radiant when he
recognized the man who was coming up.
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‘ Why, :tt’s you, Levin,,,at last !
’ he' said scruMzing the

0..pproachmg levin with^ a friendly mocking snaOe. ‘ How
is it yon' clsign to look .me'np in- this ’ hC' asked ; and

not
.

contojated with pressing his friend’s ' hand, he kissed

'him*.
‘ .Been here, long

• rv0' only just anived, and am very anxious to see

you,’ answered Levin, looking round with constraint, and

..yet crossly and uneasily. .

‘ Well then, come into my room,* said Oblonsky, who
knew bis friend’s self-conscious and irritable shyness;

and seizing him by the arm be led him along as if past

some dan,ger.
'

Oblonsky was on intimate terms with almost aU his

acquaintances, men of sixty and lads of twenty, axctors,

Ministers of State, tradesmen, and Lords in W’aiting, so

that a great many people on familiar terms with him
stood at the two extremes of the social ladder and would
have been much surprised to know that they had something

in common througli Oblonsky. He was on familiar terms

with everybody he drank champagne with, and he drank

champagne with everybody, Tmt when in the presence

of his subordinates he happened to meet any of his

* diareputablo pals,’ as he jpctda^Iy called them, he was
f

able, with his innate tact, minimize the impression i

such a meeting might leave on their minds. Levin was
not a ‘ disreputable pal,’ but Oblonsky felt that Levin

imagined he might not care to show their mtimacy in i

the presence of his subordinates, and that was why he
;

hurried him into his private room.
|

Levin and OblofTsky were almost of the same age ; and
'

with Levin, Oblonsky was on familiar terms not through
;

champagne only. Levin had been his comrade and
friend in early youth, and they were fond of one another

as Mends who have come together in early youth often

are, in spite of the diflercnce in their characters and
tastes. Yet, as often happens between men who have

chosen dilTerent pursmts, each, while in argument justify-

ing the otficr’s activEy, despised, it in the depth of his

heart. Each tliought "thatnis own way of living was
real life, and that" the life of Ms friend was—ihipjon.
Oblonsky could not repress a slightly sj^JSQSiStic smile at

the sight of Levin. How many times he had already

seen him arriving in Moscow from the country, where ha
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did something, though what it was Oblonsky could nevei

quite understand or feel any inferest in. Levin came to

Moscow always excited, always in a hurry, rather shy
and irritated by his own shyness, and usually with totally

new and unexpected views about things. Oblonsky
laughed at all this, and yet Hked it. Similarly, Levin in

his heart despised the town life his friend was leading,

and his official duties which he considered futile and
ridiculed. But the difference was that Oblonsky, doing

as every one else did, laughed with confidence and good-

humour, while Levin laughed uncertainly and sometimes
angrily.

‘ We have long been expecting you,’ said Oblonsky
entering his private room and releasing Levin’s arm, as

if to show that here all danger was past. ‘I’m very,

very glad to see you t
’ continued he. ‘ Well, how are

you, eh ? When did you arrive ?
’

Levin looked silently at the faces of the two strangers,

Oblonsky’s colleagues, and especially at the hands of the

ejegant Grinevich, who had such long white fingers and
su^Hoiig yellowish nails curving at the points, and such
large gljitt^mg sleeve-links, that evidently his hands
occupied his whole attention and deprived him of freedom
of thought. Oblonsky at once noticed Levin’s look and
smiled.

‘ Oh, of course I let me introduce you,’ he said. ‘ My
colleagues : Philip Ivanich Nikitin ; Michael Stanislavich

Grinevich.’ then turning to Levin, ‘ Constantine Bmit-
rich Levin, an active member of the Zemstvo, one
of the new sort—a gymnast who lifts a hundred-
weight and a half with one hand, a cattle-breeder, a
sportsman,—^my friend, and a brother of Sergius Ivanich
Koznyshev.’

‘ Very pleased . . said the old official.

‘ I have the honour of knowing your brother, Sergius

Ivanich,’ said Grinevich, holding out his narrow hand
with the long finger-nails.

Levin frovmed, shook hands coldly, and immediately
turned to Oblonsky. Though Levin had great respect for

his step-brother, an author known throughout Russia,

he hated to be regarded not as Constantine Levin but
as a brother of the famous Koznyshev.

‘ No, I am no longer on the Zemstvo— I have
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i|ijarrelled with the lot them, and don’t attend their

meetings any more,’ said he, addressing his friend.

* Quick work i
’ said Oblonsky, with a smile. * What

was it all about ?
*'

.

‘ It’s a long story—*ril tell you some other time,’ said

Levin, but began telling it at once,
,

‘ To' put- it. in' a
nutshell, I have come to the conclusion that there is,

and can be, no such thing as Zemstvo work,* he said,

speaking as if some one had just offended him. ‘ On the

one hand it’s simply playing ! They play at being a
parliament, and I am neither young enough nor old

enough to amuse myself with toys. On the other

hand . * he hesitated, ‘ it is a means of getting pelf

for the provincial 1 We used to have guardianships

and judgeships as soft jobs, and now we’ve Zemstvos

—

not bribes, but unearned salaries !
* he went on as warmly

as if he had just been contradicted.
‘ Aha I I see you’ve reached another new phase—

a

Conservative one this time !
’ said Oblonsky. ‘ However,

well talk about that later.’

‘ Yes, later I . . . But I want to see you,’ said Levin,

gazing with avewipn at Crinevich’s hand.
"iSblonsky’s smile was hardly perceptible.

‘Didn’t you tell me you woiildmever again put on
Western European clothes ? ’ he asked, surveying Levin’s

new suit, evidently made by a French taOor. ‘ That’s it

!

You’re m a new phase.’

Levin suddenly blushed, not as grown-up people Mush
who hardly notice it themselves, but as boys blush who
are aware that their shyness is ridiculous and therefore

feel ashamed of it and blush still more, almost to tears.

It was so strange to see 'that intelligent manly face in

Rueli a childish plight that Oblonsky leR off looking

at him.
‘ Where shall we see one another ? You know it is

very, vei'y important for me to have a talk with you,’

said Levin.
Oblonsky seemed to consider: ‘ Well—suppose we go

to lunch at Garin’s and have a talk there ? I am free

till three.’ -

‘ Ko,’ said Levin, after a moment’s consideration j
* I

have to go somewhere else.’

* Well then, let’s dine together,’
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* Dine ? But I’ve nothing particular to say—only a

word or two ... to ask you something ! We can have
a talk some other time.’

‘ Well, ted me the word or two now, and we’ll talk at

dinner.’
‘ The two words are . . . however, it’s nothing par-

ticular,’ said Levin, and his face became almost vicious

in his efforts to overcome his shyness.
^

‘ What are the Shoherbatskys doing ? All going on as

usual ?
’

Oblonsky, who had long known that Levin was in

love with his, Oblonsky’s, sister-in-law Kitty, smiled very
slightly and his eyes sparkled men*ily.

‘ You spoke of two words, but I can’t answer in two
because. . . . Excuse me a moment. . .

The secretary came in, familiarly respectful, thoughwith
a certain modest consciousness (common to all secretaries)

of his superiority to his chief in knowledge of business

affairs, approached Oblonsky with some papers, and on
the plea of asking a question began to explain some
'difficulty. Oblonsky, without hearing him to the end,

put his hand in a kindly way on the secretary’s sleeve

and, softening his remark with a smile, ^id ;

‘ No
;
please do it as I said,’ and having in a few words

explained his view of the matter, he pushed the paper
away and said finally ;

‘ Yes, please do it that way,
Zachary Nikitich I

’

The secretary went out, abashed. Levin, who during
Oblonsky’s talk with the secretary had quite overcome
his shyness, stood leaning both arms on the back of a
chair and listening with irqijkjal attention.

‘ I don’t understand it at all i
’ he remarked.

‘ What don’t you understand ? ’ asked Oblonsky with
his usual meny smile, as he took out a cigarette. He
expected Levin to say something eccentric.

‘ I don’t understand what you’re'Hoing,’ said Levin,
^tagging his shoulders. ‘ How can you do it seriously ?

’

Why not ?
*

‘ Because there’s nothing to do * ’

‘ That’s how it seems to you, but realljr we’re over-
whelmed with work.’

‘ —On paper ! Ah^well
!

you’ve a gift for that sort
of thing,’ added Levin.
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. * You, mean I’m .deficient in. something ?
*

‘ Perhaps !
’ said Levim ‘ But all the, same I admii-e

your dignity and am proud that my friend is such a great

man l' But all the same you’ve not answered my ques-

tion,’ he added, making a desperate effort to look Oblonsky
straight in the face.

‘All right 1 Ail right ! Wait a bit, and you’U be in

the same position yourself. It’s all very well for ym^
-v^rho have three thousand desyatins in the Karazin
District, and such muscles, andare as fresh as a twelve-

year-old giiil But still, you’ll be joining us yourself

some day ! . . . Now, about what you were asking :

nothing has changed, but it’s a pity you’ve stopped away
80 long.’

,

‘ Why ? ’ asked Levin in alarm.

‘Oh, nothing—*’ answered Oblonsky. ‘We’ll talk it

over later on, Biit whathas brought you here specially ?
’

‘ We’ll talk about that too later on,’ said Levin and
again blushed to his very ears.

‘ AU right, that’s natural enough !
’ said Oblonsky.

‘ Well, you know, Pd ask you to come to us, but my wife

is not very weU. Let’s see,—if you want to meet them,

you’ll be sure to find them in the Zoological Gardens from

four to five, Kitty s,^es there. Go there, and I’ll call

for you and we’ll dine somewhere together.*
‘ Splendid ! WeE then, au revoir !

*

‘ Mind you don’t forget I I know you—you may rush

off back to the country !
’ shouted Oblonsky after him.

‘ That’U be aU right !
’ said Levin and left the room,

only recollecting when aheady at the door that he had
not taken leave ,of Oblonsky’s colleagues.

‘ He, seems a very energetic iiian,’ said Grinevich when
Levin was gone,

‘Yes, my dear fefiow,’ said Oblonsky, shaking his head,
‘ and he’s a lucky man ! Three thousand desyatins in the

Karazin District, his life before him, and such freshness I

",Hot like. some of US' t,

’

‘ What liavc you to complain of, Stephen Arkadyevich ?
’

‘ Oh, things arc wretched, miserable 1
’ said Oblonsky,

and sighed bs^aviiy.
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CHAPTEFv VI

Whek Oblonsky asked Levin bis reason for coming to

town, Levin bad blushed and been angry with himself

for blushing, because he could not answer :
‘ I have come

to propose to your sister-in-law,’ although be really had
come solely for that purpose.

The Levins and the Shcherbatskys were two oH aristo-

cratic Moscow families that had always been on intimate

and friendly terms. Their ties were drawn still closer

during Levin’s University days. He had prepared for

and entered the University together with young Prince

Shcherbatsky, DoUy’s and Kitty’s brother. At that

tune Levin often visited the ShcWbatskys, and fell in

love with the family. Strange as it may seem, it was the

whole Shcherbatsky family—especially the feminine half

of it—that Levin was in love with. He could not remem-
ber his mother, and his sister was much his senior, so that

in the Shcherbatskys’ house he saw for the first time the
family life of a well-educated and honourable family of

the old aristocracy—a life such as be bad been deprived
of by the death of his own father and mother. All the
members of that family, especially the women, appeared
to him as though wrapped in some mystic poetic veil,

and he not only saw no defects in them, but imagined
behind that poetic veil the loftiest feelings and every
possible perfection. Why these three young ladies had
to speak French and English on alternate days ; why at
a given time they played, each in her turn, on the piano ^
(the sound of which reached their brother’s room where
the students were at work)

; why those masters of French
literature, music, drawing, and dancing came to the
house; why at certain hours the three young ladies

accompanied by Mademoiselle Linon were driven in a
caliche to the Tverskoy Boulevard, wearing satin cloaks
(Dolly a long one; Nataly a somewhat shorter one;
and Kitty so short a cloak that her shapely little legs in
their tight red stockings were quite exposed) ; why they
had to walk up and down the Tverskoy Boulevard accom-
panied by a footman with a gilt cockade in his hat,—all

this and much more that happened in this mystic world 1

he did not understand; but he knew that everything
[
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doB0 there was heautiM and he was in love with the very

mystery of it all.
, ,

'*'

'

*In his, student days he very nearly fell in love with 'the.,

'

eldest 'daughter, \ Dolly ; but a, marriage was soon after

arranged between her and Oblonsky. Then he began

falling in love with the second daughter. He seemed to

feel that he must fall in love with one of the sisters, but

be was not sure with which. But Nataly too, as soon

as she came out, married the diplomat, Lvov. Kitty

was stOl a child when Levin finished at the University,

young Shcherbatsky who entered the navy was drowned

in the Baltic ; and after that, in spite of his friendship

with Oblonsky, Levin’s intercourse with the Shcherbatskys

became less frequent. But when he had come to Moscow
early in the winter of this year and met them, he knew at

last*which of the three sisters he was really fated to love.

It would seem that nothing could be simpler than for

him, a man of good family, rich rather than poor, and
thirty-two years of age, to propose to the Princess

Shcherbatskaya. In all likelihood he would have been

considered quite a suitable match. But Levin was in

love, and therefore Kitty seemed to him so perfect in

every respect, so transcending everything earthly, and

he seemed to himself so very earthly and insignificant a

creature, that the possibility of his being considered

worthy of her by others or by herself was to him
unimagiaable.
Having spent two months in Moscow, living as in a

fog, meeting Kitty almost every day in Society which

he began to frequent in order to meet her, he suddenly

made up his mind that it was impossible, and returned

to the country.

Levin’s conviction that it was impossible rested on the

idea that from her relatives’ point of view he was not a

good or suitable match for the delightful Kitty, and that

Kitty herself could not love him. From her parents’

standpoint (it seemed to him) he had no settled occupa-

tion or position in the world. He was thirty-two, and

Wilde his former comrades were already colonels, aides-

de-camp, Bank and Railway Directors, or Heads of

Government Boards like Ohionsky, he (he knew very

well what others must think of him) was merely a country

squire, spending his time breeding cows, shooting snipe.
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and erecting buildings-—that is to say, a fellow without
talent, who had come to no |ood and was only doing
what in the opinion of Society good-for-nothing people
always do. Of course the mysterious, enchanting Kitty
could not love a plain fellow, such as he considered himseif

to be, a man so ordinary and undistinguished. More-
over, his former relation to Kitty had been that of a
grown-up man towards a child whose brother’s friend

he was, and this seemed an additional obstacle in love’s

path. He thought a plain kindly fellow Ito himself
might be loved as a friend, but to be loved with the
kind of love he felt for Kitty, a man must be handsome,
and above aU remarkable.
He had heard that women often love plain ordinary

men but he did not believe it, because he Judged by him-
seK and he could only love beautiful mysterious excep-
tional women.
But after spending two months alone m the country,

he became convinced that this time he was not in love
as he had been when quite young—for his present feelings

gave him not a moment’s rest—and that he could not live

unless the question whether she was to be his wife or not
were decided ; also that his despair had been the outcome
of his own fancy, and that he had no proof that he would
be rejected. So he had now come to Moscow determined
to propose to her, and to marry her if he was accepted.
Or . . . but he dared not think what would happen If

she refused him.

CHAPTER VII

Havtug reached Moscow by a morning train, Levin went
to stay at the house of his half-brother Koznyshev, who
was older than he, and after changing his clothes entered
bis brother’s study, intending to tell Mm why he had
come and to ask his advice. But his brother was not
alone, A weU-known professor of philosophy was with
him, who had come specially from Kharkov to settle a
dispute that had arisen between them on an important
philosophical question. The professor was engaged in
a fierce polemic against the materialists, and Sergius
Koznyshev, who followed this polemic with interest, on
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reading the professoPs last article had written to him
reproaching him with haying conceded too much to the

tnaterialists ; and the professor had come at once to talk

the matter over. The question was the fashionable one,

whether a definite line exists between psychological and
physiological phenomena in human activity ; and if so,

where.it lies ? „

When Levin entered, Sergius Ivardch greeted him
with the coldly affable smile he bestowed on everybody

and, having introduced him to the professor, went on

with the discussion.

The small spectacled man with the narrow forehead

interruiited the conversation a moment to say, ‘ how do
you do ’ to Levin and, paying no further attention to

him, went on talldng. Levin sat down to wait till the

professor should go, but soon became interested in the

subject of their conversation.

He had seen in the papers the articles they were dis-

cussing, and had read them because they interested him
as a development of the bases of natural science—familiar

to biTn as he had studied in that faculty at the University ;

but he had never connected these scientific deductions

as to man’s animal origin, reflex actions, biology and
sociology, with those questions concerning the meaning

to himself of life and death, which had of late more and
more frequently occurred to him.

Listening to his brother’s conversation with the pro-

fessor, he noticed that they connected the scientific

question with the spiritual and several times almost

reached the latter, but every time they approached this,

which seemed to him the most important question, they

at once hurriedly retreated and again plunged into the

domain of fine sub-divisions, reservations, quotations,

hints and references to authorities
;

and he found it

difficult to understand what they were talking about.
‘ I cannot admit,’ said Koznyshev with his usual clear

and precise expression and polished style, ‘I cannot on

any account agree with Keiss that my whole conception

of the external w’orld is the outcome of impressions.

The most fundamental perception—^that of existence

—

is not received through tiie senses, for, there is- no special

organ to convey that perception.”
* Yes. but they (Worst and Knaust and Pripasov) wiO
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teM you that your conception of existence results from
the collective effect of all your sensations and is therefore

a result of sensations. Wurst actually says that without
the senses there can be no perception of existence.’

‘ I would maintain the opposite . . began Koznyshev.
But here again it seemed to Levin that having reached

the most important matter they avoided it ; and he made
up his mind to a% the professor a question.

* Consequently, if my senses are destroyed, if my body
dies, no further existence is possible ? ’ he asked.

The professor, vexed and apparently mentaffy hurt
by the interruption, turned to look at this strange

questioner who resembled a barge-hauler rather than a
philosopher, and then looked at Koznyshev, as if asking,
‘ What can one say to this ?

’

But Koznyshev, who did not speak with anything like

the same effort, or as one-sidedly, as the professor, and
had room in his head for an answer to his opponent as

well as for comprehension of the simple and natural
point of view from which the question arose, smiled and
said

:

* That question we have as yet no right to decide. . .

‘ We have not the data . . .’ added the professor and
went back to his arguments. ‘No,’ said he; ‘I point
out that if, as Pripasov definitely states, sensation is based
on impressions, we must still carefully distinguish between
these two perceptions.’

Levin listened no longer but sat waiting for the professor

to go.

CHAPTER VIII

Week the professor had gone, Koznyshev turned to his

step-brother,

‘I am very glad you have come. Are you here for

long ? How do you get on with your farming ?
’

Levin knew that farming did not interest his eider

brother and that the question was merely a concession;
therefore he replied generally as to the sale of wheat and
money matters. He wanted to tell his brother of his

intended marriage and to ask his advice. He had even
firmly made up his mind to do so, but when he saw his
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I brothel’' and heard his conversation with the professor,

and afterward noticed the involuntarily patronizing tone

in which he asked him about the business of their estate

(this estate which they had Jointly inherited from their

inothcr had not been divided, and Levin was managing

the whole of it), he felt that something prevented him

from beginning to speak to his brother aboft his intention

to marry. He felt that liis brother would not look at the

S matter as he wished him to.

;
‘Well, and how is your Zemstvo getting on?’ asked

Roznysbev, who took a keen interest in the rural adminis-

tration and attached great importance to it.

i

‘ I really don’t know.’
‘ What ? But you are a Member ?

’

I

‘ No, I am no longer on it. I resigned,’ answered Levin,

I ‘ and don’t attend the Meetings any more.’

I
‘That’s a pity I

’ said Koznyshev, and frowned. To

:
justify himself Levin began to relate what used to happen

at the Meetings in his district.

‘ There now 1 It’s always the same,’ interrupted

Koznyshev. * We Russians are always like that. It

c' may be a good trait in us—this capacity to see our own
faults—but we overdo it, and comfort ourselves with

i sarcasm, which is always ready on our tongues. I can

- oidy tell you, that with such rights as we have in our

rural institutions, any other European nation—the
i English or the Germans—would have secured their

!>/ freedom, vrluie we only jeer at our Zemstvos 1

’

? ‘ But what is to be done ? ’ said Levin guiltily. ‘ That
was my last attempt. And I tried with my whole soul.

( , . But I can’t do it ! I’m incapable.’

i
‘ Incapable 1

’ said Koznyshev, ‘ No, you don’t look

I
at it from the right ])omt of view.’

! ‘That may be,’ said Levin moiimfully,
‘ Do you know that our brother Nicholas is here again ?

’

Nicholas was Constantine Levin’s elder brother, and

# Koznyshev 's half-brother. He was a ruined man who
bad squandered the greater fiart of his fortune, mixed
vith the strange.st and worst society, and quarrelled \rith

i

bis brothers.
‘ You don’l mean to say so !

’ cried Levin, horror-struck*

* How do you know ?
’

|i * Prokofy met him in the street.*

ii
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‘ Here, in Moscow ? Wliere is he ? Do yon know ?

’

Levin rose from Ms chair a& if meaning to go at

one©.
' I am sorry I told you,’ said Koznyshev, shaking his

head at his brother’s excitement. *I sent to find out
where he is living, and forwarded him a note of hand he
had given to Trubin, which I had paid. And this is the

an^er I received.*

Koznyshev took a note from under a paper-weight and
handed it to his brother.

Levin read the note, written in a curious but familiar

hand

;

‘ I humbly beg you to leave me alone. That is aH J

demand of my dear brothers.—Nicholas Levih.’
When Levin had read the note he remained standing

in front of Koznyshev holding it in Ms hand, without
lifting his head.

A struggle was going on within Mm between the desire

to forget Ms unfortunate brother for the present, and the

consciousness that this would be wrong.

‘He evidently wants to ofiend me,’ continued Kozny-
shev, ‘ but he cannot do that. I wish with all my heart

I could help him, but I know it can’t be done,’
‘ Yes, yes,’ said Levin, ‘ I understand, and appreciate

your attitude toward him ; but personally I shall go to

see him.’
‘ Go if you like, but I don’t advise it,* said Koznyshev.

‘ That’s to say, I’m not afraid of it on my own account,

he will not make mischief between us, but on your
account I don’t advise it. You had better not go. It’s

impossible to help him. However, do as you please I
’

‘ It may be impossible to help him, but I feel—especially

at this moment . . . but that’s a different matter—^I

feel that I cannot be at peace. . .

‘ WeU, I don’t understand that,’ said Koznyshev.
‘But what I do understand is a lesson in humility. I

have begun to look differently, more leniently, at what is

called rascality, sinoe brother Nicholas became what he
is. Do you know what he has don© ?

’

‘ Ah, it’s dreadful, dreadful 1’ Levin repeated.

Having got the address feom Koznyshev’s footman
Levin thought of going at once to see his brother ; but,

on refiection, decided to put off the visit till the evening.
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f To obtain peace of mmd it was necessary first of all to

f
decide the business that had brought him to Moscow,

I He therefore went to Oblonsky’s office, and having received

? news of the Shcherbatskys he drove to the place where he
; was told he could see Kitty.

1 CHAPTER IX

i At four o’clock that afternoon Levin, conscious that his

: heart was beating rapidly, got out of the hired sledge at
' the Zoological Gardens and went down the path leading
i to the ioe-hilis and skating lake, sure of finding Kitty

I

there, for he had noticed the Shcherbatskys’ carriage at

;

the entrance.

It was a clear frosty day. Carriages, private sledges,

sledges for hire, and mounted police stood at the entrance.
Well-dressed people, their hats shining in the sunlight,

crowded at the gates and thronged the clean-swept paths
between little houses built with carved eaves in Russian

!

style. The bushy birch trees in the Gardens with ah their

branches weighed down by snow seemed attired in new
festive garments. He walked along the path leading to

the skating lake, and kept repeating to himseK :
‘ I must

not be excited. I must be quiet ! . . . What are you
doing ? What’s the matter ? Be quiet, stupid I

’ h©
said to his heart. But the more he tried to be calm, the
more laboured ^ew his breath. He met an acquaintance
who called to him, but Levin did not even notice who it

was. He approached the ice-hilis and heard the clanking
of the chains by which the sledges wore being pulled up,
their clatter as they descended the hills, and the sound
of merry voices. A few more steps brought him to the
skating lake, and among all the skaters he at once recog-

nized her. He knew she was there by the joy and terror

that took possession of his heart. She stood talking to
a lady at the other end of the lake. There seemed to
be nothing striking in her dress or attitude, but it

was as easy for Levin to recognize her in that crowd as
to find a rose among nettles. Everything was lit up
by her. She was the smile that brightened everything
around.

‘ Can I really step down on to the ice, and go up- to.
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her ? ’ he thought. The spot where she stood seemed to

him an unapproachable sanctuary, and there was a

moment when he nearly went away, he was so filled with
awe. He had to make an effort and reason with himself

that all sorts of people were passing near her and he
himself might have come just to skate. He stepped down,
avoiding any long look at her as one avoids long looks

at the sun, but seeing her as one sees the sun, without
looking.

On that day of the week and at that hour, people

belonging to the same set and acquainted with one
another, met on the ice. Among them were masters of

the art of skating showing off their skill, and beginners

with timid and awkward movements holding on to the

backs of chairs fitted with runners ; boys, and old men
skating for hygienic reasons ; and they all seemed to

Levin to be fortune’s favourites because they were here

near her. Yet skaters appeared quite calmly to gain on
her, to catch her up, and even speak to her, and quite

independently of her to amuse themselves enjoying the
excellent ice and the fine weather. ^

Nicholas Shcherbatsky, Kitty’s cousin, in a short

jacket and tight trousers, with skates on his feet, was sit-

ting on a bench, and seeing Levin, called out to him.
‘ Hullo, you Russian champion skater ! When did you

come ? The ice is splendid—^put on your skates !

’

‘ I haven’t any skates,’ answered Levin, wondering at

such boldness and freedom of manner in her presence,

and not losing sight of her for a moment although not
looking at her. He felt the sun approaching him. She
was turning a corner, her little feet, shod in high boots,

kept close together, and she was skating timidly toward
him. A little boy dressed in Russian costume, violently

swinging his arms and stooping very low, was overtaking
her.

She was not very firm on her feet. Having drawn her
hands from the muff that hung by a cord fi'om her neck,

she held them out and looking at Levin, whom she had
recognized, she smiled at him and at her fears. Having
turned the comer, she pushed off with an elastic little

foot, glided straight up to Shcherbatsky, and catching
hold of him with her hand, nodded smfiingly to Levin.
She was more beautiful than he had imagined her.
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When he thought about her he could vividly uioture
to himseK her^entire person, and especiahy the charm of
her small, faw-haired head, so lightly poised on the shapely
girlMh shoulders, and the childlike brightness and kindness
of her face. In that ohOdlike look, combined with the
sto beauty of ker figure, lay her special charm: and
this he thoroughly appreciated, but what always struck
him afresh as unexpected was the expression of her
Byes—mild, calm, and truthful,—and above aU her smilA
wh ch mmed him mto a fairyland where he felt softened
and fiUed with tenderness—as he remembered feeW on
rare occasions m his early childhood.

‘ Have you keen here long ? ’ she said, shaking hands
^th him.

_

Tha^ you, she added as he picked up the
handkerchief she had dropped from her mulf
‘I? No.^not long—since yesterday . . I mean

to-day . . . replied Levin, in his excitement not quite
taking m her question. ‘ I wanted to come and see you ’

he went on, and then, remembering the reason why he
wanted to see Imi^ he became abashed, and blushed.
‘Mid not know that you skated, and so well.’

_

She looked attentively at him as if wishing to under-
stand his confusion.

‘ Your praise is valuable. There is a tradition here
that you are the best skater,’ she aaid, flicking off with
a small black-gloved hand some hoar-frost crystals that
had fallen on her muff.

‘Yes, I used to be passionately fond of skating. I
wanted to be perfect at it.’

‘ You seem to do everything passionately,’ she remarked
with a smile. ‘ I should so like to see you skate. Put on
a pair and let us skate together.’

‘ Skate together ! Can it be possible ? ’ thought Levin
looking at her.

‘ I’ll go and put them on at once,’ he said, and went to
hire some skates.

‘ You’ve not looked us up for a long time, sir,’ said one
of the attendants as, holding up Levin’s foot, he bored a
hole in the heel of his boot. ‘ vSince you left we have had
no gentleman ,who is such a master at it as you I Is that
right ? ’ he added, pulling the strap tight.

‘ Yes,, that’s right, that’s right ! Please be quick I

’

answered Levin, trying to restrain the happy smile which
210

^
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appeared : on Iris face. ‘ Yes,’ he thought, ^

‘ this is life—

•

this is joy ! She said, " Together : let us skate together ”
!

Shall I tell her now ? But that’s just why I’m afraid of

speaking. Now I am happy, if only in my hopes—but
then ? . . . Butimust . . . I must ... I must . . .

1
|

Away with this weakness !

’

He stood up, took oE his overcoat, and having given i

himself a start on the rough ice near the shelter, gh'ded

down to the smooth surface of the lake, increasing and ,

diminishing his speed and shaping his course as if by
voHtion only. He approached Kitty timidly, but her

smile again tranquillized him.

She gave him her hand and they went on together, 1

increasing their speed, and the faster they went the closer

she pressed his hands.
* I should learn quicker with you ; for some reason I

feel confidence in you,’ she said.
‘ And I am confident of myself when you lean on me,’

he answered, and was immediately frightened of what he -

had said, and blushed. And in fact, as soon as he had
littered these words her face lost its kind expression—as

j

when the sun hides behind a cloud—and Levin noticed

that familiar play of her features which indicated an
effort of mind I a wrinkle appeared on her smooth
forehead.

‘Has anything unpleasant happened . . . ? But I

have no right to ask,’ he said hurriedly.
‘ Why ? . . , No, nothing unpleasant has happened,’

she answered coldly, adding immediately: ‘You have
not seen Mile Linon ?

’

‘ Not yet.’
‘ Go to her then, she is so fond of you.’
‘ What does she mean ? I have hurt her. Help me,

'

O Lord !
’ thought Levin, hastening toward the old

Frenchwoman with the grey curls, who sat on one of

the benches. She welcomed Levin as an old friend, show- ^

ing her set of false teeth in a smile.
‘ Yes, you see we grow up,’ she said, indicating Kitty

with a glance, ‘ and grow old. “ Tiny Bear ” is grovm
up !

’ continued the Frenchwoman, laughing and remind- ,

ing him of his old joke when he called the three young
ladies the Three Bears of the English fairy tale. ‘ Dp

;

you remember when you used to call her so ?
’

^
t.



He had not the faintest recollection of it, but she was
fond of the joke and had laughed at it for the last ten

years..' „

‘ Well, go-go and skate ! Our Kitty is beginning to

. skate, nicely, isn’t she ?
’

When Levin returned to Kitty her face was no longer

stern and her eyes had then former tmthful, kindly look

;

but he thought there was an intentionally quiet manner
in her affability and he felt sad. Having spoken about

her old governess and her peculiarities, she asked him
about his way of life.

‘ Do you really manage not to feel dull in the countiy

in winter ? ’ she said.

‘ I don’t feel at all dull, I am veiy busy,’ he answered,

conscious that she was subduing him to her quiet tone,

from which—as had happened at the beginning of the

winter—he would not be able to free himself.
‘ Have you come for long ? ’ asked Kitty.
‘ I don’t know,’ he answered, without thinking of what

he was saying. The idea that if he accepted her pone

of calm friendliness he would again go away without

having settled anything occurred to him, and he deter*

mined to rebel.

‘ You don’t know ?
*

‘ I don’t. It all dejiends on you,’ he said, and was at

once terrified at his own words.

Whether she had not heard his words or did not wish to

hear them, anyhow, after slightly stumbling and striking

her foot twice against the ice, she skated hurriedly away
from him toward klUe Linon, said something to her,

and went toward the little house wKere the ladies took

off their skates.
‘ My God ! TOiat have I done ? O Lord, help me and

teach ! ’ prayed Levin, and, feeling at the same time

a need of violent exercise, he got up speed and described

iimer and outer cireles.

Just then a young man, the best of the new skaters,

with a cigarette in his mouth and slrates on, came out
of the coffee-room, and taking a run, descended the steps

leading to the^lake, clatterhig with his skates as he jumped
from step to step. He then fiew’' down the slope and
glided along the ice without so much as changing the

iasy position of his arms.

PAET I, CHAPTER DC
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‘ Oh, that’s a new trick I

’ said Levin, and at once ran

iip to try that new trick.
‘ Don’t hurt yourself—^it needs practice S

’ Nicholas

Shcherbatsky called out.

Levin went up the path as far back as he could to get

up speed, and then slid downwards, balancing himself

with his arms in this unaccustomed movement. He
caught his foot on the last step, but, scarcely touching

the ice with his hand, made a violent effort, regained his

balance, and skated away laughing.

‘Goodl Dear man!’ thought Kitty who at that

moment was just coming out of the little house with

Me Linon, looking at him with a smile of gentle tender-

ness as at a dear brother. ‘ Gan I really be guilty—have
I really done anything wrong ? They say it’s coquetting.

. . .1 know it’s not him I love, but still I feel happy
with him, he is so charming ! Only why did he say
that ?’ she thought.

When he saw Kitty who was going away, and her mother
who had met her on the steps, Levin, flushed with the

violent exercise, stood still and considered. He then took
off his skates and overtook mother and daughter at the

gates of the Gardens.
‘ Very pleased to see you,’ said the Princess. * We are

at home on Thursdays, as usual.’
‘ And to-day is Thursday !

’

‘We shall be glad to see you,’ said the Princess

drily.

Kitty was sorry to hear that dry tone and could not
resist the desire to counteract her mother’s coldness.

She turned her head and said smilingly

:

‘ Au revoir I ’

Just then Oblonsky, his hat tilted on one side, with
radiant face and eyes, walked into the Gardens like a
joyous conqueror. But on approaching his mother-in-

law he answered her questions about DoUy’s health with
a sorrowful and guilty air. After a few words with her

in a subdued and mournful tone, he expanded his chest

and took Levin’s arm.
‘ Well, shall we go ? ’ he asked. ‘ I kept thinking

about you, and am very, very glad you’ve come,’ he went
on, looking significantly into Levin’s eyes.

‘ Yes, yes 1 Let’s go,’ answered the happy Levin, still
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hearing tiie voice sa3?ing :

* Au revoir ! ’ and still seeing

the smile with which it had been said.
‘ The Angleterre,. or the Hermitage ?

*

‘ I don’t care.’\

‘Well then, the Angleterre/ said Oblonsky, choos-

ing the Angleterre because he was deeper in debt to

that restaurant than to the Hermitage, and therefore

considered it wrong to avoid it. ‘ Have you a sledge ? , . .

That’s a good thing, because I’ve sent my coachman
;home/''

The two friends were silent all the way. Levin was
considering what the change in Kitty’s face meant;
now persuading himself that there was hope, now in

despair, seeing clearly that such hope was madness

;

but yet feeling an altogether different being from what
he had been before her smile and the words ‘ Au revoir /

’

Oblomsky during the drive was composing the menu
of their dinner.

* You like turbot, don’t you ? ’ he asked, as they drove
up to the restaurant.

‘ What ? ’ said Levin. ‘ Turbot ? Oh yes, I am
awfully fond of turbot I

’

CHAPTER X

Whsn they entered the restaurant Levin could not help

noticing something peculiar in his friend’s expression, a
khid of suppressed radiance in his face and whole figure.

Oblonsky took off his overcoat, and with his hat on one
side walked into the dining-room, giving his orders to the
Tartar waiters, in their swallow-tail coats, with napkins
under their arms, who attached themselves to him. Bowing
right and left to his acquaintances who, here as elsewhere,

greeted him joyfully, he passed on to the buffet, drank a
glass of vodka and ate a bit of fish as hors-d’oeuvre, and
said something to the painted Frenchwoman, bedecked
with ribbons and lace, who sat at a little counter—some-
thing that made even this Frenchwoman burst into

frank laughter.

Levin did not take any vodka, simply because that
Frenchwoman—made up, as it seemed to him, of false

hak, powder, and toilet vinegar—was ofiensive to him.
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He moved away from her as from some dirty place. His

whole soal was filled with Kitty’s image, and his eyes

shone with a smile of triumph and happiness.
* This way, please your Excellency ! This way—^no

one will disturb your Excellency here,* said a specially

officious waiter, an old white-headed Tartar, so wide in the

hips that the tails of his coat separated behind.

‘If you please, your Excellency,’ he said, turning to

Levin and as a mark of respect to Oblonsky paying atten-

tion to his guest. In a moment he had spread a fresh cloth

on a round table aheady covered with a cloth beneath a
bronze chandelier, moved two velvet chairs to the table,

and stood with a napkin and menu awaiting the order.

‘If your ExceUenoy would like a private room, one
will be vacant in a few moments. Piince Golitzin is

there with a lady. We’ve some fresh oysters in, sir.’

‘ Ah—oysters I
’ Oblonsky paused and considered.

‘ Shan we change our plan, Levin ? * he said, with his

finger on the bOl of fare and his face expressing serious

perplexity, ‘ But are the oysters really good ? Now be
careful . .

‘ Real Flensburg, your Excellency ! We’ve no Ostend
ones,’

‘ They may be Flensburg, but are they fresh ?
’

‘ They only arrived yesterday.’
* Well then, shaU we begin with oysters and change

the whole plan of our dinner, eh ?
’

‘ I don’t mind. I like buckwheat porridge and cabbage-
soup best, but they don’t have those things here.’

‘ Would you like Buckwheat d la Busse ? ’ said the Tartar,

stoopiug over Levin like a nurse over a child.
‘ No,—^joking apart, whatever you choose wdU suit me.

I’ve been skating and I’m hungry ! Don’t think that I

do not appreciate your choice,’ he added, noticing a
dissatisfied look on Oblonsky’s face. ‘ I shall be glad of

a good dinner.’
‘ I should think so ! Say what you like, it is one of

the pleasures of life !
’ said Oblonsky. ‘ Well then, my

good fellow, bring us two—or that will be too little, , . .

three dozen oysters, and vegetable soup .

‘ Printanier/ chimed i^ the waiter.

But Oblonsky evidently did not wish to give him the
pleasure of calling the dishes by then French names.
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'

. . . vegetable, yon know. Then turbot with tMck
sauce ;

then . . . roast beef (and mind it’s good !) ; and
then capon, '

slial we say ? Yes.
. Aid stewed fruit.’

Th® waiter, remembering
,
Oblonsky’s way of calling

the items on the: French menu by their Russian names,
did not repeat the words after him, but afterwards

allowed himself the pleasure of repeating the whole of

the order according to the menn ;
‘ Poiage prinianieff

turhoif sauce Beaumarchais, potilarde d Vestragon, mmedoine
de fruits . . and immediately, as if moved by
he put down the bill of fare in one cardboard cover, and
seizing another containing the wine-list held it out to

Oblonsky.
^ ‘ What shall we have to drink ?

‘ Whatever you like, only not too much. , . . Cham-
pagne I

’ said Levin.
‘ What, to begin with ? However, why not ?

hlie the white seal
’

* Cachet blancf chimed in the waiter.
* Yes, bring us that with the oysters, and then we’ll see,’

* Yes, six, and what sort of table wine V
^ Nuits, . . no, let’s have the classic C'/iaHiV
‘ Yes, sir. And your special cheese ?

’

‘Well, yes—^parmesan. Or do you prefer some other

Idod?’
‘ Ho, I really don’t care,’ said Levia, unable to

a smile. •

The Tartar darted of!, Ms coat-tails flying ; and five

minutes later rushed in again, with a dish of opened
oysters in pearly shells and a bottle between his

fingers.

Oblonsky crumpled his starched napkin and pushed a
comer of it inside his waistcoat, then, with his arms
comfortably on tlie table, attacked the oysters.

‘Hot bad,’ he said, pulling the quivering oysters out

of their pearly shells with a silver fork, and
one after another. ‘ Hot bad,’ he repeated,

moist and glittering eyes now to Levins now to the
Tartar.

Levin couM eat ojvstors, though he preferred bread and
cheese. But it gave him more pleasure to watch
Oblonsky. Even the Tartar, who having drawn the

cork and poured the sparkling wine into the tMn wide
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I

glasses was straightening his white tie, glanced with a

smile of evident pleasure at Oblonsky.
‘You don’t care much for oysters ?’ said Oblonsky,

emptying his fine widedipped champagne glass-*-' or per-

haps you’re thinking of something else. Eh ?
’

He wanted Levin to be in good spirits. But Levin,

if not exactly in bad spirits, felt constrained. The
feelings that filled bis heart made him ill at ease and
uncomfortable in this restaurant with its private rooms
where men took women to dine. Everything seemed
ofiensive : these bronzes, mirrors, gaslights and Tartar

waiters. He was afraid of soiling that which filled his

soul.

‘I? Yes, I am preoccupied—and besides, all this

makes me feel constrained,’ he said. ‘ You can’t imagine
how strange it all seems to me who live in the country,—
like the nails of that gentleman I saw at your place.’

‘Yes, I noticed that poor Grinevich’s nails interested

you greatly,’ said Oblonsky.
‘I can’t help it,’ replied Levin. ‘Put yourself in my

place—look at it from a country fellow’s point of view

!

We tiy to get our hands into a state convenient to work
with, and forhhat purpose we cut our nails and sometimes
roll up our sleeves. But here people purposely let their

nails grow until they begin to curl, andhave little saucers

for studs to make it quite impossible for them to use their

hands!’
Oblonsky smiled merrily.
‘ Yes, it is a si^ that rough work is unnecessary to

him. He works with his mind . .

‘ Possibly ; but still it seems to me strange that while
we country people try to get over our meals as quickly
as we can, so as to be able |o get on with our work, here
you and I try to make our meal last as long as possible,

and therefore eat oysters,’
‘ Well, of course,* said Oblonsky. ‘ The aim of civiliza-

tion is to enable us to get enjoyment out of everything.’
‘ Well, if that is its aim, I’d rather be a savage.’
‘ You are a savage as it is. All you Levins are savages.’

Levin sighed. He remembered his brother Nicholas
and frowned, feeling ashamed and distressed; but
Oblonsky started a subject which at once distracted Ma
thoughts.
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* “ Fiery steeds by *’ something ** brands
I can always recognize

;

Youths in love at once I know.
By the look that lights their eyes !

** ’ 4

* Well, are yon going to see onr people to-night ? The
Shoherbatskys, I mean,; he said, pnahing away the rough
and now empty oyster shetts and drawing the cheese

toward him, while his eyes glittered significantly.
‘ Yes, certainly I shall go. Though the Princess

appeared to ask me rather unwillingly.*
‘ Not a bit of it ! What humbug ! IPs just her

manner. . . . Come, bring us the soup, my good feUow I

, , , It’s her grande dame manner,’ said Oblonsky. * I

shall come too, but I must first go to a musical rehearsal

at the Countess Bonin’s. What a strange feUow you
are, though ! How do you explain, your sudden departure

from Moscow ? The Shcherbatskys asked me again and
again, just as if I ought to know all about you. Yet all

I jniow is that you never do things as any one else does !

’

^Yes,’ said Levin slowly and with agitation. ‘You
are right, I am a savage. Only my savagery lies not in

having gone away then, but rather in having come back
now. I have now come . .

‘ Oh, what a lucky fellow you are I
* interrupted

Oblonsky, looking straight into his eyes.

‘Whyr’'.

declaimed Oblonsky. ‘ You have everything before you !
*

‘ And you-—have you everything behind you ?
*

‘No, not behind me, but you have the future and I

have the present ; and even that only half-and-half !
*

‘ Why ?
’

‘ Oh, things are rather bad, . , . However, I don’t

want to talk about myself, and besides it’s impossible to

explain everything,’ said Oblonsky. ‘WeU, and why
have you come to Moseow ? . . . Here, take this away !

’

he shouted to the Tartar.
‘ Don’t you guess ? ’ answered Levin, the light shining

deep in his eyes as he gazed steadily at Oblonsky.
‘ I do, bui 1 can’t begin to speak about it,—by which

you can judge whether my guess is right or wrong,’ said

Oblonsky, looking at him with a subtle smile.
‘ Well, and what do you say to it ? ’ asked Levin with
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a trembling voice, feeling that ail the muscles of his face

were quivering. ‘ What do you think of it ?
*

Oblonsky slowly drank his glass of Chablis, his eyes

fixed on Levin.
‘ There is nothing I should like better,* said he, ‘ nothing I

It is the best that could happen.’
‘ But are you not making a mistake ? Do you know

what we are talking about ? ’ said Levin, peering into his

interlocutor’s face. ‘ You think it possible ?
’

‘ I think so. Why shouldn’t it be ?
’

‘ No, do you really think it is possible ? No, you
must teU me all you really think ! And suppose . . .

suppose a refusal is in store for me ? ... I am even
certain . .

‘Why do you think so ? ’ said Oblonsky, smiling at

Levin’s excitement.
‘ Well, sometimes it seems so to me. You know, that

would be terrible both for her and for me.’
‘ Oh no ! In any case there’s nothing in it terrible for

the girl. Every girl is proud of an oiler.’

‘ Yes, every girl, but not she.’

Oblonsky smiled. He understood that feeling of Levin’s

so well, knew that for Levin all the girls in the world were
divided into two classes : one class included all the girls

in the world except her, and they had all the usual human
failings and were very ordinary girls ; while the other
class — herseK alone—^had no weaknesses and was
superior to all humanity,

‘ Wait a bit
:
you must take some sauce,’ said Oblonsky,

stopping Levin’s hand that was pushing away the sauce-

boat.

Levin obediently helped himself to sauce, but would
not let Oblonsky eat.

‘ No, wait, wait !
’ he said. ‘ Understand that for me

it is a question of life and death. I have never spoken to
any one about it, and can speak to no one else about it.

Now you and I are quite different in everything—-in
tastes and views and everything—but I know you like

me and understand me, and so I am awfully fond of you.
But for God’s sake be quite frank with me !

‘ I am telling you what I think,’ said Oblonsky smiling.
‘ i^uid I’ll tell you something more. My wife is a most
wonderful woman. . . He sighed, remembering his

t
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relations with his wife:; then after a minute’s pause he
continued : ‘ She has the gift of clairvoyance. She sees
people through and through I But more than that, she
knows what is going to happen especially in regard
to marriages. For instance, she predicted that the
Shahovskaya girl would marry Brenteln. No one would
believe it, but as it turned out she was right. And she
Is—on your side.’

‘.How do you know ?
’

‘ In this way—she not only likes you, but says that
Kitty is sure to be your wife.’

At these words a sudden smile brightened Levin’s face,

the kind of smile that is not far from tears of tenderness.
‘ She says that ? ’ he cried. ‘ I have always thought

her a jewel, your wife ! But enough—enough about it 1

’

and he got up.
‘ All right, but sit down t

*

But Levin could not sit still. He strode up and down
the little cage of a room blinking to force back his tears,

and only when he had succeeded did he sit down again.
‘ Try and realize,’ he said, ‘ that this is not love. I

have been in love but this is not the same thing. It

is not my feeling but some external power that has
seized me. I went away, you know, because I had come
to the conclusion that it was impossible—you under-
stand ? Because such happiness does not exist on earth.
But I have struggled with myself, and found that without
that there’s no life for me. And it must be decided . .

‘ Then why did you go away ?
’

* Wait a moment ! Oh, what a crowd of ideas ! How
many things I have to ask I Listen. You can’t imagine
what you have done for me by saying what you did ! I am
so happy that I’m acting meanly. I’ve forgotten every-
thing. I heard to-day about my brother Nicholas . . .

he’s here, you know . , . and I forgot all about him.
It seems to me as if he too were happy. It is like mad-
ness ! But there is one awful thing about it. You, who
are married, know the feeling ... it is awful that we
—who are comparatively old and have pasts . . . not
of love bui of sin . . , suddenly we come into close
intimacy with a pure innocent being ! That is disgusting,
and therefore one can’t help feeling oneself unworthy.’

* Well, there haven’t been many sins in your past I

’
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* Ah, but all the same,’ said Levin, ‘ looking back at

my life, I tremble and curse and bitterly regret. . , ,

Yes!’
‘ What’s to be done ? That’s the way the world is

made,’ said Oblonsky.
* My one consolation is that prayer that I like so much

;

“ Not according to my deserts but according to Thy loving

kindness I
” And she too can only forgive me that way.’

CHAPTER XI

Levxct emptied his glass and they were silent for a while.
‘ There is one thing more that I must tell you,’ began

Oblonsky. ‘ You know Vronsky ? V
‘ No, I don’t. Why do you ask? ’

‘ Another bottle !
’ said Oblonsky, turning to the Tartar,

who was filling their glasses and hovering round them just

when he was not wanted.
* The reason you ought to know Vronsky is this : he is

one of your rivals.’
* What is he ? * asked Levin, the expression of child-

like rapture which Oblonsky had been admiring suddenly
changing into an angry and unpleasant one.

‘ Vronsky is one of Count Cyril Ivanovich Vronsky’s
sons, and a very fine sample of the gilded youth of Peters-
burg. I met him in Tver when I was in the Service there
and he came on conscription duty. AwfuUy rich, hand-
some, with influential connections, an aide-de-camp to the
Emperor, and at the same time very good-natured—

a

first-rate feUow. And he’s even more than a first-rate

feUow. As I have got to know him now, he turns out to
be both educated and very clever-r-a man who will go
far.’

Levin frowned and was silent.
‘ WeU, so he came here soon after you left, and as far

as I can make out is head over ears in love with Kitty

;

and you understand that her mother . ,

‘Pardon me, but I understand nothing,’ said Levin,,

dismally knitting his brows. And at once he thought
of his brother Nicholas and how mean he was to forget
him.

‘ You just wait a bit, wait !
’ said Oblonsky, smiling
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and touching Levin’s am, ‘ I have told you what 1

Iniow, and I repeat that, as far as anyone can judge in so

delicate and subtle a matter, I believe the chances are all

on your .side.’.

Levin leant back in his chair. His face was pale.

‘ But I should advise you to settle the question as

soon as possible,’ Oblonsky continued, filling Levin’s

glass.

‘No, thanks! I can’t drink any more,’ said Levin

pushing his glass aside, ‘ or I shall be tipsy. . . . Well,

and how are you getting on ? ’ he continued, evidently

wishing to change the subject.

‘ One word more I In any case, I advise you to decide

the question quickly, but I shouldn’t speak to-day,’ said

Oblonsky. * Go to-morrow morning and propose in the

classic manner, and may heaven bless you !

’

‘You have so often promised to come and shoot with

me—why not come this spring ? ’ said Levin.

He now repented with his whole heart of having begun
this conversation with Oblonsky. His personal feelings

had been desecrated by the mention of some Petersburg

officer as his rival, and by Oblonsky’s conjectures and
advice.

Oblonsky smiled. He understood what was going on

in Levin’s soul.

‘ I’E come some day,’ he said. ‘ Ah, old chap, women
are the pivot on which everything turns ! Things are in

a bad way with me too, very bad, and all on accomit of

women. Tell me quite frankly . . .

’

He took out a cigar, and with one hand on his glass he
continued

:

‘Give me some advice.’

‘Why? What is tlie matter ?’

‘Well, it’s this. Supposing you were married and
loved your wife, but had been fascinated by another

woman . . .

’

‘ Excuse me, but really I . . . it’s quite incompre-
hensible to me. It’s as if . . . just as incomprehensible

as if I, after eating my fill here, went into a baker’s shop

and stole a roil.’

Oblonsky^s eyes glittered more than usual
‘ Why not ? Rolls sometimes smell so that one can’t

resist them !

’
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^Himmlisch. ist’s, wenn ioh bezwungen
Meine irdische Begier

;

Aber doch wenn’s nicht gelxingeii
^ ^

Hatt’ ich auch recbt liiibsch Plai^ir 1

’ ^

B

Oblonsky repeated these lines with a subtle smile and
Levin himself could not help smiling.

‘ No, but joking apart,’ continued Oblonsky, ‘ just

consider. A woman, a dear, gentle, affectionate creature,

poor and lonely, sacrifices everything. Now when the

thing is done , . . just consider, should one forsake her ?

Granted that one ought to part with her so as not to

destroy one’s family life, hut oughtn’t one to pity her and
provide for her and make things easier ?

’

‘ As to that, you must pardon me. You know that for

me there are two kinds of women . . . or rather, no

!

There are women, and there are ... I have never seen
any charming fallen creatures, and never shall see any

;

and people like that painted Frenchwoman with her curls

out there by the counter, are an abomination to me, and
all these fallen ones are like her.’

* And the one in the Gospels ?
’

‘ Oh, don’t ! Christ would never have spoken those
words had he known how they would be misused 1 They
are the only words in the Gospels that seem to be remem-
bered. However, I am not saying what I think, but
what I feel. I have a horror of fallen women. You are
repelled by spiders and I by those creatures. Probably
you never studied spiders and know nothing of their
character, and it’s the same in my case !

’

‘ It’s ail very well for you to talk like that—it’s like

that gentleman in Dickens, who with his left hand threw
ail difficult questions over his right shoulder. But
denying a fact is no answer. What am I to do ? Tell
me, what am I to do ? My wife is getting old , and I am
full of vitality, A man hardly has time to turn round
before he feels that he can no longer love his wife in that
way, whatever his regard for her may be. And then all

of a sudden love crosses your path, and you’re lost, lost I
’

said Oblonsky with despair.
Levin smiled.

1 ‘It is feearenly when I haye mastered my earthly desires; but when I
haye not succeeded, I liaye also had right good pleasure 1

’
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‘ Yes, I am lost/ continued Oblonsky. ‘ But wbat am^

I to, do ?

* Don’t steal rolls.*

;

Oblonsky burst out laughing,'

‘Ob, you moralist! But just consider, here are two
women; one insists only on her rights, and her rights

are your love, which you cannot give her ; and the other

sacrifices herself and demands nothing. What are you
to do ? How are you to act ? It is a terrible tragedy.’

‘ If you want me to say what I think of it, I can only

tell you that I don’t beheve in the tragedy. And the

reason is this; I think love, both kinds of love, wliich

you remember Plato defines in his “ Symposium ”—both
hinds of love serve as a touchstone for men. Some men
understand only the one, some only the other. Those
who understand only the non-platonic love need not speak
of tragedy. For such love there can be no tragedy.

“Thank you kindly for the pleasure, good-bye,” and
that’s the whole tragedy. And for the platonic love

there can be no tragedy either, because there everything

is clear and pure, because . . ,
’ Here Levin recollecting

I
his own sins and the inner struggle he had lived through

I added unexpectedly, ‘ However, maybe you are rig&.
^ It may very well be. But I don’t know, I really don’t

. know.’
< Well, you see you are very consistent,’ said Oblonsky.

‘ It is both a virtue and a fault in you. You have a

consistent character yourself and you wish all the facts

of life to be consistent, but they never are. For instance

you despise pubiio seivice because you want work always

to correspond to its aims, and that never happens. You
also want the activity of each separate man to have an
aim, and love and family life always to coincide—and
that docvsn’t happen either. All the variety, charm and
beauty of life are made up of light and shade.’

Levin sighed and did not answer. He was thinking of

his own afi'airs and not listening to Oblonsky.

And suddenly both felt that though they were friends,

and had dined and drunk wine together which should

have drawn them still closer, yet each was thinking only

of his ownT aiiairs and was not concerned with the

other-

Oblonsky had more than once experienced thk kind
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of acute estrangement instead of union following a

dinner with a friend, and knew what to do in such a

ease.
‘ The bill !

’ he shouted and went out into the dining-

hali, where he immediately saw an aide-de-camp of his

acquaintance, and entered into conversation with Mm
about an actress and her protector. And immediately
in conversation with the aide-de-camp Oblonsky felt

relief and rest after the talk with Levin, who always
demanded of him too great a mental and spiritual strain.

When the Tartar returned with a bill for twenty-sis
roubles odd, Levin quite unconcernedly paid his share,

which with the tip came to fourteen roubles, a sum that
usually would have horrified his rustic conscience, and.
went home to dress and go on to the Shoherbatskys*
where his fate was to be decided.

CHAPTER XII

Priitcess Kitty Shcherbatskaya was eighteen, and this

was her first season. Her success in Society was greater
than that of her two elder sisters, and greater even than
her mother had expected. Not only were nearly all the
youths that danced at the Moscow balls in love with
Edtty, but two serious suitors presented themselves for

her that very first winter : Levin and, immediately after

Ms departure, Count Vronsky.
Levin’s arrival at the beginning of the winter, his

frequent visits and evident love for Kitty gave rise to
her parents’ first serious deliberation as to her future,

and to disputes between them. The Prince took Levin’s
part and said he desired nothing better for Kitty. The
Princess with a woman’s way of talking round the ques-
tion said that Kitty was too young, that Levin had
not shown that his intentions were serious, that Kitty
was not in love with Mm, and so on ; but she did not say
the most important things, namely that she expected a
better match for her daughter, and that she did not like

Levin and did not understand Mm. When he suddenly
left, the Princess was pleased and triumphantly said to
her husband, ‘ You see, I was right!’ When Vronsky
appeared she was still more pleased and was strengthened
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Darya and Nataly were married I Now that her youngest

daughter had come out she was living through the same
fears and doubts, and having even worse disputes with

her husband than on her elder daughters’ account. Like

aU fathers, the old Prince was extremely punctilioiis

where his daughters’ purity and honour were concerned ;

he was unreasonably jealous especially about ^Eitty, his

favourite, and at every step reproached the Princess with

compromising her daughter. The Princess had grown
used to this in respect to her elder daughters, but now
she felt that her husband’s punctiliousness had more
justification. She could see that lately social customs

had changed very much and a mother’s duties had
become still more difficult. She knew that girls of Kitty’s

age formed societies of some sort, went to courses of

lectures, made friends freely with men, and drove alone

through the streets; many no longer curtsied, and
above all every one of them was firmly convinced that

the choice of a husband was her own and not her parents’

business. ‘ Nowadays they don’t give us away in

marriage as they used to!’ said these young girls,,and
even the old people said the same. But how marriages

are now arranged the Princess could not find out from
anyone.
The French way, of parents deciding a daughter’s fate,

was not accepted, and was even condemned. The
English way, of giving a girl perfect freedom, was also

rejected, and would have been impossible in Russian
Society. The Russian way, of employing a professional

match-maker, was considered monstrous, and was
laughed at by everybody, inoiudmg the Princess herself.

But how a girl was to get married, or how a mother was
to get a daughter given in marriage, no one knew. Every-
one with whom the Princess discussed the subject said

the same thing ;
‘ Well, you know, in our days it is time

to give up obsolete customs. After all it’s the young
people who marry and not their parents, therefore they
must be left to arrange matters as they think best,’ It

was all very well for people who had no daughters to talk

like that, but the Princess knew that intimacy might be

followed by love and that her daughter mignt fall in love

with some one who had no intention of marrying or was
not fit to be her husband. And whatever people might
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‘He arriyed to-day. Mama.’
‘ There is one thing I want to say \ the Prmcesa

began, and from her serious look Kitty guessed what
was coming.

‘ Mama,’ she said flushing and turning quickly toward

her mother, ‘please, please, say nothing about it I I

know, I know quite well.’

Her wish was the same as her mother’s, but the motive

underlying her mother’s wish offended her.

‘ I wish to say that having given hopes to one . « .
’

‘Mama, dearest, for Heaven’s sake don’t speak. It

is so dreadful to speak about it !

’

‘ I won’t,—only this, my darling,’ said the mother,

seeing tears in her daughter’s eyes, ‘
. . . you promised

not to have any secrets from me and you won’t, will you ?
’

‘Never, Mama, never at aH,’ answered Kitty blushing

as she looked her mother straight in the face. ‘ But
I have nothing to say at present . . . I . . . I . . . if I

wished to, I should not know what to say or how . . .

I don’t know . . .

’

‘ No, she could not possibly tell an untruth with such

eyes,’ thought the mother smiling at her agitation and
joy. The Princess smiled to think how immense and
important what was going on in her own soul must appear

to the poor girl.

CHAPTER Xm
DuEiiffG the interval between dinner and the beginning

of the evening party, Kitty experienced something

resembhng a young man’s feefings before a battle. Her
heart was beating violently and she could not fix her

thoughts on anything.

She felt that this evening, when those two men were
to meet for the first time, would decide her fate ; and she

kept picturing them to herself, now mdividually and now
together. When she thought of the past, she dwelt with

pleasure and tenderness on her former relations with

Levin. Memories of childhood and of Levin’s friendship

with her dead brother lent a peculiar poetic charm to

her relations with him . His love for her, of which she

felt sure, flattered and rejoiced her, and she could think
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of him with a Ight heart. With her thought of Vronsky
was mingled some uneasiness, though he was an extremely
well-bred and quiet-mannered man ; a sense of something
false, not in him, for he was very simple and kindly, but
in herself ; whereas in relation to Levin she felt herself

quite simple and clear. On the other hand when she
pictured to herself a future with Vronsky a brilliant vision

of happiness rose up before her, while a future with Levin
appeared wrapped in mist.

On going upstairs to dress for the evening and looking

in the glass, she noticed with pleasure that this was one

,
of her best days, and that she was in full possession of ail

her forces, which would be so much wanted for what lay

before her. She was conscious of external calmness and
of freedom and grace in her movements.
At half-past seven, as soon as she had come down into

the drawing-room, the footman announced ‘ Constantine
Dmitrich Levin !

’ The Princess was stni in her bedroom,
nor had the Prince yet come down.

,
‘ So it’s to be !

’ thought Kitty and the blood rushed
I to her heart. Glancing at the mirror she was horrified

I at her pallor.

I
She felt sure that he had come so early on purpose to

I
see her alone and to propose to her. And now for the

I
first time the matter presented itself to her in a different

I
and entirely new light. Only now did she realize that

I
this matter (with whom she would be happy, who was

J
the man she loved) did not concern herself alone, but
that in a moment she would have to wound a man she
cared for, and to wound him cruelly. . . . Why ?

:
Because the dear fellow was in love with her. But it

;
could not be helped, it was necessary and had to be
done.

:
‘ Oh God, must I tell him so myseK ? ’ she thought.

I
* Must I really tell him that I don’t car© for him ? That

I would not be true. What then shall I say ? Shall I

I
say that I love another ? Ko, that’s impossible ! I’ll

' go away. Yes, I will.’

She was already approachiag the door when she heard
j his step. ‘ Nq, it would be dishonest ! What have I to

fear ? I have done nothing wrong. I’ll tell the truth,

I
come what may I Besides, it’s impossible to feel awkward

I
with him. Here he is !

’ she thought, as she saw his
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powerful diffident figure before her and hta shining eyM

gazing at her. She looked straight into hisrface as if

entreating him to spare her, and gave him her hand.

‘ I don’t think I’ve come at the right time, I m too

early,’ he said, gazing round the empty draTnng-room.

When he saw that his expectation wa-s fiiliiUed and that

nothing prevented his speaking to her, his face clonded

^^^Not at alV said Kitty and sat down at the table.

‘But all I w^anted was to find you alone,’ he began,

still standing and avoiding her face so as not to lose

courage.
, _ x* j

‘ Mama will be down in a minute. She was so tired

yesterday . . She spoke without knowing what she

was saying, her eyes fixed on him with a caressing look

full of entreaty.
, x

He glanced at her; she blushed and was silent.

‘I told you that I did not know how long I should

stay . . . that it depends on you.’ "

Her head dropped lower and lower, knowing the answer

she would give to what was coming.
_ ^

‘ That it would depend on you,’ he repeated. I want

to say ... I want to say v . . I came on purpose . . .

that . . . to be my wife !
’ he uttered hardly knowing

what he said; but feeling that the worst was out he

stopped and looked at her.
. i. x i.*

She was breathing heavily and not lookmg at mm.

She was fiUed with rapture. Her soul was overflowing

with happiness. She had not at all expected that his

declaration of love would make so strong an impression

on her. But that lasted only for an instant. She remem-

bered Vronsky, lifted her clear, truthful eyes to Levin s

face, and noticing his despair she replied quickly :

‘ It cannot be . • • forgive me.’

How near to him she had been a minute ago,^ how

important in his life ! And how estranged and distant

she seemed now I
, . , x i i •

‘Nothing else was possible,’ he said, witnout lookmg

at her, and bowing he turned to go. . .
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. CHAPTER XIV

BtTT just at; that moment the Princess came in. An
expression of terror appeared in her face on seeing them
alone together and noticing their troubled looks. Levin
bowed to her and said nothing. Kitty sat with downcast
eyes.

‘ Thank Heaven she has refused him,’ thought the

mother, and her face brightened into the usual smile

with which she greeted her visitors on Thursday evenings.

She sat dovoi and began questioning Levin about his

life in the country. He too sat down until the arrival of

other guests should enable him to get away unnoticed.

Five minutes later Kitty’s friend the Countess Nord- ^

ston, who had married the year before, came in, i

:

She was a thin, sallow, nervous, ailing woman with
L shining black eyes. She was fond of Kitty, and her

j

•t affection showed itself as the affection of a married woman
for an unmarried one generally does, in a desire to get

IHtty married according to her—the Countess’s—own
ideal of conjugal bliss ; and she wished to see her married

to Vronsky. She always disliked Levin, whom at the

beginning of the winter she had often met at the Shcher-

batskys. Her constant and favourite amusement was
‘ to make fun of him.

‘ I love it when he looks down at me from the height

of his dignity, or breaks off his clever conversation because

I am too stupid, or when he shows his condescension

toward me. I do love it. His condescension I I am
; very glad h© hates me,’ she used to say with reference

I to him.

5
She was right, because Levin really could not bear her

j
and despised her for the very thing she was proud of and
regarded as a merit, that is, her nervousness and refined

j
contempt and disregard for all the rough and common

I things of life.

Between the Countess Xordston and Levin relations

; had grown up such as are not infrequently met with in

: Society, when two people outwardly remaining in friendly

!' relations despise each other to such an extent that they

t cannot treat each other seriously, or even be offended with

I oue another.

I
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The Countess at once attacked Levin.
* Ah, 'Mr, Levin I So you have returned to our depraved

Babylon! ’ she said, holding out her tiny yellow hand and
repeating the words he had used early in the Winter when
he had called Moscow ‘Babylon,’

—‘Has Babylon im-

proved or have you deteriorated ? ’ she added, and turned

toward Katty with a sarcastic smile.
‘ I am much flattered that you remember my words so

well, Countess,’ replied Levin who had had time to recover

his seK-possession, resruning immediately and by force of

habit his banteringly hostile relation with her. ‘ They
evidently produced a strong impression on you,’

‘Why, of course, I always write them down. Well,

Kitty, have you been skating again 1 ’

She began to talk with Kitty. Awkward as it would
have been for Levin to leave just then, he would have
preferred doing so to remaining in the house for the rest

of the evening in sight of Kitty, who now and then
glanced at him but avoided catching his eye. He was
about to rise, when the Princess noticing his silence

turned toward him and said

:

‘ Have you come to Moscow for long ? But I believe

you are on the Zemstvo and cannot stay away long ?
’

‘Ko, Princess, I am no longer on the Zemstvo,’ he
answered, ‘ I have come to Moscow for a few days.’

‘ Something out of the common has happened to him,’

thought the Countess Nordston, scrutinizing his stem
and serious face ;

‘ why does he not start on one of his

discourses ? But I’ll draw him out, I do love to make a
fool of him when Kitty’s about, and I will.’

‘Mr. Levin,’ she began, ‘ explain to me, please, you who
know everything, how it is that at our Kaluga estate the
peasant men and women have drunk everything they
had, and never pay anything they owe us. What is the
explanation ? You always praise the peasants so much.’
At that moment another lady entered the room and

Levin rose.
‘ Excuse me. Countess, but really I know nothing about

it, and can’t tell you an^^hing,’ he said, and as he turned
he saw an officer who had come into the room behind the
lady.

‘That must be Vronsky,’ he thought, and looked at
Kitty to make sure. She had already glanced at Vronsky
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and then turned toward Levin. And by the look of her

eyes which had iiivoinntarily brightened Levin realized

that she loved this man, realized it as surely as if she had
told it Mm in so many words. But what kind of man
was he ?

Now, rightly or wrongly, Levin could not but remain.

He had to find out what sort of a man it w'as that she

loved.

There are people who when they meet a rival, no matter

in what, at once shut theii* eyes to everything good in

him and see only the bad. There are others who on the

contrary try to discern in a lucky rival the qualities
' which have enabled him to succeed, and with aching

I
hearts seek only the good in him. Levin belonged to

^ the latter sort. But it was not difiScult for him to see

what was good and attractive in Vronsky. It strixck
' him immediately. Vronsky was a dark sturdily-built

^ man of medium height, with a good-natured, handsome,
. exceedingly quiet and firm face. Eveiything about his

;
face and figure—from his black closely-cropped hair and

I
freshly-shaven chin to his wide, brand-new uniform—was

j

simple and at the same time elegant. Having stepped

I
aside to let a lady pass, Vronsky approached first the

I Princess and then Kitty. When he moved toward her

i his fine eyes brightened with a special tenderness, and
I carefuUy and respectfully bending over her with a

I scarcely perceptible, happy, and (as it seemed to Levin)

I
modestly-triumphant smile, he held out to her his small

broad hand.
Having greeted and spoken a few words to every one

else, he sat down without having once looked at Levin,

who had not taken his eyes ofi him.
• ‘Let me introduce you,* said the Princess indicating

Levin. ‘ Constantine Dmitrich Levin, Count Alexey
Kirilovich Vronsky.*

Yronsky rose and looking cordially into Levin’s eyes

pressed his hand.
‘ I was to have dined with you earlier this winter,* he

said with his simple frank smile, * but you unexpectedly

went away to^the country.*
‘ Mr, Levin despises and hates the town and us towns-

,
people,* said Countess Nordston.

I ‘My words must make a deep impression on you for
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70T1 to remember them so long,’ said Levin ;
then recollect-

nja; that he had said this before be blushed. ,

Vronsky glanced at him and at the Countess, and
^

**

And do you always live in the country ? he asked.

‘ Isn’t it dull in the winter ? ’

•, i A n •

‘ No, not when one is busy : nor need one be dull m
one’s own company,’ replied Levin abruptly.

^ .

‘ I am fond of the country,’^ said Vronsky, noticing, but

nretending not to notice, Levin’s tone.
^

‘ But I hope, Count, you would not consent always to

live in the country,’ said the Countess Nordston.

* I don’t know, I never tried it for long. I have experi-

enced a curious feeling,’ he went on. "Nowhere have I

felt so homesick for the country, our Puussian counter,

with its peasants in bast shoes, as when I spent a wmter

with mv mother in Nice, Nice in itself is dull, you know

And Naples and Sorrento are pleasant only for a short

stay, and it is there that one thinks of Russi^ and longs

especially for the Russian countryside. They seem

*°He was addressing both Kitty and Levin, his ipiet and

friendly glance passing from the one to the other. He

was evidently speaking quite sincerely and franMy.

Noticing that the Countess Nordston wished to say

something, he stopped without finishing what he was

saying, and listened attentively to her.

The conversation did not flag for a moment, so that

the old Princess who always had in reserve, in case of

need, two heavy guns (classical versus modem education,

and general conscription), had no need to bring them

forward, and the Countess Nordston had no opportumty

to tease Levin. ,

Levin wished to join in the general conversation, but

found it impossible, and kept saying to himself, ‘ Now I^
go ’ vet he did not go, but waited for something mdefimte.

The conversation touched on table-turning and spirit-

ualism, and the Countess Nordston, who believed m
' spiritualism, began relating miracles she had witnessecL

‘Ah, Countess, you must really take me there, lor

goodness’ sake take me to them ! I have never seen

anything supernatural though I always look out for it,

said Vronsky smiling-
,
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"'‘Very., well, next Saturday,’ repEed the. Countess
Nordston. ‘And you, Mr. Levin, do you 'believe in it?’
she asked, turning, to him.'

‘ Why do you ask me t You know, very well what I
shall' say.’.

.

.

‘ But I want to hear your opinion.’
‘ My opuiioii is that this tabie-tuming proves that

our so-called educated class is on the same level as the
peasants. They believe in the evil eye and spells and
witchcraft, while we , .

‘ Well then, you don’t believe ?
’

‘ I uaii’t .believe, Countess I

’

‘ But if I have seen it myself ?
’

‘ The peasant wmmen tell how they have seen the
goblins with their own eyes.’

‘ Then you think I am not telling the truth ? ’ and she
laughed mirthlessly.

*Oh no, Masha, Mr. Levin only says he can’t believe

. . said IHtty, Mushing for Levin, and Levin under-
standing this became still more iiiitated and wished to
answer, but Vronsky, with his bright and frank smile,

came at once to the rescue of the conversation, which
was threatening to become unpleasant.

‘ You don’t admit that it is even possible ? ’ he asked.
* But why not ? We admit the existence of electricity,

which we don’t understand, why can’t there be other
forces which we do not yet know, but which . , /

‘ When electricity was first discovered,’ Levin hurriedly
intenupted, ‘ only the phenomena were observed, their

cause and its effects were unknown. Centuries passed
before any one thought of applying it. But the Spiritual-

ists on tlie contrary began by the tabk^ writing for them
and the spirits coming to them, and they only afterwards
began to say that it was an unknown force.’

Vronsky listeiicd attentively to Levin as he always
listened, evidently interested in what he was saying.

‘ Yes, but the Spiritualists say, “ We do not yet know
what force it is, but it exists and these are the conditions
under which it acts. Let tlie scientists discover what
the force is.”, Xo, I do not see why it should not be a
new force, if it . .

For this reason,’ Levin again interrupted '.him, ‘ that
with electricity, you need only rub a piece of resin against
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wool, and you will always produce a certam phenomenon,

but this other does not always act, so it is not a natural

Probably feeling that the conversation was becoming
;

too serious for a drawing-room, Vronsky did not reply,
;

but in order to change the subject he smiled gaily and

turned toward the ladies. _ ,

‘ Let us try now, Countess,’ he began, but Levin wanted

to finish saying what he thought.

‘I think,’ he continued, ‘that this attempt of the

Spiritualists to explain their wonders by some kind of

new force is most unsuccessful. They speak definitely of

a spiritual force, and yet want to subject it to a material ;

Everybody waited for him to finish and he was conscious

‘ I think you would make a splendid medium,,’ said the

Countess Nordston; ‘there is something ecstatic about

^ Levin opened his mouth to reply, but blushed and said

*^^^^t *us try table-turning now, Princess Eltty, please

do,’ said Vronsky. ‘ May we, Princess ? ’ he said to her

mother and he rose and looked round for a suitable table.

Kitty rose to fetch a table, and as she passed Levin

their eyes met. She pitied him with her whole soul,

especially because she herseK had caused him to suffer.

‘ If you can forgive me, please do,’ pleaded her look,

‘I am so happy.’ ,

* I hate everybody, including you and myself, answered

his eyes ; and he took up his hat. But he was not fated

to go yet. Just as the others began settling round the

table and Levin was about to go, the old Prince came in,

and having greeted the ladies he turned to Levin.

‘Ah!’ said he heartily. ‘Been here long? I did

not even know that you had arrived ; very glad to see

^ He embraced Levin, and speaking to him did not

catch sight of Vronsky who rose and stood quietly waiting

until the Prince should notice him.

Kitty was conscious that, after what had taken place,

her father’s cordiality oppressed Levin, She also noticed

how coldly her father at last responded to Vronsky’s bow,
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and 'witli what good-natured perplexity Vronsky' looked-
at Mm, trying, but failing, to understand how it was
possible not to be friendly disposed toward him., and she
blushed.

‘Prince, release Mr. Levin for us as we want to try
an experiment,’ said the Countess Nordston.
‘What experiment? Table-turning? Excuse me,

ladies and gentlemen, but in my opinion plajung at
hunt the ring is more amusing,’ said the old Prince, looking
at Vronsky and guessing that he had started the thing.
‘ After all there is some sense in “ Hunting the ring.” ’

Vronsky’s unflinching eye glanced in astonishment at
the old Prince, and slightly smiling he at once began
talking to the Countess Nordston about the bail that
was to take place the next week.

‘ I hope you will be there,’ he said to Kitty.
As soon as the old Prince had turned away from him

Levin went out unobserved, and his last impression was
Kitty’s happy smiling face as she answered Vronsky’s
question about the baU.

CHAPTER XV

Aftee the guests had gone Kitty told her mother of her
conversation with Levin, and in spite of all her pity for

him she was pleased by the thought that she had had a
proposal. She did not doubt that she had acted
rightly, yet for a long time she lay in bed unable
to sleep. One image pimsued her relentlessly. It was
Levin’s face with his kind eyes looking mournfully from
under his knit brows as he stood Hstening to her father
and glancing at her and at Vronsky, and she felt so sorry
for him that tears rose to her eyes. But she immediately
remembered for whom she had exchanged him. She
vividly pictured to herself that strong manly face, that
well-bred calm and the kindness toward everybody he
always showed : she remembered the love the man she
loved bore her, and again became joyful and with a
happy smile put her head on her pillow, ‘ It is a pity, a
pity, but I am not to blame,’ she said to herself, but
an inner voice said something different. Whether she
repented of having drawn Levin on or of having rejected
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him she did not know, but her happiness was troubled

^^‘S\aye mercy, Lord have mercy, Lord have

mercy,’ she repeated to hei*self till she fell asleep.

SnwhEe below in the Prince’s little study her parenta

were having one of their frequent scenes about then

Mteda^hten^
you whatl’ shouted the Prince,

flourishing his aims and immediately agam^

his sQuirrel-lined dressing-gown around him. i on nave

no pnde, no dignity, you disgrace and rum your daugater

by this vile idiotic match-making.
, , ^

‘ For goodness’ sake, Prince, what m heaven s own

name have I done ? ’ said the Princess V
After her talk with her daughter she J^d

“ome im

happy and contented, to say good-mght to the ®

as usLl, and though she did not mtend to speak to him

about Levin’s proposal and Kitty’s refusal she hmted

to him that she thought the matter with Vronsky was

q^rsettled and would probably deflmtelyW
M soon as his mother arrived. And when she said that,

the Prince suddenly flared up and began to shout ™dely

:

‘mat have you done ? Why thfe : iirst of aU you

entice a suitor.^ All Moscow will^ about »ad mth

reason If you give a party mvite everybody and not

JX sdeoted suitom. Invite all the young puppies, so

the^Prince called the Moscow young men, baw a pi^t

and let them dance; but dont have the sort of thms

we had to-night-these suitors

makes me sick to see it, simply siok, and you have had

your way and have turned the child s head. Levm b

I thousand times the better man. ThB w a btUe

Petersburg fop. They are machme-made by the dozen,

ail to one pattern, and all mere inibbish. But even if

he were a Prince of the blood my daughter does not

need him.’
‘ But what have I done ?

‘Just this . . exclaimed the Pmce angrily.

‘I know this much,’ the Princess interrupted him,

‘ that if I were to listen to what you say wq should never

see our daughter married, and we had better go and hve

in the country.’
‘ So vre had I

’
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« Wait a bit ! Do I dmw them on ? No, certainly

0ot, but a young man and an excellent young man fails

in love with Kitty,, and she too seems , , .

’

‘Seems indeed"! And suppose she really falls in love

w^ith him while he intends to many about as much as

I do. . . • Oh, I wish my eyes had never seen it. . . *

; “Ah spiritualism! Ah how nice! Ah the ball 1’”

l And the Prince imagining himself to be impersonating his

: wife curtsied at each word. ‘ And then if we really ruin

Kitty’s happiness, if she really gets it into her head . .

‘ But why do you suppose iich a thing ?
’

‘ I don’t suppose, I know ! We have eyes for those

things, and women haven’t. I can recognize a man who
has serious intentions—such as Levin^—and I can see

' through a weathercock lilce that popinjay who only

wishes to amuse himself.’
'

‘ Oh well, when you once get a thing into your head . .

‘ And you’U find it out, but too late, just as with poor

I

DoHy.’
‘ All right. All right, don’t let’s talk,’ said the Princess,

interrupting him and remembering the unfortunate Dolly.
* Very weE then, good-night.’

And having made the sign of the cross over one another

and kissed, feeling that each of them retained their

;

individual opinions, the couple separated for the night,

j
The Princess had been at first firmly convinced that

S
this evening had decided Kitty’s fate and that there

[
could be no doubt as to Vronsky’s intentions ; but her

husband’s words disturbed her, and when she reached

her room, in terror of the uncertainty of the future, she

; mentally repeated, just as Kitty had done :
‘ Lord have

! mercy, Lord have mercy. Lord have mercy !
’

CHAPTER XVI

j
Vkoksky had never known family life. His mother in

;

her youth had been a brilliaxit Society woman, and during

her married life and especially in her widowhood had had
: many love afiairs, Imown to everybody. He hardly
? remembered his father, and had been educated in the

I

Cadet Corps.

I
On leaving that Corps as a very young and brilliant
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officer he at once joined the s-wim of the wealtly rnffitaiy

Petersburg set. Tbor^h he oocasionaEy went into the

MgS Petersburg SoW. all his love interests lay

°’S;^ow, after this hixuifeus (»urse^^
ii

life he experienced for the first tme the delight of i

intimacy with a sweet, innocent

love with him. It nevp entered bis tead that them

hp anv wTonsc 111 his relations witn K-itty. At uaiis

he danced chiefly with her and he -visited her at her 11°“®-

He talked -with her the usual Society talk : all sorts of

Sbkh buTrubbish into which involuntarily he put a

Sdal mining for her. Though he never said any|ung

to her which could not have been said before everybody

le wi cSous that she was

dene^ent upon him, and the more he felt this the

nl^anter it was, and the more tender became his feehngs

toS her. He did not know that his behaviour toward

Kitty had a name of its o-wn, that it was decoymg a gml

with^no intentions of marrying her, and is o^?.

r;tiorm common among brilliant young men lie himself.

He thoi^ht he was the first to discover this pleasure and

heSd haTO hS'what her parents said that nighh

if he could have known her family s pomt of view and

kamt that Kitty would be unhappy if he did not marry

her, he would have been much and would not

Lve believed it. He would not have beheved that what

gave so much and such excellent Pl®^
^what was more—-to her, conld be wrong.

rmild he have believed that he ought to many.

Marriage had never presented itself to hm as a possi-

biihv Not only did he dislike family Me, but in accord-

;vith the Jews generafiy held in the bachelor wor d

in which he lived he regarded the family, and especially

a husband, as something alien, hostile, and above all

ridiculous. But although “
®Tf,Xthe

what Kitty’s parents were saying, he felt, as he left the

Shlerbatekys’ house that night that the secret sp^tual

bond which existed between him and Kitty liad so

Lengthened during the evening that some action ought

to be taken. ButWt this should or could be he could

not imagine.
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‘That’s what is so deHghtM/ he thought as he left

the ShcherhatskysV house, carrying away from there,

as usual, a pleasant feeling of purity and freshness

(partly due to the fact that he had not smoked at all

that evening) and deeply touched by a new sense of tender

joy in the consciousness of her love for him. ‘ That is

what is so delightful, that nothing was said either by me
or by her, yet we so well understand one another in that

subtle language of looks and tones that to-day more
plainly than ever she has told me that she loves me.
And how sweetly, simply, and above all trustfully ! I

feel myself better and purer, I feel I have a heart and
that there is much that is good in me. Those dear loving

t eyes when she said, ‘‘ and very much I

I

‘Wen, and what of it ? Notiiing, of course. It’s

;

pleasant for me and for her,’ and he considered where he
should finish his evening.

j

He passed in review the places he might go to. * The
I Club : a game of bezique, a bottle of champagne with

i Ignatev ? No, I won’t go there. Chateau des Fleurs?

[

There I should find Oblonsky, French couplets, the can-

can. No, I am sick of it. That’s j ust what I like about
the Shcherbatskys’, that I myself become better there.

rU go home.’ He went straight to his rooms at the

Hotel Dusseaux, had supper, and after undressing had
hardly laid his head on his pillow before he was fast

I asleep.

[
CHAPTER XVn

I

'

'

:
At eleven o’clock next morning Vronsky drove to the

I Petersburg railway station m Moscow to meet his mother,

I and the first person he saw on the steps of the large portico

I was Oblonsky, who was expecting ms sister by the same

I
train.

[

‘HaUo, your Excellency I
’ exclaimed Oblonsky, ‘Whom

! are you after ?
’

1

* My mother,’ replied Vronsky, shaking hands and

I
smiling (as everybody did when meeting Oblonsky) as

I

they went up the steps together, ‘She is coming from

I

Petersburg toMay.’
‘ I waited for you till two last night ;

where did you
go from the Shcherbatskys’ ?

’

I

210
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‘Home,’ replied Vronsky. ‘ To tell yon the truth I

felt in such a pleasant mood when I left the Shcherbatskys’

that I did not care to go anywhere else.’

*** Fiery steeds by ” brands

I can always recognize

;

Youths in love . .

declaimed Oblonsky, just as he had done to Levin.

Vronsky smiled with a look that seemed not to deny
the implication but he immediately changed the subject.

‘ And whom have you come to meet ? ’ he asked,
* I ? A lovely woman,’ answered Oblonsky.
‘ Dear me !

’

‘ Eoni soit qui mal y pense / My sister Anna !

’

‘ Oh ! Mrs. Karenina !
’ said Vronsky.

‘ I expect you know her ?
’

‘ I think I do. But perhaps not. . . . I really can’t

remember,’ answered Vronsky absent-mindedly, the

name Karenina suggesting to him some one stifi and
dull,

‘ But you are sure to know Alexey Alexandrovich
Karenin, my famous brother-in-law. All the world
knows him.’

‘Yes, I know him by repute and by sight. I know
he is clever, learned, and by way of being religious, but
you know it is not my ... not in my line,'* he added in

English.
‘ Oh yes, he is a very remarkable man, a bit conserva-

tive, but a splendid fellow,’ said Oblonsky, ‘ a splendid
feUow.’

‘ Well, so much the better for him,’ and Vronsky smiled.

*Ah, you are here I’ he went on, turning toward his

mother’s old footman who was standing by the door.
‘ Come in here.’

Besides liking Oblonsky, as everybody ' did, Vronsky
latterly had felt still more drawn to him because he was
connected in his mind with Kitty.

‘ Weil, are we to give a supper for the diva next Sun-
day ? ’ he asked smilingly^ taking Oblonsky’s arm.

‘ Certainly, I will collect subscriptions.^ I say, did

you make the acquaintance of my frien(i Levin last

night ? ’ asked Oblonsky.
‘ Of course. Only he left very early,*
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* He is a splendid fello-vsT,’ continued Oblonsky. ‘ Don’t

you think SO ? *
^

‘I don’t know how it is that all Muscovites, present

company of course excepted,’ Vronsky put in jokingly,

‘ are so abrupt. They are always standing on their hind

legs getting angry, and seem to want to act on your

feelings . .

‘Yes, there is some truth in that,’ said Oblonsky,

laughing merrily.
‘ Shall we have to wait much longer ? ’ asked Vronsky,

turning to a porter.

‘The train is signalled,’ said the porter.

The train’s approach was made more and more evident

by the preparatory bustle on the station, the rush of

porters, the appearance of gendarmes, and the arrival of

people meeting the train. Through the frosty mist one
could see workmen in sheepskin coats and felt boots cross-

ing the curved railway lines, and hear the whistle of a loco-

motive and the noisy movements of a heavy mass.
‘ No,’ said Oblonsky who was anxious to teU Vronsky

about Levin’s intentions concerning Kitty, * no, you have
f not judged my Levin rightly. He is a very nervous man,
I and does make himself unpleasant sometimes, that’s true

I enough ; but on the other hand he is sometimes very

charming. His is such an honest, straightforward nature,

and he has a heart of gold. But yesterday there were
special reasons,’ continued Oblonsky with a significant

[
smile, quite forgetting the sincere sympathy he had felt

j
for his friend the day before, and now only feeling the

^ same sympathy for Vronsky, ‘ Yes, there was a reason

why he had to be either specially happy or specially

^ unhappy.’

j

Vronsky stopped and asked him straight out :
* What

I

do you mean ? Did he propose to your belle eoeur last

I
night ?

*

I
‘ Perhaps,’ said Oblonsky. ‘ I seemed to notice some-

;
thing of the kind yesterday. Oh yes, if he left early and

f
was in a bad temper it must be that, ... He has been

i in love with her so long, and I am very sorry for him.’

I
* Dear me . . . But I should think she may make a

i better match? said Vronsky, and expanding his chest he

I

again moved forward. ‘However, I don’t know him,’

I he added. * Yes, it is a painful position I That is why
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so many prefer women of the demi-monde. If yon don’t
succeed in that case it only shows that you have not
enough money, but in this case one’s pride is in the

balance. But here’s the train.’

In fact the engine was already whistling in the distance,

and a few moments later the platform shook as the train

puffed in ; the steam spread low in the frozen air, the

connecting rods slowly and rhythmically pushed and
pulled, the bent figure of the engine-driver, warmly
VT^apped up, was seen covered with hoar-frost. The engine

with the tender behind it moved slowly into the station,

gradually slowing down and making the platform tremble
still more. Then came the luggage-van in which a dog
was whining, and at last the passenger coaches, oscillating

before they stopped.

The sprightly guard blew his whistle and jumped off

while the train was still moving, and impatient passengers

began to descend one after another : an officer of the

guards, erect and looking sternly round, a fidgety little

tradesman with a bag, smiling merrily, a peasant with a
sack over his shoulder. ...

Vronsky, as he stood by Oblonsky and watched these

passengers coming out of the carnages, q[uite forgot

about his mother. What he had just heard about Kitty

excited and delighted him. His chest involuntarily

expanded and his eyes shone, he felt himself to be a

conqueror.
‘ The Countess Vronskaya is in that compartment,’ said

the sprightly guard, addressing Vronsky.
His wor(i roused Vronsky from his reverie and re-

minded him of his mother and of the coming meeting.

In the depths of his heart he did not respect his mother
and (though this he never acknowledged to himself) did not

love her, but in accordance with the views of the set he

lived in, and as a result of his education, he could not

imagine himself treiting her in any way but one altogether

submissive and respectful, and the more submissive and
respectful he was externally, the less he honoured and
loved her in his heart.
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CHAPTER XVIII

Veohsky foEowed the guard to the carriage, and had to

stop at the entrance of the compartment to let a lady

pass out
^ .

The trained insight of a Society man enabled Vronsky

with a single glance to decide that she belonged to the

best Society. He apologized for being in her way and
was about to enter the carriage, but felt compelled to

have another look at her, not because she was very

beautiful nor because of the elegance and modest grace

of her whole figure, but because he saw in her sweet face

as she passed him something specially tender and kind.

When he looked round she too turned her head. Her
bright grey eyes which seemed dark because of their

black lashes rested for a moment on his face as if recog-

nizing him, and then turned to the passing crowd evidently

in search of some one. In that short look Vronsky had
time to notice the subdued animation that enlivened her

face and seemed to flutter between her bright eyes and
a scarcely perceptible smile which curved her rosy Eps.

It was as if an excess of vitality so filled her whole being

that it betrayed itself against her wiE, now in her smile,

now in the fight of her eyes. She deliberately tried to

extinguish that light in her eyes, but it shone despite of

her m her faint smile.

Vronsky entered the carriage. His mother, a dried-up

old woman with black eyes and ringlets, screwed up her

eyes as she recognized her son and her tMn lips smiled

slightly. She rose from the seat, and giving her hand-bag

to her maid held out her small wrinkled hand to her son,

then lifting his head which had been bent to kiss it, kissed

Mm on his face.

‘You had my telegram ? You’re weE ? That’s a

good thing.’ ^

‘ Have you had a good journey ? ’ asked her son, sitting

down on the seat beside her and involuntarily listening

to a woman’s voice outside the door. He knew it was
the voice of the lady he had met as he entered the carriage.

‘ All the same I don’t agree with you,’ the lady was
paying.

' Yours are Petersburg views, madam/
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^ ^

‘ Not at all, simply a woman’s views/
‘Well, allow me to kiss your hand/
*Au revoir, Ivan Petrovich, and please if you see my

brother send him to me,’ said the lady, closing the door
and again entering the compartment.

‘ Wen, have you found your brother ? ’ asked Vronsky’s
mother, addressing the lady.

Vronsky understood now that this was Mrs. Karenina.
‘ Your brother is here,’ he said rising. ‘ Excuse my

not recognizing you before. Our acquaintance was so

slight,’ he said with a bow, * that I am sure you do not

remember me.’
‘ Oh yes, I should have recognized you, especiaHy as I

believe your mother and I have talked of nothing but
you aU the way,’ said she, at last aUowing the animation
she had been trymg to suppress to reveal itseK in a smile.
‘ But my brother is not here yet.’

‘ Go and cal him, Alexey,’ said the old Countess.
Vronsky went out on to the platform and shouted,

' Oblonsky ! Here !

’

Mrs. Karenina did not wait for her brother to come in,

but, on seeing him, descended from the carriage with a

lirm light step. As soon as her brother came up to

her she threw her left arm round his neck with a move-
ment that struck Vronsky by its firmness and grace,

and drawing him to herself gave him a vigorous kiss.

Vronsky did not take his eyes ofi her, and kept smilmg,

he knew not why. But remembering that his mother
was waiting for him he went back into the carriage.

‘She is very charming, isn’t she ? ’ said the Countess,

referring to Mrs. Karenina. ‘ Her husband put her into

the compartment with me and I was very pleased. We
talked all the way. And you I hear . . . wtis filez le

parfaii amour. Tant mieux, mon cher^ tant mieux.^
‘ I don’t know what you mean, maman, the son replied

coldly, ‘ Well, shall we go ?
’

liirs. Karenina again entered the carriage to take leave

of the Countess.
‘ There, Countess, you have met your son and I my

brother,’ she said, ‘and I have exhausted my stock of

gossip and should have had nothing more to tell you.’
‘ No, no,’ said the Countess holding her hand, ‘ I could

travel roxmd the world with you and not be dull. You
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are one of those charming women with whom it is nice

to talk, and nice to be silent. But please don’t fret

about your son, you can’t expect never to be parted,*

Mrs. Karenina stood very erect and her eyes were smiling.
‘ Anna Arkadyevna Karenina has

,
a son who, I think,

is eight years old,’ explained the Countess, ‘and she has
never before been separated from him and so she is worried

at having left Mm.*
‘ Yes, the Countess and I have talked all the time—

I

about my son and she about hers,’ said Mrs. Karenina,
and a smile brightened her face, a kind smile on his

account.
‘ I expect you got very weary of it,’ he said, quickly

seizing in its flight the ball of coquetry she had thrown
at him. But she evidently did not wish to continue the
conversation in that tone, and turned to the old Countess.

! ‘Thank you very much. I hardly noticed how the

; time passed. Aw reroir, Countess.’
‘ Grood-bye, dear 1

’ answered the Countess. ‘ Let me
kiss your pretty face. I’m an old woman and say what I

mean, and tell you frankly that I’ve lost my heart to

you.’

Conventional as the phrase was, Mrs. Karenina evidently

I
believed it and was pleased. She blushed, stooped a

!;
little, and held out her face for the Countess to kiss,

[ then she stood up again, and with the same smile hovermg

\
between her Hps and eyes held out her hand to Vronsky.

I
He pressed the little hand, and the firm grip with which

I she shook his gave him unusual pleasure. She went out
with that brisk tread which carried her rather full figure

with such wonderful ease.
‘ Very charming,’ said the old lady.

Her son thought so too. He followed her with his eyes
’

as long as he could see her graceful form, and his face

' retained its smile. Through the carriage window he saw
; her approach her brother and speak to Mm with anima-

tion about something that evidently had no connection

with him, Vronsky, and that seemed to him provoking,
‘ Well, maman, are you quite well ? ’ he said, turning

toward his mother,
‘ Quite, everything is all right. Alexanderwas very nice,

and Varya looks very handsome. She is most interesting.’

And she began to tell about what interested her most.
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her grandson’s christening, for which she had gone to

Petersburg, and the special favour the Emperor had
shovm to her eldest son.

‘ Here is Lavrenty at last,’ said Vronsky looking out

of the window. ‘ We can go now if you like.’

The old major-domo, who had accompanied the

Countess on her journey, came in and announced that

everything was ready, and the Countess rose to go.
‘ Come, there is not much of a crowd now,’ said Vronsky,

The maid took one bag and the little dog, the major-

domo and the porter took the other bags, Vronsky gave
his arm to his mother, but just as they were getting out pf

the carriage several people ran past them with frightened

faces. The station-master with liis peculiar coloured cap

also ran past them.
Evidently something unusual had happened. The

people who had left the train were running back to it.

‘What? . . . What? . . . Where? . . . Thrown
himself under . . . Run over . .

.’ shouted the passers-by.

Oblonsky, with his sister on his arm, also turned back,

and, avoiding the crowd, stood with frightened faces

beside the carriage. The ladies re-entered the carriage,

while Vronsky and Oblonsky followed the crowd, to md
out about the accident.

A watchman, either tipsy or too^ much mufQed up
because of the severe frost, had not heard a train that

was being shunted, and had been run over.

Before Vronsky and Oblonsky returned the ladies had

heard this from the major-domo.
Oblonsky and Vronsky had both seen the mangled

corpse. Oblonsky was evidently upset. His face was
puckered and he seemed ready to cry.

‘Ah, how terrible r Oh, Anna, if you had seen it I

Ah, how terrible !
* he kept saying.

Vronsky remained silent. His handsome face was
serious but perfectly calm.

‘ Oh, ,‘if you had seen it, Countess,’ said Oblonsky.
‘ And his wife was there. ... It was dreadful to see her.

She threw herself on the body. They say he was the
sole support of a very large family. It is terrible !

'

‘ Can nothing be done for her ? ’ said Mrs. Karenina
in an agitated whisper.

Vronsky glanced at her and at once went out. ‘ I will
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be back directly, maman^' he remarked, taming at the
doorway.
When he returned a few minutes later Oblonsky was

already talking to the Countess about the new "opera

singer, while she was impatiently glancing at the door

f
in expectation of her son. "

* Now let’s go,’ said Vronsky as he came in.

They went together, Vronsky walking in front with his

mother, Mrs. Karenina following with her brother. At
the exit the station-master overtook them, and said to

Vronsky

:

‘ You gave my assistant 200 roubles. Please be so

kind as to say whom you intended it for.’

‘ Por the widow,’ said Vronsky, shrugging his shoulders.
‘ I don’t understand what need there is to ask.’

‘You have given it I
’ exclaimed Oblonsky behind

Vronsky, and pressing his sister’s arm he added, ‘ Very
kind, very kind I Isn’t he a fine fellow ? My respects

to you, Comitess,* and he remained behind with his sister,

\ seelting her maid.

^
When they came out, the Vronskys’ carriage had

I

already started. The people coming from the station

!
were still talking about the accident.

I
‘ What a terrible death !

’ said some gentleman as he

;
passed them; ‘cut in half, I hear.’

I

‘ On the contrary, I think it is a very easy death,

1
instantaneous,’ said another.

I
‘ How is it that precautions are not taken ? ’ said a

> third.

Mrs, Karenina got into her brother’s carriage, and
Oblonsky noticed with surprise that her lips were

1 trembling and that it was with difficulty she kept back
her tears.

‘ What Is the matter with you, Anna ? ’ he asked when
f they had gone a few hundred yards.

‘It is a bad omen,’ she replied.

‘What nonsense !
’ said Oblonsky. ‘You’re here, and

: that is the chief thing. You can’t think how my hopes
rest on you.’

I

‘ And hava you known Vronsky long ? ’ she asked,

I

‘ Yes. Do you know we hope he will marry Kitty ?
’

j

‘ Yes ? ’ said Amia softly. ‘ But let us talk about your

f afiairs,’ she added, shakmg her head as if she wished
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physically to drive away something siiperfiuons that
oppressed her. ‘ Let ns talk of your affairs. I’ve received
your letter and have come.’

‘ Yes, all my hopes are fixed on yon,’ said her brother.
‘ Well, tell me all about it.’

And Oblonsky began his story.

On reaching his house, he helped his sister out of the

carriage, pressed her hand, and drove off to his office.

CHAPTER XIX

When Anna arrived Dolly was sitting in her little drawing-

room giving a fair-haired, plump Mttle boy (who already

resembled his father) a French reading-lesson. The boy,

as he read, kept twisting and trying to puU off a loose

button that hung from his jacket. His mother moved
his plump little hand away several times, but it always
returned to the button. At last she pulled the button
off and put it into her pocket.

/ Keep your hands quiet, Grisha,’ she said, and again

took up the rug she was knitting, a piece of work begun
long ago, to which she always returned in times of trouble,
and wMch she was now knitting, pulling the wool over the

needle with nervous fingers and counting the stitches.

Though she had sent word to her husband the day before

that she did not care whether his sister came or not, she

had prepared everything for her visit and awaited her with
agitation.

Dolly was overpowered by her sorrow and was quite

absorbed by it. Nevertheless, she remembered that her

sister-in-law, Anna, was the wife of one of the most
important men in Petersburg, and a grande dame. Thanks
to that circumstance she did not carry out her threat to

her husband, and did not forget that her sister-in-law

was coming.
‘ After all, it is not in the least Anna’s fault,’ thought

she. ‘ I know nothing but good about her, and she has

never shown me anything but kindness and friendship.’

It was true that, as far as she could remember her visit

to the Karenins in Petersburg, she had ndt liked their

house : there seemed to be something false in the tone

of their family life. ‘ But why should I not receive her ?
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does not try to console me ! ’ thought DoEv.AU these consolations and exhortations and Christian
forgivenesses, I have considered them a thousand timesand they are aE no good.’
AE these last days DoEy had been alone with herchEdren She did not wish to talk about her sorrow

yet with that on her mind she could not talk about
mdiflerent matters. She knew that, one way or other
she would ten ^a everything, and now it pleased hei
to thmk how she would say it, and then shb felt vexed
to have to speak of her humEiation to her—his sister—

coMolation^^
ptrases of exhortation and

As it often happens, though she kept looking at the
clock, waiting for Anna, she let the iS^oment 4en he?
visitor amved go by without even hearing the bell.And when she heard soft steps and the rustle of petti-

with an
e.*preosion not of pleasure but of surprise on her care-worn face, fehe rose and embraced her sister-in-law.

,

a ready ? ’ she said, kissing her.
JDoUy, 1 am so pleased to see you !

*

‘ And^I am pleased too,’ said DoEy with a feeble smEe.
trymg to guess from Anna’s expression how much sheknew. She must know,’ she thought, noticing the look
of ^sympathy on Anna’s face.

®

‘ Coine, let me take you to your room,’ she went on
"* “ "»

‘ This IS Gnsha ? Dear me, how he has grown !
’ saidMna, and havmg^ kissed him, she stood irtth her eyes

fixed on Dolly and blushed. ‘ No, please do not let usgo anywhere.’
She took off her shawl and her hat and, having caught

It m her black and very curly hair, shook her head todisengage it.

‘ And you are radiant with }oy and health !
’ said DoEvalmost enviously.

Tamrl ?* V Anna, dear me, here isTanya! Yoti re just the same age as my little Serezha,*
she added, turning to the Httle girl who had run into the
room, and,^ taking her in her arms, Anna Idssed her.Sweet gmhel darling! Let me see them all.’
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She not only mentioned them all by name, but remem-
bered the years and even the months of their birtha,

their characters, and what illnesses they had had ; and
Dolly could not help appreciating this.

‘ Shall we go and see them ? ’ she said. * It is a pity

Vasya is asleep.*

Having looked at the children they returned to the

drawing-room and, being now alone, sat down to coffee at

the table. Anna took hold of the tray, but then pushed it

aside,
‘ DoUy,’ she said, ‘ he has told me !

’

Dolly looked coldly at Anna. She expected now to

hear words of insincere sympathy : but Anna said

nothing of the kind,

‘DoUy dear!’ she began, ‘I do not wish to take his

part or console you ; that would be impossible, but,

dearest, I am simply sorry for you, sorry from the bottom
of my heart!’
Her bright eyes under their thick lashes suddenly filled

with tears. She moved closer to her sister-in-law and
with her energetic little hand took hold of Dolly’s. The
latter did not draw back from her but her face retained

its rigid expression. She said :

‘It is impossible to console me. Everything is lost

after what has happened, everything destroyed !
’

As soon as she had said it her face softened. Anna
lifted Dolly’s dry thin hand, kissed it, and said

:

‘ But what is to be done, Dolly, what is to be done ?

What is the best way of acting in this dreadful position ?

That is what one has to consider.’
‘ Everything is at an end, and that’s all,’ said Dolly.

‘And the worst of it is, you understand, that I can’t

leave him: there are the children, and I am bound.
Yet I can’t live with him ; it is torture for me to see

him.’ •

‘DoUy, my darling, he has spoken to me, but I want
to hear it from you. Tell me everything.’

Dolly looked at her inquiringly.

Sincere sympathy and affection were visible in Anna’s
face.

‘ If you like,’ said Dolly suddenly, * but I’ll begin from
the beginning. You know how t was married. With
the education Mama gave me, I was not merely naive,
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but sUIy ! I knew nothing. I know they say husbandsteUtheir wives how they have lived, but Itivl. . .> sScorrected herselE But Stephen Arkadyevich never toldme anyttong. You wiU hardly beheve 4*ut up to now
I thoiigiit I was the only woman lie ii£id known. In
this way I Iwed for eight years. Only thint-, that I notonly did not suspect him of unfaithfAiess, but thought
it ^possible. I then

. just imagine, with such ideassuddentyto find out an the horrors, all the abomination
. . . Try to undeistand me. To be fully .convinced ofones happiness and suddenly . . .’ continued DoUysuppssing her sobs ‘ to read a letter, his letter to hSmistess,_my children’s governess. Ho, it is too horrible -

’

She humediy drew out her handkerchief and hid her fa^e

I could perhaps understand a momentary slip,’ shewent on after a pause ‘but deliberately, o4ninVto
deceive me . . and with whom? To go on hVing
with me as my husband, and with her at the same tiSS
, . , it s awful

;
you cannot realize . . /

Oh yes, I do, I do understand, DoUy dear, I do under-
Stand,’ said Anna, pressing her hand.

‘ do you tlmk he realizes the horror of my situa-

crtente°d“
‘

‘ ^
“ pitiable,

he IS ovei"?5^helmed with remorse , .

‘ Is he cabbie of remorse ? ’ inte^pted DoUy, lookto"
searchmgly mto her sister-in-law’s faoeT

“
‘ Oh yes, I toow him. I could not look at him without

pity. We both know him. He is kind-hearted, bS he
IS proud too, and now he is so humiliated. What movedme most m . . (and here Anna guessed what would
touch DoUy most) that two things tormented him. He
IS ashamed of the ohUdren, and that, loving you ves
yes, loving you more than anything else in the wo/ld’
she hnrnedly went on, not listening to DoUy who was
about to reply, he has hurt you, hit you so hard. Hekept saymg, ‘ “ Xo, no, she wiU not forgive me !

” ’

thraghtfuul!™®
sister-in-law. listened

_

Yes, I understand that his position is dreadful ; it
IS worse for the guilty than for the innocent one,’ she
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said, * if he feels that the misfortune all comes from hia

fault. But how can I forgive him, how can I be a wife

to him after her? . , . Life with him now will be a
torture for me, |ust because I love my old love for him . ,

Sobs cut short her words.
But as if intentionally every time she softened, she

again began to speak of the thing that irritated her.
* You know she is young, she is pretty,’ she said. ‘ You

see, Anna, my youth and my good looks have been sacri-

ficed, and to whom ? For him and his children. I have

i
served his purpose and lost all I had in the service, and

I
of course a fresh, good-for-nothing creature now pleases

I
him better. They probably talked about me, or, worse

j

still, avoided the subject, . , . You understand ?
’

‘ And hatred again burned in her eyes-
* And after that he wfil teU me. . . , Am I to believe

him ? Never. . . . No, it’s all ended, all that served
as a consolation, as a reward for my labours, my suffer-

ings. ... WiU you believe me, I have just been teaching
^ Grisha : it used to be a pleasure, and nbw it is a torment,

j

What is the good of my taking pains, of working so hard ?

.1 What use are the children ? It is terrible, my soul has
so revolted that instead of love and tenderness for him

: I have nothing but anger left, yes, anger. I could kill
' him . .

.’

‘Doily dearest! I understand, but don’t torture

yourself. You are so deeply hurt, so upset, that you
i see many things in the wrong light.’

I;

Dolly was silent, and for a moment or two neither

|; spoke."
‘ What am I to do ? Think it over, Anna, help me !

I have turned over in my mind everything I could think
of, and can find nothing.’

I

Anna could not think of anything, but her heart
responded to every word and every look of Dolly’s.

‘ All I can say is,’ began Anna, ‘ I am his sister and I

know his character, his capacity for forgetting every-

thing,’ she made a gesture with her hand in front of her

forehead, ‘ that capacity for letting himself be completely
carried away, but on the other hand for - completely
repenting. He can hardly believe now—can hardly
understand—how he could do it,*

‘ No, he understands and understood,’ Dolly inter-
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rupted. ‘ And I . ,

. yon forget me.
make it easier for me ?

’
. . . Does it

r
lie to me, I oonfeaq

I did not quite realize the misery of your position. I
saw only hk side, and that the family was upset, and I
was sorry for him, but now having spoken vdth you I
as a woman see something else. I see your suHerins
and I cannot tell you how sorry I am for you. But
Doily dearest,

^

I fully understand your sufferings—^yet
there IS one thmg I do not know. I do not know I
do not know how much love there still is in your' soul
—you alone ^ow that. Is there enough for forgiveness ?
If there IS—^then forgive him.’

* .

DoHy began, but Anna stopped her and again
k^sed her hand. ®

‘I know the world better than you do,’ she said. ‘

I

^ow^ men like fotiva and how they -see these things.
You think he spoke to her about you.

. That nevtr
happens._^ These men may be unfaithful, but their
homes, their wives, are their holy places. They manacle

. in some way to hold these women in contempt and do]^

t

let them interfere with the family. They seem to draw
some kind of line between the family and those others
I do not understand it, but it is so.’

‘ ‘ Yes, but he kissed her. . .
’

i
* DoHy, wait a bit. I have seen Stiva when he was

in love with you. I remember his coming to me and
!

weeping (what poetry and high ideals you were bound
i up with in his mind

!),
jnd I know that the longer he lived

with you the higher you rose in his esteem. You know
we ^sed to laugh at him because his every third word

I was, “ DoHy is a wonderful woman.” You have been
I

and still are his divinity, and this infatuation never*
I reached his soul, , .

I

‘ But suppose the infatuation is repeated ?
’

I
‘ It cannot be, as I understand . .

,’

I
‘ And you, w’ould you forgive ?

’

I
‘I do not Imow, I cannot judge. . , . Yes, I can,’

1;
said Anna,^ after a mmute’s consideration. Her mind

i had taken in and weighed the situation, and she added,
I

Yes, I can, i can. Yes, I should forgive, I should not

I

remain the same woman—no, but I should forgive and
forgive It as utterly as if it had never happened at aUL’

I
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‘ Well, of course . . / Dolly put in quickly as if saying

what she had often herself thought, ‘ or else it would not
be forgiveness. If one is to forgive, it must be entire

forgiveness. Well now, I will show you your room.’

She rose, and on the way embraced Anna. ‘ My dear,

how glad I am you came! I feel better now, much
better.*

CHAPTER XX

This whole of that day Anna remained at home, that is

at the Oblonskys’ house, and did not receive anybody,
although several of her acquaintances who had heard of

her arrival came to see her. She spent the earlier part

of the day with Dolly and the children, and sent a note

to her brother to be sure and come home to dinner.
‘ Gome,’ she wrote. ‘ God is merciful.*

Oblonsky dined at home, the conversation was general/

and his wife addressed him familiarly in the second

person singular, which she had not done all these days.

There was still the same estrangement in their manner
to each other, but no longer any question of separating,

and Oblonsky saw that explanation and reconciliation

were possible.

Immediately after dinner Kitty came. She knew
Anna, but only slightly, and came to her sister’s not

without fear of how she might be received by this Peters-

burg Society woman whom everybody admired so much.
But she noticed at once that Anna liked her. It was
evident that her beauty and youth gave Anna pleasure,

and before Kitty had time to regain her self-possession

she felt not only that she was under Anna’s influence

but that she was in love with her, as young girls often are

with married women older than themselves, Anna was
not like a Society woman or the mother of an eight-year-

old son. The flexibility of her figure, her freshness, and
the natural animation of her face appearing now in her

smile, now in her eyes, would have made her look more
like a girl of twenty had it not been for ^ serious and
sometimes even sad expression in her eyes which struck

Kitty and attracted her. Elitty felt that Anna was per-

fectly unaflected and was not trying to conceal anything,
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but that she Hved in another, higher world full of complex
poetic interests beyond: Kitty’S' reach.

After dinner, when Dolly had gone to her own room,

Anna got up quickly and went to her brother who was
just lighting a cigar.

‘Stiva,’ she said to him with a merry twinkle in her

! eye and making the sign of the cross over him as she

{ indicated the door with a look. ‘ Go, and may God
help yon.’ He understood, threw down his cigar, and
disappeared through the door.

When Oblonsky had gone, she returned to the sofa

where she had been sitting surrounded by the children.

Whether because they saw that ‘ Mama ’ was fond of

this aunt, or because they themselves felt her peculiar

charm, first the two elder children and then the younger
ones, as is often the way with children, had even before

dinner begun clinging to her, and now would not leave

her side. And they started something like a game which
consisted in trying to get as close to her as possible, to

touch her, hold her little hand, kiss her, play with her

ring, or at least touch the frills of her dr*ess.

‘ Now how were we sitting before 2 ’ said Anna, resuming

her seat.

And Grisha again pushed his head under her arm and
leaning against her dress beamed with pride and joy.

‘ And when is the ball to be ? ’ said Anna, turning to

Kitty.
* Next week, and it will be a delightful ball. One of

5
those balls which are always jolly*’

'

‘ Are there any that are always joDy ? ’ asked Anna
with tender irony.

‘ It is strange, but there are I It’s always jolly at the

Bobrishchevs’ and also at the Nikitins’, while it’s always
duU at the Mezhkovs’. Haven’t you noticed it ?

*

‘ No, my dear, there are no more jolly balls for me,’

said Anna, and Kitty saw in her eyes that pecuKar world
; which was not yet revealed to her. ‘ There are some that
; are not as difficult and dull as the rest.’

‘ How can you be dull at a ball 2 ’

‘ Why cannot I be dull at a ball 2 ’ asked Anna.
Kitty saw that Anna knew the answer that would

foUow.
* Because you must always be the belle of the ball.*
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Aima had a capacity for blushing. She blushed and
answered, ‘ In the first place, I never am ; but even if I

were, what use would it be to me ?
*

* Will you go to this ball ? ’ asked Kitty.
‘ I suppose I shall have to. Here, take this,’ she said,

turning to Tanya who was drawing oli a rmg which fitted

loosely on her aunt’s small tapering finger.
* I shah be very glad if you go. I should so like to see

you at a ball.’

‘ Well, then, if I have to go, I shall console myself with
the reflection that it will give you pleasure. . . . Grisha,

please don’t pull so hard, it is ah in a tangle already,’

she said, arranging a loose lock of hair with which Grisha

was playing.
* I imagine you at that ball in lilac !

*

‘Why must it be lilac?* asked Anna half laughing.
‘ Now, children, run away, run away. Don’t you hear ?

There’s Miss Hull calling you to tea,’ she went on, dis-

engaging herself from the children and dispatching them
to the diniog-room. ‘ But I know why you are asking me
to go to that ball. You’re expecting much from it, and
would like everybody to be there and have a share in it,’

‘ How do you know ? Well, yes !

’

* Oh yes, it is good to be your age,* Anna continued.
‘ I remember and know that blue mist, like the mist on
the Swiss mountains . . . that mist which envelops

everything at that blissful time when childhood is just,

just coming to an end, and its immense, blissful circle

turns into an ever-narrowing path, and you enter the

defile gladly yet with dread, though it seems bright and
beautiful. . . . Who has not passed through it ?

’

Kitty smiled and remained silent. ‘ How did she pass

through it ? How I should like to know her story !
’

thought she, recollecting the unpoetio appealance of

Anna’s husband Alexey Karenin.
‘ I know something—Stiva told me and I congratulate

you. I like him very much,’ Anna continued. ‘I met
Vronsky at the railway station.’

‘ Oh, was he there ? ’ asked Kitty, blushing. * What
did Stiva teU you ?

’

‘ Stiva let it all out to me, and I shall be very pleased.
. . . I travelled yesterday with Vronsky’s mother,’ she
continued, ‘ and she talked about him aU the time. He
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'

Is her favourite son. I know how partial mothers are,

. but''. .
"

' What did his mother tell you ? V
* Oh very much ! and I know he is her favourite, but

anyone can see he is full of chivalry. ... For instance

she told me that he wished to give all his property to

his brother, that already as a boy he had done something
extraordinary, saved a woman from drowning. In a
word, he is a hero,* said Anna, smiling and remembering
the 200 roubles he had given away at the station.

But she did not mention the 200 roubles. For some
reason she did not like to think about them. She felt

that there had been something in it relating personally

to her that should not have been.

‘She particularly wished me to go and see her,’ con-

tinued Anna. ‘ I shall be glad to see the old lady again,

and win go to-morrow. Well, thank heaven Stiva is

stopping a long time with Holly,’ she added changing the

subject, and she rose, dissatisfied with something, Kitty
thought.

* I was first !
’

* No, 1 1
’ cried the children, who having

finished their tea rushed back to Aunt Anna.
‘ All together \ ’ said Anna laughing and running to

meet them, and putting her arms round them she tumbled
the whole heap of children—struggling and shrieking

joyfully—on to the floor.

f

' CHAPTER XXI

I Dolly came out of her room for the grown-up people’s

I
tea. Oblonsky did not appear. He had probably left

{
his wife’s room by the other door.

I

‘ I’m afraid you will be cold upstairs,’ remarked Holly

I to Anna. ‘ I want to move you down, and then we shall

I
be nearer to one another.’

I

‘ Oh, please don’t trouble about me,’ said Anna,

I

scrutinizing Holly’s face and trying to discover whether
; a reconciliation had taken place.

I
‘ It will be ^00 light for you here,’ answered her sister-

i

in-law.

i
* I assure you that I sleep always and anywhere like

j; a dormouse.’
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‘What are you talking about ? ® s-sked Oblonsky^
entering the room from his study and addressing his

wife.

From his tone both Kitty and Anna gathered that a
reconciliation had taken place.

‘ I want to move Anna downstairs, only the curtains

must be changed. I shall have to do it myself, no one
else can do it,’ Dolly answered addressing him.

‘ Goodness knows if they have quite made it up,’

thought Anna on hearing her tone, which was cold and
calm.

‘ Come now, Dolly ! always making difficulties,’ said

her husband. ‘ If you like I will do it all.’

‘ Yes, they must have made it up,’ thought Anna.
‘ I know how you’ll do it all,’ answered Dolly. ‘ You

will teh Matthew to do something that cannot be done

and wiU go away yourself, and he muddle everything,*

and as she spoke her usual ironical smile wrinkled the

comers of DoUy’s mouth.
‘ Yes, a fuU, a full reconciliation, quite complete.

Thank God I
’ thought Anna, and pleased to have been

the means of bringing it about, she went up to Dolly and
kissed her.

‘ Not at all. Why do you so despise Matthew and me ?
’

said Oblonsky, turning to his wife with a slight smile.

All that evening Dolly maintained her usual slight!]?

bantering manner toward her husband, and Oblonsky
was contented and cheerful, but not to the extent of

seeming to forget his guEt after having obtained for-

giveness.

At half-past nine an unusually pleasant and happy
family conversation round the Oblonskys’ tea-table was
disturbed by an apparently very ordinary occurrence

which yet struck them all as strange. WTiile they were
talking about their mutual Petersburg acquaintances

Anna rose suddenly.
‘ I have her photo in my album,’ said she, ‘ and I’ll

show you my Serezha’s too,’ she added with a mother’s

proud smile.

For toward ten o’clock—the time when .she generally

said good-night to her son and often put him to bed herseif

before going to a ball—she felt sad at being so far from
him, and, whatever they talked about, her thoughts
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kept returning to her curly-headed Serezha. She longed

to look at his portrait and to talk about him. Seizing

the first opportunity she rose and, stepping firmly and

lightly, went out to fetch her album. The flight of stairs

to her room went up from a landing of the well-heated

front staircase. As she was coming out of the drawing-

room there was a ring at the door.
‘ Who can it be ? ’ asked Dolly.
' It is too early for anyone to come forme and it’s late for

anyone else,’ said Kitty.
^Papers from the office for me, I expect,’ said Oblonsky.
A footman ran up to announce the new arrival, who

stood at the foot of the stairs under a lamp. Anna looked

down from the landing where she stood and at once
recognized Vronsky, and a strange feeling of pleasure

mixed with fear suddenly stirred in her heart.

He stood in his overcoat, feeling for something in his

pockets. When Anna was half-way up the top flight,

he lifted his eyes and saw her, and a look of something
Hke embarrassment and fear came into his face. She
bowed slightly and went on. She heard Oblonsky’s

loud voice downstairs asking him to come in, and
Vronsky’s low, soft voice refusing.

When Anna returned with her album he had already

gone, and Oblonsky was saying that Vronsky had called

:
to inquire about a dinner they were giving next day to a

j

celebrity who was visiting Moscow, but that he could not

I

be induced to come in. * He seemed so queer,’ added
: Oblonsky.

Kitty blushed. She thought that she alone understood

f why he had come to the house and why he would not come
in. ‘ He has been to our house,’ she thought, ‘ and not
finding me in he guessed that I was here. And he would
aot come in because Anna is here, and he thought it too

late.’

They all glanced at one another and said nothing but
' began examining Anna’s album.

' There was nothing extraordinary or strange in the
! fact that a man had called at half-past nine at a friend’s

house to ask,about a dinner they were planning and that

he would not come in ; but it seemed strange to all of

i them. To Anna in particular it seemed strange and not

I
right.
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CHAPTBR XXII

The ball had only just begun when Kitty and her mother
ascended the broad staircase which was deluged with

light, decorated with flowering plants, and occupied

by powdered footmen in red Hveries. From the ball-

room as from a bee-hive came the regular sound of move-
ment, and while they were arranging their hair and
dresses before a mirror on the landing between the plants,

they heard the accurate measured sounds of the orchestra

violins just beginning the first waltz. A little old man,
who had smoothed the grey hair on his temples before

another mirror and who smelt strongly of scent, happened
to jostle them on the stairs, and stepped aside in evident

admiration of Kitty, whom he did not know. A beardless

youth, one of those whom the old Prince Shcherbatsky

called puppies, with a very low-cut waistcoat, straighten-

ing his white tie as he went along, bowed to them and
ran past but returned to ask Kitty for a quadrille. She
had given the first quadrille to Vronsky and had to give

the second to this youth. An officer, buttoning his glove,

stood aside at the doorway to make room for them, and
smoothing his moustache looked with evident pleasure

at the rosy Kitty.

Although Kitty’s gown and coifiure and all her other

adornments had given her much trouble and thought,

she now entered the ball-room in her elaborate dress of

white net over a pink slip, as easily and simply as if these

bows and laces and all the details of her toilet had not cost

her or her people a moment’s attention, as if she had been
bom in this net and lace and with that high coiffure and
the rose and its two leaves on the top.

When, just before entering the ball-room, her mother
wished to put straight a twisted end of her sash, Kitty
drew slightly back : she felt that everything on her must
be naturally right and graceful and that there was no
need to adjust anything.

It was one of Kitty’s happy days. Her dress did not
feel tight anywhere, the lace round her bo'dice did not
slip, the bows did not crumple or come off, the piok shoes
with their high curved heels did not pinch but seemed to

make her feet lighter. The thick roils of fair hair kept
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;

up as if they had grown naturally so on the Httle head.
All three buttons on each of her long gloves, which fitted

; without changing the shape of her hand, fastened without

I

coming off. The black velvet ribbon of her locket clasped
! her neck with unusual softness. That ribbon was

charming, and when Kitty had looked at her neck in the
glass at home, she felt that that ribbon was eloquent.
There might be some possible doubt about anything else,

but that ribbon was charming. Kitty smiled, here at
the baU, when she caught sight of it again in the mirror.
Her bare shoulders and arms ' gave her a sensation as

of cold marble, a feeling she liked very much. Her
eyes shone and she could not keep her rosy lips from
smiling at the consciousness of her own loveliness. Before
she had reached the light-coloured crowd of women in

tulle, ribbons, and lace, who were waiting for partners

(Kitty never long formed one of the crowd), she was
already asked for the waltz and asked by the best dancer,

the leader of the dancing hierarchy, the famous dirigeut

and Master of the Ceremonies, a handsome, stately

1
married man, George Korsunsky. He had just left the

Countess Bonin, with whom he had danced the first

I

round of the waltz, and looking round his domain—that

is to say, a few couples who had begun to dance—^he

;• noticed Kitty just coming in. He approached her at

i
that peculiar free and easy amble natural only to Masters

' of Ceremonies, bowed, and, without even asking her

:
consent, put his arm round her slim waist. She looked

; about for some one to hold her fan and the mistress of

J the house took it from her with a smile. ®

)
‘ How fine that you have come in good time,’ he said

\
with his arm round her waist. ‘ It’s wrong of people

I to come so late.’

i Bending her left arm she put her hand on his shoulder,

i and her little feet in their pink shoes began moving

I

quickly, lightly, and rhythmically in time with the music,
I over the smooth parquet floor.

r ‘ It is a rest to waltz with you,’ he said as he took the
first slow steps of the dance. ‘What lightness and

[
precision I it’s delightful I

’ he remarked, saying to her

I

what he said to almost all the dancing partners whom
I

he really liked.

She smiled at his praise, and over his shoulder continued
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to survey the ball-room. She was not a girl just come out,

for whom all faces at a ball blend into one fairy-like

vision; nor was she a girl who had been dragged from

ball to ball till all the faces were familiar to dullness. She

was between those two extremes, and though elated was
able to control herself sufficiently to be observant. She

saw that the elite of the company were grouped in the

left-hand corner of the room. There was the beauty

Lida, Korsunsky’s wife, in an impossibly low dress, aad

the hostess, and there shone the bald head of Krivin who
was always where the 41ite were

;
youths who had not the

courage to approach gazed in that direction, and there

Kitty’s eyes found Stephen, and then the lovely head

and beautiful figure of Anna, in a black velvet dress.

And he was there. Kitty had not seen him since the day
she had refused Levin. With her far-sighted eyes she

recognized him at once and even noticed that he was
lookuig at her,

‘ Shall we have another turn ? You are not tired ?
’

asked Korsunsky who was a little out of breath.
‘ No more turns, thank you.’
‘ Where may I take you ?

’

‘ I believe Anna Arkadyevna Karenina is here, take

me to her.’

‘Wherever you please.’

And Korsunsky waltzed toward the left of the room,

gradually diminishing his step and repeating ‘ Pardon^

mesdames, pardon, pardon, mesdamea,^ as he steered

through that sea of lace, tulle and ribbons without
toucffing as much as a feather, and then turned his

partner so suddenly that her delicate ankles in the open-

work stockings appeared as her train spread out like a

fan and covered Krivin’s knees. Korsunsky bowed,
straightened his broad shirt front, and offered Katty his

arm to conduct her to Anna. Kitty flushed, and, a little

giddy, took her train off Krivin’s knees and looked round
for Anna.
Anna was not in lilac, the colour Kitty was so sure she

ought to have worn, but in a low-necked black velvet

dress which exposed her full shoulders and bosom that

seemed carved out of old ivory, and her rounded arms
with the very small hands. Her dress was richly trimmed
with Venetian lace. In her black hair, all her own, she
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wore a little garland of pansies, and in her girdle, among
the lace, a bnnch of the same flowers. Her coiflnre was
very unobtrusive. The only noticeable things about it

were the wilful ringlets that always escaped at her temples

;
and on the nape of her neck and added to her beauty.

Bound her finely chiselled neck she wore a string of

had been seeing Anna every day and was in love

with her, and had always imagined her in lilac, but seeing

her in black she felt that she had never before realized

her full charm. She now saw her in a new and quite

unexpected light. She now realized that Anna could

I not have worn lilac, and that her charm lay precisely in

the fact that her personality always stood out from her

dress, that her dress was never conspicuous on her.

And her black velvet with rich lace was not at aU con-

spicuous, but served only as a frame ; she alone was
noticeable-simple, natural, elegant and at the same
time merry and animated. She was standing among

j

that group, very erect as usual, and was talking to the

i master of the house with her head slightly turned toward
i him, when Kitty approached.
'

‘ No, I am not going to throw the first stone,* she was
saying in reply to some question, adding, with a shrug

' of her shoulders, * although I cannot understand it ’

;

and at once she turned to Kitty with a tender protecting

smile. She surveyed Kitty’s dress with a rapid feminine

glance, and with a movement of her head, scarcely per-

j

ceptible but understood by Kitty, she signified her approval

of Kitty’s dress and beauty.
‘ You even come into the room dancing,’ she said.

‘ She is one of my most faithful helpers,’ said Kor-
sunsky, turning to Anna whom be had not yet seen.

‘The Princess helps to make a ball gay and beautiful.

Anna Arkadyevna, shall we have a turn ? ’ he added,
stooping toward her.

‘ Oh, you know one another ? ’ asked the host.
‘ Whom do we not know ? My wife and I are like

whit© wolves, every one knows us,’ answered Korsunsky.
‘Anna Arkadyevna, just one turn ?

*

^

‘ I don’t dance if it is possible not to,* she said,

i

‘ But to-night it is not possible,’ he rejoined.

I At that moment Vronsky approached.

pearls
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* Well, if it is impossible not to dance tO'-night, let ug

dance/ she said taking no notice of Vronsky’s bow and
quickly putting her hand on Korsunsky’s shoulder.

‘ Why is she displeased with him 1 ’ thought Kitty,

noticing that Anna had intentionally taken no notice

of Vronsky’s bow. He came up to Kitty, reminding her

of the first quadrille and regretting that he had not seen

her for such a long time. Kitty, while gazing with
admiration at Anna waltzing, listened to him, expecting

him to ask her to waltz, but he did not do so and she

glanced at him with surprise.
.
He flushed and hurriedly

asked her to dance, but scarcely had he put his arm round
her slim waist and taken one step when the music stopped.

Kitty looked into his face which was so near her own,
and long after—-for years after—that look so full of love

which she then gave him, and which met with no response

from him, cut her to the heart with tormenting shame.
* Pardon, pardon, a waltz—a waltz,’ shouted Korsunsky

from the other end of the room, and seizing the first girl

within reach he himself began dancing.

CHAPTER XXIII

Vronsky and Eatty waltzed several times round the

room and then Kitty went to her mother, but hardly had
she exchanged a few words with the Countess Xordston
before Vronsky returned to fetch her for the first quad-
rille. Nothing special was said during the quadrille i

they talked in snatches about the Korsunskys, husband
and wife, whom Vronsky very amusingly described as

dear forty-year-old children, and about a projected public

theatre^ and only once did the conversation touch her to
the quick—^when he asked her about Levin, whether he
was still m Moscow, and added that he had liked him
very much. But Kitty had not expected more from the
quadrille, she waited with a clutch at her heart for the
mazurka. It seemed to her that the mazurka would
settle everything. That he did not ask her for the
mazurka while they were dancing the quadrille did not
disturb her. She was sui^; that she would dance the
mazurka with him as at previous balls, and she refused
five other partners for that dance, saying that she was
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already engaged. The whole ball up to the last quadrille

was for Kitty an enchanted dream of gay flowers, sounds,

: and movements. She only stopped dancing when she

: felt too tired and had to ask to be allowed a rest. But
while dancing the last quadriUe with one of the youthful

bores whom it would not do to refuse, she happened to

be vis-a-vis to Anna. She had not come across Anna
Bince the beginning of the baU, and now she suddenly

saw her again in a different and unexpected light. She
noticed that Anna was elated with success, a feeling

Kitty herself knew so well. She saw that Anna was
intoxicated by the rapture she had produced. She knew

j
the feeling and knew its symptoms, and recognized them
in Anna—she saw the quivering light flashing in her eyes,

the smile of happiness and elation that involuntarily

curled her lips, and the graceful precision, the exactitude

and lightness, of her movements.
‘ Who is the cause ? ’ she asked herself. * AH or only

i one ? ’ And without tryiujg to help her youthful partner

I
who was painfully struggling to carry on the conversa-

j

tion the thread of which he had lost, as she mechanically

j

obeyed the merry, loud, and authoritative orders of

* Korsunsky, who commanded every one to form now a
grand rond, now a chaine, she watched, and her heart

;
sank more and more.

I

‘ No, it is not the admiration of the crowd that intoxi-

cates her, but the rapture of one, and that one is . , , can
i itbeAe?’
? Every time he spoke to Anna the joyful light kindled

:
f in her eyes and a smile of pleasure curved her rosy Hps.

) She seemed to make efforts to restrain these signs of joy,

j

but they appeared on her face of their own accord. ‘ But
f what of him ? ’ Kitty looked at him and was filled with

j
horror. What she saw so distinctly in the mirror of

I

Anna’s face, she saw in him. What had become of his

\
usually quiet and firm manner and the carelessly calm
exi^ression of his face ? Every time he turned toward
Anna he slightly, bowed his head as if he wished to fall

down before her, and in his eyes there was an expression

of submission and fear. ‘ I "do not wish to offend,’ his

;

every look seemed to say, ‘ I only wish to save myself, but

;
I do not know how.’ His face had an expression which
she had never seen before.
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They talked about their mutual friends, carrying on a

most unimportant conversation, but it seemed to Kdtty
that every word they said was deciding their and her

fate. And, strange to say, though they were talking

about Ivan Ivanich, who made himself so ridiculous

with his French, and how Miss Eletskaya could have made
a better match, yet these words were important for them,
and they felt this as well as Kitty, A mist came over

the ball and the wh6le world in Kitty’s soul. Only the

thorough training she had had enabled and obliged her

to do what was expected of her, that is, to dance, to answer
the questions put to her, to talk, and even to smile. But
before the mazurka began, when the chairs were already

being placed for it, and several couples moved from the

small to the large ball-room, Kitty was for a moment
seized with despair. She had refused five men who had
asked for the mazurka and now she had no partner for

it. She had not even a hope of being asked again just

because she had too much success in Society for anyone
to think that she was not already engaged for the dance.

She must tell her mother that she was feeling ill, and go
home, but she had not the strength to do it. She felt

herself quite broken-hearted.

She went to the far end of a little drawing-room and
sank into an easy chair. Her light skirt stood out hke
a cloud round her slight body ; one thin bare girlish arm
dropped listlessly and sank into the pink folds of her

tunic ; the other hand held a fan with which she rapidly

fanned her flushed face. But although she seemed like

a butterfly just settled on a blade of grass and ready at

any moment to flutter and spread its rainbow wings, her

heart was crushed with terrible despair.
‘ But perhaps I am mistaken, perhaps it was nothing

of the Mnd ? * And she again recalled all that she had
witnessed.

* Kitty, what does this mean ? ’ asked the Countess
Nordston, coming up inaudibly over the carpet. ‘ I don’t

understand it.’

Kitty’s nether Hp trembled, and she rose quickly.*
‘ Kitty, are you not dancing the mazurka ?

’

‘ No, no,’ said Kitty in a voice tremulous "with tears.
‘ He asked her for the mazurka in my presence,’ said

the Countess, knowing that Kitty would understand
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: whom she meant by ‘ him ’ and ‘ her,’ ‘ She asked, “ Are

I
you not dancing with the Princess Shcherbatsky ?

” ’

i,
* Oh i it’s all the same to me 1

’ replied Kitty. No
; one but herself understood her situation, because no one

Ijiiew that she had only a few days ago refused a man
t whom she perhaps loved, and refused him because she

trusted another.

The Countess Nordston, who was engaged to Korsunsky
for the mazurka, told him to ask Kitty instead.

Kitty danced in the first pair, and luckily for her she

was not obKged to talk, because Korsunsky ran about all

, the time giving orders in his domain. Vronsky and Anna
I sat almost opposite to her. And she saw them with her

I
far-sighted eyes, she saw them close by, too, when they

' met in the dance, and the more she saw of them the surer

she was that the blow had fallen. She saw that they
. felt as if they were alone in that crowded ball-room.

On Vronsky’s face, usually so firm and self-possessed,

she noticed that expression of bewilderment and sub-

mission which had so surprised her—^an expression hke
that of an intelligent dog when it feels guilty.

Anna smiled—and the smile passed on to him ; she

became thoughtful—and he became serious. Some
supernatural power attracted Kitty’s eyes to Anna’s

j

face. She looked charming in her simple black dress;

I her full arms with the bracelets, her firm neck with the

j
string of pearls round it, her curly hair now disarranged,

I
every graceful movement of her small feet and hands,

I

her handsome, animated face,—everything about her was
enchanting, but there was something terrible and cruel

} in her charm.
Kitty admired her even more than before, and suffered

more and more. She felt herself crushed and her face

expressed it.

When Vronsky happened to knock against her as they
danced, he did not at once recognize her, so changed was

I

she.
‘ A delightful ball,’ he remarked, in order to say

something.

1

‘ Yes,’ she replied.

i In the middle of the mazurka, performing a complicated

I
figure newly-invented by Korsunsky, Anna stepped into

f the middle of the room and chose two men and two ladies,
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one of wliom was Kitty, to join her. Kitty, as slie moved
toward Anna, gazed at her with fear, ijma haif-ciosed

her eyes to look at Kitty, smiled and pressed her hand,

but noticing that Kitty only responded to her smile by a
look of surprise and despair, she turned away from her

and talked cheerfully with the other lady.

‘Yes, there is something strange, satanic, and en-

chanting about her,’ thought Kitty.

Anna did not wish to stay to supper, but the master
of the house tried to persuade her to do so,

‘ Come, Anna Arkadyevna,’ began Korsunsky, drawing
her bare arm under his, ‘ I have such a good idea for a

cotillion—Un bijou* And he moved slowly on, trying

to draw her with him. Their host smiled approvingly,

‘No, I won’t stay,’ answered Anna, smiling, and
despite her smile Korsunsky and the host understood

from the firm tone of her voice that she would not stay,
‘ No, as it is I have danced more in Moscow at your

one ball than I danced the whole winter in Petersburg,’

said Anna, looking round at Vronsky who stood beside

her. ‘ I must rest before my journey.’
‘ So you really are going to-morrow ? ’ said Vronsky.
‘ Yes, I think so,’ Anna replied as if surprised at the

boldness of his question ; but the uncontrollable radiance

of her eyes and her smile set him on fire as she spoke the
words.
Anna did not stay for supper, but went away.

CHAPTER XXIV

‘ Yes, there is certainly something objectionable and
repellent about me,’ thought Levin after leaving the

Shoherbatskys, as he walked toward his brother’s

lodgings. ‘ I do not get on with other people. They
say it is pride ! No, I am not even proud. If I had
any pride, I should not have put myself into such a

position.’ And he pictured to himseK Vronsky, happy,

Idnd, clever, caM, and certainly never placing himself

in such a terrible position as he, Levin, had been in that

evening. ‘Yes, she was bound to choose "him. It had

to be so, and I have no cause to complain of anyone or

anything. It was my own fault. What right had I to

'I
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togine that she would ^h to unite her life with mine ’
Who and what am I ? A man of no account, wanted bv
no one^and of nowse to anyone.’ And he remembered
hi3 brother Nicholas, and kept his mind gladly on thatmemoiy. Is he not right that eyeiything on earth is
evil and horrid ? .^d have we judged brother Nicholas
fairly ? Of oo^e, tom Prokofy 3 point of view, who sawhim m a ragged coat and tipsy, he is a despicable fellow •

but I know him tom another side. I know his so^pd know that W0 resemble one another. And vet I
instead of lookmg him up, dined out and came here.’’Levm weiR up_to a lamp-post and read his brother’s
address which he had m his pocket-book, and then
hired a stedge. On the long way to his brother’s herecaEed aU the events he knew of Nicholas’s life He
recaUed how despite the ridicule of his felow-students
his brother had hyed like a monk while at the Universitv
and fona year after, strictly observing all the relimous
rites, attendmg service, fasting, avoiding all pleasures
and especially women

; and then how he suddenly broke
oose, became mtimate with the vUest people arid cavetoself up to unbridled debauchery. He remembe?^
how his brother had brought a boy from the country to
educate, and m a fit of anger had so beaten the lad
that_ proceedmgs were commenced against him forcausmg bodily harm. He remembered an affair with
a sharper to whom his brother had lost money, andwhom he had first given a promissory note and then
prosecuted on a charge of fraud. (That was when hisbrother Seigms had paid the money for him.) Then hA
remembered the rught which Nicholas had spent in thepohce cells for disorderly conduct, and the disgraceful
proceedmgs he had mstigated against his brother Sergius
lyanich, whom he accused of not having paid out tohun his share of his mother’s fortune: and lastly the
time when hte brother took an official appointmeAt in

Provinces and was there arrested
for assaulting an Elder. . . . It was all veiy disgustin-r
but to Levm it did not seem nearly so disgusting as Ttmust have seemed to those who did not know Nicholas
nor his whole story, nor his heart.

«

Levm romembered that when Nicholas was passing
through his pious stage of fasting, visiting mon&, and
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going to cliiirch ; wlien he was seeking in religion tor

help to curb his passionate nature, not only did no one
encourage him, but every one, and Levin among them,
made fun of him. He was teased and called 'Noah

^

and * monk,’ and then when he broke loose no one helped

him, but all turned away from him with horror and disgust.

Levin felt that his brother Nicholas, in his soul, in the

innermost depths of his soul, despite the depravity of

his life, was no worse than those who despised him. It

was noli his fault that he was born with his ungovernable
temper, and with a cramped mind. He always wished
to do right. ‘ I will tell him everything, I will get him
to tell me everything. I will show him that I love and
therefore understand him,’ Levin decided in his mind,
as toward eleven o’clock he drove up to the hotel of

which he had the address.

‘Upstairs, Nos. 12 and 13,’ said the hall porter ia

reply to Levin’s question.
‘ Is he in ?

’

* I expect so.’

The door of No. 12 was ajar, and from within, visible in

the streak of hght, issued dense fumes of inferior and
weak tobacco. Levin heard a stranger’s voice, but knew
at once that his brother was there, for he heard him
coughing.

As he entered the doorway the stranger’s voice was
saying :

‘ It all depends on how intelligently and ration-

ally the affair is conducted.’

Constantine Levin glanced into the room, which was
beyond a partition, and saw that the speaker was a

young man with an enormous head of hair, who wore a

workman’s coat, and that a young, pock-marked woman
in a woollen dress without collar or cuffs ^ was sitting

on the sofa. He could not see his brother, and his heart

sank painfully at the thought that Nicholas lived among
such strange people. No one noticed him, and, as he

took off his goloshes, he overheard what the man in the

workman’s coat was saying. He was talking about some
commercial enterprise.

‘ Oh, let the privileged classes go to the devil,’ said his

brother’s voice, with a cough.

1 At that time better-dass women always wore something white round

their necfe and wrists.
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:

‘ Masha, get us some supper and bring the wine ii any
is left, or send for. some.’

The woman rose, came out from behind the partition,

and saw .Gonstantine. •

‘ Here is a gentleman, Nicholas Bmitrich,’ she said.

*Whom do you want?’ said Nicholas Levin’s voice
angrily.

‘It is I,’ answered Constantine Levin, coming forward
into the lamp-light.

‘ Who’s I ? ’ said the voice of Nicholas Levin still more
i angrily.'

Gonstantine heard how he rose hurriedly and caught
against something, and then in the doorway before him
he saw the familiar yet ever strange figure of his brother,

wild, sickly, gigantic, lean, and round-shouldered, with
large, frightened eyes.

He was even more emaciated than three years before,

when Constantine Levin had last seen him. He was
wearing a short coat, and his hands and broad bones
appeared more immense than ever. His hair was thmner,
but the same straight moustache covered his lips ; and
the same eyes with their peculiar, naive gaze looked out

5: at the new-comer.

;

‘ Ah ! Kostya I
’ he said suddenly, recognizing his

brother, and his eyes lit up with joy. But at the same
moment he turned to look at the young man and con-

- vulsively jerked his head and neck as if his necktie
} were strangling him, a movement Levin knew well, and -

‘ quite another expression—a wild, suSering, and cruel

L look—settled on his haggard face,

f
‘ I wrote both to you and to Sergius Ivanich that I do

I not know you and do not wish to know you. What is

. it? What do you want ?
’

;
He was not at all as Constantine had imagined him .

r Constantine when thinking of him had forgotten the
most trying and worst part of his character, that which
made intercourse with him so difficult ; but now when
he saw his face, and especially that convulsive movement
of his head, he remembered it all.

i
‘ I do not want anything of you specially,’ he answered

• meekly; ‘ I have simply come to see you.’

I
His brother’s timidity obviously softened Nicholas,

i whose lips quivered,
i 5510 E
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* Ah ! "Sou have come just for that ? ’ he said. ‘ Well,

,

come in, sit down. Will you have some supper ? Masha,
get supper for three. No, wait a little. Do you Imow
who this is ? ’ he added, turning to his brother and point-

ing to the man in the workman’s coat. ‘ It is Mr. Kritsky,

my friend ever since my Kiev days, a very remarkable

feilow. Of course the police are after him, because he

is not a scoundrel.’

And he glanced round at everybody present as was hia

way. Seeing that the woman in the doorway was about

to go out he shouted to her :
‘ Wait, I told you,’ and

in the awkward and blundering manner familiar to

Constantine, he again looked round at everybody, and

began to tell his brother about Kritsky : how he had been

expelled from the University because he had started a

society to help the poorer students, and also Sunday
schools, and how he had afterwards taught in an ele-

mentary school, and had been turned out from that tooj ;

and had then been tried on some charge or other.
;

* You were at Kiev University ? ’ Constantine Levin
^

asked Kritsky, in order to break the awkward silencse
f

that followed.
j

‘ Yes, at Kiev,’ Kritsky replied with an angry frown. ?

‘And this woman,’ said Nicholas Levin, interrupting
'

him, and pointing to her, ‘ is my life’s companion, Mary
Nikolavna ; I took her out of a bad house . • •’ and as he

said this he again jerked his neck. ‘ But I love and

respect her and beg all those who wish to know me,’
!

he added, raising his voice and scowling, ‘ to love and

respect her. She is just the same to me as a wife, just
^

the same. So now you know whom you have to deal
^

with, and if you fear you wiH be degraded—there is the

door.’

And again his eyes glanced questioningiy around.
‘ Why should I be degraded ? I don’t understand.’
‘ Weil, Masha, order supper for three, with vodka and

wine. , . . No, wait. No, never mind. . . . You
may go.’
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CHAPTER XXV
* So you see, . . Nicholas Levin continued with an
effort, wrinkling his brow and twitching.
He evidently found it hard to decide what to say and

to do. j

to a bundle of iron rods
tied together with string, in a corner of the room. ‘ Do
you see that ? It is the beginning of a new business we
^e undptakmg. The business is to be a Productive
Association • .

Gonstantme hardly hstened. He kept glancing at his
brothers sickly, consumptive face, and felt more and
more prry for him, nor could he force himself to nav
attention to what Nicholas was telling him about the
Association. He realized that this Association was
merely an anchor to save his brother from self-contempt.
Nicholas Levin continued speaking :

^

‘You know that capitalism oppresses the workers IOm workmen the peasants bear the whole burden off
labour, but are so placed that, work as they may, theyf
caimot escape from their degrading condition. All the.
profits on their labour, by which they might better their'
condition, give themselves some leisure, and conseouently^
gam some education, aU this surplus value is taken awayi
by the capitalists. And our society has so shaped itself?
that the more the people work the richer the merchants ?

and lando-vmers will become, while the people wffi remain
'

beasts of burden for ever. And this system must be ;

changed, he concluded, with an inquiring look at hist
brother. *

xt. y 1-
Constantine, looking intently at

tke hectic flush which had appeared on his brother’s face
below its prominent cheek bones.

‘ ^d so we are starting a Locksmiths’ Association, in
which all the products and the profits and, above all, the
mstruments of production will be common property ’

^

Where wall the business be ? ’ asked Constantine.*
« village of Vozdrema, Kazan Government.’
Why m a village ? It seems to me there is plenty of

work to do in the country as it is. Why start a Lock-
smiths Association there ?

*

>
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‘ Becanse the peasants are still jnst as much slaves as

they nsed to be, and that is why you and Sergius Ivanich

don’t like it when anyone wishes to deliver them from
their slavery,’ repHed Nicholas Levin, irritated by Con-

stantine’s objection.

Constantine sighed and at the same time looked round
the room which was dismal and dirty. The sigh seemed
to irritate Nicholas stiU more.

* I know your aristocratic outlook and Sergius Ivanich’s.

I know that he uses aU the powers of his mind to justify

the existing evils.’

‘ But why talk about Sergius Ivanich ? ’ said Levin

with a smile.
‘ Sergius Ivanich ? This is why !

’ suddenly shouted

Nicholas at the mention of the name. ‘This is why,

. . . But what is the good of talking ? One thing

only. . . . Why have you come here ? You despise

it, well, that is all right—then go away. Go, go in

God’s name !
’ he exclaimed, rising from his chair. ‘ Go,

go !

’

‘ I do not despise it at all,’ Constantine replied meekly.
* I do not even dispute it.*

Meanwhile Mary Nikolavna had come back. Nicholas

gave her an angry look. She hurried up to him and said

something Sn a whisper.
‘ l am not well and have grown irritable,’ said Nicholas,

breathing heavily^ and quieting down. ‘And you talk i

to me about Sergius Ivanich and his article. It is such .

rubbish, such humbug, such self-deception. What can

a man write about justice, who does not understand it ? ’

^
‘ Have you read his article ? ’ he said, turning to Kritsky ?

again, sitting down to the table and clearing away from
|

it a heap of half-fiUed cigarettes to make room. L

‘ I have not read it,’ said Kritsky morosely, evidently
;

not wishing to join in the conversation. ^

‘ Why not ? ’ irritably answered Nicholas, still address-

ing Kritsky.
‘ Because I consider it unnecessary to waste time on it.*

* What do you mean ? May I ask how you knew it

would waste your time ? That article ia incomprehen-
sible to many ; I mean it is above them. But it is a

^

different matter with me, I see through his thought, ^

and therefore know why it is weak.’
I
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Every one remained silent. Elritsky rose and took up
liis hat.

' Don’t you want any supper ? Well, good-bye.
Come to-morrow and bring the locksmith.’

As soon as Kritsky had gone out, Nicholas smiled and
winked.
‘He also is not much good,’ he remarked. *I can

see .

But at tha.t moment Kritsky called him from outside
the door.

‘ What do you want now ? ’ said Nicholas and went
out into the passage.

Left alone with Mary Nikolavna, Levin spoke to her,
‘ Have you been long with my brother ? ’ he asked.
‘ Yes, it is the second year now. His health is veiy

bad, he drinks too much,’ she said.
‘ Really—what does he drink ?

’

‘ He drinks vodka, and it is bad for him,’
* Much vodka ? ’ whispered Levin.
‘ Yes,’ she said looking timidly toward the door, just

as Nicholas returned,
‘ What were you talking about ? ’ he asked frowning

and looking from one to the other with frightened eyes.
‘ What was it ?

’

* Nothing,’ replied Levin in confusion.
‘ If you do not wish to tell me, do as you please. Only

you have no business to talk to her. She’s a street girl,

and you are a gentleman,’ he muttered jerking his neck.
‘ You, I see, have examined and weighed everything here,

and regard my errors with compassion,’ he continued,

again raising his voice.
‘ Nicholas Dmitrich, Nicholas Dmitrich,’ whispered

Mary Nikolavna, again approaching him.
‘ Well, aH right, aU right ! , . . and how about supper ?

Ah, here it is,’ he said noticing a waiter who was bringing

in a tray. ‘ Here, here, put it down here,’ he said crossly,

and at once poured out a wine-glass full of vodka and
drank it greedily. * Have a drink, will you ? ’ he said

to his brother, brightening up at once, ‘ Well, we’ve had
enough of Sergius Ivanich. I am glad to see you, any-
how. Whatever one may say, after all, we are not
strangers. Come, have a drink. Tell me what you are

doing,’ he continued, greedily chewing a crust of bread
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and filling himself another glass. * How are yon getting

on?’
* I am living alone in the country, as I did before,

and I look after the farm^g,’ answered Constantine,
j

observing with horror hpw ^eedily his brother ate and
drank, and trying not to let it be seen that he noticed it.

‘ Why don’t yon get married V
* I had not the chance,’ replied Constantine blushing,
* Why not ? For me aU that is over. I have spoilt my

life. I have said, and still say, that if I had been given

my share of the property when I wanted it, everything

would have been different.’

Constantine hastened to change the subject. ‘ Ho yon
know that your Vanyusha is now a clerk in my office at

Pokrovsk ? ’ he said.

Nicholas jerked his head and grew thoughtful.
‘ Yes, tell me what is happening in Pokrovsk. Is the

house still standing, and the birch trees, and our school-

room t And is Philip the gardener really still living ?

How well I remember the garden-house and the sofa!
j

. . , Mind, don’t change anything in the house, but get
j

married soon and set things going again as they used ^

to be. Then I will come to you if you have a good wife.’

* Come to me at once,’ said Levin. ‘ How weU we might
settle down there !

’

‘ I would come if I were sure I should not find Sergius

Ivanich there.’

‘You won’t find him there. I live quite apart from
him.’

‘Still, say what you will, you must choose between i

him and me,’ said Nicholas with a timid look at his

brother,
|

His timidity touched Constantine.
!

‘ If you want my full confession about it, I will tell

you that I take no side in your quarrel with Sergius «

Ivanich. You are both to blame. You more in external

matters and he more in essential ones.’
‘ Ah, ah I Then you have grasped it, you have grasped

it ? ’ joyfully exclaimed Nicholas.
;

‘ But personally, if you care to know it, I value your :

friendship more because . .
’

•

‘ Why, why ? ’
• i

Constantine could not tell him that it was because
[
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Nicholas was tinfortimate and needed friendship. But
Nicholas understood that he meant just that, and frown-

ing, again took hold of the vodka bottle.

‘Enough, Nicholas Dmitrich !
* said Mary Nikolavna,

stretching out her plump arm with its bare wrist to take

the bottle.
‘ Let go ! Leave me alone ! Ill thrash you !

’ shouted he,

Mary Nikolavna gave a mM, kindly smile, which
evoked one from Nicholas, and she took away the bottle.

‘ Do you thiok she doesn’t understand ? ’ said Nicholas.
‘ She understands it aU better than any of us. There
really is something good and sweet about her.’

‘You were never in Moscow before?’ Constantine
asked very politely, just in order to say something.
‘Don’t speak to her in that way. It frightens her.

No one but the magistrate, when she was tried for an
attempt to escape from the house of iil-fa.me, ever spoke
to her so politely. ... Oh heavens, how senseless every-
thing is in this world !

’ he suddenly exclaimed. ‘ Ail
these new institutions, these magistrates, these Zemstvos.
. , . What a confusion it aU is !

’

And he began to relate all his encounters with these

new institutions.

Constantine Levin listened to him, and the condemna-
tion of the social institutions, which he shared with him
and had often expressed, was unpleasant to him when
he heard it from his brother’s lips.

‘ We shall understand it better in the next world,* he
said playfully.

‘ In the next world ? Ah, I do dislike that next
world,* said Nicholas, fixing his wild, frightened eyes
on his brother’s face. * One would think that to leave

all these abominations, these muddles (one’s own and
other people’s), would be good, yet I fear death—^I fear

it terribly.’ He shuddered. ‘ Do drink something.
Would you like some champagne ? Or let us go out
somewhere or other. Let us go to the Gipsies ! Do
you know I have become fond of the gipsies and the
Russian follr-songs ?

’

His speech began to grow confused and he jumped
from one subject to another. With Masha’s help Con-
stantine succeeded in persuading him not to go out
anywhere, and got him into bed quite tipsy.
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Masha promised to wite to Constantine in case of need,

and to try to persuade Nicholas to go and live with him.

CHAPTEK XXVi

Next morning Constantine Levin left Moscow and toward
evening he reached home. On his way back in the train

he talked 'tpth his feUow-passengers about politics and
the new railVays, and felt oppressed, just as in Moscow,
by the confusion of the views expressed, by discontent

with himself and a vague sense of shame. But when he

got out of the train at his station and by the dim light

from the station windows saw his one-eyed coachman,
I^at, with his coat-collar turned up, and his sledge

with its carpet-lined back, his horses with their plaited

tails, and the harness with its rings and tassels, and
when Ignat, while stiU. putting the luggage into the .

sledge, began telling him the village news ; how the
\

contractor had come, and Pava had calved,—Levin felt I

that the confusion was beginning to clear away and his I

shame and self-dissatisfaction to pass. He felt this at the
I

mere sight of Ignat and the horses ; but when he had I

put on the sheepskin coat that had been brought for him
and, well wrapped up, had seated himself in the sledge

and started homeward, turning over in his mind the

orders he would give about the work on the estate, and
as he watched the side horse (once a saddle-horse that

had been overridden, a spirited animal from the Bon),

he saw what had befallen him in quite a different light.
,

He felt that he was himself and did not wish to be anyone
else. He only wished now to be better than he had been

formerly. First of all he decided that he would no

longer hope for the exceptional happiness which marriage
was to have given him, and consequently he would not

underrate the present as he had done. Secondly, he

would never again allow himself to be carried away by
passion, the repulsive memory of which had so tormented
him when he was making up his mind to propose. Then,
remembering his brother Nicholas, he determined that

he would never allow himself to forget him again, but

would watch over him, keep him in sight, and be ready

to help when things went hard with him. And he felt
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fchat that wotildi he soon. Then his brother’s talk about
comJBnmsm^ whw^ he had takep lightly at the time,

now made him think. He considered an entire change

of economic conditions nonsense
;

but he had always

felt the injustice of his superfluities compared with the
peasant’s poverty, and now decided, in order to feel

himself quite justified, that though he had always
worked hard and lived simply, he would in future work
etili more and allow himself still less luxury. And it

all seemed to him so easy to carry out that be was in a

pleasant reverie the whole way home, and it was with
cheerful hopes for a new and better Me that he reached

his house toward nine o’clock in the evening.

A Kght fell on the snow-covered space in front of the

house from the windows of the room of his old nurse,

Agatha Mikhaylovna, who now acted as his housekeeper.

She had not yet gone to bed, and Kusma, whom she had
roused, came running out barefoot and still half-asleep

into the porch. Laska, a setter bitch, ran out too, almost

I

throwing Kusma ofl his feet, and whined and rubbed
’

herself against Levin’s knees, jumping up and wishing

i
but not daring to put her front paws on his chest.

‘You have soon come back, sir,’ said Agatha
Mikhaylovna.

‘ I was home-sick, Agatha Mikhaylovna. Visiting is

i all very weU, but “ there is no place like home,” ’ he
i replied, and went into his study.

A candle just brought in ^adually lit up the study
and its familiar details became visible : the stag’s horns,

I
the book-shelves, the looking-glass, the hot-air aperture

of the stove with its brass Hd, which had long been in
• need of repair, his father’s couch, the large table on

which were an open volume, a broken ash-tray, and an
exercise-book in his handwriting. When he saw all

this, he was overcome by a momentary doubt of the
possibility of starting the new life of which he had been
dreaming on his way. All these traces of his old Me
seemed to seize hold of him and say, ‘No, you will not ‘

i
escape us and will not be different, but will remain such
as you have bfeen : full of doubts ; fuU of dissatisfaction ^

i

with yourseK, and of vain attempts at improvement
' followed by failures, and continual hopes of the happiness !

I
which has escaped you and is impossible for you.*
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That was what the things said, hut another voice witMn
his soul was saying that one must not submit to the past

and that a man can make what he wiM of himself. And
obeying the latter voice he went to the corner where two
thirty-six pound dumb-bells lay and began doing gymnas-
tic exercises with them to invigorate himself. He heard a

at the door and hurriedly put down the

His steward entered and said that, * the Lord be

thanked,’ everything was all right, but that the buck-

had burned in the new drying kiln. This news
irritated Levin. The new kiln had been built and partly

invented by him. The steward had always been against

the new kiln, and now proclaimed with suppressed triumph
that the buckwheat had got burnt. Levin felt quite

certain that if it had been burnt it was only because the

precautions about which he had given instructions over

and over again had been neglected. He was vexed, and

he reprimanded the steward. But the steward had one im-

portant and pleasant event to report. Pava, his best and
most valuable cow, bought at the cattle-show, had calved,

‘ Kuzma, bring me my sheep-skin. And you tell them
to bring a lantern. I will go and have a look at her,’ he

said to the steward.

The sheds where the most valuable cattle were kept

were just behind the house. Crossing the yard past the

heap of snow by the lilac bush, he reached the shed.

There was a warm steaming smell of manure when the

frozen door opened, and the cows, astonished at the

unaccustomed light of the lantern, began moving on

their clean straw. Levin saw the broad smooth black-

and-white back of a Dutch cow. The bull, Berkut, with

a ring through his nose, was lying down, and almost

rose up, but changed his mind and only snorted a couple

of times as they passed by. The red beauty Pava,

enormous as a hippopotamus, turned her back, hiding her

calf from the new-comers and sniffing at it.

Levin entered the stall, examined Pava, and lifted the

red-mottled calf. Pava, becoming excited, was about to

low, but quieted down when Levin moved the calf toward
her, and sighing heavily began licking it with her rough
tongue. The calf fumbled about, pushing its nose under
its mother’s belly and swinging its little tail.
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‘ Sliow alight ikere, Theodore, here,’ said Levin, examin-
ing the call ‘ Liie its mother,’ he said, ‘ although the
colour is its father’s ; very fine, big-boned and deep-flanked.

Vasily Fedorich, isn’t she fine ? ’ he said, turning to the
steward, and quite forgiving him for the buckwheat
under the influence of his satisfaction about the calf.

‘ Whom could she take after, not to be good ? Simon,
the contractor, came the day after you left. We shall

have to employ him, Constantine Dmitrich,’ said the
steward. ‘ I told you about the machine.’
This one question led Levin back to all the details of

his farming, which was on a large and elaborate scale.

He went straight from the cow-shed to the office, and
after talking things over with the steward and with
Simon the contractor, he returned to the house and
went straight upstairs to the drawing-room.

CHAPTER XXVII

It was a large old-fashioned house, and though only

Levin was living in it, he used and heated the whole of

it. He knew this to be foolish and even wrong, and
contrary to his new plans, but this house was a whole
world to Levin. It was the world in which his father

and mother had lived and died. They had lived a life

which appeared to him ideally perfect, and which he had
dreamed of renewing with a wife and family of his own.
Levin could scarcely remember his mother. His

conception of her was to him a sacred memory, and in

his imagination his future wile was to be a repetition of

the enchanting and holy ideal of womanhood that his

mother had been.

He could not imagine the love of woman without
marriage, and even pictured to himself a family flrst

and then the woman who would give him the family.

His views on marriage therefore did not resemble those

of most of his acquaintances, for whom marriage was
only one of many social affairs ; for Levin it was the
chief thing.in life, on which the whole happiness of life

depended. And now he had to renounce it.

When he had settled in the arm-chair in the Httle

drawing-room where he always had his tea, and Agatha
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Mikhaylovna had brought it in for him and had sat dowu
at the window with her usual remark, ‘ I will sit dovmi
sir r he felt that, strange to say, he had not really for-

gotten his dreams and that he could not live without
them. With her, or with another, they would come true.

He read his book, and followed what he read, stopping

now and then to listen to Agatha Mikhaylovna, who
chattered indefatigably ; and at the same "time various

pictures of farming and future family life arose dis-

connectedly in his mind. He felt that in the depth of

his soul something was settling down, adjusting and
composing itself. ®

He listened to Agatha Mikhaylovna’s talk of how
Prokhor had forgotten the Lord, was spending on drink

the money Levin had given him to buy a horse with, and
had beaten his wife nearly to death ; he listened and read,

and remembered the whole sequence of thoughts raised

by what he was reading. It was a book of Tyndall’s on
heat. He recalled his disapproval of Tyndall’s self-

conceit concerning the cleverness of his experiments,

and his lack of a philosophic outlook. And suddenly

the joyous thought came uppermost ;
‘ In two years’

time I shall have two Dutch cows in my herd and Pava
herself may stiU be alive ; there will be twelve cows by
Berkut, and these three to crowji all—splendid I

* He
returned to his book. ‘ Well, let us grant that electricity

and heat are one and the same, but can we substitute

the one quantity for the other in solving an equation?
No. Then what of it ? The connection between all

the forces of nature can be felt instinctively without all

that. ... It will be especially good when Pava’s calf

is already a red-mottled cow, and the whole herd m
which these three will be ... I Splendid I To go out
with my wife and visitors and meet the herd. * . . My
wife wiU say; “Constantine and I reared this calf

like a baby.” “How can you be interested in these
thiugs ? ” the visitor wiU ask. “ All that interests him
interests me, , But who is ? * and he remembered
what had happened in Moscow. ‘Well, what is to be
done ? ... It is not my fault. But now everything
will be on new lines. It is nonsense to say that life will

prevent it, that the past prevents it. I must struggle
to live a iDetter, a far better, life.’ He lifted his head
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and pondered* Old Laska, who had not yet quite digested

her joy at her master’s return and had run out to bark

in the yard, now came back, bringing a smell of fresh air

with her into the room and, wagging her tail, she ap-

proached him and putting her head under his hand
whined plaintively, asking to be patted.

* She all but speaks,’ said Agatha Mikhaylovna. ‘ She
is only a dog, but she understands that hex master has

come back feeling depressed.’
‘ Why depressed ?

‘ Oh, don’t I see ? I ought to understand gentlefolk

by this time. I have grown up among them from a
child. Never mind, my dear, as long as you have good
health and a clean conscience !

’

Levin looked at her intently, surprised that she knew
so well what was in his mind.

‘ Shall I bring you a little more tea ? ’ she said and went
out with his cup.

Laska kept on pushing her head under his hand. He
patted her a little, and she curled herseK up at his feet

with her head on her outstretched hind paw. And to

show that all was now well and satisfactory, she slightly

opened her mouth, smacked her sticky lips, and drawing u

them more closely over her old teeth lay still in blissfiS

peace. Levin attentively watched this last movemenli
of hers.

‘ And it is just the same with me I
’ he said to himself.

‘ It is just the same with me. What does it matter, , . ,

All is well.’

CHAPTEE XX\HII

Eaely in the morning after the ball Anna sent a telegram

to her husband to say that she was leaving Moscow that

same evening.

‘Really I must, I must go,’ she said, explaining her

altered plans to her sister-in-law in a tone suggesting that

she had suddenly remembered so many things she had
to do that it^vas not even possible to enumerate them
all ‘ ReaUy I had better go to-day.’

Stephen Oblonsky was not dining at home, but pro-

mised to be back at seven to see his sister off.
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Kitty also had not come, but had sent a note to say

that she had a headache. Dolly and Anna dined alone

with the children and their English governess. Whether
it is that children are inconstant or that they are sensi-

tive and felt that Anna was not the same person to-day

as she had been that other day when they had been so

fond of her, and that she no longer took any interest ia

them, at any rate they suddenly left oE playing with

their aunt and loving her, and were not at all concerned

about her leaving. Anna spent the whole morning
preparing for her departure : writing notes to her Moscow
acquaintances, matog up accounts, and packing. It

seemed to Dolly that Anna was not at ease in her mind,

but iu a state of anxiety that DoUy knew wel from

her own experience, a state which does not come on
without a cause, but generally hides dissatisfaction with

oneseK. After dinner Anna went to her room to dress,

and Dolly followed her.
" ^ ‘ How strange you are to-day 1

’ said Dolly.
‘ I ? Do you think so ? lam not strange, but wicked.

It sometimes happens to me. I feel ready to cry. It is

very silly, but it will pass,’ said Anna hurriedly, and she

bent her flushed face over the tiny bag into which she

was packing a night-cap and some lawn handkerchiefs.

Her eyes shone peculiarly and kept filling with tears. ‘ I

did not want to leave Petersburg, and now I do not waat
to leave here.’

‘ You came here and did a good action,’ said Dolly,

scrutinizing her attentively.

Anna looked at her with her eyes wet with tears.
‘ Do not say that, Dolly. I have done and could do

nothing. I often wonder why people conspire to spoil

me. What have I done and what could I do ? There

was enough love in your heart to forgive , .

‘ But for you, God only knows what would have

happened ! How lucky you are, Anna,’ said Dolly.
‘ Everything in your soul is clear and good.’

‘ Every one has a skeleton in them cupboard, as the

English say.’
‘ What skeleton have you ? Everything about you

is so clear.’
‘ I have one !

’ said Anna, and unexpectedly followiiig

her tears, a sly, humorous smile puckered her lips.
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* Well, at least your skeleton is a funny one and not a

I dismal one/ said Dolly smiimg,

;

* Xo, it is a dismal one. Do you know wky I am
i going to-day and not to-morrow ? This is a confession

of something that oppresses me, and I want to make it

to you/ said Anna, determinedly throwing herself back
in an arm-chair and looking straight into DoEy’s eyes.

And to her surprise Dolly saw that Anna was blushing
to her ears and to the curly black locks on her neck.
‘Do you know/ contmued Anna, ‘why Kitty did not

come to dinner ? She is jealous of me. I have spoiled

. , . I mean I was the cause of the ball being a torture
instead of a pleasure to her. But really, really I was not
to blame, or only a very little/ she said, drawling out
the word ‘ very ’ in a high-pitched voice.

* Gh how like Stiva you said that/ remarked Dolly
laughing.

Anna was annoyed.
‘ Oh no, no, I am not Stiva,’ she said frowning. ‘ The

reason I have told you is that I do not even for a moment
allow myself to distrust myself/

But at the moment when she uttered these words she
knew they were untrue : she not only distrusted herself

but was agitated by the thought of Vronsky, and was
leaving sooner than she had intended only that she might
not meet him again.

‘ Yes, Stiva told me that you danced the mazurka with
1 him, and that he . • /

‘You cannot think how queerly it came about. I

only thought of arranging the match, and—suddenly it

I all came out quite differently. , . . Perhaps against

my own will I . . /
j She blushed and stopped,

i
‘ Oh, they feel that at once I

* said Dolly.
;; ‘But I should be in despair if there were anything

serious in it on his side,’ Anna interrupted her- ‘ I am
I

sure that it will all be forgotten, and Kitty will no longer

hate me.’
‘ Well, do you know, Anna, to tell you the truth, I am

not very anxious that Kitty should marry him. It is

much better"that it should come to nothing if Vronsky
is capable of falling in love with you in a day.’

* Oh, my goodness ! How stupid it would be/ said
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Anna, a-ad again a deep flusli of pleasure sniliised hen

face at hearing the thought that occupied her naind

expressed in words, ‘ So I am going away having made
an enemy of Kitty, of whom I am so fond. Oh, what
a darling she is! But you will put it right? Eh,

Dolly V
DoUy could hardly repress a smile. She was fond of

J?Lnna, but it was pleasant to find that she too had a

weakness.
‘ An enemy ? That is impossible.’
* I should so like you all to love me as I love yon;

and now I love you stOl more,’ said Anna with tears in

her eyes. ‘ Oh dear, how silly I am to-day,’

She dabbed her face with her handkerchief, and began

to dress.

Oblonsky, smelling of wine and cigars, with his face red

and happy, came in late, just as she was about to start.

Anna’s emotion had spread to Dolly, who as she

embraced her sister-in-law for the last time whispered ;

‘ Remember that I love and always shall love you as my
best friend I

’

‘ I do not know why you should,’ said Anna, kissing bet

and trying to hide her tears.

* You understood and understand me. Good-bye, my
sweet one 1

’

CHAPTER XXIX

‘Well, that’s all over, thank Heaven 1
’ was Anna’s

first thought when she had taken leave of her brother,

who stood to the last moment obstructing the entrance

to the railway carriage.

She sat down beside her maid Aimushka, and peered

round the dimly-lit sleeping compartment. ‘ Thank
Heaven, to-morrow I shall see Serezha and Alexey
Alexandrovich again, and my good accustomed life wifi

go on as of old,’

With the same preoccupied mind she had had all that

day, Anna prepared with pleasure and great deliberation

for the journey. With her deft little hands She imlocked
her red bag, took out a small pillow which she placed on
her knees, and locked the bag again ; then she carefully
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wrapped np her feet and sat down comfortably. An
invalid lady was already going to bed. Two other ladies

began taltog to Anna. One, a fat old woman, while

wrapping up her feet, remarked upon the heating of the

carriage. Anna said a few words in answer, but not
foreseeing anything interesting from the conversation

asked her maid to get out her reading-lamp, fixed it to

the arm of her seat, and took a paper-knife and an English

novel from her handbag. At first she could not read.

For a while the bustle of people moving about disturbed

her, and vrhen the train had finally started it was im-
possible not to listen to the noises ; then there was the

snow, beating against the window on her left, to whicn
it stuck, and the sight of the guard, who passed through
the carriage closely wrapped up and covered with snow
on one side ; also the conversation about the awful
snow-storm which was raging outside distracted her

attention. And so it went on and on: the same jolting

and knocking, the same heating of the snow on the window-
pane, the same rapid changes from steaming heat to cold,

and back again to heat, the gleam of the same faces

through the semi-darkness, and the same voices,—but at

last Anna began to read and to follow what she read.

Annushka was already dozing, her broad hands, with a

hole in one of the gloves, holding the red bag on her lap.

Anna read and understood, but it was unpleasant to read,

that is to say, to follow the reflection of other people’s

lives. She was too eager to live herself. When she read

how the heroine of the novel nursed a sick man, she

wanted to move about the sick-room with noiseless foot-

steps ; when she read of a member of Parliament making
a speech, she wished to make that speech ; when she read

how Lady Mary rode to hounds, teased her sister-in-law,

and astonished everybody by her boldness—she wanted
to do it herself. But there was nothing to be done, so

she forced herself to read, while her little hand toyed
with the smooth paper-knife.

The hero of the novel had nearly attained to his English
happiness of a baronetcy and an estate, and Anna wanted
to go to the estate with him, when she suddenly felt that
he must have been ashamed, and that she was ashamed
of the same thing,—but what was he ashamed of !
‘ What am I ashamed of ? ’ she asked herself with
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indignant stirprise. She put down her book, leaned back,
and clasped the paper-knife tightly in both hands. There
was nothing to be ashamed of. She called np all her

Moscow memories. They were all good and pleasant.

She recalled the ball and Vronsky and his humble,
enamoured gaze, and their relations with one another;
there was nothing to be ashamed of. And yet at that

very point of her recollections when she remembered
Vronsky, the feeling of shame grew stronger and some
inner voice seemed to say to her, ‘ warm, very warm,
burning I

*
‘Well, what of it ? ’ she finally said to her-

self with decision, changing her position on the seat.
‘ What does it signify ? Am I afraid to look straight at

it ? What of it ? Just as if there existed, or could

exist, between me and this officer-lad any relations

differing from those with other acquaintances.’ She
smiled disdainfully and again took up her book; but
now she absolutely could not xmderstand what she was
reading. She passed her paper-knife over the window-
pane, then pressed its cold smooth surface against her

cheek and almost laughed aloud, suddenly overcome with
unreasoning joy. She felt that her nerves were beiag

stretched Kke strings drawn tighter and tighter round
pegs. She felt her eyes opening wider, her fingers and
toes nervously moving, and something inside her stopping

her breath, and all the forms and sounds m the swaying
semi-darkness around struck her with imusual vividness.

Momentary doubts kept occurring in her mind as to

whether the train was moving forwards or backwards,
or standing still. Was it Annushka who was sitting

beside her, or a stranger ? ‘ And am I here, myself ?

Am I myself or another ? ’ She was afraid of giving

way to these delirious thoughts. Something seemed to

draw her to them, but she had the power to give way
to them or to resist. To get over it she rose, threw off

her wrap, and took off the cape of her coat. She came
to her senses for a moment, and knew that the lean

peasant in the long nankin coat with a button missing

who had come into the compartment was the carriage

stoker and was looking at the thermometer, and that the

wind and snow rushed in when he opened the door;
but afterwards everything again became confused. . . .

The peasant in the long coat started gnawing at some*
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thing on the wall ; the old woman began stretching her

legs the whole length of the carnage, which she filled

with a black cloud ; then something squeaked and
clattered in a dreadful manner, as if some one was being

tom to pieces ; then a blinding red light appeared, and
at last everything was hidden by a waU. Anna felt as

if she had fallen through the floor. But all this did not

seem dreadful, but amusing. The voice of a man wrapped
up and covered with snow shouted something just above
her ear. She rose and came to herseK, understanding

that they had stopped at a station and that this was the

guard. She asked Armushka to give her the cape she

had removed and a shawl, and putting them on she

moved to the door.
* Are you going out asked Annushka.
‘ Yes, I want a breath of air. It is so hot in here.’

She opened the carriage door. The snow and wind
rushed toward her and had a tussle with her for the

door. And this too struck her as amusing. She went
out. The wind seemed only to have waited for her

:

it whistled merrily and tried to seize and carry her off,

but she held on to the cold door-post and held down her

shawl, then stepping on to the platform she moved away
from the carriage.

The wind blew boisterously iato the little porch of the

carriage, but on the platform, sheltered by the train,

it was quiet. With enjoyment she drew in full breaths

of the snowy, frosty air as she stood beside her carriage

looking rotind at the platform and the lighted station.

CHAPTER XXX

A BLUSTERING storm was rushiug and whistling between
the wheels of the train and round the pillars and the

comers of the station. The railway carriages, the pillars,

the people, and everything that could be seen, were
covered on one side with snow, and that covering became
thicker and thicker. A momentary lull woiild be followed

by such a iprrific gust that it seemed hardly possible to

stand against it. Yet people, merrily exchanging remarks,
ran over the creaking boar^ of the platform, and the

big station doors were constantly being opened and shut.
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The shadow of a man stooping slipped past her feet and
she heard a hammer striking the carriage wheels. ‘Let
me have the telegram!’ came an angry voice from the

other side out of the stormy darkness. ‘ Here, please,

No. 28 !
* cried other voices, while many people muffled

up and covered with snow ran hither and thither. Two
gentlemen passed her with glowing cigarettes between
their lips. She took another deep breath to get her fill

of fresh air and had already drawn her hand out of her

muff to take hold of the handrail and get into the train,

when another man wearing a military overcoat came
close between her and the wavering light of the lamp.

She turned round, and instantly recognized Vronsky.

With his hand in salute, he bowed and asked if she wanted
anything and whether he could be of any service to her.

For some time she looked into his face without answering,

and, though he stood in the shade she noticed, or thought
she noticed, the expression of his face and eyes. It was
the same expression of respectful ecstasy that had so

affected her the 3iight before. She had assured herself

more than once during those last few days, and again a

moment ago, that Vronsky in relation to her was only

one of the hundreds of everlastingly identical young men
she met everywhere, and that she would never allow her-

self to give Mm a thought
;
yet now, at the first moment

of seeing Mm again, she was seized by a feeling of joyful

pride. There was no need for her to ask him why he

was there. She knew as weU as if he had told her, that

he was there in order to be where she was.
* I did not know that you were going too. Why are

you going ? ’ she asked, dropping the hand with wMch
she was about to take bold of the handrail. Her face

beamed with a joy and animation she could not

repress.

‘Why am I going?* he repeated, looking straight into

her eyes. ‘You know that I am going in order to be

where you are,* said he. ‘I cannot do otherwise.*

At that moment the wind, as if it had mastered all

obstacles, scattered the snow from the carriage roofs,

and set a loose sheet of iron clattering; and in front

the deep whistle of the engine howled mournfully and
dismally. .The awfulness of the storm appeared still

more beautiful to her now. He had said just what hex
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soul desired but her reason dreaded. She did not reply,

and he saw a struggle in, her face.

‘ Forgive me if my words displease you,’ he said humbly.
He spoke courteously and respectfully, but so firmly

and stubbornly that she was long unable to reply.
‘ What you are saying is wrong, and if you are a good

man, I beg you to forget it, as I will forget it,’ she said

at last.,

‘Not a word, not a movement of yours will I ever
forget, nor can I . .

‘ Enough, enough !
’ she cried, vainly trying to give a

severe expression to her face, into winch he was gazing
eagerly. She took hold of the cold handrail, ascended

t the steps, and quickly entered the little lobby leading

into the carriage.
^

Rut in that little lobby she stopped,

' going over in her imagination what had just taken place.

Though she could remember neither his nor her own
words, she instinctively felt that that momentary con-

versation had drawn them terribly near to one another,

and this both frightened her and made her happy. After
standing still for a few seconds she went into the car-

riage and sat down. The overwrought condition which
tormented her before not only returned again, but grew

,

worse and reached such a degree that she feared every

s
moment that something within her would give way
under the intolerable strain. She did not sleep at aU
that night, but the strain and the visions which filled

her imagination had nothing unpleasant or dismal about

;

them ; on the contrary they seemed joyful, glowing, and

I
stimulating. Toward morning Anna, while stfil sitting

V up, fell into a doze ; when she woke it was already light

1 and the train was approaching Petersburg. At once

I

thoughts of home, her husband, her son, and the cares
^ of the coming day and of those that would follow, beset

her.

I

When the train stopped at the Petersburg terminus

I

and she got out, the first face she noticed was that of her

I
husband.

I
‘ Great heavens ! What has happened to his ears ?

’

I
she thought, gazing at his cold and commanding figure,

and especially at the gristly ears which now so struck

j
her, pressing as they did against the rim of his hat.

f
When he saw her, he came toward her with his customary
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tired eyes. An impleasant feeling weighed on her heart

when she felt his fixed and weary gaze, as if she had
expected to find him different. She was particularly

struck by the feeling of dissatisfaction with herself wMch
she experienced when she met him. It was that ordinary

well-known feeling, as if she were dissembling, wMch she

experienced in regard to her husband ; but formerly she

had not noticed it, while now she was clearly and pain-

fully conscious of it.

‘ Yes, as you see. Here is a devoted husband ; devoted

as in the first year of married life,--consumed by desire

to see you,’ said he in his slow, high-pitched voice and in

the tone in which he always addressed her, a tone which

ridiculed those who could use such words in earnest.

‘Is Serezha well ? ’ she asked.
‘ And is this all the reward I get,’ he said, ‘ for my

ardour? He is quite weU, quite well. . ,

CHAPTER XXXI

Veonsky did not even try to sleep that night. He sat

in his place, his eyes staring straight before him, not

observing the people who went in or out ; and if previously

his appearance of imperturbable calm had struck and

annoyed those who did not know him, he now seemed

to them even prouder and more self-confident. He looked

at people as if they were inanimate things. A nervous

young man, a Law Court official, who sat opposite,

hated him for that look. The young man repeatedly

lit his cigarette at Vronsky’s, talked to him, and even

jostled him to prove that he was not a thing but a man

;

yet Vronsky still looked at him as at a street lamp, and ;

the young man made grimaces, feeling that he was losing
i

self-control under the stress of this refusal to regard !

him as human. i

Vronsky neither saw nor heard apyone. He felt
\

Mmseif a king, not because he believed that he had made
?;

an impression on Anna—he did not yet kelieve that— |

but because the impression she had made on him filled

him with happiness and pride. ^

What would come of it all he did not know and did .
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not even consider. He felt that all his powers, hitherto

dissipated and scattered, were now concentrated and
: directed with terrible energy toward one blissful aim,

I This made him happy. He knew only that he had told

f her the truth : that he would go where she went, that

i all the happiness of life and the only meaning of life for

( him now was in seeing and hearing her. When he had

i
got out of the train at Bologoe station to drink a glass of

‘ seltzer water and had seen Anna, he had involuntarily

at once told her just what he was thinking about it.

He was glad he had said it to her, and that she now
knew it and was thinking about it. He did not sleep

at all that night. When he returned to the train, he
kept recalling all the positions in which he had seen her,

and all her words ; and in his imagination, causing his

heart to stand still, floated pictures of a possible future.

When he got out of the train at Petersburg he felt,

despite his sleepless night, as fresh and animated as after

a cold bath. He stopped outside the carriage, waiting

till she appeared. ‘I shall see her again,’ he thought

and smiled involuntarily. ‘ I shall see her walk, her

face . . . she will say something, turn her head, look

at me, perhaps even smile.’ But before seeing her he

saw her husband, whom the station-master was respect-

fully conducting through the crowd. ‘Dear me I the

husband!’ Only now did Vronsky for the first time

clearly realize that the husband was connected with her.

He knew she had a husband, but had not believed in hJi

existence, and only fully believed in him when he saw
him there : his head and shoulders, and the black trousers

containing his legs, and especiaUy when he saw that

husband with an air of ownership quietly take her hand*
When he saw Karenin, with his fresh Petersburg face,

his sternly self-confident figure, his round hat and his

slightly rounded back, Vronsky believed ia his existence,

and had such a disagreeable sensation as a man tortured

by thirst might feel on reaching a spring and finding a
dog, sheep, or pig in it, drinking the water and making
it muddy. Karenin’s gait, the swinging of his thighs, and
his wide shs^t feet, particularly offended Vronsky, who
acknowledged only his own unquestionable right to love

Anna. But she was still the same, and the sight of her

still affected him physically, exhilarating and stimulating
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Mm and filling him with joy. He ordered his German
valet, who had run up from a second-dass carriage, to

get his luggage and take it home, and he himself went
up to her. He saw the husband and wife meet, and
vdth the penetration of a lover he noticed the signs of

slight embarrassment when she spoke to her husband.
‘No, she doesn’t and can’t love him,V he decided

mentally.

While he was approaching her from behind he observed

with joy that she became aware of his approach and was
about to turn but, on recognizing him, again addressed

her husband.
* Bid you have a good night?’ he inquired, bowing

toward them both, and leaving it to Karenin to take the

greeting as meant for himself and to recognize him, or

not, as he pleased.
‘ Yes, quite comfortable, thank you,’ she replied.

Her face seemed tired and had none of that play

which showed now in a smile and now in the animatior

of her eyes; but just for an instant as she looked at

him he saw a gleam in her eyes and, though the spark

was at once extinguished, that one instant made him
happy. She glanced at her husband to see whether he

knew Vronsky. Karenin looked at him with displeasure,

absently trying to recall who be might be. Vronsky’s

calm self-confidence struck like a scythe on a stone

against the cold self-confidence of Karenin.
‘ Count Vronsky,’ said Anna.
*Ah! I believe we have met before,’ said Karenin,

extending his hand with indifference. ‘ You travelled

there with the mother and came back with the son,’ he

said, uttermg every word distinctly as though it were
something valuable he was giving away. ‘ I suppose
you are returning from furlough ? ’ he remarked ; and
without waiting for an answer said to his wife in his

playful marmer ;
‘ Well, were many tears shed in Moscow

over the parting ?
’

By addressing himself thus to his wife he conveyed to

Vronsky his wish to be alone with her, and turning to

Vronsky he touched his hat. But Vronsky^^^addressing
Anna, said

:

‘ I hope to have the honour of calling on you.*

Karenin glanced at him with his weary eyes.
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* I shall he yery pleased,’ he said coldly. ‘ We are at

home on Alondays.’ Then having finally dismissed
Vronsky he said to his wife in his usual bantering tone

:

‘What a good thing it was that I had just half an
hour to spare to meet you and was able to show my
devotion!’

‘ You insist too much on your devotion, for me to value

it greatly,’ she replied in the same playful tone, while she
involuntarily listened to the sound of Vronsky’s footsteps

following them. * But what does he matter to me ?
’

she asked herself, and began inquiring of her husband
how Serezha had got on during her absence.

‘ Oh, splendidly ! Mariette says he was very sweet,
sorry to grieve you !—he did not fret after

you . . . like your husband ! . . . But I must thank
you once again, my dear, for having made me the present

of a day. Our dear Samovar will be in ecstasies.’ (He
called the celebrated Countess Lydia Ivanovna Bamovar
because she was always getting heated and boiling over
about something.) ‘She was asking after you. And,
do you know, if I may advise, you should go and see her

to-day. Her heart is always aching about somebody.
At present, in addition to all her other worries, she is

concerned about the Oblonskys’ reconciliation.’

Countess Lydia Ivanovna was Anna’s husband’s friend,

and the centre of that set in Petersburg Society with
which Anna, through her husband, was most closely

connected.
‘ But I wrote to her.’
‘ Yes, but she wants the particulars. Go and see her,

f my dear, if you are not too tired. . . . Kondraty is here
t with the carriage for you, and I must be ofi to the Com-

j

mittee. Now I shan’t have to dine alone,’ he went on,

no longer in a bantering manner. ‘ You can’t think

how I used . . and with a long pressure of her hand

j

and a special kind of smile he helped her into the carriage.

I

'

CHAPTER XXXII

" The first person to meet Anna when she reached home
was her son. He ran down the stairs to her regardless

of his governess’s cries, and with desperate delight called
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‘ Mama ! Mama t ’ Wiien he reached her he climg

ronnd her neck.
‘ I told you it was Mama !

’ he shouted to the governess.
* I knew !

’ Her son, like his father, produced on Anna
a feeling akin to disappointment. Her fancy had pictured

him nicer than he was in reality. She had to come doi;ra

to reality in order to enjoy him as he was. But even as

he was, he was charming, with his fair curls, blue eyes,

and plump shapely legs in tight-fitting stockings. Anna
experienced an almost physical pleasure in feeling his

proximity and his caresses, and a moral solace when she

met his simple, trustful, and loving gaze and heard his

naive questions. She unpacked the presents whicli

Dolly’s children had sent him, and told him that there

was a girl in Moscow whose name was Tanya, who could

read and even teach other children.
‘ And am I worse than she ? ’ asked Serezha.
‘ To me, you are the best in the world.’
‘ I know,’ he said, smiling.

Before A^a had time to finish her cofiee the Countess

Lydia Ivanovna was announced. The Countess was a

tall, stout woman with a sickly sallow complexion and

beautiful, dreamy, black eyes. Anna was fond of her,

but to-day she seemed to see her for the first time with

all her defects.

‘Wen, my dear! did you take the olive branch?’
asked the Countess Lydia Ivanovna as soon as she entered

the room.
‘ Yes, it’s all over ; but the whole affair was not as

serious as we thought,’ Anna replied. ‘ My sister-m-law

is, in general, too impulsive.’

But the Countess, who was interested in everything

that did not concern her, had a habit of never listening

to what interested her, and she interrupted Anna

:

‘ Ah, yes ! There is much sorrow and evil in the

world, and to-day I am terribly worried.*
‘ Why 1 What is the matter ? ’ asked Anna, trying to

suppress a smile.
‘ I am getting tired of breaking lances uselessly in the

cause of truth, and sometimes I feel qq^te unstrung.

That Little Sisters’ affair* (this was a philanthropic,
;

reiigio-patriotic society) ‘ was going splendidly, but
j

to work with those gentlemen is impossible,’ continued i
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the Countess Lydia Ivanovna with an ironical air of

resignation to fate. ‘They took the idea and perverted

it, and are now discnssing it in such a trivial, petty way

!

I
Two or three, yonr husband among them, understand

! the full significance of the affair, but the others just drop
* it. Yesterday I had a letter from Pravdin. , ,

,*

: Pravdin was a well-known Panslavist who resided

abroad.

! The Countess told Anna what he had written.
‘ She then went on to tell her of other unpleasant-

nesses, and of the underhand opposition to the plan for

uniting the Churches, and she went away in a hurry, as

she had that afternoon to be at a meeting of another

society as well as to attend a Slavonic Committee meeting.
:

‘ This is all just as it was before, but how is it that I

I
never used to notice it ? ’ said Anna to herself. ‘Or is

it that she is specially irritated this mommg ? But it is

really funny ; her aim is to do good, she is a Christian,

and yet she is always angry and always has enemies—all

on account of Christianity and philanthropy !

’

After the Countess had left, a friend—-a high officlaFs

wife—arrived and gave Anna all the Petersburg news.

At three she also left, promising to come back to dinner.

Karenin was at the Ministry, Anna, left alone, spent

part of the time before dinner in seeing her son have his

dinner (he dined apart), m putting her things in order,

and in reading and answering the notes and letters that

had accumulated on her table,

I

The feeling of causeless shame she had felt during the

journey, and her agitation, had quite vanished. In her
j* accustomed conditions of life she again felt firm and

I

blameless.

I She thought with wonder of her state the day before.
‘ What had happened ? Nothing ! Vronsky said some
siHy things, to which it will be easy to put a stop, and I

i said what was necessary. It is unnecessary and im-

I
possible to speak of it to my husband. To speak of

it would be to give it an importance that does not
belong to it.* She remembered how she had once told

I
her husbands about one of his subordinates who very
nearly made her a declaration, and how Karenin had
answered that every woman Hving in Society was liable

; to such things, but that he had full confidence in her tact
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and wonid never degrade himself and her by being jealous
‘ So there is no need to teU him ! Besides, thank Heavenj
there is nothing to tell !

’ she said to herself.
*

CHAPTER' XXXIII

EIaeenik returned from the Ministry at four o’clock,

but, as often happened, he had no time to go up and see

his wife. He went straight to his study to receive some
petitioners and sign a few documents brought by his

private secretary. At the Karenins’ dinners there were

usually about three visitors. To-day there were an old

lady, a cousin of Karenin’s ; the Director of a Depart-

ment ; the Director’s wife ; and a young man who had
been recommended to Karenin for a post under him,

Anna went into the drawing-room to entertain them.

Exactly at five—^the bronze clock (Peter I style) had
not finished striking—^Karenin entered in evening dress

with a white tie and two stars on his coat, as he had
to attend an ofiScial meeting directly after dinner. Every
moment of his life was filled up and apportioned, and
in order to find time to perform all the tasks allotted to

each day he observed the strictest regularity. ‘ Without
haste and without rest,’ was his motto. He entered the

room, greeted everybody, and quickly sat down, smiling

at his wife.
‘ So iny solitude has come to an end. You wouldn’t

believe how uncomfortable ’—he put special emphasis on

the word wicomforMle-—‘ it is to dine alone I
’

At dinner he spoke a little about Moscow affairs with

his wife, asking with an ironical smile after Stephen

Oblonsky 5 but for the most part the conversation was

general and dealt with Petersburg service and social

affairs. After dinner he spent half an hour with his

guests, and then, having again with a smile pressed his

wife’s hand, went away to the Council. That evening

Anna went neither to see the Princess Betsy Tverskaya,

who having heard of Anna’s return had invited her,

nor to the theatre, where she had a box for !?^hat evening,

Her chief reason for not gomg was that a dress on which
she had counted was not ready. Altogether, when, after

her visitors had left, Anna busied herself with her toilet.
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she was iguoIs vexed. Before going to Moscow, slie--

being an adept at dressing on comparatively little money
—left three dresses to be altered. She wanted them made
np so that they should be unrecognizable, and they were

to have been sent home three days ago ; but she now
found that two were not ready at all, while the third

had not been done in the way she wished. The dress-

maker came to explain that it was better as she had
done it, and Anna lost her temper to such a degree that

she afterwards felt ashamed. Completely to regain her

composure, she went to the nursery and spent the evening

with her son. She put him to bed herself, made the sign

of the cross over him, and tucked him up. She was glad

she had not gone out that evening but had spent it

so pleasantly at home. She felt light-hearted and
tranquil, and saw clearly that what in the train had
appeared so important had been merely an ordinary and
trivial incident of Society life, and that there was no
reason for her to feel ashamed, or for anyone to blame her.

She sat down by the fire with an English novel and
awaited her husband. Exactly at half-past nine there

was a ring at the front door, and he entered the room.
‘ Here you are at last I ’ she said, holding out her hand

to him.
He kissed it, and seated himself beside her,
‘ In general, I see that your journey has been a success,*

said he.
‘ Yes, quite,’ she replied, and related everything that

had happened from the beginning: her journey with
the Countess Vronskaya, her arrival, the accident at the

railway station. Then she spoke of her pity, first for

her brother and then for Dolly.

‘I don’t think that one can excuse such a man, even
though he is your brother,’ remarked Karenin, severely.

Anna smiled. She knew he had said that in order

to show that no consideration of kinship coiild hinder

the expression of his sincere opinion. She knew that
trait in her husband’s character, knew and liked it.

‘ I am glad it has all ended satisfactorily and that
you are back agq.m,’ he continued. * But what are they
^ying there abbut the new Statute I carried in the
Council ?

*

Anna had heard nothing about the Statute, and felt
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ashamed that she had so lightly forgotten what was oi

such importance to him.
‘Here, on the contraiy, it has ahade quite a stir,’ he

said with a self-satisfied smile.

Anna saw that he wanted to tell her something pleasant

to himself about that afiair, and by questioning she led

him on to tell her all about it. With the same self,

satisfied smile he told her about the ovations he had
received on account of the enactment of that Statute.

‘ I was very, very pleased. It shows that at last a
clear and reasonable view of the matter is beginning to

be firmly held among us.’

Having finished his second cup of tea and cream and
his bread and butter, he rose and went into his study.

‘ And have you not been out anywhere ? You must
have been dull,’ he said.

‘ Oh no 1
’ she answered, rising and following him

through the room to his study. ‘ And what are yon
reading now ? * she asked,

* I am now reading the Due de Lille’s Po^sie des enfers,^

he replied. ‘ A very remarkable book.’ ^
Anna smiled, as one smiles at the weaknesses of people

one loves, and slipping her hand under his arm walked
with him to the study door. She knew his habit, which
had become a neo^sity, of reading in the evening. She
knew that in spite of his time being almost entirely ab-

sorbed by the duties of his post, he considered it incum-
bent on him to foUow everything of importance that

appeared in the world of thought. She also knew that

really he was interested in political, philosophic, and
theological books, and that art was quite foreign to his

nature, yet in spite of this—or rather because of it—he

never ignored anything that caused a stir in that sphere,

but considered it his duty to read everything. She knew
that in the sphere of politics, philosophy, and theology,

Alexey Alexandrovich doubted and searched ; but in

questions of art, poetry, and especially music—which
he did not at aU understand—^he held most definite and
firm opinions. He liked talking of Shakespeare, Raphael,
and Beethoven, and about the importance the new
schools of poetry and music, which in his mind were all

classified with very logical exactitude.
* Well, God bless you !

’ she said at the door of the
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study, where a shaded caudle and a bottle of water had
been placed ready for him beside his arm-chair ;

‘ and I

vriJl go and write to them in Moscow.’
He pressed her hand and again kissed it.

‘ After all, he is a good man ; truthful, kind, and
remarkable in his own sphere,’ said Anna to herself

when she had returned to her room, as if defending him
from some one who accused him and declared it was im-
possible to love him, ‘ But why do his ears stick out so ?

Or has he had his hair cut ?
*

Exactly at midnight, when Anna was still sitting at

her writing-tabie finishing a letter to Boliy, she heard
the measured tread of slippered feet, and Karenin entered,

freshly washed, his ha,ir brushed, and a book under his

arm.
‘ It’s time I It’s time !

’ said he with a significant smile,

going into their bedroom.
* And what right had he to look at him as he did ?

’

thought Anna, remembering how Vronsky had looked

at Karenin.
When she was undressed she went into the bedroom,

but on her face not only was there not a trace of that

animation which during her stay in Moscow had sparkled

in her eyes and smile, but on the contrary the fire in her

now seemed quenched or hidden somewhere very far

away.

CHxAPTER XXXIV

When he went to Moscow, Vronsky had left his large

fiat on the Morskaya to his fi’iend and favourite comrade,
Petritsky.

Petritsky was a young lieutenant, not of very aristo-

cratic birth, and not only not wealthy but heavily in

debt, tipsy every evening, and often under arrest for

amusing or improper escapades, but popular both with
his comrades and superiors. Arriving home from the

station about noon, Vronsky recognized a hired brougham
at the front door. When he rang the bell, while still

outside, he heard men’s laughter, a woman’s lisping voice,

and Petritsky shouting :
‘ If it is one of the villains,

don’t let him ia 1

’

Vronsky told the servants not to announce his arrival,
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and softly entered the first room. PetritoTr^’p f j
Raroness Shilton, with her rosy little face and flaxen

s=™t't-

parade, sat on each side of her.
^ ^ ^raigat fro®

‘Vronsky ! Bravo !
’ exclaimed Petritsky jumninff „„and noisily pushmg back his chair. ‘ The

•fss'-.h'?
-

I should think sol» repHed Vronsky with a
Bmile, as he pressed the Baroness’s small hand. ‘ dfcourse

:
q^uite old friends.*

* Of

You have returned from a foumev ? * aaiA ai.

ar^The wly.^’
moment if I

coMy shakmg hands with the Captain.
^

There now! You never manage to say such nrettvthmgs,’ said the Baroness to Petrifiky.
^ ^

Oh yea ! Why not ? After limner I’ll sav thm™
quite as good as that.’

‘ But after dinner there is no merit in it ! Well then1 11 give you some eofiee. . . . But have a w!a
d?™/°“Tn y’’ the Baroness, ajal srtfi^ carefullytumng a small screw of the oofiee-pot®Pierre, pass me the coffee,’ she said to Petritalnr

^oSmfof°W®®^K
their relations, she addressed by^enickname of Pierre because of his surname. ‘ I’ll put alittle more mto the pot.’

^
‘ You’ll spoil it I

’

I "• Ism. -a *
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And the Baroness, instead of releasing Vronsky, began
telling him her plans for the future, interspersing jokes

and asking his adTice,
‘ He won’t agree to a divorce ! Whatever am I to do ?

’

{Ee was her husband,) ‘ I want to begin an action. What
would you advise ? Kamerovsky, look after the coffee,

it’s boiling over ! Don’t you see I am occupied ? . , ,

I want to bring an action because I need my property.

You see how absurd it is, that because I am supposed

to be unfaithful,’ she said contemptuously, ‘he wishes

to have the use of my property.*

Vronsky listened with pleasure to the merry prattle of

the pretty young woman, agreed with what she said,

and half in fun gave her advice
; in a word he immediately

adopted his habitual manner with women of her kind.

In his Petersburg world people were divided into two
quite opposite sorts. One—the inferior sort : the paltry,

stupid, and, above aU, ridiculous people who believe

that a husband should live with the one wife to whom
he is married, that a girl should be pure, a woman
modest, and a man, manly, seK-controUed and firm

;

that one should bring up one’s children to earn their

living, should pay one’s debts, and other nonsense of

that kind. These were the old-fashioned and ridiculous

people. But there was another sort of people : the real

people to which all his set belonged, who had above aH
to be well-bred, generous, bold, gay, and to abandon
themselves unblushingly to all their passions and laugh

at everything else.

Just for a moment Vronsky was staggered, having

brought back from Moscow the impression of a totally

different world, but immediately, as though he had put
his foot into an old slipper, he re-entered his former gay
and pleasant world.

The coffee never got made, but boiled over and splashed

everybody, effecting just what was required; that is,

it gave an excuse for much noise and laughter, staining

the valuable carpet and the Baroness’s dress.

‘Now good-bye, or you’ll never get washed, and on
my conscience will lie the greatest crime of a gentleman
—^want of cleanliness. ... So you advise me to put a

knife to his throat ? ’
' *

‘ Most certainly, and hold it so th^lryour ha^iptd will be
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near his lips. He •will kiss the hand and all will end
well !

’ said Vronsky.
‘ Then we meet at the French Theatre to-night ? ’ and,

her dress rustling, she vanished,

Hamerovsky rose also, and, without waiting for him
to go, Vronsky shook hands with him and went to his

dressing-room. While he was washing, Petritsky in a

few words described his own position in so far as it had
changed since Vronsky went away. He had no money
at all. His father had said he would not give him any
and would not pay his debts. His tailor and another

creditor were threatening him with arrest. His 0.0,

had announced to him that if these scandals continued

he (Petritsky) would have to resign. He was sick to

death of the Baroness, especially because she was always

wanting to give him money ; but there was another—
he would let Vronsky see her—^who was charming,

wonderful, of severely Oriental type, in the style of
‘ “ The

Slave Rebecca,” you know !
’ He had also had a quarrel

with Berkashev, who wished to send his seconds, but of

course nothing would come of it. But, in general,

everything was first-rate and extremely jolly ; and with-

out letting his friend go into the details of his position,

Petritsky began telling him aU the interesting news,

Listening to Petritsky’s familiar tales, in the familiar

surrouncSngs of the house he had lived in for three years,

Vronsky experienced the satisfaction of returning to his

customary careless Petersburg life.

‘ Impossible !
’ he cried, releasing the pedal of his

washstand, which controlled a jet of water under which

he was bathing his healthy, ruddy neck. ‘ Impossible !

’

he cried, at the news that Laura was under the protec-

tion of Mileyev and had thrown up Fertinhof. ‘ And
he is still as stupid and self-satisfied ? And what of

Buzuiukov ?
’

‘ Oh, about Buzuiukov there is such a tale—^splendid!’

shouted Petritsky. ‘You know his passion for balls?

He never misses a single Court ball. He went to a grand

ball wearing one of the new helmets—^have you seen the

new helmets ? They’re very good, much fighter.—^WeU,

he stood . . . But you are not fistening.’
‘ Yes, I am,’ replied Vronsky, rubbing himself with a

bath-towel.
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*Tb0 Grand Duchess passed by with one of the

Ambassadors, and as Ms ill-lnck wonld have it they

were discussing the new helmets. The Grand Duchess
wishes to show Mm one of them. . . . She sees our

dear Buznlukov standing there ’—Petritsky imitated the

pose— the Grand Duchess asks Mm for his heimet, but

he won’t let her have it ! What can this mean ? They
wink at him, nod, frown, to make him give it up. . , .

No 1 He stands there more dead than alive. . . . Just

imagine it ! . . . Thah—what’s his name ?—wishes to

take it from him, but he won’t let go. . , . The other

snatches it away and hands it to the Grand Duchess.
‘‘ Here, this is one of the new ones,” says the Grand
Duchess, turning it over, and—just fancy !—out tumbles

a pear and sweets—two pounds of them h . . . The dear

fellow had collected them in his helmet !

*

Vronsky shook with laughter, and long after, when he
was already talking of other things, he again went oiff

into roars of hearty laughter, showing his compact row
of strong teeth, at the remembrance of the helmet.

Having heard all the news, Vronsky, with the help of

his valet, put on Ms uniform and went to rejjort himself.

After that he intended to go to see his brother and to

see Betsy, and to pay a few calls in order to begin visiting

the set in which he could meet Anna Karenina. As
usual in Petersburg, he left the house not to return till

iate at night.
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CHAPTER I

Toward the end of the winter a consultation was held

at the Shcherbatskys’ which was intended to ascertain

the state of Kitty’s health and to decide what should be

done to restore her failmg strength. She was HI, and
with the approach of spring grew worse. Their own
doctor prescribed cod-liver oil, then iron, and then nitrate

of silver, but as none of them did her any good and as he

advised her to go abroad for the spring they sent for a

celebrated specialist.

The celebrated specialist, a very handsome man and
by no means old, insisted on sounding the invalid.

He, with particular pleasure as it seemed, insisted

that a maidenly sense of shame is only a relic of barbarism,

and that nothing is more natural than for a man still in

his prime to handle a young woman’s naked body. He
considered this natural because he did it every day, and

did not, it seemed to him, either feel or think anything
•wrong when he did it. He therefore considered a girl’s

feeling of shame to be not only a relic of barbarism but
an insult to him.
They had to submit, for although all the doctors studied

in the same schools and from the same books and knew
the same sciences, and though some said that this cele-

brated man was a bad doctor, at the Princess Shcher-

batskaya’s and in her set it was for some reason assumed
that he alone had a quite special knowledge and he alone

could save Kitty. After having carefully examined and
sounded the agitated invalid, who was stupefied with

shame, the celebrity, having carefully washed his hands,

stood in the dra'wing-room talking to theJPrince. The
Prince fro-wned and coughed as he listened to the doctor.

As a man who had lived in the world and was neither

stupid nor ill, the Prince did not believe in medicine, and

132
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in bis bearti was vexed at this farce ^ . ,

was probably the only one who himself

the cause of ICittyT XlsT ‘ wderstood

thought as he liste/ed tnhfoelebSd
about Kitty’s symptoms, “hrlocto
it hard not to show his contempt fo^th?oH^flTi®
with difficulty descended to Sevi of Ws eomnfr’He saw thatit was waste of time to talk to hto tiTtha;

tm he mlSto

faS
aJay^Sn??otto

s.i’™'sxi5 sris s ^«S?-r’?She felt guilty toward Kitty.
^ do.

‘Well, doctor, decide our fate,’ she said •

,
KSf; ir^mbS/SsT/cS LtCraf
tion, and only added : ‘ Well, docte ?

’

In a moment. Princess. I wffl just hare a talfc fnti,my coUeague, and then I shaU have the hoIomSw*jrou my opinion.
^/^wiiwur or giving

. ®en we had better leave you ?
*

Mf you please.’

me Princess left the room with a sigh.When the doctors were alone the Ar.^4.

ss^pSss'Sgrts rt •

to

S

h

“

i"-'
•“* ”* I0.M

‘ Yes,’ said he, ‘ but . .

in nuddl.

‘We cannot, as you know, determine the beo-Jnnm^a tuberculous process Act inrirr
^o-iming of

there is nothL| Stet Jo L
'it; and there are inScatioK' bad
excitability and so on x*

appetite, nervous
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* Yes, that goes without saying,’ replied the celebrity,

and again looked at his watch. ‘Excuse me, has the

bridge over the Yauza been repaired, or has one still to

drive round?’ he asked. ‘Oh, it has been repaired
I

Well then, I can get there in twenty minutes. We were

saying that the question is this: How to nourish the

patient and strengthen the nerves. The two aims are

connected, and we must act on both.’
‘ How about a journey abroad ? ’ asked the family

doctor.
‘ I am opposed to journeys abroad. You see, if a

tuberculous process has begun (which we don’t know), a

journey abroad will not help the case. Something is

necessary which will nourish the patient and do no

harm.’ And the celebrity explained his plan of a treat-

ment with Soden water, the chief reason for prescribing

this evidently being that it could do no harm.
The family doctor listened attentively and respectfully

to the end.

‘But in favour of a journey abroad I should like to

mention the change of habits, and the removal from

surroundings which awaken memories. Besides which,

the mother wishes it,’ said he.
‘ Ah, in that case let them go, only those German

quacks will do mischief. . . . They must obey. . , ,

However, let them go.’ v

He again glanced at his watch. ‘I must be going I’

he said, moving toward the door.

The celebrity informed the Princess (his sense of what
was fitting suggested this to him) that he would have to

see the patient again.
‘ What, another examination ? ’ exclaimed the mother,

horror-struck.
‘ Oh no, I must only find out a few details, Princess.’
‘ As you please, doctor.’ ’ ^

And the mother, followed by the doctor, entered the

room in the middle of which Kitty was standing. Her

thin cheeks were flushed and her eyes were burning after
’

the ordeal she had endured. When the doctor entered

she blushed all over and her eyes fiUed with tears. Her 1

whole iUness and the treatment appeared to her stupid

and even ridiculous. Her treatment seemed to her as
^

absurd as piecing together the bits of a smashed vase, ^
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Her heart was broken. Whv did thf^v
with pa and powders ? B^t she dfl wantt'p£
tohkme?""’

^ mother considered^
‘Sit down, please, Princess,’ said the celebrityHe sat down opposite to her, smiling, felt her nae andagam^ began asW tiresome question. She a^^Shim, but suddenly grew angiy and rose.

answered

Excuse me, doctor, but really this won’t lead inanythmg. You are asking me the same ttogs thr^tunes over. The celebrity was not offended.
^

the Lotff after® Kittv^‘'^d°^ ^

And to ^he PmcMs, as to an exceptionally intelliyentwoman, the doctor diagnosed Kitty’s Condition S lefSdlanguage, and concluded with directions hw tte^necessary waters were to be drunk
In reply to the question whether'they should go abroadthe doctor thought deeply, as if solying a difficult proS’and at last he decided that they should bo hnt S

It was l^ust as if something pleasant had hapnenedwhen the doctor had gone, and Kitty too preSK
FeteS

° almoste always, fad ^
‘Reaily, Mama! I am quite weh. But if you wishto trayel, let us go ! ’ and trying to appear ffitereXd

for ff!
t^e prepaid

CHAPTER H
Just after the doctor had left, DoUy came. She knewthat there was to be a consultation that day, and thoughshe had oiffy recently got up after a cor^ement (shehad ^ven bi^ to a daughter at the end of the wteter)she had many troubles and cares of her own’sn© left her baby and another little sirl of hers wbn Ttrua
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‘ Well, how is she ? ’ she said, entering the drawing-

room without removing her bonnet.^ ‘ You are all

cheerful, so it must be all right I

’

They tried to teH her what the doctor had said, but it

turned out that though he had spoken very fluently and
at great length, it was impossible to reproduce what he
had said. The only thing of interest was that it had been

decided they should go abroad.

Dolly could not suppress a sigh. Her best friend, her

sister, was going away ; and as it was, her life was not a

bright one. Her relations with her husband after their

reconcfliation had become humiliating. Anna’s soldering

had not proved durable, and the family harmony had

broken again at the same place. There was nothing

definite, but Oblonsky was hardly ever at home, there

was hardly ever any money, and suspicions of his in-

fidelity continually tormented Dolly, who tried to repel

them, fearing the already familiar pangs of jealousy.

The first explosion of jealousy, once past, could not be

repeated. Not even the discovery of an act of infidelity

could again afiect her as it had done the first time. Such

a discovery could now only deprive her of her accustomed

family life, and she let herself be deceived, despising

him, and still more herself, for such weakness. Added
to this the care of a large family worried her continually

:

either something went wrong with the feeding of the baby,

or the nurse left, or, as now, one of the children fell ill,

‘ And how are you all getting on ? ’ asked her mother.

‘Ah, Mama, we have plenty of trouble of our own,
Lily has fallen fil, and I’m afraid it’s scarlet fever. I

have come out to-day to hear the news, because I shall

not come out at all if (which God forbid I) it really is

scarlet fever.’

The old Prince came out of his study after the doctor

had gone, and after giving his cheek to Dolly and greeting

her he turned to his wife :
^

* Well, have yon made up your minds to go ? And
what are you going to do with me ?

’

‘I thiok you should stay behind, Alexander,* replied •

his wife. , I

‘ As you please.’ ^

1 In those days it was the fashion for married women to wear bonnets, *

rather than hats.
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. ‘Mama, why should not Papa come witt,

'
pleasanter for him and for L too*^

Stroked Kitty’s hair SheMted her face^ and,Joroing a smile, looked uHtShe always felt that he understood her better thanone ete m the family, though he did not speak much toher. Bemg the youngest she was his favour^ and itseemed to her that his affection gave him insight
’

When
irhfntTelm^d^o^t^h''^ boSg stSyat ner, it seemed to her that he saw right through her^d faew aU the

_
trouble that was in® her She benttowarf him, blustog, and expecting a kiss, but he onlvpatted her on the head and remarked •

These stupid chignons! One can’t get at one’s realW esses the hair of exphed femal^Well, DoUy, he said, turning to his elSst daushter'
prodigal about ?

’
lighter.

Nothing particular. Papa,’ answered DoUv understentog that he referred to her husband. ‘ He i aWs
^tana's •<* -*^3
foi^?^’^^ country to sell the

No, he is always preparing to ffo.’
x/ear me I

^ said the ^ t »

L7d"^ he said to hfe ^e^ tosat down again. ‘And look here, Kate,’ hTwenTontu^ to his youngest daughter : ‘ You m“t upone fine mommg and say to yourself :
“ Why, I am quiteS »• - » .6 S

Zv gather spirit ^ough S
teS'anI mn“ljy““ ^ hito

The Princess flew at her husband: ‘That pnmM nf^nokes. Youalways...’andshebegSl^;rct4

for some time to her rebukes insilence, but his face frowned more and more.
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* She is so pitiful, poor thing, so pitiful, and you don’t

feel that every allusion to what has caused it tets her.

. Oh dear, oh dear, to be so mistaken in anyone !
’ .said the

Princess, and from the change in her tone both Doily

and the Prince knew that she was thinidng of Vronsky. ‘ I
' can’t think why we have no laws to punish such horrid,

ignoble people.’

!

* Ob, it makes me sick to hear it !
’ muttered the Prince

gloomily, rising as if he meant to go away, but stopping

at the door. ‘ The laws are there, my dear, and since

;

you have invited it I will tell you who is at fault for it

;

. ail
:

you, and you, and no one but you I There always

have been and there still are laws against such fellows!

i Yes, and if nothing had been done that ought not to have

been done, I, old as I am, would have challenged him
.

—^that fop ! Yes, now go and dose her, and call in these

quacks!’
! The Prince appeared to have much more to say, but as

^

soon as the Princess heard his tone she, as always

i happened m serious cases, gave in and became repentant.

;

‘ Alexander, Alexander,’ she whispered, moving nearer

I
and bursting into tears.

;
As soon as she began to cry the Prince quieted down,

and came up to her.
‘ That wm do, that will do I You suffer too, I know.

It can’t be helped I There’s no great harm done. God
is merciful . . . thank you . , he went on, no longer

knowing what he was saying, and after responding to

his wife’s wet kiss which he felt on his hand, he went

out.

When Kitty, in tears, had left the room, Boliy, witt

her motherly habit of mind, at once saw that here a

woman’s task lay before her, and prepared to fulffi it.

She took off her bonnet and, having mentally rolled up

her sleeves, prepared for action. While her mother

was attacking her father, she tried to restrain the former

as far as ffldal respect permitted. When the Prince

flared up she kept silent, feeling shame for her mother

and tenderness toward her father because of his immediate

return to kindliness ; but when her father 'left the room

she was ready for the chief thing needful, which was to

go to Kitty and comfort her.
* I wanted to tell you something long ago. Mama. Do
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[

'r

you know that Leviii wished to propose to Kitty when
he was here last ? He told Stephen/

‘ Well, what of that ? I don’t understand . . /
‘ Perhaps Kitty rejected him ? . . » Bid she not tell

yon . . .
?*

‘No, she told me nothing about either—she is too

proud. But I know it is all because of that . . /
‘ Yes, and just imagine if she refused Levin—and she

would not have refused him if it had not been for that

other. I know. . . . And then . . . the other deceived

her so dreadfully.’

It was too dreadful for the Princess to think how much
she was to blame in regard to her daughter, and she grew
angry.

‘Oh I I can’t make anything out I Nowadays girls

all want to trust to their own reason. They don’t teU

their mothers anything, and then . .

‘ Mama, I AviU go to W.’
‘ Go. Am I preventing you ? ’ said the mother.

CHAPTER m

I

® On entering Kitty’s little snuggery, a pretty pink room,
decorated with meux saxe figures—as fresh, rosy and gay
as Kitty herself had been two months before, BoUy

I
remembered how light-heartedly and with what love they

;
two had arranged that room the year before. Her

j
heart grew chill when she saw Kitty sitting on the low

} chair nearest the door, her eyes fixed on a comer of the
carpet. Kitty glanced at her sister, but the cold and

r rather severe expression of her face did not change.
‘ I am going home now and shall have to shut myself

: up, and you won’t bo able to come to me,’ said BoUy,
sitting down beside her sister. ‘ I want to talk to you.’

‘ What about ? ’ asked Kitty quickly, lifting her face

f in alarm.
‘ \lTiat but your troubles ?

*

‘ I have no troubles.’
‘ Gome now* Kitty. Do you think I can help knowing ?

I know ever;^d}hmg. And beHeve me it is so unimportant.
. . . lYe have aU passed through the same.*

Kitty was silent and her face looked stem.

I

I
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‘ He is not worthy of your suffering for him/ continued
Dolly, going straight to the point.

‘ No, because he has despised me,’ said Kitty with
a shaking voice. * Don’t speak I Please don’t speak 1

’

‘ But who told you so ? Nobody says so ! I am. sure

he was in love with you and is still in love, but . .

‘Oh dear! these commiserations are what I dread

most of aU !
’ cried Kitty, suddenly flaring up. She

turned on her chair, blushed, and began rapidly moving
her fingers, pressing now with one hand and now with ‘

the other the buckle of a belt she was holding, Dolly

knew her sister’s habit of fingering something when she

was heated, and she knew how apt Kitty was to forget ,*

herself when in a passion and to say much that was un-

pleasant and ha.d better not have been said. She tried

to pacify her ; but it was too late.

‘ What do you want me to feel, what ? ’ said Kitty

quickly. ‘ That I was in love with a man who wouldn’t

have anything to do with me, and that I am dying for ,

love of him ? And it is my sister who says that to me.

My sister who imagines . . . that . . . that she sym-

pathizes with me ! ... I don’t want this commiseration ^

and hypocrisy !

’

‘ Kitty, you are unfair !
’

‘ Why do you torment me ?
’

‘ On the contrary, I see you are in distress. . .

But Kitty in her excitement did not listen to her.
‘ There is nothing for me to grieve for or seek comfort

about. I have enough pride never to let myself love a

man who does not love me.’
‘ But I am not suggesting it. . . . Only, tell me frankly/

said DoUy, taking her by the hand, ‘ did Levin speak

to you ?
’

The mention of Levin seemed to deprive Kitty of tbe

last fragments of self-control : she jumped up from her

chair, threw the buckle on the floor, and rapidly gesticu-

lating with her hands she began

:

‘ What has Levin to do with it ? I don’t understand

why you need torment me ! I have said and I repeat

I will never, n&v&t do what you are doing—retuming to

a man who has betrayed you and has loved another

woman. I can’t understand it ! You may do it, but

I can’t.’
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Having said these words she looked at her sister and,

seeing that Dolly remained silent with her head bowed
sadly, Kitty, inste^^ of leaving the room as she had
intended to do, sat down by the door, and hiding her

face in her handkerchief let her head sink down.
Por a minute or two there was silence. Dolly was

thinking about herself. The humiliation of which she

was always conscious was peculiarly painful when her

sister touched on it. She had not expected such cruelty

from her, and was angry with her. But suddenly she

heard the rustle of a dress and a burst of suppressed
sobbing. A pair of arms encircled her neck from below
and Kitty was kneeling before her.

‘Dolly dear, I am so, so unhappy!’ she whispered
guiltily. And the sweet tear-stained face hid itseK in

the folds of Dolly’s dress.

As if tears were the necessary lubricant without which
the machine of mutual confidence could not work properly

between the sisters, after having had a cry they started

talking of indifierent matters, and in so doing understood

one another. Kitty knew that what she had said in

her anger about the unfaithfulness of Doly’s husband
and about her humiliation had cut her poor sister to the

depths of her heart, but that she was forgiven ; while

DoUy on her side learnt all that she wanted to know,
her suspicions were confirmed and she understood that

Kitty’s grief, her hopeless grief, was really caused by
the fact that Levin had proposed to her and that she

had rejected him, and now that Vronsky had deceived

her, she was prepared to love Levin and to hate Vronsky.
Kitty did not say a word of this ; she spoke only of her

state of mind.
‘ I have no troubles whatever,’ she said when she had

grown calm,
—

‘ but can you understand that everything

has become horrid, disgusting and coarse to me, and
above all I myself ? You can’t think what horrid

thoughts I have about everything.’
‘ But what horrid thoughts can you have ? ’ asked

Dolly smiling,

‘The very nastiest and coarsest, I can’t tell you.

It is not grief, not dullness, but much worse. It is as if

all that was good in me had hidden itself, and only what
is horrid remains. How am I to tell you ?

’—^she con-
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tinued, noticing perplexity in her sister’s eyes:—‘Papa
began to speak to me just now. . . . It seems to me
that he thinks that aU I need is to get married. Mama
takes me to a ball : and it seems to me she only takes

me there to mairy me off as quickly as possible and get

rid of me. I know it is not true, but I can’t get rid of the

idea. I can’t bear to see the so-called eligible men. I

always think they are taking my measure. Formerly
to go anywhere in a ball-dress was just a pleasure to

me. I used to like myseK in it ; but now I feel ashamed
and uncomfortable. Well, what is one to do ? The
doctor . . Kitty became confused ; she was going

to say that since this change had come over her, Oblonsky

had become intolerably disagreeable to her, and that she

could not see him without having the coarsest and most

monstrous fancies,
‘ Well, you see, everything appears to me in the coarsest

and most horrid aspect,’ she continued. ‘ That is my
illness. Perhaps it win pass * .

‘ But don’t think . .

*I can’t, I only feel comfortable with children, only

in your house.’
‘ What a pity you can’t come to see us 1

’

‘ But I will come. I have had scarlet fever, and I will

pemuade Mama to let me.’

And Kitty insisted on having her own way, went to her

sister’s, and nursed the children all through the scarlet

fever that really attacked them. The two sisters nursed

all the six children successfully through the ilhaess, but

Kitty’s health did not improve, and in Lent the Shoher*

batskys went abroad.

CHAPTER IV

The highest Petersburg Society is really all one: all

who belong to it know and even visit one another. But
this large circle has its subdivisions. Anna Arkadyevna
Karenina had friends and close connections in three

different sets. One of these was her husband’s official

set, consisting of his colleagues and subordinates, who
in most varied and capricious ways were connected and
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separated by social conditions. Anna found it hard now
to recall the feeling of almost religious respect she had at

first felt for these people, Now she knew them all as

I well as the inhabitants of a pioYineial town know one
another ; she knew the habits and weaknesses of each of

[

them, and where the shoe pinched this or that foot;

she knew their relations to one another and to the govern-

ing centre ; she knew who sided with whom, and how
and by what means each supported himself, and who

I

agreed or disagreed with whom and about what; but

^

(in spite of admonitions and advice from the Countess

Lydia Ivanovna) this bureaucratic circle of masculine in-

terests could not interest Anna, and she avoided it.

Another circle with which Anna was intimate was that

through which Karenin had made his career. The centre

of that circle was the Countess Lydia Ivanovna. It

consisted of elderly, plain, philanthropic and pious women
and clever, learned and ambitious men. One of the

clever men who belonged to it called it, ‘ the conscience

of Petersburg Society.’ Karenin set great value on this

circle, and Anna, who knew how to get on with every one,

had during the first part of her life in Petersburg made
friends in it too. But now, on her return from Moscow,

' that circle became unbearable to her. It seemed to her

that she, and. aU of them, were only pretending, and she

felt so bored and uncomfortable in that Society that she

visited Lydia Ivanovna as rarely as possible.

* The third circle with which Anna was connected was
Society in the accepted meaning of the word : the Society

of bails, dinner-parties, brilliant toilettes, the Society
^ which clung to the Court with one hand lest it should

1 sink to the for this the members of that

\
Society thought they despised, though its tastes were

{
not only similar but identical with their own. Anna was
connected with this set through the Princess Betsy
Tverskaya, the wife of her cousin, who had an income
of Rs. 120,000 a year, and who, from the time Anna first

appeared in Society, had particularly liked her, made

I

much of her, and drawn her into her own set, making
fun of that to which the Countess Lydia Ivanovna
belonged.

I ‘When I am old and ugly I will become like that,’

I
Betsy used to say, * but for you, a young and beautiful
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woman, it is too early to settle down in that almS'

house/
At first Anna had avoided the Princess Tverskaya’s

set as much as she could, because it demanded more
expense than she could afford ; and also because she

really approved more of the other set
; but after her

visit to Moscow all this was reversed. She avoided her

moral friends and went into grand Society. There she

saw Vronsky, and experienced a tremulous joy when
meeting him. She met him most frequently at Betsy’s,

who was a Vronsky herself and his cousin. Vronsky
went everywhere where he had a chance of meeting
Anna, and spoke to her of his love whenever he could

'‘She gave him no encouragement, but every time they

met there surged up that feeling of animation which had
seized her in the train on the morning when she first saw
him. She was aware that when they met joy lit up her

eyes and drew her lips into a smile, but she could not

hide the expression of that joy.

At first Anna sincerely believed that she was displeased

with him for allowing himself so to pursue her ; but soon

after her return from Moscow, having gone to a party

where she expected to meet him but to which he did not

come, she clearly realized, by the sadness that overcame
her, that she had been deceiving herself and that his

persecution supplied the whole interest of her life.

A famous prima donna was giving her second per-

formance and ail high Society was at the Opera House.

Vronsky, from the front row of the stalls, seeing his cousm,

went to her box without waiting for the interval.
* Why did you not come to dinner ? * she said, adding

with a smile and so that only he could hear her :
‘ I am

amazed at the clairvoyance of lovers I She was not

there ! But come in after the opera.’

Vronsky looked at her inquiringly. She nodded, and

he thanked her by a smile and sat down beside her,

‘And how you used to laugh at others!’ continued

the Princess Betsy, who took particular pleasure in

following the progress of this passion. ' ‘ What has

become of it all ? You are caught, my dear fellow !

’

‘ I wish for nothing better than to be caught,’ replied

Vronsky with his calm good-natured smile. *To tell
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the trath, if I complam at all, it is only of not beina
‘ ^ beginning to lose hope.’

^
Wat hope can you have ? ’ said Betsy, offended onher friend s behalf : enUndons nous / ’ i But in hereyes httle sparks twinkled which said that she rade?"stood very well, and just as he did, what hope he m?ht

.

whatever,’ said Vronsky, laughins and showing
his close-set teeth. ‘ Excuse me ! ’ he added talrinf
from her hand the opera-glasses, and he set to work tos^ across her bare shoulder the row of boxes ophitelam afraid I am becoming ridiculous ’ “
He knewjeiy weU that he ran no risk of apneaiineridic^ous either m Betsy’s eyes or in the eyes oFsociSIp^ple genemlli^ He knew veiy well that in their eyefthe role of the disappomted lover of a maiden or of Invsingle woman nught be ridiculous

; but the r61e of a manwho was puKuing a married woman, and who madTSthe pui^ose of his life at aU cost to dmw her into aduWWM one which had m it something beautiful and dionifi^’
and cotdd never be ridiculous

; so it was with a proudglad smile lurkmg under his moustache that he put downthe opera-glasses and looked at his cousin.
^

adiJ^gl?^
I must ten you about that. I was engaged, and -with

^ ragiveyouahundrfdlrathous^d
pesses-and you won’t find out ! I was making p^e
S^^Yes,S^r **

‘ Well, and did yon succeed ?
’

‘ Nearly.’

k about it,’ she $aid, rising. ‘ Comeback m the next interval’
®

t
'the French Theatre.’

‘What? From Nilsson ?
’ - “

though she could not have (

from that of a chorus girl.

It can’t be helped, I have an appointment there in
peacemaking of mine.’

saved
peacemakers, for they will besaved

. said Betsy, remembermg that she had heard
1 Let us uudeistand one another.
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some one say soinething like that. * Wei, then, sit dom
and tel me about it.*

And she sat down again.

CHAPTER V

‘It’s rather improper but so charming that I long to

tel it,’ said Vronsky, gazing at her with laughing eyes.

* I shan’t mention names.’
* So much the better. I shal guess them.’

‘Wei then, Isten: two gay young felows were out

driving . .

‘ Officers of your regiment, of course ?
’

* I didn’t say officers, but just two yoxmg men who had

been lunching . .

‘ Translate that “ not wisely but too wel.” ’
^

‘ It may be. They were on their way to dine with a

comrade, and in the highest spirits. They see that a pretty

woman in a hired sledge is passing them, looking at them,

and laughing and nodding to them—at any rate they

think so. Of course off they go after her, galoping full

speed. To their surprise the lovely one stops at the door

of the very house they are going to. She runs up to the

top flat. They only manage to see a pair of red lips

under a short veil, and lovely little feet .

.

‘You tel it with so much feeling that I think you
yourself must have been one of the two.’

‘ And what did you say to me just now ? Wel, the

young men go into their comrade’s flat. He was giving

a farewel dinner. There they may realy have drunk

rather too much, as always happens at farewel dinners.

At dinner they inquire who Ives in the top flat. No one

knows; but their host’s footman, in answer to their

question whether “girls” Ived there, replies that there

are a lot of them thereabouts. After dinner the young
men go into the host’s study to compose a letter to the

fair stranger, and, having written one ful of passion and

containing a declaration, they carry it upstairs them-

selves, in order to explain anything that might not be

quite clear in the letter.*

‘ Why do you tel me such horrors ? Wel ?
’

‘ They ring. A maid opens the door ; they give her
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finger that was not engaged in holding her fan, and wifclj

a movement of her shoulders making the bodice of hei
dress, that had risen a little, slip down again that she
might be befittingiy nude on returning to the front of

the box into the glare of gas-light and the gaze of all

eyes.

Vronsky went to the French Theatre, where he really

had to see the Commander of his regiment (who never
omitted a single performance there) to talk over this

reconciliation business which had occupied and amused
him for the last three days. Petritsky, whom Vronsky
was fond of, was mixed up in the affair, and so was
young Prince Kedrov, a first-rate fellow and a capital

comrade, who had lately joined the regiment. Above
all, the interests of the regiment were involved.

Both officers belonged to Vronsky’s squadron. Titular

Councillor Wenden had been to see the Commander and

had lodged a complaint against the officers who had

insulted his wife. His young wife, so Wenden declared

(he had been married six months), had been to church

with her mother, and suddenly feeling unwell as a result

of her interesting condition, was unable to stand any

longer and took the first good sledge she could find.

These officers, in their sledge, raced after her ; she became
frightened, and feeling still more unwell ran up the stairs

to her fiat. Wenden himself, having returned from his

office and hearing the front-door beU and voices, went

out, saw the tipsy officers with the letter, and hustled

them out. He requested that they should be severely

punished.
‘ No, say what you like,’ the Commander remarked to

Vronsky, whom he had invited to his house, ‘ Petritsky

is becoming impossible. Not a week passes without some

scandal. That Councillor will not let the matter rest:

he will go further with it.’

Vronsky realized how ungrateful a task it was—^that a

duel was out of the question, and that everything must

be done to soften the Titular Councillor and hush up, the

affair. The C.O. had called Vronsky in just because

he knew him to be honourable and able, and above all

a man who valued the honour of the regiment. After

discussing the matter, they decided that Vronsky should

go with Petritsky and Kedrov to apologize to the Ooun*
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oiUor. .Botli tli6 Comia.aiide'r anrl
that Vronsky’s name and his bad^e as^iX
the Emperor eight gr^tlv to

^

Titular Counoillor’s feJinas ^and realW rti
the

a partial efiect • but t&S^ JTuJ

'^nS'Shl’ Z expfaS^^
ouf^th" S:h^roV‘^::^ Vronaky we,t

hk success oi lack 6f suLss
^ole qu^tion the Commander decided to letlSaS
ticXra of the iatSrteT^d oould’^Mt h?“1^ h”

tion of some mcident of the affair anH w v ,

manceuvred so as to retire iust at
reeoncmation. pushW Petriteky bU« S.
flghftK Sod man^*doT'“^ •

ZS But f^t dTyou

d^tS Prenohia

CHAPTER VI

ItoOBSs BETsr went home without waiting for the endof the last act. She had scarcely g^to W

«^^pryCiSSrtss
poTScSXM'e’S^SrJSS.S’

ta ?™"r*“K '»!" p«ssss
o^Ld edification of palsers-by, now n^W?vopened this enormous door to admit them.

re^ZlL^*and®h“'^f^® the hostess, her hairrearranged and her face freshened up, entered at oneSS dark-waUedmai^groom, with its thick carpets and brightly-lit
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table, shining in the candle-light with white tablecloth,

silver samovar and translucent china.

The hostess sat down beside the samovar and took

ojf! her gloves. The chaii's being moved by the aid of

unobtrusive footmen, the company settled down, sepa-

rating into two circles : one with the hostess round the

samovar, the other, at the opposite end of the room,

round the wife of an ambassador, a beautiful woman
with black sharply-outlined eyebrows, in a black velvet

dress. The conversation in both circles, as always

happens at first, hesitated for a few minutes, was inter-

rupted by greStings, recognitions, and offers of tea, and

seemed to be seeking something to settle on.
* She is wonderfully good as an actress ; one sees that

she has studied Kaulbach,’ remarked an attach^ in the

circle round the ambassador’s wife. ‘ Did you notice how
she fell . .

‘Oh, please don’t let us talk about Nilsson ! It’s

impossible to say anything new about her,’ said a stout,

red-faced, fair-haired lady who wore an old silk dresa

and had no eyebrows and no chignon. This was the

Princess Myagkaya, notorious for her simplicity and the

roughness of her manners, and nicknamed fmfant terrible.

The Princess Myagkaya was seated midway between the

two circles, listening to and taking part in the conversation

of both. ‘ This very same sentence about Kaulbach has

been repeated to me by three different people to-day, as

if by arrangement. That sentence, I don’t know why,

seemed to please them very much.’ The conversation

was cut short by this remark, and it became necessary to

find another topic.
‘ TeH us something amusing but not malicious,’ said

the ambassador’s wife, a great adept at that kind of

elegant conversation which the English call ‘ small-talk,’

turning to the attach^, who was also at a loss what subject

to start,
‘ People say that is very difficult, and that only what

is malicious is amusing,’ he began with a smile. ‘ But
I will try, if you will give me a theme. The theme is

everything. Once one has a theme, it is easy to em-
broider on it. I often think that the famous talkers of

the last century would find it difficult to talk cleverly

nowadays. We are all so tired of the clever things . .
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‘ That '^ong ago,’ interrupted the amhassador’s

wife, lauglc'i^^^y- ^ ;
ir

The had begun very amiably, but just

because it
too amiable it^anguished again. They had

to return j^i^d never-failing resource

—

slander. t
4;..

‘Don’t yoil^ ttmic there is something Louis Quinze
about Tushket^^^^.^ f^he attache, glancing at a
handsome, faif*)'^^^®^ young man who s#)od by the
tea-table. '

, , .

‘ Oh yes ! He ^natcnes the drawing-room
; that is

why he comes here' often I ’

^
^

This conversation ^ag, since it hinted at what
could not be spokei> of in this room, namely, at the
relations existing betwi-=®ii Tushkevich and their hostess.

Around the hostess ahf^ ^he samovar, the conversation,

after flickering for some tune in the same way between
the three inevitable topics:

^

the latest public news, the
theatre, and criticism of ont^ s neighbour, also caught on
when it got to the last of thefs® themes-^slander.

‘ Have you heard ? That that Malt|^shcheva woman
also—^not the daughter but tb® mother—^is having a
diahle rose costume made for bers?lf ?

’

‘ You don’t mean to say so I H^w delicious !

’

* I wonder that she, with her coramon sense—for she
is not stupid—does not see how ri^oulous she makes ^
herself.’ , .

^
Everyone had something disparaging -to lay about the

unfortunate Maltyshcheva, and the conversa‘)ion began
crackling merrily like a kindling bonfire.

The Princess Betsy’s husband, a fat, good-na;tired

man, an enthusiastic collector of engravings, hearing th<*

his wife had visitors, entered the drawing-room before ..

going to his club. Stepping silently on the thick carpet,

he approached the Princess Myagkaya.
‘ How did you like Nilsson ? ’ he inquired.
‘ Oh, how can you steal on one like that ? How you

frightened me !
’ said she in reply. * Please don’t talk

to me about the opera—you know nothing of music.
.

I had better^ descend to your level and talk about your
majolica and engravings. Come now» tell me about the
treasures you have picked up lately a.t the rag fair !

’

‘ Shall I show you ? But you don’t understand them.’
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* Yes, let me see them. I have learnt fron^i those

—

what is their name ?—the hankers. . . . They laave some
splendid engravings. They showed them to uf 'j/

‘ li^at ? Have you been to the Schuzbur.^3B ? ’ asked

the hostess from her place by the samovar.
^

‘ I have, ma chere. They asked my hus^:>and and me
to dinner, and I was told that the sajace alone at

that dinner cost a thousand roubles,’ saif l the Princess

Myagkaya feudly, feeling that everybod;y was listening/
‘ And a very nasty sauce it was too, s omething green

!

We had to invite them, and I gave then i a sauce that cost
|

eighty-five kopeks, and satisfied ev ery one, I can’t

afford thousand-rouble sauces.’

* She is unique !
’ satd the hostess.

* Wonderful !
’ said some one els* 3 .

The effect produced by the Prirficess Myagkaya’s words
was always the same , and th^ . secret of that effect lay

in the fact that although she Oviten^—as at that moment

—

spoke not quite to the poin%', her words were simple and
had a meaning. In the Soq%ty in which she lived words
of that kind produced the*j effect of a most witty joke.

The Princess Myagkaya ," did not understand why her

words had such an effjf^'ct, but was aware that they did

and availed herself of/It.

As while she was ' speaking everybody listened to her

and the conversation in the circle round the ambassador’s
wife stopped, t^e hostess wished to make one circle of

the whole copSpany, and turning to the ambassador’s
wdfe, said j;.-

*

‘ Wfil^-^you really not have a cup of tea ? You should
^

comO and join us here.’

.
•"'^No, we are very comfortable here,’ replied the am-

bassador’s wife smiling, and she continued the interrupted

conversation.
^

It was a very ti^asant conversation. They were
disparaging the Karenins, husband and wife.

‘ Anna has changed very much since her trip to Moscow.
There is something strange about her,’ said a friend of

Anna’s.
' The chief change is that she has brought back with her

the shadow ofAlexeyYronsky,’ said the ambassador’s wife.
‘Well, why not ? Grimm has a fable called “The

Man Without a Shadow ”—^about a man who lost his
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shadow as a punishment for something or other. I

never could understand why it was a j>unishment ! But
for a woman to he without a shadow can’t he pleasant.’

® Yes, hut a woman with a shadow generally ends

badly,’ said Anna’s friend.

‘ A murrain on your tongue I ’ suddenly remarked
the Princess Myagkaya, hearing these words. ‘Anna
Karenina is a splendid woman. I don’t like her husband,

but I am very fond of her.’

‘ Why don’t you like her husband ? He is such a
remarkable man,’ said the ambassador’s wife. ‘My
husband says there are few statesmen like him in Europe.’

‘ My husband tells me the same, but I don’t believe it,’

replied the Princess Myagkaya. ‘ If our husbands didn’t

talk, we should see things as they vesuHy are
;
and it’s my

opinion Miat Karenin is simply %ipid. I say it in a
whisper I Does this not make everything quite clear ?

Formerly, when I was told to consider him wise, I kept
trying to, and thought I was stupid myself because I was
unable to perceive his wisdom ; but as soon as I said to

myself, he’s stupid (only in a whisper of course), it all

became quite clear ! Don’t you think so ? V
‘How malicious you are to-day !

’

‘ Not at ah. I have no choice. One of us is stupid,

and you know it’s impossible to say so of oneself.’

‘ No one is satisfied with his position, but every one is ^

satisfied with his wit,’ remarked the attache, quoting

some French lines.

‘ That’s it, that’s just it,’ rejoined the Princess Myag-
kaya, turning quickly toward him. ‘ But the point is,

that I won’t abandon Anna to you. She is so excellent,

so charming ! What is she to do, if every one is in love

with her and follows her about like a shadow ?
*

‘ But I don’t even think of blaming herl’ Anna’s

friend said, justifying herself.
‘ If no one follows us about like a shadow, that does

not prove that we have a right to judge her.’

Having snubbed Anna’s friend handsomely, the Princess

Myagkaya rose with the ambassador’s wife and joined

those at the table, where there was a general conversation

about the King of Prussia.
‘ Whom were you backbiting there ? ’ asked Betsy.
‘ The Karenins. The Princess was characterising
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Karenin/ replied the ambassador’s wife with a smile,

seating herself at the table.

‘It’s a pity we did not hear it !
’ said the hostess,

glancing at the door. ‘ Ah ! Here you are at last !

’

she added, smilingly addressing Vronsky as he entered

the room.
Vronsky not only knew everybody in*the room, but

saw them ail every day, so he entered in the calm manner
of one who rejoins those fccom whom he has parted only

a short time before.

‘Where do I come from?’ he said in reply to the

ambassador’s wife. ‘There’s no help for it, I must
confess that I come from the Theatre Bouffe. I have been
there a hundred times, and always with fresh pleasui’e.

Excellent ! I know it’s a disgrace, but at the opera I

go to sleep, while at the Bouffe I stay tUi' the last minute
enjoying it. To*mght . .

And he named a French actress and was about to tell

them something about her when the ambassador’s wife

stopped him with mock alarm.
‘ Please don’t talk about those horrors !

’

‘AH right, I won’t—especially as everybody knows
those horrors !

*

‘ And everybody would go there if it were considered

the thing, as the opera is,’ put m the Princess Myagkaya.

CHAPTER VII

Steps were heard at the entrance, and the Princess

Betsy, knowing that it was Anna, glanced at Vronsky.
He was looking at the door with a strange new expression

on his face. He gazed joyfuUy, mtently, and yet timidly
at the lady who was entering, and slowly rose from his

seat. Anna entered the room holding herself, as usual,

very erect, and without changing the direction of her eyes,

approached her hostess, walking with that quick, firm
yet light step which distinguished her from other Society
women. She shook hands, smilingly, and with the same
Emile looked round at Vronsky. He bowed low and
moved a chair toward her.

Anna responded only by an inclination of the head,
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though she blushed and frowned. But immediately,
nodding rapidly to her acquaintances and pressing the
hands extended to her, she turned again to her hostess

:

‘I have just been at the Countess Lydia’s. I meant
to come sooner, but could not get away. Sir John was
there—he is very interesting.’

“ Oh, that missionary ?
’

‘Yes, he was telling us about Indian life. It was very
interesting.’ ,

The conversation, interrupted by her entrance, again
burnt up like the flame of a lamp that has been blown
about.

‘ Sir John ! Oh yes, Sir John I I have seen him. He
speaks very well. The elder Vlasyeva is quite in love

with him.’
^

‘ And is it true that the younger Vlasyeva is going to

be married to Topov.’

‘Yes; they say it’s quite settled.’

‘I am surprised at her parents. They say it’s a love

match.’
‘ Love match ! What antediluvian ideas you have I

Who talks of love nowadays ? ’ said the ambassador’s

wife.
‘ What’s to be done ? That silly old fashion hasn’t

died out yet I
’ said Vronsky.

‘ So much the worse for those who foUow the fashion I

I know of happy marriages, but only such as are founded

on reason.’
‘ Yes, but how often the happiness of marriages founded

on reason crumbles to dust because the very passion that

was disregarded makes itself felt later,’ said Vronsky.
‘But by “marriages founded on reason,” we mean

marriages between those who have both passed through

that madness. It’s like scarlet fever ; one has to get it

over.’
‘ Then some one should invent a way of inoculating

love, like vaccination.’
‘ When I was young I v^as in love with a chorister,’

said Princess Myagkaya. ‘ I don’t know whether it did

me any good.’

‘No, joking apart, I believe that to understand love

one must first make a mistake and then correct it,’ said

the Princess Betsy,
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* Even after marriage ? ’ said the ambassador’s wife

archly.
‘ It is never too late to mend !

’ said the attache, quoting
the English proverb.

‘ Exactly !
’ chimed in Betsy. ‘ One has to make

mistakes and correct them. What do you think ? ’ she
asked, addressing Anna, who with a scarcely discernible

resolute smile was listening to this conversation.
‘ I think,’ replied Anna, toying with the glove she had

pulled ofi, ‘ I tliink . . . if it is true that there are as

many minds as there are heads, then there are as many
kinds of love as there are hearts.’

Vronsky had gazed at Anna and with sinking heart
waited to hear what she would say. He sighed, as after

a danger averted, when she had uttered these words.
Suddenly Anna addressed him

;

*I have received a letter from Moscow. They write
that Kitty Shcherbatskaya is very ill.’

* Really ? ’ said Vronsky, frowning.

Anna glanced sternly at him. ‘It does not interest

you ?
’

‘ On the contrary, it interests me very much ! What
exactly do they write, if I may ask ? ’ he inquired.

Anna rose and went up to Betsy. ‘ Give me a cup of

tea,’ she said, stopping behind Betsy’s chair.

While Betsy was pouring out the tea, Vronsky went up
to Anna. ‘ What do they write ? ’ he asked again.

‘I often think men don’t understand honour, though
they are always talking about it,’ said Anna, without
answering his question. ‘I have long wanted to tell

you,’ she added, and, moving a few steps to a side table
on which lay some albums, she sat down.

‘I don’t quite understand your meaning,’ he said,

handing her the cup.
‘ I wanted to tell you,’ she began again, without looking

at him, ‘ that you have behaved badly, very badly.’
‘ Don’t I know that I behaved badly ? But who was

the cause ?
’

‘ Why say that to me ? ’ she asked, looking severely
at him.
‘You know why,’ he answered boldly and joyously,

meeting her look and continuing to gaze at her.
It wafe not he, but she, who became abashed.
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^ That only proves yon have no heart,’ she said. But
her look said that she knew he had a ^heart and that she
therefore feared him.

‘What you have just referred to was a mistake, and
not love.’"

'

Anna shuddered, and said; ‘Don’t you remember
that I forbade you to mention that word, that horrid

word ? ’ But then she felt that the one word forbade

showed that she daimed certain rights over him, thereby
encouraging himrto speak of love. ‘ I have long wanted
to say that to you,’ she went on, looking resolutely into

his eyes, her face all aglow and suffused with a burning
blush, ‘ and to-day I came on purpose, knowing I should
meet you here. I have come to tell you that this

must stop i I have never till now had to blush before

anyone, but you make me feel as if I were guilty of

something.’

He looked at her, and was struck by the new, spiritual

beauty of her face.

‘What do you want of me ? ’ he asked, simply and
seriously.

‘I want you to go to Moscow and beg Kitty’s forgive-

ness,’ said she.

‘ You don’t want that,’ he replied.

He saw that she was saying what she forced herself to

utter and not what she wished to say.
‘ If you love me as you say you do,’ she whispered,

‘ behave so that I may be at peace.*

His face brightened.
‘ Don’t you know that you are all my life to me ? . , .

But peace I do not know, and can’t give to you. My
whole being, my love . . . yes ! I cannot think about
you and about myself separately. You and I are one
to me. And I do not see before us the possibility of

peace either for me or for you. I see the possibility of

despair, misfortune , , . or of happiness—^what happi-

ness ! ... Is it impossible ? ’ he added with his lips

only, but she heard.

She exerted all the powers of her mind to say what she
ought ; but instead she fixed on him her eyes filled with
love and did not answer at all.

‘ This is it !
’ he thought with rapture. ‘ Just as I

was beginning to despair, and when it seemed as -though
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the end would never come . . . liere it is I She loves

me ! She acknowledges it t ’
f

* Do this for me : never say such words to me, and
let us be good friends.’ These were her words, but her

eyes said something very different.
‘ Friends we shaU not be, you know that yourself

; but
whether we shall be the happiest or the most miserable

of human beings . . . rests with you.’

She wished to say something, but he interrupted her.
‘ I ask only one thing : I ask the right to hope and

suSer as I do now ; but if even that is impossible, com-
mand me to disappear, and I will do it. You shall not
see me if my presence is painful to you.*

I

* I don’t want to drive you away.’ !

‘ Only don’t change an'^d-hing. Leave everything as

it is !
’ he said with trembling voice. ‘ Here is your

husband.’ i

Indeed, just at that moment Karenin, with his de-

liberate, ungraceful gait, entered the drawing-room.

He glanced at his wife and Vronsky, went up to' the

hostess, and having sat down with a cup of tea began
talking in his deliberate and always clear tones, in his

usual ironical way ridiculing somebody.
‘ Your Hotel Rambouillet is in full muster,’ said he,

glancing round the whole company, ‘ the Graces and the

Muses.’

But the Princess Betsy could not bear that tone of

his

“

sneering,* she called it in English : so, like a
clever hostess, she at once led him into a serious conversa-

tion on universal military service. Karenin was im-
mediately absorbed in the conversation, and began *

defending the new law very earnestly against the Princess

Betsy, who attacked it. i’

Vronsky and Anna remained sitting at the little

table.

‘This is becoming improper!’ whispered a lady, in-

dicating by a glance Vronsky, Anna, and Anna’s husband. „

‘ What did I tell you ? ’ replied Anna’s friend.

Not these two ladies alone, but nearly ail those present
in the drawing-room, even the Princess Myagkaya and
Betsy herseK, several times glanced across at the pair

who had gone away from the general circle, as if their

having done so disturbed the .others. Only Karenin
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did not once glance that way and was not distracted

from the interesting conversation in which he was engaged.
Noticing the unpleasant impression produced on every

one, the Princess Betsy manceuvred for some one else

to take her place and to listen to Karenin, and she herself

went up to Anna,
‘I am always amazed at your husband’s clearness

and exactitude^ of. expression,* she said, ‘ The most
transcendental ideas become accessible to me when he
speaks.*

‘ Oh yes !
* said Anna, radiant with a smile of happiness

and not understanding a single word of what Betsy was
saying ;

and going across to the big table she joined in

the general conversation.

After half an hour’s stay Karenin went up to his wife

and suggested that they should go home together ; but,

without looking at him, she answered that she would stay

to supper. Karenin bowed to the company and went
away.

The Karenins* fat old Tartar coachman, in his shiny

leather coat, was finding it hard to control the near

grey horse that had grown restive with cold, waiting

before the portico. The footman stood holding open
the carriage door. The hall-porter jtood with his hand
on the outer front door, Anna with her deft little hand
was disengaging the lace of her sleeve which had caught

on a hook of her fur coat, and with bent head was listen-

ing with delight to what Vronsky, who accompanied her,

was saying,
^ ‘ Granted that you have not said anything 1 I don’t

demand anything,’ he was saying, ‘ but you know that

it is not friendship I want 1 Only one happiness is

' possible for me in life, the word you so dislike—^yes,

love . . .

’

‘ Love,’ she slowly repeated to herself, and suddenly,

:

' while releasing the lace, she added aloud :
‘ The reason

I dislike that word is that it means too much for me,
far more than you can understand,* and she looked him

:

' in the face. ‘Au revoir /
’

She gave him her hand, and with her quick elastic

s step went past the hali-porter and vanished into the

carriage.
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Her glance and the touch of her hand burnt him. He
kissed the palm of his hand where she had touched it,

and went home happy in the knowledge that in this one
evening he had made more progress toward his aim
than he had during the previous two months.

GHAPTEE VIII

Kaeenin did not see anything peculiar or improper in

his wife’s conversing animatedly with Vronsky at a
^

separate table, but he noticed that others in the drawing-

room considered it peculiar and improper, therefore he
also considered it improper, and decided to speak to his

wife about it. i

When he reached home he went to his study as usual, ^

seated himself in his easy-chair, and opened a book on
the Papacy at the place where his paper-knife was in-

serted. He read tiU one o’clock as was his wont, only

now and then rubbingi his high forehead and jerking his

head as if driving something away. At the usual hour
he rose and prepared for bed. Anna had not yet returned.

With the book under his arm he went upstairs ; but
to-night, instead of his usual thoughts and calculations

about his official affairs, his mind was full of his wife and
of somethmg unpleasant that had happened concerning

her. Contrary to Ms habit he did not go to bed, but with
his hands clasped behind his back started pacing up and
down the rooms. He felt that he could not lie down, till

he had thought over these newly-arisen circumstances.
;

When Karenin had decided to talk the matter over ^

with his wife, it had seemed' to him quite easy and simple
to do so ; but now, when he began considering how to

approach her, the matter appeared very difficult and
complicated.
He was not of a jealous disposition. Jealousy in his

opinion insulted a wife, and a man should have confidence
in his wife. Why he should have confidence—that is,

a full conviction that his young wife would always love
him—he never asked himself; but he felt no distrust,

and therefore had confidence, and assured himself that
it was right to have it. How, though his conviction that
jealousy is a shameful feelmg, and that one ought to have
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confidence, kaci not been destroyed, lie felt that he was
face to face with something illogical and stupid, and he

did not know what to do. Karenin was being confronted

with life—-with the possibility of his wife’s loving some-

body else» and this seemed stupid and incomprehensible

to him, bescause it was life itseK. He had lived and
worked al his days in official spheres, which deal with

lefieotions «of life, and every time ho had knocked up
against lii& itself he had stepped out of its way. He
now expeiLenced a sensation such as a man might feel

who, while quietly crossing a bridge over an abyss,

^ddenly sees ^that the bridge is falling to pieces and
that he is facing the abyss. The abyss was real life

;

the bridge was the^ artificial life Karenin had been living,

it was the first time that the possibility of his^ wife’s

falling in love with anybody had occurred to him, and
he was horrified.

He did not undress, but paced up and down with his

even step on the resounding parquet floor of the dining-

room, which was lit by one lamp,*1>ver the carpet of the

dark draTing-room, where a light was reflected only

from a recently painted portrait of himself which hung
above the sofa, and on through her sitting-room, where

two candles were burning, lighting up the portraits of

her relatitos and friends and the elegant knick-knacks,

long familisar to him, on her writing-table. Through her

room he reached the door of their bedroom and then

turned bad again.

Prom time to time he stopped, generally on the parquet

floor of the lamp-lit dining-room, and thought: ‘Yes,

it is necessary to decide and to stop it : to express my
opinion of it and my decision.’ Then he turned back

again. ‘ But express what ? What decision ? ’ he asked

himself m the drawing-room, and could find no answer.
‘ But after all,’ he reflected before turning into her room,
' what is it that has happened ? Nothing at all. She

had a long talk with him— Well ? What of that ? Are

there nob plenty of men with whom a woman may talk ?

Besides ... to be jealous is to degrade myself and
her,’ he si3i;id*to himself as he entered her sitting-room.

But that oonsideration which formerly had weighed so

^ much with him now had neither weight nor meaning.

At the bedroom door he turned back, and as soon as he

210 a
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re-entered tlie dark drawing-room a voice seemed to

whisper that it was not so, and that if others noticed,

that showed that there must have been something for

them to notice. And again he repeated to himself in

the dining-room: ‘Yes, it is ^necessary to decide, and
stop it, and express my opinion . . .

’ And again
in the drawing-room, at the turn into her room, he
asked himself :

‘ Decide what ? ’ and t}|en, ‘ What has
happened ? ’ and he replied ‘ Nothing,* and remembered
that jealousy is a feeling which msiSts a wife

; but in

the drawing-room he came again to th^ conviction that
something had happened. His mind as weH as his body
performed a complete circle each time without arriving

at anything new. He noticed this, rubbed his forehead,

and sat down in her room.
Here as he looked at her table, at the malachite cover

of her blotting-book and an unJfinished letter that lay

there, his thoughts suddenly underwent a change. He
began thinking about her : of what she thought an4 felt.

For the first time he vividly pictured to himself her
personal life, her thoughts, her wishes ; but the idea

that she might and should have her own independent
life appeared to him so dreadful that he hastened to drive

it away. That was the abyss into which he feared to

look. To put himself in thought and feeling into another
being was a mental action foreign to Karenin. He con-
sidered such mental acts to be injurious and dangerous
romancing.

‘ And what is most terrible of all,’ thought he, * is that,

just now, when my work is coming to completion’
(he was thinking of the project he was then carrying
through), ‘ when I need peace and all my powers of mind,
just now this stupid anxiety falls on me. But what is

to be done ? I am not one of those who sufier anxiety
and agitation and have not the courage to look them in

the face !
’

‘I must think it over, come to a decision, and throw
it off,’ he said aloud. ‘ The question of her feelings, of

what has taken place or may take place in her soul, is

not my business ; it is the business of her conscience and
belongs to religion,’ said he, feeling relieved at having
found the formal category to which the newly-arisen cir-

cumstance rightly belonged.
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* Well then,’ thought he, ® the question of her feelings

and so on are questions for her conscience, which cannot
concern me. Sly duty is clearly defined. As head of

the family I am the person whose duty it is to guide her,

and who is therefore partly responsible ; I must show
ber the danger which ! see, warn her, and even use my
authority. I must speSk plainly to her.’

What he would say to his wife took clear shape in

Karenin’s head. Thinking it over, he regretted having
to expend his time and powers of nlind on inconspicuous
domestic affairs ; but nevertheless the form and sequence
of the speech he had to make shaped itself in his mind
clearly and definitely, as thoxigh it were an official report.

‘I must make the following quite clear: Pirst, the im-
portance of public opinion and propriety; secondly,

the religious meaning of marriage ; thirdly, ff necessary,

I must refer to the harm that may residt to our son;
fourthly, allude to her own unhappiness.’ And inter-

lacmg his fingers, palms downwards, he stretched them
and me joints cracked.

That movement—a bad habit of cracking his fingers

—

always tranquillized him and brought him back to that

precision of mind which he now so needed. The sound
of a carriage driving up to the front door was heard, and
Karenin stood still in the middle of the room.
A woman’s steps were heard ascending the stairs.

Karerdn, ready to deliver his speech, stood pressing his

interlaced fingers together, trying whether some of them
would not crack again. One of the joints did crack.

By the sound of her light step on the stair he was
^ aware of her approach and, though he was satisfied with

his speech, he felt some apprehension of the coming
explanations.

CHAPTER IX

Anka walked in with bowed head, playing with the tassels

of her hood. Her face shone with a vivid glow, but it

was not a joyous glow—^it resembled the terrible glow
of a conflagration on a dark night. On seeing her

husband she lifted her head and, as if awaking from sleep,

. Bmiled.
‘ You’re not in bed ? What a wonder I * she said,
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throwing off her hood, and without pansing she went on
to her dressing-room. ‘Alexey Alexandrovich, it’s high f

time I ’ she added from beyond the door.
‘ Anna, I must have a talk with you/ i

‘ With me ? ’ she said with surprise, coming back from
the other room and looking at him. ‘ What is it ? What
about ? ’ she asked, seating herself. ‘ Well, let us have
a talk, if it is so important. But it would be better to

go to bed/
Anna said what came into her head, and hearing her

own words was astonished at her capacity for deception.

How simple and natural her words sounded, and how
really it seemed as if she were merely sleepy ! She felt

herselfclothed in an impenetrable armour of falsehood and
that some unseen power was helping and supporting her.

‘ Anna, I must warn you,’ said he.
‘ Warn me ? ’ she asked ;

‘ what about ?
’

She looked so naturally and gaily at him, that one who
did not know her as her husband did could not have
noticed anything strange either in the intonation dr the

meaning of her words. But for him, who knew her—
knew that when he went to bed five minutes late she

noticed it and asked the reason—^knew that she had
always immediately told him ail her joys, pleasures

and sorrows—^for him, her reluctance to notice his

state of mind, or to say a word about herself, meant
much. He saw that the depths of her soul, till now
always open, were closed to him. More than that, he
knew from her tone that she was not ashamed of this,

but seemed to be saying frankly :
‘ Yes, it is closed, and

so it should be and will be in future.* He now felt like

a man who on coming home finds his house locked

against him. ‘ But perhaps the key can still be found,’

thought Karenin.
‘ I wish to warn you,’ he said in low tones, ‘ that you

may, by indiscretion and carelessness, give the world
occasion to talk about you. Your too animated con-

versation to-night with Count Vronsky ’ (he pronounced
the name firmly and with quiet deliberation) ‘ attracted

attention.’

As he spoke he looked at her laughing eyes, which now
alarmed him by their impenetrability, and felt the use-

lessness and idleness of his words.
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* You are always like that,’ ske replied, as if not under-

standing him at al, and intentionaHy taking notice only

of his last words. ‘ One day you dislike my being duH,

another day my being lively. I was not duU. Does
that offend you ?

’

Karenin started and bent his hands to crack his fingers.
‘ Oh, please don’t crack your fingers t I dishke it

so !
’ she said.

‘ Anna, is this you ? ’ said he softly, making an effort

and refraining from moving his hands.
‘ But whatever is the matter ? ’ she asked in a tone of

comical surprise and sincerity. ‘ What do yon want
of me ? ’

^

Karenin paused and rubbed his forehead and eyes.

He felt that instead of doing what he had meant to do
and warning his wife that she was making a mistake in

the eyes of the world, he was mvoluntarily getting excited

about a matter which concerned her conscience, and was
struggling against some barrier of his imagination.

‘ This is what I intended to say,’ he continued coldly

and calmly, ‘ and I ask you to listen to me. As you
know, I consider jealousy an insulting and degrading

feeling and will never allow myself to be guided by it;

but there are certain laws of propriety which one cannot
disregard with impunity. I did not notice it this evening,

but, judging by the impression created, all present noticed

that you behaved and acted not quite as was desirable.’

‘ EeaHy, I don’t understand at all,’ said Anna, shrugging

her shoulders, * It is all the same to him !
’ she said to

herself, ‘But Society noticed, and that disturbs him I

You are not weU, .Mexey Alexandrovich I
’ she added,

rose and was about to pass out of the room, but he moved
forward as if wishmg iJ) stop her.

His face looked plainer and gloomier than she had
ever yet seen it. Aiona stopped and, throwing back her

head and bending it to one side, she began with her

quick hands to take out her hairpins.
‘ Well, I’m listening ! What next ? ’ said she quietly

and mockingly. ‘ I am even listening with interest,

because I should like to understand what it is all about.’

As she spoke she wondered at her quietly natural tone

and at her correct choice of words.
‘ I have not the right to inquire into aU the details of
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your feelings, and in general I consider it useless and even
harmful to do so,’ began Karenin. ‘By digging into our
souls, we often dig up what might better have remained
there unnoticed. Your feelings concern your own con-

science, but it is my duty to you, to myself, and to God,
to point out to you your duties. Our lives are bound
together not by men but by God. This bond can only
be broken by a crime, and that kind of crime brings its

punishment.’
‘ I don’t understand anything. . . . Oh dear ! And

as lU-luck will have it, I am dreadfully sleepy !
’ said she,

while with deft fingers she felt for the remaining pins in

her hair.

‘Anna, for God’s sake don’t talk Hke that !
’ he said

mildly. ‘ Perhaps I am mistaken, but believe me that
what I am saying I say equally for my own sake and for

yours. I am your husband, and I love you.’

Eor an instant her head had drooped and the mocking
spark in her eyes had died away, but the word ‘ love

’

aroused her again. ‘Level’ she thought, ‘as he
can love I If he had never heard people talk of love, he
would never have wanted that word. He does not know
what love is.’

‘Alexey Alexandrovich, I really do not understand,’

she replied. ‘ Explain what you consider . •

‘ Allow me to finish. I love you. But I am not
talking of myseK. The chief persons concerned are our
son and yourself. I repeat—^perhaps my words may
seem quite superfluous to you ; perhaps they result

from a mistake of mine. In that case I ask your pardon !

But if you feel that there are any grounds, however
slight, I beg you to reflect, and if your heart prompts
you to teD me . .

Karenin did not notice that he was saying something
quite different from what he had prepared.

‘I have nothing to say. Besides . . .’ she added,
rapidly, and hardly repressing a smile, ‘it reaUy is bed-
time.’

Karenin sighed, and without saying anything more
went mto the bedroom.
When she went there he was already in bed. His

lips were sternly compressed and his eyes did not look
at her. Anna got into her bed, and every moment
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expected tliat he would address her. She was afraid

of what he would say, and yet wished to hear it. But
he remained silent. She lay waiting and motionless for

along time, and then forgot him. She was thinking of

another ; she saw him, and felt her heart fill with excite-

ment and guilty joy at the thought. Suddenly she

heard an even, quiet, nasal sound like whistling. For a
moment the sound he emitted seemed to have startled

Karenin, and he stopped ; but, after he had breathed

twice, the whistling recommenced with fresh and calm
regularity.

‘It’s late, it’s late,’ she whispered to herself, and
smiled. For a long time she lay still with wide-open
eyes, the brightness of which it seemed to her she could

herself see in the darkness.
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CHAPTER XI

That which for nearly a year had been Vronsky’s sole

and exclusive desire, supplanting all his former desires:

that which for Anna had been an impossible, dreadful,

but all the more bewitching dream of happiness, had
come to pass. Pale, with trembling lower jaw, he stood

over her, entreating her to be calm, himself not knowing
why or how.

‘ Anna, Anna,’ he said in a trembling voice, * Anna, for

God’s sake ! . .
.’

But the louder he spoke the lower she drooped her once
proud, bright, but now shame-stricken head, and she
writhed, slipping down from the sofa on which she sat

to the floor at his feet. She would have fallen on the
carpet if he had not held her.

‘ My God ! Forgive me !
’ she said, sobbing and

pressing Vronsky’s hand to her breast.

She felt so guilty, so much to blame, that it only
remained for her to humble herself and ask to be forgiven

;

but she had no one in the world now except him, so that
even her prayer for forgiveness was addressed to him.
Looking at him, she felt her humiliation physically, and
could say nothing more. He felt what a murderer must
feel when looking at the body he has deprived of life.

The body he had deprived of Hfe was their love, the first

period of their love. There was something frightful and
revolting in the recollection of what had been paid for

with this terrible price of shame. The shame she felt

at her spiritual nakedness communicated itself to him.
But m spite of the murderer’s horror of the body of his

victim, that body must be cut m pieces and hidden away,
and he must make use of what he has obtained by the

murder.
Then, as the murderer desperately throws himself on

the body, as though with passion, and drags it and hacks
it, so Vronsky covered her face and shoulders with kisses.

She held his hted and did not move. Yes ! These
kisses were what had been bought by that shame !

‘ Yes,
and this hand, which will always be mine, is the hand
of my accomplice.’ She lifted his hand and kissed it.

He Ismelt down and tried to see her face, but she hid
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ili and did not speak. At last, as though masterin.^
heKelf, she sat up and pushed him away. Her face to?
as beautiful as ever, but all the more p^ous.

F» oSToVS.rKrs® '?* “ “““ *”” ’

iu
^ disgust and horror, and

tto horror was mvoluntarily oommumcated to Him
‘ For heaven’s sake, not another word !

’

She rose quickly and moved away from him
Not another word !

’ she repeated, and idth a look
of cold despair, strange to Mm, she left him. She felt
that at that moment she could not express in words her
feeling of shame, joy, and horror at this entrance on anew life, and she did not wish to vulgarize that feeling
by madequate wor^. Later on, the next day and thi
next, she still could not find words to describe aU thecomplemty of those feelings, and could not even find
thoughts with which to reflect on all that was in her
soul.

She said to herself : ‘ No, I can’t think about it now •

later.^when I am calmer.’ But that calm, necessary fo^
Inflection, never came. Every time the thought of what
she tod done, and of what was to become of her and of
what she should do, came to her mind, she was seized
with horror and drove these thoughts away
‘Notnow; later, when I am calmer ! ’she said to herself.
But m her dreams, when she had no control over her

thoughts, her position appeared to her in all its shockins
nakedness. One dream she had almost every night
fehe dreanit that both at once were her husbands, and
lavished their caresses on her. Alexey Alexandrovich
wept,^ kissing her hands, saying: ‘How beautiful it isnow! and ^exey Vronsky was there too, and he alsoWM her husband. And she was suiprised that formerly
tto h^ seemed impossible to her, and laughingly ex-pbmed to them how much simpler it. i^aUy wS; and
that they were both now contented and ftappf. But this^am weighed on her like a nightmare, and she woke
from it filled with horror.
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CHAPTER Xn '

^

When Levin first returned from Moscow, and wM© he

still started and blushed every time he remembered the

disgrace of the refusal, he had said to himself, ‘ I blushed

and started like this when I was ploughed in physics,

and had to remain in the second class | and in the

same way I felt myself lost when I made a mess of

my sister’s affair that had been entrusted to me. And
what happened ? Now that years have passed, when I

remember it, I am surprised that it could have grieved

me so much. So it mil be with this grief. Time will

pass, and I shall become indifferent.’

But three months passed and he had not become
indifferent to it, and to think of it still hurt him as it

had done in the jSrst days. He could not find peace,

because he had so long dreamed of family life and felt

so ripe for it, but was still unmarried and further than
ever from marriage.

He himself felt painfully what all those around him felt

too, that it is not good for a man of his age to be alone.

He remembered how, just before leav^ for Moscow,
he had said to Nicholas, his cow-man, a naive peasant

with whom he liked to talk :
‘ Well, Nicholas, I want to

get married,’ and how Nicholas had promptly replied,

as on a matter about which there could be no doubt;
‘And it’s high time, Constantine Bmitrich,’ But now
he was further from marriage than ever. The place was
unoccupied, and when in imagination he tried to put one
of the girls he knew there, he felt that it was quite im-

possible. Moreover, the memory of her refusal, and the

part he had played in it, tormented him with shame.
However much he told himself that he was not at all to

blame in that matter, the memory of it, together with
other shameful memories, made him start and blush.

There had been in his past, as in that of every man,
actions which he realized were bad, and for which his

conscience ought to have tormented him : but the recol-

lections of those bad actions did not torment him nearly

as much as these trivial yet shameful memories. These
wounds never closed up. And among these recollections

stood the memory of her refusal and the pitiful role he
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must have played in the eyes of the others that evening.

But time and work told. The painful memories became
more and more covered over by the commonplace but
important events of country life. Every week he thought
less and less about Kitty. He waited impatiently to

hear that she was mamed or was getting married soon,

hoping that such news, like the drawing of an aching
tooth, would quite cure him.

Meanwhile spring had come, a glorious steady spring,

without the expectations and disappointments spring
usually brings. It was one of these rare springs which
plants, animals, and men alike rejoice in. This lovely
spring roused Levin still more and confirmed him in the
determination completely to renounce the past in order
to fashion bis solitary life firmly and independently.
Though he had not carried out many of the plans with
which he had returned to the country from Moscow,
he had held to the most important one, that of living a
pure life, and he was not experiencing the shame which
used to torment him when he had fallen, but was able

to look people boldly in the face. Already in February
he had received a letter from Mary Hikolavna to say
that his brother Nicholas’s health was getting worse, but
that he would not submit to any treatment. In conse-

quence of this news Levin went to Moscow, saw his

brother, and managed to persuade him to consult a
doctor and go to a watering-place abroad. He was so
successful in persuading bis brother, and in lending him
money for the journey without irritating him, that he
was satisfied with himself in this respect. Brides his

agricultural pursuits, which required special attention

in spring, and besides reading, Levin bad another occupa-
tion. He had that winter begun writing a book on
agriculture, the basis of which was that the character of

the labourer was treated as a definite factor, like cKmate
and soil, and that therefore the conclusions of agricultural

science should be deduced not from data supplied by
climate and soil only, but from data of climate, soil, and
the immutable character of the labourer. So that in

spite of his solitary life, or rather because of it, his time
was completely filled up ; only occasionally he felt an
unsatisfied desire to share with some one besides Agatha
Mikhaylovna the thoughts that wandered through his
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brain—for even witli her he often discnssed physics,

agricultural theories, and especially philosophy, which
last was her favourite subject.

The spring had set in late. During the last weeks of

Lent the weather had been clear and frosty. It thawed
in the sunshine by day, but at night the thermometer
went down to sixteen degrees Fahrenheit. The snow
was covered with a crust of ice so thick that carts could

pass even where there were no roads. Easter found snow
still on the ground ; but on Easter Monday a warm wind
began to blow, the clouds gathered, and for three days
and nights warm stormy rain poured down. On the

Thursday the wind fell and a thick grey mist rose as if

to hide the secret of the changes nature was carrying on.

Beneath the mist the snow-waters rushed down, the ice

on the river cracked and moved, and the turbid, foaming
torrents flowed quicker, till on the first Sunday after

Easter toward evening the mists dissolved, the clouds

broke into fleecy cloudlets and dispersed, the sky cleared,

and real spring was there. In the morning the bright

rising sun quickly melted the thin ice on the water and
the warm aic aU around vibrated with the vapour given

ofl by the awakening earth. Last year’s grass ^ew green
again and new blades came up lie needle-points, buds
swelled on the guelder-rose and currant bushes and on
the sticky, pungent birch trees, and among the golden
catkins and on the willow branches the bees began to

hum. The unseen larks burst into song above the velvety

fresh green and the frozen stubble, the peewits began to

cry above the water brought down by the storm and
stiU flooding the low-lying places and marshes, and
high up the cranes and geese flew, uttering their spring

call. The cattle, who were just beginning to lose their

winter coats, began to low in the meadows ; the crooked-
legged lambs began to play round their bleating mothers,
who were losing their wool ; swift-footed children began
to run along the quickly-drying paths marked with im-
prints of bare feet, the merry voices of women who were
bleaching their linen began to chatter by the ponds, and
the axes of peasants, getting ready their wooden ploughs
and harrows, sounded in the yards.
The real spring had come.
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CHAPTER Xm
pEVET put on Ms Mgh boots and, wearing a cloth coat in-

stead of a fur for the first time, went out to attend to

his farm. Stepping now on a piece of ice, now into the

sticky mud, he crossed the streams of dazzling water
Spring is the time for making plans and resolutions,

and Levin, like a tree which in the spring-time does not

yet know in which direction and in what manner its

young shoots and twigs (still imprisoned in their buds)

will develop, did not q[uite know what work on his beloved

land he was going to take in hand, but he felt that his

mind was full of the finest plans and resolutions. First

of all he went to the cattle-yard. The cows had been
let out there, and, warmed by the sunshine, their glossy

new coats glistening, they were lowing to be let out into

the fields. After he had for a while admiced his cows,

all familiar to him to the minutest detail, Levin gave
orders for them to be driven into the field and for the

calves to be let out into the yard. The cowherd ran

away merrily to get ready. The dairymaids, with twigs

in their hands, holding their skirts up over their bare

white legs, not yet sun-burnt, splashed through the

puddles into the yard, driving the calves, who were mad
with the joy of spring.

Having gazed with admiration at the exceptionally

fine calves bom that year—the older ones were as big

as peasants’ cows, and Pava’s three-month-old calf was
as big as a yearhng—Levin gave orders to bring a trough

of food for them and to put some hay into the racks

outside. But it turned out that the racks, which had
been put up in autumn in the yard and not used during

winter, were broken. He sent for the caipenter, who
was under contract to be with the threshing-machine,

but it turned out that he was mending the harrows,^

which should have been mended the week before Lent.

TMs was very annoying to Levin. It was vexing that

the slovenly farm work, against which he had struggled

for so many years with all his might, still continued.

He found out that the racks which were not wanted m
winter had been taken into the farm-horses’ stable, and

1 Bussian harrows were made of wood.
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there had got broken, as they were lightly made, being i

meant only for the calves. Besides this, it proved that f

the harrows and all the agricultural implements which '

he had ordered to be examined and mended in winter,

for which purpose three carpenters had been specially

engaged, had not been seen to, and that the harrows
were now being mended when it was time to start harrow-
ing. Levin sent for the steward, but instead of waiting
went at once to look for him himself. The steward, in

his astrakhan-trimmed coat, as radiant as everything
else that day, was coming from the threshing-ground

^

breaking a bit of straw m his hands.
‘ Why is the carpenter not with the threshing-machine ?

’

* Oh, I meant to tell you yesterday that the hairows
need mending. It’s time to plough, you know.*

‘ Why wasn’t it done in winter V
‘ But what do you want with the carpenter ?

’

‘ WTiere are the racks from the calves’ yard ?
’

‘I have given orders for them to be put into their

places. What is one to do with such people !
’ said

the steward, waving his arm.
‘ It’s not a case of such people, but of such a steward !

*

said Levin flaring up. ‘ Tell me what I keep you for !
*

he shouted ; but remembering that this would not help
matters, he stopped in the middle of what he was saying
and only sighed. ‘WeU, can we begin sowing?* he
asked after a pause.

‘ It will be possible, beyond Turkino, to-morrow or the
day after.’

‘And the clover ?
’

‘ I have sent Vasily, he and Mishka are sowing. Only
I don’t know if they will get through, it’s very sticky,*

* How many acres ?
’

‘Sixteen.’
* Why not the lot ? ’ shouted Levin.
That they were only sowing sixteen instead of fifty

acres with clover Was still more annoying. To grow
clover successfully it was necessary according to both
theory and his own experience to sow it as early as possible,

almost before the snow had finished melting, and Levin
could never get this done.

* There is no one to do it. What are you to do with such
people ? Three have not come. And now Simon . .

.*
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® WeE then, you should have let the straw wait.’

,®SoI'have.’':'
* But where are the men ?

’

‘ Eive are making compote’ (he meant compost) ‘ and
four are turning the oats over. They might begin

sprouting, Constantine Bmitrich.’

Levin understood very well that ‘ might begin sprout-

ing ’ meant that the English seed-oats were already

spoiling. Here again his orders had not been obeyed.
‘ Oh dear, didn’t I speak about it long ago in Lent. . .

‘ Don’t worry, it will aU be done in good time.’

Levin waved his hand angrily and went to the bam to

look at the oats ; then he came back to the stable. The
oats were not yet spoEt, but the men were turning them
over with shovels whereas they should have let them
run down from the loft. Levin ordered them to do this,

told oS two of the men to help sow the clover, and got

over his vexation with the foreman. Indeed, the day was
so beautiful one could not long remain angry.

‘ Ignat I
’ he called to the coachman, who with sleeves

rolled up was washing a carriage at the pump, ‘ saddle

me . .

‘Which, sir ?
’

‘Oh, Kolpik.’

‘Yes, sir.’

While the horse was being saddled Levin again called

the steward, who was hanging about within sight, in

order to make it up with him, and began to talk about

the spring work that lay before them and his plans for

the estate.
‘ Carting manure must be started early so that it should

be over before the first hay harvest, and the far field wOl

have to be ploughed continually so as to keep the earth

clean. We must bice labour for the hay harvest and not

pay in kind.’

The foreman listened attentively and evidently tried,

to approve of his master’s plans : but his face stfil wore

that hopeless and despondent expression so familiar to

Levin. This expression seemed to say, ‘ That’s all very

well, but it will be as God wEls.’

Nothing mortified Levin so much as, this manner,

but it was one common to all the numerous stewards

he had employed. They all took up the same attitude
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toward his plans, and therefore he now no longer grew
angry with them, but he was grieved, feeling all the more
stimulated to resist this, so to say, elemental force for

which he could jfind no other name but ‘ as God wills,*

which always obstructed him.
‘ We’ll see if we can manage it !

’ said the steward.

‘Why should you not manage it ?
’

* We must have at least fifteen more labourers ; but
you see they don’t come. Some came to-day, but they

wanted seventy roubles each for the summer.’
Levin was silent. That force was opposing him again.

He Imew that try as they would they had never managed
to get more than from thirty-seven to forty labourers at

the proper price. Forty could be hired, but never more
than forty. Yet all the same he could not but continue

the struggle.
‘ Send to Sury and to Chefirovka, if they don’t come.

We must try and find men.’
‘I’U send right enough,’ said Vasily Fedorich, the

steward, despondently. ‘ But the horses too are getting

weak.’

‘We will buy some more. But don’t I know,’ he

added laughing, ‘ that you always want less of everything

and worse ? However, this year I will not let you have
your way. I’U see to everything myself.’

‘You don’t sleep much as it is, I think. It’s always
pleasanter for us when the master’s eye is on us. . .

‘ Then it’s down in the Birch VaUey that they are

sowing the clover ? I’ll ride over and see,’ said Levin,
mounting the little light bay horse, Kolpik, which the

coachman had brought.
‘ You won’t be able to cross the streams, Constantine

Dmitrich,’ the coachman caUed out.
‘ Well then, I’U go through the forest.’

And Levin rode across the muddy yard and out of the
gate into the field at a brisk amble, his fresh little horse
snorting at the puddles and puUing at the bridle.

If he had felt light-hearted in the cattle and farm yards,
he felt stiU more so in the fields. Gently swayed by the
ambling pace of his good little horse, and drinking in the
warm smeU with the freshness of snow and air in it, he
rode through the forest over the crumbling sinking snow
that melted at each footstep, and rejoiced at the sight of
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each one of hk trees with its swelling buds and the moss
reviving on its bark. When he had passed the forest, a
vast expanse of velvety green unroUed before him without

a single bare spot, and only sprinkled here and there in

the hollows with patches of unmelted snow. He was
not irritated either by the sight of a peasant’s horse and
colt treading down the young growth (he told a peasant

he met to drive them off), nor by the jeering and stupid

answer the peasant, Ipat, whom he happened to meet,

gave Mm in reply to his question

;

^ Wen, Ipat, wil it soon be time to sow ?
’

‘We must plough first, Constantine Dmitrich,’ said Ipat.

The further he went the happier he felt, and all sorts

of plans for Ms estate, each better than the last, presented
themselves to him : to plant rows of willows with a
southern aspect on all the fields, so that the snow should

not remain long under them ; to divide the fields, tilling

six and keeping three under grass ; to build a new cattle-

yard at the further end of the field ; to dig a pond, and
to make folds for the cattle for manuring purposes. Then
he would have three hundred desyatinas of wheat, one
hundred of potatoes, and one hundred and fifty of clover,

and not a single desyatina exhausted.

Dreaming such dreams, carefully guiding his horse so

as not to trample down his young growth, he rode up to

the labourers who were sowing the clover. The cart

with the seed was standing not on the border but in a
field of winter-wheat, which was being out up by the

wheels and trampled by the horse’s feet. Both the

labourers were sitting on the narrow strip between the

fields, probably sharing a pipe of tobacco. The earth in

the cart with which the seeds were mixed was not rubbed
fine, but was pressed or frozen into lumps. On seeing

the master the labourer Vasily moved toward the cart,

and MisM5:a began to sow. This was not right, but Levin
seldom got angry with the hired men. When Vasily

came up Levin told Mm to take the cart and horse on
to the border.

‘ It won’t matter, sir, the wheat will recover.’

'Please don’t argue,’ said Levin, ‘but do as you are

told.’

‘Yes, sir,’ answered Vasily, and took hold of the

horse’s head.
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‘ But the somug, Constantine Dmitrich, is getting on
fixst-rate,* he said making up to the master. ‘ Only the

walking is dreadful. You drag haK a hundredweight cn
your boots.’

‘ And why has not the earth been sifted ? ’ said Levin,
‘ Oh, but we crumble it up,’ said Vasily, taking a

handfii and rubbing the earth between his palms.

Vasily was not to blame that they had given him
unsifted earth, but still it was annoying.

Having more than once successfully tested a patent

remedy for conquering vexation and making ail that

seemed wrong right again. Levin employed it now. He
looked at the strides Mishka took dragging the enormous
lumps of earth that stuck to his feet, dismomited, took
the seed-basket from Vasily, and prepared to sow.

‘ Where did you stop ?
’

Vasily pointed to a mark with his foot and Levin
began scattering the seeds and earth as best he could.

It was hard walking, and having done a row Levin, wet
with perspiration, stopped and gave back the basket.

‘Mmd, sir, and don’t scold me for this row when
summer comes,’ said Vasily.

‘ Why ? ’ said Levin merrily, feeHng that his remedy
was acting well.

‘ Oh, you’d see when the summer comes. You’ll

distinguish it. You just look where I sowed last spring,

how regularly I scattered it over. Why, Constantine
Dmitrich, I don’t think I could try harder if I was working
for my own father. I don’t like to do things badly myself,

and I see that others don’t. What’s good for the

master is good for us too. When one looks over there

it makes one’s heart rejoice,’ said Vasily, pointing to

the field.

‘ A fine spring, isn’t it, Vasily ?
’

‘ It’s a spring such as the old men don’t remember.
I’ve been home, and my old father also has sown three

measures of wheat. They say it has caught up the rye.’
‘ And have you been sowing wheat long ?

’

‘ Why, it was you who taught us to sow it. The year
before last you gave me a bushel of seed yourself. We
sowed a quarter of it and sold the rest.’

‘Well, mind and rub the lumps,’ said Levin, going up
to his horse, ‘ and keep an eye on Mishka, and if the clover
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comes up well you shall have fifty kopeks for each
desyatina,’

‘ Thauk you kindly. We are very grateful to you as

it is/'

Levin mounted his horse and rode to the field where
clover had been sown the year before, and to another

which was deeply ploughed and ready for sowing the

spring wheat.

The clover was coming on splendidly. It was already

reviving and steadily growing green among last year’s

wheat stubbie. The horse sank into the ground up to

its pasterns and drew each foot out of the half-thawed
earth with a smacking noise. It was quite impossible

to ride over the deeply-ploughed field ; the earth bore
only where there was still a little ice, and in the thawed
furrows, the horse’s legs sank right in. The ploughed
land was in excellent condition ; it would be possible

to harrow and sow it in a couple of days. Everything
was beautiful and gay. Levin rode back by the way
that led across the streams, hoping that the water would
have gone down, and he did manage to ford the stream,

scaring two ducks in so doing. ‘There must be some
snipe too,’ he thought, and just at the turning to his

house he met the keeper, who confirmed his supposition.

Levin rode on at a trot, so as to have dinner and get his

gun ready for the evening,

CHAPTER XIV

As Levin, in the highest spirits, was nearing the house

he heard the sound of a tinkling bell approaching the

main entrance.

‘Why, that must be some one from the station,’ he
thought. ‘ They would just have had time to get here

from the Moscow train. Who is it ? Can it be brother

Nicholas ? He did say, “ Perhaps I’ll go to a watering-

place, or perhaps I’ll come to you.” ’ For a moment he
felt frightened and disturbed lest his brother’s presence

should destroy the happy frame of mind that the spring

had aroused in him. But he was ashamed of that feel-

ing, and immediately, as it were, opened out his spiritual

arms and with tender joy expected, and now hoped with
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his whole soul, that it was his brother. He touched up
his horse and, having passed the acacia trees, saw a hired

three-horse sledge coming from the station and in it a
gentleman in a fur coat. It was not his brother. ‘ Gh,

only it*s some nice fellow with whom one can have a

talk,’ he thought. ‘ Ah,’ he cried, joyfully lifting both
arms, ‘ here’s a welcome guest I Wei, I am glad to see

you !
’ he exclaimed, recognizing Oblonsky.

‘ I shal know now for certain whether she is married
or when she wli be,’ thought Levin.

And on this lovely day he felt that the memoiy of her

did not hurt him at aU.
‘ You did not expect me, eh ? ’ said Oblonsky, getting

out of the sledge with mud on his nose, cheek, and
eyebrows, but beaming with cheerfulness and health.
‘ I have come to see you, that’s one thing,’ he said,

embracing and kissing Levin, ‘ to get some shooting,

that’s two, and to sell the Ergushevo forest, that’s three.’

‘That’s grand! and what a sping we are having!
How did you manage to get here in a sledge ?

’

* It would have been worse stil on wheels, Constantine

Dmitrich,’ said the driver, whom Levin knew.
‘WeU, I am very, very glad to see you,’ said Levin

with a sincere smle, joyful as a child’s.

He showed his guest into the spare bedroom, where
Oblonsky’s things, his bag, a gun in a case, and a satchel

With cigars, were also brought, and leaving him to wash
and change Levin went to the office to give orders about
the ploughing and the clover. Agatha Mikhaylovna,
always much concerned about the honour of the house,

met him in the hal with questions about dinner.
‘ Do just as you please, only be quick,’ he said and went

out to see the steward.

When he returned, Oblonsky, fresh and clean, with hair

brushed, and face radiant with smiles, was just coming
out of his room, and they went upstairs together.

^
‘ How glad I am to have come to you ! Now I shall

be able to understand what the mysteries you perpetrate
here consist of. But, seriously, I envy you. What a

house, and everything so splendid, so light, so gay !

’

said Oblonsky, forgetting that it was not always spring

and bright weather there, as on that day.
‘ And your nurse

!
quite charming ! A pretty house-
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maid with a little apron would be preferable
; but with

your severe and monastic style this one is more suitable.’

Oblonshy had much interesting news to tell, and one
item of special interest to Levin was that his brother,

Sergius Ivanich, intended to come and stay in the country

with him that summer.
Not a word did Oblonsky say about Kitty or about

any of the Shcherbatskys
; he only delivered greetiogs

from his wife. Levin was grateful to him for his delicacy

and was very glad of his visit. As usual during his solitude

a mass of thoughts and feelings he could not express to

those around had collected in his mind, and now he
poured out to Oblonsky the poetic joy of spring, his

failures, his plans concerning the estate, his thoughts

and remarks about the books he had read, and especially

the idea of his own book, the basis of which, though he

did not notice it himself, was a criticism of aU previous

works on agriculture. Oblonsky, always pleasant and
quick at understanding everything from a hint, was
specially pleasant on this visit ; there was a new trait

in him which Levin noticed and was flattered by—a kind

of respect and a sort of tenderness toward him. The
eflorts of Agatha Mikhaylovna and the cook to make the

< dinner specially nice resulted only in both the hungry
friends sitting down to a snack and having to appease

i their hunger with hors d^mnvres of bread and butter,

1 smoked goose, and pickled mushrooms, and in Levin’s
' ordering the soup to be served without waiting for the

pasties with which the cook intended to astonish the
' visitor. But Oblonsky, though used to veiw diflerent

t dinners, found everything delicious ; the herb brandy, the

i
bread and butter, and especially the smoked goose and
pickled mushrooms, the nettle soup and the fowl with

i
melted-butter sauce, the Crimean white wine—everything

j

was delicious, everything was excellent.

3
‘ Splendid, splendid !

’ he said, lightmg a thick cigarette

I
after the joint. ‘ I seem to have come to you as one

I

I lands from a noisy steamer on to a peaceful shore. So
you maintain that the labourer should be studied as one
of the factors which should decide the choice of agricul- ^

tural methods ? You know I am quite an outsider m
I

these matters, but I should think this theory and its

I
application ought to influence the labourer too.’
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* Yes, but wait a bit, I am not talking about political
|

economy but about the science of agriculture. It

should resemble the natural sciences and should examine
existing phenomena, including the labourer with his

economic and ethnographic . .

At that moment Agatha Mikhaylovna came in with
some jam.

‘ Ah, Agatha Mikhaylovna,’ said Oblonsky, kissing the

tips of his plump fingers; ‘what smoked goose you
have, what herb brandy ! . . . But what d’you think,

Constantine, is it not time ? ’ he added.
Levin glanced out of the window at the sun which was

setting behind the bare trees of the forest.
‘ High time, high time ! Kuzma, tell them to harness

the trap,’ he said, and ran downstairs.

Oblonsky went down and himself carefully took the

canvas cover ofi the varnished case, opened it, and set

to work to put together his valuable gun, which was of

the newest type.

Kuzma, already scenting a substantial tip, did not
leave Oblonsky for a moment. He put on his stockings

and his boots for him, and Oblonsky willingly allowed him
to do so.

‘Constantine, please leave word that if the dealer

Byabinin comes (I told him to come here to-day) they
should ask him in and let him wait.*

‘ Are you selling the forest to Byabinin ?
*

‘ Yes. Do you know him V
‘ Of course I know him. I have had dealings with him,

positively and finally.’

Oblonsky laughed. ‘Positively and finally’ were the
dealer’s favourite words.

‘ Yes, he does speak very funnily.
„
She knows where

the master is going,’ he added, patthag Laska, who was
whming and jumping round Levin, now licking his hand,
now his boots and h& gun.
The trap was standing at the door when they went out.
‘ I told them to harness though it is not far, but if

you like we can walk V
‘ No, let us drive,’ said Oblonsky, stepping up into the

trap,^ He sat down, wrapped a rug round his legs, and

1 The trap was a long Tehide something like a jaunting-car, but with four
wheels.
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lit a cigar* ‘ How is it you don’t smoke ? A cigar is

such a . . « not exactly a pleasure, but the crow^i and
sign of pleasure. Ah, this is life! How deb’ghtful

!

This is how I should like to live.’

VBut who prevents you ? ’ Levin remarked, smiling.
‘ No—you are a lucky fellow ! You have got ah you

are fond of* You like horses—^you have them; hounds

—^you have them ; shooting—^you get it ; farming—^you

get it too.’

‘ Perhaps it is because I am glad of what I get, and
don’t grieve about what I haven’t,’ said Levin, thinking

of Kitty.

Oblonsky understood and looked at him but said

nothing.

Levin was grateful to Oblonsky because, with his

usual tact, noticing that Levin was afraid of talking

about the Shcherbatskys, he avoided mentioniug them

;

but now Levin wanted to find out about the matter that

tormented him, and yet feared to speak of it.

* Well, and how are your affairs 1 ’ he asked, recollecting

how wrong it was of him to be thinking only of his own
concerns.
Oblonsky’s eyes began to sparkle merrily*
‘ But you don’t admit that one may want a roll while

one gets regular rations, you consider it a crime ; and I

don’t believe in life without love,’ he answered, under-

standing Levin’s question in his own way. ‘ How can

I help it ? I am made that way. And really so little

harm is done to anyone, and one gets so much
pleasure . .

‘ Is there anything new then ? ’ inquired Levin.
* There is ! Well, you know Ossian’s type of woman

—

such as one sees in a dream ? Well, there are such women
in reality, and these women are terrible. Woman, you
see, is an object of such a kind that study it as much as

you wiU, it is always quite new.’
* In that case, better not study them.’
‘ Oh, no ! Some mathematician has said pleasure lies

not in discovering truth but in seeking it.’

Levin listened in silence, but in spite of ah his efforts

he could not enter into his friend’s soul and understand

his feeling, nor the delight of studying women of that

kind.
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CHAPTER XV

The place where they were going to shoot was not far

away, by a stream among young aspen trees. When
they had reached the wood Levin got down and led

Oblonsky to the comer of a mossy and marshy glade,

already free from snow. He himself went to a forked

birch on the other side and, leaning his gun against the

fork of the lower branch, took off his coat, tightened

his girdle, and tried whether he could move his arms
freely.

The old grey-haired Laska, following close on his heels,

sat down warily in front of him and pricked up her ears.

The sun was setting behind the forest, and the little

birches interspersed among the aspen trees stood out

clearly against the evening glow with their drooping

branches and their swollen buds ready to burst into leaf.

From the thicket, where the snow had not all melted,

the water still flowed in branching streamlets with a

gentle rippling sound. Small birds chirped and now and
then flew from tree to tree.

In the intervals of profound silence last year’s leaves

were heard rustling, set in motion by the thawing of the
earth and the growth of the grass.

‘ Just fancy ! One can hear and see the grass growing,’

thought Levin, as he noticed a wet slate-coloured aspen
leaf move close to the point of a blade of grass. He
stood listening, and gazing down now on the wet mossy
ground, now at the attentive Laska, now at the sea of

bare tree-tops stretched out before him at the foot of

the hill, and now at the darkening sky streaked with
fleecy clouds. A hawk flew leisurely past, high above the
distant forest; another followed in the same direction

and vanished. In the thicket the birds chirped louder
and louder and more eagerly. A tawny owl hooted near
by, and Laska started, took a few careful steps, and with
her head on one side again listened intently. A cuckoo
called beyond the river. It called twice in its usual note,
then hoarsely and hurriedly and got out of time.

‘ Fancy a cuckoo already !
’ said Oblonsky, appearing

from behind a bush.
‘ Yes, I heard,’ answered Levin, so reluctant to disturb
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;
the silence of the wood that his own voice sounded un-
pleasant to Mm. * They won’t be long now,’
Oblonsky 8 figure agam disappeared behind the bush,

and Levm only saw the flare of a match, followed by the
red glow of a cigarette and a spiral of blue smoke.

Click 1 click ! Oblonsky cocked his gun.
‘ And what’s that^ screaming ? ’ he asked, drawing

Leyin s attention to a long-drawn cry like the high-pitched
whmny of a colt m play ^

,

‘ Don’t you Imow v It’s a male hare. But stop
. talJpng

! ^

Listen, they re coming !
’ Levin almost shoutecL

cooking ills gun. ’

They heard a shrin whistle in the distance, and after
the two seconds interval so familiar to sportsmen, another
foEowed, and then a third, and after the third whistle
came a cry.

Levin looked to the right and to the left, and there
. before him against the duU Eght-blue sky, over the lower
; branches of the aspen tops, appeared the flying birds

j

They were flying straight toward him; the near sound
of their cry—something Eke the sound made when tightlv

. stretched cloth is steadEy tom—seemed close to his ears •

the long beak and neck of a bird were quite visible, and
!

just as Levin took aim a red flash came from behind the
bush where Oblonsky was standing and the bird descended

I

like an arrow and then fluttered up again. Another •

I
flash, foEowed by a report, and the bird, flapping its wings

'

as if trying to keep up in the air, remained stationary for
a moment and then with a heavy thud feE on the swampy

^
ground,

*
‘ Can I have missed ? ’ cried Oblonsky, who could not

I Bee through the smoke.
‘ Here it is !

’ answered Levin, pointing to Laska, who
with one ear erect, wagging her flufiy, high-arched
tail, steppmg slowly as if to prolong the pleasure and
seemmg almost to smile, brought the dead bird to her
master. ‘Wefl, I’m glad you got it,’ said Levin, and
while he spoke he was already experiencing a feehn*:^ of
envy at not having killed the bird himself.

""

‘A wretched miss with the right barrel,’ replied
Oblonsky, reloading. ‘Hush . . . coming !

’

Indeed, they heard two shrill whistles quicMy following
each other. Two snipe, playing and racing one another.
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whistling but not crying, flew almost over the sportsmen^s

heads. Then there were four reports, the birds took a

swift turn like swallows and vanished from sight.

The shooting was splendid. Oblonslsy brought down
two more birds, and Levin brought down two, of which
one was not recovered. It began to get dark. Through
the young birches, Venus bright and silvery was already

shining with her delicate glitter low down in the west,

and high up in the east flickered the red fire of the dim
Arcturus. Above his head Levin found, and again lost,

stars of the Great Bear. The snipe had ceased flying;

but Levin decided to stay until Venus, which he could

see underneath a branch, should rise above it ^ and all

the stars of the Great Bear should be visible.

Venus had risen above the branch and the car of the

Great Bear as well as its shafts showed clearly against the

dark blue sky, but he stiU waited.
‘ Is it not time to go ? * asked Oblonsky.

It was quite quiet in the wood, not a bird stirred.
‘ Let’s stay a little longer,* answered Levin.
‘ As you please.’

They were now standing some fifteen yards apart.
‘ Stiva !

’ said Levin suddenly and unexpectedly ;
* why

don’t you teU me whether your sister-in-law is married,

or when she will be ?
*

Levin felt so strong and calm that he thought the

answer, whatever it might be, could not agitate him,

but he did not at all expect the reply Oblonsky gave him.
‘ She has not thought, and is not thinking, of getting

married, but she is very ill and the doctors have sent her

abroad. They are even afraid for her life.’

‘ You don’t mean it !
’ exclaimed Levin. * Very iH ?

What’s the matter with her ? How did she ? .
.’

While they were talking Laska, pricking her ears,

kept looking up at the sky and then reproachfully at

..them.
‘ What a time they have chosen to talk,’ thought she.

* And there it comes flying. . . . Just so, here it is.

They’ll miss it. . .
.’

1 Tolstoy seems to have made a slip. Being in the west Venus would be
Betting, not rising.
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But at that moment both men heard a shrill whistle

that seemed to smite on their ears ; they both seized theh

guns, and there were two flashes and two reports at the

same moment. The woodcock that was flying high up
instantly folded its wings and fell into the thicket, bending

down the thin young shoots.

‘ That’s good I It belongs to both !
’ cried Levin, and

ran into the thicket with Laska to look for the bird.

‘ Oh I but there was something unpleasant I
’ he thought.

‘Yes, of course, Kitty is HI I But what can I do ? I

am very sorry,’ he thought. ‘ Pound ? good d^g I
’ he

said, taking the warm bird from Laska’s mouth and
putting it into his weU-filled game-bag.

‘We’ve found it, Stiva ! ’he shouted.

CHAPTER XVI

On their way home Levin inquired the particulars of

Kitty’s ilhiess and of the Shcherbatskys’ plans, and though

he would have been ashamed to confess it, what he heard

was agreeable to him. It was agreeable because there

was still hope for him, and even more because she was

Buflering, she who had made him sufler so much. But
when Oblonsky began to speak of what caused Kitty’s

illness and to mention Vronsky’s name, Levin interrupted

him:
‘ I have no right whatever to know such family details,

and frankly I am not interested in them either.’

Oblonsky gave a scarcely perceptible smile on noticing

the quick change, so familiar to him, in Levin’s face,

which became as gloomy as it had been bright a moment
before.

‘Have you finally settled with Ryabinin about the

forest ?’ asked Levin.

‘Yes, I have. I’m getting a splendid price for it:

thirty-eight thousand roubles ; eight at once, and the rest

to be paid within six years. I have been bothering

about it a long time. No one would give more.’
‘ The fact is you are giving the forest away,’ said Levin

moodily.
‘ VHiy giving away ? ’ said Oblonsky with a good-
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natured smile, knowing well that everything would now
seem wrong to Levin.

‘Because the forest is worth at least five hundred
roubles a desyatina,’ replied Levin.

‘ Oh, you country gentlemen !
’ said Oblonsky jokingly.

‘ And your tone of contempt for us poor townfolk I . . *

But when it comes to getting business done, we do it

better than anyone. Believe me, I have reckoned it all

out,’ continued he, ‘ and have sold the forest so well

that I am afraid he may change his mind. You know
it’s not timber but, for the most part, only fit for

fuel,’ said he, hoping by this remark finally to^ convince

Levin of the injustice of his suspicions. ‘ And it will not

yield more than ten sazhens ^ of wood to the desyatina

. . . and he is paying me at the rate of two hundred
roubles.’

Levin smiled contemptuously. ‘ I know this manner,’

he thought, ‘not his only, but all townsmen’s, who visit

the country two or three times in ten years, get hold of

two or three expressions, use them in and out of season,

and are firmly convinced they know everything.

“Timber,” and “yield ten sazhens.” He uses these

words but understands nothing about the business.’
‘ I should not try to teach you the things you scribble

about at your office,’ he said, ‘ but in case of need would
come to you for advice about them, but you are firmly

convinced that you understand all this forest lore. It

is not easy ! Have you counted the trees ?
’

‘ How can one count the trees ? ’ said Oblonsky, still

anxious to dispel his friend’s ill-humour.

* “ Count grains of sand, and planets’ rays,

E’en though a lofty mind were able . . .
” ’

‘ Well, Ryabinin’s lofty mind is able to do it. And no
dealer -v^ ever buy without first counting, unless the
forest is given to him for nothing, as you are doing. I

know your forest. I go shooting there every year, and
it is worth five hundred roubles a desyatina cash down,
and he is paying you two hundred on long term. That
means that you have made him a present of about
thirty thousand roubles.’

1 Fuel-wood is sold by the sazhen.
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‘Come, don’t get so carried away,’ said Oblonsky
piteously. ‘ Why did no one offer more ?

’

. ‘Because he and the other dealers are in league, and

he has bought them off. I have had dealings with them
all, and I know them. They are not genuine dealers, but

sharks. He would not consider a deal which would bring

him in ten or fifteen per cent. ; he waits till he can buy

at a fifth of the value.’

‘ Oh, come ! You are down in the dumps to-day.’

‘Not at a!,’ said Levin gloomily, just as they drove

up to the house.

At the porch stood a little cart strongly bound with

leather and iron, and to the cart was harnessed a weU-fed

horse with broad, tightly-stretched straps. In the cart

sat Ryabidn’s clerk (who also performed a coachman’s

duties), his skin tightly stretched over his full-blooded

face and his belt drawn tight. Ryabinin himself was
already in the house and met the two friends in the hall.

He was a tali, spare, middle-aged man, with a moustache,

a prominent shaven chin, and prominent dim eyes. He
wore a long-skirted blue coat with buttons very low down
at the back, high boots drawn quite straight over the

calves of his legs and crinkled round the ankles, and over

them he had on a pair of large goloshes. He wiped his face

all round with his handkerchief, and smoothing his coat,

which was already quite in order, smilingly greeted the

new arrivals. He held out his hand to Oblonsky as if he

were trying to catch something.
‘ Oh, so you have come,’ said Oblonsky taking his

hand. ‘ That’s right 1
’

‘ I dared not disobey your Excellency’s commands,
though the roads are quite too bad. I have literally

had to walk aU the way, but I have arrived in time. . .

‘ Constantine Dmitrich, my respects to you I
’ he said

turning to Levin and trying to catch his hand too. But
Levin, frowning, pretended not to see the hand, and began

taking the snipe out of the game-bag.

‘You have been pleased to amuse yourself with

shooting ? What kind of bird may that be ? ’ added
Ryabinin, looking contemptuously at the snipe. ‘ Some-

thing tasty ? ’ and he shook his head disapprovingly

as if much doubting whether this game were worth the

candle.
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* Would you like to go into my study ? ’ said Levin,

frowning moodily, and addressing Oblonsky in French.
‘ Go into the study, you can talk things over there.*

‘That would do Tery well,—or wherever you like,’

remarked Ryabinin with contemptuous dignity, as if to

show them that though others might find it difficult to

know how to behave with different people, yet for him
no difficulty of any kind could ever exist.

On entering the study Ryabinin looked round by force

of habit as though to find the icon, but after finding it

he did not cross himself. He glanced at the book cup-

boards and book-shelves with the same look of doubt as

he had bestowed on the snipe, smiled contemptuously, and
again shook his head disapprovingly, decidedly refusing

to admit that this game could be worth the candle.
‘ Well, have you brought the money ? ’ asked Oblonsky,

‘ Take a seat.’
‘ There won’t be any difficulty about the money. I’ve

come to see you and to talk matters over.’
‘ Talk what matters over ? But do take a seat.’

‘ I can do that,’ said Ryabinin, sitting down and putting

his arm on the back of his chair in a most uncomfortable

way. ‘ You must let me off something, Prince. You’re
wronging me. As to the money, it is all ready to the last

kopek. There will be no delay about the money.’
Levin, who had been putting away his gun in a cup-

board, was just going out of the door, but on hearing the

dealer’s words he stopped.

‘As it is you are getting the forest for next to

nothing,’ he said. ‘ He came to me too late, else I would
have fixed the price.’

Ryabinin rose and smiled silently, surveying Levin
from his feet to his head.

‘He is very close, is Constantine Dmitrich,’ he said,

addressing Oblonsky with a smile. ‘ It’s absolutely

impossible to buy anything of him. I’ve been bargaining
with him for wheat and offering a good price,’

‘ Why should I give you what is mine for nothing ?

I have not found it on the ground nor stolen it.’

‘ Oh dear no, nowadays it is quite impossible to steal

Absolutely everything nowadays goes before a jury,

everything is judged honourably, there’s no possibility

of stealing. We speak honestly. It’s too much for
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the forest, there’s no making any profit on it. I am
asking to have something knocked oft, if only a trifle,’

‘ Well, have yon settled the business or not ? If you
have, there’s no us© bargaining, but if not,’ said Levin,
‘ I will buy the forest myself.’

The smile vanished from Byabinin’s face, which assumed

a hawk-like, rapacious, and cruel expression. With his

bony fingers he rapidly unfastened his coat, exposing his

braided shirt, the brass buttons of his waistcoat, and a
^atch-chain, and quickly took out a thick old pocket-

book.

‘If you please, the forest is mine,’ he said, rapidly

crossing himself and holding out his hand. ‘ Take your
money, the forest is mine. That’s the way Byabinin
does business, no fussing about kopeks,’ he said, frowning

and flourishing his pocket-book,
‘ If I were you I should not be in a hurry to take it,’

remarked Levin.
‘ What d’you mean ? ’ said Oblonsky with surprise.

* Why, I’ve given my word,’

Levin went out and slammed the door. Byabinin

looked at it and smiled, shaking his head.
‘ That’s all his youthfulness, his absolute childishness.

Why, I am making this purchase, beHeve me, just for the

honour and glory of the thing, so that it should be

Byabinin and not another that has bought Oblonsky’s

forest. But it’s still a question whether by God’s mercy

I can make a profit. Believe me, before God ! Please,

sir, the agreement must be written . ,

An hour later the dealer, with his coat well lapped over,

the hooks of his overcoat carefully fastened, and with

the agreement in his pocket, seated himself in his little

cart and drove home.
‘ Oh, these gentlefolks !

* he remarked to his clerk,

while hooking up the leather apron of the cart, ‘ regular

objects !

’

‘ But may I congratulate you on the purchase, Michael

Ignatich ?
’

‘WelLwefi../
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CHAPTER XVII

Oblonsky went upstairs, his pockets bulging with the

treasury-bills payable in three months* time with which
Ryabinin had paid him. The forest transaction was
completed, he had the money in his pocket, the shooting

had been jfine, Oblonsky was in the best of spirits, and
therefore aU the more anxious to dispel Levin’s ill-humour.

3Se wanted to finish the day at supper as pleasantly as he

had begun it.

Levin really was in a bad humour, and in spite of his

desire to behave kindly and amiably to his ohaiming

guest he could not master himself. The intoxication of

the news that Kitty was not married was beginning little

by httle to take effect on him.

Kitty was unmarried and ill, and ill for love of the man
who had slighted her. This slight seemed to rebound on
him. Vronsky had slighted her and she had slighted

him. Levin. Consequently Vronsky had a right to despise

him and was therefore his enemy. But Levin did not

think aU this. He dimly felt that there was something

insulting to him in the affair, and was angry not with

what had upset him but with everything that presented

itself to him. The stupid sale of the forest, the swindle

Oblonsky had fallen a prey to, which had been per-

petrated in his house, irritated him.
‘ Well, have you finished ? * he said when he met

Oblonsky upstairs. ‘ Will you have some supper ?
*

‘ I won’t say no. What an appetite I get in the country,

wonderful I Why did you not offer Ryabinin something
to eat ?

’

‘ Let him go to the devil I

’

* Well, really, how you treat him !
’ said Oblonsky,

* You did not even give him your hand. Why not shake
hands with him ?

*

‘ Because I do not shake hands with the footman, and
the footman is a hundred times better than he.’

‘What a reactionary you really are! What about
merging the classes ? * said Oblonsky.

‘ Let those who like it merge to their hearts’ content,

but it sickens me.’
‘ I see you are quite a reactionary,’
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®I have really never considered what I am. I am
Constantine Levin, that’s ah.’

I

‘ And Constantine Levin is in a very bad temper,’ said

i' Oblonsky, smiling.

i

‘ Yes, I am in a bad temper, and do you know why ?

i Because, excuse me, of your stupid sale.’

I Oblonsky wrinkled his face good-naturedly, like an
: innocent man who was being hurt and interfered with.

‘ Oh don’t I he said. ‘ When has a man ever sold

anything without being told immediately after that it

I
was worth much more ? But while he is trying to sell

nobody offers him more. . . . Xo, I see you have a
grudge against that unfortunate Ryabinm.’

‘ Maybe I have. And do you know why ? You will

again call me a reactionary or some other dreadful name,
but all the same it vexes and hurts me to see on all sides

! the impoverishment of the viobZesse, to which I too belong

; and to which, in spite of the merging of the classes, I

I
am very glad to belong. . . . And impoverished not from

i
extravagance. That would not matter so much: to

I spend like a nobleman is their business—only the noblesse

I
know how to do it. At present the peasants around here

\
are buying land—that does not pain me. The squire

f does nothing, the peasant works and squeezes out the
* idler. That is as it should be and I am very glad on the

peasant’s account. But it hurts me to see this impoverish-

ment as a result of shall I call it simplicity ? Here a
Polish leaseholder buys for half its value the splendid

estate of a lady who lives in Nice, There land that is

I worth ten roubles a desyatina is leased to a merchant for

I one rouble. And now you, without any reason, have

[
presented that scamp with thirty thousand roubles,’

‘ Then what do you want ? Is one to count every

\ tree V
I

* Certainly count them ! You have not counted them

I
but Ryabinin has ! Ryabinin’s children will have the

I means to Eye and get an education, while yours may not

I
Jqfgive me, but there is something mean in

j

all this . Counting. We have our occupation and they

[
have theirs, and they have to make a profit. An3rway

' the thing is done and there’s an end to it. And here

come the fried eggs, just the way I like them best. And
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Agatha MikhayloYiia will give ns some of that excellent

herb brandy. . ,

Oblonsky sat down to table and began joking with
i

Agatha Mikhaylovna, assuring her that it was long since i

he had had such a dinner and supper as that day.
‘ Weil, you appreciate it at least,’ said Agatha Mikhay-

lovna ;
‘ but Constantine Dmitrich, whatever one gives

him, if it were only a crust of bread, would just eat it

and go away.’
Try as Levin would to control himself, he remained

morose and shent. There was one question he wanted to

put to Oblonsky, but could not bring himself to ask, nor
could he find the form to put it in or the moment to ask
it. When Oblonsky had gone down to his room and, after

again washing, had put on his frilled nightshirt and got

into bed, Levin still lingered in his room talking about
various trifles and unable to ask what he wanted to

know.
‘ What wonderful soap they make 1

’ he said, examining
and unwrapping a cake of scented soap Agatha Mikhay-
lovna had prepared for the visitor, but which Oblonsky
had not used. ‘ Just look, it is quite a work of art.’

* Yes, yes, there are all sorts of improvements in every-
thing now,’ said Oblonsky with a moist and blissful

yawn. ‘In the theatres for instance and all places of
amusement. . . . Oh, oh, oh I ’ he yawned. ‘ Electric
light everywhere. Oh, oh !

’

‘Yes, electric light,’ said Levin. ‘Yes, by the by,
where is Vronsky now ? ’ he asked, suddenly putting down
the soap.

‘ Vronsky ? ’ said Oblonsky, ceasing to yawn. ‘ He is

in Petersburg. He left soon after you did, and has not
been in Moscow once since then. And do you know,
Constantine, I will tell you quite frankly,’ he said, leaning
his elbow on the table by his bed and supporting on his

hand his good-looking, rosy face with its gfittering, kind,
and sleepy eyes, ‘it was your own fault. You were
frightened of a rival. But, as I told you then, I do not
know who had the better chance. Why did you not
make a dash for it ? I told you at the time that . .

He yawned, but only with his jaw, "without opening his
mouth.

‘Does he, or does he not, know that I proposed?*
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tihoaght Levin, looking at him. ‘ Yes, there is something
sly and diplomatic in his face,’ and feeling himself blush,

he gazed in silence straight into Oblonsky’s eyes.

Mf there was anything on her side at that time, it

was only the external attraction,’ continued Oblonsky.
‘ You know his being a perfect aristocrat and his future

position in Society had an effect, not on her but on her
mother.’
Levin frowned. The insult of the refusal he had had

to face burned in his heart like a fresh, newly-received
wound. But he was at home and the walls of home are
helpful.

‘Wait, wait,’ he began, interrupting Oblonsky. ‘You
talk of his being an aristocrat. But I should like to ask
you what is Vronsky’s or anyone else’s aristocracy that

I should be slighted because of it ? You consider Vronsky
an aristocrat. I don’t. A man whose father crawled

i up from nothing by intrigues and whose mother has had
feiations with heaven knows whom. , . . No, pardon
me, I consider myself and people like me aristocrats

:

people who can point back to three or four honourable
generations of their family, all with a high standard of

education (talent and intelligence are a different matter),

who have never cringed before anyone, never depended
on anyone, but have lived as my father and my grand-

father did. I know many such. You consider it mean for

me to count the trees in my wood while you give Byabinin
, thirty thousand roubles ; but you will receive a Govern-

ment grant and I don’t know what other rewards, and
I shan’t, so I value what is mine by birth and labour.

} ... We—and not those who ordy manage to exist by
the bounty of the mighty of this world, and who can be

j
bought for a piece of silver—are the aristocrats.’

i
‘ But whom are you driving at ? I agree with you,’

i
said Oblonsky sincerely and cheerfully, though he felt

I

that Levin ranked bi-m with those who could be bought
for silver. Levin’s vehemence sincerely pleased him.
‘ Whom are you driving at ? Though much of what you

I

say is not true of Vronsky, I am not speaking about
I that. I want to tell you candidly that if I were you, I’d

'

I
come to Moscow now with me, and . .

‘ No ... I don’t know if you knew it or not and I

I

don’t care, but I will tell you ; I proposed and was
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refused, and your sister-in-law (Catlierine Aiexandroyna)

is now only a painful and humiliating memoiy to me.’
‘ Why ? What nonsense I

’

‘ But don’t let us talk about it ! Forgive me, please,

if I have been rude to you,’ said Levin. Now that he

had spoken out he became once more as he had been

in the morning. ‘You are not angry with me, Stiva?

Please don’t be angry,’ he said smiling, and took his hand.

‘Oh no, not at all! There was nothing to be angry

about. I am glad we have had this explanation. And,
do you know, the shooting in the early morning is often

very good. Should we not go? I would not sleep

again after it but go straight from there to the station ?
’

‘ A capital idea !

*

CHAPTER XVIII

Though Vronsky’s whole inner life was absorbed by his

passion, his external life ran unalterably and inevitably

along its former customary rails of social and regimental

connections and interests. The interests of the regiment

occupied an important place in his life, because be was
fond of bis regiment and still more because the regiment

was fond of him. Not only were they fond of him, they

respected him too and were proud of him
:
proud that

this man, with his enormous wealth and excellent educa-

tion and abilities, to whom the road to success of all

kinds gratifying to ambition or vanity lay open, had
disregarded all this, and of all life’s interests had nearest

to his heart those of his regiment and his comrades.
Vronsky was aware of this attitude of his comrades
toward him, and besides liking the Hfe felt bound to

justify their view of him.
It goes without saying that he spoke to none of

them about his love, nor did he betray himself even
in the wildest drinking-bouts (indeed, he never drank so

as to lose all self-control). And he silenced any of his

thoughtless comrades who tried to hint at the liaison.

But in spite of this, his love affair was known to all the

town : eve:^body guessed more or less correctly what his

relations with Anna Karenina were. Most of the young
men envied him just on account of what was most irksome
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In the affair, namely Karenin’s high rank and the con-
seguent prominence of the affair in Society.

The majority of young women, who envied Anna and
had long been weary of hearing her virtues praised, were
pleased at what they guessed, and only waited to be sure
that public opinion had turned before throwing the whole
weight of their scorn at her. They aheady prepared
lumps of mud to pelt her with in due time. Most of the
older people and of those highly-placed regretted this

impending social scandal.

Vronsky’s mother, on hearing of the matter, was at
first pleased, both because in her opinion nothing gave
such finisliing touches to a brilliant young man as an

i
intrigue in the best Society, and also because this Anr>n. .

^ Karenina, who had so taken her fancy and who had
talked so much about her little son, was after all such
as the Countess Vronsky expected all handsome and

j
weU-bred women to be. But latterly she had heard

i that her son had refused a post of importance for his
^

career, merely to remain with his regiment and be able

to see Anna Karenina, and that exalted persons were

I
dissatisfied with him for it, so she changed her opinion.

I

She was also displeased because, from all she heard of it,

this affair was not one of those brilMant, graceful. Society
I liaisons which she approved, but a desperate Werther-

j
like passion which might lead him into doing something

j
fooBsh. She had not seen him since his sudden departure

i

from Moscow, and through her eldest son she sent

[
word to come and see hen^^j

i; The elder brother was also dissatisfied with the younger.

\ He did not distinguish what kind of love it was, great
or small, passionate or passionless, guilty or pure (he
himself, the father of a family, kept a baiiet girl, and was

j

therefore lenient in these matters) ; but he knew that it

I

was a love affair which displeased those whom it is

1
necessary to please, and he therefore disapproved of his

I
brother’s conduct.

Besides his military and social interests Vronsky had
! another one, namely horses, of which he was passionately

i: fond.

I That year there was to be an officers’ steeplechase,
' and Vronsky had put down his name, bought an English

I

thoroughbred mare, and, in spite of his love, was passion-
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ately, thongh restrainedly, concerned about the coming

races.

The two passions did not interfere with one another.

On the contrary he needed an occupation and an interest

apart from his love, in which to refresh himself and find

rest from the impressions which agitated him too violently.

CHAPTER XIX

On the day of the Knasnoe Selo races Vronsky came

earlier than usual to the regimental mess-room to eat

his beefsteak. It was not necessary for him to train

very strictly as his weight was just the regulation eleven-

and-a-half stone, but he had to be careful not to get

fatter and therefore avoided sweets and starchy foods.

He sat waiting with his elbows on the table and his coat

unbuttoned over a white waistcoat, and while waiting

for the beefsteak he had ordered he looked at the pages

of a French novel that lay on his plate. He only looked

at the book in order not to have to talk to the officers

who came in and out of the room while he was thinking.

He thought of Anna, who had promised to meet him

after the races. But he had not seen her for three days

and, as her husband had returned from abroad, he (fid

not know whether she could keep the appointment to-day

or not, and he did not know how to find out. He had

seen her last at his cousin Betsy’s coxmtry house. He
went to the Karenins’ country house ^ as seldom as

possible, but now he meant to go there and was con-

sidering how to do it.

‘ Of course I can say that Betsy sent me to find out

if she -ViM be at the race. Yes, of course I will go,’ he

decided, lifting his eyes fcom the book, and a vivid sense

of the joy of seeing her made his face radiant.

‘ Send to my house and tell them to harness three

horses to the caleche at once,’ he said to the waiter who
had brought him a beefsteak on a hot silver plate ; and

drawing the plate nearer to him he began to eat.

^ It was customary for people wiio had an occupation in a Eussian town
in summer to mke a country house near the town, where the family could

Jive, while those members of it whose occupation was in town could go back-

wards and forwards.
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Prom the neighbouring billiard-room came the click

of balls, talk, and laughter. Two officers appeared at

the entrance door: one with a weak thin face, a young
officer who had just joined the regiment from the Cadet

Corps ?
the other a plump old officer with a bracelet

on his wrist and small eyes sunk in a bloated face*

Vronsky glanced at them, frowned, and, as if he had
not noticed them, turned his eyes on his book and began
to eat and read at the same time.

‘What? Fortifying yourseK for your job?’ asked

the pl^™^P officer taking a seat beside him.
‘ As you see,’ said Vronsky, frowning and wiping his

mouth, without looking at the speaker,
‘ Not afraid of getting fat ? ’ said the other, turning a

:
chair round for the young officer.

‘ What ? ’ said Vronsky frowning, making a grimace

of disgust and showing his regular teeth.

‘Not afraid of getting fat ?

*

i

‘ Waiter, sherry !
’ said Vronsky without replying, and

. moving his book to the other side of his plate he con-

:
tinned to read.

! The plump officer took the wine -list and turned to the

;
young one.

‘ You choose what we shall drink,’ said he, handing

him the list and lookmg at Mm.
‘ Suppose we have some Rhine wine,’ said the young

j one, turning his eyes timidly to Vronsky while his fingers

1 tried to catch hold of his just-budding moustache. Seeing

f that Vronsky did not turn round, he rose.

1 ‘ Let us go into the bjHiard-room,’ he said.

t The plump officer got up obediently and they made
their way toward the door.

At that moment Captain Yashvin, a tall man with a
; jfine figure, entered the room, and having given a con-

i temptuous backward nod to the two officers he came up
i to Vronsky.

‘ Ah, here lie is !
’ he exclaimed, and with his big hand

gave Vronsky a sharp slap on his shoulder-strap. Vronsky
looked up angrily, but his face brightened at once into

;

its characteristic look of quiet, firm kindliness.

I

‘ That is wise, Alexey,’ said the captain in a loud bari-

i
tone, ‘ eat now, and drink one small glass.’

I
* I don’t want to eat.’
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‘ There are the inseparables/ added YashTnij glancing

ironically at the two officers who were jnst going out of

the room. He sat down beside Vronsky, and his legs,

encased in tight riding-breeches, being too long for the

size of the chair, bent at a sharp angle at the hip and
knee-joints. ‘ Why did you not come to the Krasnensky
Theatre last night ?

*

‘ I stayed late at the Tverskoys.’
‘ Ah !

’ said Yashvin.
Yashvin, a gambler, a rake, a man not merely without

principles but with bad principles, was Vronsky’s best

friend in the regiment. Vronsky liked him both for his

extraordinary physical strength, which he chiefly demon-
strated by his ability to drink like a fish and go without

sleep without its making any diflerence to him, and for

the great mental power which was apparent in his relations

with his commanding officers and comrades, who feared

and respected him, and in his card-playing when he
staked tens of thousands of roubles and, in spite of what
he drank, always with such skill and decision that he
was considered the best player in the English Club.

Vronsky respected and liked Yashvin, particularly because

he felt that the latter Mked him, not for his name and
money but for himself. Among all the people Vronsky
knew Yashvin was the only one to whom he would have
liked to talk about his love. He felt that Yashvin,
though apparently despising all emotion, was the only

one who could understand the power of the passion that

now fined his whole life. Besides, he felt sure that

Yashvin certainly found no pleasure in gossip and scandal,

and understood his feeling in the right way—that is,

knew and believed that this love was not a joke or an
amusement, but something more serious and important.

Vronsky did not talk to him of his love, but was aware
that he knew afi about it and understood it rightly,

and it was pleasant to him to read this in Yashvin’s
eyes.

‘ Ah, yes !
’ he said when he heard that Vronsky had

been at the Tverskoys ; his black eyes sparkled and
he began twisting his left moustache round into his

mouth—a bad habit he had.
* WeU, and what were you doing last night ? Winning ?

*

asked Vronsky.
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PART IIrCHAPTEB XX
* Eight thousand. But three of them doubtful, I do

aot expect he will pay up.’

‘ Weil, then, you can afford to lose on me,’ said Vronsky,

laughing. (Yashvin had staked heavily on Vronsky.)
‘ I am sure not to lose. Makhotin is the only dangerous

one.’ The conversation turned to the forecast of the

day’s race, the only subject Vronsky could now think

about.

‘Let us go. I have finished,’ said Vronsky, and he

rose and moved toward the door. Yashvin rose also

and stretched his great legs and long back,
‘ It is too early for me to dine, but I must have a drink.

I will come in a minute. Hallo, wine !
’ he cried in his

loud voice, which was so famous at drill, and here made
the glasses tremble. ‘ Ho, I do not want any,’ he shouted
again. * You are going home and I’ll go with you.’

And he and Vronsky went out together.

CHAPTER XX

Veoitsky had his quarters in a roomy, clean, Einnish

peasant cottage, divided in two by a partition. Here in

camp also, Petritsky lived with him. Petritsky was
asleep when Vronsky and Yashvin entered.

‘ Get up, you’ve slept enough I
’ said Yashvin, stepping

behind the partition and shaking by the shoulder the

dishevelled Petritsky, who lay with his nose buried in

the pillow. Petritsky suddenly sprang to his knees

and looked round.
‘ Your brother has been here,’ he said to Vronsky.

‘ He woke me up, devil take him I , . . He said he would
come back.’ And drawing up his blanket he threw
himself back on his pillow. * Leave me alone, Yashvin I

’

he said angrily to Yashvin, who was pulling the blanket

off him. ‘ Leave off !
’ He turned and opened his eyes,

‘You had better teH me what to drink! I’ve such a
horrid taste in my mouth that . .

‘ Vodka is better than anything,’ said Yashvin in hia

base voice. ‘ Tereshchenko ! Vodka and pickled cucum-
bers for your master !

’ he shouted, evidently enjoying

the sound of his own voice.

‘Vodka, you think, eh?’ asked Petritsky, making a
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face and rubbing his eyes. ‘And will you have a drink?

Let us have a drink together I Vronsky, will you have

a drink ? ’ he added, getting up and wrapping himseif to

the arms in a rug of tiger-skin pattern.

He went to the partition door, held up Ms hands, and
began singing in French,

‘ “ There was a king in Thule I
”

Vronsky, will you have a drink ?
’

‘ Get away !
’ said Vronsky, as he put on the overcoat

his servant had handed him.

‘Where to now?’ asked Yashvin. ‘Here are the

horses,’ he added as he saw the caleche drive up to the

door.'
‘ To the stables, and then I have to go to Bryansky

about the horses,’ said Vronsky.
He had really promised to go to Bryansky’s, who lived

seven miles from Peterhof, and pay him for the horses,

and he hoped to make time to call there too. But his

friends understood at once that it was not only there

that he was going.

Petritsky, still singing, winked his eyes and pouted as

if to say, ‘ We know what sort of Bryansky it is.’

‘ Mind and don’t be late !
’ was all Yashvin said, and

to change the subject he asked, ‘ Is my roan doing well ?
’

looking out of the window at the middle horse, which he
had sold to Vronsky.

‘ Wait !
’ shouted Petritsky to Vronsky, who was already

going out. ‘ Your brother left a letter for you and a note.

Wait ! Where are they ?
’

Vronsky stopped. ‘ Well, where are they ?
’

‘ Where are they ? That is the question !
’ declaimed

Petritsky with solemnity, moving his finger upwards
from his nose.

‘ Come, tell me. This is stupid !
’ said Vronsky, smiling.

‘ I have not lighted the fire. They must be somewhere
here.’

‘ Enough of this ! Where is the letter ?
’

‘ No, really I have forgotten. Or was it a dream ?

Wait, wait. Why get angry ? If you had emptied four
bottles a head as we did last night, you would not know
where you were lying. Wait a bit, I’U remember it

directly,’

Petritsky went behind the partition and lay down on
his bed.
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*Wait! So I lay, and so He stood. Yes, yes, yes. . ,

Here it is !
’ and Petritsky drew the letter from under

tke mattress where He Had put it.

Yronsky took tHe letter and his brother’s note. It

was just what He had expected : a letter from his mother
reproaching him for not having come to see her, and a

note from his brother saying that they must talk things

over. Vronsky knew that it all referred to the same
subject. ‘What business is it of theirs?’ thought he,

and crumpling up the letters he pushed them in between

the buttons of his coat, to be read more attentively on
the way. In the passage he met two officers, one of his

own and one of another regiment.

Vronsky’s quarters were always the haunt of all the

officers.

‘ Where are you going ?
’

‘ I have to go to Peterhof.*
‘ Has the mare come from Tsarskoe ?

’

* Yes, but I have not seen her since she came.’
* They say Makhotin’s Gladiator has gone lame.’

‘ Nonsense ! But how will you manage to ride through

such mud ? ’ said the other officer.

‘ These are the things to restore me I ’ shouted Petritsky

on seeing the new-comers. The orderly stood before him
with vo&a and pickled cucumbers on a tray. ‘ Yashvin

here has ordered vodka to freshen me up.’

‘ Well, you did give it us last night,’ said one of the

new-comers. ‘ You did not let us sleep all night.’

‘ Oh, but how we finished up 1
’ said Petritsky. ‘ Volkov

climbed out on to the roof and said he felt melancholy.

I said, “ Let us have music : a Funeral March I
” And

he fell asleep up there on the roof to the sound of the

Funeral March.’
‘ Drink, you must drink some vodka and then some

seltzer water with plenty of lemon,’ said Yashvin, standing

over Petritsky, like a mother ur^g her child to take its

medicine. ‘ And after that a little champagne, about

, , . a small bottle.*

‘ Now that is reasonable ! Wait, Vronsky, let us have

a drinlc.’

' No, good-bye, gentlemen. I am not drinking to-day.*

‘ Wiy, because of the weight ? Well then, we
drink by ourselves. Let’s have seltzem and lemons.’

*
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!

’ shouted some one as Vronsky was already

‘ What ?
’

‘ You should have your hair cut ; it will he too heaw
especially on the top.’

K
beginning prematurely to get a little

Dai(l He laughed merrily, showing his compact row of
teeth, and drawing his cap over the bald patch, went out
and got into the caleche.

To the stables !
’ he said, and was taking out the letter

to read, but then changed his mind, not wishing to be
upset before examining his horse, ‘ Later wiU do ? *

CHAPTER NXI

The temporary stable, a wooden structure, had been
built close to the racecourse, and it was there his mare
was to have been brought the day before. He had not
yet been to look at her. During these last days he had
not exercised her himself, but had entrusted it to the
trainer, and therefore did not in the least know in what
condition she had arrived or now was. Hardly had he
stepped out of the calbche before his groom, who had
recogm^d it from a distance, had caUed out the trainer.A lean Englishman in top boots and a short jacket, with

• u
beard left under his chin, came to meet hiin

vnth the awkward gait of a jockey, swaying from side to
side with his elbows sticking out.

<
is IVon-iVou ? ’ asked Vronsky in Tlnglfaf.

All nght, sir, came the answer from somewhere inside
the man a throat. ‘ Better not go in,’ he added, touching
his cap. I have put a muzzle on her, and she is fidgetv.
Uetter not go m, it excites the mare.’

^

No, I’ll go in. I want to have a look at her.’
Come along,* said the Englishman frowning andOTeafang as before without opening his mouth. Swayin<»

his elbows Md waling with his loose gait he led the wav!

BiMrt, well-dressed kd m a short and clean jacket, with
*1^®“ ajwi followed them. In
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PART II, GHAPTIE XXI

chestnut, Gladiator, was to have been brought that day
and should be standing there too, Vronsky was even
more anxious to have a look at Gladiator, whom he had
never seen, than at his own mare; but he knew that

horse-racing etiquette not only forbade his seeing it, but

made it improper for him even to ask about it. As he

went along the passage the lad opened the second horse-

box to the left, and Vronsky caught sight of a big chestnut

horse with white legs. He knew it was Gladiator, but

like one who avoids seeing another’s open letter, he turned

and went to Frou-Frou’s box.

‘Here is the horse of Mak . . , Mak ... I never

can pronounce bis name,’ said the Englishman over

his shoulder, pointing with his biack-nailed thumb to

Gladiator’s box.

‘Makhotin’s? Yes, that is my only serious rival,’

said Vronsky.

;

‘ If you were riding him, I would back you,’ said the

Englishman.
; ‘Frou-Frou is the braver, but the other is the more

I
powerful horse,’ said Vronsky, smilmg at the compliment

I
to his riding.

i ‘In a steeplechase everything depends on the riding

< and on pluck,’ said the Englishman.

; Vronsky felt that he not only had enough pluck

\
(that is, energy and courage), but, what is much more

;
important, he was firmly convinced that no one in the

: world could have more pluck than he had.

i
‘Are you quite sure that more training was un-

1 necessary ?
’

T ‘ Quite unnecessary,’ said the Englishman. ‘ Please

5
don’t talk loud. The mare is nervous,’ he added, nodding

i toward the closed horse-box before which they were

I
standing, and from which was heard the trampling of

I hoofs among the straw.

I; He opened the door, and Vronsky entered the box,

i
which was dimly lit by one small window. In the box

j
stood a muzzled dark-bay mare stepping from foot to

f foot among the fresh litter. When he had got used to

I
the dim light of the box, Vronsky again instinctively

j took in at one comprehensive glance all the points of

I
his favourite mare. Frou-Frou was of medium size and

i
by no means free from blemish* She waat slenderly built.
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Her cbest, though well arched, was narrow. Her hind-

quarters tapered rather too much, and her legs, especially

her hind legs, were perceptibly bowed inwards. Neither
fore nor hind legs were particularly muscular, but on the

other hand she was extremely broad in the girth, now
that she was lean from her strict training. Seen from the

front, her canon bones were very fine and sharp, but
unusually wide seen sideways. She appeared all the more
narrow in build because so deep in the breadth. But she

possessed in the highest degree a characteristic which
made one forget all her defects. This was her thorough-

bred quality—the kind of blood that tells, as they say in

English. The muscles, clearly marked beneath the liet-

work of sinews, stretched in the fine, mobile skin, which
was smooth as satin, seemed hard as bone. Her lean

head with the prominent, bright, sparkling eyes, broadened
out to her muzzle with its wide crimson nostrils. Her
whole appearance, more especially about the head, was
spirited yet gentle. She was one of those creatures

who seem as if they would certainly speak if only the

mechanism of their mouths allowed them to.

To Vronsky at any rate it seemed that she understood
all he was feeling whole looking at her.

As soon as Vronsky entered, she drew a deep breath
and, turning her prominent eyes so that their whites
became bloodshot, looked from the other side of the
box at the new-comers, shook her muzzle, and stepped
lightly from foot to foot.

‘ There, you see how nervous she is,’ said the
Englishman.

‘ Oh, you darling !
’ said Vronsky, stepping toward

the horse and soothiog her.

But the nearer he came the more nervous she grew.
Only when he reached her head did she suddenly calm
down, and the muscles under her fine, delicate coat
vibrated. Vronsky stroked her firm neck, adjusted a
lock of her mane that had got on to the wrong side of her
sharply-defined withers and brought his face close to her
dilated nostrils, delicate as a bat’s wing. Her extended
nostrils loudly inhaled and exhaled her breath, and she
set back one of her finely-pointed ears with a start, and
stretched out her black fim lips toward Vronsky, as if

wishing to catch hold of his sleeve. But remembering
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; her muzzle she gave it a jerk, and again began steppiug

i
from one of her finely chiselled feet to the other.

5 " Be t^iet, darling, be q_uiet !
’ he said, again stroking

I
her flank, and left the box with a joyful conviction t^l^at

I
the horse was in the very best condition.

; The mare’s excitement had communicated itseM to

I
Vronsky. He felt that the blood was rushing to his

; heart, and that he, like the horse, wished to move and
to bite ; it was both frightening and joyful.

‘ Well then, I rely on you,* said Vronsky to the English-

man. ‘ You will be on the spot at half-past six.’

All right,’ said the Englishman. ‘ And where are

you going, my lord ? ’ he asked unexpectedly, addressing

him as ‘ my lord,’ which he hardly ever did.

Vronsky raised his head in amazement and looked as

he knew how to, not into the Englishman’s eyes but at

his forehead, surprised at the boldness of the question.

But realizing that the Englishman in asking the question

regarded him not as an employer, hut as a jockey, he

i
replied

:

[

‘ I have to see Bryansky, but I shall be home in an

j
hour.*

f
‘ How often have I been asked that question to-day ?

*

' he thought, and blushed, a thing he rarely did. The

i
Englishman looked at him attentively and, as if he knew

! where he was going, added: ‘The chief thing before a

[
race is to keep cool : don’t be put out or upset.’

i
‘ All right,’ said Vronsky smiling, and jumping into the

I
caliche, he told the coachman to drive to Peterhof.

i
He had not gone many yards before the clouds, which

r had been threatening since morning, broke, and there

was a downpour of rain.
'

‘ This is bad !
’ thought Vronsky, raising the hood of

! the caleehe. ‘ It was muddy before, hut now it will be

I a swamp.’ Sitting alone in the closed caleehe he drew
I out his mother’s letter and his brother’s note and read

I
them through.

j
Yes, it was the same thing over and over again. They

' all, his mother and his brother and everybody, considered

i
it necessary to interfere with his intimate aflairs. This

I interference roused him to anger, a feeling he rarely
' experienced. ‘ What business is it of theirs ? W’^hy does
I everybody consider it his duty to look after me ? And
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why do they bother me ? Because they see it is some*
thing they cannot understand. If it were an ordinary,

empty Society intrigue they would let me alone. They
feel that it is something different, that it is not a game,
and that this woman is dearer to me than life. That is

incomprehensible, and therefore it vexes them. What-
ever our fate is or may be, we have made it and do not
complain of it,’ he said, joining Anna find himself in the

word ‘ we.’ ‘No, they needs must teach us how to live.

They have no conception of what happiness is, and they

do not know that without love there is no happiness or

unhappiness for us, for there would be no life,’ he thought.

He was angry with everybody for their interference,

just because he felt in his soul that they were right. He
felt that the love that united him with Anna was not
momentary infatuation, which would pass, as Society
intrigues do, without leaving any trace in the lives of the
one or the other except pleasant or disagreeable memories.
He felt all the torment of his and her position, all the
difficulties they were surroimded by in consequence of

their station in life, which exposed them to the eyes of the
whole world, obliged them to hide their love, to He and
deceive, and again to He and deceive, to scheme and
constantly think about others while the passion that
bound them was so strong that they both forgot eveiy-
thing but then love.

The recollection of incidents often repeated rose vividly

in his mind, where Hes and deceptions revolting to his

nature had been necessary. He remembered most vividly

having more than once noticed her feeling of shame at the
necessity for this deception and lying. And he experi-

enced a strange feeHng which since his union with Anna
sometimes overcame him. It was a feeling of revulsion
against something, against Karenin, or against himself,

or against the whole world—^he hardly knew which.
But he always drove away this strange feeHng. And
now too, having given himself a shake, he continued the
current of his thoughts

:

‘ Yes, formerly she was unhappy, but proud and calm

;

but now she cannot be calm and digniffed, though she
still seems so. Yes, this must be brought to an end,’ he
decided.

And for the first time the clear idea occurred to hirn
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that it was necessary to put an end to all this falsehood,

and the sooner the better. ‘Throw up everything and
let us two conceal ourselves somewhere alone with our

love,* said he to himself.

CHAPTER XXn

The downpour did not last long, and as Vronsky ap-

proached his destination—^with his shaft-horse at full

trot puning alone, and the trace-horses galloping over

the mud with the traces loose—^the sun appeared again,

the roofs of the houses and the old lime trees in the

gardens on both sides glittered with the moisture, and
the water dripped meiSly from the branches and ran

down from the roofs. He no longer thought about the

shower spoiling the racecourse, but was glad, because,

thanks to the rain, he was sure to find imna at home
and alone, for he knew that Karenin, who had recently

returned from a watering-place abroad, had not moved
from Petersburg.

Hoping to find her alone, Vronsky, as usual, to attract

less attention, ahghted before crossing the little bridge

that led to the house and walked on. He did not go
straight to the entrance from the street but passed through

the yard.
‘ Has your master returned ? ’ he asked a gardener.
‘ Xo, sir. The mistress is at home. Go in at the front

door; the servants are there and will open it,’ replied

the man.
‘ Ho, I wiU go through the garden.’

Having made sure that she was alone, and wishing to

take her by surprise (he had not promised to come that

day and she would certainly not expect him to come before

the races), he went, holding up his sword and stepping

carefully along the sand-strewn flower-bordered path to

the verandah facing the garden. Vronsky had now for-

gotten ail his thoughts on the way, about the hardness

and difficulty of his situation. He only thought that he
would see her immediately, not merely in fancy, but

alive, ah of her—as she was in reality. He was abeady
ascending the shallow steps of the verandah, stepping on
the whole of his foot so as not to make a noise, when he
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suddenly remembered what he was always forgetting,

the most painful part of his relations with her, namely
her son, with his questioning and, as it seemed to Vronsky,
inimical look.

That boy was a more frequent hindrance to their

relations than anyone else. When he was present neither

Vronsky nor Arma allowed themselves to speak about
anything they could not have mentioned to every one
or even to hint at things the boy would not have under-

stood. They had not arranged this, but it had come about
of itself. They would have considered it unworthy of

themselves to deceive that child. In his presence they

talked as acquaintances. Yet despite this caution

Vronsky often noticed the child’s attentive and perplexed

gaze jSxed upon him and a strange timidity and uneven-

ness—^now caressing, now cold and bashful—^in the

boy’s manner toward him. It was as if the child felt

that between that man and his mother there was some
important relation which he could not understand.

And the boy really felt that he could not understand
this relation. He tried but could not make out what
he ought to feel toward this man. With a child’s

sensitiveness to indications of feeling, he clearly saw
that his father, his governess, and his nurse all not only

disliked Vronsky but regarded him with fear and loathmg,

though they said nothmg about him, while his mother
regarded him as her best friend.

‘ What does it mean ? Who is he ? How should I

love him ? If I don’t understand, it is my fault, I am
a silly or a bad boy,’ thought the child, and that was the

cause of his testing, questioning, and to some extent

hostile expression and of the shyness and fitfulness

Vronsky found so irksome. The presence of that child

always aroused in Vronsky that strange feeling of un-
reasoning revulsion which had of late come to him. It

evoked both in Vronsky and in Anna a feeling such as a
sailor might have who saw by the compass that the direc-

tion in which he was swiftly sailing diverged widely from
the right course but was quite unable to stop, and felt

that every moment was taking him farther and farther

astray, and that to acknowledge to himself that he was
diverging from the right direction was tantamount to

acknowledging that he was lost.
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This child with his nawe outlook on life was the com-
pass which showed them their degree of divergence from

what they knew, but would not recognize, as the right

course.

This time Serezha was not at home, and Anna was
quite alone, sitting on the verandah waiting for the

return of her son, who had gone for a walk and had been

caught in the rain. She had seat a man and a maid-

servant to look for him and sat waiting. She wore a

white dress trimmed with wide embroidery, and as she

sat in a comer of the verandah behind some plants, did

not hear Vronsky coming. Bowing her curly head she

pressed her forehead against a cold watering-can that

stood on the balustrade, and both her beautiful hands,

with the rings he knew so well, were holding the can.

The beauty of her whole figure, her head, her neck, and
her arms, always struck Vronsky with new surprise.

He stopped, gazing at her with rapture. But just as

he was going to step toward her, she felt his nearness,

pushed away the can, and turned her hot face toward

him.
* What is the ma4iler ? Aren’t you well ? ’ he said in

French as he came up to her. He wished to run toward

her, but remembering that there might be others near,

turned to look at the verandah door and blushed, as he

always did when he felt that he had reason to fear and

to be circumspect.

‘No, I am quite weU,’ she said, rising and firinly

pressing his outstretched hand. ‘I did not expect—
you.’

‘ Oh, heavens I What cold hands !
’ he said.

‘You frightened me,’ she said. ‘I am alone and was
expecting Serezha. He went for a walk; they will

return this way.’

But though she tried to be calm her lips trembled.
‘ Forgive me for coming, but I could not let the day

pass without seeing yon,’ he continued in French. In

Russian the word you sounded cold and it was dangerous

fco say thou^ so he always spoke French to her.

‘ Why “ forgive ” ? "l am so glad !
’

‘ But you are ill or in trouble,’ he continued without

releasing her hand, but bending over it. * What were you

thinking about ?
’
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‘ Always about the same thing,^ she said with a smile.

She spoke the truth. T^enever,—at whatevei
moment,—she was asked what she was thinking about
she could have answered without fail, ‘Always about my
happiness and my unhappiness,’ Just now when he
entered she was wondering why, for others, Betsy for

instance (of whose secret relations with Tushkevich she

knew), it was all easy, while for her it was so tormenting.

For certain reasons this thought troubled her more
particularly to-day. She inquired about the races.

Vronsky answered her, and noticing that she was excited,

in order to distract her thoughts began giving her in a

very matter-of-fact way particulars of the preparations

for the races.
‘ Shall I tell him or not ? ’ she thought, looking at his

calm, caressing eyes. ‘ He is so happy, so full of his

races, that he won’t understand it properly, won’t under-

stand all the importance of the event for us.’

‘But you have not told me what you were thinking

about wnen I came in,’ he said, breaking off his narration.

She did not answer, but, slightly bowing her head,

looked at him from under her brows questioningly, hex

eyes shining from -under their long lashes. Her hand,

toying with a leaf that she had pulled off, trembled.

He noticed this, and his face assumed that submissive,

sla-vishiy-devoted expression that had such an effect

on Anna.
‘ I see that something has happened. How can I be

a moment at peace knowing that you have some sorrow
which I am not sharing ? Tell me, for Heaven’s sake !

’

repeated he entreatmgly.
‘ I cannot forgive him if he does not understand all

the importance of it. Better not tell him,—^why put
him to the proof ?’ she thought, continuing to look at

him in the same way and feeling that her hand with the

leaf was trembling more and more.
‘ For heaven’s sake !

’ he repeated, taking her hand.
‘ Shan I ?

’

‘ Yes, yes, yes . .
.’

‘ I am pregnant,’ she said softly and slowly.

The leaf in her hand shook still more violently, but she
did not move her eyes from his face, watchmg to see how
he would take it. He grew pale, tried to say somethmg,
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but stopped, dropped laer hand, and bowed his head.

‘Yes, he understands its full significance,’ she thought,

and gratefully pressed his hand.

But she was mistaken in thinking that he understood

the importance of the news as she, a woman, understood

it. It brought on with tenfold force an attack of that

strange repulsion to—^he knew not whom; but at the

same time he felt that the crisis he had hoped for had

now come, that concealment from the husband was no
longer possible, and that somehow or other the unnatural

situation must be q[uiokly ended. But, besides this, her

physical agitation communicated itself to him. He gave

her a look full of emotion, humbly kissed her hand, rose,

and began silently pacing up and down the verandah.

‘Yes,’ he said, resolutely approaching her. ‘Neither

you nor I looked on our union as an amusement, and now
our fate is sealed. We must end ’—he went on, looking

round—* this falsehood in which we are living.’

‘End it ? How are we to end it, Alexey?’ she said

softly.

She was calm now and her face shone with a tender

smile.
‘ By your leaving your husband and our uniting our

lives.’

‘ They are united already,’ she replied in a scarcely

audible tone.
‘ Yes, but entirely,’

‘But how, Alexey, teach me how?’ she said with

pathetic irony at the inevitability of her position. ‘ Is

there any escape from such a position ? Am I not my
husband’s wife ?

*

‘There is a way out of every position. One has to

take a decision,’ he said, ‘Anything would he better

than the condition in which you are living. Don’t I see

how you sufier from eveiything—Society, your son, and
your husband ?

’

‘ Oh, but not through my husband,’ she said with

natural irony. ‘ I don’t know him and don’t think about

him. He does not exist.’

‘ You are not speaking sincerely. I know you. You
sufier from him too.’

‘ But he does not even know,’ she said, and suddenly

a vivid flush suffused her face. Her cheeks, her fore-
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head, and her neck turned red, and tears of shame
appeared in her eyes. ‘ Do not let us speak of him.®

CHAPTER XXIII

Vronsky had tried several times before, though never

so definitely as now, to lead her on to a discussion of

her position, and had always encountered the same
superficiality and lightness of judgment with which she

now replied to his challenge. It was as if there was
something that she could not, and would not, make
clear to herself, or as if, as soon as she began to speak

about this matter, she, the real Anna, withdrew into

herself and another woman appeared who was strange

and alien to him, whom he feared and did not Hke, and
who resisted him. But to-day he decided to speak out.

‘ Whether he knows or not,’ said Vronsky in his usual

firm, calm tone, ‘ that is not our business. We cannot

. . . You cannot remain as you are, especially now.®

‘"What would you have me do ? ’ she asked with the

same light irony. She who had so feared that he might
take her pregnancy too lightly now felt vexed that he

deduced therefrom the necessity of doing something.
‘ Tell him eveiybhmg, leave him.’

‘Very well; suppose I do so!’ she said. ‘Do you
know what the result will be ? I will tell it you all in

advance,’ and an evil light came into her eyes which a

minute before had been so tender.
‘ “ Ah, you love

another and have entered into a guilty union with him ?
” *

(mimicking her husband, she laid just such a stress on the

word guilty as Karenin himself would have done).
‘ “ I

warned you of the consequences from the religious, civil,

and family points of view. You have not listened to me.
Now I cannot allow my name to be dishonoured . .

*

my name and my son she was going to say but could

not jest about her son . . .
* “ my name to be dis-

honoured” and something else of that kind,’ she added.

*In short, he will tell me clearly and precisely in his

official manner that he cannot let me go, but will take
what measures he can to prevent a scandal. And he
win do what he says, quietly and accurately. That is

what will happen. He is not a man, but a machine, and
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a cruel maoliine wlsen angry,’ she added, picturing Karenin

, to herself with every detail of his figure and way of speak-

ing, setting against him everything bad she could find in

him and forgiving him nothing, on account of the terrible

fault toward him of which she was guilty.

‘ But, Anna,’ said Vronsky persuasively and gently,

trying to pacify her, ‘ he must be told, all the same, and
afterwards our action will be guided by his attitude.’

‘ What then, ran away ?
’

‘ And why not ran away ? I think it is impossible to

continue in this way. And not on my account,—^I see

that you sulfer.’

‘Yes, run away, and for me to live as your mistress,’

she said maliciously.
‘ Anna,’ he murmured with reproachful tenderness.
‘ Yes,’ she continued. ‘ Become your mistress and ruin

my . . • everything.’

She was again going to say ‘ son ’ but could not uttei

the word.
Vronsky could not understand how she, with her strong

honest nature, could endure this state of deception and

not wish to escape from it ; but he did not guess that the

chief cause lay in the one word ‘ son which she could

I
not bring herself to utter. When she thought about her

son and his future relations with the mother who had
left his father, she was so terrified at what she had done

that she did not reason, but woman-like only tried to

comfort herself with false arguments and words in order

that everything should remain as before and that she

might forget the dreadful question of what would happen

I

to her son.

[ ‘I beg you, I entreat you,’ said she suddenly in quite

i an altered tone, sincerely and tenderly, taking him by

i the hand, ‘ never to speak to me about that I

’

‘ But, Anna , .

‘ Never. Leave it to me. I know aU the degradation,

all the horror of my position ; but it is not so easy to

settle the matter as you think. Leave it to me and

listen to me. Never speak to me about it. Bo you
promise? . . . Yes, yes, promise I

‘I promise everything, but I cannot be at peace,

especially after what you have told me. I cannot be at

peace when you are not.’
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‘ I ? ’ she said. ‘ Yes, I do suffer sometimes ; but ifc

will pass if you never speak to me about it. It is only

when you speak to me about it that I suffer.’

‘ I don’t understand . . said he.
* I know,’ she interrupted him, ‘ how hard it is for your

honest nature to lie and I pity you. I often think how
you have ruined your life because of me. ’

‘ I was just thinking the same,’ he said ;
* wondering

how you could sacrifice everything for my sake. I cannot
forgive myself for your unhappiness.’

‘I unhappy ? ’ she said, drawing near to him and
gazing at him with a smile of rapturous love. ‘I am
like a hungry man to whom food has been given. He
may be cold, his clothes may be ragged, and he may be

ashamed, but he is not unhappy. I unhappy ? No,
this is my happiness, . .

.’

But she heard the voice of her son approaching, and
glancing quickly round the verandah she rose hurriedly.

Her eyes kindled with the light Vronsky knew so well,

and with a rapid motion she raised her lovely hands,

covered with rings, seized his head, gave him a long look,

lifted her face with parted smiling lips, quickly kissed his

mouth and both eyes, and then pushed him away. She'

was about to go but he held her back.
* When ? ’ he whispered, gazing rapturously at her.

‘To-night at one,’ she whispered, and with her quick
light step went to meet her son.

Serezha had been caught in the rain in the public

gardens, and he and his nurse had taken shelter in the

pavilion.
‘ Well, au revoir/ she said to Vronsky. * It will soon

be time to start for the races. Betsy has promised to

call for me.’

Vronsky looked at his watch and hurried away.

CHAPTER XXIV

WsEisr Vronsky looked at his watch on the Karenins’
verandah he was so agitated and so preoccupied that
he saw the hands and face of the watch without realizing

the time. He went to the high road, stepping carefully

over the mud, and made hia way to his cafeehe. He was

\
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BO foil of his feelmg for Anna that he did not consider

what o’clock it was or whether he still had time to call

on Bryansky. He only retained, as often happens, the

external capacity of memory which indicated what he

had decided to do next. He approached his coachman,

who was dozing on the box in the already slanting

shadow of a large lime tree, looked with pleasure at the

swaying swarms of midgets that whirled above the per-

spiring horses, and having roused the coachman jumped
into the cal^xhe and told him to drive to Bryansky’s.

Only after going some five miles did he recollect himself

sufficiently to look at his watch and to realize that it was
already half-past five, and that he was late.

There were to be several races that day : a Life-Guards’

race, then an officers’ two-verst race, a four-verst race,

and then the one for which he had entered. He could

be in time for his own race, but, if he called on Bryansky
first, he could only just manage it, and the whole Court

would Already be at the racecourse. That was not the

correct thing to do. But he had promised Bryansky to

caE and therefore he decided to go on, telling the coach-

man not to spare the horses.

He saw Bryansky, stayed with him five minutes,' and
drove back at a gallop. This quick drive soothed him.

All that was depressing in his relations with Anna, the

indefiniteness that remained after their conversation,

escaped from his mind. He now thought with enjoy-

ment and agitation of the race, and that after all he

would be there in time, and occasionally the expectation

of that night’s meeting flashed brightly in his imagination.

The spirit of the coming races overcame him more and
more as he drove further and further into their atmosphere

and overtook carriages making their way to the course

from Petersburg and from outlying country places.

When he reached his quarters he found no one there

—

they had all gone to the races and his valet was waiting

at the gate. While he was changing his things, the valet

told hiTYi that the second race had already begun and that

many gentlemen had been to inquire for Mm, and a lad

had run over twice from the stables.

Having changed without hurrying (he never hurried

or lost Ms seK-control), Vronsky ordered the coachman

to drive hh-n to the stables. Prom there he could see the
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sea of carriages, pedestrians, and soldiers stirroxmding

the racecourse, and the stands, which were thronged with
people. Probably the second race was just taking place,

for as he entered the stables he heard the bell ring.

On his way he met Makhotin’s white-legged chestnut

Gladiator, which in a blue-bordered orange covering,

with his ears looking enormous in their blue-trimmed
cloth, was being led to the course.

‘ V^ere is Cord ? ’ he asked the groom.
‘In the stables, saddling.’

In her open box Frou-Frou stood ready saddled.

They were just going to lead her out.
‘ l am not late ?

’

* All right ! alf right I ’ answered the Englishman.
‘ Don’t upset yourself.’

Vronsky once again glanced at the beantiful fascinating

shape of the mare, whose whole body was trembling, and
tearing himself with difficulty from this sight he left the
shed. He came toward the pavilions at the very befet

time to avoid attracting anyone’s attention. The two-
verst race was nearly over, and all eyes were fixed on an
officer of the horse-guards in front and on a hussar
officer behind, who were urging their horses to the last

limits of their strength as they neared the winning-post
From within and without the ring every one was crowding
toward the winning-post, and a group of horse-guards,—
officers and men,—^with loud shouts were expressing their

joy at the expected triumph of their officer and comrade.
Vronsky joined the crowd unnoticed, almost at the
moment that the bell rang to announce the end of the
race, and the tall officer of the horse-guards all bespattered
with mud, who had come in first, was bending down in

his saddle, loosening the reins of his grey gelding, which
was dark with perspiration and panting heavily.

The gelding, planting its feet with effort, reduced
the speed of its enormous body, and the guards’ officer,

like one waking from deep sleep, looked round and forced

himseK to smile. A crowd of friends and strangers

surrounded him.
. Vronsky purposely avoided the select and fashionable
crowd which moved and chatted with restrained free-

dom in front of the pavilions. He ascertained that Anna,
Betsy, and his brother’s wife were there, but in order not
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I

to agitate Mmself Re inteiitioiially avoided going near

them. But he continually met acquaintanceswho stopped

him, told him about the races that had been run, and

asked him why he was so late.

When the winners were called up to the pavilion to

receive their prizes and every one was looking that way,

Vronsky’s elder brother, Alexander,a colonelwith shoulder

knots, of medium height, as sturdy as Alexey but hand-

somer and ruddier, with a red nose and a drunken though

open countenance, came up to him,.

‘ Did you get my note ? ’ he asked. ‘ One can never

findyou/
Alexander Vronsky, despite the loose and, in particular,

drunken life for which he was noted, was quite a courtier.

While speaking to his brother of a matter very un-

pleasant to him he, knowing that many eyes might be

fixed on them, wore a smiling expression, as if he were

joking with him about some unimportant matter.
‘ I received it, but really do not understand what ym

are worrying about,* replied Alexey.

‘I am worrying because people have just remarked

to me that you were not here, and that you were seen in

Peterhof last Monday.*
‘ There are things which should be discussed only by

those who are directly interested, and the matter you are

concerning yourself about is one .

.

‘ Ves, but then one should not be in the army, or . .
.*

‘ I beg you not to interfere, that is all.*

AlexeyVronsky’s frowning face turned pale,and his pro-

minent lower jaw twitched, a thing that rarely happened

^ to him. Being a very kind-hearted man he seldom got

i angry, but when he did, and when his chin twitched,

1 then he was dangerous, as Alexander Vronsky knew.
' Alexander smiled gaily.

i. ‘I only wanted to deliver mother’s letter. Answer

I
her, and don’t upset yourself before the race. Bonne

1 chance /
* ^ he added smjlmg and went away.

But just then another friendly greeting stopped Vronsky,
‘ Won’t you recognize your friends ? How do you do*

mon cher ? ’’said Oblonsky, shining here, amid aU this

Petersburg brilliancy, no less than he shone in Moscow:,

with his rosy face and glistening, weH-brushed whiskers*
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‘ I came yesterday and am very glad that I shal witness
your triumph, ’^Tien can we meet ?

’

‘ Come to the mess-room to-morrow/ said Vronsky, and
apologetically pressing the sleeve of OMonsky’s overcoat,

he went to the centre of the racecourse where the horses

were already being led out for the steeplechase.

The perspiring, exhausted horses which had raced

were being led away by their grooms, and one by one the

fresh ones for the next race were appearing, most of them
English horses, which in their hooded coverings and with
their tightly-girthed stomachs looked like strange gigantic

birds. To the right the slender and beautiful Erou-Eron
was being led up and down, stepping as on springs with
her rather long elastic pasterns. Not far from her they
were taking the horse-cloth off the lop-eared Gladiator.

The large, beautiful, perfectly regular shape of the horse,

with his wonderful hind-quarters and his exceptionally

short pasterns just above his hoofs, involuntarily arrested

Vronsky’s attention. He wished to go up to his own
horse, but was again stopped by an acquaintance.
‘Ah, there is Karenin!’ said the acquaintance with

whom he was talking. ‘ He is looking for his wife, and
she is in the centre of the pavilion. Have you not seen
her ?

*

‘ No, I have not,’ said Vronsky, and without even
glancing at the pavilipn where Anna was pointed out to

him, he went to his horse.

He had not had time to examine the saddle, about
which he wished to give some directions, when the riders

were summoned to the pavilion to draw their numbers
and places. With serious, stem, and m many cases pale

faces, seventeen officers assembled at the pavilion and
drew their numbers. Vronsky got number seven. The
order was given :

‘ Mount !

’

Eeeling that he and the other riders were the centre

toward which all eyes were turned, Vronsky, in the
V* highly-strung state which generally made his movements

cahn and deliberate, approached his horse. Cord, m
honour of the races, was dressed in his best clothes : a
black buttoned-up coat, a stiff starched collar that pressed
against his cheeks, a bowler hat, and top boots. He was
calm and important as usual, and, standmg in front of the

horse, was himself holding both its reins. Erou-Erou
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coBtiniied ;

to tremble as^ if in a feyer. Her fiery .eyes

turned on the approacbing Vronsky Vronsky pushed

jiis fingers under the girths. The mare turned her eyes

still further back, showed her teeth, and set back an
ear. The Englishman puckered his lip, wishing to

express a smile at anyone testing his saddling.
‘ You’d better mount. You foe less excited.’

Vronsky glanced round at his rivals for the last time.

He knew that he would not see them during the race.

[
Two of them were already riding toward the starting-

1
point. Galtsin, one of the formidable competitors and

)
a friend of Vronsky’s, was struggling with a sorrel gelding

; that would not let him mount. A short hussar in tight

1 riding-breeches was galloping along bunched up like a

cat in his desire to imitate an English jockey. Prince

Husovlev sat pale-faced on his thoroughbred mare from
the Grabov stud farm, which an English groom was lead-

ing by the bridle. Vronsky and all his set knew Kusovlev
and his peculiarities, which were weak nerves and terrible

vanity. They knew he was afraid of everything, even of

riding an army horse; but now, just because it was
dangerous, because necks might be broken and at each

obstacle there was a doctor in attendance, an ambulance

wagon with a red cross sewn on it, and a nurse, he had
determined to ride. Their eyes met and Vronsky winked

at birn kindly and approvingly. The only one Vronsky

did not see was his chief rival Makhotin on his Gladiator.

‘ Don’t hurry,’ said Cord to Vronsky, ‘ and remember

one thing : do not hold back or urge on your horse at an

I

obstacle. Let her have her way.’

i
‘ Very well, very well,’ said Vronsky taking the reins.

I
‘ Lead if you can, but do not despair till the last

i moment if you are behind.’

I The mare had not time to stir before Vronsky with a

i powerful and agile movement put his foot in the notched

\
steel stirrup and seated himself lightly but firmly on the

creaking leather of the saddle. Having got his right foot

also in its stirrup he straightened out the double reins

between his practised fingers, and Cord removed his

hand. As if not knowing which foot to step on first,

Frou-Frou stretched the reins with her long neck, and
started as if on springs, shaking her rider on her flexible

i back. Cord, quickening his steps, followed them. The
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restive horse tugged at the reins, now to one side, now to

the other, trying to deceive her rider, and Vronsky vainly I

sought by voice and hand to soothe her.

They were already approaching the dammed-up stream
on their way to the starting-post. Some of the riders

were in front, some behind, when Vronsky suddenly !

heard a horse galloping through the mud behind him,

and Makhotin on his white-legged, large-eared Gladiator

went past him. Makhotin smiled, showing his long teeth,

but Vronsky looked at him angrily. Vronsky always ^

disliked him and now considered him his most dangerous
rival, and he was vexed with him for galloping past and
so exciting Frou-Frou. She broke into a canter, gave
two leaps, and, angry at the tightened rein, changed
back into a jerky trot, jolting her rider. Cord also -

frowned, following Vronsky almost at a run.

CHAPTER XXV

Seventeen officers in aU had entered for the steeplechase.

It was to take place on the large four-verst elliptical

course m front of the pavilion. On that course there

were nine obstacles: the brook; a barrier nearly five

feet high just in foont of the pavilion ; a dry ditch
; a

water-jump ; an incline ; an Irish bank (one of the most
difficult obstacles), consisting of a bank with brushwood
on top, beyond which there was another ditch which
the horses could not see, so that they had to clear both
obstacles or come to grief ; then two more water-jumps,

and another dry ditch. The winning-post was opposite

the pavilion. But the start was not in the ellipse, but
about 250 yards to one side of it, and the first obstacle,

the dammed-up brook seven feet wide, was there. The
riders could either ford or jump it at their discretion.

Three times the riders drew up in line, but each time
some one’s horse made a false start and they had to line

up again. Colonel Sestrin, an expert starter, was already

getting angry, but at last, at the fourth try, he shouted
‘ Go I

’ and the race began.
All eyes and all glasses were turned on the bright group

of riders while they were getting into line.
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‘They have started ! They are off !’ was heard from
every side after the hnsh of expectation.

Lookers-on, in groups or singly, started running from
place to place to get a better view. In the first minute
the group of riders began to stretch out and could be seen

in twos and threes, and one behind another, approaching

the brook. It had looked to the public as if they had ail

started together, but the riders were aware of a difference

of seconds which to them were of great importance.

The excited and over-nervous Frou-Erou lost in the

first moment, and several horses started ahead of her,

but before reaching the brook Vronsky, who with all his

strength was holding back the mare that was tugging at

the reins, had easily passed three riders, and ahead of

him there was only Makhotin’s chestnut Gladiator

(whose hind-quarters moved regularly and lightly just in

front of him), and in front of all, the exquisite Diana,
carrying Kusovlev, who was more dead than alive.

In the first moments Vronsky was master neither of

himself nor of his mare. Up to the first obstacle, the
brook, he could not control her movements.
Gladiator and Diana approached the stream together,

and almost at the same moment rose above it and £ew
across to the other side ; lightly as if on wings Frou-Frou

rose up behind them ; but at the moment when Vrons^
felt himself raised in the air he suddenly saw, almost

under Ms horse’s feet, Kusovlev, who was floundering

on the other side of the stream with his Diana (Kusovlev

had let go of the reins at the jump and the horse fell,

fehrowing him over her head). These particulars Vronsky
learned later, now he only saw that Diana’s head or legs

might come just where Frou-Frou had to alight. But
Frou-Frou, hke a falling cat, made an effort with her legs

md back while in the air, and clearing the other horse

rushed on.
‘ Oh, you darling !

’ thought Vronsky.

After crossing the brook Vronsky had the mare quite

under control, and held her in, intending to cross the

big barrier behind Makhotin and then to try and pass

him on the flat 300 yards before the next obstacle.

The big barrier was right in front of the Imperial

Pavilion. The Emperor, the whole Court, and crowds of

people were all looking at them—at him and at Makhotin,
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who was a full length ahead of him when they approached
the Devil (as the solid harrier was called). Vronsky felt I

eyes directed toward him from ail sides, but he saw
nothing except the ears and neck of his mare, the ground
racing toward him, and Gladiator’s hind-quarters and
white legs rapidly striding before him, and keeping

always the same distance ahead. Gladiator rose without

touching anything, swished his short tail, and disappeared

from Vronsky’s sight.
‘ Bravo !

’ shouted a single voice. -

Just then the boards of the barrier flashed close before

Vronsky’s eyes. Without the least change in her action
^

his mare rose under him ; the boards disappeared, only

behind him there was a knock. Excited by the fact

that Gladiator was in front, the mare had risen at the

barrier a little too soon and had struck it with a hhid

hoof. But her pace did not change, and Vronsky, hit ia

the face by a lump of mud, realized that he was again at
?

the same distance behind Gladiator. He again saw before

him that horse’s hind-quarters, short tafl and flashing .

white legs, no farther away. i

At the very moment that Vronsky thought it time to

pass Makhotin, Frou-Frou, understanding what was in f

his mind, without any urging, considerably increased her 1

speed and began to (h:aw nearer to Makhotin on the side T

where it was most advantageous to pass him—^the side

of the rope. Makhotin would not let her pass that side.
|

Vronsky had just time to think of coming up on the

outside, when Frou-Frou changed her legs and started

to do so. Frou-Frou’s shoulder, which was already
;

growing dark with sweat, was on a level with Gladiator’s ^
hind-quarters. They ran side by side for a few strides,

but before the obstacle they were approaching, Vronsky,

not to lose ground, gave the mare her head and just on

the declivity passed Mahkotin. He caught sight of his .

mud-bespattered face, and even thought he saw hhn
;

smile. He passed, but felt that Makhotin was close
I

behind him, and continually heard just behind bis back
I

the regular beating of hoofs and the short, still fresh I

breathing of Gladiator’s nostrils.

The next two obstacles, a ditch and a fence, were
easily passed, but Vronsky heard Gladiator galloping and

'

snorting closer. Heurged on his mare and felt with joy
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that she easily Increased her speed, and he heard the

soiind of Gladiator’s hoofs again at the former distance

behind.
Vronsky now had the lead, as he had wished and as

Cord had advised, and he was confident of success. His

excitement and joy, and*his tenderness for Frou-Frou,

grew stronger and stronger. He wished to glance round

but dared not do so, and he tried to keep calm and not

to urge his mare, but to let her retain a reserve of strength

such as he felt that Gladiator stil had.

There remained the most difficult obstacle ; if he crossed

it ahead of the others, he would come in first. He was
galloping up to the Irish bank. He and Frou-Frou both

saw the bank while still some way of, 'and to both of

them came a momentary doubt. He noticed the mare’s

hesitation by her ears and raised his whip, but immedi-

ately felt that his doubt was groundless : the mare knew
what was wanted, and, as he expected, she increased her

speed, took ofi exactly at the right moment, and gave a

leap the force of which carried her far across the ditch.

Then without efiort and without changing her legs Frou-

Frou continued her gallop.

‘ Bravo, Vronsky !
’ he heard the voices of a knot of

people he knew—friends of his regiment—^who were

standing by this obstacle. He could not fail to recognize

Yashvin’s voice, though he did not see him.
‘ Oh, my beauty I

’ he thought of Frou-Frou, as he

listened to what was happening behind. ‘ He is over it !

’

he thought, as he heard Gladiator again gaUoping behind

him. There remained one last water jump, only a yard

and a half wide. Vronsky did not even look at it, but

hoping to win by a distance, began working the reins

with a circular movement, raising and dropping the

mare’s head in time with her stride. He felt she was using

her last reserve of strength; not only her neck and
shoulders were wet, but on her withers, her head, and her

pointed ears the sweat stood in drops, and she was
breathing short and sharp. But he knew that her reserve

of strength was more than enough for the remaining five

hundred yards. It was only by feeling himself nearer

to the ground and by the smoothness of the pace that

Vronsky knew how much the mare had increased her

speed. She leapt the ditch as if she did not notice it,

210 T
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seemirig to fly across it like a bird. But at that very

moment Vronsky, to his horror, felt that something
terrible had happened. He himself, without knowing it,

had made the unpardonable mistake of dropping back
in his saddle and pulling up her head. Before he could

realize this, the white legs of the gelding flashed close

by him and Makhotin passed at a rapid gallop. Vronsl^
was touching the ground with one foot. He scarcely had
time to free his leg before Fron-Erou fell on her side,

and snorting heavily and with her delicate damp neck
making vain eflorts to rise, began struggling on the ground
at his feet, like a wounded, fluttering bird. Owing to

Vronsky’s awkward movement she had dropped her hind
legs and broken her back. But he only understood this

much later. Now he only saw that Makhotin was quickly
galloping away, while he, reeling, stood alone on the

muddy, stationary ground ; before him, breathing heavily,

lay Frou-Frou, who, bending her head toward him, gazed
at him with her beautiful eyes. Still not understanding
what had happened, Vronsky pulled at the reins. The
mare again began to struggle like a fish, causing the flaps

of the saddle to creak; she got her front legs free, but
unable to lift herhind-quarters, struggled and immediately
again fell on her side.^®

His face distorted with passion, pale and with quivering

jaw, Vronsky kicked her with his heel in the belly and
again pulled at the reins. But she did not move and,

nuzzling the ground, only looked at her master with

eloquent eyes.

‘Ah, ah, ahlV groaned Vronsky, seizing his head.

‘Ah! what have I done ? ’ he exclaimed. ‘The race

lost ! And the fault mine—shameful and unpardonable.

And this dear, unfortunate mare ruined ! Ah ! what have
I done!’

Onlookers, a doctor, an attendant, and oiflcers of his

regiment ran toward him. To his regret he felt that

he was himself sound and unhurt. The mare had broken
her back, and it was decided to shoot her. Vronsky was
unable to reply to questions or to speak to anyone. He
turned away and, without picking up the cap that had
fallen from his head, left the racecourse without knowing
where he was going. He felt miserable. For the first

time in his life he experienced the worst kind of mis-
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lortime—one that was irretrievably, and caused by Ms
.own fault.

, :
,

,

Yashvin overtook him with his cap and led him home,

and in half an hour Vronsky came to himself. But the

memory of that steeplechase long remained the most
painful and distressing memory of his life.

CHAPTER XXVI

Karenin’s relations with his wife remained

the same* The only difference was that he was even

more occupied than before. As in former years, at the

beginning of the spring he went abroad to recuperate

his health, wMch was upset each year by the winter’s

work. And as usual he returned in July and at once

^th increased energy took up his customary work.

And as usual his wife had moved to the country house

while he remained in Petersburg.

Since their conversation on the night of the Princess

Tverskaya’s party he had never spoken to Anna of his

suspicions and jealousy, and that habitual tone of his

which seemed to mock at some one was exactly suited

to his present relations with her. He was rather colder

toward her. He appeared only to be slightly dis-

satisfied with her for that first night’s talk wMch she

had evaded. In his behaviour to her there was a shade

of vexation, but nothing more. ‘ You did not wish to

have an explanation,’ he seemed to say to her in imagina-

, tion, ‘so much the worse for you. Now you wiil ask

me to explain, and I shaU not do so. So much the worse

for you,’ he thought, like a man who having vaioly tried

to extinguish a fire should be vexed at his vain exertions

and say to it ;
‘ Weil, go on and bum, it is your own

fault.*

He who was so wise and astute in official affairs did

not realize the insanity of such an attitude toward his

wife. He did not understand it because it would have

been too terrible to realize his real situation, and he had

closed, locked, and sealed that compartment of his soul

; which contained his feelings for his family—that is, his

^ wife and son.

He who had been a considerate father, since the end
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of that winter had become particularly cold toward hia

son, and treated him in the same bantering manner as f

he did his wife. ‘ Ah, young man !
’ was the way in

which he addressed him.

Karenin thought and said that in no previous year
had he had so much official business as this year; but
he was not conscious of the fact that this year he invented

work for himseK, and that this was one of the means of

keeping that'^compartment closed where lay his feelings

for and thoughts of his family, which became more
terrible the longer they lay there. If anyone had ven- v

toed to ask him what he thought of his wife’s conduct,

the mild and gentle Karenin would not have given

any answer, but would have been angry with the man
who put such a question. That was why Karenin’s face <

bore a stern, proud expression when anyone asked about
his wife’s health. He did not wish to think about his

wife’s conduct and feelings at all, and he really did not
think about them.
The country house the Karenins regularly occupied in

summer was in Peterhof, and generally the Countess
Lydia Ivanovna also lived near by and was in constant

touch with Anna. That year the Countess Lydia Ivan-
ovna refused to live in Peterhof, did not once come to

see Anna, and hinted to Karenin the undesirability of

Anna’s intimacy with Betsy and Vronsky. Karenin
stopped her severely, expressing the opinion that his wife

was above suspicion, and from that time began to avoid
the Countess. He did not wish to see, and did not see,

that many people in Society already looked askance at

Anna; he did not wish to understand, and did not
understand, why his wife particularly insisted on movmg
to Tsarskoe Selo, where Betsy lived and near which place

Vronsky’s regiment was stationed. He did not let him-
self think about this and did not think about it

;
yet at

the bottom of his soul, without admitting it to himself

or having any proofs or even suspicions of it, he never-

theless knew certainly that he was a wronged husband,
and was therefore profoundly unhappy
How often during the eight years of happy married

Hfe with his wife, when he saw others who were imfaithful

wives or deceived husbands, had Karenin said to himself,
* How could they let it come to that ? How is it they do
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not end sncln a Mdeous state of things?* But now,
when the misfortune had fallen on his own head, he not

only did not thinh of how to end it, biit did not wish to

recognize it at ail—-and did not wish to recognize it just

because it was too terrible, too unnatural!

Since his return from abroad Karenin had been twice

at the country house. Once he dined there, and the

other time he spent an evening with some visiton^b|it

he had not once stayed the night, as he used to *do in

former years.

The clay of the races was a very busy one for Karenin

;

but in the morning when he made his plans for the day
he decided that immediately after an early dinner he
would go to see his wife at the country house, and from
there to the races, at which the whole Court would be
present and where he ought to appear. He would call

on his wife, because he had decided to do so once a week
for the sake of propriety. Besides, he had that day to

give her money for her expenses, due according to their

custom by the fifteenth of each month.
Having with the mental control habitual to him con-

sidered these matters concerning his wife, he did not

allow his thoughts to run on further about her.

He had a very busy morning. On the previous day
the Countess Lydia Ivanovna had sent him a pamphlet

by a celebrated traveller in China, and a letter asking

him to receive this traveller, who for various reasons was
very interesting and necessary to them. Karenin had
not had time to finish the pamphlet the evening before,

and did so in the momiug. Then he received petitioners,

heard reports, gave audiences, assigned posts and ordered

dismissals, apportioned rewards, pensions, and salaries,

and attended to correspondence—everyday matters, as

he called them, which took up so much of his time.

After that came personal matters—^a visit from his doctor

and one from his steward. The latter did not keep him
long. He only handed Karenin the money he wanted
and^gave him a short account of the state of his affairs,

whi^h was not quite satisfactory, for it happened that,

, owing to their having been from home a good deal, more
had been spent that year than usual and there was a

deficit. But the doctor, a celebrated Petersburg physician

who was on friendly terms with Karenin, took up a good
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deal of time. Karenin had not expected Mm that day
and was surprised to see him, and yet more surprised that

the doctor questioned him very particularly about his

state of health, sounding Ms chest and tapping and feeling

his liver. Karenin did not know that his friend Lydia

Ivanovna, having noticed that he was not in good health

that summer, had asked the doctor to go and see his

patient. ‘Do it for my sake,’ the Countess Lydia Ivanovna
had said.

‘ I wih do it for the sake of Russia, Countess,’ replied

the doctor.
* An invaluable man I

’ the Countess Lydia Ivanovna
had exclaimed.

The doctor was very dissatisfied with Karenin’s state

of health. He found him insujfficiently nourished and
his liver much enlarged, and that the waters had had no
effect at all. He prescribed as much physical exercise

and as little mental strain as possible, and above all

no worries of any kind—that is, he advised what was for

Karenin as impossible as not to breathe, and he went
away leaving Karenin with a disagreeable consciousness

that something was wrong with him which could not be
remedied.

In the porch, after leaving Karenin, the doctor met
Slyudin, Karenin’s private secretary, whom he knew
very well. They had been at the University together,

and though they very seldom met, they respected one
another and were good friends, and to no one but Slyudia

would the doctor have expressed his opinion about his

patient.
‘ I am very glad you have been to see him,’ said

Slyudin. ‘He is not well, and I believe that . . ,

Well, what is it ?
’

‘ It is this,’ said the doctor, beckoning over Siyudin’s

head to his coachman to drive up. ‘ It’s this,’ and with
his white hands he took a finger of his kid glove and
stretched it ; ‘if you try to break a cord that is slack

it is not easy to break it, but strain that cord to its

utmost and the weight of a finger will snap it. And he,

by his hard work and the conscientious way he does it,

is strained to the utmost ; and there is a pressure

from outside, and a heavy one,’ concluded the doctor,

raising his eyebrows siginficantly. ‘ Will you be at
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the races IV he added, descending the steps to his

.brougham.
'

‘ Yes, yes, of course it takes a lot of time,’ he replied

to some remark of Slyudin’s which he had not quite

caught."
After the doctor, who had taken up so much time,

came the famous traveller, and Karenin, thanks to the

pamphlet he had just read and to what he knew before,

greatly impressed the traveller by the depth of his know-

ledge of the subject and the breadth of his enlightened

outlook.
^

At the same time as the traveller, a provincial Marshal

of the Nobility was announced with whom Karenin had

some things to talk over. When he too had left, he had

to finish his everyday business with his private secretary

and had also to drive to see an important personage on

a grave and serious matter. He only managed to get

back at five, his dinner-time, and having dined with his

private secretary, he invited the latter to drive with him
to his country house and to go to the races with him.

Without acknowledging it to himself, Karenin now
looked out for opportunities of having a third person

present at his interviews with his wife.

CHAPTER XXVn

AmsA was upstairs standing in front of a mirror pinning,

with Annushka’s help, a last bow to her dress, when she

heard the wheels of a carriage grating on the gravel at the

entrance.
* It is too early for Betsy,’ she thought, and glancing

out of the window she saw the carriage, and sticking out

of it a black hat and Karenin’s familiar ears. ‘How
unfortunate ! Can he mean to stay the night ? ’ thought

she, and so awful and horrible appeared to her the con-

sequences that might result therefrom that, without a

moment’s hesitation, she went out to meet him with a

bright beaming face ; and feeling within herself the

presence of the already familiar spirit of lies and deceit,

she gave herself up to it at once and began speaking

without knowing what she was going to 'say.

‘ Ah, how nice this is I
’ she said, giving her husband
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her hand and smilingly greeting Slyndin as a member
of th6 household. ‘ You are staying the night, I hope ?

’

were the first words prompted by the spirit of lies. * And
now we shall go together. Only it is a pity that I promised
to go with Betsy. She will be coming for me.’

Karenin made a grimace at the mention of Betsy’s

name.""
‘ Oh, I will not separate the inseparables,’ he said in

his usual facetious tone. ‘I will go with Slyudm. The
doctors have ordered me to walk. I will walk part way
and imagine that I am still taking the waters.’

‘There is no hurry,’ said Ama. ‘Would you like

some tea ?
’

She rang.
‘ Tea, please, and tell Serezha that his father is here.

WeU, how is your health ? You have not been here

before * she went on, turning to Slyudin ;
‘ See how pretty

my verandah is.*

She spoke very simply and naturally, but too much
and too fast. She felt this herself, especially as by the
inquisitive way Slyudm looked at her she noticed that he
seemed to be watching her.

Slyudm immediately went out on to the verandah,
and she sat down by her husband.

‘ You are not looking quite well,’ she said.
‘ No,’ he replied, ‘ the doctor came to see me this

morning and robbed me of an hour. I feel that some
friend of mine must have sent him : my health is so

precious . .
.’

‘ Yes, but what did he say ?
’

She questioned him about his health and his work,
persuading him to take a rest and to move out to her in

the country.

She said all this lightly, rapidly, and with peculiarly

sparkling eyes ; but Karenin did not now attach any
importance to this tone of hers. He only heard her
words, and gave them only their direct meaning. And
he answered simply, though jokingly. In all this con-
versation nothing particular passed, but never afterwards
could Anna recall this short scene without behag tormented
by shame.

Serezha came in, preceded by his governess. Had
Karenm allowed himself to observe, he would* have
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noticed the timid, conteed look which the child cast

first at his father and then at his mother. But he did

not want to see, and did not see, anything.
‘ Ah, young man I He has grown. He is really getting

guite a man. How do you do, young man ?
’

And he held out his hand to the frightened boy.

Serezha, who had always been timid with his father,

now that the latter addressed him as ‘ young man,’ and
that the question whether Vronsky was a friend or a foe

had entered his head, shrank from him. He looked

round at his mother, as if asking for protection. Only
^th his mother he felt at ease. Harenin meanwhile
talked to the governess with his hand on his son’s shoulder,

and Serezha felt so extremely uncomfortable that Anna
saw he was about to cry.

Anna, who had blushed when the boy came in, saw
how distressed he was, and, rising, Hfted Karenin’s hand
off her son’s shoulder, kissed the boy, led h^m out on to the

verandah, and returned at once.

‘Well, it’s time we were going,’ she said, glancing at

her watch. ‘ I wonder Betsy has not come , .

‘ Yes,’ said Karenin, and interlacing his hands he
cracked his iSngers. ‘ I also came to bring you some
money, since “ nightingales are not fed on faftes,” ’ he

added. ‘ I expect you want it ?
’

‘ Xo, I don’t. , . . Yes, I do,’ she replied without

looking at hhn, and blushing to the roots of her hair.

‘ But I suppose you will call here after the races.’

‘Oh, yes 1
’ answered Karenin. ‘And here is the

ornament of Peterhof, the Princess Tverskaya,’ he added,

glancing out of the window at an approaching carriage

of English build with a small body placed very high.
‘ What elegance ! Charming I Well then, we will start

too.’

The Princess Tverskaya did not get out, only her

footman in his black hat, cape, and gaitem jumped down
at the front door.

‘ I am going, good-bye !
’ said Anna, and giving her son

a Mss she went up to Karenin and held out her hand to

|iiTn. ‘ You were very kind to come.’

Karenin kissed her hand.
* Well then, au revoir / You will come back for tea,

that is right I
’ she said, and went out gay and radiant.
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But as soon as she ceased to see him she became
conscious of the ^lace on her hand his lips had touched f

and she shuddered with repulsion.

CHAPTER XXVIII

When Karenin appeared at the racecourse Anna was
already sitting beside Betsy in the Grand Stand : the

stand where aU the highest Society was assembled. She
^

saw her husband from afar. Two men—her husband '

and her lover—^were the two centres of her life, and
without the aid of her senses she was aware of the presence

of either. From afar she already felt the approach of

her husband, and involuntarily watched him amid the

surging crowd through which he was moving. She saw
how he approached the Grand Stand, now condescendingly

replying to obsequious bows, now amiably and absent-
;

naindedly greeting his equals, now watchfully waiting to

catch the eye of the great ones of this world and raising

his large round hat, which pressed on the tips of his

ears. She knew aU these ways of his and they were all

repulsive to her. ‘ Nothing but ambition, nothing but

a wish to get on—^that is all he has in his soul,’ she

thought ;
‘ and lofty views, love of enlightenment, and ,

religion, are ail only means toward getting on.’

She !biew by the way he looked at the Ladies’ Stand

that he was trying to find her (he looked straight at her,

without recognizing her amid the sea of muslin, ribbons,
^

feathers, sunshades, and flowers), but she purposely f
disregarded him.

‘ Alexey Alexandrovich I
’ the Princess Betsy called to

him, ‘ I am sure you don’t see your wife ; here she is !

’

He smiled his usual cold smile.
‘ There is so much splendour here that my eyes are

dazzled,’ he replied, and approached the stand. He
smiled at Anna as a husband should smile when meeting
his wife whom he has seen shortly before, and greeted

the Princess and other acquaintances, giving to each
w^hat was due—^that is to say, joking with the ladies and
exchanging greetings with the men. At the foot of the

^

stand stood an adjutant-general respected by Kareniu,
;
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and noted for his intelligence and education. With him
Rarenin entered into conversation. :

There was an interval between two races, so that

nothing hindered the conversation. The adjutant-general

(disapproved of the races. Karenin replied, defending

them. Anna heard his high measured voice and did not

miss a single word. Each word seemed to her false and
grated painfully on her ear.

When the four-verst steeplechase was beginning she

leaned forward, and did not take her eyes off Vronsky
while he went up to his horse and mounted it, and at

the same time she heard her husband^s repulsive, un-

ceasing voice. She was tormented by anxiety for

Vronsky, but suffered even more from what seemed to

her the incessant flow of her husband’s shrill voice with

its familiar intonations.

* I am a bad woman, a ruined woman,’ she thought,
‘ but I dislike lies. I cannot stand falsehood, but his

food is falsehood. He knows everything, sees every-

thing-—-what then does he feel, if he can talk so calmly ?

If he were to kill me, and if he were to MU Vronsky, I

should respect him. But no, lies and propriety are afi he
cares about,’ said Anna to herself, without considering

what she really wanted of her husband or what she would
have liked him to be. Nor did she understand that
Karenin’s peculiar volubility, which so irritated her,

was only an expression of the anxiety and unrest within

him. As a child that has been hurt sMps about, making,
its muscles move in order to dull its pain, so Karenin
needed mental activity to smother those thoughts about
his wife which in her presence and in the presence of

Vronsky, and amid the continual mention of his name,
forced themselves upon him. And as it is natural for

the child to skip about, so it was natural for him to speak
cleverly and well. He said: ‘The danger in military,

that is, cavalry, steeplechases is an unavoidable element
of the racing. If England can point to the most brilliant

cavalry charges in military history, it is entirely due to

the fact that she has historically developed this capacity

in her men and horses. Sport in my opinion has great

value, but we, as usual, see only what is most external.’

‘Not external at aU,’ said the Princess Tverskaya.
‘ They say one of the officers has broken two ribs,’
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Karenin smiled his usnal smile, which showed his teeth

but expressed nothiag.
‘ Granted, Princess,’ said he, ‘that that is not external,

but internal But that is not the point,’ and he again
turned to the General with whom he was talking seriously

:

‘ Do not forget that it is military men who are racing,

men who have chosen that career, and one must admit
that every calUng has a reverse side to its medal. It

is directly involved in their military duty. The mon-
strous sports of prize-fighting, or the Spanish bull-lights,

are indications of barbarism, but specialized sport is a
sign of progress.’

‘ No, I shan’t come again ; it excites me too much,’
said the Princess Betsy. ‘ Don’t you think so, Anna ?

’

‘ It is exciting, but one cannot tear oneself away,’ said

another lady. ‘ If I had been a Roman, I should never
have missed a gladiatorial show.’

Anna said nothing, but without putting down her

glasses looked steadily at one point.

At that moment a highly-placed general made his way
through the stand. Interrupting his speech, Karenin rose

hurriedly, but with dignity, and bowed low to this general.
‘ You are not racing,’ said the latter to him jokmgly.
‘ My race is a harder one,’ replied Karenin respectfully.

And though the answer did not mean anything, the
general made as though he had heard a clever reply

from a clever man, and quite appreciated la pointe de h
sauceA

‘ There are two sides to it,’ continued Karenin, * that
of the performers and that of the spectators. The love

of such spectacles is the surest proof of low development
in the onlookers, I admit, but . .

‘ Princess, a bet t
’ came the voice of Oblonsky from

below, addressing Betsy. ‘ Whom are you backing ?
’

‘ Anna and I are betting on Kuzovlev,’ replied Betsy.
‘ And I on Vronsky. A pair of gloves ?

’

‘ AU right.’
‘ What a fine scene, is it not ?

’

Karenin was silent while others were speaking near
him, but began again immediately.

‘ I agree that unmanly sports . . he was continuing.
But at that moment the race began and all conversation

1 The flarour of the sauce.
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ceased. Karenin was silent too, as everybody rose and
turned their eyes toward the stream. Karenin was not
interested in races and therefore did not watch the riders,

but began absent-mindedly looking at the spectators with
his weary eyes. His gaze rested on Anna.
Her face was pale and stem. She evidently saw

nothing^ and nobody, with one exception. Her hand
convulsively grasped her fan, and she held her breath.
He looked at her and hurriedly turned away, scrutinizing
;vother':iaces.

* Yes, that lady—and those others—-are very excited
too ;

it is quite natural,’ he said to himself. He did not
wish to look at her, but his eyes were involuntarily drawn
toward her. He again watched her face, trying not to
read what was so plainly written on it, but against his
wOi he read in it with horror that which he did not want
to know.
The first fa]l--Kuzovlev’s at the stream—excited every

one, but Karenin saw clearly by Anna’s pale, triumphant
face that he whom she was watching had not fallen.

When after Makhotin and Vronsky had jumped the hig
barrier the ofl&cer following them fell on his head and
swooned, a murmur of horror passed through the whole
crowd ;

but Karenin saw that Anna did hot even notice
the fall and with difficulty understood what those around
her were talking about. He looked at her more and more
often, and more intently. Anna, though fuhy engrossed
by the sight of the galloping Vronsky, became aware of
the cold eyes of her husband bent upon her from one
side.

She glanced for an instant at him with a look of inquiry,
and, slightly frowning, turned away again.

‘ Oh, I don’t care,’ she seemed to say to him, and then
did not once look at him again.

The steeplechase was unlucky : more than half of the
seventeen officers were thrown and hurt. By the end
of the race every one was disturbed, and this disturb-

ance was increased by the fact that the Emperor waa
displeased.
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Eveby one was loudly expressing disapproval and
repeating the words some one had uttered: ‘They will

have gladiators and lions next,’ and every one was feeling

the horror of it, so that when Vronsky fell and Anna
gave a loud exclamation, there was nothing remarkable
about it. But afterwards a change came over Anna’s
face which was positively unseemly. She quite lost

self-control. She began to flutter like a captive bird,

now rising to go, now addressing Betsy.
‘ Let us go !

’ she said.

But Betsy did not hear her. She was leaning over to

speak to a General who was below.

Karenin approached Anna and politely offered her his

arm.
‘Come, if you like,’ he said in French j but Anna

listened to what the General was saying and did not
notice her husband.

‘ He too has broken his leg, they say, It’s too bad,’

the General said.

Anna, without replying to her husband, raised her

glasses and looked toward the spot where Vronsky had
fallen; but it was so far ofl, and so many people had
crowded there, that it was impossible to distinguish

anything. She put down her glasses and was about to

go ; but at that moment an officer galloped up and
reported something to the Emperor, Anna bent forward
to listen.

‘ Stiva ! Stiva !
’ she called to her brother.

But he did not hear her. She was again on the point
of going.

‘ I again offer you my arm if you wish to go,’ said her
husband, touching her arm.
With a look of repulsion she drew back, and without

looking at him replied

:

‘ No, no, leave me alone, I shall stay here.’

She now saw an officer running to the Grand Stand
from the place where Vronsky had fallen. Betsy waved
her handkerchief to him. The officer brought the news
that the rider was unhurt but that the horse had broken
its back.
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On hearing this Anna qnicldy sat down and hid her
face behind her fan. Karenin saw that she was crying,

and that she was unable to keep back either her tears or
the sobs that made her bosom heaye. He stepped
forward so as to screen her, giving her time to recover,

‘ For the thii:d time I offer you my arm,’ he said after

a while, tuming toward her. Anna looked at him and
did not know what to say. The Princess Betsy came
to her aid.

‘No, Alexey Alexandrovich,’ she put in, ‘I brought
Anna here and I have promised to take her back again.’
‘Excuse me. Princess,’ he said, smiling politely but

looking her firmly in the eyes, ‘but I see that Anna is

not very well, and I wish her to come with me.’
Anna looked round with alarm, rose obediently and

put her hand on her husband’s arm.
‘I will send to him and find out, and will let you

know,’ Betsy whispered to her.

On leaving the stand Karenin as usual spoke to people
he met, and Anna as usual had to reply and make con-
versation : hut she was beside herself and walked as in

a dream, holding her husband’s arm.
‘ Is he hurt or not ? Is it true ? Will he come

or not ? Shall I see him to-night ? ’ she thought.
In silence she took her place in her husband’s carriage,

and in silence they drove out of the crowd of vehicles.

In spite of all he had seen, Karenin would still not allow
himseK to think of his ^vife’s real position. He only
saw the outward symptoms. He saw that she had behaved
with impropriety and he considered it his duty to tell

her so. But it was very difficult for him to say that
and nothing more. He opened his mouth to say that
she had behaved in an unseemly way, but involuntarily
said something quite different.

‘After ail, how iaclined we all are to these cruel
spectacles,’ he said. ‘ I notice

‘What? I do not understand,’ said Anna con-
temptuously.
He was offended and at once began to say what he had

meant to.
‘ I must tell you . . .* he said.
‘ It’s coming—the explanation!’ she thought and felt

frightened.
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* I must tell you that you behaved improperly to-day/

he said ill Erench.
‘ How did I behave improperly ? ’ she said aloud,

quickly turning her head and looking him straight in the
eyes, now without any of the former deceptive gaiety

but with a determined air beneath which she had diffi-

culty in hiding the fright she felt.

‘Don’t forget,’ said he to her, pointing at the open
window behind the coachman’s box ; and, slightly rising,

he lifted the window.
‘ What did you consider improper ? ’ she asked again.
‘ The despair you were unable to conceal when one of

the riders fell.’

He expected a rejoinder from her ; but she remained
silent, looking straight before her.

‘ I asked you once before to conduct yourself in Society

so that evil tongues might be unable to say anything
against you. There was a time when I spoke about inner

relations ; now I do not speak of them. I speak now of

external relations. Your conduct was improper and I

do not wish it to occur again,’

She did not hear half that he said, but felt afraid of

him and wondered whether it was true that Vronsky
was not hurt. Was it of him they were speaking when
they said that he was not hurt but the horse had broken its

back ? She only smiled with simulated irony when he
had finished ; and she did not reply because she had not
heard what he said. Karenin had begun to speak boldly,

but when he realized clearly what he was talking about,

the fear she was experienciug communicated itself to

him. He saw her smile and a strange delusion possessed

him. ‘ She smiles at my suspicions. In a moment she

win tell me what she told me then : that these suspicions

are groundless and ridiculous.’

Now that a complete disclosure was impending, he
expected nothing so mueSI'as that she would, as before,

answer him mockingly that his suspicions were ridiculous

and groundless. What he knew was so terrible that he
was now prepared to believe anything. But the expres-

sion of her frightened and gloomy face did not now even
promise deception.

‘Perhaps I am mistaken/ said he. ‘In that ease I

beg your pardon.’
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As always happens where people congregate, the usual

crystallization, if we may so caE it, of Society took

pkce in the little German watering-place to which the

Shcherbatskys had come, assigning to each person a
definite and fixed position. As definitely and inevitably

* No, you were not mistaken,’ she said slowly, looking
despairingly 1340 Eis cold face. ‘ You were not mistaken.

I was, and cannot help being, in despair. I listen to you
but I am thinking of Mm. I love him, I am his mistress,

I cannot endure you, I am afraid of you, and I hate
you. . . . Do what you hke to me.’

And throwing herself back into the comer of the

carriage she burst into sobs, hiding her face in her hands.
Karenin did not move, and did not change the direction

in which he was looking, but his face suddenly assumed
the solemn immobility of the dead, and that expression

did not alter tiU they reached the house. As they were
driving up to it, he turned his face to her stiH with the

same expression and said

:

^ Yes ! But I demand that the external conditions of

propriety shall be observed till
’—his voice trembled

—

‘ till I take measures to safeguard my honour and inform
you of them.’

He alighted first and helped her out. In the presence

of the servants he pressed her hand, re-entered the

carriage, and drove off toward Petersburg.

After he had gone the Princess Betsy’s footman brought

Anna a note.
* I sent to Alexey to inquire about Ms health. He

writes that he is safe and sound, but in despair.’
‘ Then he will come,’ thought she. ‘ What a good

thing it is that I spoke out.’

She looked at the clock. She had three hours stiU to

wait, and the memory of the incidents of their last meeting

fired her blood.
‘ Dear me, how light it is ! It is dreadful, but I love

to see his face, and I love this fantastic light. . . . My
husband 1 Ah, yes. . . . Well, thank heaven that all

is over with him !
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as a particle of water exposed to the frost assumes the

well-known form of a snow c:^stal, so (Md each new-comer
on his arrival at the watering-place immediately settle

into his natural position.^®

‘Eurst Shcherbatsky sammt Gemahlin und Tochter,’^

by the lodgings they occupied, by their name, and ’ by
the people they were acquainted with, at once crystallized

into their defimte and preordained place.

There was a real German Furstin® at the watering-

place that season, and consequently the crystallizing

process was aoccomplished with special energy.

Princess Shcherbatskayaparticularlywished to introduce

her daughter to the German Royal jPrincess, and on the
second day after their arrival performed that rite.

Kitty made a low and graceful curtsy in her very
simple dress—that is to say, very stylish summer gown
ordered from Paris. The Royal Princess said :

‘ I hope
the roses will soon return to this pretty little face,’ and
at once a definite path was firmly established for the

Shcherbatskys from which it was impossible to deviate.

They made acquaintance with the family of an English
* Lady,’ with a German Countess and her son who had
been wounded in the last war, with a Swedish savant,

and with a Mr. Canut and his sister. But the people

with whom they necessarily associated most W'ere a
Moscow lady, Mary Evgenyevna Rtishcheva, and her

daughter, whom Kitty found unpleasant because her

Oiness was due to the same cause as Kitty’s

—

a, love

affair ; and a Moscow Colonel, whom Elitty from child-

hood had seen and known in uniform with epaulettes,

and who here—with his small eyes, low collar and coloured

necktie—^looked indescribably comical, and was also

wearisome because it was impossible to get rid of him.

When all this had become firmly established, Kitty began
to feel very duU, especially as her father had gone to

Carlsbad and she was left alone with her mother. She
was not interested in the people she knew, for she felt

that nothing new would come from them. Her chief

private interest at the watering-place consisted in observ-

ing those whom she did not know and making conjectures

about them. It was a characteristic of Kitty’s always

1 Prince Shcherbatsky with his wife and daughter.
2 Princess. t
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ijo expect to find the most excellent qualities in people,

especially in those she did not know. And now, when
guessing who and what kind of people the strangers were,

and in what relation they stood to one another, Xitty
attributed to them extraordinary and splendid characters,

and found confirmation in her observations.

Among these people she was specially interested in a

young Russian girl who had come to the watering-place

with an invalid Russian lady, Madame Stahl, as every

one called her. Madame Stahl belonged to the highest

Society, but she was so ill that she could not walk, and
only on fine days occasionally appeared on the promenade
in a bath-chair. But—^not so much from illness as

from pride, as the Princess Shcherbatskaya explained

—

Madame Stahl was not acquainted with any of the

Russians there. The Russian girl looked after Madame
Stahl, and ako, as Kitty noticed, became intimate with

all those who were seriously ill (of whom there were many
in the place) and waited on them in the most natural way.
This Russian girl, Kitty decided, was not related to

Madame Stahl, but neither was she a paid companion,

Madame Stahl called her by the diminutive ‘ Varenka,*

and others called her Mademoiselle Varenka. But
besides the fact that it interested Kitty to observe the

relations of this girl with Madame Stahl and with others,

she experienced (as often happens) an inexplicable

attraction toward this Me Varenka, and felt, when the

girl’s eyes met hers, that the feeling was mutual.

This Mile Varenka was not exactly past her early

youth, but seemed to be a person destitute of youthful-

uess : she might be nineteen years old or she might be
; thirty. V'

If one examined her features, she was good-looking

rather than plain, despite her unhealthy complexion.

Her figure would have been good had she not been too

thin and her head too large for her medium height ; but
she was not likely to prove attractive to men. She was
like a beautiful fiower which though not yet in full bloom
is already beginning to fade and has no scent. Another
reason why she could not be attractive to men was
because she lacked that of which Kitty had too much—

a

restrained flame of vitality and consciousness of her own
attractiveness. She seemed always occupied with soma-
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fclimg there could be no doubt about, and therefore it

seemed that no side issue could interest her. By this

contrast to herself Kitty was specially attracted. She
felt that in her and in her way of life could be found a
model of what she herseK was painfully seeldng : interest

in life, the worth of life—outside the social relations of

girls to men, which now seemed disgusting to Kitty,

who regarded them as shameful exhibitions of goods
awaiting a buyer. The more Kitty observed her unknown
friend, the more she was convinced that this girl really

was the perfect being she imagined her to be, and the more
she wished to make her acquaintance.

The two girls came across one another several times a
day, and every time they met Kitty’s eyes said : ‘ Who
are you ? What are you ? Surely you are the delightful

creature I imagine you to be ? But for heaven’s sake’
—her look added—‘ do not think that I shall force

myself on you, I simply admire and love you,’ ‘I too
love you, and you are very, very sweet, I should love

you still more if I had the time,’ the stranger’s look replied.

And Kitty saw that the girl really was always occupied

:

now taking the children of some Russian family home
from the Wells, now carrying an invalid’s plaid or wrapping
it roimd her, now trying to soothe an irritable patient,

now choosing and buying biscuits for some one’s coffee.

Soon after the Shcherbatskys’ arrival, two new persons

who provoked everybody’s disapproval began to appear
of a morning at the Wells. They were a very tall, round-
shouldered man with black eyes, naive and at the

same time dreadful, and enormous hands, who wore an
old overcoat too short for him, and a slightly pock-marked,
sweet-faced woman, badly and tastelessly dressed.

Having recognized them to be Russians, Kitty at once
began to make up a beautiful and touching romance
about them. But the Piincess, having found out from
the visitors’ list that they were Nicholas Levin and
Mary Ivanovna, explained to Kitty what a bad man
this Levin was, and aU her dreams about those two
people vanished. Not so much because of what her
mother had told her, as because the man was Constantine’s
brother, these two people appeared very disagreeable to
Kitty. This Levin, by his habit of jerking his head, now
inspired an irrepressible feeling of aversion in her.
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It seemed to her that his large, dreadful eyes, 'which
followed her insistently, expressed hatred and irony, and
she tried to. avoid encountering him.

'

'

' .'CHAPTER XXXI
„

It was a duU day, it rained the whole morning, and
the invalids with their umbrellas crowded the covered
gallery.

Kitty was walking with her mother and the Moscow
Colonel, who swaggered gaily in his short, German coat,

bought ready-made in Frankfort. They kept to one
side of the gallery, trpng to avoid Levin, who was walking
on the other side. Varenka in her dark dress and a
black hat with turned-down brim, was pacing the whole
length of the gallery with a blind Frenchwoman, and
each time she met Kitty they exchanged a friendly

look.
‘ Mama, may I speak to her ? ’ asked Kitty, follow-

ing her unknown friend with her eyes and noticing that
she was moving toward the Well and that they could
meet her there.

* Well, if you want to so much, I will inquire about
her first and will speak to her myself,’ answered her
mother. ‘ What do you see particular in her ? I expect
she’s a companion. If you like I will make Madame
Stahl’s acquaintance. I knew her sister-in-law,’ added
the Princess, raising her head proudly.

Kitty knew that her mother was offended that Madame
Stahl seemed to avoid making her acquaintance. Kitty
did not insist.

‘ She is wonderfully sweet I
’ she said, looking at Varenka.

who was handing a tumbler to the Frenchwoman. ‘ See
how naturally and sweetly she does it.’

* How absurd your infatuations are,’ said the Princess.
‘ Come, we’d better turn back,’ she added, as she noticed
Levin coming toward them with his companion and a Ger-
man doctor, to whom he was talking loudly and angrily.

They were just turning to go back, when they suddenly
heard voices not merely loud, but shouting. Levin had
stopped and was shouting, and the doctor was also

excited, A crowd collected about them. The Princess
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and Kitty withdrew hurriedly, bnt the Colonel joined
the crowd to find out what the noise was all about.
In a few minutes he overtook Kitty and her mother.
‘ What was the matter ? ’ asked the Princess.
* It’s shameful and scandalous,’ replied the Colonel,

* The one thing to fear is meeting Russians abroad. That
tall gentleman has been quarrelling with the doctor and
insulting him, because he is dissatisfied with the doctor’s

treatment. He shook his stick at him I It’s simply
shameful I

’

* Ah, how unpleasant I ’ said the Princess. ‘ But how
did it ah end ?

’

* Luckily that . . . you know the girl with a hat like

a mushroom—she’s Russian, I think—intervened,’ said

the Colonel.
* Mile Varenka ? ’ asked Eatty in a pleased tone.
* Yes, yes. She knew what to do before anyone else.

She took that fellow by the arm and led him away.’
‘ There, Mama,’ said Kitty. ‘ And you are surprised

that I admire her.’

The next day, watching her unknown friend, Kitty
noticed that she was already on the same footing with
Levin and his young woman as she was with her other
prot4g4s. She went up to them, talked to them, and
acted as interpreter for the woman, who spoke nothing
but Russian,

Kitty begged her mother more than ever to allow her
to make Varenka’s acquaintance, and, much as the

Princess disliked appearing to take the first step toward
getting acquainted with Madame Stahl, who allowed
herself to be proud of something or other, she made
inquiries about Varenka, and, having learnt particulars

which allowed her to conclude that though there might
be little good there would be no harm in this acquaint-

ance, she herself approached Varenka.
Choosing a moment when her daughter had gone to

the Well and Varenka had stopped in front of a baker’s

shop, the Princess went up to her.
* AUow me to introduce myself,’ said the Princess with

her dignified smile. * My daughter has fallen in love

with you. Perhaps you don’t Imow me. I . .

‘It is more than mutual, Princess,’ replied Varenka
hurriedly.
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‘ Wkat a good action yon performed yesterday for onr

unfortunate feiiow-conntryman r’ said the Princess
VarenJrn blushed^ ‘I don’t remember; I don’t think

,I did anytbmgj’ said. sbe.
,

^

Weil^,^ you see,Eis companion caUed me, and I tried to
soothe him ; he is very ili and was dissatisfied with his
doctor. I am used to looking after invalids of that
kind.

‘Oh, yes, I have heard that you live in Mentone with
our aunt, I think, Madame Stahl. I knew her sister-

in-law.
‘ No, she is not my aunt. I caU her Mama, but I am

not related to her. She adopted me,’ answered Varenka
and blushed again. '

’

This was said so simply, and the frank and open ex-
pression of her face was so amiable, that the Princess
understood what made Kitty so fond of this Varenka.

‘ Weil, and what about that Levin ?
’

‘ He is leaving,’ answered Varenka.
Just then Kitty, beaming with joy that her mother

had made acquaintance with her unknown friend
returned from the WeU.

’

‘ There, Kitty, your great wish to make acquaintance
with Mile . .

‘Varenka,’ prompted Varenka with a smile, ‘every-
body calls me so.*

Kitty blushed with joy, long and silently pressing her
new friend’s hand, which lay passively in hers. But
though her hand did not return the pressure, Mile
Varenka s face shone with a soft and pleased, though
rather sad, smile, which disclosed her large but splendid
teeth.,

'

‘ I have long wished it myself,’ she said.
‘ But you are so busy . .

‘Oh, on the contrary, I have no occupation at all,’

answered Varenka
; but at that very moment she had to

leave her new friends because two little Eussian girls,
the children of one of the invalids, ran up to her.

‘Varenka, Mama wants you !’ they shouted.
And Varenka went with them.
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CHAPTER XXXII

The particulars the Princess Shcherbatskaya learnt about
Varenka’s past and about her relations with Madame
Stahl, and about Madame Stahl herself, were the

following

:

Madame Stahl, of whom some people said that she

had tormented her husband to death, while others said

that, by his immoral conduct, he had tormented her,

had always been a sickly and ecstatic woman. When
her first baby was bom, she being already divorced from
her husband, it died at once ; and her relations, knowing
how susceptible she . was and fearing that this news
might kin her, changed her dead child for one who had
been bom that night in the same house in Petersburg,

the daughter of a chef at the palace. That child was
Varenka. Madame Stahl learnt afterwards that Varenka
was not her daughter, but continued to bring her up, the
more readily because it happened that very soon Varenka
had no relations left.

Madame Stahl had lived continuously abroad in the
South for more than ten years, hardly ever leaving her
bed. Some people said that she had made for herself a
position in Society by her pose as a philanthropic and
highly religious woman ; others said that she really was
the highly moral being, living only to do good, that she
seemed to be. No one knew what her religion was:
Roman Catholic, Protestant, or Greek Ortlmdox, but
one thing was certain, namely, that she was in friendly

relations with the most highly-placed personages of all

the churches and denominations.
Varenka always lived with her abroad, and ail who

knew Madame Stahl knew and liked Mile Varenka, as

everybody called her.

Having learnt all these particulars, the Princess saw
nothing to object to in a friendship between her daughter
and Varenka, especially as Varenlm’s manners and educa-
tion were exceUent~^he spoke French and English
admirably, and, above aU, she brought Madame StahFs
regrets at having been deprived through illness of the
pleasure of making the Princess’s acquaintance.
When she had made Varenka’s acquaintance Kitty
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became more and more fascinated by her friend and foundnew virtues m her every day.

that Varenka sang veryweU, m^ted her to come and sing to them one eve^g.
piano,—though not a J)odme, and you _ -would give us great pleasure,’ said the

unpleaM^_to i&tty now teoause she noticed that Varenka
did not wi^h to smg. Varenka, however, came in the

Princess had ako

Snfl.^
^ Evgenyevna with her daughter and the

Varerdka did not seem at ail abashed by the fact that
strangers were pi^ent, and she went stra^ht up to the
piano. She oo^d not accompany herseE but ^e sang
at sight admirably. Kitty, who played well, accompaS
‘You have M exceptional talent,’ said the Princess,Varenka had sung to first song excellentlv.
Mary Evgenyevna and her daughter thanked her andpraised her singing.

. w®’*
Colonel, looking out of the window,

what ^ audience has assembled to hear you.’ Under-

coDected
wmdow a considerable crowd really had

simply”^
very glad it gives you pleasure,’ said Varenka

Etty looked at her friend with pride. She was en-raptod by her sm™ her voice, her face, and above
aU by her manner,—by the fact that Varenka evidently
atteched no importance to her own singing and wm
quite mdiferent to the praise she got; she only seemed
to asK : Have 1 to smg again or is it enough ?

’

If it were I,* thought Kitty, ‘ ho-w proud I should feel

!

How glad I should be to see that crowd under the

L ^ indifferent. She only
VTshed not to refuse, and to give Mama pleasure. What
IS It m her ? What gives her this power to disregard
everything and to be so quietly independent ? How I
should l&e to know this, and to learn it from her!’

1

gazmg into the calm face, The Princess
asked Varenka to sing again, and she sang another song
just as truly, clearly, and weU, standing straight at the
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piano, and beating time on it mth her thin brown
hand.
The next piece in the mnsic book was an Italian song.

Eitty played the prelude and looked round at Varenka.
‘ Let us skip this one,’ said Yarenka, blushing.

Kitty anxiously and inquiringly fixed her eyes on
Varenka’s face. ‘ Well then, another one,’ she said,

hurriedly turning over the pages, immediately realizing

that there was something particular connected with
that song.

‘ No,’ answered Varenka, putting her hand on the
music and smiling. ‘No, let us sing that one.’ And
she sang the piece just as calmly, coldly, and well as
the previous ones.

When she had finished everybody again thanked her
and went to drink tea. But Klitty and Varenka went
out into the little garden belonging to the house.

‘Am I not right, you have some memory attached to

that song ?’ asked Kitty. ‘Don’t tell me about it,*

she added hurriedly, ‘ only say if I am right !

’

‘Why not? I will tell you,’ said Varenka simply;
and without waiting for a reply continued :

‘ Yes, there

is a memory attached to it and it was painful once. I

loved a man and used to sing that song to him.*

Kitty, deeply moved, gazed silently with wide-open eyes
at Varenka.

‘ I loved him and he loved me ; but his mother would
not have it, and he married another. He lives not far

from us now, and I see him sometimes. You did not
think that I too have had a romance ? ’ she said, and
on her handsome face there flickered for an instant a
spark of the fire which, Kitty felt, had once lighted up
her whole being.

‘ I—not think it ? Why, if I were a man I could
not have loved anyone else after knowing you. But I

can’t understand how, to satisfy his mother, he could
forget you and make you unhappy. He must be quite
heartless.’

‘ Oh no. He is a very good man, and I am not un-
happy; on the contrary, I am very happy. Well, we
shan’t sing any more to-day ? ’ she added, and went
toward the house.

‘ How good you are, how good I
’ exclaimed Kitty,
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stopping her and kissing her. ‘ If only I could be a little
bit like you !

’

‘ Why shodd yon be like anyone ? Ton’re very good
8® ®8id Varenka, smiling her gentle, weary

‘ No, I am not at an good. But tell me . . . Wait a
bit, let us sit down again,V said Kitty, making Varenka.
sit down on a garden seat beside her. ‘ Tell me is it
possible that yon are not offended at the thought that a
man despised your love f That he did not wish . . . f

’

• But he did not despise it ; 1 believe that he loved me.
but Ii© was an obedient son . ,

, .

* if it had not been his mother’s doing, but
his own ? said Kitty, feeling that she had given away
her secret and that her face, burning with a blush of
shame, had already betrayed her.
‘Then he would have behaved badly and I should

not regret him,’ repHed Varenka, evidently conscious
that they were now speaking not about her but about
Kitty.

‘But the humihation?’ said Kitty. ‘One cannot
forget the humiliation, one cannot,’ and she remembered
the look she gave Vronsky at the baU, when the music
stopped.

‘ Where is the humiliation t You did not do anythins
wrong ?

®

‘ Worse than wrong, shameful’
Varenka shook her head and put her hand on Kitty’s
‘Shameful in what respect?’ she said. ‘You could

not have told a man who was himself indifferent to you
that you loved him ?

’ ^

‘Of course not; I never said a single word, but he
knew it. Ko, no; there are such things as looks and
ways of behaving. If I live to be a hundred I shall
never forget it.’

‘What does it matter? I don’t imderstand. The
question is, do you love him now or not ? * said Varenka
calliag everything by its plain name.

’

* I hate him ; and I cannot forgive myself.*
‘ But what does it matter ?

*

‘ The shame, the humiliation . .
.*

‘ Dear me, if every one were as sensitive as you are »

*

said Varenka. ‘There is no giii who has not gone
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^ through til© same sort of thing. And it is all so

^

unimportant.’ I

‘ Then what is important ? ’ asked Kitty, looking into

her face with surprised curiosity.

*Ah, many things are important,’ replied Varenka,
; not knowing what to say. But at that moment they

heard the Princess’s voice from the window

:

•,

* Kitty, it is getting chiliy 1 Either take a shawl or
' come in.’

'

‘ Yes, I really must be going !
’ said Varenka, rising.

:

- ‘ I have to look in at Madame Berthe’s
; she asked

\

I me to.’ i

• Kitty held her hands, and with passionate curiosity

and entreaty questioned Varenka with her eyes :
‘ What—^what is most important ? What gives you such

peace ? You know, tell me I
’ But Varenka did not

even understand what Eatty’s eyes were asking. She
only knew that she had to call on Madame Berthe and
get home in time for Mama’s midnight tea. She went

K in, collected her music, and havmg said good-night to

I
everybody, prepared to go.

f
‘ Allow me to see you home,’ said the Colonel.
‘ Yes, how can you go alone at this time of night ?

*

I: agreed the Prmcess. ‘I will at any rate send Parasha

j|
with you.’

:

Kitty noticed that Varenka had difficulty in suppress-

ing a smile at the idea that she needed anyone to see

her home.
‘ Oh no, I always go out alone and nothing ever happens

to me,’ she said, takiug up her hat. And kissing IQtty
again, but without teUing her what was most important,
she went out with vigorous steps with her music under
her arm, and disappeared in the semi-darkness of the
summer night, carrying with her the secret of what was

I important, and to what she owed her enviable tranquillity

and dignity

CHAPTER XXXIII

Kitty also became acquainted with Madame Stahl, and
this acquaintanceship, together with Varenka’s friendship,

not only had a great influence on Kitty, but comforted
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her in her sorrow What comforted her was that a
perfectly new world was revealed to her, a world that
bad nothing m common with her past : an exalted,^irable world, from the heights of which it was possible
to regard that past calmly. It was revealed to her that
besides that mstmctive life she had lived hithertoWM also a spiritual life. That life was revealed bv
rehgion, but a rehgion that had nothing in common with

known since her childhood and
which found expression m Mass and vespers at
chapel of the Widows’ Almshouse where one
one’s mends, and in learning Slavonic texts by
with the priest. This was a lofty, mystical religion con-
neeted_with a series of beautiful thoughts and feelinsswMoh It was not only possible to believe because one
told to, but even to love.

Kitty did not learn aU this from words. Madame
spoke mth her as with a dear child who gives one pleasure
by reading one of one;s own past, and only once men-
tioned that love and faith alone can bring relief in all
human sorrows and that no sorrows are too trivial for
Christ s compassion. Then she immediately changed the
subject. But m Madame Stahl’s every movement,
word, every ‘heavenly’ look (as Kitty caUed
especially in the whole story of her life, which
learnt from Varenka, she discovered what was important
and what she had not known before.
But however lofty may have been Madame Stahl’s

character, however touching her story, and however
elevated and tender her words, Kitty could not help
noticing some perplexing traits in her. She noticed that
Madame Stahl, when inquiring about Kitty’s relatives
smiled contemptuously, which did not accord with
Christian kmdness. And once, when Kitty met a Roman
Cathohe pnest at the house, she observed that Madame
Stahl carefully hid her face behind the lampshade and
smiled m a pecuHar manner. Trifling as these things
were, they disturbed Kitty, and she felt doubts about
l^Iadame btahl. But Varenka, lonely, without relatives
or friends, with her sad disillusionment, wishing for
nothing and regretting nothing, persomfied that perfec-
tion of which Kitty only allowed herself to dream. In
Varenka she saw that it was only necessary to forget
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oneself and to love others in order to he at peace»
happy, and good. And such a person Kitty wished to be.

Having now clearly understood what was most important^

Eatty was not content merely to delight in it, but immedi-
ately with her whole soul devoted herself to this newly-
revealed life. She formed a plan for her future life,

based on what Varenka told her about the work of

Madame Stahl and of others whom she named. Like
Madame Stahl’s niece, Aline, of whom Varenka told her
a great deal, Kitty determined, wherever she lived, to

seek out the unfortunate, help them as much as she
could, distribute Gospels, and read the Gospel to the
sick, to criminals, and to the dying. The idea of read-

ing the Gospels to criminals, as Ahne did, charmed
Eatty particularly. But all these were secret dreams,
which she did not speak of either to her mother or to

Varenka.
However, while waiting for the time when she could

put her plans into operation on a larger scale, Elitty,

imitating Varenka, here at the watering-place where there

were so many sick and unhappy people, easily found
opportunities to apply her new rules.

At first the Princess only noticed that Kitty was
strongly influenced by her rngoumenU^ as she called it,

for Madame Stahl and especially for Varenka. She
noticed that Eatty not only imitated Varenka’s activities,

but involuntarily copied her manner of walking, speaking,

and blinking her eyes. But afterwards the Princess also

noticed that, apart from this infatuation, a serious spiritual

change was taking place in her daughter.
She saw that in the evening Kitty read the Gospels in

French (given her by Madame Stahl)—^whicb she had not
done before—^tbat she avoided her Society acquaintances
and made up to the mvaiids who were under Varenka’s
protection, and especially to the family of Petrov, a

poor, sick artist. Kitty evidently prided herself on
fulfilling the duties of a sister-of-mercy m that family.

This was ail very well, and the Princess had nothing
against it, especially as Petrov’s wife was quite a well-

bred woman, and the German Princess, having noticed

Edtty’s activities, praised her, calling her a ministering

angel. It would have been quite right had it not been

1 Infatuation.
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overdone. But the Princess saw that her daughter was
going to extremes and spoke to her about it

' ll ne faut jamais rim outrer,’ ^ she said to her one
day*

But her daughter did not reply; she only felt in her
soul that one could not speak of overdoing Christianity.How was It possible to exaggerate, when foUowing the
teaching which bids us turn the other cheek when we axe
^raok, and give our coat when our cloak is taken ?
But the Princess disliked this excess, and disliked it all
the more because she felt that Kitty did not wish to
open her whole heart to her. And Kitty reafly did hide
her new views and feelings from her mother. She
kept them secret not from want of respect and love
but just because^ her mother was her mother. Sh^
would have revealed them to anyone sooner than to
her.

since Anna Pavlovna was here’
mid the Princess once, speaking of Mrs Petrova. ‘T
invited her and she did not seem pleased.’

‘I did not notice anything, Mama,’ said Kitty, hushing

‘ Is it long since you went to see them ?
’

‘ We are aU airanging to go for a drive up the mountains
to-morrow,’ pphed Kitty.

^

‘ Well, go if you like,’ said the Princess, looking intentlv
mto her daughter s confused face and tiying to guess the
cause of her confusion.

®

That same day Varenka came to dinner, and said that
Anna Pavlovna had changed her mind about going to
the mountains to-morrow. ® °

The Princess noticed that Kitty blushed again
‘Etty, have you not had some unpleasantam with

the Petrovs ? the Itaoess asked when they were again
alone toother. ‘Why has she stopped sending the
children here and coming herself ?

’

Mtty replied that nothing had passed between them
and that she did not at aU understand why Anna Pavlovna

displeased with her. Kitty spoke the truth •

she did not know why Anna Pavlovna had changedtoward her, but she guessed it. She guessed it to besomethmg that she could not teH her mother and did
1 You should never overdo anything.
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not even say to herself. It was one of those things
which one knows and yet cannot say even to oneself

—

so dreadful and shameful would it be to make a
mistake..'

Again and again she went over in memory all the
relations she had had with that family. She remembered
the naive pleasure expressed in Anna Pavlovna’s round,
good-natured face whenever they met; remembered
their secret consultations about the patient, and their

plots to draw him away from his work which the doctor
had forbidden and to take him for walks, and the attach-
ment to her felt by the youngest boy, who called her
‘ my Kitty,’ and did not want to go to bed without her.

How good it had all been ! Then she recalled Petrov’s

thin, emaciated figure in his brown coat, with his long
neck, his thin, curly hair, his inquiring blue eyes,—^which

had at first seemed to her terrible,—and his sickly efforts

to appear vigorous and animated in her presence. She
remembered her first efforts to conquer the repulsion she
felt for him, as for all consumptives, and her efforts to

find something to say to him. She remembered the
timid look, full of emotion, with which he gazed at her,

and the strange feeling of compassion and awkwardness,
followed by a consciousness of her own benevolence, that
she had experienced. How good it had all been 1 But
all that had been at first. Now for some days past all

had suddenly been spoilt. Anna Pavlovna now met
Kitty with affected amiability and constantly watched
her husband and her.

Could his touching pleasure when she drew near be the
cause of Anna Pavlovna’s coldness ?

‘ Yes,’ she remembered, * there was something un-
natural in Anna Pavlovna, quite unlike her usual kind-

ness, when the day before yesterday she said crossly

:

‘ There, he has been waiting for you and would not
drink his coffee without you, though he was growing
dreadfully weak.”

‘ Yes, and perhaps my giving him his plaid may also

have been unpleasant to her. It was such a simple thing,

but he took it so awkwardly, and thanked me so much
that I myself felt awkward. And then that portrait of

me, which he did so well ! And above all—that look,

confused and tender, . . . Yes, yes, it is so I
’ Kitty said
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to herseK quite horrified ; and thea, ‘ Xo, it is impossible,

it must not b© ! . He is so pathetic.’ ..

This doubt poisoned her delight in her new life.

Quite toward the end of the season Prince Shcherbatsfey,

who from Carlsbad had gone on to Baden and Kissingen

to see some Russian friends and to ‘ inhale some Russian
spirit,’ as he expressed it, returned to his family.

The views of the Prince and Princess on life abroad
were diametrically opposed. The Princess found every-

thing admii’able, and, in spite of her firmly-estab-

lished position in Russian Society, tried when abroad to

appear Hke a European lady, which she was not—being
thoroughly Russian. She therefore became somewhat
artificial, which made her feel uncomfortable. The
Prince, on the contrary, considered everything foreign

detestable and life abroad oppressive, and kept to his

Russian habits, purposely trying to appear more unlike

a European than he really was.

He returned looking thinner, with the skin on his

cheeks hanging loose, but in the brightest of spirits.

His spirits were still better when he saw Kitty com-
pletely recovered. The news of her friendship with

Madame Stahl and Varenka, and the information the

Princess gave him of the change she had observed in

Kitty, disturbed him and aroused in him his usual feel-

ings of jealousy toward anything that drew his daughter

away from him and of fear lest she might escape from

his influence into regions inaccessible to him. But these

unpleasant rumours were soon drowned in that sea of

kind-hearted cheerfulness which was always within him
and which was increased by the Carlsbad water.

The day after his arrival the Prince, attired in a long

overcoat, and with his Russian wrinkles, and his slightly

puffy cheeks supported by a stiff collar, went out in the

brightest of spirits to the Springs with his daughter.

The morning was lovely i the bright, tidy houses with

their little gardens, the sight of the red-faced, red-armed,

beer-saturated German housemaids, and the clear sun-

shine, cheered the heart; but the nearer one came to

210 K
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the Spring the more often one met sick people, whose
appearance seemed yet sadder amid these cnstomary
well-ordered conditions of German life. Kitty was no
longer struck by this contrast. The bright siinshine,

the gay glitter of the green trees, and the sounds of

music had become for her the natural framework of all

these familiar figures, and of the changes for better or

for worse which she watched. But to the Prince the
radiance of the June mommg, the sounds of the band
playing a fashionable and merry valse, and particularly

the appearance of the sturdy maid-servants, seemed ;

improper and monstrous in contrast with all those melan-
choly living-corpses collected from all parts of Europe.
In spite of the pride and the sense of renewed youth

which he experienced while walking arm-in-arm with
his favourite daughter, he felt almost awkward and
ashamed of his powerful stride and his large healthy limbs.

He had almost the feeling that might be caused by
appearing in company without clothes.

‘ Introduce me, introduce me to your new friends,’ he
said to his daughter, pressing her arm with his elbow
‘ I have even taken a liking to your nasty Soden because

it has done you so much good. But it’s sad—this place

of yours, very sad. Who is that ?
’

Kitty told him the names of the acquaintances and
others whom they met. Just at the entrance to the

gardens they met the blind Madame Berthe with her

guide, and the Prince was pleased by the tender look

on the old Frenchwoman’s face when she heard Elitty’s

voice. With French exaggeration she at once began ^
talking to him, admiring him for having such a delightful t
daughter, and in Kitty’s presence praised her up to the

skies, calling her a treasure, a pearl, and a ministering

angel.
‘ Then she must be angel No. 2,’ the Prince remarked

with a smile. ‘ She calls Mile Varenka angel No. 1.’

* Oh, MUe Varenka is a real angel, allez^ said Madame
Berthe.

In the gallery they met Varenka herself. She was
walking hurriedly toward them with an elegant little

red bag in her hand.
;

‘ See i Papa has come I
’ said Kitty to her.

f

Simply and naturally, as she did everything, Varenka
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made a movement between a bow and a curtsy and

immediately began talking to the Prince just as she talked

to everybody, easily and naturally.

« Of course I know you, Pve heard all about you,’ the

Prince said to her with a smile, by which Kitty saw with

joy that her father liked Varenka, ‘Where are you

off to in such a hurry ?
’

‘ Mama is here,’ said she, turning to Kitty. ‘ She did

Eot sleep aH night and the doctor advised her to go out.

I am taking her her work.’

* So that is angel No. 1 1 ’ said the Prince when Varenka

had gone.

Kitty saw that he would have liked to make fun of

Varenka, but was unable to do so because he liked her,

‘ Well, let us see all your friends,’ he added, ‘ includ-

ing Madame Stahl, if she wiU condescend to recognize me.’

* Oh, do you know her, Papa ? ’ asked Kitty, alarmed

by an ironical twinkle in the Prince’s eyes when he

mentioned Madame Stahl.

‘ I knew her husband and her too, slightly, before she

joined the Pietists-’^"^

‘ What are Pietists, Papa ?’ asked Kitty, dismayed

by the fact that what she valued so highly in Madame
Stahl had a name.

* I don’t know very well myseK. I only know that

she thardss God for everything, including ail misfortunes,

, . and thanks God for her husband’s death. And it

seems funny, for they did not get on well together. . .

Who is that ? What a pitiful face,’ he said, noticing an

invalid of medium height who sat on a bench in a brown
coat and white trousers which feU into strange folds over

his emaciated legs. The man raised his straw hat above

his thin curly hair, uncovering a high forehead with an
imhealthy redness where the hat had pressed it.

‘ It is Petrov, an artist,’ Kitty replied, blushing. ‘ And
that is his wife,’ she added, indicating Anna Pavlovna,

who on their approach went away with apparent intention,

following a child who had run along the path.
‘ Poor man, what a nice face he has !

’ said the Prince.

‘Why did you not go up to him ? He looked as if he

wished to say something to you.’
‘ Weil, come back then,’ said Kitty, turning resolutely.

*How are you to-day ? ’ she asked Petrov*
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Petrov rose with the aid of a stick and looked timidly
at the Prince.

* This is my daughter,’ said the Prince
;

* allow me to
introduce myself.’

The artist bowed and smiled, exposing his strangely

glistening white teeth.
* We were expecting you yesterday, Princess,’ he said

to Kitty.

He staggered as he said it, and to make it appear as
if he had done this intentionally, he repeated the
movement.

‘I meant to come, but Varenka told me that
Pavlovna sent word that you were not going.’

‘ Not going ? ’ said Petrov, flushing and immediately
beginning to cough and looking round for his wife.
* Annetta, Annetta !

’ he said loudly, and the veins in

his white neck protruded like thick cords.

Anna Pavlovna drew near.
‘ How is it you sent word to the Princess that we were

not going ? ’ he said in an irritable whisper, his voice

failing him.
‘ Good morning. Princess,’ said Anna Pavlovna with a

forced smile, quite unlike her former way of greeting

Edtty. ‘ I am very pleased to make your acquaintance,’

she went on, turning to the Prince. ‘You have long

been expected, Prince I
’

‘ How is it you sent to tell the Princess we were not
going ? ’ the painter whispered hoarsely and still more
angrily, evidently irritated because his voice failed him
and he could not give his words the expression he
desired.

‘ Oh, dear me ! I thought we were not going,’ said his

wife with vexation.
* How so ? When . . .’ he was interrupted by a fit

of coughing, and made a hopeless gesture with his

hand.
The Prince raised his hat and went away with his

daughter.
‘ Oh, oh !

’ he sighed deeply. ‘ What poor things !

’

‘ Yes, Papa,’ replied Kitty. ‘ And you know they have
three children, no servants, and hardly any means. He
receives something from the Academy,’ she explained
animatedly, trying to stifle the excitement resulting from
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her.
‘ And there’s Madame Stahl,’ said Kitty, pointing

to a bath-chair on which, under a sunshade, lay something
supported by pillows, wrapped up in grey and pale-

blue. It was Madame Stahl. Behind her was a sullen-

looking, robust German workman who pushed W
bath-chair. At her side stood a fair-haired Swedish
Count, whom Kitty ^ew by name. Several patients

lingered near by, gazing at this lady as at something
out of the common.
The Prince approached her, and Kitty immediately

noticed in his eyes that ironical spark which so disturbed

her. He went up to Madame Stahl, and spoke to her
extremely politely and nicely in that excellent French
which so very few people speak nowadays.

‘ I do not know whether you will remember me, but

I must recall myself to you in order to thank you for

your kindness to my daughter,’ he said, raising his hat

and not putting it on again.
* Prince Alexander Shoherbatsky,’ said Madame Stahl,

lifting toward him her heavenly eyes, in which Kitty

detected displeasure. ‘I am very pleased. I have

grown very fond of your daughter.’
‘ Your health is still not good ?

’

*No, but I am accustomed to it,’ said Madame Stahl,

and introduced the Swedish Count to the Prince,

‘You are very little changed,’ said the Prince.M
have not had the honour of seeing you for ten or eleven

years,* ^

* Yes, God sends a cross and gives the strength to hear

it. It often seems strange to think why this life should

drag on. . . . On that side I
’ she said irritably to Varenka,

who was not wrapping the plaid round her feet the right

way.
‘To do good, probably,V said the Prince, whose eyes

were laughing.

‘That is not for us to judge,’ said Madame Stahl,

detecting a something hardly perceptible on the Prince’s

face. ‘ Then you whl send me that book, dear Count ?

Thank you very much,’ she added, turning to the young
Swede.

‘ Ah !
’ exclaimed the Prince, seeing the Moscow Colonel

standing near by, and with a bow to Madame Stahl he

PART II, CHAPTER XXXIV
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moYed away with his daughter and with the Moscow
Colonel, who had joined them.

‘ That is our aristocracy, Prince I
’ remarked the

Colonel, wishing to appear sarcastic. He had a pique
against Madame Stahl because she did not wish to be
acquainted with him.

‘Always the same,’ answered the Prince.

‘Did you know her before her illness, Prince? I

mean before she was laid up ?
’

‘ Yes, I knew her when she first became an invalid.’
‘ I hear she has not been up for ten years.’
‘ She does not get up, because her legs are too short.

She has a very bad figure . .

‘ Papa, impossible I
’ exclaimed Kitty.

‘Evil tongues say so, my love. But your Varenka
does get it,’ he added. ‘ Oh, those invalid ladies !

’

‘Oh no, Papa,’ Kitty objected warmly. ‘Varenka
adores her. And besides, she does so much good I Ask
anyone you like I Everybody knows her and Aline

Stahl.’
‘ Perhaps,’ he said, pressing her arm with his elbow.

‘ But it is better to do good so that, ask whom you will,

no one knows anything about it.’

Kitty was silent, not because she had nothing to say,

but because she did not want to reveal her secret thoughts

even to her father. Yet—^strange to say
—

^though she

had made up her mind not to submit to her father’s

opinion and not to let him enter her sanctuary, she felt

that the divine image of Madame Stahl which she had
carried in her bosom for a whole month had irrevocably

vanished, as the figure formed by a cast-ofi garment
vanishes when one realizes how the garment is lying.

There remained only a short-legged woman who was
always lying down because she had a bad figure, and who
tormented poor unresisting Varenka for not tucking her

plaid the right way. And by no efforts of imagination

could the former Madame Stahl be recalled, ^
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CHAPTER XXXV

The Prince imparted Ms good spirits to Ms household,

his friends, and even to Ms German landlord.

On returning from the Spring with Kitty, the Prince,

who had invited the Colonel, Mary Evgenyevna, and
Varenka to come and take coffee, had a table and chairs

brought out into the garden under a chestnut tree and
breakfast laid there. The landlord and the servants

brightened up under his ioffuence. They knew Ms
generosity, and in a quarter of an hour the sick Hamburg
doctor, who lived upstairs, was looking with envy from Ms
w'indow at the merry party of healthy Russians gathered

under the chestnut tree. Beneath the trembling shadow-
circles of the leaves, at one end of a table covered with

a wMte cloth and set out with coffee-pot, bread, butter,

cheese and cold game, sat the Princess in a cap with

lilac ribbons, handing out cups of coffee and sandwiches.

At the other end sat the Prince, making a substantial

meal and talking loudly and merrily. He spread out

Ms purchases before him : carved caskets, spillikins,

and paper-knives of all kinds, of which he had bought
quantities at all the different watering-places, and he
gave them away to eveiybody, including Lisohen, the

maid, and the landlord, with whom he joked in his funny
broken German, assuring him that not the waters had
cured Kitty but his excellent food, especially his plum
soup. The Princess laughed at her husband for Ms
Russian ways, but was livelier and brighter than she

f had ever been during her stay at the watering-place.

The Colonel smiled, as he always did at the Prince’s

jokes ; but with regard to Europe (wMch he thought he

had carefully studie^ he sided with the Princess. The
.

good-natured Mary Evgenyevna shook with laughter at

everything the amusing Prince said, and even Varenka,
in a way new to Kitty, succumbed to a feeble but in-

fectious laughter inspired by the Prince’s jokes.

All this cheered Kitty up, but she could not help being

\

troubled. She could not solve the problem unconsciously

I

set her by her father’s jocular view of her friends and of

I
the Hfe she had begun to love so much. To this problem
was added the change in her relations with the Petrovs*
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wHch had been so clearly and unpleasantly demonstrated
that morning. Everybody was merryj but Kitty could
not be merry, and this troubled her stdl more. She
felt almost as she used to feel when, as a child, she was
locked up in a room for punishment and heard her sister’s

merry laughter,

‘Now, why have you bought that mass of things?’
asked the Princess, smiling and passing her husband a
cup of coffee.

‘ One goes out walking, comes to a shop, and they ask
one to buy something. It’s “ ErlaucM, Excellenz, Eurch-
lauchV^ ^ Well, by the time they get to “ DurcIdaucU ”

I can’t resist, and ten thalers are gone.’
‘ That’s all because you are bored,’ said the Princess.
‘ Bored, of course I am ! The time hangs so heavy,

my dear, that one does not know what to do with
oneself.’

‘How can you be bored, Prince ? There is so much
that is interesting in Germany now,’ said Mary
Evgenyevna.
‘But I know ah your interesting things: plum-soup

and pea-sausages. I know them. I know it all.’

‘ No, say what you please, Prince, their institutions are

interesting,’ said the Colonel.
‘ What is there interesting about them ? They are as

self-satisfied as brass farthings ; they’ve conquered
everybody. Now tell me what am I to be pleased about ?

I have not conquered anybody, but here I have to take

off my own boots and even put them outside the door
myself. In the morning I have to get up and dress at

once and go down to the dining-room to drink bad tea.

Is it like that at home? There one wakes up without
any hurry, gets a bit cross about something, grumbles a

bit, comes well to one’s senses, and thinks everything

well over without hurrying.’
‘ But “ time is money,” don’t forget that,’ said the

Colonel.
‘ It aU depends on what time ! There are times when

one would give a whole month for a shilling and there are

times when you would not give half an hour at any price.

Is not that so, Kitty ? Why are you so glum ?
’

‘ I’m aU right.’

1 Ermnence, ExeeJlence, Serene Kighness,
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‘ Where are you ofE to ? Stay a Uttie loager,’ he said,
turning to Vareiika,

‘ I must get home,’ said Varenka, rising and bursting
into another fit of laughter. When she had recovered,
she took leave and went into the house for her hat.
Kitty followed her. Even Varenka seemed different

now. She was not worse, but different from what Kitty
previously had imagined her to be.

‘ Oh dear, I have not laughed so much for a long time !

’

said Varenka, collectmg her sunshade and bag. ‘ What
a dear your Papa is !

*

Kitty remained silent.

‘ When shall we meet ? ’ asked Varenka.
‘Mama was going to call on the Petrovs. Will you

be there ? ’ asked Ktty, trying to sound Varenka.
‘ I will,’ answered Varenka. ‘ They are preparing to

leave, so I have promised to help them pack.’
‘ Then I’ll come too.’

* No, why should you ?
’

‘ Why not, why not, why not ? ’ asked Kitty with
wide-open eyes, and holding Varenka’s sunshade to pre-
vent her going. ‘ No, wait a bit, and tell me why not.’

‘ Oh, nothing. Only your Papa has returned, and they
don’t feel at ease with you.’

‘ No, no, tell me why you do not wish me to be often
at the Petrovs ? You don’t, do you ? Why V

‘ I have not said so,’ replied Varenka quietly.
‘ No, please tell me !

’

‘ Shall I tell you ever^hing ? * said Varenka.
‘ Everything, everything !

’ said Ktty.
‘ There is nothing special to tell, only Petrov used

to want to leave sooner but now does not want to go,’

said Varenka smiling.

‘Weil, go on,’ Kitty hurried her, looking at her with
a frown.

‘ Wen, I don’t know why, but Anna Pavlovna says he
does not want to go, because you are here. Gf course
that was tactless, but they quarrelled about you. And
you know how excitable such invalids are.’

Kitty frowned yet more, and remained silent, and
only Varenka spoke, trying to soften and soothe Ktty,
and foreseeing an approaching explosion of tears or wor&,
she knew not which.
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‘So it is better for you not to go. . « . And, 3!'ou

understand, don’t be hurt . .

‘ It serves me right, it serves me right !
’ Kitty began

hurriedly, snatching Varenka’s sunshade out of her

hands, and looking past her friend’s eyes.

Varenka felt like smiling at her friend’s childish anger

but feared to offend her.

‘Why—^serves you right? I don’t understand,’ she

said,

‘It serves me right because it was all pretence, all

invented and not heartfelt. What business had I with ;

a stranger ? So it comes about that I am the cause

of a quarrel, and have been doing what nobody asked

me to do. Because it is aU pretence, pretence and
pretence ! . .

‘ But what motive had you for pretending ? ’ said

Varenka softly.
‘ Oh, how stupid, how stupid 1 There was no need at

all. ... It was all pretence !
’ Eatty said, opening and

shutting the sunshade.
‘ But with what object ?

’

‘ To appear better than others to myself and to God-—
to deceive everybody. No, I shall not give in to that

again I Let me be bad, but at any rate not false, not a

humbug!’
* But who is a “ humbug ” ? ’ asked Varenka reproach-

fully. ‘ You speak as if . .
.’

But Kitty was in one of her fits of passion. She would
not let Varenka finish.

‘ I am not talking about you, not about you at all.

You are perfection. Yes, yes, you are all perfection;
“

but how can I help it if I am bad ? It would not have
happened if I were not bad. So let me be what I

am, but not pretend. What is Anna Pavlovna to me ?

Let them live as they like, and I will Ihe as I like. I

cannot be different. . . . j^d it’s all not the thing, not

the thing 1

’

‘ But what is not the thing ? ’ said Varenka, quite

perplexed.
‘ It’s aU not the thing. I can’t live except by my own

heart, but you live by principles. I have loved you quite

simply, but you, I expect, only in order to save me, to

teach me,’
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‘ You are unjust,’ said Varenka.-
‘ But l am not talking about others, only about myself.’

‘Kitty!’ came her mother’s voice, ‘ come here and
show Papa your corals.’

Eutty took from the table a little box which held the

corals, and with a proud look, without having made it

up with her friend, went to where her mother was.
‘ What’s the matter ? Why are you so red ? ’ asked

both.her mother and father together.
‘ Nothing,’ she said. ‘ I’ll come back in a minute,*

and ran away.
‘ She is still here,’ thought Kitty. ‘IVhat shall I say

to her? Oh dear! What have I done, what have I

said ? Why have I offended her ? What am I to do ?

What shall I say to her ? ’ thought Kitty and stopped at

the door.

Varenka, with her hat on, sat at the table examining

the spring of her sunshade, which Kitty had broken.

She looked up.

‘Varenka, forgive me, forgive me! * whispered Kitty,

coming close to her. ‘ I don’t remember what I said.

I . .

‘ Really, I did not wish to distress you,’ said Varenka
with a smile.

Peace was made. But with her father’s return the

world in which she had been living completely changed

for Kitty. She did not renounce all she had learnt, but

realized that she had deceived herseK when thinking

that she could be what she wished to be. It was as S
she had recovered consciousness ; she felt the difficulty

of remaining without hypocrisy or boastfulness on the

level to which she had wished to rise.

Moreover, she felt the oppressiveness of that world of

sorrow, sickness and death in which she was living. The
efforts she had been making to love it, now seemed tor-

menting, and she longed to get away quickly to the fresh

air, back to Russia, to Ergushovo, where as she knew from

a letter her sister Dolly had moved with the children.

But her affection for Varenka was not weakened.

When taking leave of her, Kitty tried to persuade her to

come and stay with them in Russia.
‘ I will come when you are married,’ said Varenka,
‘ I shall never marry.’
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‘ Well, then, I shaE never come.’
* Then I wiB marry for that purpose only. Mind now,

don’t forget your promise !
’ said &tty.

The doctor’s prediction was justified. Kitty returned

to Russia quite cured! She was not as careless and
light-hearted as before, but she was at peace. Her old

Moscow sorrows were no more than a memory.



PART III

CHAPTER I .

SEB^nrs IVANTOH Kozhyshev, wishing to take a rest

from mental work, went to stay with his brother in the

country instead of going abroad as usual. According to

his views country life was preferable to any other, and
he had now come to his brother’s house to enjoy it.

Constantine Levin was very pleased, especially as he

no longer expected his brother Nicholas to come that

summer. But in spite of his afiection and respect for

Koznyshev, Constantine did not feel at ease with his

step-brother in the country. To Constantine the country

was the place where one lived—that is to say, where one

rejoiced, suffered, and laboured ; hut to Koznyshev the

country was, on the one hand, a place of rest from work,

and, on the other, a useful antidote to depravity, an
antidote to which he resorted with pleasure and with a

consciousness of its utility. To Constantine the country

seemed a good place because it was the scene of un-

questionably useful labour ; to Koznyshev it seemed good

because one could and should do nothing there. Besides

this, Koznyshev’s attitude toward the peasants jarred

on Constantine. Koznyshev was wont to say that he

knew and loved the common people : he often conversed

with peasants, and was able to do it well, frankly, and
without affectation, deducing from every such conversa-

tion data in the peasants’ favour and proofs of his own
knowledge of the people. Constantine regarded the

peasants as the chief partners in a common undertaking,

and despite his respect and the feeling of a blood-tie

—

probably, as he said, sucked in with the milk of his peasant

nurse—^he as pai-tner in their common undertaking,

though often filled with admiration for the strength,

meekness, and justice of these people, was very often

(when the business required other qualities) exasperated

2S9
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t;’'- with them for their carelessness, nntidmess, dranken-
ness, and nntmthfidness. Had Constantine been asked
whether he liked the peasants, he would not have known
what to answer. He both liked and disliked them, just

as he liked and disliked all human beings. With his

natural kind heart he of course liked human beings more
than he disliked them, and naturally the peasants were
included ; but he could not like or dislike the people

as if they were something apart, because he not only

lived among them, his interests closely bound up with

theirs, but he considered himseK one of the people and
could not find in himself any special qualities or defects

which placed him in contrast With them. Moreover,
though he had long lived in very close relations with the

peasants, as their master, mediator, and above all as

their adviser (the peasants trusted him, and would often

come thirty mdles to consult him), he had no definite

opinion concerning them. Had he been asked whether
he knew the people, he would have been just as much
at a loss for a reply as he was for a reply to the question

whether he liked them. To say that he Imew the peasants

was tantamount to saying that he knew human beings.

He continually observed and learnt to know aU sorts of

human beings, among them human beings of the peasant
class, whom he considered interesting, constantly dis-

covering in them new traits and altering his opinions

accordingly. Koznyshev, on the other hand, just as he
praised country life as a contrast to the life he disliked,

liked the peasants as a contrast to the class he disliked,

and regarded them as a contrast to humanity in general.

His methodical mind had formed definite views on the

life of the people, founded partly on that life itself, but
chiefly on its contrast. He never altered his opinions

about the people nor his sympathetic attitude toward
them. In the disputes which took place between the

brothers when discussing the peasants, Koznyshev was
always victorious, just because he had definite views
about them, their character, attributes, and tastes

;

while Constantine had no de:Mte and fixed views, and
was often guilty of self-contradiction when arguing on
that subject.

Koznyshev thought his younger brother a splendid
fellow, with his heart in the right place, but with a mind
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which, though rather quick, was swayed by the impres-

sion of the moment and was therefore full of contradictions.

With an elder brother’s condescension he sometimes
explained to him the meaning of things, but could find

no pleasure in discussion, because he could gain too easy

a victory.

Constantine considered his brother to be a man of

great intellect, noble in the highest sense of the word,

and gifted with the power of working for the general

welfare. But the older he grew and the more intimately

he came to know his brother, the oftener the thought
to him that the power of working for the general

welfare—a power of which he felt himself entirely desti-

tute—^was not a virtue but rather a lack of something

:

not a lack of kindly honesty and noble desires and tastes,

but a lack of the power of hvrng, of what is called heart—
the aspiration which makes a man choose one out of all

the innumerable paths of life that present themselves,

and desire that alone. The better he knew his brother,

the more he noticed that Koznyshev and many other

social workers were not led to this love for the common
good by their hearts, but because they had reasoned out

in their minds that it was a good th^ to do that kind

of work, and took to it accormngly. What strengthened

this conviction, was noticing that his brother did not take

the question of the general welfare, or of the immortality

of the soul, any more to heart than a game of chess, or the

construction of a new machine.

Another thing which made Constantine Levin feel

his brother’s presence inconvenient was that in the

f country, especially during the summer, while Levin

was always busy with the farm and the long summer
days were too short for doing all that had to be done,

Koznyshev was resting. But even though he was

resting from mental labours and was not writing, he

was so used to mental activity that he liked express-

ing his thoughts in an elegant, concise style, and

liked having a listener. His most usual and natural

listener was his brother; and therefore, despite their

friendly relations, Constantine felt xmcomfortable at

;
leaving him alone. Koznyshev loved to lie basking in

the sunshine, talking lazily.

! ‘You can’t imagine what a pleasure this complete
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laziness is to me : not a thought in my brain—yon might
send a ball rolling through it I

’

But it wearied Constantine to sit listening to him,
particularly because he knew that during his absence

the manure was being carted into the field, and it was
impossible to guess where they would throw it if he were
not there to see. The ploughshares too would not be

screwed up properly, but taken ofij and then he would
be told that these ploughs were a silly invention : ‘How
can they be compared to our old Russian plough ? ’ and
so on.

* Haven’t you walked about enough in this heat ?
’

said Koznyshev.
‘ No ; I must just look in at the counting-house for a

moment,’ answered Levin, and ofi he ran to the fields.

CHAPTER II

At the beginning of June Levin’s old nurse and house-

keeper, Agatha Mikhaylovna, happened to slip as she was
carrying to the cellar a jar of mushrooms which she had
just pickled, and sprained her wrist. A talkative young
medical man who had only just qualified and been
appointed doctor for the Zemstvo district arrived,

examined the hand, said it was not dislocated, and enjoyed
a talk with the celebrated Sergius Ivanich Koznyshev.
He told him all the gossip of the district to show ofi his

enlightened views and complained of the unsatisfactory

conditions prevailing there. Koznyshev listened atten-

tively, asked questions, and, enlivened by the presence
of a new listener, became quite chatty, made some pointed
and weighty remarks respectfully appreciated by the
young doctor, and reached that state of animation his

brother so well knew, which generally followed a brilliant

and lively conversation. After the doctor’s departure
Koznyshev felt inclined to go to the river with his fishing-

rod. He was fond of angling, and seemed proud of being
able to like such a stupid occupation. Constantine, who
was obliged to go to the cornfields and meadows, ofieied

to give his brother a lift in his trap.

It was just the time of year, the turning-point of

summer, when the result of that year’s harvest becomes
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asstired, when the autumn sowings have to be considered,

and when the hay harvest is close at hand ; when the

grey-green rye waves its formed but as yet not swollen

ears lightly in the wind; when the green oats, with

irregular clumps of yellow grass interspersed, stand un-

evenly on late-sown fields ; when the early buckwheat
spreads out and hides the ground ; when the fallow land,

trodden as hard as a stone by the cattle, is half-ploughed,

with here and there long strips omitted as too hard for

the plough ; when the smell of dried heaps of manure
in the fields mingles with the honied perfume of the

' grasses ; and waiting for the scythe, the lowland meadows
lie smooth as a lake by the river’s banks, showing here

and there black heaps of weeded sorrel stalks. It was
the time of that short pause before the labour, yearly

renewed, of getting in the harvest, which always demands
all the peasants’ strength for its accomplishment. The
promise of the harvest was splendid, the weather clear

and hot, and the short night dewy.
The brothers had to pass through the forest on their

way to the meadows, Koznyshev was aU the while filled

with admiration for the beauty of the thickly-leaved

forest, and kept pointing out to his brother the old lime

[ trees, looking so dark on the shady side, covered with

creamy buds all ready to burst into blossom ; or the new
; shoots, sparkling like emeralds, on the trees. Constantine

Levin did not like talking or hearing about the beauty

of nature. Words seemed to detract from the beauty of

what he was looking at. He assented to what his brother

i said but could not help thinking of other things. When
f they emerged from the forest his attention was arrested

1 at the sight of a fallow field and a hillock, here and there

i yellow with grass or broken up and cut into squares, in

I

some parts speckled with heaps of manure, or even

ploughed. A string of carts was moving over the field.

Levin counted the carts, and was pleased to see that

I
sufficient manure was being brought. At sight of the

i

meadows his thoughts turned to the hay harvest. The

i thought of the hay harvest always touched him to the

1 quick. When they reached the meadow Levin stopped.

At the roots of the thick grass the morning dew stHl

\ lingered, and Koznyshev, afraid of wetting his feet,

I asked his brother to drive him across the meadow to the
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willow clump near which perch could be caught. Though
Constantine was loth to crush his grass, he drove across

the meadow. The tall grass twined softly about the

wheels and the horse’s legs, leaving seeds on the wet
spokes and hubs.

Koznyshev sat down by the wiUows, while Levin led

away his horse, and, having tethered it, stepped into the

immense grey-green sea of grass, so dense that the wind
could not rufide it. In the meadow, which was flooded

every spring, the silky grass, now scattering its seeds,

reached almost to his waist. When Constantine Levin
had passed right across the meadow and reached the

road, he met an old man with a swollen eye carrying a

swarm of bees in a skep,
‘ Have you found one, Fomich ? ’ he asked.
* Found one, indeed, Constantine Dmitrich ! I only

hope not to lose our own. This is the second time a
swarm has got away, and it’s only thanks to those lads

there that I’ve got this one back. They were ploughing

for you, and unharnessed a horse and gaUoped after

it. . .
.’

* Well, Fomich, what do you think ? Shall we begin

mowing, or wait a little ?
’

‘ Oh, wen, our custom is to wait till St. Peter’s Day, but
you always mow earlier. Why not, God willing ? The
grass is fine ; there will be more room for the cattle,’

* And what do you think of the weather ?
*

‘ That’s God’s business—^perhaps the weather wOl keep

fine too.’

Levin went back to his brother.

Though he had caught nothing, Koznyshev did not

feel bored and seemed in the best of spirits. Levin saw
that he had been roused by his conversation with the

doctor and wanted to have a talk. Levin, on the con-

trary, was impatient to get home in order to give orders

about hiring the mowers on the morrow, and to decide

about the hay harvest, which greatly occupied his mind.
‘ Well, let’s go,’ said he.
‘ Where’s the hurry ? Let’s sit here a little. How wet

you are ! Though nothing bites, it’s pleasant ; hunting
and similar sports are good because they bring one in

touch with nature. « * • How lovely this steel-coloured

water is I’ said he. ‘And these grassy banks always
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remind me of that riddle—^you know—“The grass says

to the water, W© will shake, we will shake. . .

’

* I don’t know that riddle,’ replied Levin in a dull tone.

J

" CHAPTER III

‘Do you know, Fve been thinking about you,’ said

Koznyshev. ‘ From what the doctor told me—>and he

is by no means a stupid young fellow—the things going

* on in your district are simply disgraceful. I have already

told you, and I say it again, it is not right to stop away
from the Zemstvo meetings, and in general to take no
part in its activities ! If all the better sort stand aside,

of course heaven only knows what wiU happen. We
expend money for salaries, but there are no schools, no
medical assistance,no midwives, no chemists,no anything I

’

‘You know I have tried,’ Levin replied slowly and
reluctantly, ‘ but I can’t ! So what am I to do ?

’

‘ Why can’t you ? I confess I don’t understand. I

can’t admit it to be indifference or inaptitude; is it

possible that it is mere laziness ?
’

‘ Neither the one nor the other—nor the last. I have

tried and seen that I can do nothing,’ said Levin.

He did not pay much attention to what his brother was

saying. Peering into the distance across the river, he

made out something black in the cornfield, and could

not see whether it was only a horse or the steward on

horseback.
:

‘Why can you do nothing ? You have mad© an attempt,

and because according to your judgment it was a failure,

you gave it up. Fancy having so little ambition !

’

I

‘ Ambition ? ’ reiterated Levin, stung by his brother’s

I words. ‘ I do not understand it. If at college they had

; told me that others understood the integral calculus and
' I did not, that would have been a case for ambition

;

^ but in these matters the first requisite is a conviction

that one has the necessary ability, and above all that it

is all very important.’

i

‘ Well, and is it not very important ? ’ said Koznyshev,
' stirred by the perception that his occupations were

(
regarded as unimportant and especially by his brother’s

: evident inattention to what he was saying.
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‘They don’t appear important to me. Do what you
will, they don’t grip me,’ replied Levin, having made out

that what he saw was the steward, who was probably
dismissing the peasants from their ploughing too soon,

for they were turning the ploughs over. ‘ Is it possible

they have finished ploughing ? * thought he.
‘ Come now ! After all,’ continued the elder brother

with a frown on his handsome, intelligent face, ‘ there are

limits to everything ! It is all very well to be a crank,

to be sincere and dislike hypocrisy—I know that very
well—but what you are saying has either no meaning at

ail or a very bad meaning. How can you consider it

unimportant that the people, whom you love, as you
maintain . .

‘ I never maintained it,’ thought Levin. . . ,

*. . . are dying without help ? Ignorant midwives
murder the babies, and the people remain steeped iu

ignorance, at the mercy of every village clerk
; while

you have in your power the means of helping them,
and yet are not helping because you do not consider it

important !

’

And Koznyshev confronted his brother with this

dilemma :
‘ Either you are so undeveloped that you don’t

see all that you might do, or you don’t want to sacrifice

your peace of mind or your vanity—I don’t know which—^in order to do it.’ Constantine felt that there was
nothing for him but to submit or else to own to a lack of

love for the common cause, and he felt wounded and
grieved.

‘ Both the one and the other,* said he resolutely. ‘ I

can’t see how it is to be done . .
.’

‘ What ? Don’t see how medical help can be given,

by distributing the money in a proper way . .
.’

‘ Well, it seems impossible to me. ... To give medical
help over the whole three thousand square miles of our

district, with our deep snow, impassable when it begins

melting, our snowdrifts, and the pressure of work at

harvest time, is impossible. Besides, I have no faith in

medicine generally . .
.’

‘ Come now ! That is unjust. ... I could cite

thousands of cases to you. . . , And how about schools ?
’

‘ Schools ? What for ?
’

* What do you mean ? Is it possible to doubt the

mi—
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utility of education ? If it is good for you, why not for

everybody ?*

,

Constantine felt himself morally cornered, and in

consequence became excited and involuntarily betrayed

the chief cause of his indifference to social questions.

‘ All this may be very good, but why should I trouble

about medical centres which I should never use or schools

to which I should never send my children, and to which

the peasants would not wish to send theirs either ?—and

to which I am not fully convinced they ought to send

them ? ’ said he.

This unexpected view of the question took Koznyshev

by surprise, but he immediately formed a new plan of

attack.

He remained silent awhile, lifted his rod and threw the

line again, and then turned to his brother with a smile.

‘ Now let’s see. . . . There is need of a medical centre

after all. Did we not send for the district doctor for

Agatha Mikhaylovna ?
*

‘ But I think her hand will remain crooked all the same.’

‘ That’s very questionable. . . . And then a peasant

who can read and write is more useful to you and worth

more.*
‘ Oh no ! Ask anyone you like,’ said Constantine,

decidedly. ‘ A peasant who can read and write is far

worse as a labourer. They can’t mend the roads, and

when they buOd a bridge they steal.’

‘ However, all that is not to the point,’ said Koznyshev,

frowning ;
he did not like to be contradicted, especially

when he was met with arguments that incessantly shifted

their ground, introducing new considerations without

sequence so that it was difi&cult to know which of them

to answer first, ‘ Wait a bit. Do you admit that educa-

tion is a good thing for the people ? ’ ^ ^
^

‘I do,’ replied Levin unguardedly, and at once

realized that he had not said what he really thought.

He felt that, since he admitted this much, it would be

proved to him that he was talking meaningless twaddle.

How it would be proved to him he did not know ; but

he knew that it certainly would be proved logically, and

waited for that proof.

The proof turned out to be far simpler than Constantine

anticipated.
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‘ If you admit it to be good,’ said Koznysbev, * then, as

an honest man, you cannot help loving and sympathizing
with such movements and wishing to work for them.’

* But I am not yet prepared to say that such work is

desirable,’ returned Levint reddening a little.

‘ What ? Why, you said just now . . /
‘ I mean I consider it neither desirable nor possible.’
‘ You can’t tell without having tried it.*

‘ Well, let’s grant it is so,’ said Levin, though he did

not grant it at all. ‘ Still, I don’t see why I should be

bothered with it.’

‘ What do you mean ?
*

* No : since we have started on the topic, perhaps you
had better explain it to me from a philosophical point

of view,’ said Levin.
‘ I don’t see what philosophy has to do with it,’ replied

Koznyshev in a tone that made it seem—at least Levin
thought so—that he did not consider his brother had a

right to argue on philosophical questions. This irritated

Levin.
‘ This is what it has to do with it,* he said, getting

heated. ‘ I believe that in any case the motive power of

all our actions is our personal happiness. At present I,

a nobleman, see nothing in our Zemstvo that could

conduce to my welfare. The roads are not better and
cannot be made better, and my horses do manage to pull

me over the bad ones. I dCn’t require doctors and
medical centres; I don’t need the magistrate; I never
apply to him and never will. I not oidy do not require

schools, but they would even do me harm, as I have
already told you. To me the Zemstvo means nothing

but a tax ofeighteen kopecks a desyatina, my having to go

to the town, sharing a bed with bugs, and listening to all

sorts of nonsense and nastinesS ; and my personal interests

do not prompt me to do it 1’

‘ Come,’ smiltagly interrupted Koznyshev, * it was not

our personal interest which induced us to work for the

emancipation of the serfs, and yet we did it.’

* No, no !
’ Constantine interrupted, growing more and

more heated. ‘ The emancipation of the serfs was quite

a different matter. There was a personal interest m
that : we wanted to throw off a yoke that was oppressing
us all—all good men. But to be member of a Council,
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to discuss how many scavengers are required and how
the drains should be laid in a town in which I am not

living, to be on the jury and try a peasant who has stolen

a ham, to sit for six hours on end listening to all sorts

of rubbish jabbered by the counsel and prosecutor, and

to the President asking our idiot Aleshka

:

‘“Prisoner at the bar, do you plead guilty to the

indictment of having stolen a ham ?
”

“‘Eh-h-h?'*’
Constantine Levin was being carried away, and was

personating the judge and the idiot Aleshka ; it seemed

to him that all this was relevant to the case in point.

But Koznyshev shrugged his shoulders.
‘ Well, what do you want to prove by that ?

*

‘ I only want to prove that I will always stand up with

all my power for the rights which touch me and my
personal interests. When they searched us students, and
gendarmes read our letters, I was ready to defend with

all my power my right to education and liberty. I

understand conscription which touches the fate of my
children, of my brothers and myself, and I am ready

to discuss what concerns me ; but how to dispose of

forty thousand roubles of Zemstvo money, or how to try

the idiot Aleshka, I neither understand nor can take

part in.’

Constantine Levin spoke as if the dam of his flood of

words had been broken. Koznyshev smiled.

‘And to-morrow you may be going to law. Would
you rather be tried in the old Criminal Court V

‘ I won’t go to law. I am not going to cut anybody’s

throat, so I shall never be in need of that sort of thing.

All those Zemstvo institutions of ours,’ he said, again

jumping ofi to a subject that had no bearing on the case

in point, ‘ are like those little birches that are cut down
for decorations at Whitsuntide, and we Russians stick

them up to imitate the woods that have grown up natur-

ally in Western Europe. I cannot water these birches

or believe in them from my soul,’

Koznyshev only shrugged his shoulders to express his

wonder at this sudden introduction of little birches into

their discussion, though he had at once grasped his

brother’s meaning.
‘Wait a moment! One can’t reason that way, you
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know/ he remarked ; but Constantine, wishing to Justify

the failing of which he was aware in himself (Ms indiffer-

ence to the general welfare), continued :

‘ I think that no activity can endure if it is not based on
personal interest. That is the common and philosophical

truth,’ said he, emphasizing the word philosophical^ m if

he wanted to show that he might talk about philosophy
as much as anyone else.

Koznyshev smiled again. ‘ He too has some philosophy
or other to serve his inclinations,* he thought.

‘ You’d better leave philosophy alone,’ said he. * The
principal task of philosophy has always, in all ages, been
to find the necessary connection existing between personal

and general interests. But that is not the point. I need
only correct your illustration to get at the point. The
birches are not stuck in : some of them are planted, and
others are sown and have to be tended carefully, Only
those peoples have a future, only those peoples can be
called historic, that have a sense of what is important
and great in their institutions, and value them.’

And to prove the inaccuracy of Levin’s views, Kozny-
shev carried the conversation into the realm of philosophy
and history, which was beyond Constantine’s reach,

‘As to your not liking it, pardon me, but that only
comes of our Russian laziness and seignorial habits, and
I am sure that in your case it is a temporary error and
will pass.’

Constantine was silent. He felt himself beaten at

every point, yet was sure that his brother had not under-
stood what he had been trying to say, only he did not
know why tMs was so : whether it was because he could

not express himself clearly, or because his brother either

could not or did not wish to understand him. But he
did not go deeply into these questions, and without
replying to his brother began reflecting on a totally

different and personal matter,
Koznyshev wound up his last line, untied the horse,

and they started on their homeward way.

if

ii

4a
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CHAPTER IV

The personal matter that occupied LeYin while he was
talking with his brother was this. The year before,

when visiting a field that was being mown, he had lost

his temper with his steward, and to calm himself had
used a remedy of his own—^he took a scythe from one of

the peasants and himself began mowing.
He liked this work so much that he went mowing

several times : he mowed all the meadow in front of his

house, and when spring came he planned to devote several

whole days to mowing with the peasants. Since his

brother’s arrival, however, he was in doubt whether to

go mowing or not. He did not feel comfortable at the

thought of leaving his brother alone all day long, and he
also feared that Koznyshev might laugh at him. But
while walking over the meadow he recalled the impression

mowing had made on him, and almost made up his mind
to do it. After his irritating conversation with his brother

he again remembered his intention.

‘I need physical exercise; without it my character

gets quite spoilt,’ thought he, and determined to go and
mow, however uncomfortable his brother and the peasants

might make him feel.

In the evening Constantine went to the office and gave

orders about the work, sending round to the villages to

tell the mowers to come next day to the Kalina meadow,
the largest and finest he had.

‘ And please send my scythe to Titus to be sharpened,

and have it taken to the meadow to-morrow: I may go

mowing myself,’ he said, trying to overcome his confusion.

The steward smiled and said, * AU right, sir.*

That evening, at tea, Levin said to his brother

:

‘The weather looks settled ; to-morrow we begin

mowing.’
‘ I like that work very much,’ said Koznyshev.
‘ I like it awfully too. I have mown with the peasants

now and then, and to-morrow I want to mow all day.’

Koznyshev looked up at his brother in surprise.
‘ How do you mean ? AU day, just like the peasants ?

’

‘ Yes, it is very pleasant,’ replied Levin.

‘It is splendid physical exercise, but you will hardly
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foe able to hold out,’ remarked Koznyshev, without the

least sarcasm.
‘ I have tried it. At first it seems hard, but one gets

drawn into it. I don’t think I shall lag behind . ,

* Dear me 1 But tell me, how do the peasants take it ?

I expect they laugh at their crank of a master ?
’

‘ No, I don’t think so ; but it is such pleasant work,
and at the same time so hard, that one has no time for

thinking.’
‘ But how can you dine with them ? It would not he

quite the thing to send you claret and roast turkey out

there?’
‘ No ; I will just come home at their dinner-time.’

Next morning Constantine got up earlier than usual,

but giving instructions about the farming delayed him,

and when he came to the meadow each man was already

mowing his second swath.

From the hili, as he came to his first swath, he could see,

in the shade at his feet, a part of the meadow that was
already mown, with the green heaps of grass and dark
piles of coats thrown down by the mowers.
As he drew nearer, the peasants—following each other

in a long straggling line, some with coats on, some in

their shirts, each swinging his scythe in his own manner—
gradually came into sight. He counted forty-two of

them.
They moved slowly along the uneven bottom of the

meadow, where a weir had once been. Levin recognized

some of his own men. Old Ermil, wearing a very long

white shirt, ^ was swinging his scythe, with his back bent

;

young Vaska, who had been in Levin’s service as coach-

man, and who at each swing of his scythe cut the grass

the whole width of his swath ; and Titus, Levin’s mowing
master, a thin little peasant, who went along without
stopping, mowing his wide swath ^ if in play.

Levin dismounted and, tethering his horse by the road-

side, went up to Titus, who fetched another scythe from
behind a bush and gave it to Levin.

* It’s ready, master 1 Like a razor, it will mow of

itself,’ said Titus, taking off his cap and smiling as he

handed the scythe.

Levin took it and began to put himself in position.

1 Eussian peasants wear their shirts outside their trousers, like smocks.
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The peasaats, perspiring and merry, who had finished

their swaths came out on to the road one after another,

and laughingly exchanged greetings with the master.

They all looked at him, but no one raade any remark

until a tall, shrivelled, beardless old man, wearing a sheep-

skin jacket, stepped out on to the road and addressed

him :

‘ Mind, master ! Having put your hand to the plough,

don’t look back !

*

And Levin heard the sound of repressed laughter

among the mowers.
* I will try not to lag behind,’ he said, taking his place

behind Titus and waiting his turn to fall in.

‘Hindi’ repeated the old man.
Titus made room for Levin, and Levin followed him.

By the roadside the grass was short and tough, and Levin,

who had not done any mowing for a long time and was
confused by so many eyes upon him, mowed badly for

the first ten minutes, though he swung his scythe with

much vigour. He heard voices behind him

:

‘ It’s not properly adjusted, the grip is not right. See

how he has to stoop !
’ said one.

‘ Hold the heel lower,’ said another.
* Never mind ! It’s aU right : he’ll get into it,’ said

the old man. ‘ There he goes . .
.’

‘You are taking too wide a swath, you’ll get knocked

up.’ . . .
‘ He’s the master, he must work ; he’s working

for himself !
’

. . .
‘ But look how uneven !

’
. . .

‘ That’s

what the likes of us used to get a thump on the back

for.’

They came to softer grass, and Levin, who was listening

without replying, followed Titus and tried to mow as

well as possible. When they had gone some hundred

steps Titus was still going on without pausing, showing

no signs of fatigue, while Levin was already heginidng to

fear he would not be able to keep up, he felt so tired.

He swung his scythe, feeling almost at the last gasp,

and made up his mind to ask Titus to stop. But just

at that moment Titus stopped of his own accord, stooped,

took up some grass and wiped his scythe with it. Levin

straightened himself, sighed, and looked back. The
peasant behind him was still mowing but was obviously

tired too, for he stopped without coming even with Levin
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and began whetting Ms scythe. Titns whetted his

and Levinas, and they began mowing again.

The same thing happened at Levin’s second attempt
Titus swung his scythe, swing after swing, without stop-

ping and without getting tired. Levin followed, trying

not to lag behind, but it became harder and harder

until at last the moment came when he felt he had no
strength left, and then Titus again stopped and began
whetting his scythe. So they finished the first row.
And this long row seemed to Levin particularly difficult;

but when it was done and Titus with his scythe over
his shoulder turned about and slowly retraced Ms stepsj

placing his feet on the marks left on the mown sui-

face by the heels of his boots, and Levin went down
his own swath in the same way, then—^ia spite of the

perspiration that ran down his face in streams and dripped

from his nose, and though his back was as wet as if the

shirt had been soaked in water—be felt very light-hearted.

What gave him most pleasure was the knowledge that

he would be able to keep up with the peasants.

The only thing marrmg his joy was the fact that hk
swath was not well mown. * I must swing the scythe

less with my arms and more with the whole of my body,’

he thought, comparing Titus’s swath, cut straight as if

by measure, with his own, on which the grass lay scattered

and uneven.
As Levin was aware, Titus had been mowing this swath

with special rapidity, probably to put his master to the

test, and it chanced to be a very long one. The next

swaths were easier, but still Levin had to work with all

his might to keep even with the peasants. He thought

of nothing and desired nothing, except not to lag behind

and to do his work as well as possible. He heard only

the swishing of the scythes and saw only the receding

figure of Titus, the convex half-circle of the mown piece

before him, and the passes and heads of flowers falling in

waves about the blade of Ms scythe, and ahead of him the

end of the swath where he would rest.

Suddenly he was conscious of a pleasant coolness on
his hot perspiring shoulders, without knowing what it

was or whence it came. He glanced up at the sky whilst

whetting his scythe. A dark cloud was hanging low
overhead, and large drops of rain were falling. Some^of
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fche peasa,nts went to pnt on their coats ; others as well

{
as Levin felt pleasure in the refreshing rain and merely

;

moved their shoulders up and down,

j,

They came to the end of another sv^Sith, They went

j

on mowing long and short rows, good and poor grass.
Levin had lost all count of time and had really no idea
whether it was late or early. His work was undergoing

I

a change which gave him intense pleasure. While work°

I
ing he sometimes forgot for some minutes w^hat he was

I

about# and felt t^uite at ease ; then hja mowing was
nearly as even as that of Titus. But as soon as he began

r thinking about it and trying to work better, he at once
felt how hard the task was and mowed badly.
He finished a swath and was about to start another

when Titus paused and went up to the old man, and
both looked at the sun.

‘What are they talking about, and why don’t they
start^ another swath ? ’ thought Levin. It did not occur
to him that the peasants, who had been mowing un^
ceasingly for four hours, wanted their breakfast,

‘ Breakfast-time, master,’ said the old man.

I

‘Is it time ? Well, then, breakfast !
’

! Levin handed his scythe to Titus, and with the peasants,

;
who were going to fetch the bread that lay with their

coats, went across the swaths of the long mown portion
of the meadow, slightly sprinkled with rain. Only then
he remembered that he had not been right about the
weather and that the rain was wetting the hay.

‘ The hay will be spoilt,’ said he.
‘ It won’t hurt, master. “ Mow in the rain, rake when

J
it’s fine I

” ’

Levin untied his horse and rode home to his cofiee.

! By the time Levin had finished breakfast Koznyshev

;
had only just got up, and Levm went back to the meadow

I
before Koznyshev had come to table.

CHAPTER V

Aitee, breakfast Levin got placed between a humorous
; old man who invited him to be his neighbour and a young
> peasant who had only got married last autumn and was

now out for his first summer’s mowing.

0 "
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The old man went along holding himself erect, moving
with regular, long steps, turning out his toes, and with a

precise and even motion that seemed to cost him no more
effort than swinging his arms when walking, he laid

the grass in a level high ridge, as if in play or as if the

sharp scythe of its own accord whizzed through the

iuicy grass.

Young Mishka went behind Levin, His pleasant

young face, with a wisp of grass tied round the forehead

over his hair, worked all over with the effort ; but when*
ever anyone glanced at him he smiled. Evidently he

would have died rather than confess that the work was
trying.

Between these two went Levin. Now, in the hottest

part of the day, the work did not seem so hard to him.

The perspiration in which he was bathed was cooling,

and the sun which burnt his back, his head and his arm—

•

bare to the elbow—^added to his strength and perseverance

in his task, and those unconscious intervals when it became
possible not to think of what he was doing recurred more
and more often. The scythe seemed to mow of itself

Those were happy moments. Yet more joyous were the

moments when, reaching the river at the lower end of

the swaths, the old man would wipe his scythe with the

wet grass, rinse its blade in the clear water, and dipping

his whetstone-box in the stream, would offer it to Levin.
* A little of my kvas ? It’s good I

’ said he, with a

wink.
And really Levin thought he had never tasted any

nicer drink than this lukewarm water with green stuff

floating in it and a flavour of the rusty tin box. And then

came the ecstasy of a slow walk, one hand resting on the

scythe, when there was leisure to wipe away the streams

of perspiration, to breathe deep, to watch the line of

mowers, and to see what was going on around in forest

and field.

The longer Levin went on mowing, the oftener he

experienced those moments of obHvion when his arms

no longer seemed to swing the scythe, but the scythe

itself his whole body, so conscious and fuU of life ; and

as if by magic, regularly and definitely without a thought

being given to it, the work accomplished itself of its own
accord. These were blessed moments.
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It was trying only when thought became necessary in

order to mow around a molehill or a space where the

hard sorrel stalks had not been weeded out. The old

man accomplished this with ease. When he came to a
molehill he would change his action, and with a short

jerk of the point and then of the heel of his scythe he
would mow all round the molehiU, And while doing this

he noted everything he came to ; now he plucked a sorrel

stalk and ate it, or ofiered it to Levin ; now he threw
aside a branch with the point of his scythe, or examined
a quad’s nest from which the hen bird had flown up,
almost under the scythe ; or he caught a snake, lifting

it with the scythe-point as with a fork, and after showing
it to Levin, threw it away.

Levin and the young fellow on the other side of him
found such changes of action difficult. Both of them,
having got into one strained kind of movement, were in

the grip of feverish labour and had not the power to

change the motion of their bodies and at the same time

to observe what lay before them.

Levin did not notice how time passed. Had he been
asked how long he had been mowing, he would have
answered * half an hour,’ although it was nearly noon.

As they were about to begin another swath the old man
drew Levin’s attention to the little boys and girls

approaching from all sides along the road and through

the long grass, hardly visible above it, carrying jugs of

I kvas stoppered with rags, and bundles of bread which

i
strained their little arms.

* Look at the midges crawling along I
’ he said, pointing

7 to the children and glancing at the sun from under

; his lifted hand. They completed two more swaths and
then the old man stopped.

;

‘ Come, master ! It’s dinner-time,’ said he with decision.

5
AU the mowers on reaching the river went across the

i;
swaths to where their coats lay, and where the children

:
who had brought their dinners sat waiting for them.

I The men who had driven from a distance gathered in the

shadow of their carts; those who lived nearer sheltered

, under the willow growth, on which they hung grass,

f
Levin sat down beside them; he did not want to go

# away.
AH the peasants’ restraint in the presence of the master
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had vanished. The men began preparing for dinner

Some had a wash. The young lads bathed in the river;

others arranged places for their after-dinner rest, un*

fastened their bags of bread and unstoppered their jugs

of kvas. The old man broke some rye bread into a bowl,

mashed it with a spoon handle, poured over it some
water from his tin, broke m#e into it and salted

it, and then, turning to the grace.

‘Come, master, have some df'^my dinner,’ said he,

kneeling in front of his bowl.

The bread and water was so nice that Levin gave up
an intention of going home to lunch. He shared the old

man’s meal and got into conversation with him about
his domestic affairs, taking a lively interest in them and
telling him about his own, giving him all the particulars

which would interest the old peasant. When the old man
got up and, having said grace, lay down beneath the

willows with an armful of grass under his head, Levin
did the same, regardless of the flies, importunate^ and
persistent in the sunshine, and of the crawling insects

that tickled his perspiring face and body. He at once

fell asleep, waking only when the sun touched the opposite

side of the willows and reached him. The old man had
already been long awake and sat setting the scythes for

the young men.
Levin looked round and hardly recognized the place,

everything was so altered. A wide expanse of the meadow
was already mown, and with its swaths of grass already

giving off perfume, shone with a peculiar fresh brilliance

in the oblique rays of the descending sun. The bushes

by the river where the grass had been cut and the river

itself with its curves, previously invisible, were now
glittering like steel ; and the people getting up and moving
about, the steep wall of yet uncut grass, and the hawks
soaring over the bare meadow, struck him as something

quite new. When he wa^-fuUy awake Levin began to

calculate how much had been* dfne and how much could

still be done that day.

An extraordinary amount had been done by the forty-

two men. The larger meadow, which in the days of

serfdom had taken thirty men two days to mow, was all

finished except some short patches at the corners. But

Levin wanted to get as much as possible done that day,
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and it was vexatious to see the sun already declining.

He was not feeling at all tired and was only longing to

work again and to accomplish as much as he could.
‘ What do you think—could we manage to get Mashkin

Heights mown to-day ? ’ he asked the old man.
‘Well, God willing, we might! The sun is not very

high though. Perhaps—if the lads could have a little

vodka r

At half-time, .when they sat down again and those who

^
smoked were lighting their pipes, the old man informed

I the young fellows that if they mowed the Mashkin Heights

there would be vodka.

‘What ? Not mow that ? Come along, Titus; we’ll

get it clear in no time !

’

‘ You can eat your fill at night. Let’s begin !
’ shouted

? different voices, and the mowers took their places, finish-

ing their bread as they went.

j

‘ Now then, lads ! Keep going !
’ said Titus, starting

I
off ahead almost at a trot.

I
‘ Go on, go on !

’ said the old man, hurrying after him

and easily catching him up. ‘Take care, TR mow you

i down !
’

j

And young and old vied with each other at mowing.

: But in spite of their haste they did not spoil the grass,

i and the swaths fell just as evenly and exactly as before.

The small patch that was left in the last comer was mowfi

^ in five minutes ; and whilst the last mowers were finishing

their swaths, those in front, carrying their coats over their

shoulders, were already crossing the road toward Mashkin

^'Heights.
The sun was already setting toward the trees when,

I with their tin boxes rattling, they entered the wooded

I ravine of the Heights.

? The grass that in the middle of the ravine reached to

! their waists was delicate, soft, and broad-bladed, speckled

[ here and there with cow«grass.
' After a short consultation as to whether they should

mow the ravine across or lengthwise, Prokhor-—a gigantic

dark man and a famous mower—took the lead. He
! went in front, mowed a swath, turned round and re-

I started ;
following him all the others took their places,

I
going downhill along the creek and back up to the very

? 210 L
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skirts of the wood. The sun had set behind the wood
and now shone only on the mowers at the top of the hill,

while in the vaUey, where the mists were rising, they

'

were in cool, dewy shade. The work proceeded briskly

The scented grass, cut down with a sound that showed >

how juicy it was, fell in high ridges. On the short swaths
the mowers crowded together, their tin boxes clattering,

their scythes ringing whenever they touched, the whet-
stones whistling upon the blades, and their merry voices

resounding as they urged each other on.

Levin was again mowing between the old man and the

lad. The old man, who had put on his sheepskin jacket,

was still as jolly, witty, and easy in his movements as

before. In the wood their scythes continually cut down
wood mushrooms, grown plump amid the juicy grass. The
old man stooped each time he came upon one, picked it

up, and put it inside his jacket, saying, ‘Another treat

for my old woman.’
It was easy to cut the wet soft grass, but on the othei

hand it was very difficult to go up and down the steep

slopes of the ravine. This, however, did not trouble the

old man. Swinging his scythe just as usual, taking short

steps with feet shod in large bast-plaited shoes, he slowly

climbed the slopes ; and though his whole body and Mg
loosely-hanging trousers shook, he did not miss a single

mushroom or a curious grass, and continued joking with

the other peasants and with Levin. Levin followed,

and often thought he would certainly faU when cHmbmg
a mound with his scythe in his hand—a mound so steep

that it would have been hard to climb even unen-

cumbered. StOl, he managed to climb it and to do all

that had to be done ; and he felt as if some external

force were urging him on.

CHAPTER VI

Mashkin Heights were mown, and the peasants, having
completed their last swaths, put on their coats and
went home in high spirits. Levin, having regretfully

taken leave of them, mounted and rode home. He looked

back from the top of the hill. He could not see the men,
for the mist risiag from the hollow hid them; but he
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beard their merry rough voices, laughter, and the clanking

of the scythes.

Koznyshev had long had his dinner, and was in his

room drinking iced water with lemon, while looking over

the papers and magazines just arrived by post, when
Levin rushed in, his tangled hair clinging to his moist

brow, his shirt saturated back and front and dark with
perspiration, and cried out joyfully

;

' ‘ We have finished the whole of the meadow 1 How
delightful it is ! wonderful ! And how have you got on ?

’

' Levin had quite forgotten the unpleasant conversation of

the previous day.

‘Dear me, what a sight you are I’ said Koznyshev,

turning to his brother with a momentary look of vexa-

tion.
‘ The door—the door I Shut it 1 * he exclaimed.

* You’ve certainly let in a whole dozen !

’

Koznyshev could not bear flies, and opened the windows

in his room only at night, keeping the door carefully closed.

* No, not one, I swear. And t£ I have, m catch it

!

. . You would not believe what enjoyment it was

!

And how have you spent the day ?
’

* Quite well. But have you reaUy been mowing ail

day ? You must be as hungry as a wolf. Kuzma has

ever^hing ready for you.’

‘ No, I don’t want to eat ; I have had something there.

But I’ll go and wash.’
‘ Yes, yes, go ; and I will come presently.’ Koznyshev

shook his head as he looked at his brother. ‘Go, go,

and be quick I
’ he added with a smile, as, gathering

T together his books, he prepared to go too. He also felt

? suddenly quite cheerful and did not wish to part from
* his brother. ‘ And where were you when it rained ?

’

• ‘ What rain was that ? Only a few drops. . . . Well,

5 then, I’ll come back directly. So you have spent the

t day aU right? That’s good.’ And Levin went ofi to

i dress.

Eive minutes later the brothers met again in the dining-

room. Though Levin had tmagmed that he was not

hmigry, and sat down to table only not to ofiend

Kuzma, yet when he began eating he thought everything

delicious. Koznyshev smiled as he looked at him.

? ‘Oh, yes, there’s a letter for you,’ said he. ‘Kuzma,
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please bxing it. It’s downstairs. And mind you shut
the door.’

The letter was from Oblonsky. Levin read it aloud.

Oblonsky wrote from Petersburg: ‘I have had a letter

from Dolly. She is in Ergushevo, and everything is out
of gear there. Please go and see her and help her with
your advice—^you know aU about everything. She will be
so glad to see you. She is quite alone, poor thing

; my
mother-indaw is still abroad.’

‘That’s splendid! I will certainly go and see her,’

said Levin. * Or shall we both go ? She is such a good
woman; don’t you think so ?

’

‘ Is it far from here ?
’

‘ A little over twenty-five miles or maybe even thirty,

but the road is excellent. We’ll have a fine drive.’
‘ I shall be very glad,’ replied Koznyshev, still smil-

ing. The sight of his younger brother had a distinctly

cheering influence on him,
‘ I must say you have an appetite !

’ he said, glancing

at the sunburnt ruddy face bent over the plate.
‘ Pine ! You would hardly believe what a remedy it

is for every kind of folly. I am thinking of enriching

Medicine with a new word : Arbeitskur ^
1

’

‘ You would hardly require it, I should say.*
‘ No, but those who suffer from their nerves do.*
‘ Yes, it ought to be tested. You know, I thought of

coming to the meadow to have a look at you, but it was
so unbearably hot that I got only as far as the forest!

I sat there a little, and then went through the forest to

the village, where I met your old wet-nurse and sounded
her as to what the peasants think of you. From her I

understood that they do not approve of your doing it.

She said: “It’s not gentlefolk’s work.” It seems to

me that on the whole, in the people’s opinion, a very

decided demand for what they call “ gentlefolk’s work ”

exists, and they don’t approve of the gentry going outside

the bounds they set for them.’
‘ Possibly; but it is a pleasure such as I have never ia

my life experienced before, and there is nothing wrong
in it. Don’t you think so too ? * replied Levin. ‘ If

they don’t like it, it can’t be helped. Besides, I think

it’s aU right. Eh?’
1 Work-cure*
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®I see that on the whole yon are well satisfied with
your day.’,,

‘ Very weli indeed ! We finished the meadow. And
I chnmmed up with such a fine old man ! You can’t
imagine what a charming fellow he is.’

‘ Well, then, you are satisfied \vith your day, and so

am I* First of all I solved two chess problems—one a
very good one, begmnmg with a pawn move. I’ll show
it you. And afterwards I thought over our yesterday’s
conversation.’

‘ What about yesterday’s conversation ? ’ asked Levin,
who had finished dinner and sat blissfully blinking and
puffing, quite unable to remember what yesterday’s
conversation had been about.

‘I think you are partly right. Our disagreement lies

in the fact that you consider personal interests the motive
power, while I think every man with a certain degree of
education ought to be interested in the general welfare.

You may be right in thinking that activity backed by
material interest is best ; but your nature is altogether
p‘mesautiere,'^ as the French say

:
you want passionate,

energetic activity, or nothing at aU.’

Levin listened to his brother but understood absolutely

nothing and did not wish to understand. He was only
afraid his brother might put some question which would
elicit the fact that he was not paying attention.

‘That’s what it is, old chap,’ said Koznyshev, patting
Constantine’s shoulder.

‘Yes, of course! But what matter? I don’t insist

on my view,’ replied Levin, with a guilty, childlike smile,

f ‘ What can I have been disputing about ? ’ he thought,

j

‘ Of course I was right, and he was right too, so it’s all

r right! . . . But I must go round to the office.’

' He rose, stretching himself and smiling. Hoznyshev

;
smiled too.

:
‘ Shall we go for a stroll together ? ’ he said, not wishing

‘ to part from his brother, who seemed to be exhaling

i
freshness and vigour. ‘ Come along! We could call in

i at the office if you want to.’

j

‘ Oh, dear me !
’ exclaimed Levin, so loudly that he

1
scared Koznyshev.

‘ What’s the matter ?
*

1 Impulsive.
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‘How’s Agatha Mikhaylovna’s arm ? ’ asked Levin,

slapping his head. ‘ I had forgotten all about it.’

‘ Much better.’
‘ Well, I’U run and see her, all the same. You won’t

have got your hat before I am back.’

And his heels clattered swiftly down the stairs, making
a noise like a rattle.

CHAPTER VII

Oblonsky had gone to Petersburg to fulfil a very necessary

duty—^which to officialB seems most natural and familiar,

though to laymen it is incomprehensible—that of remind-

ing the Ministry of his existence, without the performance

of which rite continuance in Government service is

impossible. Having taken away with him all the money
there was in the house, he contrived while attending to

duty to pass his time very pleasantly, going to races and
visiting at country houses. Meanwhile, to curtail ex-

penses, Dolly and her children moved to the country.

She went to Ergushevo, the estate which had formed
part of her dowry, about thirty-five miles distant from
Levin’s Pokrovsk, and the very place where in spring

the forest had been sold.

The old mansion on the estate had been pulled down
long ago, but there was a smaller house which had
been enlarged and done up by the Prince. Some twenty
years before, when DoHy was still a child, that house had
seemed roomy and convenient, though in common with

all houses of the kind it stood away from the drive and
had not a south aspect. It was old and beginning to

decay. In the spring, when Oblonsky went there to sell

the forest, Dolly had asked him to look over the house
and have all necessary repairs done. Like all guilty

husbands Oblonsky was very anxious about his wife’s

comfort, so he looked over the house himseK and gave
orders to have everythmg done that seemed to him
necessary. According to him it was necessary to re-

upholster the furniture with new cretonne, to put up
curtains, make the garden tidy, plant flowers and build

a bridge by the lake ; but he forgot many other things
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which were essential, and thns caused Dolly a great deal

of trouble.

Try as he would to be a considerate husband and father,
^

Oblonsky never could remember that he had a wife and
children. He had the tastes of a bachelor and understood

jio others. When he returned to Moscow he informed

his wife that all was being prepared, that the house would
look like a new toy, and advised her to move thither.

Her departure for the country suited Oblonsky in every
way : it was good for the children, expenses would be cut |i:

j

down, and he would be freer. His wife, on the other
!‘t

,.

*

band, considered going to the country for the summer jilj

to be absolutely necessary for the children, especially

for the little girl who had not recovered her strength after
'

'

the scarlet fever ; and also in order to escape the humiHa- i
' ;

f

tion of small debts for fuel, fish, boots, and so on, which i,; I

tormented her. Besides this she liked the idea of going ‘r

to her house in the country because she intended to get

her sister Kitty, who was to return from abroad at mid- '

j

summer and who had been ordered bathing, to join her

there. Kitty wrote from her watering-place that nothing

seemed so attractive as spending the summer with Doily -
;

at Ergushevo, which was full of childhood’s memories /
for both of them. I : ii

The fibrst days in the country were very trying for Dolly. '

,
^

‘

In her girlhood she had lived there and it had left an \\

impression on her mind as a place of refuge from all the
;

unpleasantness of town; life there, though very plain V'

(Dolly was reconciled to that), was cheap and comfort-

able; everything was cheap there and easy to get, and '

it would do the children good. But when she came there

as mistress of the house she saw that things were q^uite

different from what she had expected.

The day after her arrival it poured with rain and in 'j ['

the night the rain came through into the passage and
nursery, so that the children’s beds had to be carried into |
the drawing-room. There was no scuHery-maid. Of the

nine cows some, according to the dairymaids, were about
to calve, others had calved for the first time, some were

too old, and the rest were difficult to milk, so there was
no butter and scarcely enough milk even for the children. i|'

There were no eggs. It was impossible to get a chicken,

and they were obliged to boil and roast tough old purple-
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coloured roosters. No peasant women could be got to

scrub the floors : they were all out planting potatoes. It

was impossible to go for a drive because one of the horses

was restive and would not run in harness. There was no
place for bathing, the river banks being all trampled over

by the cattle and exposed to the road ; it was not even
possible to walk in the garden because the fence was
broken and the peasants’ cattle could get in, and the

herd included a terrible bull that Was given to bellowing

and would therefore probably toss. There was nowhere
to hang dresses, because what few wardrobes there were
would not shut, or else opened of themselves when anyone
passed by. There were no big pots or pans, no copper in

the wash-house, and not even an ironing board in the

maids’ room.
Dolly, meetingwith these difficulties, so terrible from her

point ofview, instead of finding peace and rest, was at first

driven to despair. She bustled about and did her utmost;
but feeling the hopelessness of her position, had to fight

with the tears that rose every moment to her eyes.

The steward, formerly a non-commissioned officer, to

whom Oblonsky had taken a fancy and whom he had
promoted from hall porter to steward because of the

man’s handsome and respectful appearance, took no
interest in his mistress’s troubles, only saying m a defer-

ential tone, ‘ Quite impossible, the people are so abomin-
able,’ and did nothing to help her.

The position seemed uremediable
;

but just as in

other households, there was here in the Oblonskys’ house

one inconspicuous yet most important and useful person

:

Matrena Filimonovna. She consoled her mistress, assur-

ing her that everything would ‘ shape itself ’ (this phrase

was her own, and Matthew had learnt it from her), and she

went to work deliberately and without excitement.

She at once made friends with the steward’s wife, and
on the very day of the removal drank tea with her and
with the steward beneath the laburnums, discussing

arrangements. A club was soon established beneath the

laburnums, consisting of Matrena Filimonovna, the

steward’s wife, the village elder, and the office clerk ; and
by means of this club the troubles began gradually to

subside, so that in a week’s time everything had really

‘shaped itself.’ The roof was mended, a scullery-maid
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relative of the elder’s—was engaged, hens were bought,

the cows gave enough milk, the garden was fenced in, a

mangle was made by the carpenter, hooks were put into

the wardrobes, which no longer opened at their own
sweet will ; an ironing board covered with coarse cloth

lay across the arm of a chair and a chest of drawers in

the maid’s room, and the smell of hot irons soon pervaded

the room.
* There, you see 1 And you were quite in despair !

*

said Matrena Fihmonovna, pointing to the board.

Even a bathing-house was constructed out of straw-

plaited screens. Lily started bathing, and at least part

of BoUy’s expectations were fulfilled, if not that of a
quiet, at least that of a comfortable, country life. Dolly

could not be quiet with six children, of whom one would
fall ill, another be in danger of faUing ill, a third be m
want of something, a fourth show symptoms of some-

thing bad in his disposition, etc., etc. Very, very rare

were the short intervals of quiet. But these cares and
anxieties were the only kind of happiness possible for

Dolly. Had it not been for them she would have been

left to her thoughts about the husband who did not

love her. Besides, painful as were for a mother the

fear of illness, and sorrow at the appearance of evil

tendencies in her children, those children were already be-

ginning torepay her care by afiording her small j
oys. These

joys were so trifling as to be as imperceptible as grains of

gold among the sand, and in moments of depression she

saw nothing but the sand; yet there were brighter

moments when she felt nothing but joy, saw nothing

but the gold.

Now in the country solitude she grew more often

aware of these joys. Often when watching her children

she made great efforts to convince herself that she was
mistaken, that being their mother she was not impartial

;

and yet she could not help telling herself that they were

charming children, all the six, each in his or her own way,

all of them such as are rarely to be met with; and she

was happy in them and proud of them.

\

I

1 -—- - -
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CHAPTER VIII

At the end of May, when the house was more or less in

order, Dolly received from her husband an answer to her

letter of complaint. He wrote asking her to forgive liis

not having seen to everything, and saying that he would
come as soon as possible. That possibility, however, had
not been fulj&Ued, and up to the beginning of June Dolly

was still living without him in the country.

On the Sunday before St Peter’s Day Dolly took all

her children to Communion.^ When talking intimately

with her mother and sister DoUy often astonished them
by her freedom of thought on religious matters. She
had a strange religion of her own, firmly believing in the

transmigration of souls, and not caring about Church
dogmas. But in her family she fulfilled (not merely to

set an example, but with her whole heart) aE that

the Church demanded, and was very uneasy because

for about a year the children had not received Com^
munion. So now, with the entire approval of Matrena
Filimonovna, she resolved that this ceremony should

be performed.
Several days previously she decided how all the chEdren

should be dressed. New frocks were made, old ones

altered, hems and frills let down, buttons sewn on, and
ribbons got ready. One of the frocks, which the EngHsh
governess had undertaken to alter, was the cause of much
bad blood. The governess put the bodice darts in the

wrong places, cut out the arm-holes too big, and nearly

spoilt the dress. It fitted so tight,round Tanya’s shoulders

that it was painful to see her ; Hut Matrena Filimonovna
was inspired to insert wedge-shaped pieces and to make
a fichu to cover the defect. The frock was put right,

but it very nearly caused a quarrel with the governess.

However, in the morning everything was right; and
toward nine o’clock—the hour till which the priest had
been asked to defer mass—the children, beaming with
joy, stood in aE their fimery by the carriage at the porch,

waiting for their mother.
Instead of the restive Raven, the steward’s Brownie

had been harnessed to the carriage on Matrena Fihmon-
1 In the Rnsso-Greek Ohurcsh quite young children receive Oouimuniou,
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ovna’s authority, and Dolly, who had been detained by
the cares of her own toilet, came out in a white muslin
dress and took her seat in the carriage.

Dolly, somewhat excited, had dressed and done her

hair with care. At one time she used to dress for her

own sake, in order to look well and be attractive ; later

on as she grew older dressing became less and less agree-

able to her, because it made the loss of her good looks

more apparent ; but now it again gave her pleasure and
excited her. She was not dressing for her own sake,

not for her own beauty, but in order, as the mother of

all those charming children, not to spoil the general

efiect. She gave her mirror a last glance and was satisfied

with herself. She looked well : not in the way she had
wished to look when going to a ball, but well for the

object she had in view at present.

There was no one in church except peasants, domestics

and their womenfolk; but Dolly saw, or thought

she saw, the rapture produced in them by her chEdren

and hCirself. The children were not only beautiful in

their fine clothes but were also very sweet in their

behaviour. It’s true Alesha did not stand very well:

he kept turning round to see the back of his jacket ; but

nevertheless he was wonderfully sweet. Tanya stood

like a grown-up person and looked after the little ones.

Little Lily was charming in her naive wonder at every-

thing around, and it was difficult to repress a smile when,

having swallowed the bread and wine, she said in English,

* More, please !

’

On the way home the children were very quiet, feeling

that something solemn, had taken place.

At home also all wefft well, only at lunch Grisha began

whistling and—what was still worse—would not obey

the governess and had to go without his pudding. DoUy
would not have sanctioned any punishment on such a

day had she been present, but she was obliged to support

the governess and so confirmed the sentence that Grisha

was not to have pudding. This rather spoilt the general

joyfulness.
, , ,

Grisha cried and said he was being punished although

it was Nikolenka that had whistled, and that he was

not crying about the pudding (he didn’t mind that I)

but because of the injustice. This was too sad, and
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Dolly decided to speak to the governess and get her to

forgive Grisha, and went off to find her. But as she was
passing through the dancing-room she saw a scene which

fiUed her heart with such joy that tears came to her eyes

and she pardoned the little culprit herself.

The Mttle fellow was sitting on the ledge of the comer
window of the dancing-room, and beside him stood Tanya
with a plate. On the plea of giving her dolls some dinner

she had obtained leave from the governess to take her

plateful of pudding to the nursery, but had brought it

to her brother instead. Still crying over the injustice

done him, he ate the pudding, muttering between sobs:
‘ Eat some yourself ... let us both eat . . . together !

^

Tanya, affected first by pity for Grisha and then by
the consciousness of her own virtuous action, also had
tears in her eyes, but did not decline to eat her share of

the pudding.
When they saw their mother they were frightened,

but glancing at her face they knew they were acting

rightly and, with their mouths full of pudding, began to

laugh and wipe their smiling lips with their hands, smear-

ing their beaming faces with tears and jam.

‘Dear me! Your nice white frock 1 Tanya! , . .

Grisha !
* cried their mother, trying to save the frock,

but smiling a blissful, rapturous smile.

The new clothes were taken off, the little girls had
their overalls and the boys their old jackets, and orders

were given to harness (to the steward’s chagrin) his

Brownie again, to take the whole family mushroom-
hunting, and later to the bathing-house. The sound of

rapturous squealing filled the nui’sery, and did not cease

till they started on their drive.

They gathered a basketful of mushrooms ; even Lily

found one. Previously Miss null used to find one and
point it out to her; but this time Lily herseK found a

fine big one and there was a general shout of delight:
‘ Lily has found a mushroom !

’

After that they drove to the river, left the horses

under the birch trees, and entered the bathing-house.

Terenty the coachman tied to a tree the horses, that

were swishing their tails to drive away the flies,

stretched himself full length in the shade, pressing down
the high grass, and smoked his pipe, while from the
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bathing-liouse came the sonnd of the incessant merry
squealing of the children.

Although it was troublesome to look after all the

children and keep them out of mischief, and difficult to

remember whose were ah those little stockings and
drawers, not to mix up the shoes of all those different

feet, to untie, unbutton, and then fasten up again all

the tapes and buttons, yet Dolly, who had always been

fond of bathing and considered it good for the children,

jsnew no greater pleasure than bathing them. To hold

in her hands all those plump little legs, to draw on their

stockings, to take the naked little bodies in her arms

and dip them in the water, to hear them shrieking now
with fear and now with delight, and to see her cherubs

gasping and splashing, with their frightened yet merry

eyes, was a great joy.
^

When half the children were dressed again, some
smartly-dressed peasant women who had been gathering

herbs came up and halted shyly by the bathing-house.

Matrena Filimonovna called to one of these to ask her

to dry a bath-sheet and a chemise that had fallen into

the water, and Dolly entered into conversation with

them. The peasant women, who had begim by laughing

behind their hands without comprehending her ques-

tions, soon became bolder and more talkative, and at

once captivated Dolly by their frank admiration of her

children.
‘ Just look at the little beauty, as white as sugar !

’

said one, gazing admiringly at Tanya and stroking her

head. ‘ But she’s thin.*

T ‘ Yes, she’s been ilk’

’ ‘ Why, you seem to have been bathing that one too !

’

I said the other woman, looking at the baby.

[

‘ No, she is only three months old/ Dolly answered

proudly.
?

‘ Dear me !

’

^ ‘And have you any children ?
’

‘ I had four ; two are left, a boy and a girl. I weaned

her in the spring.’
‘ How old is she ?

’

‘ In her second year.’

^ ‘ Why did you nurse her so long

f ‘It’s our custom—for three fasts > .
.’
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And the conversation turned upon the topic that inter,

ested Dolly more than any other : confinements, children’s

illnesses, husbands’ whereabouts, and whether they came
home often.

Dolly did not want to part from the peasant women *

their conversation pleased her so much because theii

interests were exactly similar to hers. What pleased

DoUy most was the women’s evident admiration for the

gi'eat number of children she had, and their loveliness.

The women amused her and offended the Englisli

governess, who noticed that she was the object of theii

laughter, which she did not understand. One of the

young women was watching the governess, who waa

dressing after all the others, and seeing her put on a

third petticoat could not refrain from remarking

:

‘ Look at her ! She’s wrapping herself up and wrapping
herself up, and hasn’t got enough round her yet !

’ and
all the women burst out laughing.

CHAPTER IX

Surrounded by her children, all freshly bathed and
with heads still damp, Dolly with a kerchief tied round
her own head was nearing home when the coachman
said

:

‘ There’s a gentleman coming—I think it’s the Pokrovsk
squire.’

DoUy leant forward and was pleased to see the familiar

figure of Levin, who in a grey hat and coat was walking

toward them. She was always glad to see him, but

on this day was more pleased than ever because he would
now see her in all her glory. No one could understand
the dignity of her position better than Levin. On seeing

her he found himseK confronted by just such a picture

of family life as his fancy painted.
‘ You are like a hen with her chickens, Daiya

Alexandrovna !

’

‘ Oh, I’m so glad !
’ said she, holding out her hand,

‘ You’re glad, yet you never sent me word. My
brother is staying with me. It was from Stiva I heard,

at last, that you were here.’
‘ From Stiva ? ’ asked DoUy in a surprised tone.

n
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‘ Yes, lie wrote that you had moved here, and he thought

I might be of some use to you/ replied Levin, and having

said this grew confused. Without finishing what he was
going to say he continued walking beside the trap, break-

ing off twigs from the lime trees and biting them. He
was confused because he imagined that Doffy might not

like to accept the help of a stranger in matters that ought

to be attended to by her hnsband. She really did not

like the way Oblonsky had of forcing his family affairs

upon strangers, and knew at once that Levin understood

this. It was for his quick perception and delicacy of

feeling that Dolly liked him.

‘Of course I understood that this only meant you
wanted to see me, and was very pleased. I can well

imagine how strange ever;^hmg here must seem to you,

used as you are to managing a town house
; and if you

require anything I am quite at your disposal.’

* Oh no !
’ said DoUy. ‘ At first it was inconvenienT;,

but now everything is quite comfortable, thanks to my
old nurse,’ she said, indicating the nurse, who, aware

that she was being mentioned, looked at Levin with a

bright and friendly smile. She knew him, knew that he

would be a good match for the young lady, and hoped

the affair would come off.

‘ Won’t you sit down, sir ? We’! move closer together,’

she said to Levin.

‘No, I will walk. Children, who will race the horses

with me ?’

Though the children did not know Levin well and did

not remember when they had last seen him, they did

not feel toward him any of that strange shyness and
antagonism so often felt by children toward grown-np

people who ‘pretend,’ which causes them to suffer so

painfully. Pretence about anything sometimes deceives

the wisest and shrewdest man, but, however cunningly

it is hidden, a child of the meanest capacity feels it and

is repelled by it.

Whatever Levin’s defects may have been, there was

not a trace of pretence about him ; therefore the children

evinced toward him the same friendliness that they

saw in their mother’s face. The two eldest, responding

to his invitation, at once jumped out to him and ran

with as they would have done with their nurse,
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Miss Hiili, or their mother. Lily wanted to go too, and
her mother handed her to him ; he put her on his shoulder

and ran on.
* Don’t be afraid ! Don’t be afraid, Darya Alexan-

drevna ! There’s no fear of my hurting or dropping her/

said he, smiling brightly at the mother.
And as she looked at his easy, strong, considerate,

careful and ultra-cautious movements, the mother lost

her fears and looked at them with a smile of approval.

Here in the country among the children, and in the

company of Dolly whom he found very congenial, Levm’s
spirits rose to that childlike merriment Dolly Hked so

much in him. He ran about with the children, taught
them gymnastics, amused Miss Hull by his broken English,

and talked to Dolly about his rural occupations.

After dinner, left alone with him on the veranda,

DoUy alluded to Kitty.

‘Do you know Kitty is coming here to spend the

summer with me ?
’

‘ Really ? ’ said he, flushing up ; and to change the

subject he at once added :
‘ WeU, then, shall I send you

two cows ? If you insist on squaring accounts, pay me
five roubles a month, if your conscience allows it.’

‘ No, thank you. We are getting on all right now.*
‘ Well, then, I will just have a look at your cows and,

wdth your permission, will give directions about the

feeding. Everything depends on the feeding.’

To change the conversation Levin went on to explain

to DoUy a theory of dairy farming which maintained that

a cow was only a machine for the transformation of

fodder into milk, and so on. While saying ail that, he

was passionately longing and yet dreading to hear every

particular concerning Kitty. He feared that the peace

of mind he had acquired with so much efiort might be

destroyed.
‘ Yes, hut all that has to be looked after, and who is

going to do it ? ’ remarked Dolly unwiUingiy.
Having with Matrena Filimonovna’s help got her

household into working order, she did not care to make
any change ; besides, she had no confidence in Levin’s

knowledge of farming. Arguments about cows being

milk-producing machines did not commend themselves

to her, for she imagined that such arguments were
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calculated only to interfere with farming. All these

matters appeared much simpler to her: aU that w’-as

necessary, as Matrena Filimonovna said, was to give

Spotty and Whiteflank more food and drink, and to see

that the cook did not take the kitchen refuse to the

laundress for her cow. That was clear. But arguments

about cereal and grass feeding were questionable and
vague and, above all, she was anxious to talk about ELitty.

CHAPTER X

‘ KiTTy writes that she wishes for nothing so much as

seclusion and quiet,’ said Dolly after a pause in the

conversation.

*And her health'! Is she better?’ asked Levin

anxiously.

:
‘ Yes, thank God ! she has quite recovered. I never

! beMeved that she had lung trouble.’

‘Oh, I am so glad I
’ said Levin, and Dolly thought

she saw something pathetic and helpless in his face as

he said it, and then silently looked at her.

‘Tell me, Constantine Dmitrich,’ said Dolly with her

kmd though sHghtiy ironical smile, ‘why are you angry

j
with Kitty ? V

?
‘ I ? ... I am not an^y,* said Levin.

- ‘Yes, you are. Why did you not call either on us or

on them when you were in Moscow ?
’

‘ Darya Alexandrovna,’ said he, blushing to the roots

of his hair, ‘ I am surprised that one so Innd as you are

j
should not feel what the reason was. How is it that

f
you have no pity for me, knowing as you do . .

.’

‘ What do I know ?
’

‘You know I proposed and was rejected,’ muttered

;
Levin, and the tenderness he had a moment ago felt

for Kitty was changed into a feeling of anger at the

insult.
‘ Why did you think I knew ?

’

‘ Because everybody knows it.*

‘In that, at any rate, you are mistaken; I did not

know it, though I had my suspicions.’

‘ Weil, anyhow you know it now.*

1 ‘ Ail I knew was that something had happened that
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tormented her dreadfully, and she asked me never to

speak about it. And since she has not told me, she

won’t have told anybody. . . . Well, what did happen
between you ? Tell me.’

‘ I have told you what happened.’
‘ When was it ?

*

‘ When I last visited you.’
‘ Do you know,’ said Dolly, ‘ I am terribly, terribly

sorry for her ! You are suffeiing only through pride . . )
‘ That may be,’ said Levin, ‘but . .

.’

She interrupted him.
‘ But for her, poor child, I am terribly, terribly sorry.

Now I understand everything.’
‘ Well, Darya Alexandrovna, please excuse me !

’ he said,

rising, ‘ Good-bye, Darya Alexandrovna ; au revoir /
’

‘No, wait a bit,’ she answered, holding him by the

sleeve. ‘ Wait a bit. Sit down.’
* Please, please don’t let us talk about it !

’ said he,

sitting down again, conscious as he did so that a hope
which he had thought dead and buried was waking and
stirring within him.

‘ If I did not care for you,’ Dolly went on, the tears

rising to her eyes, ‘ if I did not know you as well as

I do . .
.’

The feeling that seemed dead was coming to Hfe again,

rising and taking possession of Levin’s heart.
‘ Yes, now I imderstand it all,’ continued Dolly. * You

can’t understand it, you men who are free and have the

choice. You always know for certain whom you love;

but a young girl in a state of suspense, “with her feminine,

maidenly delicacy, a girl who only knows you men fronoi

a distance and is obliged to take everything on trust-
such a girl may and does sometimes feel that she does

not know what to say.’
‘ Yes, if her heart does not tell her. . .

.’

‘ Oh, no ! The heart does tell her ; -but just imagine

:

you men, having views on a giii, come to the house, get

to know her, observe her and bide your time, and when
you are quite certain that you love her you propose . .

‘ Well, it’s not quite like that.’
^ Never mind ! You propose when your love is ripe,

or when the balance falls in favour of one of those between
whom your choice lies. But a girl is not asked. She is
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expected m choose for herself, yet she has no choice;

she can only say “ Yes ” or “ No.” ’
.

'Yes, a choice between me and Vronsky,’ thought

Levin, and the dead hope that had begun to revive in

his soul died again and only weighed painfully on his

heart.
‘ Darya Alexandrovna,’ said he, ‘ in that way one may

choose a dress, or . , . purchases . . . anything . . .

but not love. The choice is made, and so much the

better ... a repetition is impossible,’
' Oh, that pride, that pride I

’ said Dolly, speaking as if

she despised him for the meanness of his feelings com-
pared to those which only women know. ' When you
proposed to Kitty she was just in that state when it was
impossible for her to give an answer : she was undecided

—undecided between you and Vronsky; she saw him
every day, you she had not seen for a long time. I admit

that had she been older ... I, for instance, could not

have been undecided in her place. To me he was always

repulsive, and so he has proved in the end.’

Levin recalled Kitty’s answer. She had said, ‘ It can-

not he.’

* Darya Alexandrovna,’ he replied drily, ‘ I value your

confidence in me, but think you are mistaken. Whether

I am right or wrong, that pride which you so despise

makes any thought of your sister impossible for me—do

you understand me ?—perfectly impossible.’

‘I will only add just this: you understand that I

am speaking about my sister, whom I love as much as

my own children. I do not say she loved you; I only

wished to tell you that her refusal proves nothing.’

'I don’t know!’ said Levin, jumping up. ‘If you

know how you hurt me ! It is just as if you had lost a

child, and they kept on telling you :
“ Now he would

have been so and so, and might be living and you rejoicing

in him, but he is dead, dead, dead . . . !
” ’

‘How funny you are !
’ said Dolly, regarding Levin’s

agitation with a sad yet mocking smile. ‘ Yes, I under-

stand it more and more,’ she added me®ativeiy. ‘ Then

you won’t come to see us while Kitty is here ?
’

‘No, I w^on’t. Of course I will not avoid her, but

whenever I can I will try to save her the unpleasantness

of meeting me.’
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‘Yon are very, very funny !
’ Dolly repeated, looking

tenderly into his face. ‘ All right then I Let it be as §
nothing had been said about it.*

‘What have you come for, Tanya!’ said Dolly m
French to her little girl, who had just come in.

‘ Where is my spade. Mama !
’

‘I am speaking French, and you must answer in

French.’

The little girl had forgotten the French for spade, so

her mother told her and went on to say, still in French,

where she would find the spade. AH this was disagree-

able to Levin. Nothing in Dolly’s house or about her
children seemed haK as charming as before.

‘ Why does she talk French with the chfidren ? ’ he

thought. ‘How unnatural and false it is! And the

children feel it. Teach them French and deprive them
of sincerity,’ thought he, not knowing that Dolly had
considered the point over and over again and had decided

that even to the detriment of their sincerity the chiHren
had to be taught French.

‘ Where are you hurrying to ? Stay a little longer.’

So Levin stayed to tea, though his bright spirits had
quite vanished and he felt ill at ease.

After tea he went out to tell his coachman to harness,

and when he returned he found Dolly excited, a worried

look on her face and tears in her eyes.

In Levin’s absence an event took place which suddenly
put an end to the joy and pride that Doily had been

feeling all day. Grisha and Tanya had a fight about a

ball. DoUy, hearing their screams, ran up to the nursery,

and found them in a dreadful state. Tanya was holding

Grisha by the hair, and he, his face distorted with anger,

was hitting her at random with his fists. Dolly’s heart

sank when she saw this. A shadow seemed to have fallen

on her life ; she recognized that these children, of whom
she had been so proud, were not only quite ordinary

but even bad and ill-bred children, with coarse animal
inclinations—in fact, vicious children. She could think

and speak of nothing else, and yet could not tell Levin
her trouble.

Levin saw that she was unhappy^ and tried to comfort
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hex by saying that it did not prove that anythmg was
wrong with them, that al children fought ; but as he

spoke he thought to himself :
‘ No, I’ll not humbug my

chddren and won’t speak Erench with them. But I

shan’t have children like these. All that is needed is not

to spdil or pervert children, and then they will be splendid.

jjlo, my children will not be like these !
’

He said good-bye and left, and she did not try to detain

him any longer.

j

CBAPTERXI

In the middle of July the Elder from the village belonging

to Levin’s sister (which lay fifteen miles from Pokrovsk)

came to see Levin and report on business matters and on

the hay-harvest. The chief income from his sister’s

estate was derived from the meadows, which were flooded

every spring. In former years the peasants used to buy
the grass, paying seven roubles per acre for it. When

I

Levin took over the management of the estate he looked

i into the matter, and, concluding that the grass was

I

worth more, fixed the price at eight roubles. The peasants

f would not pay so much, and Levin suspected them of

I
keeping other buyers ofi. Then he went there himself

I
and arranged to have the harvest gathered in partly

by hired labourers and partly by peasants paid ha kind.

The local men opposed this innovation by all the means

in their power, but the plan succeeded, and in the first

year the meadows brought in almost double. The next

J and third years the peasants still held out and the haiwest

I
was got in by the same means. But this year the

peasants had agreed to get the harvest in and take

f one-third of all the hay in payment. Now the Elder

* had come to inform Levin that the hay was aU made,

j
and that for fear of rain he had asked the steward to

^ come, and in his presence had apportioned the hay

and had already stacked eleven stacks of the landlord’s

share. .

From the Elder’s vague replies to Levin’s questions as

to how much hay the largest meadow had yielded, from

his haste to apportion the hay without waiting for per-

mission, and from the general tone of the peasant. Levin
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knew that there was something not quite square about
the apportionment, and decided to go and investigate

the matter MmseM.
Levin arrived at his sister’s village at noon and left tis

horse with a friendly old peasant, the husband of his

brother’s nurse. Wishing to hear particulars of the hay-

harvest from this old man, Levin went to speak to him
In his apiary. Parmenich, a loquacious, handsome old

man, welcomed Levin joyfully, showed him over his

homestead, and told him all about the swarming of his

bees that year ; but to Levin’s questions about the hay-

harvest he gave vague and reluctant answers. This still

further confirmed Levin’s suspicions. He went to inspect

the hay, examined the stacks, and saw that there could

not be fifty cartloads in each. To put the peasant to

the proof Levin ordered the carts on which the hay was
being moved to be fetched, and one of the stacks to be

carried to the bam. There were only thirty-two loads

in the stack. In spite of the Elder’s explanations that

the hay had been loose, but had settled down in the stacks,

and his swearing that aU had been done in a ‘ godly way,’

Levin insisted that the hay had been apportioned without

his order and that he would not accept the stacks as

containing fifty loads each. After lengthy disputes it

was settled that the peasants themselves should take

those eleven stacks, counting them at fifty loads each,

and that the owner’s share should be measured afresh.

These disputes and the apportioning of the haycocks

went on till it was time for the evening meal. When the

last of the hay had been apportioned, Levin entrusted

the rest of the supervision to the steward and seated

himself on a haycock marked with a willow branch,

looking with enjoyment at the meadow teeming with

busy people.

Before him, within the bend of the river, beyond a

marsh, moved a line of gaily-clad women, merrily chatter-

ing in their ringing voices, while the scattered hay was
quickly forming into grey waving ridges on the light-

green meadow. Men with .hayforks followed the women,
and the ridges grew into tall, wide and light haycocks.

To the left, carts rattled along the bare meadoV, and
one after another the haycocks vanished, picked up in

enormous forkfuls, and their places were taken by
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heavy carts witb. their huge loads of scented hay over-

hanging the horses’ backs.

* Hake hay while the snn shines, and you’ll have plenty,'

remarked the old beekeeper, sitting down beside Levin.

‘It’s more like tea than hay i See them picking it

up, like ducklings picking up the food you’ve thrown to

them !’ he added, pointing to where the hay was being

loaded on the carts. ‘ They’ve carted a good haK since

dinner-time. ... Is that the last ? * he shouted to a lad

who was driving past, standing on the front of a cart and
flicking the ends of his hempen reins.

‘ The last one, father,’ shouted the lad, reining in the

horse and smilingly turning to a rosy young woman
who, also smiling, sat inside the cart; then he drove on
again.

‘ Who is that ? Your son ? ’ asked Levin.

‘My youngest,’ replied the old man with a smile of

affection.
‘ A fine fellow \

’

‘ Not a bad lad.’

‘And already married V
* Yes, just over two years.’

‘ Have they any children ?
’

‘ Children I All the first year he didn’t understand

anything ; and we chaffed him,’ answered the old man.

‘Well, this is hay! Regular teal’ said he again, in

order to change the subject.

Levin looked more attentively at Vanka Parmenich

and his wife. They were loading their cart not far away.

Vanka stood inside the cart patting and stamping down
evenly in the cart the enormous bales of hay which his

young wife first passed to him in armfuls and then pitched

up on the fork. The young woman was working with

ease, cheerfulness and skill. The fork could not at once

penetrate the hroad-bladed compressed hay, so she first

loosened it with the prongs, then with a quick and springy

movement, putting all the weight of her body on the fork,

quickly straightened her red-gMled figure and stood

erect, her full bosom thrown forward beneath the pmafore,
and turning the fork dexterously, she pitched the hay

high up into the cart. Vanka, with evident desire to

save her every moment of unnecessary exertion, hurriedly

caught the hay in his outspread arms and smoothed it
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evenly in tlie cart. When she had lifted the remaining
hay to him with a rake, she shook the chafi from her

neck, straightened the kerchief that had slipped from her

forehead, which showed white where the sun had not

reached it, and crawled under the cart to help rope up.

Vanka showed her how to do this, and burst out laughing

at something she said. Strong, young, newly-awakened
love shone in both their faces.

CHAPTER XII

The hay was roped. Vanka jumped down and taking

the bridle led away the good, weU-fed horse. His wife

threw her rake on top of the load, and swinging her arms
went with vigorous steps to join the other women who
had gathered in a circle. Having come out upon the

road, Vanka took his place in the line of carts. The
women, carrying their rakes over their shoulders, followed

the carts, their coloured dresses gleaming brightly and
their chatter ringing merrily. One of the women with

a strange gruff voice started a song and sang it to the

end, when fifty powerful voices, some gruff and others

shrill, aU at once took it up with a will.

The singing women were drawing nearer to Levin and
he felt as if a thundercloud of merriment were approaching.

The cloud moved past, enveloping him and the haycock
upon which he sat, and the other haycocks, the carts,

the whole of the meadow, and the distant fields. They
aU seemed to vibrate and heave with the strains of that

wild, madly-merry song, interspersed with screams and
whistling. Levin envied them their healthy gaiety and
felt a wish to take part in that expression of the joy of

living
;

but he coiild do nothing except lie and look

and listen. When the company and their songs vanished
out of sight and hearing, an oppressive feeling of discon-

tent with his own lonely lot, his physical idleness and
his hostility to the world overcame Levin. Some of

those very peasants who had disputed with him about
the hay—^whom either he had wronged or who had
tried to cheat him—those very peasants had bowed
pleasantly to him, evidently not harbouring, and unable
to harbour, any iH-will toward him, being not only
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unrepentant but even forgetful that they had been

tiying to cheat him. All had been drowned in the sea

of their joyful common toil. God had given them the

day and the strength, and both the day and the strength

had been devoted to labour which had brought its own
reward. For whom they had laboui'ed and what the

fruits of their labour would be was an extraneous and
unimportant affair.

Levin had often admired that kind of life, had often

envied the folk who lived it; but that day, especially

after what he had seen for the first time of the relations

between Vanka Parmenich and his young wife, it struck

him that it depended on himself to change his wearisome,

idle, and artificial personal life for that pure, delightful

life of common toil.

The old man who had been sitting beside him had long

since gone home. The peasants who lived near by had
also gone home, and those from a distance had gathered

together to have supper and spend the night in the

meadow. Levin, unnoticed by them, stiU lay on the

haycock, looking, listening, and thinking. The peasants

who were staying in the meadow kept awake ahnost all

the short summer night. At first the sounds of merry
general talk and shouts of laughter over their supper

could be heard, then songs and more laughter. The
whole long day of toil had left upon them no trace of

anything but merriment.

Just before dawn aU became silent. The sounds of

night—the ceaseless croaking of frogs, the snorting of

horses through the morning mist over the meadow

—

could alone be heard. Awaking to reality Levin rose

from his haycock, and glancing up at the stars realized

that the night was nearly over.
‘ Well, then, what shall I do ? How shall I do it ?

’

he asked himself, trying to find expression for what he

had been thinking and the feelings he had lived through

in that short night. All his ideas and feelings separated

themselves into three different lines of thought. The
first was how to renounce his old life and discard

his quite useless education. This renunciation would

afford him pleasure and was quite easy and simple. The
second was concerned with his notion of the life he now
wished to lead. He was distinctly conscious of the
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simplicity, purity, and rightness of that life, and
convinced that in it he would find satisfaction, peace, and
dignity, the absence of which was so painful to him.
But the third thought was the question of how to make
the change from his present life to that other one. And
here no clear idea presented itself to his mind. Should
he have a wife ? Should he have work and the necessity

to work? Should he leave Pokrovsk, buy land, join a
peasant commune, marry a peasant girl? VHow ami
to do it?’ he again asked himself, and could no
reply. ‘ However, I have not slept aU night and can’t

render a clear account of myself now,’ he thought, that
I’ll clear it up later. One thing is certain : this night
has decided my fate. All my former dreams of a family

life were nonsense—-not the right thing. Everything ig

much simpler and better than that. . .

‘ How beautiful !
* he thought, looking up at a strange

mother-of-pearl coloured shell formed of fleecy clouds, in

the centre of the sky just over his head. ‘How lovely

everything is, this lovely night ! And how did this

shell get formed so quickly ? A little while ago when I

looked at the sky all was clear, but for two white
strips. My views of fife have changed in just the same
unnoticeable way.’

Leaving the meadow, he went down the high road

toward the vfilage. A slight breeze was blowing and
all looked grey and dull. There is generally a period of

gloom just before daybreak and the complete triumph of

light over darkness. Shivering with cold Levin waied
rapidly with his eyes fixed on the ground.

‘ What’s that ? Who can it be coming ? ’ thought he,

hearing the tinkling of bells and raising his head. At a

distance of forty paces along the road on which he was
walking he saw a coach with four horses abreast and
l^gg^g© 021 top approaching him. The horses were
pressing close together away from the ruts, but the

skilful driver, sitting sideways on the box, guided them
so that the coach wheels ran smoothly on the road.

That was all Levin noticed, and without wondering
who might be inside he glanced in at the window
absent-mindedly.

In one comer an elderly woman was dozing ; and close

to the window sat a young girl who had just wakened and
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w&s holding the ribbons of her white nightcap with both

hands. Bright and thoughtful, full of that complcated
refinement of a life to which Levin was a stranger, she

looked across him at the glow of dawn.

At the very moment when this vision was about to

disappear, her candid eyes fell on him. She recognized

him and joyful surprise lit up her face. He could not

he mistaken. There were no other eyes in the world

like them. In the whole world there was only one being

able to unite in itself the universe and the meaning of

life for him. It was Kitty. He guessed that she was on

herway from the station to her sister’s house at Ergushevo.

AU that had so disturbed Levin during the sleepless night

and all his resolutions vanished suddenly. He recalled with

disgust his thoughts of marrying a peasant girl. There

alone, inside that coach on the other side of the road,

so rapidly receding from him, was the one possible solu-

tion of that riddle which had been weighing on him so

painfully of late.

She (fid not look out again. The sound of the wheels

could no longer be heard ; the tinkling of the bells grew

fainter. The barking of dogs proved that the coach was
passing through the village, and only the empty fields,

the village before him, and he himself walking solitary on

the deserted road, were left.

He looked up at the sky, hoping to find there the shell

he had been admiring, which had typihed for him the

reflections and feelings of the night. There in the un-

fathomable height a mystic change was going on and he

could see no sign of anything like a shell; but a large

cover of gradually diminishing fleecy cloudlets was
spreading over half the sky, which had turned blue and

grown brighter. It answered his questioning look with

the same tenderness and the same remoteness.

‘No,’ said he to himself. ‘Beautiful as is that life of

simplicity and toil, I cannot turn to it. I love her !
’

CHAPTER Xm
None but those who knew Karenin most intimately

knew that this apparently cold and sober-minded man
had one weakness, quite inconsistent with the general
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trend of his character. Karenin could not with enmmmity hear or see a child or a woman weeping
Bight of tears upset him and made him quite^inoanAr
of reasonmg. The chief of his staff and his seoSImew this and warned women who came with uetiHS*^tto they should on no account give way to t^l^
did not want^to spoil their case. ‘ He wiU get^ngn^Swont hsten to you,’ they said; and in such cSttlmental perturbation which tears produced in EarenTnreaUy found expression in hurried bursts of ange? “rcan do nothmg for you. Kindly go away!’ hfwouldshout on these occasions.

womd

When ^a on their way home from the races announced to him what her relations with Vronskv xrprA*and immediately hid her face in her hands and^besancrying, ^Karenm, despite his indignation with heras usual overcome by that mental perturbation
aware of this and of the fact that any expression^!
could at that moment find for his feelings woifinifo
compatible with the situation, he tried to conceal Sisigns of hfe withinhM and neither moved norMat her. That was the cause of the strange deathUtolook on his faoft i,./i i. «

I

ing Mmself by an effort, took leave of her^rCS
courtesy, uttering non-committal words

; he said he wouldlet her know his decision next day.
“

Ha wife’s words, confirming as they did his worat
TOspicions, had given Karenin a cruel pain in his heartTha pam wm rendered more acute by physical pity forher, evoked by her1^. But when alone fo the cSa^
to te s^nse and joy he felt completely relieved of thsi

fo tomited hte?"^™
^ ^ootb drawnwbicli has been hurtmg him a long time. After terrihlflpam and a sensation as if something enormous, bio-gerthan his whole head, were being pulled out of his ffwhe feels, scarcely believing in his happiness, that thethmg whmh has so^ long been poisoning his life and en-grossing his^ attention no longer exists, and that it is

and be interested in otherthmgs. What Karenm experienced was a feeling of
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this kind; it had been a strange and terrible pain, but
it was past, and he felt he could again Hve, and thinir of
other things beside his wife.

" Without honour, without heart, without religion
; a

depraved woman ! I knew it and could see it ail along,

though I tried out of pity for her to deceive myself,’
thought he.

^

And it really seemed to him that he had
, always seen it. He recalled all the details of their past

life, and details which he had not previously considered
wrong now proved to him clearly that she had always
been depraved.

* I made a mistake when I bound up my life with hers,

but in my mistake there was nothing blameworthy,
therefore I ought not to be unhappy. It is not I who
am guilty,’ he said to himself, ‘ but it is she. She does
not concern me. She does not exist for me.’
What would happen to her and to her son, toward

whom his feelings had changed as they had toward her,

no longer occupied his mind. The one thing that pre-
occupied him was the question of how he could best
divest himself of the mud with which she in her fall had

; bespattered him ; of how to do it in the way which would

I
be most decent, most convenient for him, and consequently

i fairest, and how he should continue his active, honest,

;
and useful career. ‘ I ought not to be unhappy because
a despicable woman has committed a crime, but I must
find the best way out of this painful situation in which

. she has placed me. And find it I will,’ said he to himself,

frowning more and more. ‘ I’m not the first and shall

not be the^ last ’
; and without taking into account the

T historical instances of wives’ unfaithfulness, beginning

? with Menelaus and La Belle whose memory had
(

just recently been fresh in everybody’s mind, quite a
number of cases of the infidelity of modern wives in high

: society occurred to Karenin.

'j ‘Haryalov, Poltavsky, Prince Karibanov, Count

;
Paskudin, Dram . . . Yes, evmw’^Hram—^that honest,

(

business-like fefiow , . . Semenov, Chagih, Sigonin . .

I

he passed them in review. ‘ It’s true a kind of unreason-

I
able ridicule falls on these men, but I never could see it

j

in any other light than as a misfortune, and felt nothing

* 1 La Belle HeUne^ a comic opera, by OSeabach, jasfc tbea ia vogue in

j.
Moscow and Petersburg.

I
I
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but sympathy,’ Karenin reflected, though it was not
true : he had never felt any sympathy of the kind and
the more cases he had come across of husbands beino
betoayed by their wives the better the opinion he hadhad of himself. ‘It is a misfortune that may befall
anyone and it has befaUen me. The only question fahow best to face the situation.’ And he began mentahv
reviewing the courses pursued by other men in simfla;
positions, '

‘ Daryalov fought a duel. . .

In his youth Karenin had been particularly attracted
by the idea of duelling, just because he was physicaliv
a timid man and was quite aware of it. He could notthmk without horror of a pistol being levelled at him
and had never used any kind of weapon. This horror
had in his youth often induced him to take mental measure
of his strength, in case he should ever be confronted bv a
situation in which it would be necessary to face danger
Since, however, he had achieved success and gained a firm
psition in the world he had long forgotten that feeling-
but the old habit now revived and claimed its own, and
the fear of being a coward was again so strong that he
considered this point a long time and flattered his vanity
with the idea of a duel, though he knew beforehand that
he would on no account fight one.

‘Of course our Society is stfll so uncivilized—not asm England-~-that very many ’ (among the many were
those whose opinion Karenin particularly valued) ‘ would
regard a duel as the right thing ; but what object would
be gamed? Supposing I chaUenged him . . continued
Karenm ; and vividly picturing to himseH the night he
woifld spend after the chaUenge, and the sensation ofhavmg a pistol pomted at him, he shuddered and realized
that he would never do it.

‘ Supposing,’ he went on, ‘ they showed me how to do
it, placed me, and I pulled the trigger . . .’ He closed
his eyes . . . ‘ and it turned out that I had killed him . .

and he shook his head to drive away the stupid thought.
What seiise is there in killing a man in order to define

one s relations with a guilty wife and a son ? Neverthe-
less, I shall have to decide what to do with her.

* ^ J. 1 i •
WAOUl xicr.

• i.1,
more hkely—and sure to happen—

is that I should be killed or wounded. Then I, an iimocent
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maiij sbotiid be the victim. That would be still more
senseless. And this is not all. A challenge from me
•^ould not be an honest action. Ho I not know before-

hand that my friends would never allow me to go so far

as to fight a duel, would not allow a statesman whom
Bussia needs to expose himself to danger ? What, then,

^ould happen ? This would happen : I, knowing before-

hand that matters would never be allowed to reach a
dangerous point, should have challenged a man in order

to cover myself with false glamour. That would be
dishonest, it would be false, it would be deceiving myself

as well as others. No 1 a duel is unthinkable and no
one expects it of me. My aim is to safeguard my re-

putation, which I need for the uninterrupted pursuit

of my career.’ His official pursuits, which had always
appeared essential to Karenin, now assumed even greater

importance.

Having considered and rejected the idea of a duel,
' Karenin turned his thoughts to divorce, the next expedient

of which some of the wronged husbands he remembered
had availed themselves. Going over all the cases of

divorce he knew—there were very many, and in the

highest Society, with which he was well acquainted

—

Karenin could not recall one in which the purpose of

the divorce was the one he had in view. In all these

cases the husband had ceded or sold the unfaithful wife,

and the very person who according to law had no right

to re-marry entered into fictitious, pseudo-legal relations

with a pretended husband. Karenin saw that in his own
case it would be impossible to obtain a legal divorce

—

']
.

that is, a divorce in which the guilty wife would be simply

I
cast ofi. He knew that in their complex conditions of

; Hfe it would not be possible to obtain those coarse proofs

i of a wife’s infidelity which the law demanded ; he knew
! that in that life there was a certain convention of refine-

i ment which would not allow him to bring forward such

proofs, had they existed, because such an action would
make him sink even lower than she in public opinion.^

To attempt a divorce could only lead to a lawsuit and a
scandal which would give his enemies great opportunity

for calumny, and would lower his high position in Society.

1 According to Unssian iaw the guiltj party in a diyorce could not

ce-marry, and to obtain a divorce ocular evidence of adultery was required.
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The chief object of his life, the settling of conditions with
the least possible amount of disturbance, could not be

furthered by divorce. Besides, it was evident that as a

consequence of divorce the wife would break off relations

with her husband and unite with her lover. In Karenin’s
soul, however, despite the complete and contemptuous
indifference he thought he felt for his wife, there was one
feeling left with regard to her : an objection to her being

in a position to unite unhindered with Vronsky, so making
her crime advantageous to her. The very thought of it

irritated him to such an extent that he groaned with
inner pam, rose, and changed his place in the carriage;

and for a long while after that he sat wrapping his fluffy

rug round his bony, easily-chiUed legs.

‘Besides a formal divorce, it would be possible to act

as Karibanov, Paskudin, and that good-natured Dram
did, and just separate,* he resumed when he had grown
calm again ; but this measure would have all the incon-

venience of a divorce-scandal, and would throw his wife

into Vronsky’s arms just in the same way. ‘ No, it is

impossible, impossible !
’ he said aloud, again wrapping

the mg round his legs, ‘ I cannot be unhappy, and she

and he must not be happy.’
^

The jealousy that had tormented hfm the period

of uncertainty had left him when", his wife’s words had
with great pain drawn that aching tooth. But another

feeling had now taken the place of the jealousy : it was
a wish that his wife’s guilt should meet with retribution.

He did not acknowledge it to himself, but in the depths

of his soul he wished her to suffer for impaiimg his peace

of mind and his honour. And having reviewed the

possibilities of a duel, of divorce, and of separation, and
having again rejected them, Karenin came to the con-

clusion that there was only one course to be followed;

to keep her with him, hiding from the world what had
happened, and taking aU necessary steps to put a stop

to her love-affair, and above aU (though he did not con-

fess this to himself) to punish her. ‘I must inform her

of my decision, that after considering the painful situation

in which she has placed her family, I think that an external

statm quo would be better for both parties than any
other expedient, and that I am prepared to keep to that

on the strict understanding on her part that she will
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jjbey iBy will and, ' break oS relations with ber lover.’ In
confirmation of this decision, after it had already been
reached, another powerful argument oecurred to Karenin.
‘ It is only by this course that I can conform with religion,’

said he to himself. ‘ It is the only way that makes it

possible for me not to disown my guilty wife and to give

{ler a chance of repenting, and even, painful as it will be,

to devote part of my powers to her redemption.’

Though Karenin knew that he could have no moral
influence on his wife, that ah his attempts to redeem her

would lead to nothing but lies, and although during the

painful moments he had lived through he had not once
thought of seeking gnidance in religion, now that his

decision was, as he imagined, in conformity with religion,

its sanction afforded him great satisfaction and even

some comfort. It was pleasant to think that no one
would have a right to say that in such an important

crisis in his life he had not acted in accordance with that

religion whose banner he had always held aloft amid
general coldness and indifference.

proceeding to consider further details, Karenin could

not even see why his relations with his wife should not

remain almost the same as before. He could of course

never again revive his respect for her ; but there was
no occasion for hMi to spoil his own life and to suffer

just because she had proved a bad and unfaithful

wife.
‘ Yes, time goes on ; and time, which cures everything,

will restore the old conditions,’ said Karenin to himseif.

‘ That is, it will restore them in so far that I shall not

have this worry during the rest of my life. She must

be unhappy, but I am not guilty and therefore I cannot

suffer.’

CHAPTER XIV

By the time he reached Petersburg Karenin had not

only resolved to keep to his decision, but had mentally

composed a letter to his wife. On entering the hall of

his house he glanced at the letters and papers which had

been sent from the Siinistry^ and ordered them to be

brought into his study.

210 M
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TeU him to unharness ; and no one is to be admits

he said m ar^wer to the hall-porter’s inquii-y, aooenW;mth a oertam pleasure the word admitted^ It was athat he wa s in. good spirits.

He paced twice up and down his study and then halt^a
at the gigantic writing-table, on which his yalet hadaSfht six canoes. Cracking his fingers, he sat down &tlarranged his wntmg materials. With his elbow7nrt!
table and his head bent to one side he sat and thmii-for a mmuta, and then wrote without an hSk
pause. He did not begin by addressing her, andSm French, usmg the plural pronoun yow, which in
J^®“o^does not sound as cold and distant as it do^ ^

During our last oonyersation I expressed my intenti™

subject of that conyersation. Haying carefufly andfully considered eyeiything, I now wnte to fu4
promise. My decision is as follows: Whatever vZactions may have been, I do not consider myself justMedm severmg the bonds with which a Higher Poler h^umt^ us. A family must not be broken up through thpcapnce, perrersity, or even crime, of one of the ml^couple, and our life must go on as heretofore. This ismavoidable for lay sake, for yours, and for that of cmeon. I am perfectly convinced that you have renenMand are repentmg, of the action which has led to Sletter, and^ completely co-operate with me to eradicatethe cause of our discord and to forget the past. If notyou can yoiMelf for^ee what awaite you and your wnI hope to talk all this over with you in more detail sf- apereonM in^ew As the summer
te a close, I would ask you to return to Petersburg^soon as possible, and not later than Tuesday. All n?cp?sary preparations shafi be made for your return Tbet^ to note that I attach important to ttoTquesul

A. Kaeenin-.-.

yoiife^“®' for

4cia%tiKS%rrmbS^drenSl
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there was nat a single crael word or threat in it, yet it

'SPas not yielding in tone. AboTe all it provided a golden

bridge for her to return by. Having folded the letter,

smoothed it out with a massive ivory paper-knife, and
put it and the money in an envelope—with the pleasure

that the use of his well-arranged writing appliances always

caused him—he rang.

® Give this to the messenger, and tell him to take it to

the country, to Anna Arkadyevna, to-morrow,’ he said,

and got' up.

‘Yes, your Excellency! Shall tea be served in the

. study ?
’

? Karenin assented, and, toying with his paper-knife,

went to his arm-chair, beside which a lamp was burning,

and a French book about the Eugubine Tables was lying

ready Above the arm-chair hung a beautifully painted

portrait of Anna by a celebrated artist. To Karenin

the splendidly painted black lace on the head, the black

hair, and the beautiful white hand with many rings on
the third finger, suggested something intolerably bold

and provocative. After looking at the portrait for about

a minute he shuddered and his lips trembled and made a

sound like ‘brr’ as he turned away. He sat down
hurriedly and opened his book. He tried to read hut

could not awaken in himself the lively interest he had felt

for the Eugubine Tables. His eyes were on the hook

but he was thinking about something else. He was not

thinking of his wife but of a complication that had recently

5 arisen in his ofi&cial activity and at present constituted

the chief interest of his work. He felt that he now saw
more deeply than ever into that complication, and that

f a capital idea (he might say that without flattering him-

f self) had occurred to him, which would disentangle the

:
whole business, raise him in his official career, upset his

enemies, and therefore be »of the greatest value to the

State. As soon as the footman, who had brought in the

tea, had left the room, Karenin rose and went to the

I writing-table. Drawing toward himself the portfolio

of current affairs, with a scarcely perceptible smile of

;
self-satisfaction, he took a pencil from the stand and

j

became absorbed in reading some intricate papers he
' had sent for, relating to the impending complication,

i The complication was this : Karenin’s official peculiarity
^
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his characteristic trait (every successful official has W
special trait), which together with his determined ambitir
self-restraint, honesty, and self-confidence, had madeS
successful, consisted in a contempt for red-tape, a outMment of correspondence, economy, and (as far as nossS
a chreot relation with real facts. It so happened thit tl
unportant Committee of June 2nd had had broncrht bef™!
It tne question of Mgation in the Zaraysk Provine*whioh belonged to Karenin’s Department, and presente!
a strilong example of unproductive expenditure aJ
useless red-tepe methods. Karenin knew that this w-w
really so. The field-irrigation of the Zaraysk ProvSnad been started by the predecessor of Karenin’s nw
uecessor. A great deal of money had been and w«q
being spent quite unproductively on that business anl^was evident that the scheme would lead to notei™TOien Kare^ had^ taken up his present post he hiH

f-ti ^
realized this and had wished to stop it • but

till he felt himself firmly seated, he knew that it’wonliinot be wise to do so, as too many interests were involved
Aftemards, bemg occupied with other matters, he hadsimply forgotten the business. Like all such matteis twent on of itself, by inertia. (Many people lived by itespeeiaUy one very moral and musical family in whichthe daughters all played stringed instruments. Kareninwas acquainted with that family and gave away om^tne daughteis a,t her marriage.) The raising of ttt

Department was, in KareniS
opinion, dishonest, because m every Ministry there weisstiU graver matters which, out of recognized officialdecency, no one ever questioned. But since the gauntSnad been thrown down, he would take it up boldly andwould d^and the appointment of a special
to investigate and report upon the work of the Committo
of Ir^ation m the Zaraysk .Province, but at the sametune he would not yield an inch to those gentlemen whohad raised the question. He would demand the appoht

Cornmttee to inquire into the me ofthe subject races m that Province.^® The case of the
been aooidentaUy raised at the Com-

energetically insisted

^
Karenin as a matter of nrgency in view of their

wretched condition. At the Committee this question
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had caused conflict between several Alinistries. The
Ministry opposed to Harenin bad argued that the con-
dition of the subject races was most flourishing and
that the projected rearrangement might destroy their
prosperity, while, if there was really anything unsatis-
factory, it all resulted from the neglect by Karenin’s
Department of the measures prescribed by the law.
Kow Karenin meant to demand, first, that a new Commis^
sion should be formed to investigate locally the conditions
of the subject races; secondly, should those conditions
prove to be such as they appeared to be from the official
reports already received, that another scientific Commis-
sion should be appointed to study the causes of this
deplorable condition of the subject races, in the following
aspects

:
(a) Political, (b) Administrative, (c) Economic

id) Ethnographic, (e) Material, and (/) Rehgious ; thirdly,
that information should he demanded from the hostile
Department concerning the measures it had taken during
the last ten years to avert the unfavourable conditions
to which the subject races were now exposed; and
fourthly and finally, that that Department should be
required to explain why it had acted in direct contradic-
tion to the meaning of the fundamental and organic law
(Vol. —, Article 18, and footnote to Article 36), as
appeared from the statements submitted to the Com-
mittee and numbered 17015 and 18308, of 5th December
1863 and 7th June 1864. A flush of animation suffused
Karenin’s face as he rapidly wrote out a summary of
these ideas. Having covered a sheet of foolscap he rose,

rang, and sent ofl a note to Ms Chief Secretary, asldng for
some necessary references that had to be looked up.
After walking up and down the room he again looked

at the portrait, frowned, and smiled contemptuously.
He once more took up the book on the Eugubine Tables,
and, having reawakened an interest in them, at eleven
o’clock went to bed, and when as he lay there he remem-
bered what had occurred with his wife, it no longer
appeared to him in such gloomy colours.
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CHAPTER XV
'

Though Anna had angrhy and obstinately contradicted
Vronsky when he said that her position was an impossibk
one, in the depths of her soul she felt that the situation
was a false one and wished with all her heart to put an
end to it. On her way back from the races, in a nmment
of excitement—in spite of the pain it caused her—she
had told her husband everything, and she was glad she
had done so. After he left her, she told herself that she
was glad she had told him, that now everything would
be definite—at any rate, the falsehood and deceptioh
would no longer exist. She thought it quite certain that
her position would be cleared up for good. Her new
position might be a bad one but it would be definite
and there would be no vagueness or falsehood. The pain
she had inflicted on herself and her husband would now
she thought, be compensated for by the fact that the
matter would be settled. She saw Vronsky that same
evening, but did not tell him what had passed between
her and her husband, though he would have to be told
before her position could be settled.

When she woke up in the morning the first thing that
came into her mind was what she had said to her huS)and
and it now appeared so terrible that she could not unden
stand how she had been able to utter such strange and
coarse words and could not imagine what result the?
would have. But the words had been spoken and
Karenin had gone away without saying anythin^

‘ I saw Vronsky and did not teU him. Just as he was
going away I wished to call him back and tell him, but
changed my mind, because my not having done so at
first would have appeared strange. Why did I not tell
him ?

’

And in answer to this question a hot blush of shame
spread all over her face. She knew what had stopped
her, knew she had been ashamed. The situation
which the night before had appeared to be clearing up
now seemed quite hopeless. She dreaded the disgrace
which she had not considered before.

'

When she thought of what her husband would do, the
most terrible fancies came into her head. She fancied
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that presently the steward would come and turn her out

of the house and that her disgrace would be proclaimed

to aE the world. She asked herself where she would go
when turned out, and found no answer.

When she thought about Vronsky, she imagined that

he did not love her, that he was beginning to find her a
burden, and that she could not offer herself to him;
and in consequence she felt hostile toward him. She
felt as if the words she had used to her husband, which
she kept repeating in imagination, had been said by her

to every one and that every one had heard them.
She had not the courage to look into the eyes of the

people she lived with. She could not make up her mind
to call her maid, and still less to go down and face her

son and his governess.

The maid, who had long been listening at the door, at

last came in of her own accord. Anna looked inquiringly

into her eyes and blushed with alarm. The maid begged
pardon and said she thought she had heard the bell.

She brought a dress and a note. The note was from
Betsy, who reminded her that she (Betsy) was that day
expecting Lisa Merkalova and the Baroness Stolz, with

their admirers Kaluzhsky and old Stremov, to a game of

croquet,
‘ Do come, if only to study manners and customs. I

expect you,’ she wrote in conclusion.

Anna read the note and sighed deeply,
‘ I don’t want anything, anything at ah,’ she said to

Annushka, who was moving the bottles and brushes on
the dressing-table. ‘ I will get dressed and come down
at once. I want nothing, nothing at all.’

Annushka went out, but Anna did not get dressed.

^ She remained in the same position with head and arms
drooping- Every now and then her whole body shuddered

as she tried to make some movement or to say something,

and then became rigid again. ‘ Oh, my God ! My God !

’

1 she kept repeating, but neither the word God or had
f any meaning for her. The thought of seeking comfort in

I religion, though she had never doubted the truth of the

1
religion in which she had been brought up, was as foreign

j
to her as asking Karenin for help would have been.

^
She knew, that she could find no help in religion unless

I

she was prepared to give up that which alone gave a
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meaning to her life. She was not only disturbed, but
was beginning to be afraid of a new mental condition
such as she had never before experienced. She felt as
if everything was being doubled in her soul, just as objects
appear doubled to weary eyes. Sometimes she could not
tell what she feared and what she desired. Whether sbe
feared and desired what had been, or what would be, and
what it was she desired she did not know.

‘ Oh, dear I What am I doing I
* she said to herseli

suddenly, feelhig pain in both sides of her head. When
she came to her senses she found that she was clutchina
her hair and pressing her temples with both hands. Slio

jumped up and began pacing up and down the room.
‘ Coffee is ready, and Ma’m’selle and Serezha are

waiting,’ said Annushka, coming in again and findinf^

Anna in the same position.
‘ Serezha ? what of Serezha ? ’ Anna asked, reviving

suddenly, as for the first time that morning she remembered
the existence of her son.

‘ It seems he has got into trouble,’ answered Amiushka
with a smile.

* Into trouble, how ?
’

‘ You had some peaches in the corner room ; it seems
he has eaten one of them on the quiet.’

The thought of her son at once took Anna out of the
hopeless condition she had been in. She remembered
that partly sincere but greatly exaggerated role of a mother
living for her son which she had assumed during the last

few years ; and felt with joy that in the position in which
she found herseK she had still one stay, independent of

her reJations with her husband and Vronsky. That sta^

was b^r son. Whatever position she might accept she
could not give up her son.

Let her husband disgrace her, let Vronsky grow cold

toward her and continue to live his own independent
life (again she thought of him with bitterness and
reproach), she could not give up her son. She had an
aim in life and must act so as to ensure her position
toward her son, while they had not yet taken him from
her. She must take him away. That v/as the only
thing to do at present. She must be calm and escape
from this terrible situation.

The thought of decided action concerned with her
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son-—of gomg away somewhere with him—-made her feel

" calmer.

She dressed quickly and with determined steps entered

the drawing-rooni, where Serezha and his governess were
waiting breakfast for her as usual. Serezha, dressed all

in white, was standing by a table under a looking-glass,

and arranging some flowers he had brought, with bent
. head and back, showing that strained attention familiar

to her in which he resembled his father.

His governess was looking exceptionally stern. Serezha
i exclaimed in a piercing voice, as he often did, ‘Ah!

Mama!’ and stopped, ' hesitating whether to go and
bid her good-morning and leave the flowers, or to finish

the crown he was making and take it to her.

The governess began to give a long and detailed account
of his misconduct, but Anna did not listen to her. She
was wondering whether to take her also or not.

‘ Ho, I won’t,’ she decided. ‘ I will go alone with my
son.’

‘ Yes, that v/as veiy wrong,* said Anna, and putting

her hand on his shoulder she looked at him not vdth a

? severe but with a timid expression which confused and

I
gladdened the boy. She kissed him.

I ‘ Leave him to me,’ she said to the astonished governess,

S and stiH holding his hand she sat down at the breakfast

;
table.

!

‘ Mama ! I . . . I . . . I . . he said, trying to

find out from her face what he was to expect for eating

the peach.
‘ Serezha,’ she said as soon as the governess had gone

? away, ‘ it was wrong, but you won’t do it again ? . . .

'• You love m© ?
’

' She felt the tears coming into her eyes.

‘As if I could help loving him,’ she said to herself,

looking into his frightened and yet happy face. ‘And
f is it possible that he would take sid^ with his father to

torment me ? ’ The tears were already streaming down

;

her cheeks, and in order to hide them she jumped up :

5 abruptly and went out on to the verandah.

^

After the thunderstorms of the last few days the

i; weather had grown clear and cold.

I
She shivered with cold, and with the terror that seized

i her with new power out in the open air.

i .
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‘ Go to Mariette,’ she said to Serezha, who had corns

out after her ; and she began pacing up and down the
'

straw matting of the verandah.
* Is it possible that they will not forgive me or under-

stand that it could not have been otherwise 7 ’ she asked
herself.

She stopped and looked at the crown of an aspen
trembling in the wind, with its clean-washed leaves

glistening brilliantly in the cold sunshine, and she felt

that they would not forgive, that everybody would now
be as pitiless toward her as the sky and the trees, and
again she felt that duality in her soul.

‘ No, no, I must not think,’ she said to herself ;
‘ I must

get ready to go. Where ? When ? Whom shall I take
with me ?

’

‘ To Moscow ? Yes, by the evening train, with
Annushka and Serezha, and with only the most necessary

thmgs. But first I must write to both of them,’

She quickly went to her sitting-room and wrote to her

husband.
‘ After what has happened I can no longer remain in

your house. I am going away and taking my son. I do
not know the law and therefore I do not know to which
of his parents a son must be left, but I am taking him
because I cannot live without him. Be generous and
leave him to me !

’

Up to that point she wrote quickly and naturally ; but
tb© appeal to his generosity, in which she did not believe,

and the necessity of finishing the letter with something
moving, stopped her. ...

‘ I cannot speak of my fault and my repentance,
"il

because . . She stopped again, unable to connect
i

her thoughts. ‘ No, I say nothing,’ she thought,

tore up the letter, re-wrote it, omitting the reference to

his generosity, and sealed it.

The other letter she meant to write was to Vronsky.
‘ I have informed my husband,’ she began, and was

unable to write any more. It seemed so coarse and
unwomanly. ‘ Besides, what can I write to him ? ’ she
asked herself; and again she blushed with shame. She
thought of his calmness, and a feeling of vexation with
him made her tear the paper to pieces, with the one
sentence written on it.
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‘ There is n.o need to write an^hing,’ she thought,

closed her blottmg-book, went upstairs to tell the governess

and, , the servants that she was .going to Moscow that

evening, and then began packing.

CHAPTER XVI

Ih all the rooms of the country house porters, gardeners,

and footmen went about carrying out the things. Cup-
boards and chests of drawers stood open, twice the nearest

shop had been sent to for bails of string. The door was
strewn with newspapers. Two trunks, several bags, and
some strapped-up rugs had been taken down to the hall.

A closed carriage and two izvoshchihs were waiting at

the front porch. Anna, who had forgotten her agitation

while she was working, stood at a table in the sitting-room

packing her hand-bag when Anniishka drew her attention

to the noise of approaching carriage wheels. Anna looked

out and saw Karenin’s messenger in the porch ringing

the bell.

‘ Go and see what it is,’ she said, and, calmly prepared

for anything, sat down in an easy-chaic and folded her

hands on her knees. A footman brought her a thick

envelope addressed in her husband’s handwriting.
‘ The messenger has been told to wait for an answer,’

he said.
‘ All right,’ she replied, and as soon as he had gone she

tore open the envelope with trembling fingers.

A packet of new still unfolded notes in a paper band
fell out. She unfolded the letter and read the end first

:

‘ A1 necessary preparations shall be made for youi* return.

I beg you will note that I attach importance to this

request of mine,’ she read. Having glanced through it,

she went back and read it again from the beginning.

When she had finished she felt cold, and knew that a

more dreadful misfortune had befallen her than she had
ever' 'expected. .

•

She had that morning repented of having told her bus*

band and wished it were possible to unsay her words ; and
here was a letter treating her words ,as unsaid ai\d giving

her what she had desired ; hut now the letter appeared
more temble than anything she could have imagined.
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‘He’s In the right, he’s in the right !
’ she muttered;

‘ of ..course he .always is' in the right, he is a Christian, he
'.is, magnanimous I. Yes, a mean, horrid man ! .Andmo

' on© but I understands or. will understand it, and I

cannot explain it. They say he’s a religious, moral,
honest, and wise man, but they do not see what I have
seen. They do not ]^ow how for eight years he has
been smothering my life, smothering everything that was
alive in me, that he never once thought I was a live woman,
in need of love. They do not Imow how at every step he
hurt me and remained self-satisfied. Have I not tried,

tried with all my might, to find a purpose in my life?

Have I not tried to love him, tried to love my son when
I could no longer love my husband ? But the time came
when I understood that I could no longer deceive myself,
that I am alive, and cannot be blamed because God made
me so, that I want to love and to live. And now ? II

he killed me—if he had killed him,—I w^ould have borne
anything, I would have forgiven anything I But no I

He . . .

‘ How was it I did not guess what he would do ? He
will do what is consistent with his low nature. He will

be in the right, but as for me who am already disgraced

he will disgrace me more and more !

‘ “ You can yourseH foresee what awaits you and your
son !

” ’—she repeated the words of the letter. ‘ That is

a threat that he will take my son from me, and probably
their stupid laws will permit it. But don’t I know why
he said it ? He does not believe in my love for my son
or he despises it. He always did snigger at it ! He
despises that feeling of mine, but he Imows that I will

not give up my son, that I cannot give him up, that
without my son I cannot live even with the man I love,

—

that if I forsook my son I should act like a horrid dis-

reputable woman. He knows that and knows that I

have not the power to do it.’
‘ “ Our life must go on as heretofore

” ’—she recalled

another sentence of the letter. ‘ That life was painful

before, lately it has been dreadful. What will it be
now ? And he knows it all ; knows that I cannot repent
of breathing, of loving, knows tho,t nothing but lies and
deception can come of this arrangement, but he wants
to continue to torture me. I know him; I Imow that
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he swims and delights in falsehood as a fish does in water.

But no ! will not givC' him that pleasure, come what
^111.

' I win break this web of lies in which Iio wishes to

en,tangle me. Anything is better than lies and deception 1

"

‘But how ? Oh God I oh God ! Was a woman ever

as unhappy as I am ? . . .
^ Xo, 1 shall hreak it off, break

it ofi !' ’ she exclaimed., jumping up and forcing back her

tears. And she went to the table to write him another

note, though she knew in the depths of her soul that she

woiiid not have the strength to break anything off, nor

to escape from: her former,^ position, however false and
dishonest it mig'lit be.

She sat down at her writing-ta-ble, but instead of

writing she folded her arms on the table and jjut her

head on them, and' began to cry, sobbing with her whole
bosom heaving, as a child cries.

She wept because the hopes of clearing up and de-

fining her position were destroyed for ever. "She knew
beforehand that everything would, remain aL= it was and
would be even far w'orse than before. She felt tlrn.t,

insignidcant as it b,ad appeared that morning, the positi-oi'i

she "held in Society was dear to her, and that she would
not have the strength to change it for the degraded posi-

tion of a woman who had forsaken husband and child

and formed a union with her lover ; that, however much
she tried, she could not become ' stronger than herself.

She would never be able to feel the .freedom of love, but

would always be a guilty woman continually threatened

with exposure, deceiving her husband for the sake of a

'sliameM union with a man who was a stranger and
independent of her, and with whom she could not live

a united life. She knew that 'it woiild.be so, and yet it

was so terrible tliat she coiiki not even imagine hovr i;;

would end. she cried, vdthout'' -Testramt, HJco a
punished child.

The approaching step of the, footaan' recalled her tn

herself, and hiding her face from, him she pretended to lo

writing. .

‘ Tiie messenger is asking for the .answer,’ he said.

‘The answer*"? Yes, let him'Wait-i'..; i''wEi ring,’ said

Anna.
‘ VTiat can I ’^vrite ? ’ she thought. ‘ What can I

decide alone ? What do I know ?'• What: do I want ?
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Wliat do I love ? ’ And slie felt again a scMsm in her
soul, and again was frightened by the feeling; so she
seized the first pretext for action that occurred to her
to divert her thoughts from herself. ‘ I must see Alexey/
as she called Vronsky in her thoughts. ‘ He alone can
teE me what to do, I shall go to Betsy’s and perhaps
shal meet him there,’ quite forgetting that the evening

before when she had told him she was not going to the

Princess Tverskaya’s, he had replied that in that case

he would not go either. She wrote to her husband

;

‘ I have received your letter.—^A.,’ rang, and gave the

note to the footman.
‘We are not going,’ she said to Annushka, who had

just come in.

‘ Not going at all ?
’

*No, but don’t unpack till to-morrow, and let the

carnage wait. I am going to see the Princess.’
* What dress shall I put out ?

’

CHAPTER XVII

The croquet match to which the Princess Tverskaya had
invited Anna was to be played by two ladies and their

admirers. The two ladies were the chief representatives

of a choice new Petersburg circle called, in imitation

of an imitation of something, Les sept merveilles du
mmde. These ladies belonged to a circle which, though
higher, was entirely hostile to the set Anna frequented.

Old Stremov—one of Petersburg’s influential men, and
Lisa Merkalova’s adorer—-was also officially hostile to

Karenin. These considerations had made Anna reluctant

to come, and it was to her refusal that the hints in Princess

Tverskaya’s note had referred. But now the hope of

seeing Vronsky had brought Anna.
She arrived at the Princess Tverskaya’s house before

the other visitors.

Just as she arrived Vronsky’s footman, who with his

well-brushed whiskers looked like a Gentleman of the

Bedchamber, also came up. He stopped at the door,

took ofi his cap, and let her pass. Anna saw him, and
only then remembered that the evening before Vronsky
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had said that he was not coming. Probably he had sent

a note to say so.
^

As she was taking off 'her outdoor things in the hall

she heard the footman—who even pronounced his r’s like

a Gentleman of the Bedchamber—say :
‘ From the

Count to the Princess,’ as he delivered the note.

She felt inclined to ask where his master was ; she

wanted to go home and write to him to come to her house,

or to go to him herself. But none of these things could

be done. She heard in front of her the beU that announced

her arrival, and the Princess Tverskaya’s footman was
already standing half-turned toward her at an open
door, waiting for her to enter the inner rooms.

‘ The Princess is in the garden ; she will be informed

immediately. Will you not come into the garden ? ’ said

another footman in the next room.
The feelings of irresolution and indefiniteness were just

the same as at home, or even worse, because she could

do nothing ; she coiild not see Vronsky but had to stay

there, in this company of strangers so out of sympathy
with her x^resent mood. But she wore a costume that she

knew suited her, she was not alone but surrounded by a
luxurious setting of idleness, and she felt easier than at

home ; she had no need to think of what to do. Every-
thing did itself. When she met Betsy coming toward
her in a white costume that struck Anna by its elegance,

Anna smiled at her as usual. The Princess Tverskaya
came accompanied by Tushkevich and a young girl, a
relation, who to the great delight of her provincial parents

was spending the summer with the fashionable Princess.

There must have been something unusual about Anna’s
look, for Betsy, noticed it at once.

‘ I have slept badly,’ answered Anna, gazing at the
footman, who she guessed was bringing Vronsky’s note.

* How glad I am that you have .come I
’

. said "Betsy. ‘ I
am tired, and.,am going to have a cup of tea before they
arrive. Won’1

5

''ou and Masha go and j ust try the croquet-
lawn where the grass is cut t ’ she said to Tushkevich.
‘ We can have a heart-to-heart talk over our tea. We’ll
have a cosy chat, won’t %ve ? ’ she added in Englisli,

pressing the band with which Anna held her sunshade.
‘ Yes, especially as I cannot stay long. I must go to the

old Countess Vrede—I promised to, ages ago,’ said Anna,
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to^wEom falsehood—so alien to her by nature—^had

become so simple and natural in Society that it even
gave' her pleasure. Why she had said

'
something

,

she , had
not even thought of a moment before, she could not have
explained. Her only reason for saying it was that since

Vronsky was not coming she must secure her freedom
and try to see him in some other way. But why she had
mentioned the old Lady-m-Waiting Vrede, to whom,
among many other people, she owed a visit, she could not
have explained ; and yet as it happened she could have
thought of nothing better had she tried to invent the
most cunning means of seeing Vronsky.

‘ No, I won’t let you go on any account,’ said Betsy,
fixing her eyes intently on Amia. ‘I should be really

hurt, if I were not so fond of you. It’s just as if you
thought my company might compromise you J Please
bring us tea in the Mttie drawing-room,’ she said to the
footman, screwing up her eyes as she always did when
speaking to a footman.
She took the note from him and read it.

Alexey has failed us,’ she said in French. ‘ He writes

that he cannot come.’ She spoke in a natural and matter-
of-fact tone, as if it never entered her head that Vronsky
had any other interest for Anna than as a croquet pla3^er.

Anna was aware that Betsy knew everything, but when
she heard her talk about Vronsky she always felt a
momentary conviction that Betsy knew nothing about it.

‘ Ah !
’ said Anna, in an indifierent tone as if she cared

very little about it, and went on with a smile ;
‘ How

could your company compromise anyone ? ’ This play
with words, this concealment of a secret, had a greifrfc

charm for x4nna, as it has for all women. It was not the

necessity for secrecy, not its purpose, but the process

itself that was fascinating.
‘ I cannot be more Caiholio than the Pope,’ she said.

‘ Stremov and Lisa Merkalova are the cream of the cream
of Society ! They are received everywhere, and I ’

—

she put special stress on that I
—

‘never was severe

or intolerant : I simply have not the time.’
‘ No I Perhaps you do not want to meet Stremov ?

Let Mm and Alexey Alexandrovich break lances at their

Oommittee Meetings, .that has nothing to do with us.

In Society he is the most amiable man I know, and a
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passionate, crociuet player. You’'! see ! And in spite of

'liis ridiculous position as Lisa’s oid admii'er, you shoulti

'gee^ liow, he carries it off. He 'is very -charming.- - Sappho
Stok you do not know ? She is quite a new tyP^-’

While Betsy was saying this- Anna saw by her bright

intelHgent look that she partly understood Anna’s
'position and ..was devising something. They were in a

small sitting-room.
* But I must write to Aiesey ;

’ and Betsy sat down at

.the table, wrote a few words, and put the paper mi 'an

.envelope. ‘ I am writing to ask him to come to dinner

;

I have one lady too many. See if I have made it p,ressing

enough 1 Excuse me ! I must leave you for a minute
;

please close the envelope and send it,’ she said from th£3

doorway ;
‘ I have some orders to give,’

Without tl".Inking for an instant Anna sat do\ra at the

table mth Betsy’s note, and without reading it added
at the bottom :

‘ I must see you. Come to Vrede’s

garden. I shall be there at six.’ She closed it, and Betsy
returning sent it off in her presence.

Over their tea, which was brought them in the cool

little drawing-room, the two women really had before the

arrival of the visitors the cosy chat the Princess Tverskaya
liad promised Anna. They passed in review aU who
were expected to come, and their conversation divelt at

some length on .Lisa Merkalova.

,

She is ver^j^ mce and was always attractive to me,’

said Anna.
‘ You must love her : she dotes on you. Yesterday

she came to me at the races and was quite in despair

that she had missed you. She said that you are a real

'.heroine i'or .a .novel, and that were -she a man she would
have committed a thousand follies for your sake, Stremo

v

tells her she is committing them as it is !
’

‘ Yes, but do tell me ! I never can understand,’ said

Anna after a pause, in a tone that clearly i3roved she was
not putting an idle question and that what she was asldng
about was more important to her than it ought to be ;

‘ do
tell me wdiat are her relations with Prince Kaluzhsk}?, whom
they call hlishka ? I have not often met them." . .

What are they ?
’

Betsy looked at her with smiling ‘eyes. * It is a new
fashion,’ she replied. ‘ They have ail adopted that
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fashion.,, They ha¥e kicked over the traces, but there
are different ways of doing it.’

‘ Yes, but what are her relations with Kaluzhsky ?
®

Betsy burst into an unexpected, merry and uncon-
trollable peal of laughter, a thing she rarely did. ‘You
are encroaching on the Princess Myagkaya’s domain!
That is a question an enfant terrible might put !

’ and
Betsy evidently tried to, but could not, control herself,

and again burst out into the infectious kind of laughter
peculiar to those who laugh seldom. ‘You must ask
them !

’ she uttered, while tears of laughter choked her
voice.

* It is all very well for you to laugh,’ said Anna, who
could not help laughing too, ‘ but I never was able to
understand it, I cannot understand the husband’s
position.’

‘The husband’s I Lisa Merkalova’s husband carries

her rugs after her and is always at her service. But
what there is behind it all, no one really cares to know.
Don’t you know that in good Society no one talks or
even thinks about certain details of the toilet ? It is

just the same in such cases.’
‘ Will you be at Bolandaki’s f^te ? ’ asked Anna in

order to change the subject.

‘I don’t think so,’ answered Betsy, and without looking

at her friend she began filling the little translucent cup
with aromatic tea. She moved one of the cups toward
Anna, got out a pachitos,^ placed it in a silver holder,

and lit it.

‘ You see,’ she said, ‘ I am in a lucky position ! I

understand you and I understand Lisa. Lisa’s is one
of those naive natures who, like children, are unable to
understand the difference between right and wrong.
At least she did not understand it when she was very
young. And now she knows that that role of not under-
standing becomes her. Now perhaps she is purposely
ingenuous,’ and Betsy smiled pointedly. ‘ But still it

becomes her. You see a thing may be looked at tragically

and turned to a torment, or looked at quite simply, and
even gaily. Perhaps you are inclined to take things too
tragically.’

‘ How I wish I knew others as I know myself !
’ said

1 A sfcraw-corered cigarette.
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Anna, seriously and thoughtfully.- ‘Am I worse than
: others or better ? - Worse, I think.’ , ,

I

‘ Enfant terrible I enfant terrible / ’ Betsy re|;)eated,

‘But here they come I
’

-

CHAPTER XVIII

SouKBS of footsteps and a man’s voice, then that of a

(
woman followed by laughter, reached them, and the

“f expected visitors entered the room, Sappho Stolz and
a young man, shining with a superabundance of health,

Imown as Vaska. It was evident that he flourished on
underdone beef, truffles, and Burgundy, Vaska bowed
to the ladies, only glancing at them for a second. He

i came into the drawing-room behind Sappho and followed

I

her across the room as if he were tied to her, with his

i
glittering eye fixed on her as if he were ready to eat her.

I Sappho Stolz had fair hair and black eyes. She entered

with a short, brisk step, in shoes with high French heels,

and shook hands with the ladies with a firm grip like a

man.
Anna had never met this celebrity before, and was

struck by her beauty, by the extravagant fashion of her

costume, and by the boldness of her manners. On her

head the delicate golden hair (her own and others’) was
built up into such an erection that her head was as large

as her shapely, well-developed and much-exposed bust.

At each strenuous step as she advanced, the shape of her

'Cf
knees and thighs was distinctly visible under her dress,

and one involuntarily wondered just where, behind,

under her heaped and swaying bustle, the real, grace-

ful little body ended which was so exposed at the top

and so hidden at the back and below.

Betsy hastened to introduce her to Anna.
‘Just fancy! We nearly ran over two soldiers,’ she

began at once, winking and smiling as she threw back
her train which she had jerked too much to one side,

j

‘ I was with Vaska. . . . Oh, but you are not acquainted !

’

I and she introduced the young man by his surname and
burst into ringing laughter at her mistake in speaking of

him as Vaska to a stranger, Vaska again bowed to Anna,
but said nothing. He turned to Sappho ; ‘You have
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lost the .bet; we have arrived. first.. Pay npi’ lie said

smiling.

Sappho laughed stiH more merrily.
‘ Surely not now !

’ she said.
‘ Never mind, I wiH have it later.’

* All right ! All right ! Oh yes !
’ she suddenly said,

addressing • her hostess. ‘ I’m a nice one. I quite

forgot ... I have brought you a visitor i Here he is.’

The unexpected young visitor Sappho had brought
with her and. forgotten was nevertheless so important
a personage that, in spite of his youth, both laddies rose

to greet' him.

He was Sappho’s new admirer, and followed at her
heels just like Vaska.
Then the Prince Kaluzhsky arrived, and Lisa Merkalova

with Stremov. Lisa Merkalova was a slight brunette
with a lazy Oriental type of face and beautiful (everybody
said unfathomable) eyes. The character of her dark
costume, as Anna at once noticed and appreciated, was
perfectly suited to her style of beauty.

Just to the same extent as Sappho was compact and
spruce Lisa was limp and pliant.

But to Anna Lisa was by far the more attractive.

When Betsy had spoken to Anna about her, she had
said that Lisa was playing the role of an ingenuous child

;

but when Anna saw her she knew that this was untrue.

She was really ingenuous, and a perverted but a sweet
and irresponsible woman. It is true she had adopted
the same tone as Sappho, and, as in Sappho’s case,

two admirers followed her as if tied to her and devoured
her with their eyes ; one a young and the other an old

man ; but in her there was something superior to her

surroundings,—she had the radiance of a real diamond
among false stones. This radiance shone out of her
beautiful and really unfathomable eyes. The weary yet
passionate look of those eyes, with the dark circles

beneath them, was strilcing in its perfect sincerity.

Looking into those eyes every one felt as if they knew
her perfectly, and knowing her could not help loving her.

At the sight of Anna her whole face Ht up with a joyful

smile.,
‘ Oh ! I am pleased to see you !

’ she said, walking up
to Anna. ‘ Yesterday at the races I was just trying to
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get near yon when yon went 'away. . I was sO' anxious

to, see yon, yesterday especially. Was it,not dreadful ?
’

and she, gave Anna a look that seemed 'to reveal her

whole soul. .

,

* Yes, I never thought it would be so exciting,’ replied

Anna, blushing.
,

'

The company rose to go into the garden.
‘ I won’t go,’ said Lisa, smiling and sitting down beside

Anna. ^You won’t go either? -Who wants 'to play
croquet ?

’

‘ I like it,’ said ,A.iana.. ,

‘Tell me, how do you manage not to feel bored ? It

cheers me to look at you. You are full of life, but I am
bored.’ .

‘ You bored ? W^hy, yours is the gayest set in; Peters-

burg,’ said Anna.
‘It may, be that those who are not in our set are stlH

more bored, but we—I at any rate—do not feel merry,

but terribly, terribly bored.’

Sappho lit a, cigarette and went out into the' garde'n

with the two young me'ii. Betsjr, and Stremov stayed at

the tea-table.
' ,

‘.Bored !

’
'Said Betsy. ‘ Sappho said that they had a

very jolh/ time at 3^111 house \^esterciay.’

‘Oh dear! It wa.s so dull !
’ .said Lisa Merkaiova.

‘ We went back to my place after the races.
, Alwaj's the

same people, the very’ same ! x^lways the same goings

on, the very same ! We spent the v/hole evening, lolling

about on sofas. What was there jolly about it ? Do
tell me how you manage not to get bored'?,’ said she 'again

to xAnna, ‘ One has only to look at you to see that you
are a woman who may be happ}^^ or-unhappy, but who 'is

not d,iiIL ,Teaeh me how you do it
!

’ ,

‘I do not do an3dhing,’ said .Anna,, hiiisliiog at these

insistent questions,
‘ That is the best way,’ Strem'ov joined in. Stremov

was a man of about fifty, getting
.

gre3^, 'but sti,ll fresh-

looking, witli a very plain though Jnteiligent face fail of

character. Lisa Merkalova was his wife’s niece and lie

spent all his spare time with,, her,. On meeting Anna
Karenina he, like a clever man -iof'’ 'the world, being

Karenin’s enemy in the service,-'’ tried ' to be specially

amiable to her, the wiic of his foe.
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‘Don’t do anything!’ he repeated with a smile.
‘ That is the best way. I have always told you,’ lie went
on, turning to Lisa Merkalova, ‘ that if one wishes not
to be bored one must not expect to be bored, just as one
must not be afraid of not falling asleep if one wishes to avoid

sleeplessness. That is what Anna Arkadyevna says.’
‘ I should have been pleased to have said it, for it is

not only wise, but true,’ said Anna, smiling.
‘ No, but teU me why one cannot fall asleep and cannot

help being bored ?
’

‘ To fall asleep one must have worked, and also to

amuse oneseK one must have worked.’
‘ Why should I work when no one wants my work ?

And I can’t and won’t do it just for a pretence.’

‘You are incorrigible,’ said Stremov without looking

at her, and again turned to Anna.
As he rarely met Anna he could not say anything to her

except trivialities, but he said these trivialities, about her
return from the country to Petersburg and of how fond
the Countess Lydia Ivanovna was of her, in a way that
expressed his whole-hearted desire to be agreeable to her,

and to show her his respect and even more.
Tushkevich came in to say that everybody was waiting

for the croquet players.
* No, please don’t go !

’ begged Lisa Merkalova when
she heard that Anna was leaving. Stremov joined her

in the entreaty.
‘ The contrast will be too great,’ he remarked, ‘ if you

go to see the old Countess Vrede after leaving this com-^

pany here. Besides, your visit will give her an opportunity
to backbite, while here, on the contrary, you arouse the
best feelings, quite opposed to backbiting.’

Anna hesitated for a moment. The flattering words
of this clever man, the naive, childish sympathy which
Lisa Merkalova expressed to her, aU these familiar Society
surroundings made her feel so tranquil, while what was
lying in wait for her was so hard, that for a moment she
doubted whether to remain and put ofl the dread moment
of explanation. Btit recalling what awaited her when
alone at home if she took no decision, and remembering
her action (the recollection of which was terrible) when
she took hold of her hair with both hands, she took her
leave and went away.

T
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' CHAPTER XIX

In spite of Ms apparently reckless existence, Vronsky
was a man wlio hated disorder. While quite young and
still in the Cadet Corps he had experienced the humiliation

of a refusal when, having got into debt, he had tried to
borrow money, and since then he had never again allowed
himself to get into such a position.

To keep things straight he was in the habit, some five

or six times a year according to circumstances, of secluding
himseK and clearing up all his afiairs. He called it having
a clean up, or faire la lessive,^ The morning after the
races he woke late, and without having a bath or shaving
he put on a linen tunic and, spreading out before him
his money, his accounts, and his bills and letters, he set

to work.
When Petritsky—who knew that on such occasions

Vronsky was often cross—on waking saw his friend at

his wilting-table, he dressed quietly and went out without
disturbing him.

Every one, knowing intimately all the complexities of

his own circumstances, involuntarily assumes that these

complexities and the difficulty of clearmg them up are

peculiar to his own personal condition, and never thinks

that others are surrounded by similar complexities.

And so thought Vronsky. And not without some inward
pride, nor without some justification, he reflected that

any other man would long ago have got embroiled and
been obliged to act badly if placed in a situation as

difficult as his. But Vronsky felt that it was necessary

for him to investigate his affairs just at that time in order

to keep out of trouble.

He began by first attacking his money problems, as

the easiest to deal with. Having noted down in his

small handwriting on a piece of notepaper all he owed,
he made up the account and found that it came to seven-

teen thousand and a few hundred roubles. Having struck

out the odd hundreds in order to have a round sum,
counted his money and looked over his bank-book, he
found that he had 1800 roubles, and there was no prospect

of receiving any more before the New Year, After reading

1 Doing the washing.
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over t!i© list of his- debts, , he divided them mto three

classes, each of which, he noted down separately.
,

Under
the first head came the debts that had to be paid at once,

or the money for which had at any rate to be kept ready,

so that they could be paid on demand without any delay.

These debts came to about 4000 roubles : 1500 for a
horse and 2500 he had incurred by standing security

for his young comrade Venevsky, who in Vronsky’s

presence had lost that sum to a card-sharper. Vronsky
had wished to pay at the time—he had the money with

him—but Venevsky and Yashvin insisted that they

would pay, and would not permit Vronsky, who had not
even been playing, to do so. This was all very fine, but
Vronsky knew that in this dirty business, his share in

which was simply a verbal guarantee for Venevsky, he

must have the feoo roubles ready to throw to the sharper,

and then have no more to do with him. So that for the

first part of his debt he must have 4000 roubles ready.

Eight thousand roubles under the second heading were less

important : they were owing chiefly for the use of the

racecourse stables, to the oats and hay-dealer, to the

Englishman, to the saddler and others. In respect of

these debts it was necessary to pay out 2000 roubles, in

order to be quite secure.

The remaining debts were owing to shops, hotels, and
to his tailor, and there was no need to trouble about them.
So he needed 6000 roubles for immediate use, and had only

1800 roubles ready money. To a man with an income of

100,000 roubles a year, as everybody said Vronsky had,

it would seem that such debts could not cause any diffi-

culty, but the fact was that he was far from having the

100,000 roubles. His father’s immense fortune, which
alone brought in 200,000 a year, had not been divided

between the brothers. When the elder brother, having
a number of debts, married the Princess Varya Chirkova,
the daughter of a penniless Decembrist,^ Alexey ^ave up
to his brother the income from his father’s fortune,

stipulating for only 25,000 roubles a year for himself.

At that time Alexey told his brother that this would

^The Decembriste were those officers and others who in December 1825
consjnred to secure a Constitution for Bussia on the accession of Nicholas I.

Some of them were executed, others were exiled to Siberia and their estates
confiscated.
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suffice for him till he married, which in all probability

he never would do. And his brother, commanding one
of the most expensive regiments, and newly married,

could ,

not refuse this gift. Their mother, who had her

own private fortune, allowed Alexey about 20,000 roubles

a, year in addition to the 25,000 agreed upon, and Alexey
spent it al. Latterly his mother, having quarrellen

with him about his connection with Anna and his de-

parture from Moscow, had stopped his allowance. Con-
sequently Vronsky, who was in the habit, of spending

45,000
' roubles a year, haviug this year received only

25 ,
000, found himself in difficulties. He could not ask

his mother to help him out of them, ' Her last letter in

particular had irritated, him, for it contained hints that

she was wiDing to help him to gain success in Societ;?/

and in the service, but not to help him live in a manner
that scandalized all good Society. Hjs mother’s wish

to bribe him offended him to the bottom of his soul

and iQoreased his coldness toward her. Yet he could not

go back on his generous promise, although, dimly fore-

seeing some eventualities of his connection with Anna,

he felt that it had been too lightly given and that, even

though unmarried, he might need the whole hundred
thousand a year. But it was impossible to go back on
it. He had only to remember his brother’s wife and
how that dear, exceffent Varya at every opportunity

showed him that she remembered his generosity and appre-

ciated it, to realize the impossibility of withdrawing what
he had given. It was as impossible as to beat a woman,
to steal, or to te-H a lie. There was only one possible

and necessary way out of it, on which Vronsky decided

without a moment’s hesitation : to borrow ten thousand
roubles from a money-lender, which he could easily do,

to cut dovm his expenses, and to sell his racehorses.

Having decided on this, he at once wrote a note to

Eolevndaki, who had more than once offered to buy his

horses. Then he sent for the money-lender and the

Englishman, and allotted what money he had among
the different bills. Having finished this business he
wrote a cold and abrupt reply to his mother. Then
taking from his pocket-book three notes from Anna
he re-read them, burnt them, and recalling a: conversation

he had had with her the evening before, fell into a reverie.
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CHAPTER XX

Vkohsky was particularly fortunate in that he had a code
of rules which clearly defined what should and should
not be done. This code covered a very small circle of

conditions^ but it was unquestionable, and Vronsky,
never going beyond that circle, never for a moment
hesitated to do what had to be done. The code categoric-

ally determined that though the card-sharper must be
paid, the tailor need not be ; that one may not lie to a
man, but might to a woman ; that one must not deceive

anyone, except a husband ; that one must not forgive

an insult but may insult others, and so on. These rules

might be irrational and bad but they were absolute, and
in complying with them Vronsky felt at ease and could
carry his head high. Only quite lately, in reference to

his relations to Anna, had he begun to feel that his code
did not quite meet ail circumstances, and that the future

presented doubts and difiSculties for which he had no
guiding principle.

His present relations to her and her husband were
clear and simple to him. They were very clearly and
exactly defined in the code of rules by which he was
guided.

She was a respectable woman who had given him her
love, and he loved her ; therefore she was for him a
woman worthy of as much or even more respect than a
legitimate wife. He would have let his hand be cut off

before he would have allowed himself by word or hint

to insult her, or fail to show her all the respect that a
woman can possibly desire.

His relations toward Society were also clear. Every
one might know or suspect, but no one must dare to speak
about the matter, or he was prepared to silence the
speaker and make him respect the non-existent honour
of the woman he loved.

His relations to her husband were simplest of all.

From the moment that Anna gave him her love he con-

sidered his own right to her indefeasible. Her husband
was only a superfluous person and a hindrance. No
doubt he was in a pitiable position, but what was to be
done ? The only right the husband had was, weapon in
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hand, to demand satisfaction, and that Vronsky from

the first was,prepared to give him.

. But latterly new inner relations had sprang np between
himself and, her, which frightened him by their indefinite-

ness. Only yesterday she had told that she was
pregnant, and he felt that this news and what she ex-

pected of him called for something that was not fully

defined by his code of rules. He was taken by surprise,

and at the moment when she told him of her condition

his heart had suggested his proposal to her to leave her
husband. He had made this proposal, but now, thinking

it over, he saw clearly that it would be better to avoid that

plan, and yet, while he told hhnself so, he feared that

this might be wrong.
‘When I told her to leave her husband, that meant

that she should unite herself with me. Am I ready for

that ? How can I take her away now that I have no
money ? No doubt I could arrange that . . . but
how could I go away with her while I am in the army ?

Having proposed it, I must be ready to carry it out—that

is to say I must find the money and leave the army.*

He pondered. The question of whether to leave or not

to leave the army led him to another private matter

—

almost the chief, though the secret, interest of his life.

Ambition was the old motive of his childhood and
youth, one which he did not acknowledge even to himself,

but which was so strong a passion that it now straggled

against his love. His first steps in Society and In tbe

service had been successful, but two years ago he had
made a bad blunder. Wishing to show his independence

and to get promotion, he had refused a post that W’as

offered him, hoping that this refusal would enhance his

value, but it turned out that he had been too bold and
he was passed over. Having then perforce to assume the

role of an independent character, he played it very adroitly

and cleverly, as though he had no grudge against anyone,
did not ‘feel himself at all ofiended, and only wished to

be left m peace to enjoy himself. In reality he had
begun to feel dissatisfied about tbe time that he went to

Moscow the year before.

He felt that the role of the independent man, who
could have anything but wanted nothing, was beginning

to pall, and that many people were begnming to think
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he could. never 'do anything more, than be an honest,
good-natured fellow. His intrigue with Anna Karenina,
which had caused such a sensation and attracted so much
notice .in Society, by investing him with fresh glamour
had for a while quieted the worm of ambition that gnawed
him, but a week ago that worm had reawakened with
fresh vi.gour.

A playmate of his childhood, and his feilow-pupil at

the Cadet Corps, Serpukhovskoy, who belonged to the
feme social circle, and who had finished the same year
as himself and had been his rival in the classroom, at

gymnastics, in mischief, and in ambitious dreams, had
Just returned from Central Asia, where he had gained two
steps in' official rank and had won a distinction rarely

awarded to so young a General.

As soon as he reached Petersburg people began to talk

about him as a rising star of the first magnitude. Of the

same age as Vronsky, and his messmate, Serpukhovskoy
was already a General expectiug an appomtment that
might have an influence on State affairs ; while Vronsky,
though independent and brilliant and beloved by an
enchanting woman, remained only a Cavahy Captain
and was allowed to be as independent as he pleased.
‘ Of course I am not jealous and could not be jealous

of Serpukhovskoy, but his promotion shows me that if

one bides one’s time the career of such a man as myself
may be very quickly made. Three years ago he and I

were in the same position. If I retire I bum my boats.

By remaining in the service I lose nothing. She herself

said that she did not want to change her position ; and
I, having her love, cannot envy Serpukhovskoy.’ And
slowly twisting his moustache he rose from the table and
walked across the room. His eyes shone with peculiar

brightness and he felt that firm, calm, and joyful mood
which always came when he had cleared up the situation.

Everything was clear and distinct, as after his former
periodical stocktakings. He shaved, had a cold bath,
dressed, and went out.
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i ' CHAPTER XXI

® I HAVE come for you
;
your washing has . taken

, a long

, time I
* said Petiitsky, ‘ Well, is it done ?

’

:

‘ Yes, it’s done,’ . said Vronsky, smiling with his eyes

and twirling the ends of his moustache as carefully as. if,

after the order he had established, in his affairs, any too
vigorous or rapid movement might upset it.

‘ After it, you always look as if you had come out of

a Russian bath,’ said Petritsky, ‘ and I have come straight

L from Gritska’_ (the name by which they called their

Commanding Officer). ‘ They’re expecting you.’
^

'

^

Vronsky looked at Ms comrade - without answering,
' thinking about something else.

‘ Is that where the music is ? ’ he said, listenmg to

the. familiar strains, now audible, of brass instruments
playing pollras and waltzes. ‘ What’s up ?

’

‘ Serpul^hovskoy has arrived.’

‘Ah’ I did not know,’ exclaimed Vronslsy.

. His smiling eyes shone still more brightly.

Having made up his mind that he was happy in his

love, and having sacrificed his ambitions to it, or at

any rate assumed that role, Vronsky could no longer feel

envious of Serpukhovskoy nor vexed with him for not
coming straight to see Mm on reaching the regiment.

Serpukhovskoy was a good friend and he was glad that

he would see h.im.

‘ I am very glad,’

Colonel Demin occupied a large country house, and
^ the whole party were gathered together on the roomy

Y veranda. In the grounds, what first met Vronsky’s
eyes' were the so.Idier-sliigers in their white linen uniforms,

standm.g beside a cask of vodka, then the joEy, healthy
figure of the C.O. surrounded by his officers. Having
come out on the top step of the veranda, he was gesticu-

lating and above the noise of the band (’wMoh was playing

a quadrille of Offenbach’s) was loudly giving orders to

some 'Soldiers who were standing.- somewhat apart., A
group of soldiers, a sergeant-major and.'som,e other non-
commissioned officers, came up. to: the veranda at the

same time as Vronsky. After' 'returning to the table,

-f* the Commander again cam© . forward. 'with a glass of
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champagne in his hand and announced a toast :
‘ To

the health of our late comrade, the gallant Qenerai,
Prince Serpukhovskoy ! Hurrah!’

Following the Commander, champagne glass in hand,
Serpukhovskoy came down smiling

;

‘ You are growing younger every day, Bondarenko !

’

he remarked to the ruddy-faced, smart-looking sergeant-

major, serving for a second term, who stood just in front
of him.

Vronsky had not seen Serpukhovskoy for three years.

He had matured and had grown whiskers, but still had
just as good a figure, and was just as striking—^not so
much for his good looks as for the delicacy and nobility

of his face and bearing. One change Vronsky noticed in

him was that quiet and permanent radiance which comes
upon the faces of people who have succeeded and feel

assured that everybody recognizes their success, Vronsky
knew that kind of radiance, and noticed it at once on
Serpukhovskoy’s face.

As he was descending the steps Serpukhovskoy noticed
Vronsky. A smile of joy lit up his face. He jerked his

head backwards and raised his glass, welcoming Vronsky,
and showing by this gesture that he must first go to the
sergeant-major, who was already stretching himself and
puckering his Hps for a kiss.

‘Ah, here he is !
’ exclaimed the Commander, ‘and

Yashvin told me that you were in one of your dismal
moods.’

Serpukhovskoy kissed the smart-looking sergeant-major
on his moist fresh Hps and, wiping his mouth on his

handkerchief, stepped up to Vronsky.
‘Well, I am glad!’ he said, taking him apart and

pressing his hand.
‘ You look after him,’ shouted the Commander to

Yashvin, and went out to the soldiers.
‘ Why were you not at the races yesterday 1 I thought

I should see you there,’ asked Vronsky, examining
Serpukhovskoy.

‘ I did come, but late. Excuse me !
’ he added, and

turned to his adjutant. ‘Please give orders to dis-

tribute this money equally among the men.’
He hurriedly took three one-hundred-rouble notes out

of his pocket-book and blushed.
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t will..you eat something, or have a drink?’
T said Yashvm.

^

Hey! Bring the Count
' something to

eat I Here, drink this !
’

The carousing at the colonel’s house continued long.
They drank a great deal, Serpukhovskoy was lifted

and tossed by the officers. Then the C.O. was tossed.
Then the C.O, danced with Petritsky in front of the
singers. After that, feeling rather weak, he sat down
on a bench in the yard and began demonstrating to

I

Yashvin Russia s superiority to Prussia, especially in
[

cavalry charges, and the carousal quieted down for a
t moment. Serpukhovskoy went to the dressing-room to

, wash his hands, and found Vronsky there. Vronsky had
I

taken off his coat and was washing his haiiy red neck
i under the washstand tap, rubbing it and his head with

his hands. When he had finished his ablutions Vronsky
sat down beside Serpukhovskoy on a little sofa in the
dressing-room and began a conversation of great interest
to both of them,

i

* I used to hear all about you from my wife,’ said
? Serpukhovskoy. ‘I am glad you saw a good deal of
! her.*

‘She is friends with Varya, and they are the only
women m Petersburg whom it is a pleasure for me to
meet,’ said Vronsky with a smile. He smiled because
he foresaw the turn their conversation would take and

i

was pleased,
‘ The only ones ? ’ asked Serpukhovskoy, smiling.
* Yes, and I used to hear about you, but not only

i
from your wife,’ said Vronsky, checking the hint by a

y serious look. ‘ I am very glad of your success but not
at all surprised. I expected even more.’
Serpukhovskoy^ smiled. Vronsky’s opinion of him

evidently gave him pleasure and he saw no reason to
.: hide it..,'

,

‘ I, the contrary— must frankly admit—expected
less. But I am pleased, very pleased ; I am ambitious,
it IS my weakness, and I acknowledge it.’

‘Perhaps you would not if you were not successful,’
said Vronsky.

4
* J

think so,’ and Serpukhovskoy smiled again.
^ ^ could not live without it, but it

I

would be a bore. Of course I may be making a mistake,

ik
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bnt I believe I have some capacity for the career I have
adopted* and that in my hands power of any kind, if I
ever possess it, will be used m a better way than in the
hands of many whom I know,’ said he with the radiant
consciousness of success. ‘ Therefore the nearer I am
to getting it the more pleased I am.’

‘ It may be so for you, but not for every one. I used to

think the same, yet here I am living and find that it is

not worth while Hving for that alone,’ said Vronsky.
‘ There you are ! There you are !

’ said Serpukhovskoy,
laughing. ‘ I had begun by saj/ing that I used to hear
about you, about your refusal. . . . Of course I approved
of it. But there is a way of doing a thmg, and I think

that, though your action was good in itself, you did not
do it in the right way.’

‘ Vdiat is done is done, and you know that I never go
back on what I have done. Besides, I am quite aU
right.’

‘ AU right for a time ! But you wiU not remain satis-

fied for long. I should not say that to your brother.

He is a dear child, just like this host of ours : hear him !

’

he added, listening to the cries of ‘ Hurrah I

’
‘ And ho

is happy, but that would not satisfy you.’
‘ I do not say that it would.’
‘ And that is not aU ; men like you are wanted.’
* By whom ?

’

‘ By whom ? By Society ; by Russia. Russia is in

need of men, needs a Party—without it everything is

going and will go to the dogs.’
‘ What do you mean ? Bertenev’s Party, in opposition

to the Russian Communists V
‘ No,’ said Serpukhovskoy, frowning with vexation at

bemg suspected of such nonsense. ® I'^out ga esi une
blague,'^ It aiw’ays has existed and always will. There
are no Communists whatever. But scheming people

always have invented and always wiU invent some harm-
ful and dangerous Party. That’s an old trick. What is

wanted is an infiuentiai Party of independent men like

youmnd me.’
‘ But why— ’ Vronsky named several infiuentiai merij

‘ why are not they independent men ?
’

* Only because they have not, or had not by birth, an
^ All liiat is humbui?.
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independent positioE---liad no name, were not bom : as

near the siin as we were. They can be bought by money
or by affability, and must invent a theory to keep their

positions. And they bring forward some idea, some
theory (in which they themselves do not believe and
which does harm) merely as a means of procuring govern-

ment quarters and a salary. Cela vCest pas plus fin que

if you happen to see their cards. Maybe I am worse

and more foolish than they, though I do not see why I

ana worse than they. Anyhow you and I have one great

advantage : we cannot be bought so easily. And such

men are' more needed than ever.’

Vronsky listened attentively, but it was not so much
the meaning of Serpuldiovskoy’s words that interested

him as his outlook on these questions, for Serpukhovskoy

was already dreaming of a struggle with the powers

-

that-be and already had sympathies and antipathies in

that sphere, whereas Vronsky’s interest in the service

was limited to his own squadron, Vronsky realized,

too, how powerful Serpukhovskoy might become by his

undoubted capacity for reflection and comprehension,

and by his intellect and gift of speech, so seldom met
Vith in the Society in which he lived. And, ashamed
as he was of the fact, he felt jealous.

‘ All the same I lack the most necessary thing,’ he

replied. ‘I lack the wish for power. I had it once,

but it is gone.’

‘Pardon me, that is not true,’ said Serpukhovskoy

with a smde.
‘ Yes, it is, it is true , , . at present—to be quite

frank,’ added Vronsky.

‘Yes, it is true at present-—that is another matter,

but .the ptesent will not last for -ever.’

,

‘ Perhaps,’ -said Vronsky.
‘ You say “ perhaps,” ’ continued Serpukhovskoy as if

he had guessed Vronsky’s thoughts ;
‘ but I say, certainly.

That is why I wanted to see you. You acted rightly

:

I quite understand it. But you must not persevere in

it. I only ask you to give me carte blamM, I am not

patronizing you. . . . Though why should I not patronize

you? You'have so often patronized met I hope our

Mendship is above that sort of thing ! Yes,’ he said with
1 That’s all there is in it.

3Sf .

210
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a Bmile
'
tender as a womm^s, ' Gire me mrte hlandie,

leave the regiment, and I wil draw yon on imperceptibly.’

‘But try to understand that I do want nothing
except that everything should remain as it is/ sail

Vronsky.
Serpukhovskoy rose and said, as he stood before

Vronsky, ‘ You say, “ that all should remain as it is ”
!

I know what you mean, but hear me ! We are both of

the same age ; it may be that in number you have known
more women than I have,’ the smile of Serpukhovskoy’s
face and his gesture showed that Vronsky need have no
fear, and that he would touch the tender spot gently and
carefully. ‘But I am married, and believe me, that
“knowing only your wife, whom you love”—as some-
body once said

—
“ you can understand all women better

than if you knew thousands.” ’

‘ We will come in a minute,’ Vronsky shouted to an
officer who looked in, having been sent by the G.O. to

call them.
Vronsky was anxious now to hear the rest of what

Serpukhovskoy had to say.
‘ Here is my opinion. Women are the chief stumbling-

block in a man’s career. It is difficult to love a woman
and do anything else. To achieve it and to love in comfort
and unhampered, the only way is to marry I How am I

to put to you what I think ? ’ and Serpukhovskoy, who
was fond of similes, went on :

‘ Wait a bit I Wait a bit

!

. . . Yes, if you had to carry a load and use your hands
at the same time, it would be possible only if the load
were strapped on your back: and that is marriage. I
found that out when I married. I suddenly had my
hands free. But if you drag that load without marriage,

your hands are so full that you can do nothing else.

Look at Mazankov, at Kjupov I They have ruined their

careers because of women.’
‘ But what women !

’ said Vronsky, recalling the
Frenchwoman and the actress with whom these men
were entangled.

‘ So much the worse I The more assured the position

of the woman in the world, the worse it is I That is not
like merely dragging a load with one’s hands, it is like

wrenching it from some one else.’

* You have never loved,’ said Vronsky softly, with his
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eyes looking straight before Mm and with Anna in his

thoughts.

„

* perhaps not I But another point : women are always'
'^ than men. Men make of love some-
thing enormous, but women are always terre~d4erreJ ^

VComing, coming !
’ he said, turning to a footman who

had entered. But the footman had not come to call

them, as Serpukhovskoy thought. He brought Vronsky
.

. a.note.

[

‘ Your man brought this from the Princess Tverskaya.*

i Vronsky opened the note and his face flushed. ‘My
f: head has begun aching,’ he said, ‘ I shall go home.’

I

‘ Well, then, good-bye I Bo you give me carte blanche ?
’

I

‘We’ll talk it over another time. I will look you up
I

in Petersburg.’

I

j

'

' CHAPTER XXII

It was already past five, and in order not to be late and
not to use Ms own horses, which were known to everybody,

Vronsky took Yashvin’s hired carriage and told the coach-

man to drive as fast as possible. The old four-seated

I hired vehicle was very roomy; he sat down in a comer,
i put his legs on the opposite seat, and began to think. A

vague sense of the accomplished cleaning up of his affairs,

a vague memory of Serpukhovskoy’s friendship for him,

and the flattering thought that the latter considered him
a necessary man, and above ail the anticipation of the

\
coming meeting, merged into one general feeling of joyful

r' vitality. This feeling was so strong that he could not
help smiling. He put down his legs, threw one of them
over the other, and placing his arm across it felt its firm

calf, where lie had hurt it in the fall the day before, and
then, throwing himself back, sighed deeply several times.

‘ BelightM I O delightful I
’ he thought. He had

often before been joyfully conscious of his body, but had
never loved himself, his own body, as he did now. It

gave him pleasure to feel the slight pain in his strong leg,

i

to be conscious of the muscles of Ms chest moving as he
I breathed. That clear, cool August day which made
1 Anna feel so hopeless seemed exhilarating and invigorat-^

1 Matter-of-fact.
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ing to him and refreshed his face and neck, which were
glowing after their washing and nibbing. The scent of
brilliantine given off by his moustache seemed peculiarly
pleasant in the fresh air. All that he saw from the
carriage window through the cold pure air in the pale
light of the evening sky seemed as fresh, bright and
vigorous as he was himself. The roofs of the houses
glittered in the evening sun ; the sharp outlines of the
fences and corners of buildings, the figures of people
and vehicles they occasionally met, the motionless verdure
of the grass and trees, the fields of potatoes with their

clear-cut ridges, the slanting shadows of the houses and
trees, the bushes and even the potato ridges—it was
all pleasant and like a landscape newly painted and
varnished.

‘ Get on, get on !
’ he shouted to the coachman, thrust-

ing himself out of the vdndow ; and taking a three-rouble

note from his pocket he put it into the man’s hand as the
latter turned round. The coachman felt something in

his hand, the whip cracked, and the carriage rolled quickly
along the smooth macadamized high road.

M want nothing, nothing but that happiness,’ he
thought, staring at the ivory knob of the bell between
the fiont windows of the carriage, his mind full of Aima
as he had last seen her.

‘And the longer it continues the more I love her!
And here is the garden of Vrede’s country house. Where
is she ? Where ? Why ? Why has she given me an
appointment here, in a letter from Betsy ? ’ he thought

;

but there was no longer any time for thinking. Before
reaching the avenue he ordered the coachman to stop,

opened the carriage door, jumped out while the carriage

was still moving, and went up the avenue leading to the
house. There was no one in the avenue, but turning to

the right he saw her. Her face was veiled, but Ms joyous
glance took in that special manner of walking peculiar to

her alone: the droop of her shoulders, the poise of her
head; and immediately a thrill passed like an electric

current through his body, and with renewed force he
became conscious of himself from the elastic movement of

his firm legs to the motion of his lungs as he breathed, and
of something tickling his lips. On reaching him she
clasped his hand firmly.
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® You are not angry that I told you to come t It was
absolutely necessary^ for me to see you,’ she said ; and at

sight of the serious and severe expression of her mouth
under her veil his mood changed at once.

‘ I angry ? But how did you get here ?
’

* Never mind i
’ she said, putting her hand on his arm.

« Come, I must speak to you.’

He felt that something had happened, and that this

interview would not be a happy one. In her presence

he had no will of his own : without knowing the cause of

her agitation he became^fected by it.

‘What is it If

^

What ? ’ he asked, pressing her hand
against his side mth his elbow and trying to read her face.

She took a few steps in sOence to gather courage, and
then suddenly stopped.

‘I did not tell you last night,’ she began, breathing
quickly and heavily, * that on my way back with Alexey
Alexandrovich I told him everything , . . said I could

not be his wife, and ... I told him aH.’

He Estened, involuntarily leaning forward wnth his

whole body as if trying so to ease her burden. But as

soon as she had spoken he straightened himself and his

face assumed a proud and stem expression.
‘ Yes, yes, that is better ! A thousand times better

!

I understand how hard it must have been for you,’ he

said, but she was not listening to his words*—only tiying

to read his thoughts from Ms face. She could not guess

that it exx^ressed the first idea that had entered Vronsky’s

mind : the thought of an inevitable duel ; therefore she

explained that momentary look of severity in another
^ way. After reading her husband’s letter she knew in

the depths of her heart that all would remain as it was,

that she would not have the courage to disregard her

position and give up her son in order to be united with

her lover. The afternoon spent at the Princess Tver-

skaya’s house had conlirmed that thought. Yet this

interview was still of extreme Importance to her. She
hoped that the meeting might bring about a change in

i
her position and save her. If at this news he would

I

firmly, passionately, and without a moment’s hesitation

i say to her: ‘Give up everything, and fly with me!’
r she would abandon her son and go with him. But the

news had not the efiect on him that she had desired :
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iie only looked as if he had been offended by something.
‘ It was not at all hard for me—it all came about ol

itself,’ she said, irritably. ‘And here . . she puUed
her husband’s note from under her glove,
*1 understand, I understand,’ he interrupted, taking

the note but not reading it, and trying to soothe her. ‘ I

only want one thing, I only ask for one thing : to destroy
this situation in order to devote my life to your happiness.’

‘ Why do you tell me this ? ’ she said. ‘ Bo you think
I could doubt it ? If I doubted it . .

‘ Who’s that coming ? ’ said Vronsky, pointing to two
ladies who were coming toward them. ‘They may
know us !

’ and he moved quickly in the direction of a
sidewalk, drawing her along with him.

‘ Oh, I don’t care !
’ she said. Her lips trembled and

her eyes seemed to him to be looking at him with strange

malevolence from under the veil. ‘As I was saymg,
that’s not the point ! I cannot doubt that, but see what
he writes to me. Read— she stopped again.

Again, as at the first moment when he heard the news
of her having spoken to her husband, Vronsky yielded

to the natural feeling produced by the thoughts of his

relation to the injured husband. Now that he held his

letter he could not help imagining to himself the challenge

that he would no doubt find waiting for him that evening
or next day, and. the duel, when he would be standing

with the same cold proud look as his face bore that

.
moment, and having fired into the air would be awaiting

|

the shot from the injured husband. And at that instant
; ^ the thought of what Serpukhovskoy had just been saying

; , to him and of w'hat had occurred to him that morning
I

(that it was better not to bind himself) flashed through
!

' his mind, and he knew that he could not pass on the
thought to her.

,
After he had read the letter he looked up at her, but

' his look was not firm. She understood at once that he
had already considered this by himself, knew that what-
ever he might say he would not tell her all that he was
thinking, and knew that her last hopes had been deceived.

This was not what she had expected.
‘ You see what a man he is !

’ she said in a trembling
voice. ‘ He , .

* Forgive me, but I am glad of it I’ Vronsky interrupted.
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* For Cod’s sake hear me out !
’ he added, with an air of

T entreaty that she would let him explain his words. ‘ I am
glad because I know that it is impossible, quite impos-

sible for things to remain as they are, as he imagines.’
‘ Why impossible ? ’ said Anna, forcing back her tears

and clearly no longer attaching any importance to what
he would say. She felt that her fate was decided.

Vronsky wanted to say that after what he considered

to be the inevitable duel it could not continue ; but he

said something else.

i
‘ It cannot continue. I hope that you will now leave

T him. I hope . . he became confused and blushed,

1 ‘ that you will allow me to arrange and to think out a

life for ourselves. To-morrow . , he began, but she

did not let him finish.

‘And my son she exclaimed. ‘You see what he

writes ? I must leave him, and I cannot do that and do
not want to.’

‘But for heaven’s sake, which is better? To leave

your son, or to continue in this degrading situation ?
’

‘ Degrading for whom ?
’

‘ For everybody, and especially for you.’
* You call it degrading I do not call it that ; such words

have no meaning for me,’ she replied tremulously. She
did not wish him to tell untruths now. She had only

his love left, and she wanted to love him. ‘ Try to under-

stand that smce I loved you everything has changed for

me. There is only one single thing in the world for me

:

your love I If I have it, I feel so high and firm that

^

nothing can be degrading for me. I am proud of my
r position because , . . proud of . . . proud . , .’ she

could not say what she was proud of. Tears of shame
and despair choked her. She stopped and burst into

sobs. He also felt something rising in his throat, and
for the first time in his life he felt ready to cry. He
could not explain what It was that had so moved him

;

he was sorry for her and felt that he could not help her,

because he lmew that he was the cause of her trouble,

that he had done wrong.
‘Would divorce be impossible?’ he asked weakly.

I

She silently shook her head. ‘ Would it not he possible to

I. take your son away with you and go away aH the same ?
’

I
‘Yes, but all that depends on him. Now I go back to
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him,* she said -dryly. Her foreboding that everything
would remain as it was had not deceived her.

‘ On Tuesday I shall go back to Petersburg and every-
tliing will be decided. Yes,* she said, ^ but don’t let iis

talk about it,’

Anna’s carriage, which she had sent away and ordered
to return to the gate of the Vrede Garden, drove up.

iinna took leave of Vronsky and went home.

I'i, CHAPTER XXIII ,

I /I
Ok Monday the usual meeting of the Committee of the

I

I

Second of July took place. Karenin entered the Council

i 1 1
room, greeted the members and the president as usual,

i
I and took his seat, his hand lying ready on the papers

I
before him. Among these papers were the statistics

^
;

that he needed and a draft of the statement he was going
I \ to make. But he did not really require the figures. He
I

:
remembered them all and did not even consider it neces-

1

‘ sary to go over in his mind what he was going to say.

:
I' He knewthatwhen the time came, and he saw his opponent

before him vainly trying to look indifierent, his speech
would naturally be far more fluent and better than if he

^ prepared it beforehand. He felt that the contents of his

s speech would be so important that every word would be

. , significant. Yet as he listened to the general reports his

{ I
face wore a most innocent and artless look. Looking at

• his white hands with the thick veins and the delicate long
‘

^1 fingers toying with the two edges of a white sheet of

i oj; before him, and at his head wearily bent to one side,

I Ij/!
no one would have expected that words would flow from

g
i|i,; his lips which would raise a terrible storm and make the

I ;

members shout each other down, forcing the president

f .'l;

to call them to order. When the Reports had been heard,

f/ii
j

Karenin in his quiet thin voice informed the meeting
that he wished to bring to their notice some considerations

f' of his own on the question of the settlement of the native
• races, and the attention of the meeting turned to him.

; ;r Karenin cleared his throat, and, as was his wont when
making a speech, without looking at his opponent he

i fixed his eyes on the first mom opposite him—a quiet

I ; ,

^ little old man who never had any views in connection
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witli the Special .Committee—and began to explain bis

considerations.^. .Wben be '.came to the^ Fundamental and

,

Organic Law .Ms opponent jumped .up.;and began to raise

objections. Stremo¥ (who was also on the Special

Committee), stung to the quick, began justifying himself,

and the meeting became quite a stormy one. . . But Karenin
triumphed and his motion wae carried

; three new Special

Committees were formed, and the next day nothing was
talked about in a certain Petersburg set but that meeting.
Karenin’s success was even greater than he had expected.

When he woke on the Tuesday morning he recalled

with pleasure his victory of the previous day, and could

not help smiling, even while wishing to appear indifferent,

when the secretary, with a desire to hatter him, reported

the rumours that had reached him concerning what had
happened at the meeting.

Busy with the secretary, Karenin quite forgot that it

was Tuesday, the day fixed for Amia’s return, and was
surprised and unpleasantly startled when the footman
came in to inform him of her arrival.

Anna returned to Petersburg early in the morning, and
as she had wired that the carriage should be sent for her

he might have expected her. But he did not come out

to meet her when she arrived. She was told that he had
not yet come out of his study, where he was busy with

his secretary. She sent word to her husband that she

had arrived and went to her boudoir, where she set to

work sorting her things, expecting that he would come in

to see her. But an hour passed and he did not come.
She went down into the dining-room on a plea of giving

orders and purposely spoke in a loud voice, thinking that

he would come ; but although she heard Mm go to his

study door to take leave of the secretary, he did not come
to her. She knew that according to Ms habit he would
soon go away to Ms work and she wished to see Mm first,

that their relations might be defined.

She passed through the baMroom to his study and
resolutely went in. When she entered he was sitting in

his official uniform evidently ready to start, with his

elbows on a little table, looMng wearily In front of Mm.
She saw him before he saw her and knew that he was
thinking about her.

When he saw her he was about to rise, but changed his
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mind as iiis face flushed—

&

thing Anna had never seen it

do before. However, he quickly rose and came toward
her, looking not at her eyes but at her forehead and hair.

He came up, took her hand, and asked her to sit down.
‘ I am very glad you have come,’ he said, sitting down

beside her. He evidently wished to say something, but
faltered. Several times he tried to speak, but stopped.

Although while preparing for this interview she had
been teaching herself to despise and blame him, she did

not know what to say, and pitied him. There was silence

for some time.
‘ Is Serezha well ? ’ he asked; and without waiting for

a reply he added, ‘ I am not dining at home to-day and
must be going at once.’

‘ I meant to go away to Moscow,’ she said.
‘ Oh no, you were quite right to come,’ he replied, and

again became silent. Seeing that he had not the strength

to begin, she began for him.
‘Alexey Alexandrovich! ’ she said, studying his face and

without dropping her eyes under his gaze fixed on her

hair, ‘ I am a guilty woman and a bad one, but I am
what I was before, as I then told you. I have come to

tell you now I cannot make any change.’
‘ I am not questioning you about it,’ he replied suddenly

in a firm tone and looking with hatred straight into her

eyes. ‘ I had expected it.’ Under the influence of anger
he had evidently regained perfect self-possession. ‘ But
I repeat again what I then told you and subsequently
wrote,’ he went on in a shrili thin voice, ‘ I again repeat

that I will not know it
; I ignore it as long as it is not

known to the rest of the world, as long as my name is not
dishonoured. Therefore I warn you that our relations

must remain what they have been, and that if you let

yourself be compromised I shall be obliged to take measures
to safeguard my honour.’

‘ But our relations cannot be what they were before,’

Anna began in a timid voice, looking at him with
frightened eyes.

When she saw his quiet gestures, heard his shrill,

childish, and sarcastic voice, her repulsion toward him
destroyed the pity she had felt for him, and she now
experienced nothing but fear and anxiety to clear up
the situation at any cost.
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* I caimot be your wife, since I , .

*
she began.

T He laughed in. a cruel, .cold manner. M suppose the,

loud of life you have chosen has affected your principles.

I respect ' or despise both so much—I respect your past

I
and despise your present—that the interpretation you
give to my words was far from my thoughts T

i

Anna sighed and hung her head.

I

‘I cannot understand, however, that with your inde-

* pendent mind,’ he went on, getting heated, ‘ informing

your husband of your infidelity and appearing to see

^ nothing unseemty in it, you should consider it unseemly
T to continue to fulfil a wife’s duties to your husband !

*

* Alexey Alexandrovich, what do you want of me
:

*What I want, is not to meet that person here, and for

you to behave in such a way that neither Society nor the

servants shall be able to accuse you,—^for you not to

I
see that man. I think that is not much to ask I And

i in return you will enjoy all the advantages of a wife with-

out fulfilling her duties. That is all I have to say 1 Now
I must be going. , . . And I shan’t be back to dinner.’

He rose and went tow'ard the door, Anna too rose. He
bowed silently and let her pass first.

CHAPTER XXIV

The night Levin had spent on the haycock had not
passed without leaving its mark: he became disgusted

with the agricultural pursuits on which he was engaged
and lost all interest in them. In spite of the splendid

harvest he had never, or thought he had never, en-

countered so many failures, or so much hostility from the
peasants, as that year ; and the cause of those failures

and that hostility were now quite plain to him. The
dehght he had felt in the labour itself, occasioned by his

having drawn nearer to the peasants, his jealousy of

them, Ms envy of their life, his desire to adopt that kind
of life (which had not been a mere desire that night but
a real intention, the details of which he had considered),

all these things together had so changed his outlook on
the working of his estate that he could no longer feel

his former interest in the work, or help noticing the

unpleasant relation to the labourer on which it was al
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based.
,

Herds of cattle of an improved breed like Pava^
the tilled land ploughed with good ploughs, the nine
fields surrounded with wiBows, the hundreds of acres of
deeply manured land, the seed drills and all such things,
were splendid if they could be worked by himself alone
or with the help of friends and people in sympathy with
him. But now he clearly saw (the book on agrioultiire

which he was writing, m which the labourer was the chief

factor in farming, helped much in this direction) that the
a^oultural work he was carrying on was founded on a
bitter and obstinate struggle between himself and his

labourers, in which on the one side—^his—^there was a
continual and strenuous attempt to bring everything
into accord with what were considered the best models,
while on the other side there was the natural order of

things. And he saw that in his struggle, in s|>ite of

extreme efiorts on his part, and without any effort or

even intention on the part of others, the only results

achieved were that neither side was the winner, and
that fine tools and splendid cattle and soil were quite
uselessly damaged. But the chief point was that not
only was the energy expended on the work wasted, but
he could not help feeling now, when he saw the meaning
of his pursuit laid bare before him, that the aim of his

efforts was a most unworthy one. What was the essential

cause of that hostility ? He struggled to get every
penny he could, and had to do so or he would not
have been able to pay his labourers their wages, and
they struggled to be allowed to work quietly, pleasantly,

and just as they were used to work. It was to his interest

that every labourer should get through as much work
as possible and at the same time give his mind to it,

not injuring the winnowing machine, the horse-rake, or

the threshing machine, but working intelligently. The
labourer VTished to work in the pleasantest way possible,

with intervals of rest, and especially to think uncon-
cernedly about other things without having to reason.

During that summer Levin noticed this continually.

He gave orders to mow the clover for hay, choos-
ing the inferior fields overgrown with grass and hemlock
and not fit for seed ; and they cut down all the best seed
clover, defended themselves by saying that the foreman
ordered them to do it, and comforted him with the assur-
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ance,' that/.lieiv.'WouId get splendid hay; while he knew
that they had done it simply because that clover was
easiest to

^

mow. ^ He sent out the horse-rake to turn the

hay and it got broken while tossing the first few rows,

because the peasant found it dull to sit in the seat under

the rotating wings ; and Levin was told : ‘Don’t worry,

sir I The women will toss it all in no time !

’

The English ploughs turned out useless, because it never
entered the peasant’s head to lift the ploughshares as

he turned, and forcing them through at the turning he
spofied the ground and strained the horses ; and Levin
was told not to worry ! The horses were allowed to stray

into the wheat-field because not one of the peasants

wanted to be watchman, and in spite of its haviug

been forbidden the labourers took turns to watch the

horses at night ; so Vanka, who had been at work ail day,

fell asleep, and confessed his guilt, saying, ‘ I am in your
hands, sir !

’

Three of the best calves had been overfed by being

turned into the meadow where the clover had been cut,

without any water to drink ; and the peasants would on
no account admit that the clover had injured them. To
comfort Levin he was told that his neighbour had lost

a hundred head of cattle in three days. All this happened
not because anyone wished to harm Levin or his farming

;

on the contrary he well Imew that they liked him and
considered him a homely gentleman—^high praise from a
peasant. It was done simply because the labourers

wished to work merrily and without care, while his

interests were not only foreign and incomprehensible to

them but flatly opposed to their own just interests. Levin
had long felt dissatisfied with his relation to the work on
his estate. He had seen that the boat was leaking but
had not found or looked for the leak, and perhaps h^d
purposely deceived himself, for had he been disillusioned

in that -work, be would have had nothing left. But now
he could deceive himself no longer.

His agricultural pursuits had hot only ceased to hiterest

him but had become repulsive, and he could no longer

give his mind to them.
Added to this there was Kitty Bhcherbatskaya not

more than twenty miles away, and he wanted to meet her,

yet could not. When he called on Dolly, she had
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asked Mm to come again and come with the object
of once more proposing to her sister, letting him feel
that her sister would now accept him. Levin himself
having seen Kitty Shcherbatskaya knew that he had
not ceased to love her, yet he could not go to the
Oblonskys’ house while she was there. That he had
proposed and she had refused him had put an insuperable
barrier between them.

* I cannot ask her to be my wife just because she cannot
be the wife of the man she wanted,’ he said to himself,
and this thought rendered him cold and hostile toward
her.

* I shall not have the strength to speak to her without
reproach or to look at her without ill will, and she will

oMy hate me all the more—as it is only right she should I

Besides, how can I go there now after what Da.rya
Alexandrovna told me? Can I help betraying what
she told me ? And I should come magnanimously to
forgive her, to have pity on her I I—stand before her
in the r61e of one who forgives her and honours her with
his love I Why did Darya Alexandrovna tell me this ?

I might have met her accidentally and then all would
have come naturally, but now it is impossible I

’

DoUy sent to him to ask for a side-saddle for Kitty.
‘ I have been told,’ she wrote, ‘ that you have a side-

saddle. I hope you will bring it yourself.*

That was more than he could stand. ‘How can an
intelligent woman with any delicacy so humiliate a
sister ? ’ He wrote ten notes and tore them all up, sending
the saddle at last without any reply. To say that he
would come was impossible, because he could not come

;

to say that something prevented him from coming, or

that he was leaving home, was still worse. He sent

the saddle without an answer, conscious of doing some-
thing shameful ; and next day, putting the disagreeable

management of the estate into the hands of the steward,
he went away to a distant district to visit his friend

Sviyazhsky, who had splendid shooting and had long
been asking him to come and stay with him.
The snipe marshes in the Surovsky district had for a

long time appeared tempting to Levin, but he had put
off his visit because of his farm-work. But now he was
glad to go away from, the proximity of Kitty and from
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fjis farm, and ^especially to go shooting, an occupation'

T which ser¥ed him as, the best solace in all his troubles.
, ,

CHAPTER. XXV

Thebe was no railway or stage-coach to the Surovsky
district, and Levin went in his own tarantas.

Half-way he stopped to feed his horses at a well-to-do

;

peasant’s house. The bald-headed, fresh-faced old man,
i with a red beard which was growing grey round the
T cheeks, opened the gates and pressed close to the post

to let the three-horsed vehicle enter. After showing the
coachman to a place in a lean-to, in a large, clean, tidy,

newly-constructed yard where stood some charred

w^ooden ploughs, the old man invited Levin to enter the

house. A cleanly-dressed young woman with goloshes on
her stockingless feet was washing the floor in the passage.

The dog that followed Levin frightened her, but when she

was told that it would not hurt her she at once began to

laugh at her own alarm. After pointing to the door with

iier bare arm she again stooped, hiding her handsome face,

and went on scrubbing.
‘ Want a samovar ? ’ she asked.
‘ Yes, please.’

The room Levin entered was a large one with a tiled

stove and a partition. Under the shelf with the icons

stood a table decorated with a painted pattern, a bench,

i
and two chairs. By the door stood a little cupboard with

i
crockery. The shutters were closed and there were not

'r many flies in the room, which was so clean that Levin
took car© to keep Laska (who had been batlimg in the

puddles on the way) from trampling on the floor, telling

her to lie down in a comer by the door. Having looked

round the room, he went out into the back-yard. The
good-looking woman in goloshes, with two empty pails

swinging from a wooden yoke, ran down before him to

fetch water from the well.
* Look alive !

’ the old man called merrily after her,

f and approached Levin. / Is it to Nicholas Ivanich

I
Sviyazhsky you are going, sir t He too stops at our

, place,’ he began garrulously, leaning on the banisters

I
of the porch. In the midst of his conversation about his

I
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acquaintanceship with Sviyazhsky the gates creaked
again, and the iabonrers returning from the fields came
into the yard with their ploughs and harrows. The
horses harnessed to the ploughs and harrows were big
and well-fed. The labourers evidently belonged to the
household. Two young fellows wore print shirts and
peaked caps, two others were hired men and wore home-
spun shirts ; one of these was old and the other young.
The old master of the house left the porch and went

to unharness the horses.
‘ What have they been ploughing ? ’ asked Levin.
‘ Between the potatoes. We too rent a little land.

;
Don’t let the geldmg out, Fedof, lead him to the trough.

We’ll harness another.’
* I say, father I have those ploughshares I ordered

;

been brought ? ’ asked a tall, robust young fellow,

evidently the old man’s son.

j

‘ There in the passage,’ answered the old man, winding

I
the reins into a ring and thi’owing them on the ground.
‘ Fix them on before we finish dinner.’

’ The good-looking woman returned, her shoulders

)
pressed down by the weight of the full pails, and went

I
into the house. Other women, young and handsome,

i middle-aged, old and plain, some with children, others

I
without, appeared from somewhere.
The chimney of the samovar began to hum. The

labourers and the family, having attended to the horses,

went fix to dinner.

Levin took his provisions out of the iarantas and invited

the old man to have tea with him.
‘ Why, I don’t know ! We have had tea once to-day,’

said he, evidently pleased to accept the invitation. ‘ Well,

just for company !

’

Over their tea Levin heard the whole history of the old

man's farm. Ten years previously he had rented about
four hundred acres from the landowner, and the year
before he had bought them outright and rented another
nine hundred from a neighbouring proprietor. A small

part of the land—^the worst—he let, and with the aid of

his family and two hired men cultivated about a hundred
and twenty acres. The old man complained that his

affairs were in a bad way. But Levin knew that he only
did so for propriety’s sake and that in reality his farm

r
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was ..fioiirishing. .Had his affairs, been - in a bad way he
would not have bought land at thirty-ffve -roubles an
acre, would not have married three of his sons and a
nephew, and would not have twice rebuilt his homestead
.after fires, nor rebuilt it better each time.. In -spite of

the' old peasant’s grumbling one could see that he was
justly proud of his property, of his sons, his nephew,
his daughters-in-law, his horses, his cows, and especiafiy

of the fact that his whole household and farm held
together. From their conversation Levin gathered

that he was not against new methods either. He had
planted many potatoes which had already flowered and
were forming finit, as Levin had noticed when passing

the fields on the way, while Levin’s own potatoes were
just begimmg to flower. He ploughed the land for the

potatoes with an English plough, which he had borrowed
from a landowner. He also sowed wheat*, Levin was
struck especially by one little detail. The old peasant

used the thinnings of the rye as fodder for the horses.

Many a time when Levin had seen this valuable food

wasted be had wanted to have it gathered up, but had
found this impossible. On this peasant’s fields this was
being done, and he could not find words enough to praise

this fodder.
* What is there for the young women to do I They

carry the heaps out on to the road and a cart comes and
fetches them.*

‘ There now I We landlords don’t get on well because

of the labourers,’ said Levin, handing him a tumbler of

tea,

‘Thank you,’ said the old man as he took the tea,

but he refused sugar, pointing to a bit he still had left.^

‘ How can one rely on work with hired labourers T ’ he
said, ‘ it is ruination I Take Bviyazhsky now. W© know
what sort of soil Ms is, black as poppy-seed, but he cannot
boast of his harvests either. It’s want of attention.’

‘ And yet you too us© hired labour on your farm ?
*

‘ Ours is peasant’s business ; we look after everything
ourselves. If a labourer is no good, let him go ! We can
manage for ourselves.*

» EiisBian peasants, for the sake of economy, seldom put sugar to

dissolve in their tea, but take ahimp suid nibble it between their drinks
oltea,
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‘ Fatlier, Finnigan wants some tar fetched,’ said the

woman with the goloshes, coming in.
^ That’s 'how it is, sir,’, said the old man, rising;, and

after crossing himself several times he thanked Levin
and went out. When Levin went into the back room to
caU his coachman he found the whole peasant famEy
at dinner. The women served standing. The vigorous
young son with his mouth full of buckwheat porridge
was sa3dng something funny, and everybody laughed
heartily—the woman with the goloshes laughing more
merrily than anyone as she refilled the bowl with cabbage
soup.

The handsome face of this woman with the goloshes
might very well have had something to do with the
impression of welfare that this peasant household produced
on Levin ; that impression was anyhow so strong that
he never lost it. And all the rest of the way to Sviyazh-
sky’s he every now and then recalled that household,
as if the impression it had left on him demanded special

attention.

CHAPTER XXVI

SvTYAZHSKY was Marshal of the Nobility in his district.

He was five years older than Levin and had long been
married. His yoimg sister-in-law, whom Levin thought
ve:!^ pleasant, lived with them. He knew that both
Sviyazhsky and his wife wanted to see her married to

him, Levin. He knew this as certainly as ah so-called

eligible young men know these things, though he could
never have said so to anyone ; and he also knew that
although he wanted to marry, and although this girl,

to all appearance very fascinating, ought to make a
splendid wife, he could as soon fly as marry her, even
had he not been in love with Kitty. And this knowledge
spoilt the pleasure which he hoped his visit to Sviyazhsky
would give him.
Levin had thought of this when he received Sviyazhsky’s

invitation, but in spite of it he made up his mind that
this idea of Sviyazhsky’s intentions was only an un-
founded conjecture of his and that he would go. Besides,
at the bottom of his heart he wanted to put himself to
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the test and again to estimate his feelings for the girl.

Sviyazhsky’s, home
: life was ' extremely pleasant, " and

Sviyazhsky himself was the best type of social worker
that Levin had ever known, and Levin always found him
very interesting.

Sviyazhsky was one of those people—they invariably

amazed Levin—whose judgment was very logical though
never original and was kept quite apart from their con-

duct, while their manner of life was very definite and
stable, its tendency being quite independent of their

judgment, and even clashing with it. Sviyazhsky was
an extreme Liberal. He despised the gentry and con-
sidered the majority of noblemen to be secretly in favour

of serfdom, and only prevented by cowardice from
expressing their views. He considered Eussia to be a
doomed country lilte Turkey, and the Russian government
so bad that he did not think it worth while seriously to
criticize its actions

;
yet he had an official position,

was a model Marshal of the Nobility, and when he
travelled always wore a cockade and a red band to his

cap. He imagined that to live as a human being was
possible only in foreign countries, where he went to stay

at every opportunity
;
yet he carried on very complicated

and perfected agricultural pursuits in Eussia and carefully

followed and knew what was being done there. He
considered the Russian peasant to be one degree higher

than the ape in development, yet at district elections no
one shook hands with the peasants and listened to their

opinions more willingly than he. He believed in neither

God nor Devil, yet he was much concerned by the question

of improving the condition of the clergy and Mmiting
parishes, and was at the same time particularly active in

seeing that the church should be retained in his village.

On the Woman’s Question he sided with the extreme
advocates of woman’s freedom and especially the right

to work
;
yet he lived with his wife in such a way that it

gave everybody pleasure to see the friendly relationship in

which they passed their childless life, and had so arranged
that Ms wife did nothing and could do nothing except
share her husband’s efforts to spend their time as

pleasantly and merrily as possible.

Had Levin not possessed the faculty of giving the best

interpretation to people’s characters, Sviyazhsky’s char-
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acter would have presented no difficulty or problem to
Mm; he would only have called him a fool or a good-
for-nothing, and everything would have been clear.

But he could not call him a fool, because Sviyazhsky was
not only very intelligent but also a very well-educated
man, who carried his education with extreme modesty.
There was no subject with which he was not acquainted,

but he only exhibited his knowledge when forced to do
so. Stni less could Levin call him a good-for-nothing,

because Sviyazhsky was certainly an honest, kind-

hearted, and clever man, always joyfully and actively

engaged on work highly prized by all aroxmd, and certainly

a man who could never consciously do anything bad.

Levin tried but could not understand him, and regarded
him and his life as a living enigma.
The Sviyazhskys were friendly with Levin, and there-

fore he allowed himself to sound Sviyazhsky and try to

get to the very foundation of his philosophy of Me ; but
it was all in vain. Each time that Levin tried to pene-
trate deeper than the reception rooms of the other’s

mind, which were always open to anybody, he noticed

Sviyazhsky seemed a little confused. A just perceptible

look of fear appeared on his face, as if he were afraid

that he would be understood by Levin, whom he met
with good-natured, jocose resistance.

Now, after his disillusion with the work on his estate,

Levin was especially pleased to stay a while with
Sviyazhsky. Not to mention the fact that the sight

of the happy doves in their well-ordered nest, so content
with themselves and everybody else, had a cheering

effect on him, he now wanted, dissatisfied with life as

he was, to get at the secret which gave Sviyazhsky such
clearness, definiteness, and cheerfulness.

Levin also knew that he would meet neighbouring
landowners at the Sviyazhskys’ ; and it would be veiy
interesting to talk and hear about farming, the harvest,

the hire of labour, and all those questions which, though
considered very low, seemed to him most important.

‘ These matters might not have been so important in

the time of serfdom and may be unimportant in England,
In these cases the conditions were or are settled ; but
with us everything has only just been changed, and is

only beginning to settle down. The question of how
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fellings '^•settl© down is the only important question in
the. whole of Rnssia/thought Levin.'
^^The shootin| did not prove as good as he had expected.
The marsh had dried up and there were hardly any snipe.

brought back three, but
on the other hand^he brought back, as he always did

shooting, a splendid appetite, good spirits,
and the stimulated mental condition which in his case
always accompanied physical exertion. And when out
shooting, while he did not seem to be thinking at ah,
he agam and again thought about the old peasant and
his family, and felt as if the impression made on him
calied not only for his attention, but for the solution of
some problem related thereto.
In the evening at tea a very interesting conversation

sprang ^P> P-^st as Levin had expected, in the company
of two landlords who had come about some guardianship
busmess, ^

Levm sat beside the hostess at the tea-table, and was
obliged to converse with her and her sister, who wa--<
sitting opposite him. The hostess was a sliort, fair"
round-faced woman, beaming with smiles and dimples'
Levm tried to find out through her the answer to the
riddle, so important to him, presented by her husband *

but he had not full freedom of thought because he felt
painfuUy uncomfortable. This painful discomfoil; was
due to the fact that her sister sat opposite to him in a
dress that seemed to him to have been put on especially
for his benefit, with a particularlv low, sq[uare“Cut decol-
letage showing her W'hite bosom. ''Though her bosom was
so white, or perhaps because it was so white, this square-
cut deprived Levin of his freedom of thought. He
imagined, probably quite mistakenly, that the bodice
was cut like that on his account; he felt that he had
no rignt to look at it and tried not to do so, but felt
guilty because it was cut so. Levin felt as if he were?
deceiving some one, as if he ought to ofier some explana-
tion which was impossible, and therefore he kept Huslim^-r
and was restless and uncomfortable. ' His- discomfort
communicated itself to the pretty sister, but the hostess
did not seem to notice anything and purposely drew her
sister into the conversation.

' '' "
•

,

‘You say,’ the hostess continued, ‘that my husband
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caimot feel an interest in anything Russian ? On the
contrary, though he is happy abroad, he is never so happy
there as here. He feels in his own sphere. He is so
busy, and he has a gift for taking an interest in everything.
Oh! you have not been to see our school

!’

‘ I saw it. , . . It is a little ivy-covered house ?
®

‘ Yes, that is Nastya’s business,’ she said, pointing to
her sister.

* You yourself teach ? ’ asked Levin, trying to look
beyond the bodice, but conscious that if he looked in

her direction he must see it.

• ‘ Yes, I have been and am still teaching, but we have a
splendid mistress. And we have started gymnastics.’
‘No thanks! No more tea,’ said Levin, and unable

to continue the conversation, though he knew he was
behaving rudely, he got up blushing. ‘ I hear a veiy
interesting conversation there,’ he added, and went to the
other end of the table where his host and the two land-

lords were sitting. Sviyazhsky sat sideways, leaning his

elbow on the table and turning his cup round with on©
hand, while with the other he gathered his beard together,

lifted it to his nose as if smelling it, and let it go again.

He looked with his glittering black ©yes straight at an
excited landowner, with a grey moustache, whose words
evidently amused him. The landowner was complaining
about the peasants. Levin saw clearly that Sviyazhsky
could have answered the landowner’s complaint so that
the meaning of the latter’s words would have been
destroyed at once, but owing to bis position he could not
give that answer, and listened not without pleasure to

the landowner’s funny speech.

This landowner with the grey moustache was evidently

an inveterate believer in serfdom, and a passionate farmer
who had lived long in the country.

Levin saw signs of this in the way the man was dressed

—he wore an old-fashioned shiny coat which he was
evidently not used to—^and in his intelligent, dismal eyes,

his well-turned Russian, his authoritative tone, evidently

acquired by long practice, and in the firm movement of

his fine large sunburnt hands, the right one having an
old engagement-ring on the fourth finger.
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‘ If it were not a pity to give up what has been set going

. . . after spending so much toil ... I would throw it

aE up? seE out and, like Nicholas Ivanich, go away . . .

to hear La belle Helene,^ said the landowner, a pleasant

snnle lighting up his wise old face. , ,

‘ But we see you don’t give it up,’ said Nicholas Ivanich
Sviyazhsky, ‘ so it seems it has its advantages.’

‘ Just one advantage : I live in my own house, which is

neither bought nor hired. And there is always the hope
that the people wiE come to their senses. You would
hardly believe what drunkenness and debauchery there

is ! The families have aE separated ; they have not a
horse nor a cow left. They are starving, yet if you hire

one of them as a labourer, he’E spoE and break things,

and win even lodge complaints with the magistrate.’
‘ On the other hand you, too, complain to the

magistrate.’
‘ I complain ? Never i Nothing could induce me to 1

It would cause such gossip that one would be sorry one

tried it. At the works now they took money in advance,

and went off. And what did the magistrate do ? Why,
acquitted them ] Things are only kept going by the

viUage tribunal and the viEage elder. He thrashes

them in the old style. If it were not for that, one
had better give up everything and flee to the ends of

the earth.’ The landowner evidently meant to tease

Sviyazhsky, but the latter did not take offence ; on
the contrary, he evidently enjoyed it,

‘WeU, you see, we carry on our work without such
measures, I and Ijevin and he,’ Sviyazhsky said smiling,

and pointing to the other landowner.

‘Y^es, Michael Petrovich gets on, but ask him how?
Is his what you would caE “rational” farming?’ said

the landowner, ostentatiously usiag the word * rational.’

‘My farming is very simple, thank heaven!’ said

Michael Petrovich. ‘My larmmg is to have money
ready for the autumn taxes. The peasants come along,

and say, “ Be a father to us 1 Help us !
” Well, of

course they are aE our own people, our neighbours : one
pities them, and lends them what they want, enough to
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pay the one-third then due, bnt one says, ** Bemember,
lads ! I help yon, and you must help me when necessary
—at the oat-sowing or hay-making or harvest time.” And
one agrees for so much work from each family. But it

is true there are some dishonest ones among them.*
Levin, who had long been acquainted with these patri-

arehai methods, exchanged a glance with Sviyazhsky,
and, interrupting Michael Petrovich, addressed the land-

owner with the grey moustache.
‘How then, in your opinion, should one carry on at

present ?
’

‘Why, carry on the way Michael Petrovich does:
either pay the peasants in kind, or rent it to them ! That
is quite possible, but the wealth of the community as a
whole is ruined by such methods. Where my land used
to yield ninefold under serfdom with good management,
it only now yields threefold when the labourers are paid
in kind. Russia has been ruined by the emancipation of

the peasants.*

Sviyazhsky looked at Levin with smiling eyes, and even
made a just perceptible sarcastic sign to him ridiculing

the old man, but Levin did not consider the landowner’s
words ridiculous, he understood him better than he did
Sviyazhsky. Much of what the landowner said subse-

quently, to prove that Russia was ruined by the Emanci-
pation, even appeared to him to be very true, new, and
undeniable. The landowner was evidently expressing his

own thoughts—^which people rarely do—thoughts to

which he had been led not by a desire to find some occupa-
tion for an idle mind, but by the conditions of his life

;

thoughts which he had hatched in his rural solitude and
considered from every side.

‘ The fact of the matter is, you see, that progress can
only be achieved by authority,’ he said, evidently wishing
to show that education was not foreign to him. * Take,
for instance, the reforms of Peter the Great, Catherine,
and Alexander. Take European history. In the realm
of agriculture it is still more so. To name only potatoes,

they even had to be introduced by force into this country.
Our primitive ploughs you know have not been always
used. ' They must have been introduced at the time of

the Rurik Princes, and doubtless by force. Noi§^ in our
case we landlords under serfdom applied improved
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methods of agricixlture s we introduced the winnowing
machines and all sorts of tools, organized the carting of

manure-all by, our authority, and the peasants at first

resisted and afterwards copied us.' How that serfdom,

has been abolished and the power taken out of our hands,

our agricuiture where it has been brought to a high level

must descend to a savage and primitive condition. That
is how I look at the matter.’

‘ But why ? If your farming is rational you can carry

it on with hired labour,’ said Sviyazhsky.
‘ I have no power. By means of whose labour am I to

carry it on 7;’

'

‘ Here we have it! The labour-power is the chief

e,Iement of agriculture,’ thought Levin.
‘ Hired labourers,’ replied Sviyazhsky.
‘ Hired labourers don’t want to work well with good

tools. Our labourers understand one thing only : to get

drunk like swine, and when drunk to spoil eveiything you
put into their hands. They’ll water the horses at the

wrong time, tear good harness, change a wheel with an

iron tire for one without, or drop a bolt into the threshing

machine in order to break it. They hate to see anything

that is beyond them. That is why the level of agriculture

has gone down. The land is neglected, overgrown with
wormwood or given to the peasants, and where a million

bushels used to be produced they now only produce a
hundred thousand. The wealth of the nation has de-

creased. If the same step had been taken with due
consideration. . .

And he began to develop his plan of emancipation,

which might have prevented this dislocation.

But it did not interest Levin, and, as soon as the land-

lord had finished,' Levin returned to the first proposition,

and, trying to get Sviyazhsky to express his views seri-

ously,'. said to him

:

‘ The fact that our agriculture is sinking, that it is

impossible, our relation to the peasants being what it

is, to carry on our rational farming profitably, is quite

tme.’
‘ I don’t thirtk so,’ said Sviyazhsky, now quite serious.

‘ All I see is that we do not know how to farm, and that

our farming in the days of serfdom was not at too high
but on the contrary at too low a level. We have no
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machiines, no good horses, bo proper management, and
we do not know how to keep accounts. Ask any farmer

;

he cannot teH you what is profitable for you and what
is not.’

‘ Italian bookkeeping !
’ said the landowner scornfully.

‘ Keep your accounts as you will—^if they spoil everything
you have got, you won’t have a profit !

’

‘ Why spoil everything ? They will break your inferior

Russian threshers, but they cannot break my steam
threshing-machine. The poor Russian hack, what d’you
call it ? . , . of the breed that you have to drag along

by the tail, can be spoiled ; but if you keep Flemish drays
or good Russo-Banish horses, they won’t spoil them.
And it’s by such means that we must raise agriculture

to a higher level.’
‘ Yes, if one can afford it, Nicholas Ivanich 1 It is all

very well for you, but I have a son at the university to

keep, and to pay for the little ones’ education at the

secondary school, so that I cannot buy Flemish drays.’
* We have got banks for such cases,’

‘ Yes, and finish by being sold up by auction I . . .

No, thank you !

’

‘ I do not believe that it is either advisable or possible

to raise the level of agriculture,’ said Levin. ‘I go in

for it, and have means, but I never could do anything.

I do not know to whom banks are useful. I at any
rate never spent money on improvements without loss.

Expensive cattle bring me a loss, and machinery too.’
‘ Yes, that is quite true,’ said the landowner with the

grey moustache, and he even laughed with satisfaction.

‘And I am not the only one,’ continued Levin. ‘I

can refer you to many farmers who carry on rational
farming, and with rare exceptions they all make a loss

on it. You just teU us, is your farming profitable ?
’

said Levin, and at once noticed a momentary expression
of fright which he had observed before on Sviyazhsky’s
face when he tried to penetrate beyond the reception
rooms of his mind. Besides, this question was not quite

honest. His hostess had told him at tea that they had
engaged that summer a German from Moscow, an expci-t

bookkeeper, and paid him five hundred roubles to audit
their accounts ; and he found that they lost three thou-
sand roubles odd a year on their farming.. She did not
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remember the exact figure, though the German had
calculated it down to a quarter of £b kop6ok,

' The landoTOer'smiled when the profits of Sviyazhsky’s
farming were mentioned, evidently aware of the sort of
profits that his neighbour the Marshal of the Nobility
was able to , make.

* It may be unprofitable,’ answered Sviyazhsky, * but
that only shows that I am either a bad farmer or that I
spend capita! to raise the rent.*

“ Oh^dear I The rent !
’ exclaimed Levin, quite horri-

fied. ‘There may be such a thing as rent in Europe,
where the land has been improved by the labour put into
it, but with us the land gets poorer by the labour put into
it, that is, by being worked out. Therefore there can bo
no such thing as rent.’

‘ No rent ? Eent is a natural law.’
‘ Then we are outside that law : rent does not explain

anything in our case, but on the contrary only causes
confusion. But you had better teU us how the theory
of rent can be , .

‘ Would you like some curds and whey ? Mary, send
us some curds and whey or some raspberries here,’ said
Sviyazhsky to his wife. ‘ This year the raspberries are
lasting an exttaordinarily long time,’ and Sviyazhsky
got up cheerfully and moved away, evidently regarding
the conversation as finished at the very point where to
Levin it seemed to be just beginning.
Having lost his interlocutor Levin continued the con-

versation with the landowner, trying to prove to him
that all our difficulties arise from the fact that we do not
wish to understand the characteristics and habits of onr
labourers ; but the landowner, like everybody who thinks
individually and in solitude, was obtuse to other thoughts
and tenacious of his own.
He insisted that the Russian peasant was a pig and

loved piggishness, and that, to lead him out of the pigsty,
authority was needed, but there was no such authority.
A stick was necessary, butwe had exchanged the thousand-
year-old stick for some kind of la-^ers and prisons, in
which the good-for-nothing stinking peasants were fed
with, good soup and provided with a given number of
cubic feet of air,

‘ Why do you think,’ asked Levin, trying to bring him
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back to the question^ ‘that we could not establish soma
relation with labour which would make it remnneratiTo ?

’

It will never be done, with Enssians I We have noantnonty ! answered the landowner.
What new conditions could be discovered ? ® said

oviyaziisky who, having eaten his curds and whey and lita ci^rette, now returned to the disputants, * Every
possible relation to the power of labour has been definedand investigated,’ he said. ‘The remnant of barbarism
tile primitive commune with its mutual guarantees, fails
to pieces of Itself, serfdom has been abolished, and there isnothmg left but free labour; its forms are defined and
ready and we must accept them. The labourer, themred ^an, the farmer, you cannot get away from them,’

system ’
Europe is not satisfied with that

nS’piliSbfMlw'’
“ “

^ inyenting newm^hods of bmldmg a railway. They are invented and

LevS^*
don’t suit us ? If they are stupid ? ’ said

Sv^zhly™ ^ “ the eyes of

nrW ^ child’s play for us : we have discoveredwhat Europe is lookmg for ! I know all that, but excuse
accomplished in EuropeWith regard to the labour question ?

’

‘Not much.’

iTi

a* P^fnt occupying the best brains
**^® ^kulze-Delitzsch movement

ihen there a a whole gigantic literature on the labour
question, TOth the most Liberal Lassalle tendency.
. . . Ihe Mulhausen system—that is already a fact. Iexpect you know about it.’

<
about it, but very vague.’

n, wii
®ay so, I am sure you know about it justM weU as I do

! _

I am, of course, not a professor ofSociology, but it mterests me, and really if it interestsyon, you had better study the matter.’
“wrests
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‘ .But what have they arrived at ?
*

‘ Excuse me. ^
.

.
The landoymers' had risen, and Sviyazhsky, having

again checked Levin in. his disagreeable habit of pi^’^ing

beyond: the reception rooms of Ms mind, went to see his

vlsitors^ off.

CHAPTER XXVIII

Levin felt intolerably bored by the ladies that evening,

t He was more than ever excited by the thought that

[
the dissatisfaction with work on the land which he

I

now experienced was not an exceptional state of mind,
but the result of the condition of agriculture in Russia
generally, and that some arrangement that would make
the labourers work as they did for the peasant at the
halfway-house was not an idle dream but a problem
it was necessary to solve. And he felt that it could be
solved, and that he must try to do it.

Having said good-night to the ladies and promised to

stay a whole day longer in order to ride with them and
see an interesting landslide m the State forest, Levin
before going to bed went to his host’s study to borrow
the books on the labour question which Sviyazhsky had
offered him. Sviyazhsky’s study was an enormous
room lined with book cupboards. There were two tables

in it, one a massive writing-table, the other a round one

;
on which lay a number of newspapers and journals in

different languages, arranged like the rays of a star round
^ the lamp in the centre. Beside the writing-table was a

stand with goid-labelled drawers containing various
business 'papers.

Sviyazhsky got down the books and settled himself

in a rocking-chair. ",

"

‘What is it you are looking at ? ’ he asked Levin, who,
having stopped at the round table, was looking at one of

the joui-’nais.

‘ Oh, there is a very interesting article there,’ he added,

j

referring to the journal Levin held in his hand. ‘ It turns

out that the chief agent in the Partition of Poland was
not Frederick at ail,’ he added with gleeful animation,

' ‘It turns out . .
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And with characteristic clearness he briefly recounted
these new and very important and interesting discoveries.

Though at present Levin was more interested in agricul-

ture than in anything else, he asked himself while listening

to his host, * What is there inside him ? And why, why
does the Partition of Poland interest him ? ’ And when
Sviyazhsky had finished he could not help asking him,
* Well, and what of it ? ’ But Sviyazhsky had no answer
to give. It was interesting that ‘it turns out,’ and he
did not consider it necessary to explain why it interested

him.
‘ Yes, arid I was greatly interested by that cross old

landowner,’ said Levin with a sigh. ‘ He is intelligent

and said much that is true.’
‘ Oh, pooh I He is secretly a rooted partisan of serfdom,

like all of them !
’ said Sviyazhsky.

‘ Whose Marshal you are , .

‘Yes, but I marshal them in the opposite direction,’

said Sviyazhsky, laughing.

‘What interests me very much is this,’ said Levin:
‘ he is right when he says that our rational farming is not
a success and that only money-lending methods, like that
quiet fellow’s, or very elementary methods, pay, . . ,

Whose fault is it ?
’

‘ Our own, of course ! but it is not true that it does not
pay. Yasilchikov makes it pay.’

‘ A factory. . .
.’

* I still cannot understand wkat you are surprised at.

The people are on so low a level both of material and
moral development that they are certain to oppose what
is good for them. In Europe rational farming answers
because the people are educated ; therefore we must
educate our people—that’s all.’

‘ But how is one to educate them ?
’

‘ To educate the people three things are necessary

;

schools, schools, schools !

’

‘But you yourself just said that the people are on a
low level of material development : how will schools

help that ?
’

* Do you know, you remind me of the story of the advice
given to a sick man : “ You should try an aperient.”

—

“ I have, and it made me worse.” “ Try leeches.”
—

“ I

have, and they made me worse.” “ Weil, then, you had
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better pray to God.”—“1 liaTe, and that made me-
^ worse !

” It is just the same with ns. I mention
i poKtical economy

;
you say it makes things worse. I

mention Socialism
;
you say, stiU worse.” Education ?

i “ Worse and worse.”
*

[

‘ But how will' schools help ?
^

j

‘ By giving people other wants.’

;

‘Now that I never could understand,’ replied Levin,

hotly. ‘ How will schools help the peasants
,
to improve

their material conditions ? You say that schools and
education will give them new wants. So much the

T worse, for they won’t be able to satisfy them. And in

what way knowing how to add and subtract and to say
the catechism will help them to improve their material

;

condition, I never could understand ! The other evening

I

I met a woman with an infant in her arms and asked her
where she was going. She replied that she had been to see

the “ wise woman ” because her boy had convulsions, and
she took him to be cured. I asked her what cure the
wise woman had for convulsions. ‘‘She puts the baby
on the perch among the fowls and says something.” ’

‘ Well, there is your answer I Education will stop

them from carrying their children to the roosts to cure

them of convulsions,’ said Sviyazhsky with a merry
smile.

‘ Oh, not at all 1
’ said Levin, crossly. ‘ That treatment

seems to me just a parallel to treating the peasants by
means of schools. The people are poor and ignorant,

this we know as surely as the woman knows that the
child has convulsions because it screams. But why schools

should cure the ills of poverty and ignorance is just as
incomprehensible as why hens on their perches should
cure convulsions. What needs to be cured is their

I

poverty.*

; ‘Well, in this at least you agree with Spencer, whom you
dislike so much ; he too says that education may result

from increased well-being and comfort—from frequent
abiutions, as he expresses it—but not from the ability

to read 'and' 'reckon

‘Well, I am very glad, or rather very sorry, that I

coincide with Spencer; but it is a thing I have long

I known. Schools are no remedy, but the remedy would
’ be an economic organization under which the people would
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ibe' better' oS and have more leisure. ' Then scliools: would
come.*/

‘ Yet all 0¥er Europe education is now compulsory.*
‘And, bow do you agree with Spencer; yourseH ba: this

matter? ’

A frightened look flashed up in Sviyazhsky’s eyes and
he said with a smile

;

* Yes, that cure for convulsions is splendid ! Bid you
really hear it yourself ?

’

Levin saw that he would not succeed in finding a
connection between this man’s life and his thoughts.
It was evidently all the same to him what conclusions

his reasoning led to : he only needed the process itself,

and he did not hke it when the process of reasoning led

him up a blind alley. That he disliked and evaded by
turning the conversation to something pleasantly jocular.

All the impressions of that day, beginning with the
impression of the peasant at the halfway-house which
seemed to serve as a foundation for all the other impres-
sions and ideas, agitated Levin greatly. There was this

amiable Sviyazhsky, who kept his opinions only for social

use, and evidently had some other bases of life which
Levin could not discern, while with that crowd, whose
name is legion, he directed public opinion by means of

thoughts foreign to himself; and that embittered land-

owner with perfectly sound views he had wrung painfuUy
from life, but wrong in his bitterness toward a whole
class, and that the best class in Russia ; and Levin’s

own discontent with his own activity, and his vague hope
of finding a remedy for all these things—^all this merged
into a feeling of restlessness and expectation of a speedy
solution.

Left alone in the room assigned to him, and lying on a
spring mattress which bounced unexpectedly whenever
he moved a leg or an arm, it was long before Levin could
sleep. Not one of the talks he had had with Sviyazhsky,
though much that was clever had been said by the latter,

interested him; but the landowner’s arguments required
consideration. Levin involuntarily remembered all- that
the man had said, and corrected in imagination the
answers he himself had given.

‘I ought to have said to him: “You say that our
farming is not a success because the peasants hate all
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improveinents and that these should be introduced by
*'

force ;
and if farming did not pay at aU without these

j

improvements, you would be right. But it succeeds
where and only where (as in the case of the man at the

: halfway-house) the labourers act in conformity with
' their habits. Your and our common dissatisfaction with

farming shows that we, and not the peasants, are at
fault. We have long pushed on in our own way—the
jEuropean way—-without considering the nature of the
labour force available. Let us consider the labourer not

\ as an abstract labour force but as a Prussian peasant with
T his own histincts, and let us arrange our farming accord-
* ingly. Imagine!” I ought to have said to him, “that

your farming is conducted like that old man’s : that you
!

have found means to interest the labourers in the results

of their work, and have found improvements which they
must recognize as such—then, without impoverishing the
soil, you will get double and treble the crops you get now.
Divide equally and give half the produce to labour, and
the share left for you will b© larger, and the labour force

will receive more. And to do this we must lower the
level of cultivation and give the peasants an interest in

its success. How this can be done is a question of details,

but it is certainly possible.”
’

This thought strongly excited Levin. He lay awake
half the night considering the details necessary for carry-

mg his thought into efiect. He had not meant to leave
next day, but now decided to go away early in the morning.
Moreover there was the sister-in-law with the square-cut

i
bodice, who occasioned in him a feeling akin to shame

f and repentance caused by the commission of a bad action.

Above all he had to get away immediately to propose his

I

new plan to the peasants before the winter com was sown,
I so that that work might be done on the new conditions,

j

He decided completely to reverse his former methods of

farming.

:

'

; ,CHAPTER^^^^ ,

This cariying out of Levin’s plans presented many diffi-*

culties, but he struggled with all his might and attained
if not all he desired, at any rate a possibility of believing
210 O
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mtiiout self-deception that the thing was worth domt?One of the chief difficulties was that the farming wSactually gomg on and it was impossible to stop it all and

T ^ return, he informed thesteward of hia mtentions, the steward with evident

+1?Tn allowed

mprofiteble. He remarked that he had always said so

tw P;f®“
listened to. But to Levin’a proposal

hoMpr
P®afnt8. should participate as a shareholder would m the farming, the steward only put on atook of great depression and expressed no definite opinionbut at once began to speak of the necessity of oartm.» thelast sheaves of ^e next day and of starting the secondploughmg

; so that Levin felt that it was not the timefor his plans to be considered.
When speatog of the matter to the peasants andermg them land on the new conditions. Levin againmet with the same ifficulty

; they too were so fullyoccupied with the labour of the day that they had no

tto vefiture^^^^^^
advantages and disadvantages of

cowman Ivan, quite understoodLe-ms offer of lettmg him and his famfiy have a share

!! sympathizedwith this undertakmg : but when Levin impres£d uponidm tbc benefit that would accrue to him in the future, alook of anxiety and regret that he could not stop to listen to
it appeared on Ivan’s face, and he hurriedly rememberedsome task that couffi not be put off, seized a hayfork

enclosure, fetched water, orcleared away the manure. "

Another stumblmg-block the peasant’s invincible
P^^ssibiiity^of a landlord having any otheraim tlmn that of robbmg them as much as possible.*^ Thev

convinced that his real aim (whatever hemight say) would always be bidden m what he did notteU them. And they themselves, when they talked, said
they reaUy wanted. Besidesan this (Levm felt that the splenetic landowner was right)

.the peasants put as the first and unalterable condition in
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any agreement, that they should not be obliged\to use

any new methods or new kinds of tools for their work.

They agreed that an English plough ploughed better,

j
ihat a scarifier worked quicker, but they found a thousand

I reasons why they could not use either the one or the other

;

; and, .though he was convinced that it would be necessary

to iower his standards of farming, he disliked having to

give up improvements the benefit of which was so clear,

j

Yet in spite of all these difficulties he got his way, and
' by autumn the scheme began to work, or at any rate it

‘ seemed so to him.

T At first Levin thought of letting the whole of his farm

j

as it stood to the peasants, to the labourers, and to his

steward, on the new co-partnership lines, but he very
soon saw that this was impossible and decided to divide

up the different parts. The cattle-yard, the fruit and
vegetable gardens, the meadow’s and the corn-fields,

divided into several parts, should come under different

sections. The naive Ivan, who, it seemed to Levin, best

understood the plan, formed an artd^ consisting chiefly

of his own family, and became partner in the dairy section.

The far field that had lain fallow for eight years was,

with the aid of the intelligent carpenter Theodore Eezunov,
taken up by sis peasants’ families on the new co-operative

lines, and the peasant Shuraev rented the vegetable

gardens on similar terms. The rest remained as before ;

but these thi‘ee sections were the beginning of a new order,

and fully occupied Levin.

It is true that the dairy farm did not as yet go on any
better than before, and Ivan strongly opposed heating

the cowsheds and making butter from fresh cream, main-
taining that cows required less food when kept in the cold

and that butter made from sour cream went further ; and
that he expected his wages to be paid as before, not
being at aH interested to know that they were not wages
but an advance on account of profits.

It was true that Theodore Rezunov’s group did not
plough the corn land twice with the English plough as

they had agreed to do, pleading lack of time. It was
true that the peasants of that group, though they had
agreed to farm the land on the new conditions, did not

t An artelwas a workman’s profit-sbaiing associationwitk mutnal respon-

I

eifaility, then common in Eussia.
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speak of it as co-operatively held land, but as land heldforparent in kmd ; and that the members of that a:roiiBand Eezunov himself said to Levin :

‘ If yon wouldonly accept money for the land it would be less trouble
for you, and we should feel freer*’ Moreover, thesepasants, on all sorts of pretexts, kept putting off thebuildmg of the cattle-sheds and granary they had aOTeed
to put up on this land, and dragged the matter on tillwinter. ^

It was true that Shuraev had taken steps to sublet
the kitchen gardp in smaU lots to the other peasants-
he evidently quite misunderstood, and apparently in^
tentionally misunderstood, the conditions on which theland was let to him.

It was true that often when talking to the peasants
advantages of the plan, Levin

felt that they wem only listening to the sound of hiavome and determined, whatever he might saynot to let theinselps be taken in. He felt this especiaHvwhen talkmg to the most inteUigent of them, Eezunov,ami noticmg the play in his eyes, which clearly indicated
his derision of Levin and a firm resolve that if anyonewas taken m it should not be Eezunov.

this. Levin thought matters were getting
on, and that by keeping strict accounts and insisting onhaving his way he would eventuaUy be able to prove to
^ advantage of these new arrangements
and that thmgs would then go on of themselves.

These affairs added to the rest of the farming whichremamedon Ins hands, and the indoor work on his hook
so mied Levm s whole summer that he hardly ever made
tune to go out shooting. At the end of August he heard

side-saddle that
the Ublonskj^s had gone back to Moscow. He felt that
by not having answered DoEy Oblonskaya’s letter (arudemss he could not remember without blushing) hemd biraed his boats and could never visit there again,

ri T? •
Sviyazhskys just as badly, having

left their house without saying good-bye. But neither
would he ever visit them again. That made no differ-
ence to him now. The rearrangement of his farming
mtere^ed him more than anything had ever done in hia
hie. He read through the books lent him by Sviyazhsky,
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and, having ordered various others that he required, he
read books on political economy and socialistic books on

; the same subject, but, as he had expected, ' he found,

nothing in them related to his undertaking. In the works
on political economy—^in Mill for instance, which he
studied first and with great ardour, hoping every moment
to find a solution of the questions that occupied him—he
found various laws deduced as governing the state of

agriculture in Europe, but he could not see why these

laws, inapplicable to Russia, should be considered uni-

versal ! It was the same with the socialistic books :

T they were either beautiful but inapplicable fancies which
had carried him away when he was still at the university,

or they were improvements and patchings-up of the
order existing in Europe, with which agricultural affairs

in Russia have nothing in common. P^olitical economy
maintained that the laws by which the wealth of Europe
had developed and is developing are universal and un-
questionable laws. The socialistic teaching declared that
development on those lines leads to ruin. But neither

the one set of books nor the other so much as hinted at

explaining what Levin, and all the Russian peasants and
landowners with their millions of hands and acres, should

do to make them as productive as possible for the general

welfare.

Having taken up this question he conscientiously read
everything relating to it ; and he purposed going abroad
ill the autumn to study the question further there, so

that what had often happened to him with other questions

should not he repeated.
^

Often, just as he was beginning

to understand the idea in his interlocutor’s mind and to

explain his own, he would suddenly be asked : And what
about Hauffmann and Jones, and Dubois and Michelli ?

Have you not read them ? You should do so : they have
elucidated the question 1

He now clearly saw that Kauffmann and Michelli had
nothing to tell him. He knew what he wanted. He
saw that Russia had splendid soil and splendid labourers,

and that in some cases (such as that of the peasant at the

halfway house) the labourers and land produced much

:

but that in the majority of cases, when capital was
expended in the European way, they produced little,

I

and that this happened simply because the labourers
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hXQ only willing to work and work well, in the way natural
to them, and that their opposition was not accidental'

but permanent, being rooted in the spirit of the people.
He thought that the Kussian people whose mission it is

to occupy and cultivate enormous unoccupied tracts of
land, deliberately, as long as any land remains unoccupied,
kept to the methods necessary for that purpose and that
those methods are not at all as bad as is generally thought.
This he wanted to prove theoretically in his book and
practically by his farming.

CHAPTER XXX

By the end of September the timber for the cattle-yard to

be fenced in on the land let to the peasant-group was
carted, the butter was all sold and the profits divided.

Everything on the estate was going well practically, at
least Levin thought so. To elucidate matters theoretic-

ally and to finish his book, which, according to his dreams,
would not only revolutionize political economy but com-
pletely abolish that science and lay the foundation of a
new science (that of the relation of the people to the
land) it was only necessary to go abroad and there study
what had been done on the subject and find convincing
proofs that what had been done there was not wbat was
needed. Levin was only waiting for the wheat to be
delivered and to get paid for it, before leaving for abroad.

Butrain setin,making it impossible to get in what remained
of the com and potatoes, stopped all the work, and even
prevented the delivery of the wheat. The mud made the

roads impassable : two mills had been carried away by
floods, and the weather was getting worse and worse.

On the thirtieth of September the sun showed itself in

the morning, and, in hopes of fine weather, Levin began
seriously preparing for his departure. He gave orders

that the grain was to be got ready for carting and sent the
steward to the merchant to collect the money for the
wheat, while he himself went round to give final instruc-

tions Ijefore leaving.

Having got through all his business, soaked by the
streams of water that had run in at the neck of his leather

coat and at the top of his high boots, but in the most
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feiioyant' and animated spirits, he returned home in ' the

evening. The weather grew stiH worse toward evening,

and the frozen sleet beat the whole 'body of his drenched
horse so painfiilly that it shook its . head and ears and
went sideways. But Levin under his hood felt comfort-

able ;
he looked cheerfully round, now at the turbid

streams that ran down the ruts, now at the drops that

hung from every bare twig, now at the white spots of

unthawed sleet that lay on the planks of the bridge or

on the heaps of still juicy willow leaves l3ring in a thick

layer round a denuded tree. Notwithstanding the gloomy
aspect of nature around him he felt peculiarly elated,

blis conversation with the peasants of the outlying village

showed that they were beginning to get used to the new
conditions. An old inn-keeper, into whose house he had
gone to dry himself, evidently approved of Levin’s plan

and had ofered to join a group to buy cattle.

‘ I need only push on steadily toward my aim and I

shall achieve it,’ he thought, ‘ and it is worth working
and striving for. It is not a personal affair of my own
but one of public welfare. The whole system of farming,

and above all the position of the people, must be com-
pletely altered : instead of poverty—wealth and satis-

faction for all ; instead of hostility—concord and a bond
of common interest. In a word—a revolution bloodless

but immense ; first in our own small district, then
throughout the province, throughout Russia, and the

whole world—for a good thought must be fruitful. Yes,

it is an aim worth worMng for ! The fact that the author
of it is myself, Constantine Levin, who once went to a
ball in a black tie, whom Kitty Shcherbatskaya refused,

and who seems so pitiful and insignificant to himself,

proves nothing. I feel sure that Franklin felt just as

insignificant and distrusted himself just as I do when he
remembered his past. All that does not matter. He
too probably had an Agatha Mikhaylovna to whom he
confided his secrets.’

With such thoughts Levin reached home when it was
already dark.

The steward, having been to the merchant, had returned
bringing an instalment of the money for the wheat. An
arrangement had been made with the innkeeper, and the

steward, while away, had learnt that the corn had nowhere
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been got in, so that Levin’s hundred and sixty stacks still in

the fields were a trifle compared to what others were losing.

Having dined. Levin as usual sat down in Ms easy-chair

with a book, and while reading continued to think about
his impending journey in connection with the book he
was writing. To-day the importance of his work presented

itself to him with especial clearness, and whole paragraphs
of their own accord shaped themselves in his mind, ex-

pressing the gist of his thoughts. ‘ I must write that

down,’ thought he, ‘That must form a short preface,

such as I formerly considered unnecessary.’ He rose to

go to his writing-table, and Laska, who was lying at his

feet, stretched herself, also got up, and looked round at

him as if asking where she was to ^o to. But he had no
time to write his thoughts down, for the peasants’ fore-

men had come, and Levin went into the hall to speak to

them.
After arranging about the next day’s work by seeing

the peasants who had come on business, Levin went
to his study and sat down to his work. Laska lay

down under the table, and Agatha Mikhaylovna with her
knitting sat down in her usual place.

Having written for some time, Levin suddenly with
particular vividness remembered Kitty, her refusal, and
their last meeting. He rose and began to pace up and
down the room.

‘ What is the use of fretting ? ’ said Agatha Mikhaylovna.
‘ Why do you always sit at home ? You should go to a
watering-place now that you have got ready.’

* So I shall : I am going the day after to-morrow,
Agatha Mikhaylovna, oifiy I must finish my business.’

‘Eh, what is your business ? Have you not done
enough for the peasants as it is ! Why, they are saying,
“ Your master will get a reward from the Tsar for it !

”

And it is strange ; why should you bother about the
peasants ?

’

‘ I am not bothering about them : I am doing it for

myself.’

Agatha Mikhaylovna knew all the details of Levin’s
farming plans. He often laid bare his thoughts before her
in all their details, and frequently argued with her and
disagreed with her explanations. But this time she
quite misunderstood what he said.
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* Of course: one must think of one’s soul before every-

thing else,’ she remarked with a
:
sigh. ‘ There was Parfeii

Deiiisich, who was no scholar at all, but may God grant
everyone to die as, he did !

’ she said, referring to a servant

who had died recently : ‘he received Holy Communion
and Extreme Unction.’

‘ I am not speaking about that,’ he said. ‘ I mean
that I am doing it for my own profit. My gains are

bigger when the peasants work better.’
‘ But, whatever you do, an idler will always bungle. If

he has a conscience he wili work, if not, you can do nothing
with him.’

‘ But you yourself say that Ivan looks after the cattle

better now.’
‘ I only say,’ answered Agatha Mikhaylovna, evidently

not speaking at random but with strict sequence of

thought, * you must marry, that is all 1

’

Her mention of the very thing he was just thinking

about grieved and hurt him. He frowned, and without
replying again sat down to his work, repeating to himself

all that he had been thinking about its importance.

Only occasionally, in the stillness, he listened to the

clicking of her needles and, remembering what he did

not wish to remember, made a wry face.

At nine o’clock he heard the sound of a bell and the

heavy lurching of a carriage through the mud.
‘ There now I Visitors have come to you,’ said Agatha

Mikhaylovna, rising and going toward the door. ‘ Now
you won’t feel dull.’ But Levin overtook her. His work
was not getting on now and he was glad of a visitor,

whoever it might be.

CHAPTER XXXI

Halfway to the front door Levin heard a familiar sound
of coughing in the haU, but the noise of his own footsteps

prevented his hearing it clearly and he hoped he was
mistaken. Then he saw the whole of his brother’s long,

bony, familiar figure, and it seemed that there could be
no mistake, but he still hoped he was mistaken and that

this taU man, who was taking ofi his overcoat and cough-

ing, was not his brother Nicholas.
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Levin was fond of his brother, but to be with him was
always a torment. Under the sway of the thoughts that'

liad come to him and of Agatha Mikhaylo.vna’s reminders,
he was in an unsettled and confused state of mind and
the forthcoming meeting with his brother seemed par-

ticularly distressing. Instead of a cheerful, healthy
stranger who, he hoped, would have diverted him from
his mental perplexity, he had to meet his brother, who
knew him through and through and would disturb his

imiermost thoughts and force him to make a clean breast

of everything. And that was what he did not desire.

Angry with himself for this bad feeling Levin ran into

the hall ; and as soon as he had a near view of his brother
this feeling of disappointment vanished and was replaced

by pity. Dreadful as his emaciation and illness had
previously made Nicholas, he was now still thinner and
weaker. He was a mere skeleton covered with skin.

He stood in the hall jerking his long, thin neck, drawing
a scarf from it, and smiling in a strangely piteous manner.
When he saw this meek, submissive smile, Levin felt his

throat contract convulsively.
‘ There I I have come to see you,’ said Nicholas in a

hollow voice, without taking his eyes for an instant

from his brother’s face, ‘ I have long wanted to, but
did not feel well. Now I am much better,’ and he wiped
his beard with the thin pahns of his hands.

* Yes, yes !
’ answered Levin. He was still more

terrified when, kissing his brother’s face, his lips felt

the dryness of the slro and he saw Ins large strangely

brilliant eyes close at hand.
Some weeks before this Constantine Levin had written

to tell his brother that, after the sale of a few things

which till then had remained undivided, Nicholas was
entitled to his share, which came to about 2000 roubles.

Nicholas said that he had now come to fetch that

money, but chiefly to visit his own nest and touch his

native soil, in order like the heroes of old to gather
strength from it for the work that lay before him. In
spite of the fact that he was more round-shouldered
than ever and that, being so tall, his leanness was stai*tling,

his movements were quick and sudden as formerly.

Levin took him to his room.
Nicholas changed his clothes, a thing he never used to
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doj. brushed his thin, straight; hair and went smiling
,

upstairs,
|

,

He was in a most' affectionate and cheerful mood, such
^

as Levin remembered his often being, in as a child : and i

he even mentioned Sergius Ivanich without irritation.

When he met Agatha Mikhaylovna he joked with her j':

and questioned her about the other old servants. The /;

news of Parfen Benisich’s death affected him strangely.
;

A look of fear appeared on his face but he immediately
;

recovered himself.
j

‘ After aH, he was old,’ he remarked and changed the

subject. * Well, I will spend a month or two mth you
and then I will go to Moscow. D’you know, Myagkov
has promised me a post and I am entering the Civil

Service. I will now arrange my life quite differently,’

he continued. ‘ You know, I have got rid of that woman ?
’

‘ Mary Nikolavna ? Why, what for ?
’

‘ Oh, she was a horrid woman I She has caused me a

lot of unpleasantness,’ but he did not say in what the

unpleasantness consisted. He could not explain that he

had turned Mary Nikolavna away because she made bis

tea too weak, and chiefiy because she waited on him as

on an invalid. I

‘ Besides, I want to alter my life completely. Of course, :

like everybody else, I have done stupid things, but pro- -

petty is the least consideration and I don’t regret mine.

Health is the great thing, and my health, thank God, has

improved.’ ||

Levin listened, trying but unable to think of what to iil

say. Nicholas probably felt the same ; he began ques- '

tioning Ms brother about his affairs, and Levin was
glad to talk about himself because he could do so without

any pretence. He told Nicholas of Ms plans and
activities.

Nicholas listened but evidently was not interested.

These two men were so near akin and so intimate with

one another, that between them the least movement or

intonation expressed more than could be said in words.

At present the same thought fiUed both their minds
and dominated all else : Nicholas’s illness and approach-

ing death. But neither of them dared speak of it, and
not having expressed the one thing that occupied their V

thoughts, whatever they said rang false. Never before
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had Levin felt so glad when an evening was over and it

was time to go to bed. Never had he been so unnatoal
and artificial, even with an outsider or when making a
formal call, as he was that day. And his consciousness

of this artificiality and the remorse he felt for it made him
more unnatural. He wished to weep over his dear, dying
brother, but had to listen and keep up a conversation
about how Nicholas was going to live.

The house being damp, and only his bedroom heated,

Levin put his brother to sleep behind a partition in

that room.
Nicholas went to bed but, whether he slept or not,

kept tossing and coughing like a sick man and, when
unable to clear his throat, muttering some complaint.
Sometimes he sighed deeply and said, ‘Oh, my God!*
Sometimes, when the phlegm choked him, he muttered
angrily, ‘ Oh, the devil I

* Levin long lay awake listening

to him. His thoughts were very various, but they afi

led up to death.

Death, the inevitable end of everything, confronted
him for the first time with irresistible force. And that
Death which was present in this dear brother (who,
waking up, moaned and by habit called indiscriminately

on God and on the devil) was not so far away as it had
hitherto seemed to be. It was within himself too—^he

felt it. If not to-day, then to-morrow or thirty years

hence, was it not aU the same ? But what that inevitable

Death was, he not only did not know, not only had never
considered, but could not and dared not consider.

‘ I am working, I want to do something, and I had
forgotten that it all end in Death t

’

He sat on his bed in the dark, doubled his arms round
his knees and thought, scarcely breathing from the mental
strain. But the more mental effort he made the clearer

he saw that it was undoubtedly so : that he had really

forgotten and overlooked one little circumstance in life—^that Death would come and end everything, so that
it was useless to begin anything, and that there was no
help for it. Yes, it was terrible, but true.

* But I am still alive ; what am I to do now ? What
am I to do ? * he said despairingly. He lit a candle, got
up carefully, went to the looking-glass, and began
examining his face and hair. Yes ! There were grey
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? Iiairs on bis temples. He opened liis mouth : his double,

teeth were beginning to decay. He .bared his muscular

arms. Yes, he was very strong. But Nicholas, who was

breathing there with the remains of his lungs, had once

had a healthy body too ; and he suddenly remembered

bow as children they used to go to bed together and

only waited till Theodore Bogdanich had left the room,

to throw pillows at one another and to laugh and laugh

so irrepressibly that even the fear of Theodore Bogdanich

could not stop that overflowing bubbling consciousness

of the joy of living. ‘And now that sunk and hollow

r chest- - - - And I, who do not know what will happen
[' tome, or why . .

'

‘Hha, kha ! Oh, the devil ! What are you fidgeting

for ? Why don’t you sleep ? ’ his brother’s voice called

to him.
‘ Oh, I don’t know, just sleeplessness.’

‘And I have slept well; I don’t perspire now- See,

feel my shhij, it’s not damp !

’

Levin felt it, returned behind the partition, and put

out the candle, but was long unable to sleep- Just

when the question of how to live had become a little

clearer to Mm, a new insoluble problem presented itself

—

Death.
‘ Weil, he is dying, he will die before spring. How can

he be helped ? What can I say to Mm ? What do I

know about it ? I had forgotten there was such a
thing I

CHAPTER XXXII

Levin had long ago noticed that after people have made
one uncomfortable by their pliancy and submissiveness

they soon become xmbearabiy exacting and aggressive.

He felt that this would happen with his brother. And
reaEy Nicholas’s meekness did not last long. The very
next morning he grew irritable and cavilled at everything
his brother said, touching his most sensitive spots.

Levin felt guilty but could do nothing. He felt that

if they both spoke without dissimulation and straight

from &0 heart, they would only look into one another’s

eyes and Constantine would say nothing but, ‘ You will
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die ! You will die I

* and Nicholas would only say in ^

reply
; ^

I ^ow I shall die and I am' afraid, afraid
afraid! That was all they would say if only thev
spoke straight from .the heart.

: But that would makt'Me mpossible; therefore Constantine tried to do what
all his me he had tried and never known how to do
(although he had often observed that many people were
able to do it well), something without which life wasnnpossibk: he tried to say something dijfferent fromwhat he thought

; and he felt all the time that it sounded
false and that Ms brother detected him and grew irritable.

1,
third day of his stay Nicholas challenged Ms

brother to explain his plans to him once more, and notomy found fault with them but purposely confused them

‘You have only taken an idea from others, and dis*
torted and you wish to apply it where it is inapplicable.’

But I ten you that the two things have nothhn^ incommon! Communists deny the justice of property,
capital, or mheritance, while I do not deny that main
stimulus (it was repulsive to Levin to find himseK using
such words, but since he had been engrossed in his work
he had involuntarily begun using more and more foreign

but want only to regulate labour.’
Tha,t is it. You have taken other people’s idea,

mopped an that gave it force, and wish to make on©
believe that it is something new,’ said Nicholas, angrily
jerkmg his neck. •

^ ^
‘ But my idea has nothing in common . .

_That idea, said Nicholas Levin with a sarcastic amilA
and angrily glistening eyes, ‘that idea at any rate, if
one may say so, has a geometric charm of definiteness

I^,Kiay be utopian; but granting the
possibility of making a iahvM rasa of the past—and
abolishmg^ private property and families—then labour
comes by its own. But you have nothing . ,

‘ you muddle it ? I never was a communist.’
But I have been, and now I think it is premature

but reasonable, and that it has a future as Christianitv
had m the first centuries.’

^

‘I only think that the force of labour must be dealt
with m a scientifically experimental manner. It must-
be studied and its characteristics . .
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‘ But that is quit© unnecessary T That force -finds its

own form of activity in accord with its -degree of develop-,

ment. There used to'be slaves everywhere, then villeins ; ;

and we have labour: paid in kind, and leaseholders, and '

hired labour ; so what are you looking for ?
’

At these words Levin suddenly grew warm, for at the

! bottom of his heart he felt that it was true^—^true that

he wished to balance between communism and the

existing forms of Me, and that this was hardly possible.

‘ I am seeking for a way of making labour profitable

for me and lor the labourers,’ he answered hotly., /!
want to establish

‘You do not want to establish anjrfching. You simply

want to be original, as you always have done, and to

show that you are not just exploiting the peasants, but

have ideas !

’

‘You think so? Well, then, leave me alone I
’ said

Levin, and he felt that a muscle was uncontrollably

quivering in his left cheek.

‘You have no convictions and never had any; you
only want to flatter your seK-esteem.’

‘ Well, all right I 3But leave me alone.’

‘ I will, and high time too I You can go to the devil

!

And I am sorry I came I

*

However much Levin tried afterwards to pacify his

brother, Nicholas would not listen to it, but said that it

was much better for them to part. And Levin saw that

life had become simply intolerable for his brother.

Nicholas had quite made up his mind to go. Con-

stantine came to him again and in an unnatural manner
asked Ms forgiveness if he had ofiended him in any
way. .

‘ Ah, this is magnanimity !
’ said Nicholas, and smiled.

‘ If you wish to be in the right, I can let you have that

pleasure. You are in the right : but all the same I shah

go -away.’
,

Only just before he left, Nicholas kissed Constantine,

and suddenly said with a strange and serious look at his

brother, ‘ Do not think too badly of me, Hostya 1
’ and

his voice trembled.

These were the only sincere words that had passed
between them. Levin understood that they were meant
to say, ‘You see that I am in a bad way, and perhaps

I
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we shall not meet again,’ He understood this, and tears

trembled in his eyes. He again kissed his brother, but
he did not know what to answer.

Three days after his brother’s departure Levin left for

abroad. He surprised young Shcherbatsky, Kitty’s

cousin, whom he happened to meet at a railway station,

by his moroseness.
‘ What is the matter with you ? ’ asked Shcherbatsky.
‘ Nothing much, but there is little to be happy about

in this world.’
* Little ? You’d better come to Paris %vith me instead

of going to some Mulhausen or other. You’ll see how
jolly it will be !

’

‘ No, I have done with that ; it is time for me to die.’

‘That is a fine thing!’ said Shcherbatsky, laughing.
‘ I am only preparing to begin to live.’

‘ Yes, I thought so too tfil lately ; but now I know
that I shall soon die.’

Levin was saying what of late he had ready been
thinking. He saw death and the approach of death in

everything ; but the work he had begun interested him
aU the more. After all, he had to live his life somehow,
till death came. Everything for him was wrapped in

darkness ; but just because of the darkness, feeling his

work to be the only thread to guide him through that

darkness, he seized upon it and clung to it with all his

might.



PART IV

CHAPTER I

I The Karenins, husband and wife, continued to live in

the same house and to meet daily, but they were wholly
estranged. Karenin made it a rale to see his wife every

day, so as not to give the servants any grounds for making
conjectures, but he avoided dining at home. Vronsky
never came to the Karenins’ house, but Anna met him
elsewhere and her husband knew it.

The situation was a torment to all three, and not one
of them could have stood it for a single day but for the

hope that it would change and that the whole matter

was only a temporary, though painful, trial. Karenin
expected the passion to pass, as everything passes ; ail

would be forgotten and his name not dishonoured. Anna,

who was responsible for the situation, and for whom
among the three it was most painful, bore it because she

not oi5y expected, but felt sure, that very soon everything

would be settled and cleared up. She had not the least

idea what would settle it, but was quite certain that it

would now come very soon. Involuntarily submitting

to her judgment, Vronsky too expected something, not

dependent on him, to clear up all these difficulties.

In the middle of the winter he spent a very dull week.

He had been chosen to act as guide to a foreign Prince,

and was obliged to show him the sights of Petersburg.

Vronsky had a distinguished appearance, possessed the

art of carrying himself with respectful dignity, and was
in the habit of associating with people of that class.

That was why he was chosen to attend the Prince ; but

the task seemed a hard one to him. The Prince did not

want to miss seeing anything about which he might be

questioned at home and he also wanted to enjoy as many
Russian amusements as possible ; and Vronsky was
obliged to accompany him in both cases. In the mornings

401
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they went sight-seeing, and in the evenings took part in

the national amusements. The Prince enjoyed unusually
good health even for a Prince, and by means of gymnastics
and care of his body had developed his strength to such
a degree that, in spite of the excess he indulged in when
amusing himself, he looked as fresh as a big green shining

cucumber. He had travelled a great deal, and considered

that one of the chief advantages of the present convenient
ways of communication was the easy access they afforded

to national amusements. He had been to Spain, where
he arranged serenades and became intimate with a Spanish
woman who played the mandoline. In Switzerland he
had shot a chamois, in England he had jumped hedges
in a pink coat and shot two hundred pheasants for a bet.

He had been in a harem in Turkey, ridden an elephant in

India, and now in Russia he wanted a taste of distinctive

Russian amusements.
Vronsky, who was, so to say, the Prince’s chief master

of ceremonies, had great difficulty in organizing aU the
Russian amusements offered to the Prince by various
people : trotting-races, pancakes, bear-hunting, and
drives in three-horse sledges, gipsies, and Russian sprees

wdth smashing of crockery. And the Prince imbibed the

Russian spirit with the greatest ease, smashed trays full

of crockery, made gipsy girls sit on his lap, and yet seemed
to be always asking :

‘ What next ? Is this the whole
of the Russian spirit ?

’

But, on the whole, of all the Russian amusements the
Prince liked the French actresses, a baMet girl, and white-

seal champagne best. Vronsky was used to Princes, but
whether it was that he himself had lately changed, or

whether his intimacy with this Prince was too close, that
week at any rate appeared very wearisome to him. All

that week he felt like a man attending a lunatic and
afraid for his own reason too. He was obliged to be on
his guard the whole time not to deviate from the path of

severe official respect, for fear of bemg insulted. The
Prince’s manner toward the very people who, to Vronsky’s
astonishment, were ready to go through fii’e and water
to provide Russian amusements for him, was con-

temptuous, His opinion of Russian women, whom he
wanted to study, more than once made Vronsky flush

with indignation*
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But the cMef reason why .the- Prince’s presence
oppressed Vronsky was that* lie saw himseM reflected

in the Prmce, ^and. what he saw in^ that mirror was not .'

flattering to his vanity. The Prince was a very stupid,

very healthy and very cleanly man—and nothing more.

He was a gentleman, it is true, and Vronsky could not

deny it. He was quiet and not cringing with those

above him, free and simple with his equals, and con-

temptuously good-natured with his inferiors. Vronsky
was the same, and considered it very meritorious to be so,

but in his relations with the Prince he was the inferior

and felt indignant with that condescendingly good-natured
treatment.

‘ Stupid ox ! can I really be like that myself ? ’ he
thought.
However this may have been, he parted from the Prince

(who wenton to Moscow) and received his thanks. Vronsky
was very pleased to be rid of the embarrassing situation

and the unpleasant mirror. He took leave of him at the

railway station on the seventh day, on returning from a
bear-hunt, after which there had been demonstrations of

Russian ‘ prowess ’ all night.

•i

f]
iV!'

i

CHAPTER n

Oh returning home Vronsky found a note from Anna
awaiting him. She wrote, M am ill and unhappy. I

cannot go out, neither can I go on any longer without
seeing you. Come this evening ; Alexey Alexandrovich
is going to the Council at seven and will remain there till

ten.’ After wondering for a moment at the strangeness

of her asking him straight out to come to her house in

spite of her husband’s injunctions, he decided to go.
He had that winter been promoted to the rank of

colonel, had left the regiment, and was living alone.

Immediately after lunch he lay down on the sofa. Five
minutes later the memory of the disreputable scenes at

which he had been present during the last few days
became jumbled and coxmected with pictures of Anna
and a peasant who had played an important part as a
beater at the bear-hunting; and Vronsky fell asleep. Ho
woke up in the dark trembling with fear, and hurriedly
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lit a candle. ‘ What has happened ? What horrors I

dreamt !,"
' Yes, yes, the peasant, the beater

—

I think he
was small and dirty with a tangled beard—^was stooping

down and doing something or other, and suddenly began
to say strange words in French. That is all there was in

that dream,’ he thought. ‘But why did it seem so

terrible?’ He vividly recalled the peasant and the

incomprehensible words that the man had uttered, and a
shudder of terror ran down his back. ‘ What nonsense 1

’

he thought, glancing at his watch. It was already half-

past eight.

He rang for his valet, dressed hurriedly, and went out

into the porch, having quite forgotten his dream and
feeling worried only by the fact that he was late. As he
drove up to the Karenins’ porch he again glanced at his

watch and saw that it was ten minutes to nine. A high
narrow brougham with a pair of grey horses stood before

the front door. ‘She was coming to me,’ thought
Vronsky ;

‘ that would have been better. It is unpleasant
for me to enter this house. But no matter I 1 cannot
hide,’ he thought ; and with the manner, habitual to

him since childhood, of one who has nothing to be ashamed
of, Vronsky got out of his sledge and went to the door.

The door opened and the hall porter with a rug over his

arm called to the coachman. Vronsky, though not in

the habit of noticing details, noticed the look of surprise

on the man’s face. In the doorway he nearly knocked
up against Karenin. The gaslight lit up Karenin’s worn,,

bloodless face beneath the black hat, and his white tie

showing from beneath the beaver collar of his overcoat.

His dull, expressionless eyes were fixed on Vronsky’s
face. Vrons% bowed, and Karenin silently moved his

lips, lifted his hand to his hat, and went out. Vronsky
saw him get into the carriage without looking round,
take the rug and a pair of opera-glasses through the

carriage window ; then he disappeared in the darkness.

Vronsky entered the hall. His brows were knit and his

eyes shone with a proud, angry light.
‘ That is a nice position !

’ he thought, ‘ If he struggled,

if he defended his honour, I could act and could express

my feelings ; but this weakness or meanness. . , , He
puts me in the position of an impostor—^which I did not
and do not mean to be.’
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« Sinco the explanation with Anna in the Vrede Gardens
: Vronsky’s ideas had changed. Involuntarily submitting

to Anna’s weakness, who, ready in advance to accept

any^^i^Ss herself u-g to him entirely and expected

him to decide her fate, he had long ceased to imagine that

their union could end in the way he had then expected.

His ambitious plans had receded to the background,

and feeling that he had come out of the range of activity

in which everything was definite, he completely gave

1 himself up to his passion, and that passion bound him
ik /closer and closer to her.

WhEe stEl in the hall he heard her retreating footsteps,

and knew that she had been waiting and listening for

him, but had now gone back to the drawing-room.
‘ No !

* she cried when she saw him, and at the first

sound of her voice tears filled her eyes. ‘ No I If

things go on like this for long, it will happen much, much
sooner !

*

‘ What, my dear ?
’

‘What! I wait in torment, one hour, two hours.

... No, no ! I won’t ! . . . I cannot quarrel with you.

i expect you could not help it. No, I won’t I
’

She put both her hands on his shoulders and gazed at

him long, with a deep look of ecstasy and yet searchingiy.

She scrutinized his face to make up for the time she had
not seen him. She compared, as she did at every inter-

view with him, the image her fancy painted of him (in-

comparably finer than, and impossible in, actual existence)

with his real self.

CHAPTER III

‘You met him ? ’ she asked when they sat down at a
table under the lamp. ‘That is your punishment for

being late,’

‘ Yes, but how did it happen ? He had to be at the

CouncE I

’

‘ He had been and had come back, and afterwards

went somewhere else. But never mind : don’t speak

about it. Where have you been t With the Prince all

the time ?
’

She knew all the details of his life. He wished to say
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that lie had been up all night and had fallen asleep, but
seeing her excited and happy face he felt ashamed. 8o
he said that he had to go and report the Prince’s

departure.
‘ But now that is all over ? He has gone ?

’

‘ Yes, thanls heaven ! That is all over. You would
hardly believe how intolerable it was.®

‘ Why ? Is it not the kind of Hfe all you young men
lead ?/ she said, frowning ; and taking up her crochet-work
from the table began dhsentangling the hook without
looking at Vronsky.

‘ I have long since abandoned that kind of life,* he
said, wondering at the change in her face and trying to

penetrate its meaning. ‘ And I must own,’ he went on,

smUing and showing his compact row of teeth, ‘that I

seem to have been looking in a mirror the whole of this

week while watching that kind of life, and it was very
unpleasant.’ She held her work in her hands, without
crocheting, gaziug at him with a strange, glittering,

unfriendly look.

‘Lisa called on me this morning; they still visit me
IQ spite of the Countess Lydia Ivanovna,’ she said, ‘.'and

she told me about your Athenian party. How dis-

gusting !
’

‘ I was only going to say that . .
•*

She interrupted him.
‘ It was Therfese, whom you knew before ?

*

‘ I was going to say . .

‘ How horrid you men are ! How is it that you can
forget that a woman cannot forget these things ? ’ she
said, getting more and more heated and thereby betraying
the cause of her irritation. ‘Especially a woman who
cannot know your life. What do I know ? What did
I know ? Ordy what you tell me. And what proof
have I that you tell me the truth ?

’

‘ Anna, you hurt me. Don’t you believe me ? Have
I not told you that I have not a thought that I would
hide from you ?

’

‘ Yes, yes t
’ she said, evidently trying to drive away

her jealous thoughts. ‘ But if you only knew how hard
it is for me ! I believe you, I do believe you. . . . Well,
what were you going to say ?

’

But he could not at once remember wbat he had wished
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to say. These fits of jealousy which had lately beg’im

to repeat themselves more and more frequency, horrified

liiiD, and, however much he tried to hide thelaot, they made
him ieel colder toward her, although he .knew that the

jealousy was caused hy love for him. How often he' had
told himself that to he loved, by her was happiness ! and'

now that she loved him as only a woman can for whom
love outweighs all else that is good in life, he was much
further from happiness than when he had followed her from
Moscow. Then he thought himself unhappy, but happi-

ness was all In the future ; now he felt that the best

happiuoss was already in the past. She was not at all

such as he had first seen her. Both morally and physically

she had changed fpr the worse. She had broadened out,

and as she spoke of the actress there was a malevolent

look on her face which distorted its expression. He
looked at her as a man might look at a faded fiower he

had plucked, in which it was difficult for him to trace

the beauty that had made him pick and so destroy

it. Yet in spite of this he felt that though at first while

his love was strong he would have been able, had he

earnestly desired it, to |)uli that love out of his heart-
vet now when he imagined, as he did at that moment,
that he felt no love for her, he knew that the bond between

them could not be broken.
‘ Well, what were you going to tell me about the

Prince f I have driven away the demon,’ she added.

They spoke of jealousy as ‘the demon.’ ‘Yes, what

had you begun telling me about the Prince ? What was
it you found so hard to bear ?

*

‘ Oh, it was intolerable I ’ he said, trying to pick up
the lost thread of what he had in his mind. ‘ He does

not improve on nearer acquaintance. If I am to describe

him, he is a finely-bred animal, like those that get prizes

at cattle-shows, and nothing more,’ he concluded in a

tone of vexation which awoke her interest.

‘ Oh, but in what way ? ’ she rejoined. ‘ Anyhow he

must have seen much, and is wel educated. . .

‘It is quite a different kind of education—that educa-

tion of theirs. One can see that he has been educated

only to have the right to despise education, as they

despise everything except animal pleasures.’

‘ But don’t ah of you like those animal pleasures ?
’
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she remarked, and he again noticed on her face that

dismal look which evaded his.

/ Why do you take his part so ? ’ he said, smiling,
^ I don’t take his part, and it is a matter of complete

indifference to me, but I should say that as you did not

like these pleasures you might have declined to go. But
it gives you pleasure to see Therese dressed as Eve . *

* Again ! Again the demon !
’ said Vronsky, taking

the hand which she had put on the table, and kissing it.

‘ Yes, but I can’t help it 1 You don’t know how I have

suffered while waiting for you ! I don’t thinl?: I have a

jealous nature. I am not jealous ; I trust you when
you are here near me ; but when you are away, living

your life, which I don’t understand . ,

She turned away from him and, managing at last to

disentangle her hook, with the aid of her forefinger began

to draw the stitches of white wool, shining in the lamp-

light, through each other, the delicate wrist moving
rapidly and nervously within her embroidered cuff.

‘ Well, and what happened ? Where did you meet
Alexey Alexandrovich ? ’ she suddenly asked, her voice

ringing unnaturally.
‘ I Imocked up against him in the doorway.’
‘ And he bowed like this to you ? ’ She drew up her

face, haK closed her eyes and quickly changed the ex-

pression of her face, folding her hands ; and Vronsky
saw at once upon her beautiful face the very look with
which Karenin had bowed to him. He smiled, and she
laughed merrily, with that delightful laughter from the
chest which was one of her special charms.

‘ I can’t at all understand him,’ said Vronsky. ‘ Had
he after your explanation in the country broken with
you, had he challenged me, yes I But this sort of thing

I do not understand. How can he put up with such a
position? He suffers, that is evident.’

‘ He ? ’ she said, sarcastically. ‘ He is perfectly

contented.’

‘Why are we all tormenting each other when every-
thing might be so comfortable ?

’

‘But not he ! As if I did not know him, and the false-

hood with which he is saturated I , .

.

As if it were possible
for a man with any feeling to live as he is living with me

!

He understands and feels nothing. Could a man of
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any feeling live in the same house with his guilty wife?

Could he talk to her and call her by her Christian name ?
*

'And without meaning to, she again inimioked him :
' Ma

c/tere Awtiu; my dear!’
‘ He is not a man, not a human being. He is . . . a

doll ! No one else knows it, but I do. Oh, if I were he,

I should long since have killed, have tom in pieces, a

Tfife such as I, and not have called her “ Machere Anna.’'

He is not a man but an official machine. He does not
understand that I am your wife, that he is a stranger, a
superfluous . . . But don’t let us talk about him.’

‘You are unjust, unjust, my dear,’ said Vronsky,
trying to pacify her. ‘ But still, don’t let us talk about
him. Tell me what you%ave been doing ? What is the

matter with you ? What is that iUness of yours ? What,
does the doctor say ?

’

She looked at him with quizzical joy. She had evidently

remembered other comical and unpleasant sides of her

husband’s character and waited for an opportunity tO'

mention them.
He continued

:

‘I expect it is not illness at all, but only your con-

dition. When is it to be ?
’

The mocking light in her eyes faded, but a smile of a

diflerent kind—the knowledge of something unknown to

him, and gentle sadness—replaced the former expression

of her face.
* Soon, soon. You were saying that our position was

full of torment and should be put an end to. If you
only knew how hard it is on me I What would I not give

to be able to love you freely and boldly I I should not

be tortured, I would not torment you with my jealousy.

. * . It will happen soon, but not in the way we think.’

And at the thought of how it was going to happen she

felt so sorry for herself that the tears came into her eyes^

and she could not continue. She laid her hand, sparkling

with rings and the whiteness of the skin, on his sleeve.

‘ It will not happen as we think. I did not want to

tell you, but you make me do it. Soon, very soon,

everything will get disentangled and we shall be able to

rest and not torment each other any more.’

‘I do not understand,’ he said, though he did

understand.
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‘ YoU' were asking when ? Soon,, and I, shall not survive,

it. Don’t interrupt*’ she said' hurriedly. I know it, and
imow it for certain. I shall die, and I am very glad that

I shall die : I shall find deliverance and deliver yon.*
The tears ran down her cheeks ; he stooped over her

hand and began kissing it, trying to hide the emotion
v/hich he knew to be groundless but could not master.

‘ That is right, that is better,’ she said, firmly pressing
his hand. ‘ This is all, all that remains to us.’

He recovered and lifted his head.
‘ What rubbish, what senseless rubbish you are

talldng I
’

‘ No, it is not ! It is true.’
‘ What is true ? ’ #
‘ That I am going to die

; I have had a dream.’
‘A dream?’ Vronsky instantly remembered the

peasant of his dream.
‘Yes, a dream,’ she said. ‘I dreamed it a long time

ago. I thought I had run into my bedroom, that I bad
to fetch or fold out something there

:
you know how it

happens in dreams,’ and her eyes dilated with horror,
‘ And in the bedroom there was something standing ia

the corner.’
‘ Oh, what nonsense t How can one believe ? . .

But she would not allow him to stop her. What she
was saying was of too much importance to her.

‘And that something turned round, and I saw it was
a peasant with a rough beard, small and dreadful. I
wanted to run away, but he stooped over a sack and was
fumbling about in it. . .

.’

She showed how he fumbled in the sack. Her face

was full of horror. And Vronsky, remembering his

dream, felt the same horror filling his soul.
‘ He fumbles about and mutters French words, so

quickly, so quickly, and with a burr, you know; “72

faut le battre, U fer : le hroyer, le p^trir, . . ^ And in

my horror I tried to wake, but I woke still in a dream
and began asking myself what it could mean ; and
Korney says to me ;

“ You will die in childbed, in child-

bed, ma’am. . . Then I woke.’
‘ What nonsense, what nonsense I

’ said Vronsky, hut
he felt that there was no conviction in his voice.

» It must be beaten, tbe iron
:
pound it, knead it.
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,®'Well, don’t let us talk about it. Ring the

beB, ! will order tea. But wait, it won’t be long

fiiiid I • * ®

'

/But suddenly she , stopped. The expression of her face

changed instantaneously. The horror and agitation

were replaced by an expression of quiet, serious, and
blissful attention. He could not understand the meaning
of this change. She had felt a new life quickening within

her.

CHAPTER IV

Karehin after meeting Vronsky in his own porch went
on as had been his intention to the Italian Opera. He
sat through the first two acts and saw everybody that it

was necessary for him to see. On his return home he
carefully looked at the coat-stand, and noticing that no
military coat hung there he went to his study as usual

;

contrary to his habit, however, he did not go to bed but
walked up and down the room till three in the morning.

The feeling of anger with his wife, who would not observe

the rules of propriety and fulfil the only condition he had
insisted on, that is, that she should not see her lover in

his house, gave him no rest. She had not fuifilied his

condition and he was obliged to punish her and carry out

his threat : to divorce her and take away her son. He
knew the difficulties connected with such a step : but he

had said he would do it and was now obliged to do it.

The Countess Lydia Ivanovna had hinted to him that

that was the best way to get out of the situation, and he
knew that of late the practice of divorce had been brought

to such a state of perfection that he saw a possibility of

overcoming the formal difficulties. Besides, misfortunes

never come singly, and the affair of the subject races

and the irrigation of the Earaysk Province had caused

Karenin so much unpleasantness in his official capacity

that he had of late felt extremely imtable.

He did not sleep at all, and his wrath, increasing in a
kind of gigantic progression, had reached its utmost limits

by the morning.
He dressed in haste, and as if he were carrying a cup

brimful of wrath and were afraid of spilling any and of

losing with his anger the energy he needed for an explana-
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tion with his wife, he went to her room as soon as he
knew that she was up.

Anna, who thought that she Imew her husband so •well,

was struck by his appearance when he entered. His
brow was knit, and his eyes, gloomily fixed before him,
avoided looking at her ; his lips were firmly and con-

temptuously closed. In his step, his movements, and
the sound of his voice was such determination and firmness

as his wife had never known in him. He entered her
boudoir and without saying ‘Good morning!® went
straight to her writing-table, took up her keys, and
opened the drawer.

‘ What do you want ? ® she exclaimed.
‘ Your lover’s letters.®

‘They are not there,® she said, closing the drawer;
but this action proved to him that he had guessed rightly,

and rudely pushing away her hand he quickly drew out a
letter-case in which he knew that she kept her most
important papers. She wished to snatch away the

letter-case, but he thrust her aside.
‘ Sit down : I must speak to you,® he said, taking the

letter-case under his arm and pressing it so tight with
his elbow that his shoulder went up. Astonished and
abashed, she silently looked at him.

‘ I told you that I would not allow you to see your
lover here.®

‘ I wanted to see him m order . .
.’

She paused, unable to invent a reason.
‘ I do not go into particulars of why a woman

wants to see her lover.®

‘I wanted, I only wanted . . .® she said, flushing.

His coarseness irritated her and gave her boldness. ‘ Is

it possible you do not feel how easy it is for you to insult

me ? * she said.

‘It is possible to insult an honest man or an honest
woman, but to tell a thief that he is a thief is only la

constatation d^un fait.^
^

‘ I have not seen this new trait of cruelty in you before.®

‘You call it cruelty when a husband gives his wife

complete freedom while he affords her honourable
shelter, on the one condition that she should observe
the laws of propriety. Is that cruelty ?

®

1 The statement of a fact.
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* It is worse than cruelty, it is—^baseness, if you want

to know I
’ Anna exolaimed in a burst of anger, and rose

to go. .

'

‘ No !
* he shouted in his squeaky voice, which now rose

to a higher note than usual ; and seizing her so tightly

by the wrists with his large fingers that the bracelet he

pressed left red marks, he forced her back into her seat.

‘Baseness? Since you wish to use that word—it is

baseness to abandon a husband and a son for a lover

and to go on eating the husband’s bread !

’

Her head dropped. She did not say what she had
said to her lover the day before, that Vronsky Was her

real husband and that he (Karenin) was superfluous,

she did not even thixilr it. She felt all the justice of his

W'Ords and only said softly

:

‘ You cannot describe my position as being worse than

I know it to be ; but why do you tell me all this ?
’

‘ Why do I tell you ? Why !
’ he went on just as

angrily, ‘ that you should know that as you have not

fulfilled my wish that propriety should be observed, I

shall take steps to put an end to this situation,’

‘ Soon, very soon, it will come to an end of itself !

’

sbe muttered, and at the thought of the nearness of death,

which she now desired, tears again filled her eyes.
‘ It wfll end sooner than you and your lover imagine 1

You want to satisfy animal passions . .

‘ Alexey Alexandrovich ! This is not only ungenerous,

but not even gentlemanly—to hit one wbo is down.’
‘ That’s aE very weE, but you think only of yourseE 1

The sufferings of the man who was your husband do not
interest you. What do you care that his whole Efe is

wrecked and how much he has suf ... suf , . . suffled !
*

Karenin vras speaking so rapidly that he blundered and
could not pronounce the word, and at last said mffied.

That struck her as funny ; but immediately after she

felt ashamed that anything could seem funny to her at

such a moment. And for the first time she felt for him
and put herself for an instant in his place, and was sorry

for him. But what could she say or do ? She bowed
her head in sEence. He too was sEent for a whEe and
then again began in a less squeaky voice, coldly emphasiz-
ing certain chance words that had no special importance.

‘ I came to teE you . . said he.
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She looked up at hmi. ‘Noj it was an iHusion,’ she '

tlaouglit, calling to mind the expression of his face when
he blundered over the word sujfied. * No ! As if a man
with those dull eyes and that self-satisfied immobility^

could feel !

’

‘ I cannot change anything,’ she whispered.
‘ I have come to teU you that I am going to Moscow

to-morrow and shall not return to this house again, and
that you will hear my decision through the lawyer whom
I shall employ in the divorce suit. My son will stay with
my sister,’ said Karenin, making an effort to remember
what he had wanted to say about his son.

‘You want Serezha in order to hurt me,’ she said,

looking at him from imder her brows. ‘ You do not care

for him. ... Leave me Serezha I

’

‘ Yes, I have even lost my affection for my son, because

he is connected with my repulsion for you. But aU the

same I shall take him away. Good-bye !

’

And he was about to go, but now she stopped him.
‘ Alexey Alexandrovich I Leave me Serezha I

’ she
whispered again. * That is all I have to say : leave me
Serezha till my ... I shall soon be confined, leave
him !

’

Karenin flushed, and pulling away his hand left the
room without a word.

CHAPTER V

Tee famous Petersburg lawyer’s waiting-room was full

when Karenin entered it. Three women: an old lady,

a young lady, and a tradesman’s wife ; and three gentle-

men : one a German banker with a ring on his finger,

another a bearded merchant, and the third an irate

official in uniform with an order hanging from his neck,
had evidently long been waiting. Two clerks sat at
their tables writing, and the sound of their pens was
audible. The writing-table accessories (of which Karenin
was a connoisseur) were unusually good, as he could not
help noticing. On© of the clerks, without rising from
his chair, screwed up his eyes and addressed Karenin
ill-humouredly.

‘ What do you want ?
*

‘ I want to see the lawyer on business.’
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® The lawyer is engaged,’ replied the assistant sternly,

and .indicated with Ms pen the persons who were waiting.

®€an he not find time to see me ? ’.said Karenin.
* He .has no spare time, he is always busy. Be so kind

as to wait.’ ..

'VThen I will trouble yon to give him my card,’ said

Karenin with dignity, seeing the impossibility of preserv-

ing his incognito.

The assistant took the card and, though he evidently

did not approve of what he read on it, went out of the

room.
Karenin approved in theoiy of public trial, but for

certain high official reasons he did not quite sympathize
with some aspects of its application in Russia, and he
condemned these applications as far as he could condemn
anything that had been confirmed by the Emperor.
His whole life had been spent in administrative activity,

and therefore when he * disapproved of anything his

disapproval was mitigated by a recognition of the ui-

evitability of mistakes and the possibility of improvement
in everything. In the new legal institutions he dis^

approved of the position occupied by lawyers. But til!

now he had never had to deal with a lawyer and so had
disapproved only in theory ; now his disapproval was
strengthened by the unpleasant impression he received

in the lawyer’s waiting-room.
‘ He will be here in a moment,’ said the assistant, and

In fact, a minute or two later, in the doorway appeared

the long figure of an elderly jurisconsult who had been

conferring with the lawyer, followed by the lawyer himself.

The lawyer was a short, thick-set, bald-headed man,
with a black beard tinged with red, long light-coloured

eyebrows, and a bulging forehead. He was as spruce as

a bridegroom^ from Ms white necktie and double watch-

chain to Ms patent leather boots. His face was intelligent

and peasant-like, but his dress was dandified and in bad
taste.'. . ;

‘ Come in, please !
’ said the lawyer to Karenin, and

gloomily ushering his client in before him, he closed the

door.
" Won’t you take a seat t ’ He pointed to a chair beside

a writing-table covered with papers, and himself took

the principal seat, rubbing his little hands with their
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short fingers covered with white hair and bending his

head to one side. But hardly had he settled down when
a moth flew across the table. The lawyer, with a rapidity

one could not have expected of him, separated his hands,
caught the moth, and resumed his former position.

‘ Before I begin speaking of my case,’ said Karenin,
who had followed the lawyer’s movements with astonish-

ment, ‘ I must mention that the business about which I

have to speak to you must be strictly private.®

A scarcely perceptible smile moved the lawyer’s droop-

ing reddish moustache.
‘I should not be a lawyer if I could not keep the

secrets entrusted to me! But if you would like a
confirmation . .

Karenin glanced at him and saw that his intelligent

grey eyes were laughing, as if he knew everything in

advance.
‘ You know my name ? ’ continued Karenin.

‘I know you and, like every Russian, I know—

’

here he again caught a moth—‘your useful activity,’

said the lawyer bowing.
Karenin sighed, collecting his courage, but having once

made up his mind he went on in his squeaky voice without
timidity or hesitation, emphasizing a word here and
there.

‘ I have the misfortune,’ began Karenin, * to be a
deceived husband, and I wish legally to break off relations

with my wife—that is, to be divorced, but in such a way
that my son should not remain with his mother.*
The lawyer’s grey eyes tried not to laugh but they

danced with irrepressible glee, and Karenin saw that it

was not only the glee of a man getting profitable business

;

there was triumph and delight, and a gleam resembling
the evil-boding gleam he had seen in his wife’s eyes.

* You want my assistance to obtain a divorce ?
’

‘Just so ! But I must warn you that there is a risk

that I may be wasting your time. I have come only for

a preliminary consultation. I wish for a divorce, but
the form in which it can be obtained is of importance to

me. It is quite possible that if the forms do not coincide

with my requirements I shall forgo my legitimate desire.’
‘ Oh, that is always so,’ said the lawyer, ‘ that is always
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The lawyer looked down at Karenin’s feet, feeling that

r the sight of his irrepressible joy might offend his client.

' He glanced at a moth that flew past his nose and his

band moved, but did not catch it, out of respect for

Karenin’s situation. '

‘Although the general outline of our laws relating to

j
this matter is known to me,’ continued Karenin, * I

should like to Imow the forms in which such cases are

conducted in practice.’

‘ You wish me to state,’ the lawyer said, still not

raising his eyes and adopting, with a certain pleasure,

his client’s manner of speech, ‘ the various methods by
which your desire can be carried out ?

’

And on Karenin’s nodding affirmatively the lawyer

continued, only occasionally casting a glance at Karenin’s

face, which had grown red in patches.
‘ Bivorce, under our laws,’ he said, with a slight shade

of disapproval of the laws, ‘ as you are aware, may bo
granted in the following cases. ... You must wait I

*

he exclaimed, addressing his assistant who had looked in

at the door ; but he rose all the same, spoke a few words

to his assistant, and sat down again. ‘ In the following

cases :
physical defect in husband or wife ; five years’

absence without news ’—and he bent one of his short

I

hairy fingers
—

‘ and in cases of adultery,’ he uttered the

Word with evident pleasure. ‘These are subdivided as

follows,’ and he went on bending down his thick fingers,

though the cases and the subdivisions evidently could

not be classed together, ‘ physical defects in husband or in

wife, and adultery of husband or of wife.’ As all his fingers

had been used he straightened them all out and continued

:

‘ That is the theoretical view ; but I suppose you have
done me the honour of applying to me in order to learn

the practical application of the law. Therefore, guided

by the precedents, I have to inform you that oases of

divorce all come to the foUowing :—^there is, I suppose,

no physical defect or absence without news ? . .
.’

Karenin nodded affirmatively.
‘—come to the following : adultery of husband or

wife and the detection of the guilty party by mutual
consent, or involuntary detection without such consent.

I must add that the latter case is seldom met with in

practice,’ and with a momentary glance at Karenin the

sio r
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la-W3^er became suddenly silent, Hie,
,

a man who when
selling pistols has described the adva^iitages of tlie clifiereal:'

kinds, and^ waits for his cnstomer’s. decision. . But Karenin
remained . silent, and, ' so he began , again :

‘ The; most
usual, simple, and reasonable way I consider to be adulter}^

by mutual consent. I should not- ¥entur0„so- to- expresV,

myself were I talking to a man of undeveloped mind,’

said the- lawyer, ‘but I expect it is- comprehensible, to,

you.’

Karenin was, however, so much upset that he did not
at once understand the reasonableness of adultery by
mutual consent and his perplexity was expressed in his

looks ; but the lawyer immediately helped him.
‘Two people can no longer live together—there is the

fact. And if both agree about that, the details and
formaKties become unimportant, and at the same time

it is the simplest and surest method.’
Karenin quite understood now. But he had religious

requirements which hindered his acceptance of this

method.
* It is out of the question in the present case,’ said he.

‘ Only one measure is possible : involuntary detection

confirmed by letters which I have.’

At the mention of letters the lawyer pressed his lips,

together and gave vent to a high-pitched sound of pity

and contempt.
‘ Please remember that cases of this kind, as you know,

are decided by the Ecclesiastical Department, and the

reverend Fathers in such cases are keenly interested in

the minutest details,’ he said, with a smile that showed
his fellow-feeling with the reverend Fathers’ taste.

‘Letters may certainly serve as a partial confirmation,

but direct evidence from witnesses must be produced.
In general, if you do me the honour to entrust the case

to me, leave me to choose the means which should be used.

He who desires a result accepts the means of obtaining it.’

‘If it is so . . Karenin began, grow’^ing suddenly
pale ; but at that moment the other suddenly rose and
went to the door to speak to his assistant, who had aga;in

come to interrupt him.
‘ Tell her we have not got a cheap sale on here !

’ he
said and came back again.

As he was returning he furtively caught another moth.
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‘ A fine state my fumitare wil be in when summer comes ! -

lie thought, and frowned.
^ Yes, you were saying . . he .began.

:‘,I will .write and let you know what I -decide/ said
' Karenin, rising and. holding on by the table.' After a

short pause he said, ‘ I may conclude from your
'
words

that a divorce could be obtained, I would also ask you
to let me know' your terms ?

’
'

‘It is- quite possible, if you allow me fuU liberty of

action/ said the lawyer, v/ithout taking any notice of the

last question. ‘ When may I espeet. to hear from you ?
’

he added, moving toward the door, his eyes and patent-
.
- leather -boots shining.

‘ In a week’s time. And you will be so good as to let

me know whether you are willing to undertake the case,

and on what terms,’
‘ Very w’'eE.’

The lawyer bowed deferentially, let his client pass out,

and being left alone abandoned himself to his happy mood.
He felt so cheerful that, contrary to his custom, he allowed

a reduction to the bargaining lady and gave up catching

moths, having made up his mind to have his furniture

re-covered next winter with velvet, like Sigonin’s,

CHAPTER VI

Eaeenih had gained a brilliant victory at the Com-
mittee Meeting of the seventeenth of August ; but the

consequence of that victory undermined his power. The
new committee for investigating the conditions of the

subject-races fi‘om every point of view had been formed
and sent to its field of action with unusual promptitude

and energy, stirred up by Karenia, Three months later

the committee sent in its report. The subject-races’

conditions had been investigated from the political,

administrative, economic, ethnographical, material, and
religious points of view. All the questiojos had received

splendidly-drafted answers: answers not open to doubt,

since they were not the result of human thoughts (always

liable to error), but were the outcome of official labours.

All the answers were based on official data ; Reports

from Governors and Bishops, based on Reports from

I
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district autliorities and ecclesiastical superintendents,
based in their turn on Reports from rural administrative
officers and parish priests ; therefore these answers
could not admit of any doubt. All the questions as to

why they had bad harvests, for instance, or why the
natives kept to their own creeds and so on, questions
which without the convenience of the ofEcial machine
don’t get solved and can’t get solved for centuries, had
received clear and certain solutions. And the solutions

arrived at were in accord with Karenin’s opinions. But
Stremov, who had been touched to the quick at the last

meeting, made use of tactics for which Karenin was not
prepared. Stremov suddenly changed over to Karenin’s
side, bringing several other members in his train, and
not only warmly supported the measures advocated by
Karenin, but proposed other more extreme measures
of the same nature. These measures, going beyond
Karenin’s original idea, were accepted, and thenStremov’a
tactics became manifest. The measures, carried to

extremes, proved so stupid that persons in office, public

opinion, intellectual women, and the Press, all at the

same moment fell upon them, expressing indignation at
the measures themselves, and at Karenin, their acknow-
ledged originator, Stremov stood aside, pretending to

have blindly followed Karenin’s plans and to be himself

indignant now at what had been done, thus undermin-
ing Karenin. But, in spite of failing health and family
troubles, Karenin ^d not give in. There was a split in

the Committee. Some of the members, with Stremov
at their head, excused their mistake by maintaining that
they had put their faith in the report presented by the
Revisory Committee directed by Karenin ; and said that

that Committee’s report was nonsense and nothing but
waste paper. Karenin and a number of others saw
danger in so revolutionary an attitude toward official

documents and continued to support the data presented
by the Committee. In consequence, the higher circles

and even Society became quite confused and, though
everybody was deeply interested in the question, no one
could make out whether the subject-races were really

suffering and perishing or were ffourishing. Karenin’s
position, partly in consequence of this and partly from
the contempt that fell on him as a result of his wife’s
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infidelity9 became very sliaky. In these circumstances he

took an important resolution. He announced, to the

surprise of the Committee, that he would ask to be

aEowed to go and investigate the matter himself, and
having received permission he started for the distant

Provinces.
Karenin’s departure was much talked about, especially

because just^ before starting he formally returned the

post-fare sufficient to pay for twelve horses all the way
to his destination, which had been advanced to him.

‘I consider it very fine of him,’ the Princess Betsy

said, referring to it in a conversation with Princess

Myagkaya. ‘Why should they pay for post-horses

when everybody knows that we now have railways

everywhere?*
But the Princess Myagkaya did not agree, and was even

irritated by Princess Tverskaya’s views.
‘ It is an very well for you to talk who possess I don’t

know how many millions,’ she said. ‘ But I am
veiy glad when my husband goes on inspection-tours

in summer. It is very good for his health, and pleasant

for him ;
and we have an arrangement by which this

allowance goes for the hire of a carriage and coachman
for me.’

On his way to the distant Provinces Karenin stopped

three days in Moscow. On the day after his arrival he

went to call on the Governor-General. At the crossing

of Gazetny Street, where there is always a crowd of

carriages and he suddenly heard some one

calling out his name in such a loud and cheerful voice

that he could not help looking round. On the pavement

at the comer of the street, in a short fashionable overcoat

and a small fashionable hat, his teeth gleaming between-

his smiling red lips, young, gay, and beaming, stood

Oblonsky, determinedly and insistently shouting and
demanding that Karenin should stop. He was holding

with one hand the window of a carriage (from which the

head of a lady in a velvet bonnet and two little children’s

heads were leaning out) and was smilingly beckoning

with his other hand to his brother-m-law. The lady too

with a kind smile waved her hand to Karenin. The lady

with the children was Dolly.

Karenin did not wish to see anyone in Moscow and
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certainly not his wife’s brother. , He raised Ms hat and'
was going on^ but Oblonsky told the coachman to stop and
3'an across the snow. .

'‘ What a .shame not to have sent word 1 Been here
long ? And I went into Dusseaux’s hotel yesterday and
iy,aw “Karenin” on the board, and it never entered my
iiead that it ,

could be you !
’ said Oblonsky,

' thrusting his

head in at the carriage window, ‘else I should have
looked you up. l am so glad to see you 1

’ and he kicked
i'iis feet together to knock ofi the snow. ‘ What a shame
not to send word !

’

‘ I could not find - time ; I am very busy,’ Karenin;
imswered- drily.

‘Come and speak to my wife; she is so anxious to
see you.’

Karenin unfolded the rug he had wrapped round his

logs, which were so sensitive to the cold, got out of the

c*arriage, and making his way through the snow approached
IDolly.

‘ What is the matter, Alexey Alexandrovich t Why
do you avoid us in this way ? ’ Dolly smilingly asked.

‘ I was exceedingly busy ! Very pleased to see yotl,’

he said in a tone that expressed clearly that he was very
sorry. ‘ How are you ?

’

‘ Ind how is my dear Anna ?
’

Karenin muttered something and was abdut to go,

when Oblonsky stopped him.
‘D’you know what we’ll do to-morrow ? BoEy, ask

him to come and dine with us ! We shall invite Koisny-
shev and Pestsov, so as to let Mm taste the Moscow
intellectuals.’

‘ Yes, do come !
’ said Dolly, ‘ We shall expect you

at Eve or six, just as you like. But how is my dear
Anna? It is so long * ,

‘ She is wen,’ repMed Karenin, frowning. ‘ I shall be
very pleased,’ and he went back to his carriage.

‘ Then you will come ? ’ cried Dolly.

Karenin muttered something which Dolly could not
^ catch amid the noise of passing vehicles.

‘ I shall can to-morrow i
’ shouted Oblonsk}"?* to him.

Karenin got into his carriage and sat far" back, so as
neither to see nor to be seen.

‘ Queer chap I ’ said Oblonsky to his wife, and after
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glancing at- his,, watcti wayed his hand m front of Ms face

as a sign of endearment to Ms "wife:.
,

and ohiidreii, and
wallj:ed''iaiintiiy ayay,; along the payement.

® Stiva, Stiva I
’ BoEy calied, and blushed.

He turned round.,
‘ You know that I must buy coats for Grisha and Tanya.

Oiye in© some in,pney.’

‘ ]S[,0ver mind I Tell them I; will pay !/ and nodding

his head to. an acquaintance who was driying past he

disappeared: round the comer.

CHAPTER VII

This next day was Sunday. Oblonsky went to the

rehearsal of a. ballet at the Imperial Theatre and ga,yo

to Masha Ghibisoya—-a pretty dancer, who through his

patronage had just obtained an engagement—a coral

necklace he had promised her the eyening before ; and
behind the scene, in the midday darlmess of the theatre,

contrived to Mss her pretty face, which was brightened

by his present. Besides giving her the necklace he

wished to make an appointment to meet her after the

ballet. Haying explained that he could not be there at

the beginning of the performance, he promised to come
for th© last act, and take her to supper. From the

theatre Oblonsky went to the market, and himself selected

the fish and asparagus for dinner; and at noon he was
already at Dnsseaux’s Hotel, where he had to call on
three people who, fortunately for him, had all put up
at the same place. These were: Levin, who had only

just returned from abroad
; the

of his department who was makiii_

in ]&IoscoAy; and Karenin, his brother-in-iaw.

wanted to secure for dinner.

Oblonsky liked a good dinner, but hkecl still more
giving a dinner-party : not a big affair, but one select

in food, drink, and guests. With the programme for

that day’s dinner he -was very satisfied ; there would be
perch (brought alive to the kitchen) and asparagus,
piece de resistance was to consist of a splendid

plain joint of roast beef, and the wines
chosen: so much for the food and diink. As
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guests,, there would be Kitty and' Levin, and, in order
that they should not be too conspicuous, a girl cousin
and young Shcherbatsky ; here the piece de resistance

was to consist of Sergius Ivanich Koznyshev and Alexey
Alexandrovich Karenin: Sergius Ivanich, a Muscovite
and a philosopher, and Alexey Alexandrovich, a Peters-

burger and a practical politician. Besides these he
meant to ask the weU-known crank and enthusiast

Pestsov, a Liberal and a great talker, a musician and
historian, and the dearest of fifty-year-old boys, who
would serve as sauce or condiment to Koznyshev and
Karenin ; and would stir them ail up and set them
by the ears.

The second instalment of the forest money had been
paid and was not yet all spent. Dolly had been veiy
nice and Idnd of late, and the thought of his dinner-party
pleased Oblonsky in every respect. He was in very
high spirits. Just two circumstances were not quite

satisfactory, but they were drowned in the ocean of

kind-hearted joviality which overflowed his heart.

These two circumstances were as foUows. Prom the
fact that when he had met Karenin in the street the
previous day the latter had treated him with cold stiflness,

and had not called or even informed them of his arrival

—

from this, added to the rumour about Anna and Vronsky
that had reached him, Oblonsky concluded that ail was
not as it should be between the husband and wife.

This was one of the unpleasant things, while the other
was the fact that his new superior, like all new superiors,

had the reputation of being a dreadful man who got up
at six in the morning, worked like a horse, and expected
his subordinates to do the same. This superior also had
the reputation of having the manners of a bear, and he
was reported to hold views diametrically opposed to
those of his predecessor and, tiU now, of Obionslgr
also. On the previous day Oblonsky had appeared on
Service business in uniform

; the new superior was very
pleasant and chatted with him as with an old acquaint-
ance ; therefore Oblonsky now considered it his duty
to call on him in a morning coat. The thought that the
new superior might not take this in good part was the
second unpleasant circumstance, but Oblonsky felt

instinctively that everything would ‘ turn out ’ splendidly
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‘After aU, tliey’re all human beings, all men, just like

ns poor sinners,’ he thought, as he entered the hotel
‘What is there to be angry and quarrel about ?

’

Wallsing down the corridor with his hat tilted on one
side, h© said, ‘How do you do, Vassily to' a ..servant

he knew. ‘ You’ve grown whiskers I Levin—number
seven, eh ? Will you show me the way ? And please

find out whether Count Anichkin’ (the new superior)
*
•will receive me.’

‘ Yes, sir/ replied Vassily with a smile. ‘ It’s a long

time since you’ve been here.’

‘ I was here yesterday, but came by the other entrance.

Is this number seven ?
’

Levin was standing in the middle of the room beside a
peasant from Tver, measuring a fresh bearskin with a
yard measure, when Oblonsky entered.®®

‘ Ah I Killed it ? ’ cried Oblonsky. ‘ Pine thing ! A
she-bear ? How d’you do, Arkhip ?

’

He shook hands with the peasant and sat down without

taking oil his overcoat or hat.
‘ Do take your things off and stay/ said Levin, removing

the hat.
‘ No, I have no time. I’ve only come in for a moment,’

replied Oblonsky, throwing open his coat. Later on he

took it off and stayed for an hour, talking to Levin about

bear-bunting and also about personal matters.
‘ Now please tell me what you did abroad, and where

you have been,’ said Oblonsky, when the peasant had
left.

‘ Well, I stayed in Germany, in Prussia, in France, and
in England—^not in the capitals but in manufacturing

centres. I’ve seen many new things and am glad I

went.’

‘Yes, I know your idea of settling the working-class

problem/
‘Not at ah! In Eussia there cannot be a working-

class problem. In Eussia the question turns on the

relation between the labourers and the land. They have

the same problems there, but with them it is a case .

of patching up what has already been spoilt—while

here . .
.’

Oblonsky listened to Levin with attention.

‘Yes, yes/ he said, ‘very likely you are right. But
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I am 'glad you 'are 'in good spirits and .go bear-iranting,

and' work, and are 'full of entlinsiasms, because Shcber"
batsky told me he

.
met you and you "were down m the

mouth, and kept talking about death. . , ,V
‘Well, what of that? I never ' stop

'

'thinking of

death,’ '.said Levin. ‘'It 'really is time for me to 'die.

All those things are mere nonsense. I will tell
"
'you

frankly : I 'value my idea and my 'work immensely, but
really . . . Just think 1 This whole v/oiid of ours -'is

only a speck of mildew sprung up on a tiny planet
;

yet
vre think, we can . have something great—thoughts,

'

actions 1
' "They "are all but grains of sand 'I

‘ But, my dear fellow, all that is as old as the hills.’

‘ It is old. . . . But, do you know, when you have
once, grasped it clearly, '-everythhig "becomes 'SO 'insig-

nificant ! If you once realize that to-morrow, if not
to-day, you will die and nothhag will be left of you,
everything becomes insignificant ! I consider imy ideas

veI^^ important, yet they too turn out to be msignifioant

—and would be, even if it were as possible to carry them
out as it was to suixound this bear. And so one passes

one’s life finding distraction in limiting or in work, mer%
not to think of death.’

Oblonsky listened to Levin with an affectionate And
subtle smile.

‘ Well, of course ! So how you have come round to

my notion. Do you remember how you used to fiy at

me for seeking enjoyment in life ? Do not be so severe,

0 moralist ! . ,

‘ But of course the good in life is . .
.’ Levin became

confused. ‘ Oh, I don’t know. All I know is, that we
shall all die soon.’

* Why soon ?
’

‘ And do you know, life has less charm when one thinks

of death, but it is more peaceful.’
‘ On the contrary, it is even brighter toward the end !

However, I must be going,’ returned Oblonsky, rising

for the tenth time,
‘ Don’t go yet I

’ said Levin, trying to detain him.
‘ When shall we meet again ? I am leaving to-morrow.’

‘Well, I’m a good one ! Why, I came on purpose
. . . You must come and dine with us to-day. Yotir

brother is coming, and my brother-in-law, Karenin.’
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^
® Is he.liere ? asked Levin, and was going to inquire

T abont Kittj’'. . He had heard that she went to Petersbnrg

at the beginning of the winter to visit her sister, who had

I
married a diplomatist. lie did not 'knoW' whether : she

i had returned, but changed his" mind and thought:
' Whether she comes or not wlU make no dhiereiicG.’

^ Then 3^ou will come ’ '

;
.

‘ Yes, of course.’

‘Well, then, at five, and in morning dress!’ And
Oblonsky got up and went downstairs to call on his new

, i, superior. His instinct had not deceived him ; the dread-

ful new superior turned , out to be a most aSable mam
Oblonsky had lunch with him and sat talking so long that

it was going on for four when he arrived at Karenin’s.

CHAPTER YIIL

Ka-BENIH, after returning from church, spent the rest of

the morning in the hotel. That day he had two matters

to see to : to interview a deputation from a subject-race,

which was in Moscow at that time, and give them instruc-

tions, and to qmte to the lawyer as he had promised.

The interview, though the deputation had been summoned
on his initiative, was an affair that presented many
difficulties and even dangers, and Karenin was very

glad that it chanced to be in Moscow when he was there.

The members of the deputation had not the least com-
prehension of then* role or of their duties. They were

i naively convinced that their business consisted in explain-

ing their needs and the existing state of affairs, and of

asking for help from the Government. They could

decidedly not understand that some of their statements

and demands would play into the hands of the hostile

party, and thereby ruin their case. Karenin had a.

prolonged tussle with them, and wrote out for them a

programme which they were not to overstep, and having

dismissed them he wrote two letters to Petersburg.

One of them contained instructions regarding this deputa--

tion. In this matter his chief helper was the Countess

Lydia Ivanovna, who was a specialist in deputations,

y No one else could so well pilot a deputation or give it a

good start.
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When he had finished with the deputation Karenin
wrote to the lawyer, without the least hesitation giving
him permission to act at his own discretion, and enclosing

three notes from Vronsky to Anna which he had found
in the writing-case he had taken possession of.

Having left his home with the intention of never return-

ing to his family, and having seen the lawyer and com-
municated—though only to that one person—this

intention, and particularly after converting this matter
of life into an affair of ink and paper, Karenin had grown
more and more used to the notion ; so that carrying it

into effect now seemed to him possible. H© was just

closing his letter to the lawyer when he heard Oblonsky’s
voice.

Oblonsky was disputing with Karenin’s servant, and
insisting that he should be announced,

‘ No matter !
’ thought Karenin, ‘ it is even better

so. I will tell him about my position with regard to his

sister at once, and will explain why I cannot dine at

his house.’
‘ Ask the gentleman in I

’ he said in a loud voice,

collecting his papers and placing them inside a blotter.

‘There, you see, you were lying to me! He is at

home I
’ came the voice of Oblonsky in answer to the

man who had been trying to stop him, as he entered the

room, taking off his overcoat as he came. ‘ I’m awfully
glad I have found you in I Well, I hope , . ,* began
Oblonsky, cheerfully.

‘ I can’t come,’ Karenin, who was standing, said coldly,

without offering his visitor a seat.

Karenin had expected to enter at once upon the cool

relation in which he would henceforth stand toward the
brother of the wdfe against whom he was beginning
divorce proceedings ; but he had not counted upon the
flood of kindliness which overflowed the banks of

Oblonsky’s soul.

Oblonsky opened his clear and shining eyes wide.
‘ Why can’t you ? What do you mean ? ’ he demanded

in French, quite taken aback. ‘Oh no, you have pro-

mised and we are reckoning on you.’
‘ I must teU you that I can’t come because the family

connection hitherto subsisting between us must now be
severed.’
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" Wliat ? I mean, ^ how ? Why ? ’ said Oblonsky,

smiliiig.

* Because I am about to talie proceedings to divorce

your sister, my wife. I was obliged to. . •

But before Karenin could finish what he was about to

say, Oblonsky did something quite unexpected. He
uttered an exclamation of dismay and sat dovm in an
easy-ohair.

^Bear me, Alexey Alexandrovich I What are you
taTdng about ? ’ he cried, a look of pain appearing on

his face.
‘ It is true.’

‘ Forgive me, but I can’t—I can’t believe it . .

Karenin sat down, conscious that his words had not

the effect he had anticipated, that he would be obliged

to give an explanation, and that whatever that explana-

tion might be, it would not alter his relation to his

brother-in-law.

‘Yes, I am under the painful necessity of applying for

a divorce,’ he continued.
‘ 1 will tell you just one thing, Alexey Alexandrovich!

I know you to be a first-rate and a just man ; I know Anna
to be—excuse me ! I cannot change my opinion of her

—

a fine, a sifiendid woman ; and therefore forgive me, but

I cannot believe this. There must be some misunder-

standing !’ said Oblonsky.
‘ Ah, if it were only a misunderstanding 1 • .

‘ Wait a moment—I understand,’ Oblonsky interrupted

him. ‘ But of course . . . Only this ; one should

not be in a burry. No t One shouldn’t, shouldn’t be

in a hurry,’
‘ I was not in a hurry,’ replied Karenin, coldly. ‘ In

a case like this it was impossible to consult anyone. I

have quite made up my mind.’
‘ But it is awful !

’ said Oblonsky, sighing deeply.
* One thing 1 would do, Alexey Alexandrovich, if I were
you—^I entreat you to do it I You have not yet com-
menced proceedings, as I understand ? Well, before

doing so, see my wife and talk it over with her ! She
cares for Anna as for a sister, she is fond of you, and she

’

is a wonderful woman. For heaven’s sake, tall?: it over

with her ! Do me this favour, I entreat you I

*

Karenin considered, and for a while Oblonsky gazed
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at him, full of sympathy, without breaking the silence.
‘ You will come and see her ?

’

‘ I hardly know. The reason I did not cal . on you is

that I think our relationship must be . altered.’
‘ Why ? I don’t see • it. Alow me to beleve that

beside our famly relationship, you share at least to some
extent the friendly feeling I have always had for you
. . . and sincere respect,’ added Oblonsk}’', pressing the
other’s hand. ‘ Even if your worst suspicions proved
correct, I never took upon myself, and never wil, to

judge either side ; and I see no reason why our relations

should change. But do, noW' do come, and see my wife I

’

* Ah, we look at the matter differently,’ said Karenio,
coldly. ‘ However, don’t let us talk about it.’

‘ But why won’t you come ? Supposing you came to

dinner to-day ? My wife expects you. Bo come, and
above aU, do talc it over with her. She is a wonderful
woman. For heaven’s sake—I implore you on my
bended knees !

’

‘ If you wish it so much, I wil come,’ said Karenin
with a sigh, and anxious to change the subject he inquired

about a matter interesting to them both—Oblonsky’s
new superior, a man who, though stll young, had suddenly
been given so important a post.

Karenin had never Iked Count Anichkin, their opinions
had always been at variance, and now he could not
repress a feeling of spite, quite comprehensible to anyone
in an official position, toward a more successful man.

‘ Well, and have you seen him ? ’ said Karenin with a
venomous smle.

‘ Oh yes, he came to the Council yesterday. He seems
to know his business perfectly and is very active.’

‘Yes, but in what direction?’ asked Karenin,.

‘Toward getting things done, or toward changing
what has been done already ? The curse of our State

is its red-tape administration, of which he is a worthy
representative.*

*

‘I really don’t know what his tendencies are, but I

do know that he is a first-rate fellow,’ replied Oblonsky.
‘ I have just been to see him, and he realy is a first-rate

chap. We had lunch, and I showed him how to make
that stuff—you know—^wine with oranges. It is very
refreshing, and it is amazing that he did not know of it.
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I He liked it very miicli. Yes, he ^certainly is a first-rate

f" chap/
! ^ Ohloiisky '

looked at Ms watch.

,

I

‘ Dear me, it is getting on for "five and I have still ito
,

I

call on Doigovnshki 1 .
,

Well, then, do please come

I
to diiiiier ! A^ou have no idea how grieved I and my

I wife will be if yon don’t.’

I

Xarenin parted from his brother-in-law in very

dift'erent manner to that in which he had met him.

‘I have promised, and I will come,’ he answered in a.

dejected tone.
^ ‘ Believe me, I appreciate it and hope that you will not
i regret it,’ Oblonsky replied, smiling. As he put on his

overcoat while walking away his armtouched the servant’s

head. He laughed and went out. ‘Five o’clock, and
morning dress, if you please!’ he sang out, returning

to the' door.

CHAPTER IX

It was past five, and some of the visitors had already

arrived, when the master of the house came home. He
entered together with Sergius Ivanich Koznyshev and
Pestsov, who had met on the doorstep. Those two were

the chief representatives of the Moscow intehectuals,

as Oblonsky called them. Both were men respected for

their characters and abilities. They respected one
another, but in almost everything they were completely

and hopelessly at variance, not because they belonged

to dilierent schools of thought but just because they
belonged to one camp (their enemies confused them one

with the other), and in that camp each of them had Ms
own shade. And as there is nothing less amenable to

agreement than disagreement on semi-abstract themes,

they not only disagreed in their opinions but had long

been accustomed without anger to ridicule each other’s

incorrigible delusions.

They were entering when Oblonsky overtook them,

and were talking about the weather. Prince Alexander

Dmitrich Shcherbatsky, and young -Shcherbatsky,

Turovtsyn, Kitty, and Karenin were already in the

drawing-room.
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Oblonsky noticed at once that, without him, things

were going badly in the drawing-room. His wife in her

gala dress, a grey silk, evidently worried both about the

children who would have to dine alone in the nursery,

and about her husband who had not returned, had not

managed in his absence to mix the guests properly.

They all sat like ‘ a parish priest’s wife visiting ’ (as the

old Prince Shcherbatsky expressed it), evidently puzzled
as to why they were all assembled there, and forcing

out words in order not to remain silent. The good-

natured Turovtsyn clearly felt quite out of it, and the

smile on his thick lips, with which he met Oblonsky,

said as clearly as words, ‘ Well, my friend, you have

planted me among the clever ones! To have a drink

at the Chateau des Fleurs would be more in my line.’®®

The old Prince sat silent, his shining eyes looking askance
at Karenin, and Oblonsky saw that he had already

prepared some remark wherewith to polish off that
dignitary of State, whom people were invited to as to a
dish of sturgeon. Kitty kept looking toward the door,

gathering courage not to blush when Constantine Levin
should enter. Young Shcherbatsky, who had not been
introduced to Karenin, tried to look as if this did not
make him feel at all awkward. Karenin himself, as the
Petersburg way is when one dines with ladies, was in

evening dress with a white tie, and Oblonsky saw by
his face that he had come only to keep his promise, and
by being in that company was fulfilling an unpleasant
duty. He was the chief cause of the iciness which had
frozen aU the visitors till Oblonsky’s arrival.

On entering the drawing-room Oblonsky made his

excuses, explaining that he had been kept by the particular

Prince who was his usual scapegoat whenever he was late

or absent, and in a moment he had reintroduced every-

body, and having brought Karenin and Koznyshev
together, he started them off on the subject of the

Russification of Poland, and they immediately caught
on, Pestsov joining them. Having patted Turovtsyn on
the shoulder, he whispered something funny in his ear,

^and got him to sit down next to DoUy and the old Prince.
Then he told Kitty that she was looking very nice,

^and introduced yoimg Shcherbatsky to Karenin, In a
jmoment be had kneaded all that Society dough in such
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:

a way that the drawing-rooni was in first-rate form, and

1^ was 'filled with animated voices.. Only Constantine

Levin had not arrived. However, that '
was afi for :

th0

best, for Oblonsky, on looking in at the dining-room, saw
to his horror that the port-wine and sherry were from
Depret and not from Lev^ and having given, orders to

send the coachman as quickly as possible to Lev© he
turned to go back to the di'awing-room.^®
But he met Levin at the door.
‘ I am not late ?

’

* As if you ever could help being late I
’ said Oblonsky

taking his hand.
‘ Are there many people here ? Whom have you got V

'

asked Levin with a blush, knocking the snow off his cap
with his glove.

‘AH our own people. Kitty is here. Come, I wili

introduce you to Karenin.’

Oblonsky, in spite of being Liberal, knew that to be
acquainted with Karenin could not but be an honour,

'

and therefore treated his best friends to that honour.
[

But at that moment Constantine Levin was not in a
|

state fully to appreciate the pleasure of such an acquaint-

ance. He had not seen Kitty siuce the memorable
evening when he had met Vronsky, excepting for that

one moment when he had caught sight of her on the high

road. In the depths of his soul he had felt sure that

he should meet her that evening, but to maintain his

freedom of thought he had tried to assure himseK
that he did not know it. Now, when he heard that

she was here, he was suddenly filled with such joy i ,g

^ and at the same time with such fear, that it took
^
#

away his breath and he could not utter what he wished ^ |
to say.

1 I
‘ What was she like ? The same as before, or as she

f

;
was that morning in the carriage ? What if Darya

;

Aiexandrovna had spoken the truth ? Why should it
J,

not "be true"? he thought. '

fl
‘Oh, do introduce me to Karenin!’ he brought out

with diffioulty, and with despairing determination he
entered the drawing-room and saw her. s

She was not as she had been before nor as he had seen

her in the carriage. She was quite different.

She was frightened, shy, shamefaced, and therefore
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even more charming.' "She saw him;as -soon as he entered. /

She had been waiting 'for him. She was filled with foy,

and that joy made 'her 'feel so confused that for a moment
when, as he was approaching the hostess, he again;glanced

at her, Kitty herseK, he, and Bolly all thought slie

would not be able to controhherself but would burst into

tears. She blushed, grew pale, then blushed again, and
quite rigid, with

,

only her lips quivering slightly, sat

waiting for him. He came up, bowed, and silently held

out his band. Had it not been for the light quivering

of her lips and the moisture 'that made her eyes brighter,

her smile would have appeared almost calm v/hen she

said

:

‘¥/hat a long time it is since we saw one aiiotlier!’

while with a desperate resolve her cold hand pressed

Ills.

‘ You have not seen me but I saw you,’ said Levin
v'dtli a beaming smile of joy. ‘I saw you on your way
to Ergushovo from the station.’

‘ When ? ’ she asked him with surprise.
‘ You were driving to Ergushovo,’ said Levin, feeling

that the happiness with which his heart was overflowing

v/as taking his breath away. ‘ How did I dare to connect

anything that was not innocent with this pathetic being 1

Yes, what Darya Alexandrovna told me seems to be
true,’ he thought.

Oblonsky took his arm and led him up to Karenin.
‘ Let me introduce you,’ and he gave their names.
* Very pleased to meet you again,’ said Karenin coldly,

as he shook hands with Levin.
‘ Are you acquainted ? ’ asked Oblonsky with surprise.
‘ We spent three hours together in a railway carriage,’

said Levin with a smile, ‘ but we parted filled with

curiosity, as people do after a masquerade, at any rate

I did.’

‘Dear me I If you please,’ said Oblonsky, motioning
them toward the duiing-room.

The men went to the side-table in the dining-room, on
- which stood bottles with six: kinds of vodka and plates

with as many sorts of cheese with and without silver

cheese-knives, caviar, herrings, different kinds of tinned

delicacies, and slices of French roils.

They stood round the scented vodka and the delicacies,
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and the* conversation about the Enssidcation of Poland
between Koznysiiev,

.
Ka,renin, and

.

Pestsov gradually

slackened in. the..expectation of dinner..;;-,' -

Iloznysbev, who knew better than anyone how at the

end, of a, most abstract and serious dispute unexpectedly.-

to administer a grain of Attic salt and thereby to change

his interlocutors frame of mind, did so now.
.
Karenin was arguing that the Eussihcation of Poland

could only be accomplished by high principles which the

Eussian Administration must introduce.

Pestsov insisted that one nation can assimilate aiiofchcr

only when the former is more densely populated.

Koznyshev agreed with both, but vdth- limitations.

When they had left the drawing-room Koznyshev, to

finish the conversation, remarked with a smile.
‘ Consequently for the Eussification of the alien

nationalities, there is but one means : to breed as many
children as possible. ... So my brother and I are acting

worst of all, and you married gentlemen, and especially

Stephen Arkadyevich, are acthag most patriotically.

How many have you got ? ’ he asked, turning to the

host with a kindly smile and holding out a tiny vrine*

glass to be filled.

Everybody laughed, and Oblonsky most merrily of all,

‘ Yes, that is the very best way,’ he said, cheving

some cheese and filling the glass with a special kind of

vodka. And the conversation was really ended by the

joke.
‘ This cheese is not bad. May I help you to some ?

’

asked 'the host.
‘ Have you really been doing gymnastics again?’

he went on turning to Levin, and with his left hand he felt

Levin’s muscles. Levin smiled, tightening his arm, and
under Oblonsky’s fingers a lump like a Dutch cheese and
hard as steel bulged out beneath the fine cloth of Levin’s

coat.®^ .
.

‘ Here’s a biceps I A real Samson !

’

‘ I expect great strength is needed for bear-hunting,’

said Karenin, who had the vaguest notions about sport,,

as he helped himself to cheese and broke his slice of

bread, cut as fine as a cobweb.
: .Levin smiled. .

. .

‘ None at all. On the contrary a child can kill a bear/
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he said, making room, with a slight bow, for the' ladies

w’’ho were coming up to the side-table with the hostess.
‘ You have killed a bear, I hear ? * said Kitty, vainly

trying to catch a wayward, slippery pickled mushroom
with her fork, and so shaking the lace of her sleeve through
which her arm gleamed white. ‘ Have you any bears

near your estate ? ’ she added, turning her lovely little

head toward him and smiling.

There was, it would seem, nothing unusual in what
she had said, but for him what a meaning there was,

inexpressible in words, in every sound and every movement
of her lips, her eyes, and her hands as she said it I There
was a prayer for forgiveness, and trust in him, and a

caress-—a tender, timid caress, and a promise, and hope,

and love for him in which he could not but believe and
which suffocated him with joy.

‘ No, we went to the Tver Province. On my return

journey I met your brother-in-law, or rather your brother-

in-law’s brother-in-law, on the train,’ he said smiling.
‘ It was a funny meeting.’

And gaily and amusingly he told how after not sleeping

aH night he, in his sheep-skin coat, had rushed into

Karenin’s compartment.
‘ The guard (regardless of the proverb judged me by

my clothes and wished to turn me out, but I began to use

long words and . . . you too,’ he went on turning to

Karenin (whose Christian name and patronymic he had
forgotten), ‘ judging me by my peasant coat were going

to turn me out, but afteiwards you took my part, for

which I am very grateful.’
‘ The rights of passengers to a choice of seats are very

ill-defined,’ said Karenin, wiping the tips of his fingers

on his handkerchief.
‘ I noticed that you were not quite sure what to make

of me,* said Levin with a good-natured smile, ‘ so I

hastened to start an intellectual conversation, to expiate

my sheep-skin.’

Koznyshev, while continuing his conversation with the

--—hostess, listened with one ear to his brother, turning his

eyes toward him, and thought, ‘ What has happened to

^ The proverb is

:

* At meeting you’re judged by your clothes,

At parting you’re judged by your wits.
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him to-day ? He behaves like a conqueror.’ He did

not' know that Levin felt as if he had 'grown a pair of

isTOgs. Levin knew that she was listening to his words

and liked hearing him, and that was the only thing he

cared about. Not only in that room but in the whole
world there existed for him nothing but Kitty and him-

self ; and he had now acquired a great significance and
importance. He felt himseli at a height that made him
giddy, and there, somewhere far below, were all these

good excellent Karenins, Obionskys, and the rest of the

world.
Quite casually, without looking at them and just as if

there was no other place to put them, Oblonsky placed

Levin and Kitty side by side.

‘ Wen, you might sit here,’ he said to Levin.

The dinner was as good as the dinner service, a thing

of which Oblonsky was a connoisseur. The soup, Marie

Louise, had succeeded to perfection, the tiny pasties

melted in one’s mouth and were flawless. Two footmen

and Matthew, wearing white ties, manipulated the food

and the wines unostentatiously, quietly, and quickly.

The dinner was a success on the material side, and no

less so on the non-material side. The conversation,

sometimes general and sometimes tete-^-tete, never ceased,

and toward the end became so animated that the men
left the table without ceasing to talk, and even Karenin

was infected.

CHAPTER X

pESTSOV liked to bring his discussions to a finish, and
had not been satisfied with Koznyshev’s remark, especi-

ally as he felt the fallacy of his own opinion.
‘ I did not mean,’ he began over his soup, addressing

Karenin, ‘ the density of population alone, but in con-

junction with fundamentals and not principles.*
‘ It seems to me,* replied Karenin deliberately andt—

.

languidly, ‘that it is one and the same thing. In my
opinion only that nation which is more highly developed
can influence another, only that. . .

‘ But the question is,’ intemipted Pestsov m his deep

d
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voice—he was - always in a hurry to speak and always
seemed to, stake his whole soul on what he was talkiiw

about—‘what does “higher development” consist off
The English, the French, or the Germans, which of them

'

is more highly developed ? Which will nationalize the

other ? We see that the Ehine has become Frencliiiled,

yet the Germans do not stand on a lower ' level T '

'he

shouted. ‘ There is some other law !

’

‘ I think that the influence will always be on the side

of the truly educated,’ said Karenin slightly raising hia

e3/ebrows.
‘ But what should we consider to be the signs of “ true

education ” t ’ said Pestsov.

‘I -fancy that those signs^re well known,’ replied

Karenin. ^
‘ Are they fully known 2 ’ intervened Koznyshev with

a subtle smile. ‘ At present a purely olaesicai education
is regarded as the only real education, but we hear lively

discussions from both sides and cannot deny that the
opposite view has many arguments in its favour.’'"^®

‘ You are a classic, Sergius Ivanich ! Have a glass of

claret?’ said Oblonsky.
‘ I am not expressing my opinion of either kind of

education,’ replied Koznyshev, smiling at him con-

descendingly as at a child and holding out his glass.
‘ All I say is that both sides have Weighty arguments
in their favour,’ he continued addressing himself to

Karenin. ‘I have had a classical education, but can
personally find no place in that controversy. I see no
clear proofs that a classical education should be preferred

to a modern education.*
‘ Natural science has just as great an educational and

mind-developing influence,’ Pestsov joined in. ‘ Take
astronomy, take botany, or zoology with its system of

general laws !
’

* I can’t quite agree with you,’ answered Karenin. ‘ It

seems to me that we must admit that the process of

studying the forms of a language has in itself a beneficial

effect on mental development. Besides it is impossible to

deny that the influence of the classics is in the highest

degree a moral one, whereas unfortunately with instruction

in natural science are connected those dangerous and false

teachings which are the bane of the present times.*
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'Kozziyshev was going to saysometliing but Pestsov’s

deep 'bass mterrapted him.
^

He began with'-gr^at warmth
to'prove the falseness of this‘opinion.

' Koznyshev quietly

.

waited to put
;

in his word, evidently "ready with a
triumijhant retort.

‘ But one 'cannot help admitting,’ he said 'Vfith his^

subtle smile,
'

-turning to^ ICarenin, ‘ one -cannot help
admitting that it is difficult to 'weigh exactly ail the pros

and cons of the different studies, and that the question,

which kind of education should he preferred, vv'ould not
have been so easily decided had' there not been on the

side of classical education that advantage ' which you
have just inentioned : the moral advantage, disoris It

dhe anti-mhillstic , iidiuence.’

‘E'xactly.’' d'-

‘ Were it not for the advantage of this anti-nihilistic

influence on the side of classical education we should have
considered the question longer, and should have weighed
the arguments on both sides,’ said Koznyshev, subtly

smiling. * W^e should have given a free field to both
systems. But now we know that those classical educa-

tion-pills contain the salutary virtue of anti-nihilism and
we offer them boldly to our patients. . . , But supposing

it has not that salutary virtue after all ? ’ he concluded,

adding the grain of Attic salt.

Everybody laughed at Koznyshev’s ‘pills,’ and
Turovtsyn, who had at last heard the sometiiing funny
for which he had been waiting as he listened to the con-

versation, laughed particularly loudly and merrily.

Oblonsky had made no mistake in inviting Pestsov.

With Pestsov there, intellectual conversatidn could not

stop for a moment. Hardly had Koznyshev with his

joke put an end to the discussion of one question

before Pestsov immediately raised another.
‘ One cannot even admit that the Government had

that aim in view,’ he said. ‘ The Government is evidently

guided by general considerations and is Indifferent to the

nifluence its measures may have. For instance, it ought
to consider the education of women injurious, yet it.

established courses of lectures and universities for

women.’
And the conversation at once veered to a new subject—^the education of women.
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Karenin expressed the view that the higher education ^

of women is generally confounded with the question of
women’s emancipation, and that was the only reason for

considering it injurious.
* I, on the contrary, think that these two questions are

firmly bound together,’ said Pestsov, ‘ It is a vicious

circle. Women are deprived of rights because of their

lack of education, and their lack of education results

from their lack of rights. We must not forget that the

subjection of women is so widespread and so old that we
often refuse to recognize the abyss that separates them
from us.’

‘You said “rights”,’ remarked Koznyshev, who had
been waiting for Pestsov to stop, ‘the right of serving

on a jury, on Town Councils, of being Presidents of

Local Government Boards, Civil Servants, Members of

Parliament . . . ?
’

‘Undoubtedly.’
‘ But if women, in some rare exceptional cases, can

fill these posts, it seems to me that you should not speak
of “ rights.” It would be more correct to say “ duties.”

Everybody will agree that when we fill the office of jury-

man, town councillor, or telegraph clerk, we feel that
we are fulfilling a duty. So it would be more correct to

say that women are seeking for duties, and quite rightly.

And we must sympathize with this desire of others to

help in man’s work for the community.’
‘ You are quite right,’ said Karenin. ‘ I think the

only question is whether they are capable of fulfilling

these duties.’
‘ In ah probability they will be extremely capable/

interjected Oblonsky, ‘ when education is more widely
diffused among them. We see this. . .

.*

‘ And how about the old proverb ? ’ remarked the old

Prince, who had long been listening to the conversation
with a humorous twinkle in his small glittering eyes.
‘ My daughters won’t miud my mentioning it. Women’s
hair is long, but their wits. . .

^

‘They thought the same of the negroes before their

^emancipation,’ said Pestsov angrily,

‘The thing that seems strange to me is that women
1 The Russian proverb runs;

* Woman’s hair is long:, but her wits are short.*
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should look for new duties,’ said Koznyshev, ‘ while, as

•^e see, men unfortunately generally avoid theirs.’

,

* Duties ' are connected with rights, power, money,
honours : that is what women are seeking,’ said Pestsov.

‘ It is just as if I were to strive for the right of being a

wet nurse, and were offended because they pay women
for it and won’t pay me,’ said the old Prince,

Turovtsyn burst into loud laughter, and Koznyshev felt

sorry he had not made that remark himself. Even
Karenin smiled.

‘Yes, but a man can’t be a wet nurse,V said Pestsov,

‘while a woman ,

‘ Oh yes, an Englishman on board ship did once nurse

Ms baby,’ said the old Prince, allowing himself this

indelicacy in his daughters’ presence,
‘ There will be about as many women officials as there

are of such Englishmen,’ said Koznyshev.
‘ Yes, but what is a girl to do if she has no home ?

’

said Oblonsky, agreeing with Pestsov and supporting

him, and thinking of the dancer Chibisova, whom he

had in his mind all the time.
‘ If you looked carefully into that girl’s story, you

would find that she had left her family or a sister’s family,

where she might have done woman’s work,’ said Dolly,

irritably and unexpectedly intervening in the conversa-

tion. She probably guessed what girl her husband had
in Ms mind,

‘ But we are defending a principle, an ideal I
’ said

Pestsov in his sonorous bass. ‘Women wish to have
the right to . be independent and educated. They are

hampered and oppressed by the consciousness that this

is impossible for them.’

‘And I am hampered and oppressed by the knowledge
that they won’t take me as a wet-nurse in the Foundlings’

Hospital,’ repeated the old Prince, to the great joy of

Turovtsyn, who laughed till he dropped the thick end of

a piece of asparagus into the sauce.

CHAPTER XI

Everybody took part in the general conversation except
Kitty and Levin. At first when the influence of one
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nation: on. anotlier was,, being talfeed, about., thoughts of

what he- had to say on the subject.. inYoIuntariiy came
into

.
Levin’s.' mind; but... these thoughts,,, fo.rnierly .go'

important to him,moW; only hiclmre,d.,,.,'thimiig Ms, miad
as,, in a ' dream ''and. were, not of the.-., slightest;, interest.

It, even .struck, him as strange; that they should care to

talk about things that could make no difference to any*

one. In the same way what was being said about the

rights of the education of women should have interested

Kitty. How often she had thought about that question

when she remembered her friend abroad and the irksome
state of dependence in which Varenka iivecb how often

she had wondered what would be her own fate if she did

not get married, and how many times she had argued
about it with her sister. But now it did not interest

her at all. She and Levin were carrying on their own
separate conversation, and it was not even a conversation
but a kind of mystic intercourse, which every moment
bound them closer and closer and created in both a
feeling of joyful fear before the unknown upon which
they were entering.

They began by Levin’s telling Kitty in answer to her

question of how he could have seen her in the carriage

in the summer, how he was going back from the hay
fields along the high road and met her.

‘ It was early in the morning. I expect you had only

just woke up. Your mother was asleep in her comeri
It was a lovely morning. I was going along and wondering
who that could be in a four-horsed coach, a spleiiMd

team with bells, and for an instant you appeared and I

saw you at the window sitting like this, holding the

strings of your cap with both hands and thinking very
deeply about something,’ he said and smiled. ^ How I

wish I knew v/hat you were thinking about ! Something
important 1 ’

Was I not very untidy ?‘ ’ she thought, but seeing the

rapturous smile which the recollection of these details

evoked she felt that the impression she had produced was
a very pleasing one. She blushed and laughed joyously.
‘ I really don’t remember.’

‘ How pleasantly Turovtsyn laughs !
’ said Levin,

looking with pleasure at his moist eyes and shaking
body.
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‘ Have you known him long asked Kitty,
^ Who does not know him ?

’

^ I see you think he is a. bad man.’
‘Not bad, but, a mere cipher.’"

‘ He is not. Change your .opinion quickly,’ said Kitty,
‘ I too did not think much of him, but he is . . . he is

a dear fellow and wonderfully kind-hearted. He has a

heart of gold.’

‘ liow did you manage to find out Ms heart ?
’

‘ lie and I are great friends. I know him very well.

Last' winter soon after .. . soon after you came to us/
she said with a penitent and at the same time a trustful

Biaile, ‘Lolly’s children all had scarlet fever and h©
happened to call. And fancy I ’ she went on in a whisper,
‘ he was so sorry for her that he stopped and helped her

to nurse the children. Really, he stayed three weeks in

the house and looked after the children like a nurse.’
‘ I am telling Constantine Dmitrich about Turovtsyn

and the scarlet fever,’ she said, leaning over toward her

sister.
‘ Yes ? it was wonderful b he is splendid I ’ said Dolly,

looking toward Turovtsyn who felt that he was being

talked about, and giving him a gentle smile.

Levin looked at Turovtsyn again and wondered how it

was he had failed to realize what a charming man he was.
‘ I am sorry, very sorry. I shall never again think ill

of anyone !
’ he said merrhy ; expressing what he sincerely

felt at the moment.

CHAPTER XII

Ik the conversation which had been begun on the rights

of women there were raised some questions not freely to

be discussed in the presence of ladies concerning the

inequalities of marriage relations. Pestaov more than

once during dinner-time flew at these questions, but
Koznyshev and Oblonsky carefully diverted him from
them.
When they rose from table and the ladies had left the

room, Pestsov did not follow them but turned to Karenin
and i?egan to state the chief cause of inequalitj^. The
inequality between husband and wife, in his opinion, lay
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in the fact that the infidelity of a wife and that of a ^

husband were unequally punished both by law and by 1

public opinion.

Oblonsky hurriedly offered Karenin a cigar.
‘ No, I don’t smoke,’ quietly replied Karenin, and, as

if wishing to show that he was not afraid of the conversa-

tion, he turned with a coM smile to Pestsov.

imagine that the cause of the prevailing opinion

lies in the very nature of things,’ he said, and was about
to go to the drawing-room, but Turovtsyn quite un-

expectedly addressed him.
‘ Have you heard about Pryachnikov ? ’ said Turovtsyn,

animated by the champagne he had drunk, and impatient

to break his silence, which had long oppressed him. And
with a kindly smile on his moist and rosy Kps, he went
on addressing himself chiefly to Karenin, the principal

guest.
‘ Vasya Pryachnikov, as I was told to-day, has fought

a duel with Kvitsky and killed him.’

As one always seems to knock a sore place, so that day
Oblonsky felt that unfortunately the conversation kept
striking Karenin’s sore place. He again made an attempt
to draw his brother-in-law away, but Karenin himself

asked with interest

;

* What did Pryachnikov fight about ?
’

‘ His wife. He behaved lie a brick ! Challenged the

other and killed him I

’

‘ Oh !
* said Karenin indifferently, and raising his

eyebrows he w’ent to the drawing-room,
‘ I am so glad you came,’ said Dolly with a frightened

smile, as she met him in the sitting-room through which
he had to pass :

‘ I must speak with you. Let us sit

down here,’

Karenin, with the same look of indifference, produced
by his raised eyebrows, sat down beside her and feigned

a smile,
‘ Yes,’ he said, * especially as I wished to ask you to

excuse me for having to go away at once. I am leaving

Moscow to-morrow.’

DoUy was firmly convinced of Anna’s innocence, and
felt herself growing pale and her Kps trembling from
anger with this cold, unfeeling man who so calmly in-

tended to ruin her innocent friend.

V
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* Alexey Alexandrovich,’ she said, looking into his eyes

with desperate determination, ‘I asked yon about
Anna and you did not give me an answer. How is she ?

’

/ I think she is well, Darya Alexandxovna/ replied

Karenin without looking at her.
‘ Alexey Alexandrovich, forgive me, I have no right

to . . . but I love Anna like a sister, and respect her

;

and I beg, I implore you to tell me what has happened
between you ; what do you accuse her of ?

’

Alexey Alexandrovich winced, and almost closing Ms
eyes bowed his head.

‘1 expect your husband has told you the reasons

which make me consider it necessary to change my
former relations with Anna Arkadyevna,’ he said without
looking in her eyes, discontentedly eyeing Shcherbatsky
who was passing through the sitting-room.

‘ I don’t, I don’t believe it, I cannot believe it !
’ Dolly

said, clasping her bony hands with an energetic move-
ment. She rose quickly, put her hand on Karenin’s

sleeve and said, ‘ We shall be disturbed here, come this

way, please.’

Dolly’s excitement affected Karenin. He rose and
obediently followed her into the schoolroom. They sat

down at the table covered with leather cloth all cut

about with penknives.
‘ I don’t believe it, I don’t !

’ she uttered, trying to

catch his eyes, which avoided hers.

‘ One can’t disbelieve facts, Darya Alexandrovna,’

said he, emphasizing the word facts,

* But what has she done ? ’ asked Darya Alexandrovna.
‘ What is it she has done ?

’

* She has despised her duties and betrayed her husband.

That is what she has done,’ he said.

* No, no, it can’t be I No, for God’s sake ! . . . you
are mistaken,’ said Dolly, raising her hands to her temples

and closing her eyes.

Karenin smiled coldly with his lips only, wishing to

prove to her and to himself the firmness of his conviction ;

but this passionate defence, though it did not shake hlm^
lacerated his wound. He began speaking with more
animation.

‘ It is difficult to make a mistake when a wife herself

announces to her husband that eight years of married
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life and a son have all been an error, and that she waiita
to begin life from the ' beginning again,’ he said crossly,

sniffing.

* Anna and—vice. .... I cannot combine them, I

cannot believe it !

’

‘ Daiya Alexandrovna,’ he said, nov/ looking straight

at Doily’s kind, excited face and feeling his tongue
involuntarily loosened. ‘ I would give much for the

E
ossibility of doubting. While I was in doubt it was b ard,
lit not so hard as it is now. While I doubted, I had

hope ; but now there is no hope left and all the same I

doubt everything. I doubt everytiling so much that I

hate my son, and sometimes believe he is not my son.

I am very unhappy.’
There was no need for him to say this. Dolly had

understood it as soon as he looked her in the face. She
felt sorry for him, and her faith in her friend’s innocence

was shaken.
‘ Oh, it is terrible, terrible I But can it be true that

you have decided on a divorce ?
’

‘ I have decided to take the final step. There is

nothing else for me to do.’
‘ Nothing to do, nothing to do !

’ she muttered with

tears in her eyes. ‘ No, there is something else to do,’

she said,
* That is just what is so terrible in this kind of grief,

that you can’t do as in all other troubles—-losses or deaths

—^just bear your cross, but here you must act,’ he said,

as if guessing her thoughts. ‘ You must com© out of the

degrading position in which you are placed ; it is impos-
sible to five three together.’

‘ I understand, I understand very well,’ said Doily and
her head dropped. She was silent, thinking of herself

and her own sorrow, and then suddenly and energetically

she raised her head and folded her hands as in prayer.
‘ But wait I You are a Chi’istian. Think of her I What
will become of her if you throw her off ?

’

‘I have thought, Darya Alexandrovna, and have
--^ihought deeply,’ said Karenin. His face flushed in

blotches and his dim eyes looked straight at her. Dolly
now pitied him with all her heart. ‘ I did that very thing

when she herself informed me of my shame ; 1 let every-

thing go on as before. I gave her a chance to turn over a

w
I
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new leaf, and I tried tO' saYo her. With what' result ?

She' disregarded my YOiy easy demand—that she should

ohserve the
,

proprieties,’ ' he went on,
.

getting heated.
‘ One may save a person who does, not wish to perish;

but if a nature is so spoilt and depraved that it regards

ruin as salvation, what can one do ?
’

‘ Anything but divorce I
’ answered Dolly.

‘Hut what is “ anything ’

‘ No, this is too awful. She will be nobody’s wife,

she^ will be mined.’
‘ What can I do ? ’ said Karenin, shrugging his shoulders

and raising his eyebrows. The recollection of .his,' wife’s

last deIiQC|uency irritated him so much that he again

became as cold as he had been at the beginning of the

conversation. ‘I am very grateful for your sympathy,

but it is time for me to go,’ he said rising.

‘ No, wait a bit ! You should not ruin her. Wait a

bit. I will tell 5^ou about myseK. I married, and my
husband deceived me ; in my anger and jealousy I wished

to abandon every thing, I myself wished . . . But I

was brought to my senses, and by whom ? Anna saved

me. And here I am living ; my children growing, my
husband returns to the family and feels his error, grows

purer and better, and I live . . , I have forgiven, and
you must forgive.’

Karenin listened, but her words no longer affected him.

All the bitterness of the day when he decided on a divorce

rose again in his soul. He gave himself a shake and
began to speak in a loud and piercing voice.

-I cannot forgive; I don’t wish to and don’t think it

would be right. I have done everything for that woman,
and she has trampled everything in the mud which is

natural to her. I am not a cruel man, I have never hated
anyone, but I hat© her with the whole strength of my
soul and I cannot even forgive her, because I hate her so

much for all the wrong she has done m© T* he said with

tears of anger choking him.

‘Love those that hat© you . . / whispered Dolly

shamefacedly. ^
Karenin smiled contemptuously. He had long known

aE that, but it could not apply to his case.

‘Love them that hate you, but you can’t love them
whom you hate. Forgive me for having upset you.
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Every one has trouble enough of Ms own !
’ And having

got himself under control, Karenin quietly rose, said

good-bye, and went away.

CHAPTER XIII
'

When everybody was leaving the table Levin wanted to

follow Kitty into the drawing-room but was afraid she

would not like it because it would make his attentions

to her too obvious. So he stopped with the group of

men, taking part in their conversation. But without
iooidng through the open door at Kitty he was conscious

of her movements, her looks, and the place in the drawing-

room where she sat.

He began at once, and without the slightest effort, to

fulfil the promise he had made her, of thinldng well of and
always liking everybody. The conversation had turned

to the question of village communes, in which Pestsov
saw some special principle which he called the ‘choral

principle.’ Levin did not agree either with Pestsov or

with his brother Sergius, who, in a way of his own, both
admitted and did not admit the importance of the Russian
Communal System. But he talked to them only with

the idea of getting them to agree and softening their

controversy. He was not at all interested in what he

himself said, stiU less in what they were saying, and only

desired one thing—^that everybody should feel contented

and pleased. He now knew the one thing that was im-
portant. And that one thing was at first there in the

drawing-room, but afterwards began moving and paused
in the doorway. Without looking round he felt a pair

of eyes and a smile directed toward him, and he could

not help turning. She stood in the doorway with
Shcherbatsky and was looking at him.

‘I thought you were going to the piano,’ he said,

moving toward her. ‘ That is what I miss in the country
—music.’

^ * No, we were only coming to call you away. Thank
you for coming,’ she said, rewarding him with a smile

as with a gift. ‘What is the use of arguing ? No one
ever convinces another.’

‘Yes, you are quite right,’ said Levin, ‘for the most

f'.;-
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part, people argue so warmly only because they cannot
1^ make out what it is that their opponent wants to prove."

I
Levin had often noticed in arguments among the most

f.
intelligent people that after expending enormous eiSorts,

i and an immense number of logical subtleties and words, the

disputants at last became conscious of the fact that the

thing they had been at such pains to prove to one another

had long ago, from the very beginning of the controversy^,

been known to them, but that they Hked difierent tilings

and were disinclined to mention what they liked lest it

should be attacked. He had experienced the fact that

'r sometimes in the middle of a discussion one understands
what it is that one’s opponent likes, and suddenly likes

it oneself, and immediately agrees with him, wdien ail

proofs become superfluous and unnecessary. Sometimes
the reverse happens

; one at last mentions the thing one
likes, for the sake of which one has been devising argu-

ments, and if this is said well and sincerely, one’s

opponent suddenly agrees and ceases to dispute. This

was what he ’wanted to express.'*®

She wrinkled her forehead, trying to understand. But
as soon as he began to explain she understood.

‘ I see ; one must find out what one’s opponent is

contendmg for, what he likes, and then one can . .

She had completely grasped and found the right ex-

pression for his badly-expressed thought. Levin smiled

joyfully : he was so struck by the change from the con-

fused wordy dispute with his brother and Pestsov to this

laconic, clear, and almost wordless communication of a

very complex idea.

^ Shcherbatsky left them, and Kitty went up to a table

prepared for cards, sat down, took a piece of chalk, and
began drawing concentric circles on the new green cloth

I
of the table.

They went back to the conversation at dinner about
women’s rights and oecupatiohs. Levin agreed with
Dolly, that a girl who does not get married can find

woman’s work in the family. He supported this view
i by saying that no family can dispense with a help, and

that in every family, rich or poor, there are and must^
be nurses, either paid or belonging to the family.

‘ No,’ said Kitty, blushing, but looking all the more
boldly at him with her truthful eyes :

‘ A girl may be
210 Q
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so placed that she cS/nnot enter into a family without
humiliation, while jihe herself. . .

He understood the, allusion.
* Oh yes !

’ he said,^ ‘ yes, yes, yes, you are right, you
are right !

*

And he understood all that Pestsov at dinner had been
trying to prove about the freedom of women, simply
because he saw in Kitty’s heart fear of the humiliation

of being an old maid, and, loving her, he too felt that

fear and humiliation, and at once gave up his contention.

There was a pause. She still continued drawing on
the table with the chalh. Her eyes shone with a soft

light. Submitting to her mood, he felt in his whole
being an ever-increasing stress of joy.

‘ Oh, I have scribbled over the whole table !
’ she said,

and putting down the chalk moved as if to get up,
* How can I remain here alone, without her ? ’ he

thought horrorstruck, and took up the chalk. ‘Don’t
go,’ he said and sat down at the table.

* I have long wished to ask you something I

’

He looked straight into her kind though frightened

eyes.
* Please do.’

* There,’ he said, and wrote the following letters,—

W, y, a: 'i, c, n, b; d, y, m, t, o, n? These letters

stood for : When you answered : it can not be ; did you
mean then, or never ? It was quite unl&eiy that she
would be able to make out this complicated sentence

;

but he looked at her with an expression as if his

life depended on her understanding what those letters

meant.^^

She glanced seriously at him and then, leaning her
puckered forehead on her hand, began reading. Occa-
sionally she looked up at him, her look asking him

:

‘ Is it what I think ?
’

‘ I have understood,’ she said with a blush.

‘What word is this ? ’ he asked pointing to the ‘n’
which stood for never.

‘ The word is never,’ she said, ‘ but that’s not true,’

He quickly nabbed out what he had written, handed
her the chalk, and rose.

She wrote : T, I, o, n, a, o.

Dolly’s sorrow^ caused by her talk with Karenin, was
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q_-uit0 dispelled when she saw those.' two figures , Kitty

with the chalk in her hand, looking up at Levin with a

timid, happy smile, and his fine figure bending over the

table, with his burning eyes fixed now on the table, now
on her. Suddenly his face beamed: he had understood.

The letters meant * Then I could not answer otherwise.’

He looked at her questioningly, and timidly.
^ Only then ?

’

* Yes,’ answered her smile.

‘ And n. . . . And now ? ’ he said.

* Weil, then, read this. I will tell you what I wish,

what I very much wish I’ and she wrote these initial

letters : T, y, m, f, a, f, w, h. This meant, ‘ that you
might forgive and forget what happened.’

He seized the chalk with nervous, trembling fingers,

broke it, and wrote the initial letters of the following

:

‘ I have nothing to forget or forgive, I never ceased to

love you.’

She looked at him with an assured smile that did not
waver.

* I understand,’ she whispered.

He sat down and wrote out a long sentence. She under-

stood it all, and without asking if she was right, took the

chalk, and wrote the answer at once.

For a long time he could not make out what she meant
and he often looked up in her eyes. He was dazed with
happiness. He could not find the words she meant at

aU ; but in her beautiful eyes, radiant with joy, he saw
all that he wanted to know. And he wrote down three

letters. But before he had finished writing she read it

under his hand, finished the sentence herself, and wrote
the answer :

‘ Yes.’
‘ Playing ‘‘secretary” ? ’ said the old Prince approach-

ing them. ‘ Come now, we must be going, if you mean
to come to the theatre.’

Levin rose and accompanied Kitty to the door.

Everything had been said in that conversation. She
had said that she loved him, and would tell her father

and mother, and he had said that he would call in the

morning.
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CHAPTER XIV

When Kitty had left a,nd Levin remained alone he felt

BO restless without her and so impatient to live more and
more quickly through the hours till morning when he
would see her again and be plighted to her for ever, that
he dreaded like death the fourteen hours he would have
to spend without her. In order not to be alone and to

deceive time, he needed to be with and to talk to some-
body. Oblonsky would have been the pleasantest com-
panion for him now, but he was going to an evening party

as he said (really to the ballet). Levin only had time

to tell him he was happy and fond of him and would
never, never forget what he had done for him. Oblonsky’s

look and smile showed Levin that he understood Mm
rightly.

‘ Then it’s not time to die yet ? ’ asked Oblonsky with
feeling, pressing Levin’s hand.

‘ N-n-n-oo 1
’ said Levin.

Dolly too, when saying good-bye to him, spoke as if

congratulating him, saying: ‘I am so glad you and
Kitty have met again. Wo must value old friendship.’

Levin did not like her remark. She did not understand
how high and unattainable for her all this was, and she

should not have dared to refer to it. Levin took leave

of them but, not to remain alone, be fastened on to hia

brother.
‘ Where are you going ?

’

* To a Town Council meeting.’
‘ Well, rU come with you. May IV
* Why not ? Let us go,’ answered Koznyshev, smiling.

‘ What has happened to you to-day ?
’

‘To me ? Happiness is with me,’ said Levin, letting

down the window of the carriage in which they were
driving. ‘ You don’t mind ? It is so stuffy here.

Happiness is with me. Why have you never got

married?’
Koznyshev smiled.

""
‘ I am very glad, she seems a fine gi . , he

began.
‘ Don’t, don’t, don’t speak !

’ exclaimed Levin, seizing

the coUar of his brother’s fur-coat and lapping it over
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his lace- ‘ She is a fine girl ’ were words so ordinary, so

f Insignificant, so inappropriate to his feelings.

; Koznyshev laughed merrily, a thing he rarely did.

j

,

‘ Anyhow I may say I am very glad.*

* You may say that to-morrow, to-morrow, but nothing

more I Nothing, nothing, silence . . said Levin, and
again wrapping the collar round his brother’s face he
added; ‘I am very fond of you! Will they really let

me in to the meeting ?

\ Of course you can come.’

*What are you speaking on to-night ’’ asked Levin

not ceasing to smile.

:
They arrived at the Council, and Levin listened to the

gecretary haltingly readmg an official report which he
evidently did not understand himself, but from his face

Levin saw what a nice, kind, and splendid fellow he was.

That was plain from the confused and embarrassed manner
in which he read the report. Then followed the discus-

sion. They were debating the grant of some money and
the laying of some pipes, and Koznyshev spoke about
something for a long time in a triumphant ton© and
stung two of the members ; another member, having

noted something on a bit of paper, started timidly, but

went on to answer him very venomously and neatly,

. And then Sviyazhsky (he too was there) also said some-

thing very finely and nobly. Levin listened to them and
clearly saw that neither the sums of money nor the pipes

had any real existence, there was nothing of the kind,

and he saw also that they were not at all angry but
were all very kind and estimable fellows, and that it was

4. all very good and pleasant. They were doing no one
any harm, and everybody was pleased. What seemed
remarkable to Levin was that they were aU perfectly

transparent to him that day, and that by means of little

signs which he had never noticed before he recognized

;
the soul of each and clearly saw that they were ail kind

and, in particular, were all extremely fond of him. That

I

was quite evident from the way they spoke to him, and
1 the tenderness and affection with which they all, even

strangers, looked at him.
' Well, are you contented ?

’ asked Koznyshev,
‘ Quite. I never thought it would be so interestiDg,

Fine I splendid !

’
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Sviyazhsky came up and asked Levin to come home
mth him and have some tea. Levin could not at all ^

think or remember why he had ever felt dissatisfied with
Sviyazhsky or what he had thought lacking in him. He
was an intelligent and remarkably kind fellow.

* I shall be very pleased,’ said Levin, and asked about
Sviyazhsky’s wife and sister-in-law. And by a strange

connection of ideas, as that sister-in-law was connected

in his fancy with the idea of marriage, it appeared to him
that he could not teU anybody of bis happiness so appro-

priately as Sviyazhsky’s wife and sister-in-law, and he

was very glad to go and see them.
Sviyazhsky questioned him about his affairs in the

country, as usual disbelieving in the possibility of devising

anything that had not already been discovered in Western
Europe: but now Levin did not consider this at all

unpleasant. On the contrary he felt that Sviyazhsky

was right, and that the -whole business was insignificant,

and he noticed the wonderful gentleness and delicacy

with which Sviyazhsky avoided saying that he was right,

The ladies were especially nice ; it seemed to Levin that

they already knew all about it and sympathized with
him but did not mention it out of delicacy. He remained
at the house two or three hours, talking about
different matters, but thinking only of the one thing

that filled his soul and not noticing that they were dread-

fully weary of him and ought long ago to have been in

bed. Sviyazhsky, yawning, showed him to the hah and
wondered at the strange state his friend was in. It was
past one. Levin returned to the hotel and the thought

of how with his impatience he would spend the remainiug

ten hours frightened him. The attendant on duty lighted

his candle and was going away, but Levin stopped him.

Egor, the attendant, of whom Levin had taken no notice

heretofore, turned out to be a very intelligent, good, and
above all very kind man.

‘ I say, Egor, don’t you find it difficult to keep awake ?
’

‘ What’s one to do ? Our work is of that sort. It is

easier in a gentleman’s house, but one earns more here.’

It turned out that Egor had a family, three boys and
a girl who was a seamstress and whom he wanted to

marry to an assistant in a harness business.

Levin took this opportunity to express to Egor hia
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opinion that in marriage the chief thing is—love, and
that when there is love there will always be happiness,

5
becanse happiness lies always within oneself.

Egor listened very attentively and evidently quite;

;
understood Levin, but in confirmation of it remarked,

j

quite unexpectedly to Levin, that when he was in the

I

service of nice people he was always satisfied with his

masters and that he was satisfied with his present master

I
although he was a Frenchman.

:

* A wonderfully kind man !
* thought Levin.

5 ‘ And you, Egor, when you married, did you love your
W'ife?’

‘How can one help it ? ’ answered Egor.

And Levin saw that Egor too was in an exultant state

and wished to teH him aU his most intimate feelings.

‘ My life too was very curious. From a child I . .
.’ he

began with shining eyes, evidently infected by Levin’s

exultation as men get infected by others’ yawning.
But at that moment a bell rang ; Egor went away

and Levin remained alone. He had scarcely eaten any-

thing at dinner and had refused both tea and supper at

Sviyazhsky’s, but could not think of eating. He had not

slept the night before but could not think of sleep either.

The room was cool, but he felt suffocated with heat. He
opened the little window ^ and sat down on a table in

front of it. Beyond a snow-covered roof he could see a

gilt fretwork cross adorned with chains on the dome of

a church and above it the three-cornered constellation

of the Charioteer with the bright yellow star Capella, He
looked now at the cross, now at the star, and inhaled the

T fresh frosty air which flowed with a regular current

into the room, following, as in a dream, the images and

I
memories that arose in his fancy. Towards four o’clock

he heard steps in the corridor and looked out. It was
I

the gambler Myaskin whom he knew, returning from the

:
club. He passed dejectedly, frowning and coughing.

;

‘ Poor, unfortunate fellow i ’ thought Levin, and tears of

i affection and pity for the man filled his eyes. He wished
' to speak to him and comfort him, but recollecting that®-

he had nothing over his shirt he changed his mind and
again sat down in front of the little window to bathe in

T ^ The JortocMa, or small inset window customary in Eussia, which allows

! of fresli air being leu into the room in winter without cooling it too miicii.
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the cold air and to gaze at that beautifully-shaped silent

cross, full of meaning for him, and at the ascending bright

yellow star. When it was past six o’clock he began to

hear the floor-polishers, and the church bell ringing for

service, and felt he was beginning to grow cold. He shut

the little window, washed, dressed, and went out into

the street.

CHAPTER XV

TriE streets were still empty. Levin went to the

Shcherbatskys’ house. The front door was locked,

everybody was still sleeping. He went back to bis room
in the hotel and ordered coffee. The day-waiter, not

Egor this time, brought it to him. Levin wished to

have a talk with him, but the bell rang and the waiter

went away. Levin tried to drink a little coflee, and put
a piece of roll into his mouth, but his mouth could do
nothing with it. He took the piece out of his mouth, put
on his overcoat and went out to walk about again. It

was past nine when he reached the Shcherbatskys’ porch

a second time. The inmates of the house were only just

up, and the cook was going out to buy provisions. It

would be necessary to live through another two hours at

least.

All that night and morning Levin had lived quite

unconsciously, and felt quite outside the conditions of

material existence. He had not eaten for a whole day,

had not slept for two nights, had spent several hours

half-dressed and exposed to the frost, yet he felt not only

fresher and better than ever before, but quite independent

of his body : he moved without his muscles making any
effort, and felt capable of anything. He was sure that

he could fly upwards or knock down the corner of a house,

were it necessary. He spent the rest of the time walking

about the streets, looking at his watch, and gazing around.

And what he then saw he never saw again. Two
^ children going to school, some pigeons that flew down
from the roof, and a few loaves put outside a baker’s

window by an invisible hand touched him particularly.

These loaves, the pigeons, and the two boys seemed
creatures not of this earth. It all happened at the same
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time? one of the boys ran after a pigeon and looked
^ smibngly up at Levin ; the pigeon flapped its wings and

fluttered up, glittering in the sunshine amid the snow-
f dust that trembled in the air ; from the window came

the scent of fresh-baked bread and the loaves were put

out. All these things were so unusually beautiful that

Levin laughed and cried with joy. After a long round,

through the Gazetny Street and the Kislovka, he returned

to the hotel, put his watch in front of him, and sat down
waiting till it should be twelve. In the next room they

. ^ were saying something about machines and fraud, and
coughing as people do of a morning. They did not
realize that the watch hand was drawing nearer to twelve.

The hand reached twelve. Levin went out into the jiorcli.

The izvoshchiks evidently knew all about it. With joyful

faces they surrounded Levin, disputing among themselves,

and offering him their services. Trying not to ofl’end the

others, and promising to let them too drive him later on,

he hired one and told him to drive to the Shcherbatskys’.

The izvoshchih was charming with the white band of his

shirt showing from under his coat and clinging closely

to his fuU, red, sturdy neck. That izvoshchih'

s

sledge

was high and comfortable and never after did Levin

drive in one like it, and the horse was a good one too and
tried its best to trot fast, but did not move from the place.

The izvoshchik knew the Shcherbatskys’ house, and round*

ing his elbows in a manner specially respectful to his fare,

called ‘ Whoa I
’ and stopped at the porch. The Shcher-

batskys’ hall-porter certainly knew everything. That
was evident from the smile in his eyes and the tone in

which he said

:

‘ It’s long since you were here last, Constantine

Dmitrich !

’

Not only did he know everything, but he evidently

rejoiced and made efforts to hide his joy. Glancing into

bis kind old eyes. Levin felt something new even in his

own happiness.

I

‘Are they up ?
’

^ ‘Come in, sir! Won’t you leave it here? ’ he said,

j
when Levin turned back for Ms cap. That meant

‘ something.
- ‘ Whom shall I announce you to ? ’ asked the footman.

The footman was young, of the new-fashioned kind.
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and a dandy, but a very kind and good fellow, and he

too understood it alL _
‘The Prince . . . The Princess . . . The young

lady . . said Levin,
^

.

I’he first person he met was Mile Linon, She was

passing through the dancing-hall and her curls and her

face shone. He had scarcely begun to speak to her when

he heard the rustle of a dress outside the door, his eyes

no longer saw MUe Linon, and the joyful terror of the

nearness of his happiness seized him. Mile Linon

hurriedly left him and went toward the other doon

As soon as she had gone out he heard the sound of very,

very rapid light steps on the parquet floor, and his joy,

his life, his own self, the best in himself, that which he

had sought and yearned for so long, advanced very, very

rapidly towards "him. She did not walk but was borne

toward him by some invisible force.

He saw nothing but her clear, true eyes, frightened by

the same joy of love which filled his own heart. Those

eyes beamed nearer and nearer to him, dazzlmg him with

their glow of love. She stopped so close that she touched

him. Her arms rose and her hands dropped on his

shoulders.
^ , A

She had done everything she could—she had run up

to him and given herself entirely, shyly, and joyMy.

He put his arms round her and pressed his lips to her

mouth that was waiting for his kiss.
^ ^ ^

She too had not slept all night and had waited for him

the whole morning. ; .

Her mother and father had definitely given their

consent and were happy in her happiness. She had

waited for him. She had wished to be the first to

announce to him his and her joy. She had prepared

herself to meet him alone, and had rejoiced at the idea,

yet had felt timid and bashful and had not known what

she would do. She had heard his step and his voice and

had waited behind the door for jMIle Linon to go. Mile

Linon had gone away. Without thinking or asking

- herself what next, she had come to him and acted as

she had.
i

‘ Come to Mama I
’ she said, taking him by the hand.

For some time he could not say anything, not so much

because he feared that words might spoil the loftiness
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^ of his feelings, as because every time he wished' to,; speak

he felt that, instead of words, tears of joy would come.

( ge took her hand and .kissed it.

^ Can it be true ? ’ he said at last in a smothered voice,

‘ Bear, I cannot believe that you love me.’

She smiled at the word ‘ dear,’ and at the timid look

he gave her.
‘ Yes !

’ she said significantly and slowly. * I am so

, happy !

*

Without letting go of his hand, she entered the drawing-

room. The Princess, on seeing them, breathed quickly

and immediately burst into tears, then she at once laughed

and ran up to them with energy such as Levin never

expected from her, and putting her aims round his head
kissed him and wetted his cheeks with her tears.

‘ Then it’s ah finished ! I am so glad. Love her. I

am so glad . . . Kitty !

’

‘ Well, you’ve settled it quickly !
’ said the old Prince,

trying to be indifierent ; but Levin noticed that his

eyes were moist when he addressed him. ‘ I have long,

I have always wished it I
’ said the old Prince, taking

Levin’s hand and drawing him nearer. ‘ Even at the

time when this scatterbrain intended . .
.’

‘ Papa !
’ exclaimed Kitty and closed his mouth with

her hands.
‘ Wen, well, I won’t !

’ he said. ‘ I am very, very . . ,

plea . . . Oh, how stupid I am !

’

He embraced Kitty, kissed her face, her hand, then

her face again, and made the sign of the cross over her.

A And Levin was seized with a new feeling of aSection

\
for this man who had been strange to him before, when

( he saw how Kitty long and tenderly kissed his fleshy

; | Land.

CHAPTER XVI

The Princess sat in her armchair silently smiling, and
the Prince seated himself beside her. Kitty stood close*

to her father’s chair, stiU holding his hand. No one
spoke.

The Princess was the first to break the silence and
bring all their thoughts and feelings back to the practical
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side of liie, and for the first moments this seemed strange

and even painful to them ali.

‘.When is it to be ? There is the betrothal, and cards

must be sent out. And when is the wedding to be ?

What do you think, Alexander ?
’

‘Here ho is,’ said the old Prince, pointing to Levin,
* He is the principal person concerned.’

‘When? ’said Levin, blushing. ‘ To-morrow 1 If

you ask me—the betrothal to-day and the wedding
to-morrow!’

* Oh, don’t, mem cher ! What nonsense !
’

‘ Well then, next week.’
‘ He seems quite mad.’
‘ Why not ?

’

‘ What an idea !
’ said the mother with a pleased smile

at his haste. ‘ And the trousseau ?
’

* Is it possible that there must be a trousseau and all

that sort of thing ? ’ Levin thought, horror-struck.
‘ However. . . . As if a trousseau and a betrothal cere-

mony and all that could spoil my happiness ! Nothing
can spoil it I ’ He looked up at Kitty and noticed that

the thought of a trousseau did not in the least upset her

;

80 he thought, ‘It is necessary, evidently.’
‘ Well, you see, I don’t know at all ; I only expressed

my wish,’ he said, to excuse himself.
‘ Then we will decide. We can have the betrothal, and

send out the cards at once. That will be ali right.*

The Princess went up to her husband, kissed him and
was about to go away, but he stopped her, embraced
her, and tenderly, like a young lover, kissed her several

times, with a smile. The old couple seemed to have
become confused for the moment, and not to know
whether it was they who were again in love or only their

daughter. When they had gone Levin came up to his

betrothed and took her hand. He had now mastered
himself and was able to speak, and there was much he

had to say to her ; but what he said was not at all what
he had intended.

"
* How wen I knew it would happen ! I never dared

hope, yet in my soul I was always certain,’ said he. ‘ I

believe it was predestined.’
‘ And I,’ she said. ‘ Even when . . she stopped,

and again went on, her truthful eyes looking itito his
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^ ,

face resolutely, even when I drove my happiness fx*om

1110 I always loved yon only, but I was carried awaj;-. I

must ask you : can you forget it ?
’

‘ Perhaps it was all for the best. You have much to

forgive me.,
,

I must tell you. . .

He referred to one of the things he had decided to tell

her. He meant to confess, from the first, about two
matters : that he was not as pure as she, and that he

was an agnostic. It was painlul but ho thought he ought
to tell her both these things.

‘ No, not now, later ! V he said.
‘ AU right, later; but certainly tell me ! T am afraid

of nothing. I must know everything. Now iPa

settled. .
’

. ,

He finished the sentence. ‘ It is settled that you will

have me, whatever I may be. . . . You will not reject

me,. . , . . Yes ?
*

‘ Yes, yes !

’

Their conversation was interrupted by Mile Linon,

who with a feigned yet afiectionate smile came to con-

gratulate her favourite pupil. Before she had gone out,

the servants entered with their congratulations. After-

wards relatives arrived, and that beatific tumult began
which did not cease until the day after the weddixig.

All that time Levin felt uncomfortable and bored, but

the stress of his joy went on increasing. All that time

he felt that many things he did not know were expected

of him, but he did all he was told, and it all gave him
joy. He had thought that his courtship would be quite

unlike any other, that the ordinary conditions of court-

^ siiip would spoil his peculiar happiness ; but he ended
by doing w’hat others do, and his happiness was thereby

only increased, becoming more and more peculiar to

him, unlike anyone eise’s was or is.

‘ Now^ W’'e shall eat some sweet3,V said Me Linon, and
ofi went Levin to buy sweets. M am very pleased indeed/

1
said Sviyazhsky, ‘ I advise you to go to Fomin’s for the

= flowers.’
—

‘Are they necessary ?’ and ofi he w'ent to

Fomin’s. His brother told him he ought to borrow som^
? money because he would have a lot of expense : there

would be presents. . . .
* Are presents required ? ’ and

r off he rushed to Fulda, the jeweller’s.

At the confectioner’s, florist’s, and jeweller’s, he noticed
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that they were expecting him, that they were pleased to

see him, and triumphed in his happiness just like every-

one else with whom he had anything to do at that time.

It was extraordinary that not only was everybody fond
of him, blit all the hitherto unsympathetic, cold, or

indifferent persons were delighted with him, gave way to

him in everything, treated his feelings with delicate

consideration, and shared his own opinion that he was
the happiest man on earth because his betrothed was
the height of perfection. Kitty felt just the same.

When the Countess Nordston took the liberty of hinting

that she had hoped for something better, Kitty got so

heated and proved so convincingly that no one on earth

could be better than Levin, that the Countess had to

admit it, and thereafter never encountered Levin in

Kitty’s presence without a smile of delight.

The confession he had promised her was the one painful

episode of that time. He consulted the old Prince, and
with his permission gave Kitty his diary, which contained

the facts that were tormenting him. He had written the

diary with the intention of showing it to his future bride-

elect. The confession of his agnosticism passed without
a remark. She was religious and had never doubted the

truth of her religion, but the lack of external religion in

him did not affect her at all. She knew, through her

love, his whole sotd, and saw in it what she desired, and
the fact that that spiritual condition is called agnosticism

was quite indifferent to her. The other confession made
her weep bitterly.^®

Levin had not handed her the diary without an inward
struggle. He knew that between him and her there

could and should be nothing secret, and therefore he
decided that it was hk duty ; but he had not considered

how the confession might affect her : he had not put
himself in her place. Only when he came that evening,

before going to the theatre, and entered her room to see

in her tear-stained face the misery caused by the irremedi-

able sorrow he had brought about, did he realize from
that sweet, pathetic face what an abysm separated his

tainted past from her dovelike purity, and he was horror-

struck at what he had done.
‘Take, take those dreadful books back!’ she cried,

pushing away the note-books that lay on the table before
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« tier.
'* Wliy did you give me them'

.

. But no—it

r was best after all,’ she added, pitying the despair on his

! face. ‘ But it is dreadful, dreadful !

’

i His head drooped and he remained silent, unable to

‘ You Will not forgive me ? ’ he whispered.
‘ Yes, I have forgiven you, but it is dreadful !

’

However, his happiness was so great that this con-

fession did not impair it, but only gave it a new tinge.

She forgave him, but after that he felt yet more unworthy
of her, morally bowed still lower before her, and valued
still more highly his undeserved happiness.

CHAPTER XVII

iNVOLXJOTAKmy reviewing the impressions left on his

mind by the conversations at dinner and after, Karenin
returned to his solitary room. What Dolly had said

about forgiveness had merely vexed him. Whether or

not to apply the Christian principle to his own case was
too difficult a question to be lightly discussed, and
Karenin had long since answered it in the negative.

Of aU that had been said the words of the silly good-

natured Turovtsyn had sunk deepest into his mind— ‘ He
acted like a brick, challenged the other man, and killed him^
Evidently everybody had agreed with that, though they
were too polite to say so. ‘ However, that point is

settled and not worth thinking about,’ said Karenin to

himself ; and with nothing in his mind but his impending
journey and his work of inspection, he “went to his room
and asked the doorkeeper, who followed him, where his

valet was. The man replied that the valet had just ^one
out, Karenin ordered tea, sat down at a table, took up
a time-table, and began planning his journey.

‘Two telegrams,’ said the valet, entering. ‘Excuse
\ me, your Excellency—I had only just gone out.’

I
Karenin took the telegrams and opened them. The

I
first contained the news that Strembv had obtained the

! very appointment Karenin had been hoping for. He
f thxew down the telegram and fiushed. Rising, he began

to pace the room. ‘ Quos vult perdere demeniat,^ he
thought, quos being those who had had a hand in
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making the appointment. He was vexed, not so much
at having missed that post himseif and at having been
obviously passed over, as at the incomprehensible and
surprising fact that they did not realize how much less

suitable than anyone else was that voluble windbag,
Stremov. How was it they did not see that by giving

him that post they were ruining themselves and their

own prestige ?

* Something else of the same kind,’ he thought bitterly,

as he opened the second telegram. It was from his wife,

and Annaf written in blue pencil, was the first word he
saw. am dying^ 1 heg and entreat you^ come/ I shall

die easier for your forgiveness^ he read. Smiling con-
temptuously, he threw down the telegram. His first

thought was that beyond doubt it was only falsehood and
cunning.

‘ She would not hesitate at any deception. She was
going to be confined

;
perhaps that is the illness. But

what can they be aiming at ? To legitimize the child,

compromise me, and prevent a divorce ? \ he reflected.
* But there is something about dying. . . He re-read

the telegram, and was suddenly struck by the direct

meaning of the words. ‘ Supposing it is true ? ’ he said

to himself. ‘ If it is true, and at the moment of suffering

and approach to death she is sincerely repentant, and I,

believing it to be false, refuse to come ? It would not
only be cruel and everybody would condemn me, but
it would be stupid on my part.’

‘ Peter, keep the carriage I I am returning to Peters-

burg,’ he told the valet.

He decided to go back to Petersburg and see his wife.

If the news of her iUness were false, he would go away
again saying nothing ; but if she were really ill and dying,

and wished to see him before her death, he would, should
he find her still living, forgive her ; and should he arrive

too late he would perform his last duty to her.

While on his way he did not again think about what
he should do.

With the sense of fatigue and want of cleanliness

resulting from a night spent in a railway carriage, Karenin
drove through the fog of a Petersburg morning, along the

deserted Nevsky, looking straight before him and not
thinking of what awaited him. He dared not think of
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it, because when lie imagined what would happen he
could not drive from Ms mind the thought that her death
would at once resolve all the difficulties of the situation.

Bakers, the closed shops, night izvoshchiJcs and men
sweeping the pavements passed before his eyes, and
watching aU this he tried to stifle the thought of what
lay before him and of what he dared not desire and yet

could not help desiring. The carriage stopped at the

porch. A carriage with a coachman asleep on the box
and an izvoshchih were standing at the entrance. As he
entered the hall Karenin dragged forth Ms resolve as it

were from a remote corner of Ms brain, and conned it

over. It said :
‘ If it is aU a fraud, then calm contempt

and leave again ; if true, do what is proper.’

The door was opened by the hall-porter before Karenin
had time to ring. The porter, Petrov, otherwise Kapi-
tonich, looked strange in an old coat withont a tie, and
in slippers.

* How is your mistress ?
’

* Safely delivered yesterday.’

Karenin halted and turned pale. Now he clearly

realized how much he had desired her death.
‘ And her health ?

’

Korney, wearing his morning apron, came running

downstairs.
‘ Very bad,’ he said. ‘ There was a consultation

yesterday and the doctor is here now.’
‘ Take my things,’ said Karenin ; and somewhat relieved

by the news that there was still some hope of her dying,

be entered the ante-room. On the hall-stand was hanging

a military coat, and he noticed it.

* Who is here ? ’ f
‘ The doctor, the midvdfe, and Count Vronsky.’

Karenin passed on to the inner apartments, i

There was no one in the drawing-room, but the midwife,

with lilac ribbons in her cap, came out of Anna’s boudoir.

She approached Karenin, and with a familiarity bred by
death’s approach took him by the hand and led him
toward the bedroom.
‘Thank God you have come I She talks only abouf

you and nothing but you,’ said she.
‘ Be quick and bring the ice I

’ came the authoritative

sound of the doctor’s voice fron^ the bedroom.
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Karenin entered the boudoir. Beside the table, sitting

with his side toward the back of a low chair, was ¥ronsky,
his hands covering his face, weeping. At the sound of tbe
doctor’s voice he Jumped up, uncovered his face, and saw
Karenin. But at sight of her husband he was filled

with such confusion that he again sat down, drawing
his head down between his shoulders as if trying to

become invisible. Then, making an effort, he rose and
said

:

‘She is dying. The doctors say there is no hope. I

am entirely in your hands , . . but allow me to remain
here, please! . . . However, I am in, your hands. I , ,

The sight of Vronsky’s tears made Karenin aware of

the approach of that mental perturbation which other
people’s visible sufferings always aroused in him, and
turning away his head he went toward the door witL
out heeding what Vronsky was saying. Anna’s voice,

talking about something, came from the bedroom. It

sounded cheerful and animated, and its articulation

was extremely distinct. Karenin entered and went up
to the bed. She lay wdth her face toward him. Her
cheeks were rosy red, her eyes glittered, and her little

white hands, from which the cuffs of her dressing-jacket

had been pushed back, toyed with the corner of the

blanket, twisting it.

She appeared not only fresh and well but in the best

of spirits. She spoke rapidly, in a ringing voice with
extraordinarily accurate intonations, full of feeling.

‘ Because Alexey ... I am speaking of Alexey Alex-

androvich—how strange and terrible that they are

both called Alexey, is it not ?—Alexey would not have

refused me. I should have forgotten and he would have
forgiven. . . . But why does he not come ? He is kind,

he himself does not know how kind he is. Oh God!
What weariness ! Give me some water, quick ! Oh,

but it will be bad for her, for my little girl ! Well, all

right—^well, let her have a nurse. Well, I agree, it will

be better so. He will come back and it will pain Mm to

see her. Take her away !

’

'
‘ Anna Arkadyevna, he has come ! Here he is,’ said

the midwife, trying to draw Anna’s attention to Alexey
Alexandrovich.

‘ Oh, what nonsense !
’ Anna went on, taking no notice
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. of husband. ‘But let me have her, let me have my
^ little girl! He has not come yet. You say he won’t

forgive me, because you don’t Imow him. No one knew
; him, only I, and even for me it has become hard. One
\ must know his eyes. Serezha’s are just the same—that’s

why I can’t bear to see them. Have they given Serezha

his dinner ? Don’t I know that everybody will forget ?

He would not forget. Serezha must be moved into the

comer room, and Marietta must be asked to sleep with
him.r

^ Suddenly she recoiled, became silent and frightened,

and put her arms before her face as if in expectation of a
blow; she had seen her husband.

‘ No, no !
’ she began again. ‘ I am not afraid of him.

I am afraid of death. Alexey, come here I I am in a
hurry, because I have no time. I have not long to live,

I shah soon become feverish and then I shall no longer

understand anything. Now I understand, understand

everything and see everything !

’

Over Karenin’s drawn face came a look of suffering

;

he took her hand and was about to say something, but

could not speak. His lower jaw trembled ; he struggled

with his agitation, every now and then glancing at her.

And every time he did so he saw her eyes looking at him
with such tender and ecstatic emotion as he had never

before seen in them.
* Wait a bit—you don’t know ... Wait, wait I . .

.’

she paused as if to collect her thoughts. * Yes,’ she

continued, ‘ yes, yes, yes I This is what I wished to say.

Don’t be surprised at me; I am still tbe same. . . .

But there is another in me as well, and I am afraid of

her. She fell in love with that other one, and I wished to

hate you but could not forget her who was before. That
other is not I. Now I am tbe real one, all of me. I am
dying now, I know I am ; ask him. Even now I feel it.

Here they are, my hands and feet and fingers, whole
hundredweights are on them. My fingers, see how
enormous they are ! But all this will soon end. . . . I

only want one thing : forgive me,,forgive me completely U
I am dreadfully bad, but the nurse told about the

holy martyr—^what was her name she was worse.

* And I shall go to Rome, there is a wilderness there and
then I shall be in nobody’s way. I shal only take Serezha
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and the little girl. . • • No, you cannot forgive me ! I
know that it cannot be forgiven. No, no, go I You are
too good !

’ With one hot hand she held his, while with
the other she pushed him away.
The perturbation in Karenin’s soul w’ent on increasing

and reached a point where he gave up struggling against
it. Suddenly he felt that what he had taken for per-

turbation was on the contrary a blissful state of his soul,

bringing him joy such as he had never before known.
He was not thinking that the law of Christ, which ail

his life he had wished to fulfil, told him to forgive and love

his enemies, but a Joyous feeling of forgiveness and love

for his enemies filled his soul. He knelt with his head
resting on her bent arm, which burnt through its sleeve

like fire, and sobbed lilce a child. She put her arm round
liis bald head, moved closer to him, and looked up with
an expression of proud exaltation.

‘Here he is; I knew! Now good-bye to all, good-
bye ! . . . They have come again, why don’t they go
away ? . . . Oh, take these furs off mo !

’

The doctor moved her arms and carefully drew the

bedclothes over her shoulders. She meekly lay down on
her back and gazed with radiant eyes straight before her,

‘ Remember that the only thing I want is your forgive-

ness, I wish for nothing else. . . Why does he m%
come in ? ’ she cried, oaUing to Vronsky on the other side

of the door. ‘ Come, come I Give him your hand.’

Vronsky came to her bedside and, on seeing Anna,
again hid his face in his hands.

‘Uncover your face! Look at him I He is a saint,’

said she. ‘ Uncover, yes, uncover your face !
’ she went

on angrily. * Alexey Alexandrovich, uncover his face ! I

want to see him.’

Karenin took Vronsky’s hands and moved them away
from his face, terrible with its look of suffering and
shame.

‘Give him your hand. Forgive Mm. . .

Karenin held out his hand, without restraining the

rrtears tliat were failing.
‘ Thank God, thank God !

’ she cried. ‘ Now every-

thing is ready. Only to stretch my legs a little. That’s

right—now it’s splendid. How badly those flowers are

drawm, not a bit like violets,’ and she pointed to the
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wallpaper, ^ Oil, my God, my God ! When will it' all

come to an end ? Doctor, give me some morphia I Give
me morphia I Oh, my God, my God !

* And she began
.to toss in her bed,

The doctor and his coUeagiies said it was puerperal

fever, -whieh in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred ended
fatally. All day she was feverish, delirious, and un«

conscious. At midnight she lay insensible, with hardly

any .pulse.

'

The end was expected every moment.
Vronsky went away, but came again in the mornmg to

inquire. Karenin met him in the ante-room and said

:

• Eemain here : she may ask for you,’ and himself showed
him into Anna’s boudoir. Toward morning she had
become excited and animated, and her thoughts and
words flowed rapidly ; but again this state lapsed into

unconsciousness. On the third day she was just the same,

and the doctors gave some hope. That day Karenin went
out into the boudoir where Vronsky sat, and having

closed the door took a seat opposite him.
‘ Alexey Alexandrovich,’ said Vronsky, feeling that an

explanation was coming. ‘ I am unable to think, unable

to understand. Spare me t However painful it may be

to you, believe me it is still more terrible for me.’

He was about to rise, but Karenin took him by the

hand and said

:

‘ I beg you to hear me ; it is necessary. I must explain

to you my feelings, those that have guided me and will

guide me in future, so that you may not misunder-

stand me. You know that I resolved on a divorce and
had even taken steps toward obtaining it. I will not
conceal from you that when I took action I was in a
state of indecision ; i suffered, and I confess that I was
haunted by a desire for vengeance. On receiving the

telegram I came here with the same feelings—more than
that, I wished for her death. But . ,

.’ He stopped
and reflected whether he should reveal his feelings or not.
‘ But I saw her and forgave her. And the joy of forgiving

has revealed my duty to me. I have wholly forgiven

—

5
want to turn the other cheek—I want to give my cloak

because my coat has been taken. I only pray God that

the joy of forgiving may not be taken from me.’
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Tears filled his eyes, and their clear calm expression

stmck Vronsky.
‘ That is my position. Yon may trample me in the

mud, make me the laughing-stock of the world,—I will

not forsake her and will never utter a word of reproach

to you,’ continued Karenin. ‘ My duty is clearly defined

:

I must and will remain with her. If she wishes to see

you I wOl let you know ; but now I think it will be best

for you to leave.’

He rose, and sobs broke his voice. Vronsky got up
at once, and stooping before him looked up into his face

without unbending Ms back. He could not understand
Karenin, but felt that here was something high, and
inaccessible to one with his outlook on life,

CHAPTER XVIII

After his conversation with Karenin Vronsky went out

on to the Karenins’ porch and then stopped, recalling

with difi&culty where he was and where he ought to go.

He felt ashamed, humiliated, guilty, and deprived of the

possibOity of cleansing himself from his degradation.

He felt himself knocked quite out of the rut along which
he had hitherto trodden so proudly and so lightly. All

the apparently solid habits and mles of his life suddenly
seemed false and inapplicable. The deceived husband—
who up tin now had appeared a pitiful creature, an
accidental and rather ridiculous obstacle to his happiness
—suddenly recalled by her and raised to a pedesM that

inspired the utmost respect, that husband in his lofty

elevation turned out to be, not only not cruel, false, or

absurd, but kind, simple, and dignified. Vronsky could

not help being conscious of this. They had suddenly
exchanged roles. Vronsky felt Karenin’s greatness and
his own humiliation, Karenin’s rightness and his own
wrongdoing. He felt that the husband in his sorrow
was magnanimous, while he himself was mean and trivial

ra his deceptions. But the consciousness of his degrada-
tion toward the man whom he had unjustly despised

accounted for but a smaU portion of his grief. He was
unspeakably miserable becanse his passion for Anna,
which he imagined had of late begun to cool, had become
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even stronger now that he knew her to be lost to him
for ever. During her illness he had learnt to know her
thoroughly, had seen into her very soul; and it seemed
to him that he had never loved her before. And just

now, when he knew her and loved her in the right way,
he had been humiliated before her and had lost her for

ever, leaving her nothing but a shameful memory of

himself. But most terrible of all was the ridiculous,

shameful figure he had cut when Karenin was pulling

his hands from before his shame«suffused face. He
stood in the porch of the Karenins’ house as one in a
maze, and did not know what to do next.

‘ Shall I call an izvoshcliih ? ’ inquired the hall-porter.

‘Yes, an izvoshchih,^

Returning home after the three sleepless nights, Vronsky
did not undress but lay down prone on a sofa, with his

head on his folded arms. His head was heavy. Fancies,

memories, and most strange thoughts followed one
another with extreme rapidity and clearness : now he

saw himself pouring out medicine for the patient and
overfilling the spoon, then he saw the midwife’s white

hands, or Karenin’s curious pose as he knelt on the

floor by her bedside.
‘ To sleep, to forget I

’ he said to himself with the calm
certainty of a healthy man that being tired and in want
of sleep he would at once fall asleep. And in fact in a

moment his thoughts grew confused and he began to

fall into the abyss of forgetfulness. The waves of the

sea of unconscious life were beginning to close over

his head when all at once he felt as if he had received a

violent electric shock. He started so violently that his

whole body was thrown upwards on the springs of the

sofa, and leaning on his hands he rose to his knees in

fedr. His eyes were wide open as if he had not slept at

all. The heaviness of his head and the langour of his

limbs, of which he had been aware a moment previoush’,

had suddenly vanished.
‘ You may trample me in the mud,’ he seemed to hear

Karenin saying ; and he saw Anna’s feverish face and
brilliant eyes gazing with tenderness and love, not at hi^
but at Karenin ; he saw hfs own stupid and ridiculous

figure when Karenin was drawing his hands away from
his face. He stretched

,
out Ms legs and again tlirew
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himself upon the sofa, in the same position as before, and
shut his eyes.

‘ Sleep, sleep,’ he kept repeating to himself. But with
his eyes closed he could see yet more distinctly Anna’s
face as he had seen it on that memorable evening before

the race. ‘All that is ended and never will be again,

and she wishes to efface it from her memory, I can’t

live without it. Then how can we be reconciled—how
can we be reconciled ? * said he aloud, and went on
unconsciously repeating those words. This reiteration

prevented other images and memories which were throng-

ing his brain from arising. But the repetition of those

words did not long hinder his imagination from working.

Again, following each other with great rapidity, his

happiest moments rose in his fancy ; and with them his

recent humiliation. ‘ Take away his hands,’ Aima’s

voice is saying. Karenin pulls away his hands and he

is conscious of the shame-suffused and stupid expression

of his own face.

He still lay trying to fall asleep, though he had lost all

hope of succeeding, and kept repeating m a whisper

random words connected with disjointed thoughts, in

order to prevent other images from rising. He listened

and heard repeated in a strange mad whisper the words,
* Unable to value, unable to avail myself ; unable to value,

unable to avail myself.’
‘ What is this ? Am I going mad ? ’ he asked himself.

‘Perhaps! What else makes people go mad ? What
makes them shoot themselves ? ’ he replied to his own
thought; and opening his eyes he was surpiised to see,

close to his head, an embroidered cushion worked by
Varya, his brother’s wife. Fingering a tassel of the

cushion, he tried to think of Varya as he had last seen

her. But to think of anything extraneous was painful.
‘ No, I must sleep 1

’ He moved the cushion and pressed
his head against it, but his eyes would not remain closed

without effort. He jumped up and sat down. ‘ That’s at

an end for me,’ he thought, ‘ I must think over what I

must do, what is left me.’ His thoughts glided quickly
^f'ver his life unconnected with his passion for Anna.

‘ Ambition ? Serpukhovskoy ? Society ? The Court ?
’

he could not dwell on any of these things. He rose from
the sofa, took off his coat, loosened his belt, and, baring
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his shaggy chest to breathe more freely, walked across

the room. ‘That’s how on© goes mad,’ he said again,
* and how one shoots oneself so as not to be ashamed,’ he
conclnded slowly. Going tip to a door he closed it, then

with fixed gaze and tightly clenched teeth, approached

the table, took tip his revolver, examined it, turned

it to a loaded chamber, and x>ondered. For a minute
or two he stood motionless with bowed head, a strained

expression of effort on his face, holding the revolver

in his hand, ‘ Of course !
’ he said to himself, as if led

to a definite conclusion by a logical, continued, and clear

line of reasoning. In reality that convinced ‘ Of course !

’

was merely the outcome of the repetition of a round of

fancies and recollections similar to those he had already

gone over dozens of times in the last hour. They were
the same memories of happiness lost for ever, the same
thoughts of the senselessness of all that life had in store

for him, and the same consciousness of his humiliation.

And they followed in the same sequence. ‘Of course I’

he said again when thought returned a third time to that

point in the enchanted circle of memories and ideas

;

and placing the revolver against the left side of his chest,

with a strong movement of his whole hand as if to clench

the fist, he pulled the trigger. He did not hear the sound

of a shot, but a powerful blow on the chest knocked him
off his feet. He wished to steady himself by the table,

dropped the revolver, reeled, and sat down on the floor,

looking about him in astonishment. He did not recognize

his room as be looked up at the curved legs of the table,

and at the waste-paper basket and the tiger-skin rug. The
quick step of his servant, coming through the drawing-

room, brought him to his senses. He made an effort

and understood that he was on the floor, and, seeing

blood on the tiger-skin and on his hand, realized that he

had tried to shoot himself.
‘ Stuxjid I . . . Missed,’ he muttered, feeling with his

hand for the revolver. It was close to him but be sought

it further away. Continuing his search he leaned over

to the other side, and unable to keep his balance, feji

over bleeding.

The elegant servant with the whiskers, who often com-

plained to his friends about the weakness of his nerves,

was so upset when he saw his master lying on the floor,
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that he left him to bleed to death and ran away to get help.

In an hour’s time Varya arrived, and with the assistance

of three doctors whom she had summoned from every
quarter, and who aU arrived at the same time, she got the

wounded man to bed, and then stayed in the house to

nurse him.

CHAPTER XIX

Th33 mistake Karenin had made when, preparing to see

his wife, he had not considered the possibility either of

her repentance being real or of her recovery, faced him
in

,
all its significance two months after his return from

Moscow. But this mistake was not entirely caused by
his omitting to consider that contingency, but also by the

fact that, up to the day when he was face to face with
his dying wife, he had not known his own heart. By his

sick wife’s bedside he had for the first time in his life given

rein to that feeling of tender sympathy which the suffering

of others evoked in him and which he had till then been
ashamed of, as of a wealmess ; and his pity for her,

remorse at having wished for her death, and above all

the joy of forgiving, in itself gave him not only relief from
suffering but inward peace such as he had never before

experienced. Suddenly he felt that the very thing that

had been a source of suffering to him had become a
spiritual joy, and that what had seemed insoluble as long

as he indulged in censure, recriminations, and hatred, had
become simple and clear when he forgave and loved.

He forgave his wife and pitied her for her sufferings

and remorse. He forgave Vronsky and pitied him,

especially when reports of Vronsky’s desperate action

reached him. He pitied his son too, more than he had
done before, and reproached himself for not having paid
more attention to him. But for the newborn little girl

he had a peculiar sentiment, not of pity alone but even
of tenderness. At first commiseration alone drew his

attention to the delicate infant, not his daughter, who
liad been neglected during her mother’s illness and would
certainly have died then had it not been for his solicitude

;

and he himself hardly knew how he grew fond of her.

Several times a day he went to the nursery, and remained
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there so long that the nurses, who had been shy in his

r presence, became quite used to him. Sometimes he would
! sit for half an hour gazing at the saffron and red downy,

'^\T:inlded little face of the sleeping infant, watching the

movements of the frowning little forehead and the plump
Httle hands with the bent fingers and palms that rubbed

the tiny eyes and nose. At' such moments especially

Karenin felt quite cairn and at peace with himself, seeing

nothing exceptional in his position and nothing that

ought to be altered.

But as time went on he saw more and more clearly

^ that, however natural his position might appear to him
at the time, he would not be allowed to remain in it. He
was conscious that, beside the good spiritual force which
governed his soul, there existed a coarse power, as potent

if not more so ; and that this power would not grant him
the humble peace he desired. He felt that everybody
looked at him with questioning surprise without under-

standing him, expecting something from him ; and
especially he was aware of the insecurity and artificiality

of his relation to his wife.

When her softened mood caused by the nearness of

death had passed, Karenin began to notice that Anna
feared him, was oppressed by his presence, and avoided

looking him straight in the eyes. It was as if she wished,

yet could not make up her mind, to say something, and
foreseeing that their present relation could not continue,

expected something from him too.

At the end of February Anna’s newborn daughter,

also named Anna, happened to fall ill. Karenin had
been in the nursery that morning, and having given

orders to send for the doctor, had gone to the Department.
Toward four o’clock, having finished his work, he

^ returned home. On entering the ante-room he saw there

a handsome footman in gold-braided livery with a
bearskin cape, holding a cloak lined with white fur.

‘ Who is here ? ’ asked Karenin.
‘ Princess Elisabeth Federovna Tverskaya,’ answered

the footman with a smile,— as it seemed to Karenin.

AU through that difficult time Karenin noticed that all h^
^%ocial acquaintances, especially the women, displayed a
particularly lively interest in him and his wife. He noticed

in all these acquaintances a kind of joy, which they
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BU|>pres«ed,
^

with difficulty, like; the Joy he, had noticed,. ^

in the lawyer’s eyes and again just now in the footman’s.

Everybody seemed elated, as if they were giving some
one in marriage. When they met him they inquired with
scarcely hidden pleasure about Anna’s health.

The presence of Princess Tverskaya and the memories
associated with her, coupled wnth the fact that he had
never liked her, was unpleasant to Karenin, and he went
straight to the nursery. In the front nursery Serezha,

lying with his chest on the table and his legs on a chair,

was drawing something and chattering merrily. An
English nursery governess, who since Anna’s illness had
replaced the French governess with the boy, sat doing

some crochet-work. She hurriedly rose, curtseyed, and
nudged Serezha.

Karenin passed his hand over his son’s hair, answered
the governess’s inquiry about Anna’s health, and asked
what the doctor had said about baby.

‘ The doctor says there is no danger and has ordered

baths, sir.’

‘ But she is stiU suffering,’ remarked Karenin, listening

to the crying child in the next room.
‘ I think the nurse is imsuitabie, sir,’ said the English-

woman with decision.
‘ Why do you think so ? * he asked, stopping short.
‘ The same thing happened in Countess Paul’s case.

The baby was medically treated and then it turned out
to be merely hungry and nothing more. The nurse had
no milk, sir.’

Karenin reflected a moment and then entered the other

room. The little girl lay with her head thrown back,

wriggling in the wet-nurse’s arms, and would neither

take the breast nor cease screaming, despite the hushing
of two nurses who were bending over her.

‘ Still no better ? ’ asked Karenin.
‘ Very restless,’ said the head-nurse in a wdiisper.

‘Miss Edwards says that perhaps the nurse has no
mOk,’ he said,

‘ I think so too, Alexey Alexandrovich.’
‘ Then why did you not say so ?

’

‘ Whom could I speak to ? Anna Arkadyevna is still

ill . . said the old nurse in a dissatisfied tone.
The nurse was an old family servant, and in her
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simple words Kareniii thought he noticed a hint at his

^ position.

The baby screamed louder, catching her breath and
gro-wdng hoarse. The old nurse with a gesture of

vexation came up and took her from the wet-nurse,

and began pacing up and down, rocking the baby in

[. her arms..
'

'

‘ The doctor must be asked to examine the nurse,’ said

Karenin.

The healthy-looking wet-nurse in her finery, evidently

, afraid of being dismissed, muttered something to herself

^ as she covered her well-developed breast, and smiled

contemptuously at the idea of her not having sufficient

milk. In that smile also Karenin thought he saw him-
seli and his position ridiculed.

‘ Unfortunate child I
’ said the nurse, hushing the baby

and continuing to walk up and dovm with it. Karenin
Bat down on a chair and with a look full of suffering and
despondency watched the nurse as she paced the room.
When the cliild was pacified and laid in her deep cot,

and the nurse after smoothing the little pillow went
away, Karenin rose, and stepping with difficulty on
tiptoe approached the infant, Eor a moment he stood

silent, regarding the child with the same despondent ex-

pression ; but suddenly a smile, wrinkling the skin on his

forehead and making his hair move, came out on his face,

and he quietly left the room.
He rang the bell in the dining-room and told the servant

to send for the doctor once more. He was vexed with

his wife for not troubling about the charming baby, felt

disinclined to go in and see her while in that frame of

mind, and also disinclined to meet the Princess Betsy;
but his wife might think it strange if he did not come in

as usual, and so he mastered himseK and went to her

bedroom. Stepping on the soft carpet, as he approached
the door he involuntarily overheard a conversation which
he had no wish to hear,

' If he had not been going away I should understand
your refusal and his too. But your husband must be
above that,’ Betsy was saying. »

‘ It is not for my husband’s sake but for my own that

I don’t wish it. Don’t talk about it,’ answered Anna
^ in an excited voice.
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‘ Yes, but you can’t but wish to say good-bye to a man
who tried to shoot himself for your sa^ke. . .

‘ It’s just for that reason that I don’t wish it.’

Karenin, with a frightened and guilty face, stopped

short and thought of returning unnoticed ; but coming

to the conclusion that this would he undignified he

turned, coughed, and went toward the bedroom door.

The voices became silent and he entered.

Anna, in a grey dressing-gown, with her black hair

cropped short but already growing again like a thick

brush over her round head, sat on a couch. As usual
when she saw her husband ah her animation vanished
from her face

;
she bowed her head and glanced uneasily

at Betsy. Betsy, dressed in the very latest fashion, her hat
soaring high above her head like a shade over a lamp, in

a dove-coloured dress with very pronounced diagonal

stripes going one way on the bodice and the other way on
the skirt, was sitting beside Anna, her flat tali figure very
erect and her head bent. She met Karenin with an
ironical smile.

‘ Ah !
’ she exclaimed, as if in surprise, ‘ I am so glad

you are at home. I have not seen you since Anna’s
illness. I have heard everything ... all about your
attentiveness. Yes, you are a wonderful husband I*

she said with a si^iifieant and aflable expression, as if

she were conferring on him an Order of Highmindedness
for his conduct toward his wife.

Karenin bowed coldly, and kissing his wife’s hand
asked about her health.

‘ I think I am better,’ she said, avoiding his eyes,
‘ But your face looks feverish,’ said he, emphashing

the word feverish,

‘We have been talking too much,’ said Betsy. *I

know it was selfish of me and I am going,*

She rose, but Anna, suddenly blushing, quickly seized

her hand.
‘ No, please stay ! I must tell you . . . you, I mean,’

and she turned toward her husband, the colour spreading

over her neck and forehead. ‘ I don’t wish to hide

anything from you.’

Karenin cracked his fingers and bowed his head.

‘Betsy says Count Yronsky wanted to come and say

good-bye before leaving for Taslilmnd.’ She was not
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looking at her husband, and . evidently was in a hurry

to get through what she meant to say at any cost. ‘I

said I could not receive him.’

®You said, my love, that it would depend on Alexey

AJexandrovich.’ Betsy corrected her.

‘ Oh no ! I can’t receive him, and it would lead , .
.*

She stopped suddenly and glanced inquiringly at her

husband, who was not looking at her, ‘In a word, I

don’t wish . .

Karenin drew nearer and was going to take her hand.

,

Her first impulse was to draw away her hand from his

moist one with the thick swelling veins, that was seeking

hers ;
but with evident effort she pressed it.

‘I am very grateful for your confidence, but . . he
' began in confusion, feeling with vexation that what ho

could so clearly decide withm himself he was unable to

discuss in the presence of the Princess Tverskaya, who
appeared to him the personification of that coarse power

which would rule his life in the eye of the world, and
which prevented him from yielding to his feelmgs of love

and forgiveness. He stopped and looked at the Princess.

‘ Well, good-bye, my precious !
’ said Betsy, rising

again. She kissed Anna and went out. Karenin followed

her.

‘Alexey Alexandrovich! I know you to be a really

high-minded man,’ said Betsy, stopping short in the

little sitting-room and once again pressing his hand with

peculiar warmth. ‘I am only an outsider, but am so fond

of her and respect you so much that I will take the liberty

of advising you. Receive him ! Alexey Vronsky is honour
•

»
personified, and besides he is leaving for Tashkend.’

‘Thanks for your sympathy and advice. Princess!

But the question whom my wife will and whom she will

not receive she will decide for herself.’

He said this from force of habit, with a dignified raising

of his eyebrows, but immediately remembered that what-
ever he might S£iy there could be no question of dignity

in his position, and saw the confirmation of this in the

suppressed cruel and ironical smile with which Betsy^

glanced at him when he had spoken.
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CHAPTER XX
'

Kakeniit took leave of Betsy when they reached tija

dining-room and returned to his wife. She was lying

down, but on bearing his step she quickly sat up in her
former place and glanced at him with apprehension. lie
saw that she had been crying.

‘I am very grateful to you for your confidence,’ be
repeated in Russian what he had said in Trench in Betsy’s

presence. When speaking Russian to her he called her
^ thou,’ ^ and that always irritated her. ‘ And I am very
grateful for your decision. I too think that, as he is

going awa}^ there is no need whatever for Count Vronsky
to come here. However . .

‘ But I have already said so ! Then why repeat it ?
’

Anna suddenly interrupted him, with an irritation she

could not repress. * No need whatever,’ she thought,
‘ for a man to come and take leave of a woman he loves,

for whose sake he wanted to die and has ruined himself,

a woman who cannot live without him ! No need what-
ever I

’ And she pressed her lips together and lowered

her glistening eyes, looking at his hands with their swollen

veins, which he was slowly rubbing together.
* Let us say no more about it,’ she added more calmly.

*I left it to you to decide the matter, and am very
glad to see . . began Karenin.

‘ That my wish coincides with yours,’ she rapidly com-
pleted his sentence, exasperated by the slowness with which
he spoke, and knowing beforehand what he would say.

He assented. ‘ Yes, and Princess Tverskaya’s intrusion

into this most difficult family matter is entirely out of

place. . . . Especially as she . .
.’

‘ I don’t believe anything they say about her,’ Anna
put in quickly. * I know that she is sincerely fond of me.’

Karenin sighed and paused. She was agita.tedly toying

vith the tassels of her dressing-govm, glancing at him
that tormenting feeling of physical repulsion for which
^he blamed herseli, but which she could not overcome.

The one thing she was longing for was to get rid of his

obnoxious presence.

^ In Hussian as in French and other languages the second person singular

is used in conversation between intimates and also in spealdng to inferiors.
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* I have just sent for the doctor,V said he.

r * 1 am quite well—why should I need the doctor ?
’

‘ Yes, but the little one keeps screaming, and they say

the nurse; has not' enough milk.’

‘ Then why would you not let me nurse her, when I

entreated you to? She is a child anyhow’ (he under-

stood what she meant by anyhow) ‘and they wili

kili her.’ She rang, and ordered the baby to be brought.

M asked to be allowed to nurse her, and I wasn’t
; and

now I am blamed.’

‘I don’t blame . .

‘Yes, you are blaming me ! Oh God, why did I not

die ? ’ and she began to sob. ‘ Forgive me, I am upset 1

I am unjust,’ she went on, controlling herself. ‘But
go . .

‘ No, it can’t go on like that,’ he told himself with
conviction after leaving his wife.

Never before had hk impossible situation (as the world
thought it)—his wife’s hatred, and the strength of that

coarse power w^hich, in direct opposition to his inward
mood, dominated his life and demanded fulfilment of ita

decrees and a change in his relation to his wife—^never

before had the impossibility of his position appeared so

evident. He saw clearly that the world and also his

wife were demanding something from him, but exactly

what this something was he did not comprehend. Ail

this was arousing a feeling of animosity in his soul, spoil-

ing his peace of mind and depriving his achievement of

all value. He considered it better for Anna to break off

her relations with Vronsky ; but if everyone thought
^ this impossible, he was even ready to allow those relations

to be renewed, so long as no slur was thereby cast on the

children, he was not deprived of them, and his position

was not altered. Bad as this would be, it would be

preferable to a complete rupture, which would place her

in a hopeless and shameful position, and deprive him of

all he loved. But he felt powerless ; he was aware in

advance that everybody would be against him and that

he would not be allowed to do what now seemed so natural

and good, that he would be obliged to do what was wron^
but what seemed to them proper.

i
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CHAPTER XXI

Befoee Betsy had passed ont of the dining-room Oblonsky,
who had just come from Eliseyev’s, where newly-arrived
oysters were to be had, met her in the doorway.

‘Ah, Princess! What a pleasure to meet you,* lie

began. ‘ And I have been at your house.®
‘ We meet only for a moment, as I am just going,® said

Betsy, smiling and putting on her glove.
‘ Wait a little. Princess, before putting on your glove !

Let me kiss your band ! There is nothing for which I

am more thankful than for the revival of the old custom
of hand-kissing,’ and he kissed Betsy’s hand. ‘When
shall I see you again ?

’

* You don’t deserve it,’ said Betsy, smiling.

*Yes, I well deserve it, because I have become the
most serious of men. I not only settle my own, but
other people’s family affairs,’ said he with a signihcant

glance.
‘ Oh, I am very glad !

’ said Betsy, at once understand-
ing that he referred to Anna. She returned to the dining-

room with him and they stood together in a comer. ‘He
win kill her,’ said Betsy in a significant whisper. ‘ This
is impossible, impossible. . .

‘ I am very glad you think so,’ returned Oblonsky,
shaking his head with an expression of grave, woebegone
commiseration. ‘ That is why I have come to Petersburg.’

‘ The whole tovra is talking of it,’ she said. ‘ It is an
impossible situation. She is fading away, fading away !

He does not understand that she is one of those women
who cannot play with their feelings. One of two things

must happen : either he must take her away, acting

energetically—or he must divorce her. But all this is

stifling her.’
‘ Yes, yes . . , exactly !

’ said Oblonsky, sighing. ‘ I

have come because of that—I mean, not entirely because
of it. ... I have been made a Chamberlain, and had to

^nder my thanks. But the chief thing is to get this

affair settled.’
‘ Well then, may God help you,’ said Betsy,
Having seen her down to the hall and again kissed

her hand, a little above the glove just where the pulse
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'j beats, and bavmg told lier some rubbish so daring that

r she did not know
.

whether to be angry or to laugh,

Oblonsky went to his sister’s room. He found her in
' tears. ....

Though he was overflowing with high spirits Oblonsky
immediately fell into a sympathetic and romantic mood
suited to hers, inquired after her health and asked how
she had spent ' the morning.

‘Very, very badly. This afternoon and morning and
all other days, past and future,’ she replied.

‘ I think you give way to melancholy. You should
* rouse yourseif, and look life straight in the face, I know

it is hard, but . .

‘ I have heard it said that women love men for their

very faults,’ Anna began suddenly, ‘but I hate him for

his virtues. I cannot live with him. Try and reahze

it : even his looks have a physical effect on me and drive

me beside myself. I cannot live with him ! What am I

to do t I was unhappy and thought it impossible to be

more so ; but I could never have imagined such a terrible

position as I am now in. Will you believe it ? Knowing
that he is a kind and generous man—^that I am not worth

his little Anger—nevertheless I hate him I I hate him for

his generosity. And there is nothing left for me but . .

She was going to say ‘ death,’ but he did not let her

finish.
‘ You are ill and excited,’ said he. ‘ Believe me, you

are greatly exaggerating the case. There is nothing so

very terrible about it.’

Oblonsky smiled. No one else in his place, having to

deal with such despair, would have permitted himself to

smile, for a smile would have appeared callous. But in

his smile there was so much kindness and almost feminine

tenderness that it was not offensive, but soothing and

pacifying. His soft comforting words and smiles had as

soothing and calming an effect as almond oil, and Atma
soon felt this.

‘ No, Stiva,’ said she. ‘ I am lost, quit© lost ! And
even wnrse than lost. I am not lost yet ; I cannot say
“ all is finished ”

: on the contrary, I feel that ah is nott

yet finished. I am like a tightly-strung cord which must

snap. But all is not yet finished . . . and it will end in

some dreadful manner.’
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‘ Oil no ! One can loosen the string gently. There

is no situation from which there is no escape.*
* I have been thinking and thinking. Only one . .

.*

Again he understood from her frightened face that she

considered death to be the only escape, and did not let

her finish.

‘Not at all!’ he replied. ‘Listen. Yon can’t see

yonr position as I can. Let me tell yon my frank opinion.’

Again he smiled his almond-oil smile. ‘ I will begin at

the beginning ; you married a man twenty years older

than yourself. You married without love and without

knowing what love is. That was a mistake, I grant,®
* A dreadful mistake I

’ said Anna.
* But again I say that is an accomplished fact. Nest,

let us admit that you had the misfortune to fall in love;

not with your husband. That is a misfortune, but that

too is an accomplished fact. Your husband has accepted
that and forgiven you.’ He paused between each sen-

tence, expecting her to make objections ; but she made
no answer. ‘That is so ? Now comes the question

i

Can you go on living with your husband ? Do you wish
it? Does he wish it ?

*

‘ I don’t know at ah.’
‘ But you yourself say you cannot endure him ?

’

‘ No, I did not say so. I take back those words. I

know nothing, I understand nothing.’

but let me . .

ou can’t understand. I feel that I am flying head-
over some precipice but must not even try to save

yself. And I can’t.’
‘ Never mind, we’U spread out Bomething to catch you.

understand that you cannot take it upon yourself to

wishes and feelings.’

wishes at all . . , except that everything
an end.’

he sees that and knows it. Do you think it

weighs on him less than on you ? You suffer and he
suffers ; what can come of that ? While a divorce would
solve the whole problem,’ said Oblonsky not without
difiiculty expressing his main idea, and looking at her

significantly.

She replied only by shaking her cropped head ; but
expression of her face, suddenly illuminated with
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its old beauty, be saw that the only reason she did not
r wish for this solution was because it seemed to her an

impossible happiness. .

,

* I am dreadfully sorry for you both ! How happy I

should be if I could arrange it,* continued Oblonsky, now
smiling more boldly. ‘ Don't, don't say a woi'd I If

only God helps me to say what I feel ! I shall go to him.’

Anna looked at him with dreamy, shiniiig eyes, but

said nothing.

,

CHAPTER XXII

Oblo^tsky, with the same rather solemn expression with

which he was wont to take the chair at Council meetings,

entered Karenin’s study. Karenin, with his arms crossed

behind him, was pacing up and down, meditating on
the very subject that his wife and Oblonsky had been
discussing.

‘ I am not disturbing you ? ’ asked Oblonsky, experi-

encing at the sight of his brother-in-law a feeling of

embarrassment quite unusual with him. To hide that

embarrassment he took out a cigarette-case with a new
kind of fastening which he had only just bought, smelt

the leather of which it was made, and took out a cigarette.

‘No. Do you want anything?’ Karenin answered
reluctantly.

‘Yes, I wished . . . I must have . . . I must have a

talk with you,’ said Oblonsky, surprised at his own un-

accustomed timidity.

That timidity was so unexpected and strange that

Oblonsky could not believe it was his conscience teUing

him that what he was about to do was wrong. He made
an effort and conquered it.

‘ I hope you believe in my affection for my sister and
my sincere attachment and respect for yourself,’ said

he, fiushmg.

Karenin stopped. He made no reply, but the expres-

sion of submissive self-sacrifice on his face struck Oblonsky.
‘ I intended to tabs: to you about my sister and youF

mutual position,’ said Oblonsky, stiU struggling with his

unwonted timidity.

Karenin smiled sadly, looked at his brother-in-law.
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Aiid without replying went to the table and took from it

an unfinished letter which he handed to him.
‘ I think about that subject incessantly, and this h

what I have begun to write, as I thiiilj I can. put it better

in writing, and my presence is distasteful to her,’ he said,

holding out the letter.

Oblonsky took the letter, looked with perplexed amaze-
ment at the dull eyes fixed on him, and began reading*.

‘ I see that my presence is distasteful to you. Hard as

it was for me to assure myself of this, I see that it is so,

and there is no help for it. I do not blame you, and Qod
is my witness that when I saw you ill, I resolved with my
whole soul to forget everything that had come between
us and to begin a new life. I do not regret and never
shall regret what I did, as my only desire was for your
welfare, the welfare of jmur soul ; but now I see that I
have not succeeded. Tell me yourself what would give
you real happiness and peace of mind ! I submit myself
entirely to your wishes and sense of justice.’

Oblonsky returned the letter and went on looldng at
his brother-in-law with the same amazement, not knowing
what to say. That silence was so disconcerting to both,

that Oblonsky’s lips twitched painfully as he silently and
fixedly gazed at Karenin’s face.

‘ That is what I wanted to tell her,’ said Karenin as he
turned away.

‘ Yes, yes !
’ said Oblonsky, tears choking him and

preventing his reply. ‘ Yes, yes, I understand you,’ be
brought out at last.

‘ I must know what she wants,’ said Kareiiin*
‘ I am afraid she does not understand her position

herself. She is no judge of it,’ replied Oblonsky, growing
more composed. ‘She is crushed, literally crushed by
your generosity. If she reads this letter she will not
have the strength to say anything—she will only hang
her head lower than ever.’

‘ Yes, but under these circumstances how is an explana-
tion to be arrived at ? . . . How am I to find out what
she wishes ?

’

‘ If you will permit me to express my opinion, I think
it is for you to say what you think should be done in order
to put an end to this state of affairs.’

‘ Then you think that an end should be put to it ?
’
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Karenin intemipted Mm. * Bnt how?’ he added,

moving his hands before his eyes in a manner tmnsnal

^ith him. ‘ I don’t see any possible way out.’
* There is a way out of eveiy situation,’ said Oblonsky,

rising and growing excited. ‘ There was a time when
you wished to break with her. . . . Should you be now
convinced that you cannot make each other mutually

happy . -V
‘ Happiness can be defined so differently ! However,

I am ready to agree to anything—^I want nothing at all.

What way out is there, in our case ?
’

‘ If you wish to know my opinion,’ said Oblonsky with

the same soothing, almondy-tender smile with which he

had addressed Anna~a kindly smile so convincing that

Karenin, conscious of his own weakness and yielding to

it, was involuntarily ready to believe anythhig Oblonsky
should say,

—
‘she would never say so, but there is one

way out, one thing she might wish ! It would be, to

terminate your relations and everything that reminds her

of them. As I look at it, in your case it is necessary to

clear up your newly-arisen relation to one another. And
this new relation can only be established when both are

free.’

‘ Divorce !
’ Karenin interrupted with disgust.

‘ Yes, divorce, I think. Yes, divorce,’ Oblonsky
answered, reddening. ‘ That would be the most reason*

able way, from every point of view, for a couple placed

as you are. What is to be don© if they find out that life

together has become impossible, as might happen any-
where ?

’

Karenin sighed heavily and closed his eyes.
‘ There is only one thing to consider : does either party

wish to remarry ? If not, it is very simple,’ went on
Oblonsky, gradually overcoming his embarrassment.

Karenin, his face drawn with distress, muttered some-
thing to himself and made no reply. He had considered

a thousand times aU this which appeared so simple to

Oblonsky, and it seemed to him not only far from simple

but altogether impossible. An action for divorce, with

the details of which he was now aeq_uamted, seemed
impossible, because a feeling of self-respect and his regard

for religion would not allow him to plead guilty to a

fictitious act of adultery, and still less to allow the wife
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he had forgiven and whom he loved to be detected in t!,„
act and disgraced. For other and yet more imnorf-int
reasons also, divorce seemed out of the question.*'*
In case of a divorce, what w'ould become of hk mn ilo leave him with his mother was not possible- thidivorced mother would have another, an iilegifciJl

family, m which the position and education of a swould m ail probabmty be a bad one. Should ho Snhim hmiself ? He know that would be revengeful
he Old not wish for revenge. But besides all this, whatmade divorce seem to Karenin more impossihie
anj* other course was that by consenting to it he wonlrlby that very act ruin Anna. What Boliy had said kMoscow, to t.ie eiTect that in considering' a divorce hewas thinking ol himself and not of Aima, who would th™be irretrievably lost, had sunk into his heart. And liavinoconnected these words with his forgiveness and with hi«attachment to the chOdren, he now understood them in
his own w'ay. To agree to a divorce—to give her herfreecom—would mean, as he looked at it, to deprivehmismf of the only thing that bound him to life^L
children he loved ; and to deprive her of the last supporton the path of virtue and cast her to perdition. ^As adivorced wnfe she wmiild form a union with Vronslcvwhich would be both illegal and sinful, because aceSmg to the law of the Church a wife may not remarry aslong as her husband is living. ‘ She will form a u^on^th him and within a year or two he will either abandon
hei or she will unite with someone else,’ thought Karenin •

and I5 by consenting to an illegal divorce, shall be thecause of her rum. Hundreds of times he had thought
ri ovei and had come to the conclusion that a divorcewas not merely Ic^ simple than his brother-in-law con-sidered it, but quite out of the question. He did notbehevo a word of what Oblonsky was saying, and for allhis ar^ments had scores of refutations ri^dy

; yet helistened, feeling that those words e.vpressed that coarseand mighty power which overruled his life and to whichhe would have to submit.

0“ '"’hat conditions you will
diTorce. She does not want anvthing, doesnot Mk for a^thmg, but leaves aU to your generosity.’O God, 0 God . How have I deserved this t ’ thought
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Xlarenin* recalling the particulars of a divorce-suit in

wliic}i the husband took all the blame on himself ; and
with the same ashamed gesture with which Vronsky had
covered his face^ he hid his own in his hands.
‘You are upset. I quite understand. But if you

consider . .

* Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn
to him the other also , . . and if any man will take away
thy coat, let him have thy cloak also,’ thought Karenin.

* Yes, yes !
’ he cried in a shrill voice. * I will take the

disgrace, and even give up my son . . . but . . . but had
we not better let it alone ? However, do as you like !

’

and turning away so that his brother-in-law should not see

his face, he sat down on a chair by the window. It was
very bitter, and he felt ashamed

;
yet mixed with the

bitterness and the shamehe felt a sense of joy and emotion
at the greatness of his own humility.

Oblonsky was touched. He remained silent for a
while.

‘ Alexey Alexandrovich ! Believe me, she will esteem
your generosity,* said he. ‘But evidently it was God’s
will,’ he added, and having said it felt how silly it was,
and could hardly help smiling at his own stupidity.

Karenin would have answered, but could not for his

tears.
‘ It is a fatal disaster and has to be faced. I regard

this disaster as an accomplished fact and am trying to

help both you and her,’ Oblonsky went on.

When he left his hrother-in-law’s room Oblonsky was
touched, but this feeling did not spoil Ms contentment
at having successfully arranged the matter, for he was
certain that Alexey Alexandrovich would not go back on
his word. To his contentment was added an idea that

had just occurred to him. When the affair was all settled

he would ask his wife and intimate friends a riddle:

‘What is the difference between me and a chemist?’
Answer :

‘ A chemist makes solutions which do not make
anyone happy, but I have made a dfasolution and made
three people happy 1

’ Or, ‘ Why am I like a chemist ?

. . . When . . . However, I wiU improve on it later,’ he
^

said to nimself with a smile.
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, CHAPTER- XXIII !

.
Although Vronsky’s wound bad mksed the bearfc it

dangerouSy and for several days he lay between life and''

death. When he was first able to talk again his brotherV'

wife Varya was alone with him.

‘Varya!’ he said looking sternly at her, ‘I sIiq.

myself accidentally ! Never speak of it, please,
an.

tell everybody else that. Or else it would be toQ

stupid.’

Without saying a word Varya bent over him and i

looked in his face with a joyful smile. His eyes were

clear and no longer feverish, but their expression was
stern.

‘ Well, thank God !
’ she exclaimed. * you are not b

pain'?
’

‘ A little, here,’ and he pointed to his ch<;5st.

‘ Then let me change the bandage.’
|

He looked at her silently, hi.s broad jaws set, while she

bandaged him. When she had finished he said :

‘ I am not delirious. . . • Pit-use nianagts so that no one

shall say that I shot myself on fjurpo.si*,’

‘But"no one does say so. Only i hc^pe you will not go!

shooting accidentally any more,’ she said with an m. ;

quiring smile.
!

‘ I expect I shan’t, but it wmidd have been bettor
. .

and he smiled gloomily.
[

Despite these words and that smile, which greatly

;

perturbed Varya, when the inflammation left him and;

he became convalescent he felt that ho had rid himseii

entirely of one part of his grief. By his action he seemed

to have washed off the shame and degradation ho had'

previously felt. Now he could tliink quietly about’

Karenin, fully realizing his geuero.sity witliout being

humiliated thereby. Besides t.hat, he got into his old rut

again. He found he could look pe^Dplc in the face once

more, and he was able to live in accord with his former'

Juabits, The one thing he could not tear out of his heart,

'

although he coatmualJy struggled against it, was a regret
|

bordering on despair at having lost Anna for ever. Ti;at

now, having atoned for his guilt tow’ard her husband, he?

would be obliged to give her up and never place himseil'
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between her with her remorse and her husband, was
cleaj to nis mmcl

; but he could not eradicate from
hia heart a regret for the loss of her love—could not
efface from his memory the moments of happiness he
had known with her, moments he had valued so lit^htlv
but the image of which with all their charm puWd
:,Mm, still.

.

Serpukhovskoy thought out a post for him in Tashkend
and Vronsky accepted the proposition without the least
hesitation. Eut the nearer the hour for his departure
approached the harder seemed the sacriflee he was makin-r
to what he considered his duty. His wound was quite
healed and he went about making preparations for his
]oumey to Tashkend. ‘ Only to see her once more, and
then to bury myself, to die!’ he thought, as he was
making a r^nd of fareweU calls, and he expressed this
thought to Betsy. It was with this message that Betsy
went to Anna, and she brought hnn an answer in the
negative.

‘ So^muoh tbo better,’ thought Vronsky when he heard
it. It would have been a weakness—^wouid have taken
away all the strength I have left.’

Next day Betsy herself came and announced that she
had received, through Oblonsky, the definite news that
Karenin consented to a divorce and that therefore Vronsky
might see Anna, Without so much as taking the trouble
of seemg Betsy to the door, or of asking when he could
see Anna and where her husband was, Vronsky, in spite
of all his resolutions, at once went to the Karenms’.
Without seeing anyone or anything he mn up the stairs
and entered her room with hunied steps—almost at a
nm. Without thinking, or considering whether they
were alone or not, he embraced her and covered her face
hands, and neck with kisses.

’

Amia had prepared herself for this meeting and had
thought about what she would say to him ; but she had
no time to say any of it, seized by his passion. She wished
to calm him and herself, but it was too late. His passion
communicated itself to her. Her lip trembled so tha^j
for a long time she could not speak.

‘Yes, you have taken posses.sion of me and I am
yours,’ she brought out at last, pressing his hands to
her bosom.
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‘ It bad to be !

’ said be. ‘ As long as w© liye it will
have to be. Now I am sure of it.’

‘ It is true,’ she said, growing paler and paler, putting
her arms about bis head. ‘Still, there is something
tenibie in this, after what has been.’

‘ It will pass, it wdli all pass, and we shall be so happy i

If our love could be stronger, there being something terrible

in it would make it so,’ he said, raising his head with a
smile that showed his fine teeth.

She could not help smiling in answer, not to liis words
but to his enamoured eyes. She took his hand and stroked
with it her cold cheek and cropped iiair.

‘I don’t loiow you with this short hair ! You
have improved so, you little boy l—But how pale you
.are'!

’

‘ Yes, I feel very weak,’ she said with a smile, and her
lip trembled again.

‘Wo -will go to Italy and you will soon get well,’

said he.
‘ Is it possible that we shall be like husband and wife,

alone, a family, you and I ? ’ she said, looking closely into

his eyes.
* I am only surprised that it could ever have been

otherwise.’

‘Stiva says he will agree to anything, but I cannot

accept his generosity,’ she said dreamily, gazing past

Vronsky’s face. ‘ I don’t want a divorce. Nothing
matters to me now. Only I don’t know what he will decide

about Serezha.’

He was quite unable to understand how she could, at

the moment of their first reunion, think about her son
and divorce. As if all that were not immaterial

!

‘ Don’t talk and don’t think about it,’ he said, playing
with her hand and tiying to draw her attention to him-
self ; but she continued to gaze past him.

‘ Oh, why did I not die ? It would have been best !

’

she said, the tears streaming noiselessly down her cheeks

;

but un\^illing to pain him, she tried to smile.

^ To refuse the flattering offer of a post at Tashkend,
which was a dangerous one, would have seemed dis-

gi'aceful and impossible according to Vronsky’s former
views. But now without a moment’s hesitation be
did refuse it and, observing that his superiors frowned
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upon his action., at once resigned his commission,

Eionth inter Karenin and his son were left alone

the house, and Anna went abroad with Vronsky—not
only without getting a divorce but ' having resolutely

refused it.





NOTES TO ANNA KABMINA, VOL. I

PART I

1. Chap. I, p. 3. ‘ Reflex action of the brain.* Shortly be-

fore Anna Karenina was written a lively polemic was carried on
in one of the Russian periodicals between Professor Sechenov,
the author ofa W’-ork with the above title, and another scientist.

It attracted sufficient public attention to account for the ex-
pression easily occurring to Oblonsky whose interest in such
matters will have been superficial.

2. Chap. V, p. 16. The character of Stiva Oblonsky is

thought to have been taken from V. S. Perffliev, with whom
Tolstoy was in friendly relations. He was appointed Vice-

Governor of Moscow in 1878 and Governor in 1887. He married
Countess P. P, Tolstoy, a second cousin ofLeo Tolstoy’s. Some
features of Stiva’s character are, however, taken from Tolstoy’s

friend Prince D. B, Obolensky (b. 1844) whose family name
in somewhat modified form has been given to Stiva in the novel.

3. Chap. V, p. 19. L6vin in many ways is closely drawn from
Tolstoy himself. Besides his physical strength and agility, his

love of country life, his sympathies with the peasants and
fondness for agricultural work, there is a similarity in their

dislike of town ways and of ail artificiality, as well as in Levin’s

frankness and sincerity, the strivings that obliged him to treat

life seriously, and his endeavours to perfect himself morally.

Other resemblances are Levin’s liability to be swayed by
passionate impulses, his rapid changes of mood and his readi-

ness to react against accepted opinions and established author-

ities and carry his views to extremes in any dispute.

4. Chap. X, p. 41. The lines quoted by Oblonsky are from
Pushkin’s translation of Anacreon’s doth Ode.

5. Cliap. XI, p. 46, Oblonsky quotes the lines from Johann
Strauss’s Die Fledermcms, published in 1874, the year before

the first instalment of Aiina Karenina appeared.



8.

Chap. XXIV, p. 95* Nicholas L6vin is a portrait of

Tolstoy’s third brother, Dmitri (1827“56). Even the name of

the woman Masha with whom he lived and the circumstances

under which he took her, correspond to the facts of the

case.

9.

Chap. XXVn, p. 108. Agatha Mikhaylovna was the

name of a real person—^the old housekeeper who managed the

house for Tolstoy at Yasnaya Polyana till he married.

10,

Chap. XXXIII, p. 124. Karenin is supposed to be
drawn partly from P, A. Valuev, Minister of the Interior (1860-

8), Minister of Imperial Estates (1872-7), and subsequently

President of the Ministerial Committee, During his term as

Minister of the Imperial Estates the trouble referred to in a

later note arose in connexion with the rapacious sale of

Bashkir lands. There is a reference to the ‘ case of the subject

races ’ further on in the novel.

n. Chap. XXXIII, p. 126. ‘ Due de Lille. * Tolstoy seems

here in regard to a foreign name to have followed a plan he

often adopted with Russian names—namely that of adapting

onewen known to his readers. He has here probably adapted

the name of the well-known Ereneh poet, Leconte de Lisle.
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6. Chap, XXII, p. 87, Korshnsky is drawn from N. S. Rim-
ski-Korsakov (18^-75), who was rich, handsome, elegant, and
gay, very popular in society and the life and soul of the best
bails. He had served in the army at Sevastopol and Tolstoy
knew him intimately, as well as his wdfe who was considered

t o be one of Moscow’s greatest beauties. She and her husband
eventually separated and she went to Prance, where she shone
at the Court of Napoleon III and the Empress Eugenie.

7, Chap. XXIII, p. 90. Moscow at that time had only the

two State theatres—^the Great Theatre and the Little Theatre,

At the Moscow Exhibition of 1872, how^ever, a People’s Theatre
had been opened with such success that when the Exhibition

was closed an attempt was made to induce the government to

withdraw the monopoly granted to the State theatres and
allow a private theatre to be started. The monopoly remained

in force however until 1882.
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„ PART Ii :'.,.

12. Chap. II, p. 136. The old Prince Shclierbatsky has some
characteristics of Prince S. A. Shcherbatov, director of a Mos-
cow chamois leather factory, who married Princess P. B.
Chetvertinskaya and had a large family. As a young man
Tolstoywas at one time attracted by Praskovya Sergeevna, one
of their daughters.

13. Chap. IV, p. 145. Christine Nilsson (1843-1921), the
celebrated Swedish prma donjia who had great success in
Petersburg and Moscow In 1872-3.

14. Chap. VI, p. 150. Wilhelm von Kaulhach (1805-74).
Besides his large paintings he illustrated the works of Shake-
speare and Goethe, and these illustrations seem to have
famished useful suggestions to Nilsson when she was creating

her operatic roles of Ophelia, Desdemona, and Gretchen.

15. Chap. VI, p. 152. At the time this novel was being
written there was in Russia a very prominent German financier

and railway contractor whose name resembled the one given

by Tolstoy. Hh rapidly became exceedingly rich and natui-ally

attracted the attention of society,

16. Chap. VII, p. 158. La Marquise de Rambouiliet (1588-

1665) formed the fkst literary salon which had considerable

influence on literary taste and public opinion.

17. Chap. VII, p. 158. An ukase introducing universal con-
scription on the Prussian model was issued on January Isfc,

1874, and was a very general topic of conversation.

18. Chap, XIII, p. 173. Levin’s absorption in estate

management resembles Tolstoy’s own in the years immediately
after his marriage when, as shown by his letters to his poet-

friend Pet, he almost forgot that he was an author and felt him-
self to he solely a landmATier, completely devoted to the task

of improving his estate : planting fruit trees, keeping bees,

breeding pedigree cattle, and buying estates in Samara
Province, &c.

19. Chap. XIII, p. 177. Before sowing, the ploughed iai^d

was divided into stretches of equal width separated by
‘ borders’, which were usually indicated by small swaths of

straw. This was done so that the whole field should be sown
evenly and no bare patches left.
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o
P* 183. Ossian, the legendary

: CelticWand hai’d under whose name Macphersoii In 1762/3 publisKA^a collection of poems the female figures in which are often ofa tragic and mysterious type.

-- - ™
to;;;- *** uuiiiwuta wnn mat of F T

Yushkova, Tolstoy’s aunt and guardian in whose house hehved while at Ka.za,n University. He tells us in his Confeashlthat : The kind aunt with whom I lived, herself thewurest
of beings, always told me that there was nothing she so desirpH
for me as that I should have relations with a married woman •

Menneforme unjeune homme, comme urn liaison avec me fentmlcomme tlfauV

22 Chap. XVIII p 197 .
‘ Werther-like passion.’ InOoothes very popular Leiden des jungen Werthers, the herokihs himself for love of Lotte who was married to his friend

23. Chap. XX, p. 202. MwaTeinKa7iig mThuk-^theheffm.mng of Gretohen s song in ®

24. Chap. XXIII, p. 215. In Russia before the Revolutiononly an innocent party was allowed to apply for a divorce and
It was m mj case very diflicult to secure one. If obtained, the

could not remarry and was deprived of the

^5. Ohap. XXV, p. 226. In describing the disaster to Rrou-frou Tolstoy availed himself of an account of what hadhappened not long before to Prince R. B. Golitsin who, likeVronsky, broke his horse’s back by a careless movement whenndmg in the Officers’ Steeplechase at Krasnoe Selo. Similar
accidents have happened elsewhere. By sitting back whenjumping a ditch a ndp may jerk his horse’s head up and socause It to drop its hind legs and break its back. It is justat ditches, as m Toist<Sy’s description, that this is most

P* The small German ’watering-placewhere Kitty was taken for a cure was Soden in Hesse-I^issaa,
a-PPoars later. It is famous for its mineral waters. Tuff^e-

brother Nicholas visited
it m 1860, and Leo Tolstoy joined his brother there for a fewdays befo^ accompanyingMm to Hyeres in the south ofPranoewhere he died m the following September,
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Chap. XXXIV, p. 259. Pietism was a moYen3.ent started
r by Philip Jacob Spener, who in 1675 published his Pia disedaria.

I
It advocated an earnest study of the Bible in private meetings
and an altered style of preaching, to implant Christianity in

the inner man. A disciple of Spener’s, August Hermann
Francke, founded a famous orphanage at HaUe and the
niovenient spread over Middle and Northern Germany. The
organization of the Moravian Church in 1727 was an outcome
of the movement. It had a considerable following in Russia
early in the iiineteentii centurj?-, and politically was usually con-

nected with reactionary tendencies, as in the case of Magnitsky
: one of the ministers in. Alexander I’s later years.

PART III

28. Chap. XIV, p. 323. This is an a.llusion to an article by
Jlichel Breal on ‘ Les Tables eugiibines ’ in the Revue des Deux
Mondea of November 1874. The seven Eugubine tables bore
Umbrian inscriptions concerning religious rites. They were
discovered in 1444 in tlie town of Gubbio, anciently Iguvium,
but in the Middle Ages Eiigubium.

29. Chap. XIV, p. 324, The question of the ‘subject races
’

that occupied Karenin resembled the celebrated affair of the
Bashkir lands in the Ufa and Orenburg provinces* In the
middle ofthe nineteenth century the Bashkffs had about thirty

million acres of land in those provinces and many people from
elsewhere came to settle there, renting or leasing land from
them. The land was not properly surveyed and separate hold-

ings were merely indicated by sign-posts, which led to mis-
understandings and disputes. Special regulations were then
issued relating to the holdings of the settlers, as well as to pur-

chasers of unoccupied State lands in the two provinces. These
regulations aimed at increasing the number of Russian settlers,

and were scandalously misapplied with the connivance of local

authorities for the dishonest appropriation of both State and
Bashkir land. Enormous tracts of valuable timber and other

kind were bought for trifling sums by local officials and their

relations and were resold at an exorbitant profit. The defence-

I
less Bashldrs were defrauded of their land and the law was

I violated.

1 Reports of this systematic exploitation graduafly spread, and
^ at4ast got into the press and were made use of by the enemies

of P. A. Valuev, the Minister of the Imperial Estates. Valflev,
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tour in^^sls
from a European

bv a^eir tW and was nearlyMedby a bear that he shot next day, had stuffed, and kent -if
Polyana. His story The Bea/r Hunt, based on^tbatincident, is contained in Twnty-three Tales,

P- frevin’s reflection that death reducesendeavours and achievements to insimufloance andtha,t ma,n’B life is meaningless unless and until SS ^ndr^tes tte meanmg ofdeath, is one that played a predominant
mid^tanding of life froL the^Se of hibrother s death onwards. Hot that he feared death-on the

NOTES
though not_ personaUy involved in the abuses w,<. „dilatory m mvestigating the affair. Eventuailv’

1“'-^

retire, the Governor-General of Orenburg was dismi8,ed^al^“Senatorial Bevision Committee on the'afFair woa
guehMohed to , kije „„b„ of oaomk botog o2SS

^AS!£-.Uy SriSinS'
General M. I>. Skobelev (1841-82), who took uart^n

^
questofKhlvaandIihokindml871-5andplayc”aeol^^^^^^
^rt m the capture of Plevna in 1877—the vear tW? '

A arenina was published.
^

31. Chap. XXIX, pp. 385-90. Levin’s attempts to imnroifn

estate recall a

no doubt based on ToEtoys ovm experience.

32. Chap. XXXr, p. 397. In this and the followine ohant»,»Lemn encounters a new and insoluble problem—Defthi^tas Tolstoy encountered it in 1860 when he aeoommle.t^t-*
eldest brother Nicholas to Hyeres where tht late

teWs“nn'°?'-
description of the death of Idvin’s tetrther

S T 1 f much more closely drawn from teof Tolstoy a third brother Dmitri who died of consumption k
®7t“*

affected Tolstoy far leas than the dSithof ins eldest brother subsequently did.
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contrary he always faced it fearlessly and welcomed it gladly

f
when it finally came—^hnt he could not bring himself to live

I
without facing it and learning the lessons tanght by deliberately

considering it^ instead of trying to disregard it as so many
people thoughtlessly do.

35. Chap. IX, p. 432. The ‘ Chateau des Fleurs ’ was a place

of amusement in Moscow of a Parisian cafe chantant type,

36. Chap. IX,
^

p. 433. Bepret and Leve were well-knowiTL

wine merchants in Moscow who dealt in French wines of their

I
own vintages.

37. Chap. IX, p. 435. Tolstoy himself in Ms bachelorhood
was an expert and enthusiastic gymnast—one of the best in

Moscow—and very strong.

38. Chap. IX, p. 436. Already before his marriage Tolstoy
(like Levin) often showed unconventionality in di-ess.

39. Chap. X, p. 438. At the time this novel was written the
question of the relative advantage of classical or scientific

education was a burning one. The Minister of Education in

1871 enacted a code strongly favouring classical education

—

despite strong opposition from large circles of Russian society

and despite the fact that he was opposed by a majority even in

the Council of State. By this code the study of classical lan-

guages formed the basis of the Gymnasium (High-school)

course. Instigated by the Moscow publicists Katkov and
Leontyev the Minister regarded classical education as an anti-

dote to the nihilistic tendencies then prevalent among the

students, and regarded the study of the natural sciences as

tending towards free thought and materialism. He gave the
^ classical schools many privileges. Their final examination

qualified for entrance to the Universities which no examina-
tion at the science schools did,

40. Chap. XIII, p. 449. Here is a thought in embryo that
was developed in What is Art ? twenty years later.

41. Chap. XIII, p. 450. Levin’s proposal to Kitty closely

resembles Tolstoy’s own proposal to his wife, though Leviifs

occurred in Moscow and Tolstoy’s in the country. ^

42. Chap. XIV, p. 453. ‘ Nothing, nothing, silence , , is

a quotation repeatedly made use of from Gogol’s Memoirs of
r a Madman,
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’ ,.^3. Chap. XVI, p. 462. This incident of Levia showing tt.

'

diaries of his bachelor days to Kitty, and of her oryinKmepthem, returning them, and immediately forgiving him iw fwhat happmed between Tolstoy and his wife before U, '

marriage. His feeling of shame and repentance as well aito resolute frankness even at the risk of their engasemem
described in the novel.

^

absent from the novel is the fact that, much later-afte/hb
wife had been upset by to refusal to earn money for th»family by oontmuing to write fiction—she bitterly reproachedhim m her Diary for having shown her his own—though it wa

,

only from a sense of duty that he had done so and she foul
readily forgiven him at the time. Her complaint was made !•

some forty-fivc' years after the incident occurred and wh™she was already partiaUy deranged and quite reckless in theaccusations she brought against him,

^
44. Chap. XX, p. 481. Tolstoy here makes use of an event

m family experience which is recorded in the Life ofTalstdy, Vol. I, p. 325.

45. Chap. XXII, p. 488. Those were the onlv two valid
lor divorce admitted by Russian law at the time.







THE ‘MAUDE’ TOLSTCY
‘Better translators, both for knowledge ofthe two languages

and for penetration into the very meaning ofthe matter trans-
lated, could not be invented.’—£«o Tolstoy.

The ‘Maude’ Tolstoy has no rival, either for
completeness or authority. Mr. Bernard Shaw
has said :

‘ The Oxford Press translation will be
unique ... as it is not now possible for any new
English writer to bring to a translation of Tolstoy’s
works the personal knowledge of the author, and
the peculiar experience of Russian life and of the
Tolstoyan social experiments that followed the first

publication of his writings, enjoyed by the late
Aylmer Maude and his wife and collaborator.’

The ‘ Maude ’ Tolstdy is obtainable in two forms,

the Tolstdy Centenary Edition and the ‘World’s
Classics ’ Edition.

The volumes of the Tolstdy Centenary Edition
contain photogravure illustrations by such artists

as R^pin, Jules Breton, Kfvshenko, and Pasternak,

and introductions by some of the greatest writers

of to-day. These include Bernard Shaw (i), H. G.
Wells (19) ,John Galsworthy (9), Robert Hichens (5),
Gilbert Murray (20), Jane Addams (14), H. Gran-
ville Barker (17), Hugh Walpole (6), Hamlin
Garland (21), the Hon. Brand Whitlock (10),
G. R. Noyes (2), and Wm. Lyon Phelps (3).

The order of the twenty-one volumes is chrono-
logical, and this is of particular importance to any
study of the development of Tolstdy’s ideas. Lad?
of attention to this in previous editions is largely

responsible for misunderstanding of his work.
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^
Those who cannot obtain the Centenary Edition

shoiJd approach their local library. This is an
*

edition which any good library will possess. Its
price is ^^9 9s-- od. ($65.00 in the United States).

_

The texts of all volumes of the Centenary Edi-
tion have been reprinted in the popular World’s
Classics edition, at two shillings per volume
(80 cents in the United States).

This cheap edition is pocket size, printed in large
type on thin opaque paper, bound in superfine
art cloth, and each ofits volumes contains a special
introduction by Aylmer Maude.

Special single-volume editions of War and Peace
and Anna Karenina are printed on Oxford India
Paper at 6s. net and 4s. net respectively, and of
Aylmer Maude’s Life of Tolstdy at 4f. net (American
prices $2.50 and $1.50).

KEYS TO THE CLASSIFIED INDEX
(i) VOLUMES IN THE CENTENARY EDITION
WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING NUMBERS

IN THE WORLD’S CLASSICS

Life of Tolstdy: First Fifty Years -Vol. i.—-383
„ „ Later Years „ 2._38^

Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth „ 3.-352
Tales ofArmy Life 208
'Nine Stories, 1852-63 I S-—420
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War and Peace. (Annotated) Vols.’ 6,

7, and 8.~

Anna Karenina. (Annotated) Vols. 9
and lo.-

Confession, The Gospel in Brief,

What I Believe VoL ii.-

On Life Essays on Religion ,,
12.-

Twenty-Three Tales „ 13.-

What Then Must We Do? ; „ 14.-

Ivan Ilfch and Hadji Murad „ 15.-

The Devil and Cognate Tales „ 16.-

Piays 5, 17*“

What is Art? and Essays on Art „ 18.'

Resurrection „ 19.-

The Kingdom of God is Within

You and Peace Essays „ 20.

Recollections and Essays „ 21.

~2IO/lI

(2) KEY TO LETTER REFERENCES

(A = On art. B = Containing much autobiographical

matter. H= Humorous work. On the land question-

P = Posthumous. R = Religious.
,
T ~ On temperance.

U = Unfinished. W = On war.)

1 World’s Classics edition does not yet include T!ie Gospel

in 'Brief* • ,
„

2 the Kreutzer S'Onaia (VoL 266 in the World’s Classics

series) is not quite identical with The Devil and Cognate Tales

(which has not yet appeared in that series) but gives tho

chief parts of it.



T STORIES A
^eRaid. (1852) w.
The Wood-felling. (18’^s)
A Billiard-Marker’s Note.

p™S index, with dates ofPUBLICATION OF RUSSIAN ORIGINALS
Reference is to Centenary Edition Vols

See key on pp. 2-3 of Index

GREAT J/OVELS

Vob,6,7,.„<i8

’ ““
Resurrection. (1899) Vol. 19.

SHORTER NOVELS
Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth. Vol. 2 n i

{1852, 1854, 1855, and 1857)
Sevastopol in December 1824.

(1855) w.
Sevastopol in May 1855. (iS^a) w.
Sevastopol in August 1855. (1856) wTwo Hussars. (1856) h.

^

A Landlord's Morning. (1856)
Family Happiness. (iBm)
The Cossacks. (1863)
Polikdshka. (1863)
The Death of Ivan II^T^ch. (1886)
1 he Kreutzer Sonata. (1880)
The Devil. (Written 1889) p.

^^1898)
(Written 1890 to

Master and Man. (1893)
Hadji Murad. (Written 1896 to

1904) P-

Fedor Kuzmich. (Written 1905) p.u.

4, p. 89.

4. P- 107.

4 > p. 153.

5 = p. 67.

5. P- 149-

*8, p. 3.

4> P* 265.

.5 . P. 309.
1 5 , p. I.

1^3 P* III.

^8, p. 235.

16, p. 299.

L5. P- 74-
^5= P- 227.



.'.I

^ Meeting a Moscow Acquaintance in'

the Detachment. (1856)
. The Snow Storm. (1856)
Lucerne. (1857)

1 Albert. (1858)

Three Deaths, (1B59)

Schoolboys and Art. (1861) a.

The Porcelain Doll. (Written 1863)

Memoirs of a Madman. (Written

1884) P.U.

Strider: The Story of a Horse. (1886)
Frangoise (a translation). (1892)
Walk in the Light while there is

Light (1893)

Centenary edit

volume

Vol. 4, p. 231.

>5 5.Pv27.
5.P- 2 I 9 .

5 ^ P- 255 «

,, 5>P*29 i.

„ 18, p. I.

„ 16, p. 371

» 15, P‘ 2 I

» 5 . P- 389*

„ 16, p. 361

» 15, P-H3 '

SHORT STORIES INCLUDED IN ^TWENTY-
THREE TALES^

God sees the Truth, but waits. (1872) Vol. 13, p, i,

A Prisoner in the Caucasus. (1872) w. „ 13, p. ii.

J The Bear-Hunt, (1872) „ 13, p. 44.
What Men Live By.

^ (1881) „ 13, p. 55.
A Spark neglected Burns the House. „ 13, p. 83.

I
(1885)

j

Two Old Men, (1885) „ 13, p. 102,

i;
. Where Love is, God is. (1885) 'tSa p* 131

f Ivan the Fool. (1885) P' M*?
Evil Allures, but Good Endures. (1885) ,, 13, p. 181

Little Chris wiser than Men. (18%) ,, 13, p. 184
Elias, (1885) „ 13, p. 187
The Three Hermits, {1886) „ 13, p. 193

1 The Imp and the Crust. (1886) t.h,'
, „

'

13, p. 202
' How much Land ..does a Man need?, 13,0.207

(1886)

I
A Grain as big as a Hen’s Egg, { 1 886) ; 13, p. 2 2 7.

»

j

The Godson. (1886) 13, p. 23^.

^ Miles M!alleson has made a play called Michael out of

I
this story. It is published by Nelson in



^ (1886)

Tu (1891V

'loo^jrli {a translation). (1897) h.
sarhaddon. King of Assyria. (1903)Work^ Death, and Sickness. (1903)Three Questions. (1903)

Centenary edition
volume

Vol. 13, p. 253.

*3> P- 257.
13. P. 267.

13. P. 276.

'3) P- 283.
* 3 j p. 291-

13: P- 294.

17: P. 23.

17: P. 117-
' 7: P. 309-

17: P. 225.

17: P. 291.

PLAYS

(1886) (A drama- Vol. 17, n. jof The Imp and the Crust) t.h.
^

Ihe Power of Darkness. (1886)
The Fmits ofEnlightenment. (1889) h.

”

The Light shines in Darkness. (Written
to 1902) P.U.

’’

^ (Written 1902) (Com-
^^own as Reparation), p.

Ihe Cause ofit All. (Written 1910) p,

RELIGIOUS, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND SOCIO-
LOGICAL WORKS

A Confession. (1879)

(Written ca.
zooi~3_)

What I Believe. (1884)
On Life. (1887)
The Kingdom of God is Within You.

(1893) _R.w.
Christianity and Patriotism. (1804)

What is Religion? (1902) r.
What Then Must We Do?

{Finished by Tolstoy in 1886, but for-

Pmishmnt by
0“-Act PlaS

Vol. II, p. I.

>5 II, p. 1 13.



4 hidden hy the censor. The complete work

was first published in Russian in Geneva

inigos)

The Teaching ofJesus. (1908) r.

Centenary edition
volume

VoL 12, p. 347.

ESSATS, ETC.

Some Words about War and Peace. VoL 8, p. 538.

(1868)
Conclusion of A Criticism of Dogmatic „ 1 1? p. 84.

Theology, {ca. 1879) r.

Introduction to An Examination of the „ ii, p. 95.
Gospels. (1880) R.

Letter to Eiigelhardt, (1882) b. 5, 14, p. 373.
On Truth in Art. (1887) a. ,, 18, p. 9.

Preface to Ershov’s Recollections of 5,4? p. 465.
Sevastopol. (1889) w. 4

Why do Men Stupefy Themselves? ,, 21, p. 67.

(1890) T.

Prefaces to first and later editions of ,, ii, p. 1 1 1.

The Four Gospels. (1891,1902) r.

The First Step (Vegetarianism). „ 21, p. 90.

Non-Acting. (1893)
_

„ 21, p. 137.

Afterword to Famine Articles, (1893) „ 21,9.171.
Introduction to AmieFs Journal. „ 18, p. 12.

(1893) A.
_ _

A Talk among Leisured People. « 15? P* 138.

(1893)
,

Introduction to Semenov s Peasant „ 18, p, 17,

Stories. (1894) A.

Introduction to Guy de Maupassant. „ 18, p. 20.

(1894) A.

Religion and Morality. (1894) R. ,, 12, p. 168.

Reason and Religion. (1894) R. „ 12,9.199.
How to Read the Gospels. (1896) r. „ 12, p. 205,

On Art. (1897) A. 55 18,9.46.
Letters on Henry George. (1897) L, „ 21,9.189.
Preface to The Christian Teaching. „ I2> p. 209,

(1898) R.



P^ace to Wkat is Art? (i8q8) a^at IS Art? (1898) A.
^

Appendices to if (1808) a.Modem Science. (1898)
^ ^ ^ •

Introduction to Ruskin. (1890)
ratriotism and Government. (1900)

Thou shalt not Kill. (1900)A Reply to the Synod’s Edict of Ex-
communication. (1901) r.

An Appeal to the Clergy. (1902) R.
1 ref^e to Der Butlnerbauer.

( 1 902) a.The Restoration ofHell. (1902) r.h
and State. (1904) r.

William Lloyd Garrison. (1904)
Be^ink Yourselves! (1904) w.A Great Iniquity. (1905) l.
An Afterword to Chekhov’s Bar/me,

(1905) A.

Shakespeare and the Drama. (1906)What s to be Done? (1906)
Letter to a Hindu. (1908)
Letter to a Japanese, (igoq)
Gandhi Letters. (1910)

Centenary edition
volume

Vol. i8, p. 65.

» 18, p. 73.
jj 18, p. 289.
35 21, p. 176.

33 21, p. 188.

33 20, p. 545.

MISCELLANEOUS
Recollections. (Written 1902-8) b.
I Cannot be Silent! (1908)
Address to the Swedish Peace Con-

gress. (1909) w.
The Wisdom of Children. (191 0)
Thoughts from Private Letters

53 21, p. 195.
j? I2/p. 214.

J3 12, p. 282.
iS, p. 313.

5, 12, p. 309.
M 12, p. 331.

20, p. 575.
?5 21

, p. 204.

» 21, p. 272.

„ 18, p. 323.

» 21, p. 307.
55 21, p. 384.
55 21 , p. 413.
55 21, p. 440.
5> 21, p. 433.

Vol. 21, p. I,

>5 21, p. 395.
55 20, p. 583.

55
'
21, p. 446,

„ 21, p.'494*

Fifty Years
I
By Aylmer Vol iThe Life ofTolstdy: Later Years /Maude. o’I'Maude.



ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Centenary edition

volume

Address to the Swedish Peace Con- Vol. 20, p. 583.
^iTGSS

,

Afterword to Chekhov’s Darling „ i8, p. 323.
Afterword to Famine Articles „ 21, p. 171.

Albert » 5j P- 253'
Vo!s. 9 and 10.Anna Karenina

^ Appeal to the Clergy^ An Vol. 12, p. 282.

!

Bear-Hunt, The „ 13, p. 44.
Bethink Yourselves! „ 21, p. 204.
Billiard-Marker’s Notes, A » 5. P-i-

^

Boyhood „ 3, p. 127.

Cause of it All, The ,, 17, p. 291.
Childhood 3; P- I-

Christianity and Patriotism „ 20, p. 461.

Church and State „ 12, p. 331.
Coffee House of Surat, The „ 13, p. 267.

Conclusion of A Criticism of Dogmatic

Theology
„ 1 1, p. 85.

Confession, A „ II, p. I.

Cossacks, The
4:3 P* 2^5*

Death of Ivan II^ch, The » I5> P- I-

Devil, The „ 16, p. 235.

f Elias „ 13, p. 187.

Empty Drum, The „ I3,p.257.
Esarhaddon, King of Assyria j). 13, p. 283.
Evil Allures, but Good Endures 13, p. 181.

Family'Happiness
•'

16, p. 3.
Father Sergius 99 16, p. 299.
Fedor Kuzmich

:

99 15= P- 385-
First Distiller, The 93 17, p. I. «

j

First Step, The 93 21, p. 90.

, Fran^oise >9 16, p. 361.
Fruits of Enlightenment, The 99 17, p. 117.
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Gandhi Letters

Garrison, Wm, Lloyd
God sees the Truth, but waits
Godson, The
Gospel in Brief, The
Grain as big as a Hen’s Egg, A
Great Iniquity, A
Hadji Murad
How much Land does a Man need?
How to Read the Gospels

I Cannot be Silent!

Imp and the Crust, The
Introduction to AmieFs Journal
Introduction to An Examination of the

Gospels

Introduction to the works of Guy de
Maupassant

Introduction to Ruskin
Introduction to S. T. Semenov’s Pea-

sant Stories

Ivdn the Fool

Centenary edition

volume

Vol. 21, p. 433.

5? 20, p. 575*

13, p. I.

?> 13, p. '23I.

33 II, p. II3,

35 13, p. 227.

33 21, p. 272.

33 15, p. 227.

33 13, p. 207.

33 12, p. 205.

33 2I3 p. 395 -

33 13, p. 202.

33 18, p, 12.

33 II, p. 95.

33 18, p* 20,

33 21, p.' 188.

33 18, p. 17.

33 13, p. 147.

Kingdom of God is Within You, The „ 20, p. i

.

Kreutzer Sonata, The „ 16, p, iii.

Landlord’s Morning, A
Letter to Engelhardt
Letter to a Hindu
Letter to a Japanese
Letters on Henry George
Life of Tolstoy
Light shines in Darkness, The
Little Girls wiser than Men
Live Corpse, The
Lucerne

„ 5, p. 149. 1
,

P* 373 *

„ 21, p, 413. %

„ 21, p. 440. I

„ 21, p. 189.

Vols. I and 2.

VoL 17, p. 309.

„ 13, p. 184,

„ 17, p, 225.

„ 5, p. 219.

Master and Man
Meeting a Moscow Acquaintance in

the Detachment

^ 5 . P- 74« '

„ 4, p. 231. 0



1

Centenary edition

volume

1. 15, p. 210,Memoirs of a Madman
I Modern .Science

Non-Acting

On Art
; On Life

' On, Truth in Art

Patriotism and Government
Polikdshka

Porcelain Dollj The
Power of Darkness, The
Preface to Der Biittnerbauer

Preface to Ershov’s Sevastopol Recollec-

tions

Preface to The Christian Teaching

Preface to The Four Gospels

Preface to What is Art?
Prisoner in the Caucasus, A
Raid, The
Reason and Religion

Recollections

Religion and Morality
Repentant Sinner, The
Reply to the Synod’s Edict
Restoration of Hell, The
Resurrection

Reparation (“ The Live Corpse)

Schoolboys and Art
Sevastopol in December 1854
Sevastopol in May 1855
Sevastopol in August 1855
Shakespeare and the Drama
Snow Storm, The
Some Words about War and Peace

Spark neglected Burns the House, A
Strider; The Story of a Horse

Talk among Leisured People, A
Teaching ofJesus, The
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Thou shalt not Kill
Thoughts from Private Letters
Three Deaths
Three Hermits^ The
Three Questions
Too Dear!
Two Hussars
Two Old Men

Walk in t^ Light while there is LightWar and Peace
What I Believe
What is Art?
What is Religion?
What ’s to be Done?
What Men Live By
What Then Must We Do?
Where Love is, God is

Why do Men Stupefy Themselves?
Wisdom of Children, The
Wood-felling, The
Work, Death, and Sickness

Youth

Centenary edition
volume

Vol. 21, p. 195.
« 21, p. 494.
5) 5, p. 289.

5J I3>p.i 93.
-’j P* 294.
55 13? P- 276.

» P* 67.

95 ^SjPvIos.

5 ? 15, p. 143.
Vols. 6

, 7, and 8 .

Vol. II, p. QQO

55 i8,p.73.

9? 12, p. 226.

55 21, p. 384.
55 135 P. 55'
93 14, P. I.

55 135 P. I3I.

55 21, p, 67.

95 21, p. 446.
55 45 p. 39*
55 135 P. 291.

55 35 P* 221.

^*5; volume numbers do not refer to the ‘World’sQassics senes, but the corresponding ‘World’s Classics’

PKnrrm in obmt bkitain at the university press, ottordBY JOHN JOHNSON, PRINTER TO THE UNIV^OT





IN THE FOLLOWING
fied as below

:

Anthologies

Autobiography
Biography
Classics-GreekandRoman
Drama
Essays and Belles Lettres
Fiction (Short Stories are

grouped separately)
History

AN INDEX OF AUTHORS
the list.

THE WORLD’S CLASSICS

^ constant progress, containing over

aH.nrZi f
h’^ndred volumes, and offering in a sizedapted for the pocket, and at a low price, the most

thrrf''°^ the English language, ;ith morean a few translations. Many of the volumes con-tain mtroductions by the best modern writers.

POCKET SIZE, 6x31 inches (as this list). Large
ype, on thin opaque paper, in superfine art cloth.

volumes are also obtainable inFebble gram Moroccoette. These are speciallyrecommended for presentation.
^

™e^
volumes are obtainable through any book-

LIST the books are ciassi-

Letters

Literary Criticism
Philosophy and Science
Poetry
Politics^Political Pheory^
and Political Economy

"

Religion

Short Stories

Travel and Topography



THE ;

WORLD’S CLASSICS
PRINTED ON OXFORD INDIA PAPER

The following Works are obtainable in superfine

maroon cloth, gilt lettered on back,

gilt top, and marker.

TWO VOLUMES IN- ONE .

Borrow. Lavengro and Romany Rye.

Maude (Aylmer). Life of Tolstoy.

Tolstoy. Anna Karenina. Translated by Louise

and Aylmer Maude.

Trollope. Can You Forgive Her?

„ The Duke’s Children.

„ Last Chronicle of Barsct.

5, Orley Farm,

s, Phineas Finn.

„ Phineas Reduxv

„ The Prime Minister.

„ Ralph the lieir.

„ The Small House at Allington.

THREE VOLUMES IN ONE
Dante. The Divine Comedy. Italian text and

translation by M. B. Anderson.

English Short Stories (Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries).

Rabelais (Francois). Gargantua and Pantagruel.

Tolstoy. War and Peace, Revised translation hj
Louise and Aylmer Maude.



4 'THE WORLD’S CLASSICS^

COMPLETE LIST OF THE SERIES

^Anthologies

A Book of American Verse. Selected and edited by A, C. Ward

OF Narrative Verse. Compiled by F, i?. CoMns» Intro-
duction by Edmund Blunden (350).

A Book of Scottish Verse. Compiled by R. L.^Mackie C417).
American Criticism. Representative Literary Essays* Chosen
by Norman Foarster

English Essays, chosen and arranged by IF, Peacock (32).
English Essays, 1600-1900, chosen by S» F. Makower and B. S',

Blackwell (172).
English Essays, Modern. Two Series. Selected by B, S,

Milford (280, 406).
English Prose from mandeville to ruskin, chosen and arranged
b \ W. Peacock (45).

English Prose, chosen and arranged by W. Peacock in 5 volumes;
I, WYCLIFFE to CLARENDON ;

II, MILTON tO GRAY; III, WAL-
POIJE to LAMB

;
IV, LANDOR tO HOLMES ; V, MRS. GASICELL tO

HENRY JAMES (2 19-23).
English Prose, Narrative, Descriptive, Dramatic (malory to

STEVENSON), Compiled by H. A, Treble (204).
English Short Stories (Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries),

selected by H, S. Milford, Three Series (193, 228, 315).
English Songs and Ballads, compiled by T. W, H, Crosland,
New edition, with the text revised, and additional poems (13),

English Verse. Edited by W. Peacock, I, Early Lyrics to Shake-
speare (308); II, campion to the Ballads (309); III, dryden
to WORDSWORTH (310); IV, SCOTT tO ELIZABETH BROWNING
(3 1

1

) ; V, LONGFELLOW tO RUPERT BROOKE <3

1

2).

A Miscellany of Tracts and Pamphlets. Sixteenth to Nine-
teenth Centuries. Edited by A, C. Ward (304).

Palgrave’s GoldenTreasury, with 188 pages of additional poems
from LANDOR to BLUNDEN (133).

Reading at Random. A ‘ World’s Classics * Anthology. Edited
by Ben Ray Redman

% Autobiography
Aksakoff (Serghei), Trans, by JD. Dujf, A Russian Gentleman

(241). Years of Childhood (242). A Russian Schoolboy (261).
Cellini (Benvenuto) (300).
De Quincey (Thomas). Confessions of an Opium-Eater (23);
Franklin (Benjamin), The Autobiography, edited from his

9riginal manuscript by yohn Bigelow (230)."
Gibbon (Edward), Autobiography, Introduction by

(139).



AUTOBIOGRAFHY, BIOGRAPHY* TOE ‘ CLASSICS * 5

HA'S?DON (Benjamin Robert). The Autobiography. Introduc-
tion and Epilogue by (314).

Hunt { Leigh). Autobiography. Intro. Edmund Blunden (329)*
Mxti- (JOHN Stuart). Autobiography, introduction by Harold J.

Laski (262).
Topstoy. a Confession, and What I believe. Translated by
Aylmer Maude {z2.g),

Trollope (Anthony), Autobiography. Introduction by
Michael Sadletr (239);

% Biography '

Carlyle. The Life of John Sterling; Introduction by W» Bale
White (‘ Mark Rutherford ’) (144).

Crabbe, Life of. By his Son, Introduction by E* M. Forster

(404).
Dobson (Austin). Four Frenchwomen: Charlotte Corday,
Madame Roland, Princess de Lamballe, Madame de Genils

(243).

Emerson* Representative Men. (With English Traits) (30),
Francis of Assisi (St.). The Little Flowers; and The Life of
Brother Giles. Translated into English verse by James Rhoades
(265).

Gaskell (Mrs.). The Life of Charlotte BrontS (214).
Houghton (Lord), Life of Keats (364).

Johnson (Samuel). Lives of the Poets. 2 vols. (83, 84).

MAUDE (Aylmer). Life of Tolstoy, 2 vols. (383, 384).

Scott (Sir Walter). Lives of the Novelists. Introduction by
Austin Dobson {g4).

Stanhope (Lord). Conversations with Wellington. Introduc-
tion by Philip Gtiedalla (470).

Trevelyan (Sir G. O.). Life of Macaulay. With a new Intro-

duction by G. M. Trevelyan. 2 vols. (401, 402).

Walton (Izaak). Lives of Donne, Wotton, Hooker, Plerbert,

Sanderson, Introduction by George Saintsbury (303).

% The * Classics \ Greek and Roman

Aeschylus. The Seven Plays. Translated into English Verse by
Lewis Campbell C117).

Aristophanes. The Acharnians, Knights, Birds, and Frogs,

Translated by.7 . Hookham Frere, Intro. IF. W, Merry (134).
Homer. Translated by Pope. Iliad (i8)i Odyssey (36).

Sophocles, The Seven Plays. Translated into English Verse by
Lewis Campbell ( 1 16).

Virgil. The Aencid, Georgies, and Eclogues, Translated^ by
John Dryden (37).

The Aeneid, Georgies, and Eclogues* Translated by
James Rhoades (227),



6 ?THE WORLD»S CLASSICS ^

% Drama
Browning (Robert).- Poems and Plays, 1833-42 (58);
Congreve (William). Complete Works. 2 vols, Introduction by
Bonamy Dobrie, I, The Comedies. II, The Mourning Bride,
with Letters, Poems, and Miscellanies (276, 277),

Eighteenth Century Comedy, farquhar's Beaux* Stratagem,
Steele’s Conscious Lovers, gay’s Beggar’s Opera, Fielding’s
Tom Thumb, goldsmith’s She Stoops to Conquer (292).

Eighteenth Century, Lesser Comedies of the. Edited by
Allardyce NkolL The five comedies are Arthur murphy’s The
Way to kee^him, george colman’s The Jealous Wife, mrs.
inchbald’s Everyone has his Fault, thomas Morton’s Speed
the Plough, and Frederick reynolds’s The Dramatist (321).

Elizabethan Tragedies. Edited by A. K. Mcllwraith. Con-
tains SACKViLLE and Norton’s Gorboduc ; marlowe’s Dr.
Faustiis; Arden of Feversham

;
kyd’s Spanish Tragedy

; hey-
wood’s Woman Killed with Kindness (452),

Five Elizabethan Comedies. Edited by A. K. Mcllwraith. Con-
tains Greene’s P'riar Bacon and Friar Bungay, peele’s The Old
Wives’ Tale, lyly’s Campaspe, dekker’s Shoemaker’s Holiday,
and the anonymous Merry Devil of Edmonton (422),

Five Pre-Shakespearean Comedies. Edited by F. 5. Boas. Con-
tains medwall’s Fulgens and Lucrece, heywood’sThe Four PP,

,

udall’s Ralph Roister Doister,the anonymous Gammer Gurton’s
Needle, and Gascoigne’s Supposes (418).

Goethe. Faust, Parts I and II (380).

Ibsen, Henrik. Peer Gynt, Trans, with an Introduction by
R. Ellis Roberts (446).

Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus (with goethe’s Faust, Part I) (135).
RestorationTragedies, dryden’s All for Love, otway’s Venice

Preserved, southerne’s Oroonoko, rowe’s Fair Penitent, and
Addison’s Cato. Introduction by Bonamy Dobrie (313).

Shaiubspeare. Plays and Poems. 9 vols. Comedies. 3 vols.

(100, loi, 102). Histories and Poems. 3 vols. (103, 104, 105).
Tragedies. 3 vols. (106, 107, 108).

Shakespeare, Six Plays by Contemporaries of. dekker, The
Shoemaker’s Floliday ; Webster, The White Devil

; Beau-
mont and FLETCHER, The Knight of the Burning Pestle, and
Phiiaster; Webster, The Duchess of Malfi; massinger, A
New Way to pay Old Debts. Edited by C. B, Wheeler (199).

Sheridan, Plays. Introduction by ATwig/zi (79)»

Tolstoy. The Plays. Tr, fay Louise and Aylmer Maude (243).

^Essays and Belles Lettres

Bacon. The Essays, Civil and Moral (24).

Carlyle. On Heroes and Hero-Worship (62). Past and Present.

Introduction by G, K. Chesterton (153). Sartor Resartus (19.)



ESSAYS' AND BELLES LETTRES 7

Dobson (Austin). At Prior Park, &c. (259). Eighteenth-Century '

Vignettes, Three Series (245-7). Four Frenchwomen (248).
Old Kensington Palace, &:c.(25 8). APaiadinof Philanthropy,
(256), Rosaiba’s Journal, &c. (260), Side-Walk Studies (257),

Emerson. EngiishTraits, and Representative Men(3o). Essays (6),

English Critical Essays. 3 volumes : I, Sixteenth to Eighteenth
Centuries; 11, Nineteenth Century; III, Twentieth Century
(240, 206, 40s).

English Essays, chosen and arranged by W* Peacock (32);
— (A Book of), 1600-1900 (172).—— Modern. Two Series. Selected by H. S, Milford (280, 406).

English Prose. MANDEviLLEto ruskin. Chosen by IF. Peacock

(45). Also a selection in 5 volumes by the same editor: I, WY-
CLIFPE to CLARENDON (219); 11, MILTON tO GRAY (220); III, WAL-
POLE tOLAMB (22 1); IV, LANDORtoHOLMES(222) *, V,MRS. GASKELL
to HENRY JAMES (223).

English Prose. Narrative, Descriptive, and Dramatic (204);

Froude(J. a.). Short Studies on Great Subjects. Series I (269).;

Hazlitt (William). Characters of Shakespeare's Plays (205),
The English Comic Writers (124). Sketches and Essays,

Essays on Men and Manners ( 1 5). Table-Talk (5), The Spirit

of the Age (57). Winterslow (25).

Holmes (C)liver Wendell). The Autocrat of the Breakfast-

Table (61). The Poet at the Breakfast-Table (95). The Pro-
fessor at the Breakfast-Table (89),

Horne (R. H.). A New Spirit of the Age (127).

Hunt (Leigh). Essays and Sketches (115).

Irving (Washington). The Sketch Book (173).
^

Lamb. Essays of Elia, and The Last Essays of Elia (2).

Landor. Imaginary Conversations, Selected (196).

Milton. Selected Prose (293).
Montaigne’s Essays. Florio’s translation. 3 vols. (65, 70, 77),;

Reynolds (Sm Joshua), The Discourses, &c. (149)*

Ruskin. {Ruskin House Editions^ hy arrangement with Messrsi

Allen & Unwin, Ltd.) ‘A Joy for Ever*, and The Two Paths.

Illustrated (147). Sesame and Lilies, and Ethics of the Dust
(14s). Time and Tide, and The Crown of Wild Olive (146).
Unto this Last, and Munera Pulveris (148).

Rutherford (Mark). Pages from a Journal <3SS).

Sermons, Selected English, from latimer to r. w. dale (464).

Smith (Alexander). Dreamthorp, &c. (200).

Smollett. Travels through France and Italy (90);

Sterne (Laurence). A Sentimental Journey (333).

Stevenson (R. L.). Virginibus Puerisque; Across the Plains (296).

Thoreau. Walden (68).

Tolstoy. Translated by A. Maude* Recollections and Essays

(459). *What is Art?* and Essays on Art (331).

Tracts and Pamphlets, from john knox to h. g. wells (304);

Walton and CorroN. The Comjpleat Angler (430),
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»

White (Gilbert)^ The Natural History of Selborne (zz)*
Whitman. Specimen Days in America (371).

^ Fiction (For Short Stories see separate heading)

Ainsworth (W. Harrison). The Tower of London (163),-

Austen (Jane). Emma (129). Pride and Prejudice (335). Mans-
field Park (345). Northanger Abbey (355). Persuasion (356),
Sense and Sensibility (389).

Blackmore (R. D.). Lorna Doone (171)*
Borrow (George). Lavengro (66). The Romany Rye (73).’

BrontS (Anne). Agnes Grey (141). Tenant of Wildfeil Hall
(67).

Bronte (Charlotte). Jane Eyre (i). Shirley (14). Villette (47),
The Professor, and the Poems of the Brontes (78).

BrontE (Emily). Wuthering Heights (10).

Bunyan. The Pilgrim’s Progress (12). Mr. Badman (338).
Butler (Samuel). The Way of all Flesh (438).
Cervantes. Don Quixote, 2 volumes (130, 131).
CoBEOLD (Rev. Richard). Margaret Catchpole (119).
Collins (Wilkie), The Moonstone. Introduction by T,

Eliot (316). The Woman in White (226).
Cooper (J. Fenimore). The Last of the Mohicans (163).
Defoe, Captain Singleton (82). Robinson Crusoe. Part I (17).
Dickens. Barnaby Rudge (286). Christmas Books (307), Edwin
Drood (263). Great Expectations (128). Hard Times (264).
Old Curiosity Shop (270). Oliver Twist (8). Pickwick Papers.
2 volumes (120, 121). Tale of Two Cities (38).

Disraeli (Benjamin). Coningsby (381). Sybil (291).
Douglas (G.). The House with the Green Shutters. Intro, by
W. Somerset Maugham (466).

Eliot (George). Adam Bede (63). Felix Holt (179). The Mill
on the Floss (31). Romola (178). Scenes of Clerical Life (iss)*
Silas Marner, &c. (80).

Fielding. Jonathan Wild (382). Joseph Andrews (334)^
Galt (John). The Entail (177).

Gaskell (Mrs.). Cousin Phillis, and Other Tales, 8cc. (168).
Cranford, The Cage at Cranford, and The Moorland Cottage
(no). Lizzie Leigh, The Grey Woman, and Other Tales, See,

(175). Mary Barton (86). North and South (154). Right at
Last, and ()ther Tales, See. {203). Round the Sofa (190).
Ruth (88). Sylvia’s Lovers (156). Wives and Daughters (157).

Goldsmith. The Vicar of Wakefield (4).

PIarris (Joel Chandler). Uncle Remus (361).
Hawthorne. House of the Seven Gables (273); The Scarlet

Letter (26). Tales (319).
Holme (Constance). Beautiful End (431). Crump Folk going
Home (419). He-who-came? (440). The Lonely Plough (390),
The Old Road from Spain (400). The Splendid Fairing (416).
The Things which Belong-—— (425). The Trumpet in the
Dust (409). The Wisdom of the Simple, S&o. (453);
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Kingsley (Henby). Geoffry Hamlyn (271). Ravenshoe (267);#

Austin Elliot (407).
La Motte Fouqve. Undine, SIntram, &c. (408).

Lb Fanu (J. S.). Uncle Silas. Intro. Montague i?. James (306);

Lesage. Gil Bias. 2 vols. (151, 152).

Mackenzie (Compton). Guy and Pauline. With new Introduc-
tion by the Author (461).

Marryat. Mr. Midshipman Easy (160). Jacob Faithful (439)- ^
Melville (Herman). Moby Dick (225)^ Typee(274). Omoo

(275). White Jacket (253). ^
Mohieh (J. J.). Hajji Baba (238). Hajji Baba in England (285).

Peacock (T. L.). Headlong Hall
;
and Nightmare Abbey (339*

Misfortunes of Elphin; and Crotchet Castle (244).
Rabelais. Gargantua and Pantagruel. 3 volumes (411-- 13).

Scott. Ivanhoe (29).

Smollett. Roderick Random (353). Humphry Clinker (290);

Sterne. Sentimental Journey (333). Tristram Shandy (40).

Stevenson (R.L.). Kidnapped; and Catriona (297). The Master
of Ballantrae (441). Treasure Island {295).

Sturgis (Howard). Belchamber (429).
Swift. Gulliver's Travels (20).

SwiNNERTON (Frank). Noctume. With new Introduction by
the Author (460).

Taylor (Meadows). Confessions of a Thug (207);
Thackeray. Henry Esmond (28).

Tolstoy. Translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude, Anna
Karenina. 2 volumes (210, 21 1), Childhood, Boyhood, and
Youth (352). The Cossacks, Sec. (208). Ivdn Ilych, and Hadji

Mur^d (432). The Kreutzer Sonata, See. (266). Resurrection,

trans. by L. Maude (209), Twenty-three Tales (72). War and
Peace- 3 volumes (233-5).

Trollope. American Senator (391). Ayala’s Angel (342)- Bar-

chesterTowers ( 268). The Belton Estate (25 1). Can you forgive

her? 2 vols. (468, 469). TheCiaverings (252). CousinHenry
(343). DoctorThorne(298). Dr. W^ortleV School (sty)* The
Duke's Children. 2 vols. (462, 463). The Eustace Diamonds
(357)- Franiley Parsonage (305). The Kellys and the O'Keilys

(341). Lady Anna (443). Last Chronicle of Barset. 2 vols.

(398,390). Miss Mackenzie (27S), Orley Farm. 2 vols. (423,

424). Phxneas Finn. 2 vols, (447, 448). Phineas Redux.
2 vols. (450, 452). The Prime Minister. 2 vols. (454, 455)*
Rachel Kay (279). Ralph the Heir. 2 vols, (475, 476). Sir

Idarry Hotspur ^3^). The Small House at Allington. 2 vols.

(472, 473). Tales of all Countries (397). The 'Fhree Clerks

{ 140b M'he Warden {217). The Vicar of Bulihampton (272).

Walpole (Hugh). Prelude to Adventure* With new Introduc-

tion by the Author (465).
Watts-Dunton (Theodore). Aylwin (52).

Wharton (Edith). The House of Mirth (437}.
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* \History

Baseow (Sir John); The Mutiny of the Bounty (195);
Buckle. The History of Civilization, 3 volumes (41, 48, 53);
Carlyle. The French Revolution. Introduction by C. R, L;

Fletcher, 2 volumes (125, 126).
Froude (J. a.). Short Studies on Great Subjects. Series I (269).
Gibbon. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. With Maps.

"*T 5 '- 55 . 64. 69. 74).
, /

•

IRVING (Washington). Conquest of Granada (150).
Macaulay. History of England. 5 volumes (366-70),
Motley. Rise of the Dutch Republic. 3 volumes (96, 97, 98).
Prescott (W. FL). The Conquest of Mexico. 2 vols. (t 97, s 98).

f Letters

Burke. Letters. Selected, with Introduction, by B.J. Laski (237).
Chesterfield. Letters. Selected, with an Introduction, by

Phyllis M. Jones
Congreve. Letters, in Volume II. See under Drama (277).
CowPER. Letters. Selected, with Intro., by V. Lucas (138).
Dufferin (Lord). Letters from High Latitudes. Illustrated (158).
Gray (Thomas). Letters. Selected by Jo/iw Bem/orff (283).
Johnson (Samuel). Letters. Selected, with Introduction, by
R, W, Chapman {2^2)

,

Southey. Selected Letters (169),
White (Gilbert). The Natural Flistory of Selborne (22).

% Literary Criticism

American Criticism. Representative Literary Essays. Chosen
by Norman Foerster (354).

Coleridge (S.T.) Lectures on Shakespeare (363).
English Critical Essays. Selected and edited hy Bdmund D,
Jones. 2 volumes: I, Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries (240);
II, Nineteenth Century (206).

Hazlitt (William). Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays. Intro-
duction by Sir A. T, Qtnller-Couch (205). Lectures on the
English Comic Writers. Introduction by R. Brimley Johnson
(124). Lectures on the English Poets (255). The Spirit of the
Age. (Essays on his contemporaries) (57).

Horne (R. H.). A New Spirit of the Age (127).

Johnson (Samuel). Lives of the Poets. 2 volumes (83, 84).

More (Paul Elmer). Selected Shelburne Essays (434).
Sainte-Beuve. Causeries du Lundi. (In English.) Two Series

(37Ji~'3)*

Shakespeare Criticism, (heminge and condell to carlyle.)
Sefected and introduced by D. Nichol Smith (212).

Shakespeare Criticism (1919-1935). Selected and introduced
by Anne Bradby (436),



SCIENCE AND POETRY ii

^Philosophy and Science ^

(For Political Theory and Religion see separate headings)

Aurelius (Marcus). Thoughts. Translated byJ''o/!:7*7<2<r/;so«(6o).

Bacon. The Advancement of Learning, and the New Atlantis.
Introduction by Pro/mor Care (93). Essays (34).

Carlyle. Sartor Resartus (19),
Darwin. The Origin of Species. With a new preface by Major
Leonard Darimn ill)

»

*

Reynolds (Sir Joshua). Discourses, &c. Introduction by /I.Do5-
son (149). ,

Tolstoy, What then must we do ? Trans, by A. Maude (2S1).

White (Gilbert). The Natural History of Seiborne (22).

\Poetry
Arnold (Matthew). Poems, 1S49-67 (85).
Barham (Richard). The Ingoldsby Legends (9).
Blake (William). Selected Poems (324).
Bronte Sisters, The. The Professor, by charlotte brontS,and
Poems by charlotte, emily, and anne bronte (78).

Browning (Elizabeth Barrett). Poems. A Selection (176).
Browning (Robert). Poems and Plays, 1833-42 (58). Poems,

1842-64(137).
Burns (Robert). Poems (34), Complete and in large type.
Byron, Poems. A Selection (180).
Chaucer, The Works of. 3 volumes: 1(4^^); ^(56); III, con-
taining the whole of the Canterbury Tales (76).

Coleridge. Poems. IntToductioTihy Sir A.T.Qtiiller-Oouch{gtj).

Congreve (William). Complete works in 2 volumes. Intro-
ductions by Bowawy I, The Comedies (276); II, The
Mourning Bride, Poems, Miscellanies and Letters (277),

Dante. Italian text and English verse-translation by Melville B.
Anderson^ on facing pages, with notes. 3 vols. (392-4),

Translation only, with notes, in one volume (395),
Dobson (Austin). Selected Poems (249).
English Songs and Ballads. Compiled by T, W. H. Crosland,
New edition, with revised text and additional poems, 1927 (13).

'English Verse, Vols, I-V:- .Early Lyrics to sfiAKESpEAHE; cam-
pion to the Ballads

; dryden to WORDSWORTH ; scott to e. b,

BROWNING ; LONGFELLOW to RUPERT BROOKE. Edited by WilUam
PeacocA (308-312).

Francis op Assisi (St.). The Little Flowers of St. Francis.

Translated into English Verse by James Rhoades (265).

Goethe. Faust, Parts I and II. Translated \>y Bayard Taylor.

Intro, by Marshall Montgomery oxxd notes by Douglas Yates
Golden Treasury, The, W'ith additional Poems (133).
Goldsmith. Poems. Introd action by Austin Dobson (123),

Gray, Poems. Introduction by Leonard Whibley (474). «
Herbert(George). Poems. Introduction by 109),

Herrick (Robert). Poems (16).
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^
Homer. Translated by Pope, Iliad (18) . Odyssey (36),'
Hood. Poems. Introduction by ( 87).
Ibsen. Peer Gynt. Translated by R. Ellis Roberts (446).
Keats. Poems (7),
Keble. The Christian Year (18 1 ),

Longfellow. Pliawatha, Miles Standisb, Tales of a Wayside
Inn, &c. (174).

Macaulay. Lays of Ancient Rome
;

Ivry
; The Armada (27).

s Marlowe. Dr. Faustus (with goethe’s Faust, Part I, trad$4
y, Anster). Introduction by Sir A, W, Ward

Milton. The English Poems (182).
Morris (William). The Defence of Guenevere, Life and Death

of Jason, and other Poems (183).
Narrative Verse, A Book of. Compiled by V, H. Collim*
With an Introduction by B/z/wdew (350).

Nekrassov. 'Trans, hy Juliet Soskice* Who can be happy and free
in Russia ? A Poem (213). Poems (340).

Palgrave. The Golden Treasury. With additional Poems (133).
Rossetti (Christina). Goblin Market, &c. (184),
Scott (Sir Walter), Selected Poems ( 1 86).

Scottish Verse, A Book of. Compiled by i?. L. Mackie (41y).
Shakespeare, Plays and Poems. Preface by A. C. Swinburne.

Introductions by Edward Dowden. 9 volumes. Comedies. 3
volumes (100, loi, 102). Histories and Poems. 3 volumes
(103,104,105). Tragedies. 3 volumes (106, 107, 108).

Shelley. Poems. A Selection (187).
Tennyson. Selected Poems. Intro, by Sir Herbert Warren
Virgil. The Aeneid, Georgies, and Eclogues. Translated by
Dryden {%y). Translated hy James Rhoades {nzy).

Wells (Charles). Joseph and his Brethren. A Dramatic Poem*
Intro, by A. C. Swinhurney and Note by T. Watts-punton{i4%).,

Whitman. A Selection. Introduction by E.de Selincouti (ai8)*

Whittier. Poems: A Selection (188).
Wordsworth. Poems: A Selection (1S9).

^ Politics^ PoliticalEconomy^ Political Theory

Bagehot (Walter). The English Constitution. With an Intro-
duction by the Earl of Balfour (330).

Buckle. The History of Civilization. 3 volumes (41, 48, 53).
Burke (Edmund). Letters. Selected, with an Introduction, by
Harold J. Laskt (2$y). Works, 6 volumes. I: A Vindica-
tion of Natural Society; The Sublime and Beautiful, 8:c. (71).
II: The Present Discontents; and Speeches and Letters on
America (81). Ill : Speeches on India, &c. ( 1 1 1). iV: Writings
on France, x^po-i (i is). V : Writings on Ireland, &c. ( 1 13). VI

:

A Letter to a Noble Lord; and Letters on a Regicide Peace (x 14).

English Speeches, from burke to Gladstone. Selected and
edi^d by E. R. Jones (19 1).

Macaulay. Speeches. Selected, with Introductionand footnotes,

by G. M. Young (433).



t3:POLITICS, RELIGION, ETC.
Machiavelli. The Prince (43).
Maine (Sir Henry). Ancient Law (362),
Mill (John Stuart). On Liberty, Representative Government,
and the Subjection of Women (170).

Milton(John). Selected Prose. Intro,Malcolm W, Wallace(2g3),
Ruskin. *a Joy for Ever and The Two Paths. Illustrated ( 147).
Time and Tide, and The Crown of Wild Olive (146). Unto
this Last, and Munera Pulveris (148).

Smith (Adam). The Wealth of Nations.- 2 volumes (54, 59).
&PTECHES AND DOCUMENTS ON BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY (1763-
_ 1917). Ed. A. B, Keith, a volumes (215, 216).
Speeches and Documents on the British Dominions, 1918-31.

Selected, with Introduction, by A, B. Keith (403).
Speeches and Documents on Indian Policy (1756-1921),

Edited, with Introduction, by A, B, Keith (231, 232).
Speeches and Documents on International Apfairs (191S-

37). Edited by A. B. Keith. 2 vols. (457, 458).
Speeches on British Foreign Policy (1738-1914) (201).
Tolstoy. What then must we do ? (281).:
Tracts and Pamphlets, A Miscellany of. Sixteenth to Nlne-
* teenth Centuries. Edited by A, C. Ward (304),

\ Religion

The Old Testament. Revised Version. 4 vols. (385-8).;
Apocrypha,^ The, in the Revised Version (294).
The Four Gospels, and the Acts of the Apostles, Authorized

Version (344).
The New Testament, Authorized Version (471). Revised
Version (346).

\ Kempis (Thomas). Of the Imitation of Christ {49);
Aurelius (Marcus). Translated by JoIuz (60);
Bunyan. The Pilgrim*s Progress (12). Mr. Badman (338).
Confucius. The Analects. Trans, by IF. jE. Introduction
by Xudy Hosze (442).

iCoRAN, The. Translated by E. H. Palmer (328).
Sermons, Selected English. Intro. Rt. Rev, Hensley Benson (464).
Tolstoy. Translated by Aylmer Maude, A Confession, and
What I belie-vc (229). On and Essays on Religion (426),
The Kingdom of God, and Peace Essays (445).

% Short Stories

Africa, Stories of. Chosen by M, C. Barnwell (359).
Austrian Short Stories. Translated by Marie Busch (337).
Crime and Detection, Two Series (301, 351). Stories by h, c.
BAILEY, ERNEST BRAMAH, O, K, CHESTERTON, SIR A. CONAN DOYLE*
R. AUSTIN FREEMAN, W. W. JACOBS* EDEN PHILFOTTS, ‘SAPPER

A

DOROTHY SAYERS, and Others,
Czech Tales, Selected, Translated by Marie Busch and Otto

Pick (28S).
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•^Dicicens. Christmas Books (307),
English Short Stories. Four Series. Selected by H,

Mil/ordJit)3, za8, 315, 477).
FigiNCH Short Stories. Eighteenth to Twentieth Centuries,

Selected and translated by K, Rehtllon Lambley (sq6),
Gaskell (Mrs,). Introductions by Clement 'Shorter. Cousin

Phillis, and Other Tales (i 68). Lizzie Leigh, The Grey
^

Woman, and Other Tales, &c. C175). Right at Last, and Other
" ales

j &:c. (203). Round the Sofa (190).
German Short Stories. Translated by E. N. Bennett (415).
German Short Stories (Modern). Translated by H”. Stemhauet

exid Helen yessiman{d\.$t).
Ghosts and Marvels and More Ghosts and Marvels.' Two

Selections of Uncanny Tales made by V* H» ColUns. Intro-
duction by ikfowtogMc R. in Series I (284, 323).

Harte (Bret). Short Stories (318).
Hawthorne (Nathaniel). Tales (319).
Holme (Constance). The Wisdom of the Simple, &c. (433)*
Irving (Washington). Tales (320).
Persian (From the). The Three Dervishes, and Other Stories.

Translated from MSS, in the Bodleian by Reuben Levy (234),
Poe (Edgar Allan). Tales of Mystery and imagination (21).
Polish Tales by Modern Authors. Translated by Else C. M,

Benecke and Marie Busch (230).
Russian Short Stories. Translated by A. E, Chamot (287).
Scott. Short Stories. With an introduction by Lord David

Cecil (4.14) .

Short Stories of the South Seas. Selected by JS. C. Barnwell

(33^%
Spanish Short Stories. Sixteenth Century. In contemporary

translations, revised, with Introduction, byj^. B, Trend (326).
Tolstoy. Nine Stories (1855-63) (420). Twenty-three I'ales,

Translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude (72).
Trollope. Tales of all Countries (397).

^ Travel and Topography

Borrow (George). The Bible in Spain (75); Wild Wales (224}.
Laveugro (66). The Romany Rye (73).

Dufferin (Lord). Letters from High Latitudes (158).
Melville (Herman). Typee {294). Omoo (275).
Morier (J. J.). Hajji Baba of Ispahan. Introduction by C. IF*

and a Map (238).
, .

Smollett (Tobias). Travels through France and Italy m 1765,
Introduction (Ixxi pages) by Thomas Seccoynbe (90).

Sterne (Laurence). A Sentimental Journey ( 333).

1
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